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THE VISIBLE EMISSION SPECTRUM OF Se^

By V. LEELAVATHl and P. TIRUVENOANNA RAO
Physics DiiPARTMKxTj Andhka University, Waitair

(Received for publication, August 15, 1954)

Plates I A-B

jUBSTRACT. The emission spectrum of Se2 excitetl in a H P. discharge, was

photographed on a till ee-prisni glass Litirow spectrograph Iiaving a dispersion of 7A/nim

at A, 4000. A new^ system has been delected in i he region A\ 5900—6500 in addition to the

one reported by Rosen and Moiitfort in tlie region \A 5900 —6800. A vibrational analysis

of the new system has shown that the approximate values of w/ and w." are 270 and 327

cm"^. The syatcji of Rosen and Montfort i-^ also extended to include sonis more additional

bands.

The electronic states in Se2 are discussed in relation to those of Sj and Te2.

INTRODUCTION

The molecular spectrum of selenium has been the subject of numerous

investigations in recent years. It was Messerschinitt (1907) who first

obtained the spectunn in a discharge through selenium vapour and found

that it consists of a large number of bands in the near ultraviolet and

visible regions between AA 37(jo-59oo.

Later, Rosen (19^7) studied the spectrum in absorption and was the

first to propose a vibrational analysis attributing the bands to the diatomic

molecule Se^. The following formula was deduced.

v= 27307 + {247.2 v'-2.3 v'*)- (397.5 v"-i.32 v"^)

Nevin (1930) confirmed this analysis of Rosen but in addition arranged

the emission bands at longer wavelengths into two more systems. The two

systems obtained in emission were found by him to have a common final state

which is the same as the ground state of the molecule as found in absorption

by Rosen. According to Nevin (1930) the spectrum consists of 3 band systems,

(i) the Of. main system observed both in emission and absorption, (2) the /3

diffuse and (3) the y green-yellow systems obicrved in emission.

In a reinvestigation of the emission spectrum of selenium vapour, Rosen

and Desirant (1935) and Rosen and Montfort (1936) arranged the bands

observed by them into four more systems, three of which were found to have

a common lower state, which is the ground state of the molecule and the

fourth, an entirely new system, whose initial state is in common with the

a-system but has a different final state. One of I he systems, referred to

as the system of fluctuations was the same as the Y*green yellow system of

Nevin but with a different analysis.
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A definite advance in our knowledge on the spectrum of Sea has been made

by Asundi and Parti (1937), who interpreted all the bands except those found

in absorption by Moraczewska (1930) and by Rosen and Montfort (loc. cit.) in

emission as belonging to one extensive system which is analogous to the

extensive main band system of sulphur. In their analysis the Y-bands of

Neviii or the so called fluctuation bands of Rosen and Montfort belong to

this main system. The new band system in the region AA.6000-6800 was

represented by the formula

i'= 16706 + 270 v' — 2-s
— +

An attempt has been made by Asundi and Parti to include these new bands of

Rosen and Montfort in the main system. It was found that such an extension

was not possible. Also this new system has not been observed by Asundi

and Parti in a transformer discharge. Therefore, according to them the

spectrum of Sea consists of two systems, 1 and 2 as shown in figure i both

of which have a common initial level.

B
Om

2. 5^151

I

1 2

A /

Fig. I

1. Absorption and emi»&iou main oand system

2. Bands of Rosen and Montfort in emission

Later, Rosen (1939) reinvestigated the spectrum of 862 in emission,

absorption and fluorescence in the region AA5Q00 — 2S00 and gave the

vibrational formula

:

25957 + 277.S v'-2.25 v'® -391.5 v"+i.o6

In this reinvestigation Rosen also found that the so called fluctuation

bands interpreted earlier as belonging to a separate system by Rosen and
Montfort, belong to bands of the series 2;'= 7, 8, 9 and xo calculated for
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the principal system for the isotopic molecules SehoSe^o and Se^oSerd.
They however, concluded that the unresolved patches associated with the

fluctuation bands might belong to an independent system.

Kig. 2

AG, ; T' curvf« for the system of Rosen and Muntfoit

In addition to the above systems attributed to Sco in the near ultraviolet

and visible regions, tvvo mure systems were reported by Migeotte ^1941, 42)

in the region AA 1038- 1777 both of which have a common ground state.

The present [)aper describes the results of a leiiivesligation by the authors

of the emission spectrum of Sco in the red and the near infrared primarily

with a view to studying the new system of Rosen and Montfort in greater

detail. This study has led to the detection of yet anc^ther new system of Se2

whose analysis is presented in the following pages.

It X P E R I M E N T A L

The method of excitation of the spectrum is by passing a H.F. discharge

through low pressure selenium vapour. The experimental set up has been

described fully by one of the authors (P. T. Rao, 1949). The spectrum

which could also be easily excited in a discharge from a transformer was

found to be quite similar to the one excited with the oscillator.

Using Ilford Special Rapid panchromatic plates, exposures varying from

20 to 45 minutes were found sufficient for a good reproduction of the bands

on the glass Littrow instiiiineiit. With the Feuss spectrograph» an exposure

3 to 15 minutes duration was found necessary. Bands above A 6500 were

faintly recorded on sensitized infrared plates and were not suitable for

measurement.
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I) R vS C R I P T I O N OP THE P E A T E S

The main system of the spectrum of selenium extends from A. 3S00 to

^ 5973 * The fall in intensity of the main system can be clearly seen from

the bands between A 5930 and A 5973 which belong to this system. Above

A 5973 there is a general increase in intensity of the spectrum. The so

called fluctuation bands of the main system can be seen to extend from A 4700

to A 5300. Above A 5973 the bands appear in four marked distinct groups.

These groups were attributed by Rosen and Montfort as belonging to

Av-o, -I, ~2and -3 sequences of this new system. vSome of the bands

assigned by them are shown in Plate I A which also clearly shows many
more new bands in the A'u = o, —land —2 groups not reported by Rosen

and Montfort.

Owing to the narrow spacings of the bands particularly in the A'u= o

and - 1 sequences the spectrum was photographed on a higher dispersion

of the three-prism glass I^ittrow instrument. A doubling was observed in the

(0,0), (1,1), (0,1) and (1,2) bands in our plates taken on the glass I^ittrow

spectrograph, A reproduction of the spectrum is shown in Plate I B. In

the four groups A*y = o, — i, —2 and —3 as many as forty five bands could

be measured while only twenty of these were assigned to this system by
Rosen and Montfort.

V I B R AjT I O N A I, A N A ly Y S I S

Table 1 gives the wavelength, wavenumber and intensity data of bands
recorded in the region AA 5970 ”" 65^^* these bands above A 5970
including those of Ivoscn and Montfort were obtained in the present work
under the same conditions of excitation as the main extensive system,
the possibility of extending the main syi^tem to include the bands was at

first considered. As has been remarked by Asundi and Parti it seemed
at first possible to include a few bands as the frequency of 327 enr^ might
be regarded as the frequency of vibration of the ground state for high
7)" values. But it was found that such an extension of their scheme for
the main system was not possible. According to Rosen (1939) the
well-resolved fluctuation groups belong to progressions with x»'=:7, 8, 9
and 10 calculated for the main system for the Sego Se^o and Sego Srg. He
also reports that bands of vScg^ vSe^a of the series *d'=io coincide approxi-
mately with those of Scgo Sego of the series = A part of his scheme
of the main

^

system for the molecule ScguScgo is shown in Table II. Au
extension of tuis scheme to include bands above A5973 vvas also not found
possible. We are therefore of the opinion that the bauds of Rosen and
Montfort constitute a separate system. The characteristic sequence type
of appearance of the system can be clearly seen by reference to Plate I A,

The last column of Table I gives the classification of bands belonging
to the system of Rosen and Montfort. Of these, those that are marked
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Tablr I

Sbj bands between AX 5970-6500

Wavelength Intensity Wavenumber Classification

6460.38 1 154737 5.8

6439 40 I 15525-1 4,7

6416.70 I 15580 0 3.6

6391.42 I
^

15641.7 2.5

6369.93 I
; 1.5694-4 1,4

6351.90 I ' 15738 8 0,3

632R.46 1
1

15797-3 5,7*

6374.12 I
1

15833-2

6302.21 2 15863 I

6289.76 2 15894-5 3,5

6267.67 3 15950.5

6264.57 I 15958.4 2.4

6256.47 3 15979.0

6245-58 4 160^6.9 1.3

623316 3 l6r 58 8

622441
1

5
i

0,2

6212.62 0 16051.8

6203.20 I 16116.3

6192.8.0 I 16143-3

6183.66 0 16167.2 4.5^

6176.49 I 16186.0

6166.62 3 16211.9 3.4

6157-43 2 16236 I

6147 81 A 16261 5 2,3

6138 44 2 16286.3

6129.01 7 163 n.

3

6123.07 7 16327.2 1,2

6116.32 1 16345 2

6108,95 7 16361 9

6101.88 8 16383.9 0,1

6089.58 3 164x7.0
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Table T (contd.)

Wavelength Intensity Wavenumber
I

Classifiv atioii

6078 21 3 if'-W 7

'

607 -' 35 ‘1 16469 1)

(059 72 3 16)97 8 4 . 4
‘"

6051 so 3 16520 3

6042.29 5 3 . 3
*

6^35 5 J6364 8

6024.1 .3
6 16595 6 2 2

6014.5 *

A 16621 9

6029.75 7 16635.1

6003 88 8 16651 3 I.I

599>-22
i

1 6686.

5

S9S5.80
1

TO 16706 2 0,0

5981.31 3 16714 T

* These bands are newly assigned in the present work.

with an asterik are newly assigned in the present work. In view of the

higher dispersion of the ihree-j^risni glass Littrow instrument emidoycd by

us, our data were considered imre accurate. Using our data u])to A6500

the vibrational constants of this system, whose vibrational array is shown

in Table III, were calculated by diawing the A(;,,
: v cuives. The estimated

constants are

w/= 277, a;/w/ = 2.8, to/— ^27 and a:/w/ = o.75.

An approximate value of the energy of dissociation of the lov\er

state of the system is olHained as 4.4ev by using the formula

ti)c / ~ I) ,

The last column of Table 1 clearly shows that there are as many as

twentyfive bands which are newly obtained in the present investigation

and are not reported by Rosen and Montfoit.

A doubling of the bands fo,o), (1,1), (o,t), and (1,2) of the system of

Rosen and Montfoit was clearly observed on our plates taken on the

three-prism glass Uittrow instrum mt. The separations do not sjem to

suggest a possible inlerpretaiion of these as the Q heads, the bands of

Rosen and Montfoit referred to above being the R heads.

A tiial classification of the bands unassigned in the last column of

Table I as forming part of the main system proved also futile. These bauds

might therefore belong to yet another new system, whose origin seems to
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be near to that of the system of Ros^n and Moatfort. A vibrational array

of these bauds is displayed in Table IV^. Only the groups A'y = o, and
-^2 are observed in this system.

The classification of these bands is shown in the last column of Table V.

It can be seen from Plate I 13 that members of this system occur in

alternate places with those of Rosen and Montfort. The following approxi-

mate vibrational constants are suggested for this system.

= 2 70 aiid oi/ = 327

The electronic levels so far observed in Se2 in comparison with those

of the related molecule Oy are discussed in the next section.

DISCUSSION O V K IC 0 T R () N I C S T A T U S

The possible molecular terms' arising from a combination of two

unexcited atoms of selenium each in a state are (2),
‘*‘2/ (2),

'^

11 «, -^A,, (2),
^‘

11 ,, and '^A,. One of

these terms should rei)resent the ground state of the molecule Se2. For a

proper understanding of the nature of the electronic states observed in Se2,

a comparison of these with those of the relate 1 molecules O3, S2 and Te2

is desirable. A schematic diagram of the transitions so far observed in the

visible and the near ultraviolet regions for these related molecules is shown

in figure 3. The traiisltioii B to X represents the main system in each

1^0poo

sopoo

2opoo

a -
Z

-‘i{

X._

o
z

3 “
- z:

B-

A.

s t

B -

3 t 75.

Fig. 3

Scheme of obser.^cd tianstions in(\‘ S2, accl re^

1. vS3stem of Rosen and Montfort

2. New system

one of these molecules. While the ground state of the related molecules

O, and'Sj is definitely known to be “S,", that of diatomic selenium vapour
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may be either a or The evidence for considering the ground

state of Scj as is that diatomic selenium vapour is found to be

paramagnetic by Bbatnagar, Lessheini and Khanna (i937)-

Further, Asundi and Parti (1937) showed that an accurate value of the

energy of dissociation viz., 2.7 ±0.2 ev could be obtained only if the products

of dissociation of the upper state B are an excited Se atom in a state

and an unexcited Se atom in a state. This means that the level B

must be a triplet level. The level X arises from a combination of

Se ’P + Se “P. On this basis the transition B -X in this molecule would be

But Olsson (1938) in his study of the rotational analysis

of this system did not find any indication of triplet structure in the B-X
system and attributed the transition B-X to Hence the

ground state of the Sea molecule may be either a or 'S/. However,

a general comparison of the levels known in O3 can be made with those

of Sej.

The lowest electron configuration of the O2 molecule can be written as

kk((rgis')^{(r„2sYi<r^2pyU„2p)*{iTg2pY^ giving rise to the molecular states ‘S/,

*2,7” and 'A,;. All these three states have been observed for this molecule

with as the ground state as shown in the figure. The ’A^ state is

o.pSev, and the *2,7* state is i 63ev, above the ground state. The first

excited electron configuration of Oj is kk(<rg2sy‘‘(tr,asy{<r„2pY{iTn2pf{Ki;2P)^,

which gives rise to the molecular states *Sm*, *A,„ ''2«*, ’Sit", ®Au.

Of these only and ®2«" have been identified.

The molecule Se2, wiiich has similar electronic structure may be

expected to give rise to the same molecular states. The level b in Sca is

analogous to the level
*2p* in O2. The system of Rosen and Montfort is

due to the transition B-b since the initial state of their system is the same

as the upper state of the main system. The new system reported in this

work may have the lower stale b in common with that of Rosen and

Montfort, as the lower state frequency is of the order of 328 cm“*. We may
suggest tentatively that the upper state of the new system indicated by

the level A may be analogous to the level A in O2*

Tabi.k II

Rosen's classification of the fluctuation bands due to the Sego Segg moleculeH 26 27 28 29 30 32

7 18316 17980 17640 17306 16980

9 1822

1

17889 17550 17215 16877

18124 17785 17459 17123 16784

10 18029 17691 17358 17028
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Table V

Scj bands (new system)

Wavelength
j

1

Inien.sitv*
!

1

Wavenumber
j

1
1j

Classificatlcil

631/1.12 I 15833.2 4.6

6302.21 2
/

1 15863.1 3*5

6207.67 3
1

v
'1

1

'

95^.5

^'256.,
^ 7 3 J

1

15979.0

6233.16 3
1

i'^o38.8 0.2

^ 2I2.^‘/2 o
*

k
1O091.S 5.6

6203.20 I

1

161 16.3

6192.8.^ 1 16143.3 4 5

6176. 10 1

''

16186.0 34

6157-43 2 16236.1 2»3

6138,44 2 162*86.3

6129 01 7 16311.3 14

61 16.32 I 16345-2

6i(i8.()5 7 16364 9 0,

1

6o8c).5<S 3 16417,0 5-5

6078.21 3 164.47.7

6^''^ >.35 A i64(V) 0 4.1

6051.50 3 1 65.><).5 3.3

6035 23 5 1651)4,8 2 2

6014.50 A 16621 .9

6cog.75 7 16633.1 1,1

5991.22 9 16686 3 0,0

Note : Some of tlic nnassif^ncd bau^is may belong to the main system.
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DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS AND LAW OF
MOLECULAR INTERACTION

By M. 'P. MADAN
DKPARTMKNT of PHYSICSjS, PNIVIikSITV oF LUCKNOW.

(Received for pttbUcihion, September 27, 11)34)

ABSTRACT. The expei iiueiital dal# on thermal diffusion and self-diffusion in

conjunction with viscosity of various isj^topic gases have been examined to study the

law of molecular inlcraction on the basis W an expmential potential energy function,

the collision -ntegrals for wliich have b|cii recentlv evaluated by Mason. The tempera-

ture dependence of thermal dilfusion and vSscositv lias been used to obtain the intermolc-

cular force constants The results have| been compared with those for a !bennard-Jones

12 :6 potential and also with those given Mason from virial, viscosity and crystal

properties for an exp: six p.)lential. The agreement is reniarkabb good. Utilizing the

force constants obtained from thermal diffusion, cocflficient of self-diffusion has been

calculated and compared with the experimental results. bVom the c()nsiderations based

on thermal ddfusion dati, a reason has been suggested for the unsuccessful behaviour

of the exp :six potential for non-spherical molecules. The effect of second approximation

to the thermal difluslon latio on the niterniolccular force constants has also been studied,

ll has been found that the conclusions arc in accord with the author’s stalemenl made

ill an earlier paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

The best intennolecular potential wliicli has been used to dale for the

study of the transport properties and their correlation with other properties

of gases is of the Lennard-Jones form,* with a repulsion term varying as

the inverse twelfth power of the distance of separation between the centre

of two molecules and an attraction term varying as the inverse sixth power

of separation distance. It is well known that the repulsion energy is

more suitably described by an exponeulial form and therefore a potential

energy function containing an exponential term will decidedly be a more

realistic potential torm thin what has been used jireviously. Recently Mason

(1954) has reported the transport projierty collision integrals for the gases

whose molecules obey an e.xponeiitial :six intennolecular potential of the form

E (r) =
I -6/a

’

C*' (r.„.'r)‘j (1)

where E (r) is the potential energy of the molecules at separation distance

r, r,„ is the value of r for which E ir) is luinimuin and a js the

E(r)=, v^here and 1 are defined in connection with

equation (1) and < is the minium potential energy.
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additional parameter which may be considered a measure of the steepness

of repulsion energy. Therefore assuming the validity of such an exponential

function, more accurate and reliable information can be obtained about

the law of molecular interaction.

Temperature variation cf transport and other pro|)erties of gases provides

a very effective means of evaluating the force constants a, <?, and rm of equa-

tion (i). Mason and Rice (1954) have recently evaluated the potential

parameters for a few gases using virial, viscosity and crystal properties of

gabes. As is w'ell known, the coefficient of thermal diffusion is far more

sensitive to the type of molecular interaction than the elementary gas coeffici-

ents, a determination of the law of molecular interaction from thermal

diffusion will be much more accurate and useful than their delermination

from other properties.

Further, the theory of transport properties of gases as given by Chapman

and Cowling (1939) gives only tha first approximation expression for the

thermal diffusion coefficient. The second api>roximation involves very

complicated algebra and no expression for it has been given so far. Mason

(1954) has, however, recently reported the second approximation expression

for the thermal diffusion ratio kr.

Keeping the foregoing facts in view, we have, in the present paper,

utilized the observed temperature dependence of ihermal diffusion to cor-

rectly assess the law cf force and investigate the effect of second approxima-

tion to the thermal diffusion ratio on the iiilei molecular force constants.

However, for the sake of comparison the force constants and have also

been determined by a method, essentially different from that of Mason, using

the temperature dependence of viscosity. The potential parameters thus

obtained from thermal diffusion and viscosity have been compared with

previous determinations by Mason for the exp: six model, including those

obtained by Srivastava and Madan (1953a, 1953b} and Hirschfelder ef a/

(1954) for the Lennard-Jones 12 :6 model. To test the correctness cf the

force constants obtained, the coefficient of self-diffusion, which is quite

sensitive to the force law, has been used to compare the experimental results

with those obtained from theory. The results are also compared for the

case of Lennard-Jones model using the force constants obtained from thermal

diffusion (Srivastava and Madan, 1953 a and h) and from viscosity (Hirseb-

felder ct. al (1954).

2. K V A ly U A T I O N • O F THB FORCE CONSTANTS

A. Thermal diffusion coefficient and the effect of second approxifnatiofi

on froce constants

The only extensive data on thermal diffusion of gases at different

temperatures are those of Slier (1942) for argon and neon. Unfortunately,

the data on neon cannot be utilized due to the fact that the observed values
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of thermal diffusion ratio for neon at high temperatures are much higher

than those predicted by 12:6 tuodel or thi exp : six model. The data on

thermal diffusion of other gases are much less extensive. However, methane,
out of spherical molecules and oxygen and nitrogen out of non-spherical

molecules werj selected for investigation, the data for which have been reported

by Davenport and Winter ^1951).

The reduced thermal diffusion rfitio kr* is given to a first approxima
tiou for the case of binary mixtures <g heavy isotopes a« (Mason, 1954)

^ 2* 12/1* 4- 55)
... (2)

and to a second approximation by
j

... (3)

vvliLM'e are ratio, of
( the collision integrals given by

and A’,, Xj, X3, Yj, Ya are coinplic|ted expressions in terms of the collision

integrals. These expressions have ieeii given by Mason.

The reduced thermal dllTubion ratio ] is related to [A:/], the thermal

diffusion ratio as

[/<,]= [kr*]
(M",4 Ma)

U)

where M^, are the molecular weights of species 1 and 2 and .Vj, X2 are

the mo e fractions of the two components. The more frequently encoun-

tered Rt, the thermal separation ratio is given by

/\’r=(ii8/ 105) fer* ... (5)

With the help of equations {2) and (5/ values of Rr for the values of

tlic parameter a = 12 to a=i7 were calculated for liotli first and second

approximations (see Table I). Using the experimental data on argon plots

were made for the experimental Rr vs, T an 1 Iheoreticai Rr vs, krh, which

indicated that the curve for a = 12 is not in the least in accord with the experi-

mental data and so is the case for the curve = 13 but the plot for the value

of a= 14 showed a very good paiallelism and agreement with the experi-

mental results. Similar procedure was applied for the case of methane,

oxygen and nitrogen, but due to their scanty data it was difficult to arrive

at any definite conclusion ;
nevertheless, methane showed a clear tendency

for «=I4 while the data on Oa and Na showed a tendency for '-t>i5<Ci6 and

a > 16 respectively. These values are in excellent agreement with those

found by Mason and Rice (1954).

Ft is interesting to note (see Table J) that the values of Rr for a > 14

do not show an inversion of sign at low temperatures, while there is suffici-

ent theoretical and experimental evidence that Rr does change sign at low

temperatures (Waldman, 1947; Troyer, van Itterbeek and Rietved, 1951

;

Srivastava and Madan, 1953a), and thus the validity of exp: six potential
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for the values of parameter « > 14 is open to question. This might be

one of 1 he important reasons that Mason and Rice (1954) find the exp : six

potential unsuccessful in dealing with nou-spherical molecules, which

have a tendency for > 14. Therefore, we restricted our detailed investiga-

tion only to aigon and methane. An extensive data over long temperature

range is desirable for a detailed investigation.

P'or the evaluation of the parameters e and the procedure adopted

is analogous to that of Srivastva and Madan '1953a). Experimental thermal

diffusion data of vSticr (1942) for argon were reduced to obtain the values of

Rt at different temperatures Tr by using the relations 1? 7 = .<4 *“B/T + C/T*

and Rr^A’^BT at very low temperatures- The two curves Rt vs T (ex-

perimental) and Rt vs k'r/e (theoretical) were plotted with arbitrarily

different T and scales. Drawing the abscissa for different Rt values

we get the corresponding kT/a and T values, from which e is easily deter-

mined. These values of e were then utilized in conjunction with the

experinientai viscosity data at different temperatures to obtain tlie value

of r,n from equation (6). The values of « and r,,,, were found using both

[Rt]i and [RrJai and are given in Table II. The same method was

employed to get and for the case of metli.ine after reducing the data

with the help of equation = (vSrivastava and Madan, I953ai

the values being given in Table III.

Taiile I

IKt], IRr],

fer/« — - —
1

0-1,^ a=. 16 o~ 12 or 13

1

;

ar.

1

a=i5

0..1 - 0.0305 0.1765 0.0519 O.D8 i 7
0-5 -0 0932 -6.0.437 — 0.0042 0.02n7
0.6 — 0.0^87 0.0382 — U.l 166 « r.0777 — 0.0288 0 0023
0.7 — <>.0302 0.0004 0,0360 -0. 1 158 — 0.0700 -- 0.0304 o.oon6
0.8 -0.0183 o.oi 17 ('.0473 — o.]oi4 -0.0572 - 0.0182 0.01 18
O.C) — 0.0026 0.0326 0.0674 -0.0775 — 0.0356 0.0026 0 0323
1.0 0.0280 0 o.(»9io “-0.0513 — 0.0099 O.0274 0.0560

1 .2 0.0S36 0 1 1 20 0.1461 • *.-r8o 0.0471 0.0824 0.1103
1 4 0.1397 0.1665 0.2012 0.0652 0. JO38 0.1378 0.1647
1.6 0.1 90g 0.2165 n.2506 IM j8o ''».i 55^ 0.188S 0 21 i;
1.8 0.2355 0.2607 0.2956 0.1659 x'.. 20]9 0.3341 0.2596
2.0 0.2746 o.29c;g 0.3360 0.2068 0.2429 0.2741 0 2995

2.5
i

0.3514 0.3775 0.4135 0.2888 0.3167 0.3535 0.3798
3.0 0.4054 0.4297 0.4686 <'•3487 o. 3^^5 0.41 II 0.4371
3-5 0.4437 0.4686 0.5091 0.3898 0.4255 0 . 4 S34 0.4798
4.0 0.4720 0.4967 0.5371 0.4208 0.4562 0.4848 0.5107

5 0,5084 ‘'•5347 0.5765 0.461Q 0.4987 o.5-\S^ 0.5542o 0.5314 0.5543 0.5968 0.4846 0.5218 0.5520 0.5769
7
ti

0.5439 0.5682 0.6113 o..4g6i 0.5369 0.5667 0 59360
I

0.5520 ' .5762 0.6181 0.5051 0.5459 0.5766 0.6020
9 <>•5555 0.5820 0.6261 O.5093 0.5494 0.5822 0.6 99lu

1 0-5589 0.5830 0.6294 0,5098 0.5520 o.5«53 0.6120
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Table II—ArRon

[RtI, [RtIj
- --

, .

Temp (“K) *//0 ("K) ./fc (“K) ' >•. (X)

!

3^900 1 17.1 3 -<V

117.7
i ;

1

3 9* '5 117.7 3-905

J.SO 120 .1

j

3 .if^S6 1 20.0 3.886

I So
1 20.0 I 2 < » 0 3 .««‘)

25 f) U 7

1

1j

128.2 3.*827

300
1 3 136.3 3-794

1-12.0 .?^77 113 4 3 773

400 147-1 3 i
766 130.4 3-753

480 i‘17-7 3 -77C' 152.4 3-755

S.V'* I i8.g 3-776
i

1

153.2 3.768

Table III—Methnne

'IVnip. range "K ’ r,

1

Rv
1

1

•!k CK) r. (X)

105 " 135 28 1 0.25 153 5
1

4.211

205-708 443 0.41
1 1

147 7
1

4.J04

Tables I and II show that the difference between \Rt]i and \Rt]2 values?

is about 7%, which produces a difference of about r% in the values of e.

npto 4oo''K, while for slightly higher temf)eratures this difference is within

5%, taking also into account the most probable graphical and coniputional

errors. Though this difference is more pronounced at higher temperatures,

we cannot determine its magnitude as the theortical values practically show

no variation in this region
;

nevertheless it clearly indicates that the error

involved in taking I
i.e., assuming the theoretical value of Rr to

be given by is considerably less and lies well within the experimental

errors in the measurement of Rr and its effect on the values of the inter-

molecular force constants is almost negligible. This is in agreement with

our previous stalenieiit fSrivastava and Madan 1953a).

B. Viscosity

The coefficient of viscosity, for a single gas is given by

n X io^- 266 .93 (A/r)^ ... (6)

where M is the molecular weight, T is tlie absolute temperature Un is the
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separation distance for which E(r) is luinimum, reduced collision

integral and is just the collision integral of Chapman and Cowling divided

by its value for ri^id spheres of diameter r^. while /n represents the infinite

series and is a complicated function of the collision integral. This term

is nearly unity and is a slowly varying function of kTje, Mason has

tabulated the collision integrals in terms of and for values of a=i2 to

a= 7. is related to as

-6/a)]^ ... (7)

Utilizing his tables were first converted into and then the

ratio whicJi is used for a detailed analysis of viscosity data was

calculated for various values of kT/e.

For the evaluation of the force constants from the temperature

dependence of viscosity, tlie method adopted has already been described in

detail by Srivastava and Madan (igs2a and h), for determining the force

constants from self-diffusion and viscosity for the case of 12:6 model. The
values of « and rm are given in Table IV for the gases investigated together

with the temperature ranges for which they have been calculated, along

with their average mean values.

3. COEFFICIENT OF vS K L F - D T F F U S T O N

Mason and Rice (1954) give for the diffusion coefficient the e.xpression

/) y 26.28o(r(M, '1*

in which is the coefficient of inter-diffusion in cnr. sec“'’ and Mi, Ma
represent here the molecular weights and and fn are slowly varying

functi* ns of kTh- as already defined in section 2.

Kxcept thermal diffusion coefficient, the coefficient of self-diffusion or

inter-'J ffusion oi a gas is much more sensitive to the law of molecular

intei action than any other gas coefficient. Utilizing the self-diffusion

data of Winn ^^1950), a comparison of the experimental values has been

made with tlr;se obtained from theory, using the force constants derived

ftom thermal diffusion both for the exp: six potential, as well as for the

Lennaid Jones 12:6 potential. Since the experimenial data on sclf-

diffnsion usually refer to low temperatures values of e and rm have been

selected for the temperature range 100'' to 300'^K. These values along with

values of « and obtained by Srivastava and Madan (1953a and 6),

Hirschfelder et al (1954) for the 12:6 potential including those obtained

by Mason and Rice (1954) for tfio oxp :six potential are given in Tables V
and VI.

The data of Winn (1950) give 7),i which is calculated from the relation

7?n-[2Ma/(M,+M2)P^‘^[ZVj ••• (9)

t>ut the quantity actually measured by him is the inter-diffusion of one
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isotope into the other. So the value of was calculated and converted

to Rive Dll 'vith the help of equations (8) and (9) and are given in Table Vll-

For the sake of comparison values obtained by Hirschfelder et al (1954)

using tlie force constants obtained from viscosity data have also been

lasted in this table.

Tabi,r IV

Aigon Methane

Temp range
CK) (“K) (M Temp iMiige

CK) (“K) 1... (X)

150-300 1 2.’.9 iof*-3 0 122.0 4 351

122 g 3 S65 15(1.300 5 4 3'>8

200-/100 128.2 3 s.i-s 20t )-.'jOO 160.0 4.122

200-6nO Tig .

8

3 So<> 2t>o-6(;n i6g 4.104

250.500 J1S.5 3.K83 250-750 i 6S ()
*

4 . *33

Mean
1

Mean 152 ’
1 4 203

Table V

ICxp. : six potential.

rrotn Uiernial diff.

(pre.se nt work)

I'Vom virial viscr sitv and
rry.‘-tal propcitie.s (Mas' n

and Rice. 1951)

From the tempera-
ture dependence of

N'i^-cosity.

0
j

e/k i r,„
j

a '

€ , k i

1

r«.

Argon
'

1
i

If ! J 22 9 1 3 S68

,

,

!

j
It

;

12^.2
j 3 8(56

1

1

'
!

!

1

3 22 46 1 3 86S

Methane 14
1

150 6 i

4 22 2
!

M
!

1

4.^"^
1

152 20 '

/J 203

Table .VI

12:6 Potential

1 From thermal diff l?tt-

vavtava and Madan
1953a, b)

1

, .
1

From vi.‘'eof*itv (Ilir-
|

.schfelder et al, 1954) |

i

From .sclf-diff, fSii-

va'-fava and 3radan,
19326*

f//c
i

i

1

1

1

1

f/fc ! I « j

1

/?.•

1

T'.rv

Arfion 124.9 3 -fr4 i 124

!

3 -S37 125 5 3 801

Methane 1567 4.150 1365
1

4 290 1,54.1 4.096

IvSqiP—i
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separation distance for which E(r) is iniiiimum, is the reduced collision

integral and is just the collision integral of Chapman and Cowling divided

hy its value for rife’ id spheres of diameter r„,. while fn represents the infinite

series and is a complicated function of the collision integral. This term

is nearly unity and is a slowly varying function of kTje, Mason has

tabulated the collision integrals in terms of and for values of a=i2 to

7 = is related to as

[kT/t(i -6/a)]' ... (7)

Utilizing his tab’cs were first converted into and then the

ratio which is used for a detailed analysis of viscosity data was

calculated for various values of kT/e.

For the evaluation of the force constants from the temperature

dependence of viscosity, the method adopted has already been described in

detail hy Srivastava and Madan 11952a and b), for determining the force

constants from self-diffusion and viscosity for the case of 12-6 model. The
values of e and tm aie given in Table IV for the gases investigated together

with the temperature ranges for which they have been calculated, along

with their average mean values.

3. CUKFFTCTKNT OF S E L F - T) T F F U S T O N

Mason and Rice (195/1) for the diffusion coefficient the expression

/) . 26.28o(r(il/, 4-M,)/ 2 i\/,M,)'/;,,xio- .. ... (8)

in which P12 is the coefficient of inter-diffusion in cm", sec"^ and Mi,

rejireseiit here the molecular weights and and fr> are slowly varying

functi' ns of A:T/fe as already defined in section 2.

Fixeept thermal diffusion coefficient, the coefficient of self-diffusion or

inter-d (fusion or a gas is much more sensitive to the law^ of molecular

intei action than any other gas coefficient. Utilizing the self-diffusion

data of Winn (1950), a comparison of the ex[>criineiital values has been
made with tlr)5>e obtained from theory, using the force constants derived

fiom thermal diffusion both for the exp: six potential, as well as for the

Lennaid Jones 12 :6 potential. Since the experimenlal data on self-

diffusion usually refer to low ten]]>eralures values of e and tm have been

selected for the temperature lange 100'' to 300'"K. These values along with

values of « and tfn obtained by Srivastava and Madan (i953’<a and bl,

Hirschfelder et al {1954) for the 12:6 potential including those obtained
by Mason and Rice (1954) for the exp . six potential are given in Tables V
and VT.

The data of Winn (1950) give /In w’hich is calculated from the relation

... (9)

'^ut the quantity actually measured by him is the inter-diffusion of one
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isotope into the other. So the value of 7),2 was calculated and converted

to give Dll with the help of equations (8) and (9) and are given in Table VII.

For the sake of comparison values obtained by Hirschfelder ct al (1954)

using the force constants obtained from viscosity data have also been

lasted in this table.

Taplu IV

Argon Methane

Temp, range
("K)

(“K)
!

/„ (A)
'

:

'J'einp r.'inge

CK, ./k C“K) r,„ (X)

150-300 I2-\Q 100-3' 0 122 0 4 35 ^

155-450 122 (.) T 50-300 3 -1 3^8

200-400 128.2
1

3 83^^ : 200-400 166/1 4.122

200-600
j

1:9.8 3 200-6(j0 i6g 4 4.104

1

250-500
1

1 5 3.^^«3 250-750
1

168 0 4.133

Alcan

1

122.46 3.868 '

j

1

1

! Mean
!

’ 53 .}

1
1

4 203

Tabi.e V

Kxp. : six potential.

Troni thermal diff.

(present work)

From virifll viscrsilv and
crystal properties (Mas' ii

and nice, 195.})

From the tempera-
ture dependence of

vis('osity.

a • Ik r„.

1

a
1

fr'k :

e/h r „>

Argon 11 122 Q 3 n
!

123.2 3 866 .=..45 i 3 86S

Methane M 150 6 4 222
1

1

11
1

132.8 4.206
1

!
152 20

; 4 ="3

Tabi.e VI

12:6 Potential

1

From thermal diff. !

vastava and Ala da 11

h)

From visA'osity Olir-

schfclder el al, 1954).

I'roin s(lf-diff (Sri-

va^tava and Aladan,
19526'

i

*/ k

j

f HI

1

€/fe I

!

f'm
1

-Ik
1

1

1 r,.
1

1

Argon 124.9 3-64^ 124 3 S37 125 5 3 801

Methane 15^ 7
i

'1-15‘5

1

1365 4 290 154.1 4.096

3- iSqiP—

I
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Table VII

in cm^ sec
^

i

i 'JVmp "K

1

1

; Kxp. : six

1

!

12 ; 6

{Present work)

i

12 : 6

i (Hirschfeldcr et.al.

j

3Q54 )

Iixptl.

1

0 2^7 “.245 0 245 0.240

2‘)5 2 0 1 78 ‘'•177 — 0.1 7S

273.2 154 0.154 0.156
Argon

191 7 0.0821 0.0S15 — 0.0830

() ) 2 0 di8j 0.1)178
;

o.oiSo

77 7 0 0134 0 0132 0.0133 0 0134

1

333 2

j

0.30S ! 0 309 0.293 0.318

1

1

0.226 0.227 — C. 240

Methane
j

273.2 0,192
1

0.192
1

1

0 183 0 206

1 191 7 0 100
1

1

0. 100 '

!

^.0992

i

00216 1

1

00214 0 0187 0.0265

4, DTSCtlSSTON OK RKv^TWvTvS

A comparison of the force constants obtained by usin^:> different methods

(see Table V) shows that the values of and from thermal diffusion and

viscosity by the present author are in excellent agreement with those reported

by Mason and Rice (1954).

A comi)ari5on of the calculated and observed values of coefficient of

self-diffusioii (sec Table VII) reflects that the agreement is very good for both

argon and methane and is definitely somewhat better for the case of argon
based on an cx]).six potential though the experimental cirors in the measure-

ment of self-diffusion coefficient foibid arriving at a definite conclusion.
Ncveitheless there is a clear indication of the superiority of exp :six potential

ovei the 12 6 potential. For the case of methane, lack of experimental
data on thermal diffusion over a wide temperature range makes it impossible
to establish the supremacy of one potential over the other. However, it

ipay be remarked that Mason and Rice (1954) hi^d a very poor agreement
for the case of methane usmg the force constants from virial, viscosity and
crystal properties. Kven for the case of 12:6 potential, it is clear from
Table VII that the values calculated by us are more in accord with the experi-
mental data than those calculated by Hirchfelde*' et al (1954) using force
constants from viscosity.

It is interesting to note from Table II, that ^ and hn show a slight varia-
lon with temperature. In the case of viscosity, as the calculations are made
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for various small ranges, and further because the viscosity is not so sensitive

to the force law as thermal diffusion, this variation is not so marked.

Similar variation in the values of the force constants have been noted by

Srivastava and Madan (195311;, Keyes (1951) and Wlialley and Schneider

(1952). Srivastava and Madan have also given uasoiis for this variation

based on the I^ennard-Joiies 12:6 potential. No conclusions can be arrived

at the present stage regarding the variation of these force constants with

temperature. This requires a more thorough investigation by piopcrly

pooling together all the transport properties. Whether this variation in

the values of f- and tm mean that the force field is temperature dependent

or is simply a rcfleclion on the inadequacy of the potential form chosen,

also, awaits a confirmation of Slier ‘s thermal diffusion data along with an

additional acciiiate and extensive experimental data over a wide temperature

range for othei gases.
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THE BAND SPECTRA OF THALLIUM IODIDE

AND FLUORIDE
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Plates II A-B

ABSTRACT. The band spectra of TH and 'UK are reinve.^^tigated in emission in a

high frequency di-chfirge under higher disper.sion than that employed previously. The

analysis ( f the main system of Til proposed by P. T. Rao and K. R. Rao, has been

confirmed. Using the more accurate data obtained in the present work, the following

cou^-tants have been deduced.

*',=26362.4 w/= 93.7 .-0.107

123.2 x /'w/' 0.088

In each one of these halides a new system has been detected A vibrational analysis has

also been pioposed for each, which shows that the lower stale is the ground state of the

molecule.

The present work is a continuation of a series of investigations carried

out by P. T. Rto and K. R. Rao (1949) and P. T. Rao (1950) on the halides

of thallium. Tlie characteristic band systems so far observed in each of these

halides are briefly summarized in Table I.

E X P p: R 1 M K N T A h

Recording of the spectrum of TIL

The experimental technique is the same as that emi)loyed by Rao and

Rao (1940) in the previous investigation. But the low power oscillator (5 watts)

used by them to excite the spectrum is replaced by a high power oscillator

(100 watts) in the present work. A marked improvement in the structural

appearance of the bands is noticed when this source is used. The spectrum
is photographed on the following insttuiiienls : fij loft. concave grating

spectrograph first order. (2) Three prism glass L/ittrovv spectrograph, and
(3) huess spectrograph. Exposures for about three to four hours on the

grating spectrograph, half an houi on the glass Eiltrow spectrograph
and about fifteen minutes on the buess spectrograph gave good pictures.
The photographs taken on the above instruments are shown in Plates
IIA and IIB.

Description of the Spectrum.

Plate IIB, figure 5 gives the general appearance of the spectrum from
A6300 to A3800. The fall in the general intensity above A4500 and the increase
in the intensity of the bands above A5500 clearly suggests the occurrence
of a new system above A5500 which will be described later.
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Table I

Molecule Author Region Transition

TIF llutkcw and Roizowa X220O
(Abs' rption continuum)

Howell and Coul&on A 2350 — A2 2 >«> n >3 *

4—

1
A

i

A2K00 — A’Oot*

•

A3 IOO~A28oo ’I

1

TlCi
1

1
lUilkow. How-cll

1
and Conlson ^

1

A3400-X3200 n^ '2+

A2545-A247S
(Absfirplioii coiitinniiin)

A3 1 06

( Absorption coni inn iim

)

Howell and Coulson A28c)0

(Abs- rption contimiuin)

V, T. Rao A4150 — A3Kon

• >

A430 )-A 4 i 5 f>

Tlllr Hutkow, Howell
and Coulson

A.4500--A0500
i

!

f

(Absorption conlinnnin)

1

1

Howell and Cou'son

and P. T. R.

A4oo3~A3()50

J «

A4050-A3S00

TIT r. T. R. and K. R. R. A53oo~A38(.'0 3 ]-;^ ij*

} 1

A3700— A3600 j

sn„* —> ’2*

Plate IIA, figure i is a grating spectrogram and figures 2, 3 and 4 are

reproductions of photographs taken on the three prism glass Littrow

instrument.
, ,v+

The main system attributed to the transition I- extends from

A38oo“As300 consisting of about 200 bands. Further description of the

spectrum is not necessary here as it is well described in Rao and Rao's

p&p6r ^ 1949^ •

A brief system occuring in the region A5500 -- A6300 shown in Plate IIB,

figure 6 .
consisting of about 25 bands is also ascribed to the thal'inm iodide

molecule.

Vibrational Constants.
. , „

From a study of the absorption spectrum of the molecule, Rao and Rao
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were able to locate the Av = o sequence between A3795.4 and A3838.6.

This necessitated a change in r', x''' numbering of the bands which is

adopted here.

The source of error involved in the deterniination of the vibrational

eousiants arises from llie absence of long progressions or sequences and the

very low valiu* of the aiiliai iiioiiicity cons::ants. Mo^t of the AG(v} values are

obtained as difl’erences from few band lieads. The measurement of the

individual band heads should, therefore, be very accurate in the determination

of the vibiational constants. As such, a number of plates are taken on the

grating spectrograph and for measurements in the region A3800 to A4000

these plates are used. Above A4000 the bands are found unsuitable for

measurement on the [)lates taken on the grating and, therefore, plates taken

on the tliree-prisni glass Littrow spectrograph are measured. Band head data

upto A45(30 arc only in-^ed iti the calculation of the vibrational constants

as the bauds upto this limit can be accurately measured.

Adopting the .same scheme of classification (Rao and Rao, 1949) a

graphical method has been employed to estimate the constants for the upper

and the lower states. The estimated constants arc

93.7 = 0.107

IV = 26362.^

U)/ = I 23.2 .v/ Ji/ = 0.088

The system orgin is calculated from the measurements of several bands

in the entire range. There is a close agreement between the observed and

calculated values of the wave numbers.

Determhuiiion oj D" of TIL

The ground stale of TII may be assumed to arise from a combination

of two neutral atoms (Tl "P + I “P; and the upper state from a combination

of (cxTl 'S-^ uncxI“P). If this assumption is correct the energy of

dissociation of the ground state can be deduced indirectly as follows.

The value of P' is determined by Birge and Spoiler’s method. Using this

value of IV’ is obtained from the following formula

+ ])• = /T' H- .

The value of iviutu is the dilTerence between the ground term *^^ = 49264.

2

and the first excited state ^.8 = 22786,7 of Tl, 1.

Vn oiu =26477.5 ciir‘

D' = 205I3.8

From the values of w,., 1 ) and ivto u , is obtained as equal to 20398.2 cm’^
and in electron-volts it is equal to 2.53. This value is found to be in good
agreement with the thennochemical and atomic fluorescence data.

I) I S C U vS vS I 0 N O V T H K ANALYSIS
The main difficulty experienced by Rao and Rao in the vibrational

aniaysis of the main system of I II is in respect of the magnitude of the
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values of w/ and fo/. Several alternatives of choice are available. The
interval of about 30 cm ' between the eqnispaccd components in each
sequence su^iRests the approximate value of the difference between uu' and
(»/. The individual values may be any one of the following sets.

(.)/

90 T20

120 150

T5P iSit

I So 2 TO

Of these Rao and Pao ]jreforred llie set qo and 120 from a comparison

of the ground state constants of the halides of mercury, thalliunif lead

and bismuth and also from ft eompaiison of the vibrational constants of

thallium halides. Petrikaln and Hoehberg (1933) have (juoted a value

150 for lOo". The agreement between the deduced value of the energy

of dissociation and its value derived from oilier methods (thermochemical

and atomic fluorescence methods; shows that the set of constants

90 and 120 is the most probable one. However, the value of D"

deduced directly from Birge and Sponcr’s method using the value of

123.2 for <)/’ is somewhat high. In case a value for of the order of

150 is adopted, D'' would be still higher and deviate far from the true value.

It is, therefore, believed that 120 is the right ordei of magnilnde for ov".

Kew Obsetvaiionx in Ihc Band Spcciruin of TlinUiiini Iodide.

As shown in Plate IIB, figure 5 the increase in the general intensity of the

spectrum above A.5500 suggests that the bands in the region A555o-A.''^34o

might belong to a new system arising in a new electronic transition. In

obtaining these bands great care lias been taken to siitipress the emission

bands of iodine which occur in the same region. These iodine bands are

recorded on .some of the plates when there is a slight leak 111 the vacmim

gyg^em. piirther optimum conditions of licaliiig the dischaigc tube arc found

necessary for a good reproduction of the bands. 'I'liese bands arc shown

in Plate IIB, figure 6.

There are about 2.5 bands, most of which are broad and difluse, their

direction of degradation lieing itnccrlain. A tentative vibrational scheme

has been proposed for these bands as shown in Table II. A clue fur the

analysis has been afforded by the ground sta*e progression with v'= o.

The lower state of this system appears to be common to that of the main

system. The approximate values for the vibrational constants are as follows.

m/ <^126
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The wavelength and other data of the bands are shown in Table III.

The Band spectrum of Thallium fluoride.

The band spectrum of thallium fluoride was extensively studied

both in emission and in abior(Uion by Howell (1937) as a part of a series

of investigations on the molecular spectra of heavy diatomic fluorides HgF,
TIF, PbF and BiF. The band systems reported and analysed by him are

briefly summarized in Table IV»

. Table III

WaveJeni^ til hit.
^

Wavenumber Classification

6338.6 ! 2 15772.0 0,11

6306 7
0 15851.8

6290.9 1 2 1S891.6 0,10

62 .14*3 l''O10.2 0,Q

6196 4 2 1613.4 0 0,8

6151.1 2 16252.8 0.7

6134.1 2 16297 8

6104.7 /y 16376 3 0,6

6:'69 7 2 16470.7

6 <58 3 3 16s >1 7 0,5

6013 1 5 1^^625 8 0,4

5985 6 5 167^2 I h4

5962.0 5 1 6768.3

594^>.2 16829.8 h 3

5922.3 5 16880.7

5871.8 3 17025.8

5853.3 3 17079.7

5827 r 3 17156.5 2,1

5785.6 3 17279.5 2,0

5758.7 2 17360 2 3,0

5734'9 3 17^32.3 4,0

5712.9 3 17499.4 5»«

568S.6 3 17574.2 6,0

5663 7 4 17651 4

5577.0 2 17925 s

Table IV

i

Level
1

Off

1

X.Wr

45y»*>. 360
1

-

36869 5 360.65 12.25

35180 7 .139.87 8.60

0 475 .0f> 1.89

No band systems corresponding to those observed in TlCl and TlBr by

P. T. Rao (1950), Howell and Coulson, or to those reported for Til in the

present work are so far reported for this molecule. As a continuation of

the work on Til bands the authors photographed the spectrum of TIF in

4—1891P—

I
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the visible and near ultraviolet regions, under the same experimental

conditions of excitation employed for photographing the Til spectrum.

Characteristic bands attributable to TiF were recorded in the region

A3400-A3500, some of wh'cli have a similar appearance to those observed

by Howell in the region A28oo-A32oo analysed into two systems. These

bands were also recorded on our plates. Plate IIB, figure 7 is a repro-

duction of the brief system obtained in the present investigation. Tliere are

about 7 bands. A peculiarity of the appearance of the bands observed by

Howell is the occurrence of the so called “absorption lines’’ in the emission

spectrum which were interpreted by him as the gaps produced by the missing

lines around the baud origins. The same peculiarity is noticed in the 0,0 and

0,1 bands of the present system for which a brief vibrational array isshoun

in 'Fable V. The lowei state of the system appears to be the ground state

and the same as the lower stale of the two ultraviolet systems. This system

is then analogous to the new system reported for Til in the present work.

Tablk V

0 T 2 AC{v')

v'

1

1

to ( ^
0 29208.4

1 1^:
28731.

T

; 6

1

191 •.?
' ^ 191..'^

T 28()23.-1 28452.0
185.2 185.2

1 ' ^
1 ^

28637.2

ACiv") i

i

!

^ I R
1

'riie following nre the approximate valuer, for u>/ and «»»..

civ' 194

o)/'^ 481
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ABSTRACT. Some of the experiments tor the detemi nation of clianges in the elastic

moduli of polycrystallinc iron and nickel are described. The resnlls arc compared with

those derived from Akulov’s theoiy of tfce AH olfect in ferromagnetics.

I. 1 N T R O 1) r C T 1 0 N

It is well known that the elastic properties of ferromagnetic metals

and their alloys undergo a systematic variation under lire action of a magnetic

field. Several interesting exiteriments have been described in the litcratuie.

Attention has been drawn particularly to the existence of the changes in

the Young’s modulus under the name of the A/-; effect. Many experiments

have been conducted for the measurement of the changes in the Young’s

modulus of pure metals and their alloys of the fe.romagnetic class. The

methods fall under two categories viz., the statical type and the dynamical

oscillatory type. In the former type, the wo.k of Honda and Terada (1907;

may be classed, while the experiments of Seigcl and Quimby (1936), Cooke

(1936) and Brown and Auwers li935) belong to the latter method. The

dynamical method consists in exciting tlie ferromagnetic specimen with

quartz oscillator, it becomes quite admirable for measurements on single

crystals.

The development of the modern theory of ferromagnetism by Heisen-

berg (192S), Akulov (1933) and others, and the discovery of the existence

of the ‘domains’ in ferromagnetic bodies have given further impetus to work

on the behaviour of ferromagnetic materials under the action of stress

and magnetic field. Akulov (log. cit.) has derived two formulae connecting

the changes in the Young’s modulus with tlie intensity of the applied

magnetic field. Further deductions by Brown (1936) enable the changes

in the modulus of rigidity of ferromagnetics due to the influence of a

magnetic field to be estimated.

These formulae aiiply to the case of a polycrystalline quasi-isotropic

ferromagnetic body in a strain-free state. Verification of these formulae

have been attempted by several of the authors quoted above, by the dynamical

* Thesis approved by the University of Madras (or the award of the M. Sc. Degree.

1 At present working in the National Physical Laboratory of India, New Delbi-ia.
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method. While the dynamic method gives the adiabatic change in the

clastic modulus the statical method yields the isothermal change. In the

case of a solid, however, the difference between the isothermal and adiabatic

changes is negligibly small. This paper deals with some of the experiments

conducted by the author for the determination of the changes in the Young’s

modulus and rigidity modulus of soft iron and nickel by a statical method.

a. K X P K R I M I? N T A I,

The experiments may be subdivided into two sections one dealing with

the changes in the rigidity modulus and the other dealing with the Young’s

modulus of the same ferromagnetic specimens.

The /-H curves of the specimens, figure i, which were in the form of

cylindrical rods, were first determined using a deflection magnetometer,

the value of the horizontal component of the Earth’s magnetic field being

determined with a Kew magnetometer.

(a) The Rigidity Modulus

The experimental rods were 32 ems long and 1 inch in diameter and

carried two stout brass extensions at the ends in the form of rod3 22 ems
in length and i inch in diameter. One end of this exte isidn was clamped

firmly at a suitable height by two brass blocks which had V grooves cut

in them, the blocks and the rod being fixed* to the top of a table by two
long bolts and nuts. The free end of the extension piece had a hole i inch

in diameter and into this hole was engaged a hard steel bearing in the form

of a cone. The cone formed part of a screw which was adjustable and

clamped in position by a check nut. The cone assembly was mounted on
a suitable upright made of brass. The free end also carried a thin wooden
disc which facilitated the application of suitable twists to the free end of

the rod by the usual method of double loading.
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The solenoid to magnetise the rods under test was specially built. It

was 45*5 cins long and was capable of accommodating the entire length of

the experimental rods in the most uniform part of the field inside. The
length of the solenoid over which the field was constant was determined
by a separate experiment. The supports for the rod at each end were so

adjusted that the axis of the cxpeiimental rod coincided with the axis of

the solenoid.

The regulation of the curitent passing through the solenoid was
accomplished by tlie use of the Ikiuid rheostats suggested by liwing. Two
such rheostats, one with liigh lesistuncc and the other with low resistance,

enabled the current passing through the solenoid to be adjusted very

critically. The magnetising curr^t was measured by a calibrated Elliot

ammeter. Provision was also ma^e to demagnetise the experimental rod

whenever required by an alternating current.

The method for the determination of small twists is an ojitical method
using Newton’s rings. The experimental rod carried at its free end a

lever arm, (fixed to the extension), to tJie free end of which a lens was

fixed. A glass plate placed just below the lens on an adjustable platform

enables us to get a ring system by the usual method. It is possible to

create a gap between the lens and the plate without affecting the ring

pattern. A vSmall variation of the rigidity of the rod under test produces a

variation of the twist in the rod which is indicated by the formation or the

collapse of the rings. Tlie ring system, coupled to a lever of variable length,

provided a very sensitive and accurate metliod of finding the minute

variations of the modulus of rigidity.

Ill an actual cxperiincnt the rod was demagnetised and then brought

to the mechaiiically cyclic state by continuous loading and unloading.

The rod was then given a small initial twist ljy a small load. The loads

used were immersed in a tub of water to prevent vibrations. A Newton's

ring system was formed with the green line of the mercury arc ^5 161 A. TJ.).

By gradually lowering the lower plate a gap was formed between the lens

and the plate. Watching through the microscope the current in the solenoid

was increased till the first ring collapsed. The current value was noted.

The process was continued for each collapsing ring till no more ring

collapsed. From the known length of the lever and the value of current

it is easy to find the change in the twist for a given value of magnetic

field for a constant initial twist. The experiment was repeated for several

different values of twist, for both the soft :ron and the nickel rods. The

variation of the angle of twist with field is given in figure 2.

(b) VuriuUoti of Youfig* s Modulus with Magnetic fieid

To support the rod in such a way as to be in a completely uniform

field, two identical solenoids were constructed. Analysis' of the value of
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the field, when they are a little separated, gave the following expression

for the field in the gap :

^ />+ 2y>

L
+ 2t>

H = 2!r >il\
+ --r

where 2/? is the gap, L the length of one of the solenoids, R the radius of

the core, M the number of turns per unit length. Preliminary experiments

showed that the field in the gap diiniiiishecl with increasing width of the

gap. For a gap of i cm width the fall in the field was about 5 oersteds

per ampere.

For the measurement of the Young’s modulus, the method of non-

uniform bending was found suitable. The variation of the depression at the

centre when the magnetic field was applied was found by the optical method
using Newton's rings. To do this, a thin ebonite extension was fixed to the

centre of the rod which was symmetrically supported between two knife

edges placed inside the solenoids and Icjaded at the centre. The ebonite

extension projected vertically above the solenoids and had a thin glass plate

fixed to its top, A lens mounled on an adjustable table situated on an

independent support enabled one to get a pattern of Newton's rings between

the lens and the plate
; the source of illumination being a sodium lamp.

It was an easy matter to have a gap between the lens and the plate and
still have a distinct ring system.

When the experimental rod has been thoroughly demagnetised
and brought to a mechanically cyclic slate, a small load was applied to the
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centre of the rod and the steady ring system was observed through a

microscope. When the rod is gradually magnetised the rings appear one

after another showing that the rod teiid^ to straighten itself. The value of

the current for each new ring that formed was noted and the process

continued till there were no more formation of rings. The experiment was

repeated for several initial loads for both the iron and the nickel rods.

The results are given in figure 3, 4 with H on the x-ax»s and the Ac (change

in depressionj on the j-axis for various constant initial loads.

xio"* cm

Fic. 4. Variation cf depression of the rod with tnagnetic Held (soft iron)
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A glance at figures i, 2, 3 and 4 shows a striking resemblance between

the A/9.iy curves, Ae-H curves and l-H curves.

These experiments were repeated several times and on different days

when the atmospheric temperature varied as much as 2 deg.C but the

same results were obtained showing that small variations of atmospheric

temperature did not appreciably affect the results. Lastly, Ihe^ values of

magnetic intensities were corrected for demagnetisation factors,

3. R K S XT Iv T S

The specimens investigated were soft iron and nickel. They were

certified by the suppliers to contain less than 0.1% impurities. They were

32 cms. in length and 0.25'' in diameter.

Figure T gives the LH curve and figure 2 gives the change in twist i-c.

the change in rigidity of the specimen due to the action of the magnetic field.

Likewise in figures 3 and 4, the change in the depression in the centre of

the rod clue to the action of the magnetic field is shown. In the case of

both soft iron and nickel, it can readily be seen that the magnetic field

increases the clastic coefficients. Nickel is peculiar in that for very low

fields the elasticity decreases while for higher fields, the elasticity shows

an increase. Also one does not fail to appreciate the striking similarity

between these curves and 7-/7 curve. The other notable feature is the

saturation attained by these curves showing that the turning bodies inside

the media arc realities and the amount of turning fs a measure of the change

in the magneto clastic properties of the material.

An inspection of figures 2, 3 and 4 shows that the change in twist

or depression produced by the magnetic field d^x^ends upon the initial

value of the twist or depression given to tlic rod. This change decreases

rapidly as the initial strain increases, in other words, it means that the

clastic forces tend to oppose the magneto-elastic changes. It becomes
deal therefore, that the changes in the clastic moduli must be greater in

a sbain-free rod than are indicated in actual experiments. It must be

remembered that it is impossible to measure the changes in the elastic

moduli of a rod except by straining it.

To determine the values of the changes in the elastic moduli in a

strain-free state, the observed values have to be graphically extrapolated.

These extrapolations are indicated in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. When the

percentage change in elasticity is plotted against initial strains and the

curves so obtained are extrapolated for zero value of strain, we get the

percentage change in elasticity in a strain-free rod.

Assuming the values of the constants, as given in Table I, we can
calculate percentage change in elastic coefficients applying equations (i)

and (2) in the case of the polycrystalline specimens between demagnetis ition

and saturation.
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Fio. 5. Percentage change in rigidity modulus extrapolated to

zero twist (nickel),

Taju.k I

Constant

Maguetostiction coefficient

Initial susceptibility

Young’s modulus

Rigidity modulus

Saturation magnetic intensity

(a) Webster (1925}

ib) Masiyama (1928)

Iron

19.5 X 10'® (a)

28.7 fc)

19 .C X jo" rgs units'*'

8.0X10" Do'*"'

1300 Do.*

tc) Cooke (1936)

(d) Becker & Kersten (1930)

Nickel

27X10“® (b)

i9 -« (d)

18.9 X 10" cgs units*

7,6 X 10" Do.*

650 Do.*

(*) Author

It is seen that a saturating magnetic field produces an increase m the

rigidity ntodnins ot nickel by 4.fi4% end of iron 0.9%. Similarly an

i.La» of 0.64% in tl.e ease of iron and 3.70% m the case of nichef m

shown in the values of the Young's modulus.

5^i89iP—

X
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4. DTvSCUSSlON
The modern theory of ferromagnetism is based on the discovery of

the existence of minute microscopic regions inside the ferromagnetic body^

called domains, each domain being magnetised to saturation. The
experiments of Barkhaussen (1919), Vander Poll (1920), Bozorth and
Dillinger I1930) have not only proved the existence of these domains but

have led to an exact measurement of the size of these domains.

Inside a ferromagnetic body two kinds of forces are encountered with.

One is the force of exchange between • the uncompensated spins of the

orbital electrons and the other t^ie crystal structure forces. In a crystal

these forces are distributed in a definite way so that some directions of

magnetisation ate more stable than the others. In the case of iron the

direction of easy magnetisation is the 100 direction while in the case of

nickel it is the in direction.

The application of a magnetic field initially turns the domains into

alignment with the applied field while the field is small, but when the

field becomes great the domains are rotated into alignment. In other words,

it means that the effect of a magnetic field is to produce a slight deformation

of the crystal as a whole.

It is well known that strain increases magnetisation. The effect of

strain on a magnetised body is to align the directions of the micro-

magnetisations of the domains into parallelism with the field so that the

magnetisation increases. However, when the body is magnetised to

saturation, strain dees not iiurcasc the niagnelisation.

Wliile elastic deformation in the case of a magnetised body produces

changes in magnetic intensity, the converse effect is the change in elastic

properties by the application of a magnetic field. On the basis of the

deformation produced in the crystalline structure by the application of a

magnetic field Heisenberg (1931) has developed the theory of single crystal

magnetostriction. Akiilov (1933) extends this theory and derives an

expression for the change in the elastic moduli of a polycyrstalHne specimen

in which the distribution of the microcrystalline axes is random, in terms

of the applied magnetic field, the saturation intensity of magnetisation,

the initial susceptibility and the saturation magnetostriction coefficient

along the direction of easy magnetisation.

Brown (1937) has shown from a theoretical study that the formulae of

Akulov are essentially correct in giving the change of the Young's modulus

between demagnetisation and saturation and explains some of the

discrepancies between theory and experiment in the case of the experiments

of Seigel and Quimby (1936) who employed a dynamical method for the

determination of the changes in the Young's modulus.

The theoretical value of the change in the Young s modulus between

demagnetisation and saturation in the case of a polycrystalline ferromagnetic

specimen is given by Brown (i9S<^)
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3 Y X® ^
<i)

\ is the saturation magnetostriction coefficient along the direction of easy

magnetisation of the crystal, the corresponding initial susceptibility,

/oo the saturation intensity of magnetisation and E the Young’s modulus

of the specimen in zero field.

An expression for the change in the rigidity modulus, n, of the specimen

can be derived from the above formula on the assumption that the

compressibility is independent of magnetisation since no magneto-mechanical

process follows the application of uniform pressure and both in the

demagnetised and saturated state the specimen is isotropic (Brown, /oc. di,).

If the compressibility remains constant, the variation of n and E are

obviously connected by the relation

n E L 5 /a,

The above equations are what we seek since they enable one to make a

theoretical estimate of the changes in the elastic moduli of the ferromagnetic

specimens.

In the case of soft iron and nickel the percentage change of elastic

moduli from theory and experiment are gathered in Table II.

TABI.K II

Material

Soft iron

Nickel

Percentage change
in Young's niodiilns

Percentag change in

rigidity iiicdulus

Expt. Theory Kxpt. Thory

0.64 .90 •967

37^ 383 4.64
j

4.619

The agreement seems to be fair and within the limits of experimental

errors ; it should be remembered that the theory is based on calculations made
from averaging the properties of the constituent niicrocrystals inside the

polycrystalline body. In Akulov’s theory the strains are averaged assuming
uniform stress in the microcrystals whereas it is possible to assume uniform
strain and average the stesses. This would lead to a different value of the
constants occurring in equations (i) and (2).
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SPECTROSCOPIC CONSTANTS OF MOLECULES

III. REGULARITIES IN VIBRATION FREQUEN-

CIES IN A MOLECULAR GROUP

By Y. P. VAPvSHNI and K. MAJUMDAR
Dlil’AKTMENT OK I’HYSirS, AUAHADAD UnIVEKSITY, AUAHAHAD

{Received for pithlicalion, November 15, igs4)

ABSTRACT. Regular variation of vibration frerjnency o, and force constanfs k,

in a molecular group has been studied. It i.5 shown that, in a molecular group, if the

u>, of the series of molecules of a metallic element are plotted against the w, of the

corresponding molecules of another metallic element, straight lines are obtained.

Unknown <«>, have been predicted.

INTRODUCTION

With the gradual development of molecular spectrum studies, it

became evident that some sort of classification was necessary.

Clark (1934 a,h ; 1935a) divided the diatoms into periods which

were designated as KK, KL, KM etc., the letters indicating the closed

electronic shells of the component atoms. Several workers have investigated

diatoms on this basis and found fruitful regularities in diatoms belonging

to the same period (Clark, 1934a, i935h, 1936. 1938. i94t : Huggins, 1935,

1936 ; Wuand Chao, 1947 ; Allen and Longair, 1935 and others).

On the other hand regularities have also been traced in diatoms on

basis of the Periodic Table. Tlie diatoms can be classified depending on the

type of linkage. Suppose a diatom consists of two atoms, one belonging

to, say IVb group (C, Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) and the other to VII b group (F, Cl,

Br, I, Atl of the Periodic table. Examples of such diatoms will be CF*

SiCl, CCI. etc. vSuch diatoms have similar linkage. In the case cited

thay all have “11 ground state. Investigations on these lines have been

made by Mecke {1927), Carrelli and Trautteur (1937), Lovera (1951) and

others. Recent work of Pritchard and Skinner (1951) shows that excellent

results are obtained for Badger’s rule on group classification.

Sutherland (1940) found regularities on both classification, period

as well as group.

In view of the fact that in Periodic Table regular variations of

properties are found in groups as well as in periods, it is easy to see that

regularities should exist in molecular ‘periods’ as well as in ‘groups’. It

would be appropriate to say that the properties of a diatom are determined

both by the considerations of the ‘period’ and the ‘group’ to which

it belongs.
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In the present paper regularities in the ground state vibration frequencies
of diatoms belonging to the same group have been studied. The groups
will be denoted by the two subgioups of the Periodic Table to which the
constituent atoms belong. Thus 4b -6b group denotes CO, CS. type of
molecules. It is possible by these investigations to estimate unknown
«oe values ; they also point out anomalous values which may give a clue

to the abnormalities existing in the electronic slates.

If we arrange the vibration frequencies of molecules as shown in

Table I, which shows 4b — 6b group of molecules, certain regularities become
apparent.

Tabi^ 1

Vibration frequency (in cm"')

0 S Sc Te

c 2170.2
I

1285.1
i

1036 ~ 875

Si 1242
1

1

749-5 580 481.2

Ge 985.7
1

575.8 406.8 323.4

Sn 822.4
1

487.68 35 J .2 2595

Pb 721.8
j

428.14 277.6 211.8

The vibration frequency is seen to decrease horizontally towards right

hand side and vertically downwards. Very similar behaviour is found for

the force constants as Table II shows.

Tabi.e II

Force constant k„ (in Des. =10'' dynes/cm)

0
1

Se Te

C 19.02 8.488 6.586 4.945

Si 9.246 4-938 4.094 3.130

Ge 7.526 4.3.58 3.743 2.776

Sn 5.615 5-536 3 '’66 2.439

Pb 4.556 2.992 2 ..S95 2.086

An examination of the we and h values of molecules of various groups

showed that such regularities exist iu all group for which data are available,

except in—‘7b group. This group will be discussed later on.

If the vibration frequencies of the diatoms of a group having the same

metallic atom are taken on abscissa and the vibration frequencies of other
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diatoms of tli€ same group having some other metallic atom are plotted

against corresponding non-metallic elements, a straight line is obtained.*

For example, the vibration frequencies of SrF, SrCl, SrBr, Sri arc linear

with the vibration frequencies of CaF, CaCl, CaBr, Cal. This relationship

has been examined for various groups for which data arc available in figures

1.9. Deviations from a strictly linear relationship are without doubt real,

however the discrepancies are of a minor nature. As the deviations seem

to vary systematically in going d own a group it is convenient to take the

middle element in a group on the abscissa (thus Ga in lllb group), but this

is not very essential. It is best to choose that series as abscissa for which

well established values are available. When only two points are

available, the straight line has been drawn taking into consideration how

the points on other lines are distributed. Thus the carbon line (figure 7)

has been drawn, in analogy with other lines, such that the fluoride point

is a little above and the chloride point a little below.

DATA

Excepting for the following molecules, for which more accurate values

have been reported, the data have been taken from Herzbeig (1950) and

Rosen (1951)*

Table III

Group Molecules Reference

la-jb KF, KCI, KBr, KI, RbF, RbCI. i

RbBr, RbT, CsF, CsCl, CsBr, Csl j

Barrow and Caunt (1953)

1

ib-6b AgO Uhler (1953)

3b-yb GaF, InF
!

Welti aod Barrow (1952),
Barrow, Jacques t anJ Thomp-
son (1954)

Sb-6b '

AsS, vShS, niS vSbSe. FbTe,
Bi Se, BiTe

Snr (1952) Sliarma (1950,

1954)

DISCUSSION

It will be noticed that in general the linear relationship is well obeyed.

As mentioned earlier, there are small and somewhat regular variations

from the straight line. Usually the slope decreases as we go down a group*
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predicted values from the graphs for such molecules
which have not been investigated or whose reported values of u, seem
to be doubtful. The actual values can be expected to be within 5%
of these estimated values. Individual groups are discussed below.

Tabi,k IV

Croup Abscissa Molecule Estimated
1

Remarks
i

la-yb
I

K 465

OsP 350 Discrepancy

lb — 7b
1

S 25

2a -7b
i Ca I^T 16 I

Belir 670

1 BeT sSo

ab — 7b iig ZnBr 280 Discrepancy

3b- 7 b
j

r,a BT 570 '

/lb -7b Pb CBr 670

1

CT 57^

1

1 Sir 3..0
j

GeT 230

1

i

Stil
‘

190

5b — 6b lb' NSe 1000

NTe 880
j

AsSe **^700
!

1

AsTe ^C6o

Sb- 7b Pi SbBr 225

SbT 175

la—yb Group.

CsV does not fall on the straight line. However, there is

considerable difference between the values reported by different workers

for this molecule—385 (spectroscopic, Barrow and Caunt iQSS). 270 ±30

(radio frequency electric resonance spectrum Trischka, 1948, 1949), 345

(theoretical value on a classical model—Rittner iQSr). The graphical

value 350 is very clo.se to the value of Rittner. Barrow and Caunt also think

that the spectroscopic value may be a little too high.

6—1891P—

I
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It is sigiificant to note that the slope of sodium (Na) line is less than

that of Rb, contrary to the behaviour of other molecules (only one more

such example has been encountered -As).

A study of the and k. values of this group reveals interesting

irregularities.

Tabi,k V

Vibration frequency

1

i

Cl

!

I

Li
1

i

ASO

Nfl
i

380 315 286

K
j

4^0
! 305 2 30 200

Rb
1

270 180 M5

Cs 240 168
1

120

Table VI

Force constant Av (in Des. == ro'^ dynes/cni)

1'

j

Cl ^ Hr
:

1

T

L»
i

- ^ __

7845

Na
!

1 186
i

T.041 W78

K 1.205
1

1.019 .818
'

.704

Rb 1.361 1.076 .788 i

Cs
j

1.151 •95 «3 ! •551

While the <.>« values seem to be regular, such is not the case with the
force constants. The fe,. value for Lil is lower than that of Nal contrary to
the expectation. It is interesting to note that the <.)„ (Lil)=6i6 or (Lil)
= 1.57 calculated by Rittner on a classical model of alkali-halides would
give the correct trend to the force constants. On the other hand, considera-
tions based on similarities in iso-electronic molecules do not support a value
greater than 500 (to be discussed in Part IV). The trend of k„ values for
bromides suggests that for CsBr a lower value near .76 is to be preferred
to the reported value .83. Figure i also supports a lower value. The
force constants of fluorides increase as we pass from K to Cs, instead of
decreasing. As all the three values have been reported by the same
workers (Barrow and Caunt) using the same methods, it cannot be said
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which value is more reliable. The theoretical values of Rittner, KF— 1.266,
RbF- 1.166, CsF-i.ii3, have the correct trend. The anomaly of CsF
lias been discussed above also.

It would be obvious from these considerations that the situation of <0.

values of these diatoms is not very satisfactoiy. It should be remembered
that the experimental investigation of these molecules is rather involved.
The band systems arise fiom transitions from the stable ionic ground
states to weakly bound upper states which dissociate into neutral atoms.
These upper states arc either imrely repulsive, or have such shallow
minima that th‘..ir rotational and vibrational levels lie too close to be resolved,

Ihe bands are narrow and diffuse alid it is very difficult to derive correct

w,, values (Barrow and Caunt, 195^)4

Fig. I. Group

16-76 Group (figure 2). Sufficient data for Au are not available. The

stiaiglit line for Ag is satisfactory.

2a -76 Group (figure 3), The linearity is well obeyed,

26-76 Group (figure 4)- There is one discrepancy—Zn3r,
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However, the experimental value of «>j of this diatom is not known

correctly, even this is not certain whether the observed bands are due to

ZnUr. An examination of the series ZnF-(63o), ZnCl- (390,5), ZnBr-faao),

Znl - (223.4,' shows that the experinie«tal value is definitely in error.

36-76, 46-66, and 46-76 Groups (figures 5, 6, 7). The straight

lines are satisfactory.

-6b Group (figure 8;. The slope of As line is lower than that of bb

line. As only two points are available for As, error in any of these is

possible. If it is so, values for AsSe and AsTe will have to be modified

accordingly. Further, k, fAsvS) out to be greater than k. (AsO)

= 7.266 which is again anomalous. We will return to this pomt in part IV.

Sh — yb (figure 9). Only tw.) points for Share available. Ihe

predicted values for SbBr and Sbl arc given in Table IV.
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CALCULATlOxN OF THE DIPOLE MOMENTS OF
TRI-SUBSTITUTED BENZENES

By D. V. G. 1 . NARASIMHA RAG
Physics I)i:i‘AkTMi.:NT, Ani^jira Umvkksity, Waltair

[Received for j^nblicatipo, September 26. igsj)

ABSTRACT. A general method is giveil for the calculation of dipole moments of

I, 2, 4 tri-siibstituled benzenes taking into ‘account the inditced effects, similar to the

treatment of Smallwood and Hcr/feld for the di-substi tilled cr)mponnds. The calculated

values are given for five compounds for nrhich the observed values are available and a

comparison is made between the caU ulated and observed values.

INTROD^UCTION
The dipole moments of poly-substiUited benzenes calculated by the

simple vectorial addition of (he individual group moments reveal wide

divergences between the calculated and the observed values in a majority

of cases. Such divergences may arise from several causes, such as, the

electrostatic attractions and repulsions, the induced effects or the occurrence

of mesomersm etc. In tlic case of the di-subslituted benzenes the induced

effects are computed by Smallwood and Hcrzfcld (1930J adopting the plane

hexagonal model for the benzene ring in the substituted compounds. This

has provided a valuable correction. TcFevre and LeFevre (1936, 1937)

applied the method for diphenyl, coumarin, and xanthonc ring

systems. Each atom or group is regarded as a sphere of uniform polaris-

ability and the induced moments are calculated by assuming that this sphere

is subjected to a field which is that produced at the centre of the sphere by

the primary dipole. Smyth and McAliiinc (1933) calculated the induction

in each bond and obtained the bond poiarisabilities in terms of the bond

refractions. Groves and Sugden (1937) Pointed out that when the atom

or group is very near the primary dipole, allowance must be made for the

variation of the field over the volume of the atom and this is done by

means of the method of graphical integration suggested by Frank (1935).

THEORY

In this paper the method of calculation of Smallwood and Herzfeld is

extended to the case of 1,2,4 tri-substiluted benzenes. The resultant

moment of a tri-substituted benzene compound is regarded as comprising

of (i) the vector sum of the moments of primary dipoles, (2) the mutual

induction of the three piimary dipoles on one another and (3) the moments

induced in the-CH and-C-C bonds of the hydrocarbon residue by the

primary dipoles.
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Figure I represents the case of a i, 2, 4 substituted compound. The

appropriate angles and distances may be understood from figure 2. I'he

y

I

Y

Fig. 2

notation used is the same as that of Smallwood and Herzfeld.

represent the x-components and Vi. V 2 , Va the y-components of nioi,

and Wo3 respectively. Using their equations and referring to figure 2, the

interaction of the three dipoles on one another gives the following relations.

. ^i’ + (ai/4)^3'-2<»3^a’-(3V3/4)«i»/2* = ^i I

+ ^3
' - (5/4) f’2$s' - (3 3/4)hi»?,‘ + (3 3/4)h3‘?s’ = ^2 [

+ (s/4)c2$3*-ti‘-^3v^3/4)c2»l2’= -^3 i

(i)
~ (3>''3/4)ai^3’ + »jj’ -(5/4)ait;j* + a3i>j’=ij,

<3 v'3/4)i'i^i‘ - (3 V3/4)*’2^s‘ + (5/4)*>i»li‘ -V2* “ (b2/4)l»‘= “’?2

(3 ^ 3/ 4)t'2C2* (^2/4)*?2'
d" ® 1/3
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where

2 ,/r;'~aa,

*2/ ~ hj

,

'it rj' — f'21 ha.

^3/^1 ~ ^ 1

1

ishi'-c,. ^.1/ ^3
~

ai, aj and aj reprcicnl the polarisabililics of the tlirce substituent groups.

The fields of the induced moments arc also considered in the above

equations since we have written + and + Thus as a result

of dipolar induction each i is modified to a ceitain and each ^ is modified

to a certain In order to obtain the numetical values for and »/' the

six equations (i) are solved by tli ineiiiod of post-multiplication giving

the values for the six variables.
[

'fhe induced moments in the reiipaining-CH sioups at 3, 5 and 6 are

calculated along similar lines. T1|e values of the angles (r) and distances

(r) are given in Table I- The data ^iveii in Talne I aie from Smallwood and

llerzfeld, page 1921.
'

Tabi,e I.

The total induced cfT.ct in the -CH groups at 3,5 a'ld 6 is given as

$;= 0.0I320^,'

+

0 .O7456fa*+0 X02lC'a-0.009324'/ a

-o.oi 939^‘'3 + ^-‘^'^432 '/V'i
. (2)

i; ),i=
-o.o7456fe','+o.o6624'li‘-o-‘J‘>9324^'3-o.o264i'l\

f o.oi 432 c
'‘3 o.i 4o6 f/\f

In ev.U.«i„, the in tl.e C-C IxmUn, tl,c various anslva

„d d1..«‘ uavd ar. given ... Tabk II. Tl.vav valuva a.v dc.ved n ,„g

tiu ..i6<.no„.e..ical .vla.iona tan, .l.v .ia.a in I'al.lv 1. asannung I.lane

hexagonal model for the benzene ting.

Tai«,e 1 1
.

(i) (2) (.3) (4) (5)
1

1

(6 )

30

2.^ 3 - 13 a<

11
*

3 13'^

-n*
2.

!

- 30
*

1 .5

-.30“

1

‘•^0
1 i .6

1

3 43S

,

-49 b
i

3 438
,

2 ^
-90*

1 3

-150
j

2.6

1

34.58
-i6q” i6g“

2.6
150"

1

X .3

J50'
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The total induced iiionient in this case is obtained as

^ * 1.3520 Ci‘ +0.2150 U -0.709S >!/ + 1.3520^':,

Si;i= - o.2952»;i' - 0,7098^2' + 0.9399V/ “ 0.2952V;.’

Combining eqns. (a) and (3) the result is

liftV + £<)=“ 1.3652^1“ + 0.074561;,’ +0.3171^2’ -0.7191'//

+ i.332t)Cs’ + o.oi432V3'

lS(Vi^ '//)= -0.074564*/ -o.2290V,’-o.719i|/ + o.9135'/3'

+ 0.01432^3' -0.1546';./

Finally the resultant moment M of the molecule is given as

... (5)

where

Mx= 2 3652^1’ + 1.07456V/ + 1.3171^/ + o.aSogva’ + 2.3326^.,’ + 1.01432V3'

M* = 0.92541-/ + 0.7710';/ +0.2809^3’ + 1. 9135V2' + 1.0143^3’ +o.8454V3‘.

R I-: 8 i’ c 'i'

s

... ^ 3 )

... (4)

Tlic final results for the five compounds considered, together with the

observed values of Hasscl and Naesh.ageii ^ud Futgert fu)3>) arc

tabnlaled in Table III.

TAni,H III

('oiiipf till'd Msui .1/,,, (s' .V Mo'..- m r \ .'line ii'-siniu'd

I
, 4 li ichloroheiizciie 1.24 1

.
10 I ^5 in, - 1 6\

2, 4 diuitrochlorobeii/cne 3.26 3-M 3-19 3 .o±.i

3.29

'in r ;
= 1 .^34

^''. 2
“
3-75

2, 4 dinitntbroiiiubcDZciic 3 - 7 -^ 3 31 3 I i 1

1

»//,. = 1 .
U-)

»^‘/=‘3 73

2, 4 dinitroiodobcn/ciic 3-31 4 29
!

4 ' I m,, -I. .15

'^^ 2-3 75

2, 5 dKhlor(tnitrol)CT/(‘iH’ 3 73 3 3

1

1

3 . 1
^^

i

3 13 in

,

1

--
I

»»' 2^3 73

The values under the column (A/>cci) are obtained by the simple vectorial

addition. The second column gives the values calculated using Kqii (5). It

is very difficult to judge which value of uio (the moment of the inono-sub-

stituted compound) is to be used in the calculation since, for the same mono-

substituted compound various values have been reported in the literature.

For uniformity the values of Hojeudalil (1929) are assumed throughout. In

the case of the iodo-compound, since his value is not available the value of

Walden and -Werner (1929) used. It i'? unfortunate that there are no

values available for the tri-substituled compounds by the same authors whose

values are assumed for m>. Thus, in view of the fact that the experimental

values for the mono-and the tn-substituted compounds are determined by
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different authors and since the values are liable to vary, the calculated and
observed values may not be expected to agree closely. From Table III we
note that a closer approximation to the observed values is obtained by using
hjQU (5I than in the case of iVfvoct for three of the compounds studied (i, 2, 4
trichlorobenzene, 2, 4 dinitrochlorobenzene and 2, 5 dichloronitrobeuzeneb
Ulie polarisabilities of the groups increase as we go from chloro to bronio-

to the iodo-coinpound and hence th^ induced effects also increase in the

same direction. As we sec from the table, the deviation between the cal-

culated and the observed values also increases in the same direction.

In the above calculations, a correction for the dielectric constant of

the internuclear space is also coi^idered. LeFevre and I,eFevrc (1937)

pointed out that the calculated induced moment must be reduced by the factor

(^ + 2)/3£ (s being the dielectric conltaiit of the internuclear space) in order

to obtain the actual induced moment.^ The value of e is obtained as 2.40

from measurements of the variation of the dielectric constant of benzene

with pressure. Groves and Sugden also remarked that little error will be

introduced by assuming £ = 2.40 in the case of aromatic compounds. The

reduction factor till US out to be ^i.4/7.2. The values obtained when this

correction is applied are given under the column headed M' in Table III.

The difference between (5) and
1
gives the induced moment. This

difference multiplied by the factor 4. 4/7. 2 gives the actual induced moment.

This is added algebraically to Jl/vect to give the value under By this

process, the agreement with the observed value is improved for all the

compounds studied except i, 2, i
trichlorobenzene where the induced coii-

Iribiitioii to the nioiiieiit is cousiderably large.

The assumptions in the above method and other errors will have to be

clearly stated, (i) The assumption that the dipoles are situated at the

circumference of the carbon atoms to which the gioups arc attached, is an

approximation. vSiiiyth (1934) remarks that a consideration of the location

of the centre of gravity of the charges assignable to the caiboii halogen

portion of the molecule in the halogciialed compounds indicates the most

probable location of the principal dij)oIe to be approximately 7/8 of the

distance from the carbon nucleus to the halogen nucleus. But the first

assumption is adopted, as otherwise the calculations become extremely

complicated. (2) The distances between the various groups enter in the

third power in the equations used for computing the induced monienl,

Hence a small error in the distance may cause a relatively large error in

the final value of the iiiomcut. (3) The method has not taken into account

the variation of the field of the dipole over the volume of the atom or group

in which the moment is induced, since the distances under consideration

are all greater than i A.U. The equation, assuming proportionality between

the induced moment and the field of the primary dipole breaksdown

at close distances. (4) Rotation round the bonds may ^ilso affect the
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of the particle and the wavelength of light (Aj. There are marked

changes in the intensity distribution of scattered light even for small

changes in either the radius of the particle, the refractive index of the

particle or the wave length of light used. It is possible to obtain the

theoretical curves for the angular distribution of the intensity of scattered

light by particles of different size parameters a and of different refractive

indices, A comparison of tlic experimental cuivcs of the intensity distribution

of scattered light with the theoretical curves gives an estimate of the size

of the particles.

D I S vS Y M M K T R Y OF SC A T T I{ R K D Iv I G H T

The second method is based on the dissymmetry of scattered light in

the forward and the backward directions. Debye (1946) has worked out

the theory of this method for particles of small refractive index. The
details of theory and the experimental technique are described by Oster

(1948), Mark (i947)» and Zimm, Stein and Doty (1945). The Debye theory

is not directly applicable to particles of large refractive indices. A study

of the Mie scattering functions for particles of different sizes and of different

refractive indices indicates, however, a possibility of the application of the

dissymmetry method to particles of laigc refactive indices uplo a certain

limit of the sizes of the particles. A theoretical evaluation of the dissym-

metry of the intensity of scattered light for particles of refractive index as

large as 2, indicates that the dissymmetry, i.e., the ratio of tlve intensities

of scattered light about two symmetrical angles in the forward and the

backward directions, goes on systeratically increasing with the radius of

the particles upto a certain size pat ameter a( = 27r7/A, r being the radius of

the particles and A being the wavelength of light used). Beyond this value

of a, the dissymmetry ratio begins to fluctuate with increasing a and has

a number of maxima and minima. It is, therefore, possible to compare

the experimental and theoretical dissymmetry values, and to estimate

the size of the particles, provided the value of a hes below the given limit.

SCOPE O F T HE PR E >S K NT I N V E vS T T O A T T O N

The present investigation was, therefore, undei taken to determine

the sizes of colloidal particles by using the above two mutually independent

methods based on the scattering of light and also to see how far the two

methods are in agreement with each other. Two sojs, viz. FcsOg and AS2S3

of refractive indices 2.40 and 2.67 respectively, are selected for this purpose.

Their relative refractive indices with respect to water are t. 8 and 2

approximately. These sols were prepared according to the methods described

by Trivedi and Pattani (1952). Double-distilled water and pyrex vessels

were used in all stages of the experiment.
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METHOD EASED ON THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
0 1' scattered light

By using the data from I^owan's Tables (x94q), two sets of theoretical

curves for the intensity distribution of scattered light by particles of

refractive indices i.8 and 2, and of different size parameters a (ot < 2) were

obtained. The values of the scattering functions for refractive index 2

are directly available from the tables, |)ut for refractive index i.S, interpola-

tion was used for obtaining these valu^. It was found that as the values

of the scattering functions increase t^iformly wdtli ^ upto a value 6 for

all refractive indices of the particles,;- this method of interpolation would

be applicable in the present case ajid would not involve much error.

Beyond a= 6, the scattering functions f&ctuate rapidly with a large number

of maxima and minima and hence Interpolation would not be possible.

While plotting these curves, the vflues of the intensity functions were

normalized by taking the intensity of scattered light in a transverse

direction (i.e. go"^) as unity for a given curve. These curves are shown

by dotted lines in figures 2 and 3 for FcaOs and As^vSa respectively. The

^ value for each curve is indicated in the diagrams. In these curves,

the direction of incidence li.e. forward direction) is taken as zero degree.

Expert menial,

Tn order to investigate the angular distribution of scattered light by

the particles of the sol, a photo-cell was mounted on the telescope arm of

a spectrometer. A monochromatic beam of light from a stror.g source

was made to be incident through tlie collimator lube on a circular

trough containing tlic collc)idal SDintion. As the beam converged a little

on entering the trough, the incident beam was focused by a lens on a

small aperture in the collimating tube and a slightly divergent beam of light

from this aperture entered the trough in such a way that the convergence due

to the trough made the beam parallel on entering the trough. Ihe experi-

meiilal arrangement is shown in figure i. Two suitable standardised

Fio. I. Ksperimental atratigement

R_Source of light. L„ L„-colHmalors, C-water cell, F-Hght filter

Su Si- slits R-rubber guard ring, La-converging Pus, P-photocell

Kodak haviag .arrow tra.ai.isasio. baoda i. .bo rogio. of 5000 A.U.

a.d 6550 A.U„ were selected fc SeHi.g monoehromatic beam of light.

a—
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Spherical si/.e. Still however, the layout of tlie experinieiital curves does

indicate a similarity with one or two adjoining theoretical curves. The

values of the radii of the particles of the two sols arc given in Table I.

Tabi,e I

Radius of particles from angular scattering of light

vScI

!

Refractivcs index Wavelength in A.U.
^

a Radius in m Mean radius in m

^ 1.8
!

6553 i

1
1

0.5

1

0.039
I'ljjO;, 0.037

1
: 5000

1

0,6

6550 i 0.65 0 O').?

1As.;S3 a 0.042

1
Sooo 0.70

I

o.o.p

MirriIOl) UASRl) ON DISSYMMKTRY OP
vSCATTKkEl) lyKWIT

The theoretical values of the dissyninietry of scattered light for particles

of diflerent sizes and of relative refractive indices t.8 and 2 were obtained

by taking the ratio of the intensiiy functions and /lar, of scattered light

at angles of 45° and 135" respectively (incident direction being taken as

zero degree). These dissymmetry ratios are obtained from the data

available in Lowan’s tables of light scattering functions. These values of

dissymmetry are shown graphically in figures 4 and 5 for two sols of refractive

index 1.8 and 2 respectively. The dissymmetry ratio liullisa is expressed

by the symbol Z,

Piti, 1 heoTelicul vunatioii of dissvtiiinctrv

with a for hc-jOj ri'friivt've index
>=1.8)

Cl —

>

Fu'.. 5 Theoretical variation of di«

^sytnmet:y with a for (refrative

index =2)
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The curves show that Uie dissymm itry fuaclion increases system itically

with a upto a certain value, beyond which it begins to oseillate and gives

rise to a number of maxima and minima. It can be seen that so long as

the dissymmetry ratio lies below a value 3 for pariclcs of refractive index

1.8, there is only one value of a for a given value of the dissymmetry ratio.

Similarly so long as the dissymmetry ratio lies below a value 1.82 for particles

of refractive index 2, there is only one value of “ corresponding to a given

value of the dissymmetry ratio.

If, therefore, the experimental dissymmetry values lie below 3 for

Fe*Os sol of relative refractive index 1.8, and below 1.82 for As^Sa sol of

relative refractive index 2, it \Wuld be possible to estimate the size

parameter a and hence the radius 4f the particles from an experimental

determination of the dissymmetry rs^ios for the two sols. By using two

wavelengths of light for the dissymmetry measurements, it becomes

possible to obtain two independent « falues for the same sol by this method.

A mean value of the radius of the particles can then be obtained from

these a values.

l'lxl>oriincntal.

The experimental procedure consists in measuring the iiitesily /m and

/u,. of scattered light of a given wavelength along 45 and 135 ’ angles

Fig. 6. Graph showing the variations of dissymmetry with concentration.

B, For AsjS, sol. d. Foi FejOs sol.
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respectively. The same photoelectric photometer was used for this purpose.

As the dissymmetry fuuctioii is found to be dci)cndeat on the concentration

to sotnc extent, it is necessary to del ive the value of tlie dissymmetry ratio

at infinite dilutions for each wavelength of light used. The dissyinetry

ratio /4:./7,3.. was, therefore, determined for five dilTerent concentrations of

a given sol for each wavelength cf light used. The dissymmetry ratio at

infinite dilution, which is also known as the intrinsic dissymmetry is

determined by extrapolation of the curve of dissymmetry ratio versus

concentration in each case. These curves are given in figures 6.4 and 6B

for and AsaSa lespectively. By using the values of the intrinsic

dissymmetry, the values of a corresponding to each wavelength of light

used was obtained from the theoretical dissymmetry ratio curves for the sol

concerned. The radius of the particles r, can be calculated from the

relation a= ^ ,
where A' is the wavelength of light iii water. The results

of these measurenicnt are summarised in Table II. Again, in order to

compare the values of the radii determined by the two optical methods,

both tlie sets of results are summarised in Table Hi.

Taulk II

Radius of particles from dissymmetry

Sul
Relative ref i ac-

tive index

!

i .

^

1 in A.r.
1

1

P.xpciiiiKiJtal

dissyiiiiiiclr \ !

"
Radius
ill M

Mean indius

ill fJL

1.62
1

066

!

i

o.f)S2

b'caOi 1.8 1 0.04S

1

5000
!

1.77 <'•7.3 0c

6550 1.7S
[

o.yz 0 056
AsiSa 2.0 0 052

i

5000 2<».2 0.80 o.o.jS

TAimE HI

Comparison of radii of particles from two optical methods

Radius of particles in m
Sea

Angular scattering method
i

_ _

t)i.s3yinnietry method
1

Mean

FejOa 0.037
1

0 048 0.042

As,Sj 0.042 1 0.052 0 047
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The above results indicate that the values of the radii determined by the

dissymmetry method are slightly higher than those determined by the

angular scattering method. It is, ho*vever, likely that the dissymmetry

method should be more reliable than the angular scattering method, because

it involves intensity nieasureinents at two specific angles and they can be

done more accurately and quickly than a number of angular intensity

measurements. If, therefore, intrinsic.dissyminelry is determined accurately

for any sol, it would give a reliable iiK^surc of the size of the particles of

a sol if ^ issiiriller linn a given vaiiii for each sol. It will be necessary

to construct a theoretical dissyniinetry turve in each case.

As it is likely that the refractive i|idex of the particles in the sol may

not be exactly the same as that of the bulk material, dissymmetry values for

different refractive indices varying |rom T.33 to 2.0 were obtained from

Lovvan’s Table.s. It was, Ijowever, jfound that all the clissyinetry curves

do not differ appreciably from cac^ other uplo a^i.5. The maximum

difference in the value® of dissymmeti'y for a given does not exceed by

more than 15 pci cent for variation of the values of refractive index from

1.33 to 2.0. Thus any small variation of the relative refractive index of

the sol particles from the bulk material would not appeciably change the

value of the radius of the particles determined by the i)resent dissymmetry

method.

C O N I’ vS IONS

The present investigation shows that it is possible to estimate the size

of the particles by tuo independent methods based on Mic (190S) theory.

The dissymmetry method due 10 Debye can also be applied to sol

particles^ of laige refralive index but whose size parameter ^ does not exceed a

certain value. The light scattering methods are more reliable than methods

based on the transmission of light as the former is less likely to be affected by

intrinsic absorption of light.
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ABSTRACT—Based on Ityring’s rate IJheory and the ^hole’ theory of liquids the

following equation, correlating the inlrind|c viscosity, and molecular weight of

polymers has been derived: ioopQ[rj]^Kifd'^ f^-ln M-f-K'2, where pq is the density of

of the polymer at infinite dilution and AT] an! are constants. All existing data have

been found to be in agreement with this equation. The modified Staudinger equation,

= which is in common use, is ahowm to be a special case of this equation and

cases are cited where the latter equation is found to be invalid^ wdiereas the new equation

is found adequate.

Critical tests based on differential 11;) in two solvents for the same polymer have been

devised and it is conclusively demonstrated that the modified Staudinger equation leads

to inconsistent results and is untenable, whereas the new equation is in conformity with

experimental facts.

T N T R 0 I) U C T I 0 N

Great interest has been shown during the past few years in the relation-

ship between the intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight of high polymers.

The modified Staudinger equation, [1;]=/^^“, the modification being

variously ascribed to Mark, Kuhn or Houwink, is extensively used. Of

late, attempts (Brinkman, 1947 ; Debye ct al, 1948 ;
Kirkwood et al, 1948 ;

Flory, 1949) to derive this equation from theoretical considerations have

been made, but so far with not quitt satisfactory results. However, recent

theoretical development in the field of liquid viscosity based on Eyring’s

rate theory can be extended to the high polymer field to obtain in a simple

manner a satisfactory equation correlating [ij] and M of high polymers.

Derivation of the New Equa /ton—Based on Eyriug's rate theory

(Glasstone et al, 1947) and the void structure of liquids, Telang (1949) has

recently deduced the following equation [eqn. (i)] for the absolute value

of the viscosity of any liquid. This equation has the unique feature of

not containing any arbitrary constant and has been found to give correct

values of molecular weight of many liquids where staudard data for all

the terms are available.

ij = -

hNb
exp

091 V

RT (l)

3f\8giF—z
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where h is Planck’s constant, N is Avogadro number, h is van der Waals

constant, V is molar volume and y is surface tension.

If we put b$pM and v,pM for h and V respectively, the equation, after

taking logarithm becomes

to,- M>/>-toM + to

In (i;Af) = /ci Y ivtpMf + 1^2

(2)

(3)

In order to use equation (2) we have to evaluate log viscosity of the polymer

from data on solution viscosity. Considering a dilute high polymer

solution as a mixture of two liquids, the solvent of viscosity rjg and a

hypothetical high polymer liquid of viscosity tjp and assuming that the

mixture law on volume fraction basis holds good for log viscosity of dilute

solutions of high polymers, we have

In = 0) In + 0 In ... (4)

where ^ is the volume fraction of the polymer. If c is concentration in

gins, per 100 cc and po is the partial specific density of the polymei at

infinite dilution, the above equation on proceeding to infinite dilution

gives

lnv;,=
;

ln>]/r], + ln»ji= 100 p„ In tjhle + lni;«=too/)o[»/] (5)

Substituting this value of log viscosity in equation (3), we obtain

1«o p„ [ *)] = 1
1 y {vipM ^ - In A/ + fe a

~ In >)» ... (6)

Since the surface tension and specific volume of ordinary homologous liquids

are found to attain a limiting value at quite a low molecular weight region,

wc can reasonably expect the same polymer irrespective of molecular weight

to have nearly the same value of y and Vip and so we can put the foregoing

equation in the following simple forms.

ioopo[»?] + lnM=K,[M]*/® + fC2 ... (j)

[ri] = o.oiv,pKiM^f^— 0.023 ViplogM + Kx' ••• (8 )

If [»/] is expressed in cc per grain and is designated by Z, in conformity

with the very recent German practice our equations (7) and (8) become

PoZ.,=K,M^l^-\nM + K^ ... (9 )

Z^=KiVtpM^l^- 2.303 v,plogM + Ka' ... (10)

Equations (7) and its other forms, viz. (8), (9) and (10) are our final

equations.

It is realised that our assumption of mixture law for log viscosity for

polymer solutions [eqn (3)] is not beyond question, and no doubt, other types

of mixture law (Partington, 1951) more in conformity with observations for

mixtures, can be utilised and other equations similar in form to our equation
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(7) can be deduced. We have, however, done this firstly in order to give our
final equation a form containing [i;] on which extensive data are available

and secondly, because it is known (Partington, 19 51; Houwink, 1950)
that a similar relationship holds good for mixtures of small molecules.

It may also be pointed out that equation (3) demands that specific viscosity

should be linear in 0 at low dilutions and we know that this is theoretically

justified by the equations of Sakurda (1934), Siinha (1940), Kuhn (1933)

and others (Guth, et al 1938) in dilute solutions and this has also been found

to be experimentally true.

leX P K R 1 M K N T A Iv TKST i) If T II Iv V R O V O S Iv I) (> U A T I O N

We need now examine hovV. far the new equation along* with' its

logical consequences is in agreera^t with experimental facts, to wliat

extent it is useful for computation of molecular weight from viscosity data

and in what respect it differs from the existing equation ; and further to

devise some way of a critical assessment between the two.

Linear Relationslii[*, A direct consequence of ecpiation (7) is that a

plot of ICO po[^/] + against should be linear. We have tested

this relationship for a large number of polymeis from available data and in

all cases vve have observed the plot to be linear. Some typical graphs are

shown in figures i to 6 and the least square and values are collected

in Table I. All references to the source of data used for these figures are

given at the end of Table I.

In selecting our data we have taken molecular weight values up to about

a million because we have felt that osmotic molecular weight for higher

values of M are not very reliable owing to unavoidable experimental

difficulties. It may also be pointed out that the value of Po need not be

very accurate and hence if partial data are not available apparent data and

even the density of the solid polymer would serve well for our equation,

but the values cf A'l and K'a necessarily depend on the chosen value of

and accepting a given value of at a certain temperature allowance has to be

made if the same solvent-polymer system is studied at a somewhat different

temperature by assuming that Pu changes with temperature in the usual

manner for liquids.

Curve A of figure i shows the required plot for polyisobutylene in

diisobulylene with the very precise data of Flory (194.O covering a molecular

weight range of about 10’ to Io^ a more than hundred-fold increase in

molecular weight. The plot is sensibly linear over the whole range. In the

same graph is also shown a similar plot for the same polymer in cyclohexane

(Krigbaum & Flory 1953) (curve B) and the plot is also found to be a good

straight line«
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Table 1

and Kt values of polymers

Polymer Solvent

Temp.
T Range of M A'i X 10^ Kj Ref.

Polyethylene Decal in 70
*

0.87s 395
- 33.700 7.7S2 4.045 a

Polyisobutylene Di-isobutylene 20
®

0.92,0 8.7X103-1.3X lol* 3.403 11.744 b,c

Cyclohexane 30" 0.920 38X103-71X10^ 3 583 5 773 b

Polyat} rene Benzene 30^-40“ 1.037-
I .055

4. X 10^- 1.4 X 10** 2.863 7*397 d,e,f,g,h

ft Toluene 30^-30® 1.045-
1 .0.55

830-1.1X10*' 2.460 7.819

Polyinctliyl

methacrylate
Acetone 30

®
1.180 35X io'*-3.3Xio® 1.679 -5-460 in

ft Benzene 30“ i.iSo 35X10^— 3.2 Xio*> 3.634
- 4 -.504 m

f> Chloroform 30
®

i.i8d

1

' 35 Xiu3 ~ 6 .I X io*» 3 * 31 ^
j

3 344 ni

1$ Benzene 25* i.i8o 56X lo'*— 4.1 X lu*' 1 3.853 4.998 11

Polyiiielliyl

acrylate

Benzein

I

35
*

3*055 46 X U)l — 3.UX lO** 3.669 6 888 0

CelluK se

acetate

Acetc/iie

j

1*335 SSXio**- 1.3x10^ ca.32 ca.io V

II 1

1

»>

265'
25”

1*344
I 345

3iXio 3-
3 . 6 xio‘^

13 X io3— 1.2 X 10^
ca.2.1 '

ca 40

ca. — 19
ca. — 48

B
r

Benzyl
Cellulose

Chloroform 35“ I 185 I X 10^ — 2.4 X 10^ ca.15.5 ca.— 1 s

Triphcnylmethyl
roetliyl ethyl

cellulose

Dimethyl
fonnainide

35’ I 195 3X10^— 6x10^ ca.ii ca.9.0 t

a. Uebeireiter, et al (1953) ;
b. Flory U913) ;

c. Krigbauni and Flory (1953) ; d. Kiigbauni, et al (195 j) ;

L\ Kern and Rugensteiu (1953) ;
f . Bueche (1949) ;

g. Bawn, et al (1950) ; h. Bawn^ et al (1950) ;

/. Goldberg et al (1947) ; j. Frank and Breiteiibach, (1951)

;

fe. Alfrey, et al (1943) ;
1 . Marzolph and Schulz (1954) ;

m. Schulz, et al (1953) ; u. Baxendale, et al (1946) ;

o Sen, Chatterjee and Palit (1953) ; p. Bartovics and Murk (1943) ,

q, Badgley and Mark (1947) ; r. Phillip and Bjork (1951) ;

5. Basu and Roy (1953) ; t, Roy Chowdhury (unpublished work from this laboratory).

In figure 2 are shown such plots for a few cellulose derivatives including

a plot of cellulose acetate based ou the data of Badgley and Mark (1947).

It is of interest to note that though the conventional log[»i] versus logM
plot has been found by these authors to be curved in this case, our plot gives a

very good straight line. We have, of course, omitted the two points for the

two highest molecular weight fractions as the authors themselves have twice
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1 . Viscosity molecular weight plot for polyisobiitylene. Curve A in di-isobutyleue

(opeu circles, ref : Flory, 1913 ; dark circles, ref : Krigbaum and Flory (1953). Curve B iu

cyclohexane, ref: ibid\ CAogivM) Fs. 7 (Mu. p2 ) f^r straight chain alkanes iu arbitary

units.

expressed uncertainty about them. This linearity, when the conventional

log[f/] - log M plot fails, is not due to any insensitivity of our plot as compared

to the conventional plot as would be discussed at length later on. In fact,

our plot would be shown to be more sensitive than the conventional plot

over a larger range of molecular weight. Similar plots have also been

made in figure 2 for cellulose acetate based on other data, and a few other

cellulose derivatives, c.g. triphenyl-methyl methyl ethyl cellulose in dimethyl

formamide and benzyl cellulose in chloroform, etc., and all the curves are

found to be linear in agreement with our equation.

We want to draw special attention to figure 3 wherein we have plotted

the precise data of Ueberreiter, Orthmann and Sorge (1952) for polyethylene.

They have not only determined M and [»;] values for four fractions but have

also obtained data for a highly pure hydrocarbon, CggHs#. They

themselves find that their log[y;J~ logM plot is wide off the point for

the pure hydrocarbon. Their log logM plot showing this departure

has been also reproduced in figure 3. However, our plot passes through

all the five points which conclusively proves that our equation is valid ovetr
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2. Viscosity-molecular weight plot of cellulose derivatives. Curves A (Hartovics

and ^lark, 1943), 15 (IJadgley and Mark, 1947) and C (Phillip and Bjork, 1951) are for

cellulose acetate in acetone
;
D (Basu and Ray, 1952) for benzyl celluloi^e in chloroform

and K (Roy Chowdhury) for triphenylmethyl-metliyl-ethyl cellulose in dimethyl formamide.

Pig. 3. Intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relationship of polyethylene. Curve A
log[i)] vs» logM plot. Curve Bis according to the new equation looporijj-flnM

/ 3. JPtta taken from Ueberreiter, ef. ah (1959)*
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Fic;. /j. Visoosity-aiolccular weight plot of polystyrene in toluene. Shaded circles are

for Marzolph and Schulz (T954), lower half shaded circles for Kiwn, et.al (1950), left half

shaded circles ftr Alfrcy et,al (1943), right half shaded circles for Fawn, Grimley and

Wajid (1950), Unshaded circle.s for Frank, et.al (1951)- curve H shows the lowest

data (israrzolph, ct al, 1951) in a magnified plot, ordinate 6 times and abscissa 4 times

magJiified. Inset curve C is the conventional log fijldog M plot of the same data.

a much wider range than that covered by the modified Staudinger equation.

To demonstrate tliis point more clearly we have compared in Table II the

calculated [»/] values from oui lea,st square equation with the experimental

ones. It would be seen that the agreement is excellent in all cases and is

certainly withiu the limits of experiineutal error of [»?]. Similar comparison

has also been made on the basis of modified Staudinger equation and it is

clearly seen that the agreement is in no way better for the four fractions and

is rather poor for the pure hydrocarbon.

It may be pointed out here that though InM term in the ordinate is

generally rather small in comparison with and its variation is

comparatively very small in the usual high molecular weight range, it is

comparatively quite a large term in the low molecular weight range as in

the above case of polyethylenes. In fact, for the lowest point the In M-term

is more than three times the corresponding value of ioopo[»?]. whereas

for the highest point the former is only some twelve per cent of the fatter.

This demonstrates the reality of this term. Though the reality of the 'in M'

term is thus demonstrated, in very many cases particularly for systems

with comparatively high values of K, and over a narrow range and high

values of molecular weight, it can be easily shown from our equation , that

[q] would be practically linear with M®/* within the limits of our experi-

mental accuracy of determining M. We have verified this hy graphical
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TABtB 11

Comparison of the experimental and theoretical values for the

intrinsic viscosity of polyethylene

New equation

100 Po [’?'!- 7.782 X 10"2

-in M4-4.04.S

hi

Modified Staudinger equation

hi = 3-^73 X jo “4

hi

Observed Calculated Difference Observed Calculated Difference

33»7oo 0.850 0855 0.005 0.850
1

0.848 —0 002

18,960 0.574 o.57i -0.003 574 0.5.57 -0.017

4,200 0.180 0.182 +0.002 0.180 0.183 + 0.003

2,620 0.130 0 125 -0.005 0.130 0.129 —0.001

,395 0.021 0.026 +0 005 0.021 0.032 +0.011

plotting in many cases specially for cellulose derivatives whose Ki values

are unusually high.

Data for polystyrene in toluene have been plotted in figure 4. Curve

A is for viscosity data in toluene taken from different sources covering a

wide range of molecular weight from below 10’ to beyond 10*. It would be

seen that the data upto M <=< 10" fall on practically the same straight line.

The conventional log[»;] — logiW plot of these data has been given by

Marzolph and Schulz (1954) and they have found that the lowest points

considerably deviate from a straight line, the slope falling off at a low

range of molecular weight. This failing off at the low range has been

shown in the inset curve C in the same figure along with our plot of the

same da^a on a larger scale. Our plot is found to be linear, whereas the

log[>2]-‘log M plot is seen to have a continually decreasing slope in this

range. As^ would be seen later this decrease of slope is a necessary conse*

r]uence of our equation in this case.

f" • In figure s we have plotted the data for polystyrene in benzene from

various authors according to our equation along with the conventional

jDg[»j]—logM plot. It would be seen that the log [»;]— log M plot scatters

very much mote than our plot and in fact, the points from different authors

show varied slopes and can hardly be accommodated on the same line,

whereas the fit is much batter with our equation at least upto a million

molecular weight. However, for polystyrenes prepared at not too high

•teniperatures we recommend use of ouir equation in toluene at 2o°C, as the

litter. solvent shows greater consistency,
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Fig. 5 . Viscosity-molecular weight plot of polystyrene in benzene ; Curve A is

according to the new equation, curve B is the conventional log [»;3*log M plot. Data from
Krigbauni ct.al. ( 1952 ), Kern and Rugemtein (1053 ), Bueche ( 1949), Bawn, et.al (i95®)»

Bawn, et.al. (1950 )

.

D 1000 2000 4000 6000

Viscosity-niolecnlar weight plot o£ polyacrvlates according to the
Fio 6 Viscosity-niolecnlar weight plot o£ polyacrvlates according to the new

equation. Curves A ,B and C are for polymethy^ n.ethacrylates

:hlor<*)rm respectively. Bata from Baxendale, et, al (1946). Curve E for poTymetiiyl

icrylate (ita from Sen> et. ol., 1952).

4—iSqiP— 2
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In figure 6 we have plotted some recent data on acrylates and the

plots in all cases except for methyl methacrylate in chloroform are found to

be good straight lines in agreement with our equation. Our equation shows

a definite rising tendency in chloroform for molecular weight of a few

millions and onward, where the intrinsic viscosity is inordinately high.

Such intrinsic viscosity values may not be useful for our equation as they

are known to be vStrongly affected by shear gradient and this along with the

uncertainty in molecular weight determination in this very high range may
contribute to this deviation from our equation.

Sensitivity and Computational Error.

It might be surmised that in our equation M is much less sensitive to

[tj] in comparison with the inodifiied Staudinger equation. This is, however,

not so, as can be seen from the calculations in Table II. This can, however,

be theoretically demonstrated as below. By differentiating equation (7)

with respect to [rj] and M, we can obtain the following equations :

ri In [v] = dln Mx
+ ]a M

J

(II)

_8 In

aTn M =
,
where vs=

+ InM
(12)

Hence, the calculated percentage accuracy of M is 3/2 x i/r times the

percentage accuracy of [r/]. As would be shown in a later section v is veiy

near to unity in the usual experimental range for most polymers and so the

uncertainty of M is 1.5 times the uncertainty of [j/]. This sensitivity

compares very well with the value i/a which is the value of the above

sensitivity for the modified Staudinger equation.

Though we have demonstrated above that the error in M for a given error

in would be nearly the same in both the equations, there is, however, a

very large source of error in the modified Staudinger equation. In the latter

equation M is highly sensitive to a and it can be easily shown by proper

differentiation of the modified Staudinger equation that for a given value

of [»j], tlie calculated value of M would have an accuracy of InM times

that of a. Since « can be relied upon to an accuracy of about one per cent

(generally the uncertainty is higher) we can never expect to calculate M
at about 10® to an accuracy better than about 12 per cent.

The situation, however, is quite different with the new equation as M
has no sucli disproportionate sensitivity with respect to the constants. /C,

and JCj. It is easily shown that our calculated value of M in the useful

region, viz, to 10*, is generally of the order of, and very often better

than, the accuracy of Ki and K2. Further, the computed value of M becomes

increasingly precise with increase in molecular weight, whereas the accuracy

decreases with increase in molecular weight in the case of the modified

Siaitdinger equation, This is the reason why a difference of even half a
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million iii molecular weight in the million range would not appear very
much off the line in a log[»;] -logM plot, whereas it would be sharply
brought out in our plot. It is no doubt true that equal difference docs not

alco get equal weightage in our plot, but the ill-values are certainly more
widely spaced in our plot than in the conventional log [rj] - log M plot.

Deduction of Modified Staudinger Equation.

It is easy to see that under certaiit conditions particularly at high values

M our equation reduces to the inodif|cd Staudinger equation. Thus, from

equation (12) as written below
;

ii

dlosiv] -ai i_a
dlogM + InM

it is easy to ses that for high values o|M, v tends to unity and so our equation

reduces to the modified StaudingeJ equation with the exponent *= 2/3.

That the exponent a tends to be i/ 3 has already been noted by many
previous workers (Carter, ct al, 1946),

This is equivalent to neglecting the second and the third term on the

right hand side of equation (8) as shown below,

= logA/ + /v',

Po

... (13)

We can, however, go one step further by calculating the order of the

values of Ki which is equal to the Staudinger constant, since our expression

for Ki' does not contain any arbitrary constant. This we can do by putting

Y=2o and p=o.9 in the expression for K,' [equation (a)] which are fairly

representative values for nonpolar compounds when we obtain io~*.

We have thus arrived at a theoretical interpretation of the interesting observa-

tion that the modified Staudinger constant K is generally of the order

of lO"*.

Numerical Values of Ki and Kj

Since our equation does not contain any adjustable parameter we tan

roughly compute the values of /v, and and check if the experimental values

arc of the expected order. Taking the usual values as above, Ki comes

out to be near about 9 x 10"’ i.e. of the order of io~^ for all high polymers.

Tabled shows how nicely this theoretical expectation is fulfilled by

experimental data.

An instructive case of how K, in
.
our equation always comes in the

theoretically expected range whereas K of modified Staudinger equation

shows a wide scatter can be studied from the data of Alfrey, Bartovics and

Mark (1943). Their K'-values for three samples of polystyrene prepared at

60°, 120® and i8o®C are 1.6x10“*, 6.6x10"’ and 4x10"* respectively,

thu8 showing a variation of about forty times. Our iv, values, however,
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are 2.3 X io~*, 3,7X lo"* and 3.6 x lo”*, an extreme variation of merely 1.6

limes in excellent corroboration of our theoretical expectation.

The calculation of /v^ requires a knowledge of the free volume per

gram. We can write K3 in the following form

/vj= In h AT + Sln b,plv,p + i In b$plf,p+ In i/9»p-ln *ji ... (14)

where ftp is the free volume in' cc per gram. Making the very drastic

approximation that i, we have to a first approximation

/v3= In /i N-|ln 0»p-ln »/i ... (15)

Taking that about one per cent is void inside liquids under usual conditions

we get Kx =< 4. Thus we find that has to be a small number whose

value would be of the order of unity. This expectation is fairly confirmed

experimentally as is seen from Table I. It seems from general considera-

tion of our equation and the experimental figures that is related to the

shape of ihe molecule and K, is related to compactness of packing inside

the solvent, the Ky values increasing with the stiffness and consequent

approach to a rod shape of the chain molecule, and the fC* values decreasing

with increasing branching of the chain. However, this is only conjectural

and a thorough understanding of the significance of these constants has to

await further theoretical development in this line.

Slope of the log M curve According to our equation the slope

of log [>;]-log M curve is given by equation (12) as below.

Slope’ -I

^

M + Ka
I

^

It can be easily shown that for the usual values of Ki and /C-, v tends to

unity as M approaches lo'^ and higher, and therefore the log [»/]-logM

slope is near about 2^3 in this region. It is further to bs noted that our

expression for the slope is quite insensitive to a change of M in this usual

range of M and this explains the observed approximate linearity of the

log[»/ 3 -log M curve over this range.

An examination of the variation of v with change of and and M
leads to a clear understanding of the observed behaviour of log [»?]4og M
curve. From figure 3 it is seen that the log [»/]-log M line passes quite high

above the point for the lowest molecular weight polyethylene (C3sHi>8) which
shows that at nearabout this region the log [i;]-log M curve has a decidedly

higher slope. The behaviour of polystyrene, however, is just the opposite

as can be easily seen from the figure given by Marzolph and Schulz (1954)

who have collected much available data, and find that the log [i;]-Iog M curve

has a continuously decreasing slope with lowering of molecular weight

(figure 4, curve C).

The above behaviour is easily understood from figure 7 wherein we have
plotted V against log M for polystyrene and polyethylene, the data for liL ^ wd
K% being taken from Table I, A value of va*i means that the log [fl 3-log hi
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Fig. S. Differetial intrinisic viscosity-aiolecular weight plot of polystyrene A •

BenEcnc-M.E K., B—toluene-t luene 50; heptane 50 ; C toluene-h^lucnc 80.: methinolao*
D -heijzene ; ethylbenzene, E -toluene-M.E K. Data from Bawn, et. ai (1950), ]^wn et al
(19^) Goldberg, tt. al, (1947) ; and of polymethyl methacrylate F -acetone ; benaene;
cn&f(^orm ; acetone. Data from Schnl2et,al, (1953). 1 <
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curve has a slope of 2/3. On the graph for polyethylene vve have indicated by

dots the experimental points studied by Ueberreiter and coworkers! 1952) and

similarly we have marked off the regions of study for polystyrene by arrows.

It is easily seen from the trend in the value of v iu the above graph

that for polystyrene the slope has to remain constant at nearabout 2/3 in the

usual experimental range, and has to fall off continuously iu the low

molecular weight region. It is to be pointed out that though the slope

of the log [*/]-log M line falls off in the low molecular weight region it is

sensibly a straight line in our plot as expected. We, therefore, consider it

unnecessary to invoke the concept of chain branching to explain the change

of slope as has been done by Marzolph and Schulz (1954).

Equally evident is the reason why the lowest experimental point for

polyethylene is below the curve and the slope there has to be high. The

lowest experimental point happens to fall on a high value of v and so has

to be below the line. Further in the region investigated v has an average

value 1. 13 and so the log [>/] -log M slope should be 0.66 x 1.19= 0,736 in

agreement with the observed slope of 0.738.

Effect of a Change of Solvent on [»/]. If [rj]i and be the intrinsic

viscosities of a polymer in two different solvents, it can be easily shown

on the basis of our equation that they arc related by the equation.

... (16)

where a* and b' are constants given by iuoa^= (/vi)i - (/vi)2 and

loob'ssfK’a)! — (I^a)2* Since pi “ />2» the above equation becomes

wliere a is equal to a'Ip. Thus we obtain the interesting result that the

difference iu viscosity is a linear function of That this is true is

shown in figure 8 for polymethyl methacrylate and polystyrene in a number

of solvent pairs. The usually quoted relation w'hich directly follow’s from

the modified Staudinger’s equation that log is linear in log[»i]2 is also

expected to be approximately true from our equation in the usual experi-

mental range as can be easily seen by a calculation of 3log[»/]i /6 log[>j]i

from our equation (9) being equal to

'A Critical Test between the two Equations—A critical test can be

easily devised between the proposed equation and the modified Staudiuger

equation, success or failure of which can decide one W'ay or the other. We
write below our foregoing equation and also its counterpart based on the

modified Staudiuger equation.

New equation ;
— = (i?)

Modified Staudiuger equation *•

—

= ... (18)

It can be easily seen that A[»;] has to vanish absolutely at M= o,

dccording to equation (x8) whereas our equation expects a very small but
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not necessarily zero value. The fact that both the equations cease to have a

meaning long before M approaches zero is inimateiial for the present purpose^

and the extrapolated Hue has to pass through the origin in a versus

M^/®(or for that matter any positive power of M) plot if equation (i8) is valid.

That this is not so is clearly seen from curves A and B of figure 8, In fact,

some of these lines meet the M^/'^-axis at quite a high value of M, viz. M >
50,000. This conclusively shows that there are inconsistencies in the

modified Staiidinger equation and so it cannot claim to be a true description

of facts. At least, the algebraic form of the modified Staudinger equation is

formally inadequate.
|

It is possible to design another sulj|tle critical test based on equation (18).

It is evident that since a is very near to|D.66 for most polymers, the quantity

in bracket on the right hand side of Equation (t8) is simply K1 — K2 for low

values of M and so the equation bccom^

... (19)

Thus, for such cases we should expect the slope of the A [»;] versus

line to he equal to i7\i — /vg). Frequently we observe not only a discrepancy

with the above equation (ig) but a positive slope is obtained where we

should expect a negative slope.

Thus we cannot escape the conclusion that either the modified

Staudinger equation is insufTLcicnt or that the K and a values

are inconsistent. There is, however, no such difficulty with our equation as

can be seen from tlic form of our equation, Wc feel that if the modified

Staudinger equation is to be retained and has to serve any useful purpose, the

above inconsistencies have to be removed, which seems to be an almost

impossible task within the limits of two adjustable parameters.

l.ow Molecular Wei^^ht L.iquid^. Another important point in favour

of the present equation is that this equation is not only true for polymers

but the basic equation viz. equation 3, has been .shown by the present

author «Palit, 1952) to be very accurately followed by homologous liquids

of low molecular weight. This is illustrated for hydrocarbons in figure i

(curve C) where log(r/M) is found to be accurately linear with

from C:, to alkanes witli almost the theoretical slope in agreement

with our equation (.2). Oilier deductions from equation (2) have also been

found (Palit, loc. cii) to be experimentally valid,

CONCLUSIONS

It is hence concluded that the proposed equation is in quantitative

agreement with known facts, covers a wider range of molecular weight, is

as sensitive as, if not more than, the current equation, answers satisfactorily

the differential viscosity test, and has a theoretical background. Even

considered as an empirical equation it scores over the modified Staudinger

equation on many counts. The latter equation has also been demonstrated
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to be formally inadequate from differential viscosity studies in two solvents.

11 is hoped that the proposed equation would be used in preference to thie

purely empirical modified Staudinger equation now in use in consideration

of the above points.
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BETA ENERGETICS AND NUCl EAR SHELL STRUCTURE
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•i

{Ecccivcd for pnblicatloH^ No'i^cmhcr 27, 195^)

ABSTRACT. The occurrence of iliscontiniyities in the binding energies of the last

neutron or last proton in nuclei at tnagi| nunibers of neutrons or protons causes

discontinuities to appear in the

/

3 "-disintegratio|^ energies E^iA^Z) of radioactive nuclei.

Tlie difference 60 (/I,;?) between the observed va^es of Efi{A,Z) and the values calculated

from the Fermi-Weiszacker mass formula fol a scries of isotopes (Z« constant) have

been plotted against the neutron number? N in these nuclei. Discontinuities are

found to appear at iV=5o,82 and 126.

In order to show the nature of variation of the pairing energy term in the

'-disintegration energy, the observed EfiiAyZ) values have been plotted against Z for

is' baric sequences for various odd values of A. The pairing energy terms have been derived

from the 60 (J,/) values of these isobaric sequences and the corresponding values of F.i,

the slope of the isobaric line without the pairing energy term, have been deduced. The

departure of the B.x values from the calculated values arc di.scnssed. The effect of 3hell

'Tossing on these isobaric lines is also discussed.

Kvidences for the occurrence of discontinuity in tl»e pairing energy term for even

I nuclei have been observed.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most direct evidences for the existence of vShell structure

within nuclei is the occurrence of discontinuities in the binding energies of

neutrons and protons within the nuclei at the magic neutron and proton

numbers. The sharp drop in these binding energies are revealed more

clearly when the contributions to the binding energies from the bulk

effect (i.e., the binding energies calculated by using hernii-Weiszacker

mass formula) arc subtracted from the observed values. This has been done

by Harvey (1951) and Edmonds fi953) hi the regions of neutron magic

numbers.

The discontinuities occurring in the binding energies of neutrons and

protons in nuclei at magic numbers will be reflected as discontinuities

appearing in the jS'-decay energies of various nuclei if cither the parent or

the product nucleus contains a magic nucleon number. Recently, Way and

Wood (1954) have plotted the experimental /
3'-disintegration energies of

the isotopes of a large number of elements throughout the periodic chart

against neutron numbers and have observed discontinuities in the

i8-.disintegration energy lines for the isotopes at the magic neutron numbers.

They have made separate plots for the even and odd A nuclei, so that the

5—1891P—
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‘'spin effect/' i.e. the pairing energy effect may not interfere with the

observation of the discontinuities.

The plot of the differences between the experimental and calculated

binding energies of nucleons within nuclei for a scries of isotopes or

isotoncs against the corresponding nucleon numbers suggested that a similar

plot of the jS^-disiiitegration energies of the various isotopes of an element

against the neutron numbers of the nuclei would reveal the discontinuities

at the magic neutron numbers more prominently than in the Way and

Wood plots.

If we denote the experimental ^“-disintegration energies by

and those calculated from the Ferini-Weiszacker mass formula by E^0^{A,Z),

then

e,(A,/) = E</HA,Z)-E^/>(A.Z) ... (i)

Using the notations used by Coryell (1953) in writing the mass formula,

we have,

tZ) =fjrt(Z.t^-Z-o.5} for odd A nuclei. ... {2a)

= /Ui/i* — 7-0.5) -f-S t for even /I, odd Z (plus) / ... ('b)

and even Z (minus) nuclei. )

Here /}.i=
/i*

2fl,, + 6e“/l^/‘V5ro

where a, is the coefficient of the symmetry term in the mass formula (Bohr

and Wheeler, 1939)- is the so-called spin-effect or the pairing energy term

for the even A nuclei, given by Mev (Fermi, 1940).

Coryell (1953) has shown that the actual (observed) masses of the

nuclei should be represented by a formula of the F-W type, though with

different values of '/.a in the different shell regions. Besides, a pairing

energy term for the odd A nuclei also should be introduced which is zero

in the F-W mass formula. The observed /8"-disintegratiou energies should

then be represented in the following manner :

K^'\A,Z)=‘Ba{Za-^-o.5)T-{7;-v) for A odd, Z even (minus) 1 ,

and Z odd (plus) nuclei. J
”

= BsIZ/1“'Z-o. 5) (ff + v) for A even, Z even (minus) \ ,

and Z odd (plus) nuclei. J

We then have,

= (n’-v) for odd /I nuclei. ... (4a)

==B,4(Z4— Z.i*)T{»r + »'-8i) for even /I nuclei ... (4b)

Coryell (1953) assumed that for even A nuclei.
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so that any observed discontinuity in the value of for even A isotopes

would directly give the discontinuity in Za at shell crossing :

= B lA/.i for even A nuclei.

For odd A nuclei on the other hand, ^63 at shell crossing will include

the discontinuity in (tt-v) value over and above the effect of Za discontinuity

(Coryell, 1953).

II. DISCONTINUITY IN AT SHKLU CROSSING
The experimental ^“'disintegration energy values of a fairly large

number of nuclei are known or can be Estimated [(Way, Fano, Scott and

Thew (1950), Way, Wood and Thew |(i95i), Way, Fuller, Wood, Thcw
and Jurgens (1951), Way,Fuller, Wood, ^hew and Jurgens (1952), Hollander,

Perlman and vScaborg (1953), Way aii^ Wood (1954), and new nuclear

data lists of Nuclear Science Abstract)]. Only those values have been

selected in the present work which are| fairly well established. In a few

cases the ^“-energies have been extrapollted from the Way and Wood plots

(1954). The calculated values were taken from the Table of Atomic Masses

by Metropolis and Reitwiesner (1950). The differences for the

isotopes of a number of elements in diffeient shell regions arc plotted

against N in figures i to 3. The even and odd A isotopes have been separately

plotted. Thepioducts ili(/i“/j*) have also been plotted in these giaphs

(broken lines) using the Z \ values estimated by Coryell.

Fig. i‘ I'lot of against neutron number N for the isotopes of ^NbandK,

Ba(Za^Za*) has been plotted as a dotted line.
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rig. a. riot of tp," iigaiiist neutron number N for the isotopes of Ba and Pr.

BAi^A-ZA^) has b?eii pK*tted as a dotted line.

From equations (4a) and {4b) we observe that owing to the discontinuity

ill Za at shell crossing, there should be discontinuities in the slope as well as

in the absolute magnitude of at the magic numbers of neutrons.

Since the plots of Za and Za* against A are approximately parallel straight

lines in the different shell regions, the difference Ba{Za-Za*) w^hen plotted

against A should be a straight line approximately parallel to the A- axis.

Therefore the €3 lines for a series of isotopes should be straight lines roughly

parallel to the A- axis [(see eqns. 4(a) and 4(b)], if the pairing energy terms

are assumed to be independent of A, with a discontinuity at shell crossing.

From figure 3 we see that this is true for the crossing of the neutron shell

atN~i26. Further, the slopes of the lines in any shell region should

approximately be the same for both even and odd A isotopes. This is also

found to bo true in the shell region above N= i26. However, in the other

shell regions, these criteria arc not satisfied. For instance, for the isotopes

of Nb (/=4i), the slope of the line above is not only considerably

different from the predicted near-zero slope, but for the even and odd

isotopes of this element, the slopes are distinctly different from one another

(see figure 1). This probably indicates variation of the pairing energy term
with mass number of the isotopes, not only for the odd A nuclei, (tt — v term),

but also for the even A nuclei (tt + v— 8^1 term). The latter variation shows
that the asssumption of being approximately equal to the Fermi
pairing energy term Sa is not always valid^ In fact, as we shall see later
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in Section V, there are evidences that the (ff + v) terms show discontinuities
similar to the (tt— v) terms at shell crossings.

3- tigaiust neutron number N for the isotopes of Tl, Pb and Bi

has beeu plotted ah a dotted line.

111. HIMMU'T OP PAIRING KNKROV TKRM ON
I S O B A R I C vS H OPEN C H

According to eqns, 2(a) and 2(6) the A^^-disiiitegratiou energies calculated

from the P'-W mass formula for odd 7nass isobaric sequence, when plotted

against Z, should fall on a straight line whose slope Is equal to Ba.

However, the observed /3 ”-energies for an isobaric sequence will not fall on

a straight line due to the preience of the pairing energy term (?r-v). Since

this term is added for the odd Z nuclei and subti acted for the even Zones,

the observed /^'-energies should fall on a zig-zag line when plotted against

Z, the differece in Eq\A,Z) between the even Z and the next higher odd Z
nuclei being small compared to that between the odd Z and the next higher

even Z nuclei, if (tt-v) is positive. If, however, (n'-v) is negative, the

the situation is reversed. Hence the plot of Efi(A,Z) against Z for an

isobaric sequence will not only reveal the presence of the (n'-'v) effect in

the /?”-disintegration energies, but will also give its sign by a mere inspection

of the graphs
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Table I fcontd.)

region Mass number {»-»)

/ > 50, N > S2
;

141 +<>•37

i'13 + ” S3
1

1

T51 4-0.12

A3 < / < S2. N < ia6
1

i

^77 4-n 25

185 -o.is

/ > tS2, N > 12 f^
\

211 40.18

219 -f 0 07

\

223 4-0 22
1

227 4-0 01

229 -Ho. II

ji

231 -fo.24
•}-0.21

235 4 0. 1 «>

2.^7 4-0.17

239 4-0.23

If \vc take the diffcience between the cqns. 5(fT) and 5(hj or etjns.

{6a) and 6fh), wc get,

from which an average value of the pairing energy term for a given A
can be derived. Tlicse values arc listed in the third column of Table I.

If now the values of (tt-v) derived in this manner are subtracted fioin

(for odd Z) or added to (for even Z) the observed /i“-disintcgration energies

and the points plotted against Z, we should gel a strtu’ght line whose slope

will give us the actual value of B\, The corrected points have been

plotted in figure 4 (upper portion). It should be noted that Uic points lie on

vStraight lines in almost all cases.

Values of for different J ’s have derived from the observed slopes

of these straight lines. Tliese have been plotted in figure 5 wlierc the solid

line represents the B.t* values calculated from the F-W formula. As is

evident from this figure, the actual B[ values are different from the

calculated values, specially in certain regions. Coryell (1953) has briefly

inentioned about such discrepaucies in his review. The disci cpancies

observed by us are in substantial agreement with those observed by him
(see figure 3 in Coryell’s paper).

V. URHAVlorR op (ir + y)

Coryell has estimated the pairing energy term (--f r) for diffeicnt \ allies

of A for even A nuclei. As shown by him, these are not equal to the

Fermi pairing energy term (Fermi, 1949). Suess and Jensen (1951) in

their analysis of the paiiing energy terms have formulated the following
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5- vSolid ciir\i* represents B eiilcttlaled from I'-W mass foriniila. The
are B i values esliniatecl fr(.)iii the slopes of Ihe lines in the npp','r portion

cf figure i\.

lule; When one of the iinclcon species crosses the magic number, the

pairing energy of tliis species (rr for protons and v ior neutrons;

74 76 78 CO BZ C4 SB 66 BO 32

N

Pig. 0 . Isodiaphtric plot of the B -disintegration ene gies for / ™ 26 (even - 1

)

becomes smaller compared to that of the other species. Tiiis gives rise

to the observed discontinuity in {tt-v), the pairing eneigy term in

p^-clisintegralion eneigies of odd A nuclei at the shell crossings.

Since this term for even A nuclei is just the sum of the two

terms tt and v, the discontinuities in « and v at magic numbers should also

be reflected in (.t + v), exactly in the same manner as in the case of (;r~v).

Only, since in the present case the absolute magnitude of the pairing energy
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term is much larger than in the odd A case, the effect of the discontinuity

will be relatively small. We have searched for the presence of the

discontinuity in v) by plotting the observed /:i*“-d'sinlegTation energies

in isodiaplieric sequences, following Suess and Jensen ^1951;. Since the

effect is relatively small in tlic present case, the unainbiguous presence of

the discontinuity is discernible only in a few cases. One such case for

N — 82 has been shown in figure 6, where the isodiaplieric plot for the jE^(y|

values for 1 — 26 is shown. As can lie seen for this case, the difference

between the evcn*even and odd-odd lines just after the magic neutron

number A"= 82 is equal to 3.8 Mev, as compared to the difference of 4.5

Mev just before iV=-'82, the diflfcrence 0.7 Mev between the two being equal

to twice the disconlinuily in tlie neutron pairing energy v. This is in

agreeiiitiit with that observed fiom the bT-iO discontinuity (vSuess and

Jensen, 1951)- 'Hie discontinuity in (/t + v; is not so marked in the other

cases. More j)recise exi)ei imeiital data are needed in these cases.

VI. \- A K I A T I 0 N OF P \ I R I N N H R (i Y T K R iM W i T II 1

Attempts have been made by various authors to estimate the ])airing

energies of nucleons from theoretical considerations. IMayer (1950) has

assumed a simple ^-function interaction between two nucleons and has

obtained the following expressions for the pairing energy of nucleons in

the shell wdtli total quantum number 7, when there are n such nucleons

in that shell.

for a~even, (y~o),
^

2 2/1

for a = odd, ij — j), Kj=
2 2 A

since the last unpaired nucleon docs not conti ibute to the jiairing energy,

C is a constant, and A is the mass number.

From these expressions, it is seen that the pairing energy associated

w'ith an even nucleon compared to that of an odd one wdll be given by

—

f

(Mayer, 1950).
2 A

Since in general the *‘periplierar' protons and

the neutrons are in shells of different j values, the pairing energy effect for

the odd /, odd A nuclei will be different from that for the odd N, odd A
(same /I) nuclei. This can be understood from the schematic diagram

of figure 7, where the top-most line represents the energy of an odd /-

odd N nucleus. If a proton is added to it, the pairing energy of the

the resulting even (/+t)- odd (N) nucleus is low^erecl by an amount

-^1 2/ + 1 C'\
If on the other hand, a neutron is added to the first odd-
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ODD -ODD

2Ĵ 1
2 A

EVEN-ODD

ODD-EVEN

1 * EVEN-EVEN
Z-huNfl

rig. 7. SciicinaHc diagiaiii cxplaiiiiiiK the low. iing of the p.iiiing energ>

.

odd nucleus, the pairiipu energy of the resiiUing odd (/)- even (A i)

laicleiis will be lowered by an anu/unt
^

^ wliieh is difTerenl from
'2 ' ‘

ir. Finally, \sliC‘ii a neutron and a proton arc added to the original odd-odd

nucleus, the pairing energy of the resulting e\en-even nucleus will l>e

lowered by an amount {"^ '•).

The above expressions for ~ and r sIk'w that the imiring energy terms

should decrease with incieasiiig mass number .1. h'ermi's empirical

forniuia for even .1 nuclei gives ati . I dei)emlence. Since the ateiage

i value for the periidieral nucleons also increases for heat ier nuclei,

the dependence of the pairing emrgy on . I, as given by the above expressions,

will not be very much different from that given by I'ermi formula. 'Ihe

dependence of (--v) on .1 should also be of a similiar nature. From lable 1 ,

it can be seen that at least for the shell region \' >5" the decrease

of (n--v) with increasing A is quite appreciable. The exi)enmenlal data,

of course, are not precise enough to permit any further detailed analysis

of their behaviour at present. However, owing to the irregidanties in the

filling up of the nucleon shells iKlinkcnbeig, 1052). the variation of either

or tV + v) with ,1 may also involve irregularities to a certtiin extent.
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ANALYSIS OF G-M COUNTER IMPULSES BY THE
METHOD OF DELAYED COINCIDENCES

By vSATVA pal PURI and P. S. ('.ILL

Di'PAunrKVT OF UrivsKs, Muslim r\'i\ lksitv, \r,i(;\iMr

{Uccrivcii fot l^ublicjilion, Pcccmbc}, j; iq^i)

ABSTRACT. An int r\al analv/er rircUit for stuilyin.4 tliu of .spnrijus pulses

in counter tubes has been th'^enbed. Thifc method of delaved couiH delay time has

been einplo\ed in studying their t.nie distdlmtioii. An expression for the probability

that a real discharge creates an after discharge has been derived. The present investiga-

tions give :

(i) An expon?nti:il decrease of dead and rcciivcry times wdh overvoltage,

(ii) The life of the petroleum i thcr tilled counter and

(iii) The values of coelhcienl of secondary cmis^^ion The coehicient of secondary

emission .seems to increase exponentially with overvoltage

It is concluded that the alteration of the optimum gas compo.silion by deterioration

vvitli UH' is the main cause responsible for the high values of this eocnicient. 'J'hc

possifiililv ot negative ion formation Ijy m ilecular dissociation i< also suspected.

I N T R 0 D r C \'\n N

The plateau of a Oei ^er-'Mnller couiitir is defiiiei as the voltage raiiiic

over which the counting rate. I a c.nstant intensity of irradiation is subs-

tantially independent of voUa e No Oeiger counter e.K’iil)its an i leal y

flat plateau characteristic for any consid lab'e range about ths tlue-shol i

voltage. The increase in the counting rate with overvoltage is due to the

increase in sensitivity but mainly to the occurvnee of s,uirious counts,

hince acciuate nicasureiiieiits with Oeiger counter re piirc an essentially flat

plateau, it was considered worthwhile to make a study of the s,.u ious

pulses.

Spurious counts result a.s a consequence of an earlier disclnrge and have

been defined by Korff {194 >) as those caused by any agency whatever other than

the entity which it is desired to detect, or the normal contamination or cosmic

ray background. When these spurious counts are few in number it is very

difficult to distinguish them from genuine counts Ihe only method by

which spuiious counts are recognised is by studying their lime distribution.

Were there no spurious counts, we would expect the counter to deliver

randomly distributed pulses in lime, modified only by the absence of intervals

shorter than the dead time of the counter. The spurious counts, if present,

may aiise from a number of Causes [Wilkinson { 105'^), i’Patz (1943), Sanborn

and Brown (1948), Sanborn et al ii950/l case they will not be
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randomly distributed but their times of occurence will be related

systematically to those of the pulses which caused them. Thus an excess

of intervals of a particular range of the order of lo"'^ sec shows the presence

of spurious counts (Curran and Ciaggs, 1950). The delay of occurence of a

spill iou.s pulse from a genuine one depends on the mechanism responsible

for ils production.

The method of lime iiPerval analysis has been employed by a number
of workers [Medicus

;
Driscoll et al (1940) ; Roberts (1941) ; Ward

(1942-43) ;
Curran and Rac (1947^ ; Putman {104S) ; Willard and Montgomery

(1050) ; (fuimaraes and Sampaio (1949) ; Kiipperian et al (1951) i Picard

and Rogozinski ^1953)!. In the present study the principle is similar to that

employed by Curran and Rae (1947) but the resolving time of the coincidence

circuit has been rendered discrete by the inlroducliun of tvvo shaping circuits,

one in each of the two channels. Kupperian et al (1951) employed a

multistage delay line for a similar investigation. The delay line has the

disadvantage of its bulk and prc.seuls unavoidable distortion. In the present

investigation a univihrator was used since its delay could be varied over wide

limits, (Eimoie and Sands, 1949). The circuit is simpler than the previous

ones, but is based on the same principle as thal of Curran and Rae (1947).

The values of dead time and recovery time agiee in a general way with those

reported by earlier workers for a counter of these dimensions.

The circuit is extremely useful in studying the origin of spurious

pulses. An equation has been developed for calculating the value of the

coefficient of secondary emission caused by the impact o' positive ions on

the cathode surface, and it is shown that the value of K iiicieases exponen-

tially with overvoltage. This would be expected since the in:rease in

overvoltage increases the number of positive ions per impulse and the

probability that these ositi\c ions will release secondary electrons at the

walls becomes greater, (Slevcr, 1942). 'I’he rc.sults of the present paper

show an exponential decrease of the dead and lecovery times with

overvoltage.

T H K r V h S.K IN T R R V A L A N A L Y Z R R

The block diagram of the whole electronic circuitry is shown in

figure I,

The negative impulses fioii! the counter are amplified by the pulse

amplifier. These negative impulses from the amplifier feed simultaneously

the shaping circuit I in the direct channel and the grid of the delay

univibrator, which in its turn produces a square wave of variable duration.

This gating pulse is differentiated into a negative and a positive part from

its leading and trailing edges respectively ; the positive part gives rise to a

negative pulse at the plate of the inverter, which triggers the shaping

circuit II in the delay channel. Thus the series of pulses from the shaping
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gating pulse, which obviously depends^ the setting of the fine and coarse

controls of t’le delay multivibrator. iThcse two series of pulses, one direct

and the other from the delay channel are fed to the diode coincidence circuit.

By measuring the rate of coincidences between a direct count and the delayed

count as a function of delay, the time correlations in the ionizing events

in the tube were determined.

I. Cathode Input Amplifier. Cathode input 'amplifier employs two

(7C7) tubes, the first functioning as a cathode follower (power amplifier)

and the second as voltage amplifier, with cathode coupling in between.

The chief function of the amplifier is to increase the sensitivity of the

apparatus and consequently the precision of measurement. Its input

sensitivity is 0.2 volts and it furnishes ver> sharp negative pulses, which are

fed simultaneously to the delay univibrator and the shaping circuit I.

II. Delay Circuit, The delay circuit also consists of two 7C7 tubes,

which are cross-coupled to each other by condensers. In the normal condition

the first 7O7 is conducting whereas the transcouductance of the second is

zero, since its ^rid is at a voltage beyond cut off, i.e. ~ 15V.

As soon as it receives a negative pulse from the trigger amplifier, the

circuit goes to a quasistable state whose duration is governed by the

discharging time of C7 through Riz which can be varied conveniently from

50 microseconds to 800 microseconds.

The negative rectangular signals (figure 3) of present duration are taken ‘

from the plate of the second 7C7 tube. Once the delay univihraior is

flipped into operationy it is insensitive throughout the time occupied'

by the wave.

III . Differentiator and Inverter. The negative rectangular signal

from the delay circuit is differentiated into negative and positive parts from

its leading and trailing edges respectively. The negative pulse does not

trigger the selector, since its grid is at “"15V far beyond cut-off, thus it is

the positive part which gives a negative pulse at its plate,
^

It is in this

7—iSgiP—

2
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manner that a pulse whose delay is Td is realized from the pulse from

the counter.

Half of 6H6 has been used as coupling e enient, so that the operation

of the next trigger circuit may not feed a signal back to the source.

IV. Shaping Circuits I & II. Two identical univibrator^ I and II

are employed to put into form the direct and the delayed pulses respectively.

The positive rectangular signals of duration and depend on the time

constants R7C4 and J?aiC,i. ti and ta can take all the values from 2

microseconds to 25 microseconds respectively, thus the resolving time of the

succeeding coincidence circuit can be varied from 5 microseconds to 50

microseconds.

In order to render this time accurately determinate, it was thought

necessary to incorpoi ate these pulse shaping circuits both in the direct and

delay channels ; and it is an advantage over the previous circuits.

V. Coincidence Circuit. Two diodes are used to make a circuit which

produces an output pulse only if its two Jnput terminals are simultaneously

excited by input pulses. The schematic diagram of the whole assembly is

shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2 . Circuit of delayed coincidences. The values^f components are listed

below :

Ki«iMn

Rug 5= as lOOK

i?7 = /2jisaiooK, variable

33K

Rii** loIC

Cl »C4~C5= C8= Cj= Ci|

=50pf

=iopf

C3 «CessC|o«$ooopf

C7 =50o-^iooopf, variable

Cij|=^ooopf

Ci3“iooopf

ri=T-2=r-5-r-6
=:T~7 = 7C7

T-3 •r~ 4«T- 9«T-io

T-8-J6H6 . .

,

r-n»6H6
T— i2a6AC7
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Fig. 3. Wave-shapes at different stages (not to scale)

3 . THKORY OF THE METHOD OF RETARDED
C 0 I N C I D E N C E vS

tet iir be the real number of particles entering the counter per sec,

rii, the average number of particles recorded per second by the counter,

Wi, the average number of particles at the output of the amplifier

per sec,

r, the dead time of the counter,

r\ the recovery lime of the conventional amplifier. It is the minimum

time interval that must elapse so that the amplifier amplifies

the next pulse after the discharge of the G-M counter.

Then the loss of counting rate, inclined by the counter due to its finite

dead time is 11/

Therefore nr- n/ == ni't?rr

so that «r= n/(i + nrrj

Therefore the efficiency of the counter

<
(I)

fir I + nfT

Now consider an interval of time r' following an amplifier pulse at

time zero. There can be no additional pulse from the counter within its

dead time t. The probability that none occurs in the interval r to r cun

be computed as follows

;
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Let the probability that no pulse occurs in time r'-r=r" be Pir”).

The probability that the amplifier will receive a pulse in additional time

Qt-" is ;
therefore the probability that no pulse is received in time

dr" will be (i -n/6r"). The probability of not receiving a pulse in r^ + Qr*

is 1’(t" + 0r").

p(r» * 3r»)=2^(r»){l-n,8r'1

Applying Taylor’s theorem P'(t*)= -P(r")n/

therefore P{T») = Ce~'^'^~

.

But when r* — o, P(t*) = i

Therefore C= i

Hence P(r'>') = e““'<''"'>

This then is the probability that the amplifier receives a next pulse

after r'. Hence the efficiency of the amplifier is

n '
^ ( 2 )

Therefore
I + rir

For small counting rates, i, therefore, expanding in

power series and neglecting the higher terms

«!== {i + ntT-rirr'l
1 + ttrT

But from (2a)

VfT

I +w,-r| (.t)

1 + Mrr

Substituting it in eq. 3 ,
we obtain

and since n,(r’-r) i

n,=nr'^ I T'n, I + Mrir'-r)

- n^T' — nrniT’ir'

-

t) ...

}

= n,{i-,n,T'( ...

Furthermore, these pulses are fed to the delay univibrator whose
recovery time is Td, which is the duration of the square wave. Strictly

speaking, the recovery time of the delay circuit is slightly longer than Ta
since Cj is to get recharged through J?,* with the consequence that the
trailing edge of the pulse is not very sharp (figure a).
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If Mj impulses par sec are given as output by the uuivibrator, then the

efficiency

Therefore h2= nr(i - ny)e~"‘^'‘'‘

= Wrf I - »!’')
1
1 - nAl'i - r') + - i

( I
^

)

Substituting from eq. I4) we get
j

n2^n^\i-^ni(Td-r')\ ... (5)

If is the duration of the direct pilise after it has been put into form

by the shaping circuit 1 and fa the auratioii of the retarded pulse from

shaping circuit II, then the coiucide4ice^ale nc is given by

tie— n 1112(11 + L)

* ... (6 )

The two series of impulses, direct and retarded, are fed into • the

coincidence circuit, whose resolving time is (li + i^)^ Since no pulse can

occur during the dead time of the counter, no coincidence will be observed

for time Ta less than r'. vSuch a circuit is ideal for the rapid determination

of r'.

If any parasitic effect does not disturb the quasistatic distribution of the

two series of pulses, the average frequency of coincidence Ue reduces to

which is the frequency of the coincidences for Tu > r\

From the above equation tie should have a constant value if there

were no spurious effects present. The circuit detects the prCvSence of the

spurious pulses, if there is an excess of the intervals of sliort duration of

the order of lo*** sec. The circuit can be used foi :

(i) measuring the dead-time and recovery time of the counter.

(n) analysing its variation with overvoltage.

(Hi) detecting spurious pulses if present, and indicating their origin, and

(tv) detecting and measuring the half life of a radio element of large

disintegration constant, half life 50 x 10"* sec. to sec.

EVALUATION OF K, THE COEFFICIENT OF
SECONDARY EMISSION

The after-discharges are systematically related in time to the impulses

which generate them. The interval at which spuriousness occurs is roughly

equal to the recovery time T of the counter in case of secondary emission

caused .by the impact of positive ions on the cathode, and is equal to 2T iii

case of negative ion formation at the cathode as in case of carbon dioxide-

filled counters.

Let r be the rate of genuine discharges, ttu the observed rate and A", the

probablity that any discharge creates an after-^discharge*
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Tfaea

Wji = r-hKr + X*r + iv*r+ ...

If tip is the frequency of parasitic impulses [Curran and Rae {1947) ;

Picard and Rogoziuski (1953)],

Wj,=fK + f/<* + r/f* + — (8)

j~K
us proceed to calculate the probability of the formation of the first

peak, supposing there is a sequence of several parasitic impulses separated

from each other by an interval of time T.

Actually the recovery time of the delay univibrator is more than 7'd

the imposed delay, a direct pulse giving a coincidence with a delayed

pulse cannot itself initiate a delayed pulse. Consequently the coincidence

will be between the alternate parasitic impulses.

For Td™T, the probability of the formation of the first peak

+ + ...

_ K
i-K* (9)

But, of the Hi counts r are random, thus the frequency of real coincidences

r»=r*(ti + lj) ... (10)

The area Ai under the first peak represents the contribution of the

parasitic impulses whose probability of formation is Ki, Normalizing this

peak

Ai — fKiiti tx) ... (11)

Thus

But

Therefore

df fv

T« r(t-K^)

r—n,(i-K) vide eq. (7)

A, K
re n,(i-fC*-A + 7<’)

which reduces to = (wherefe<4)
'«!

Thus K"* — {12)
r*

Putting the values of iti. At and re, which are read out from tb^ experimental

curve, the coefficient of secondary emiaaian and of any other meebenism

which gives furious count at Ts** T can be evaluate.
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OBSRRVATIONS
I, Determination of Dead and Recovery Times. Figure 4 represents tire

plateati characteristic of the counter having a diameter of 1.5 cm and 13 cm
long. The central wire had .003 inch diameter. The copper cathode was
oxidized. It was filled with spectroscopically pure argon to a pressure of

5 cm of mercury, mixed with i.i cm of petroleum ether vapour (B. P.
40—6o®CK It had already furnished 5 x in'* counts in its previous run and
showed a slope of 7.04% per loo volts.

900 lOCO 1 100 1200 1300 1400

Voltage

Fio, 4. Plateau characteristic of the counter investigated

e J0 ^ ^ ^ m j— jio v’4« ua mo 3o» j»o 3ea Ma mo 4Mt mo 4toom

Delay in microseconds

Fio. 5a Carves 1, 11 and III represent the coincidence vs delay time for over*
voltages of 30, 150 and 230 volts respectively. In each case the
resolving tnne is f|+fj»4o.5o microseconds. Theconniing rates
osed for curves I, II and III were 9478# 994^ ®nd 13, lao per minute
respectively
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In figure 5 curves (I), (II), (III) represent the delayed coincidence rate

(counts per minute) vs delay time for three different overvoltages ol 30,

150, and 230 volts respectively. Counting rates of the order of 10,000

counts per minute were employed so that the spurious effects, if any, may
become pronounced and thus afford a greater accuracy of measurement.

The coincidence rate was recorded with a statistical accuracy of 4%

.

In a counter with effective dead-time r', no interval less than ri is

found and there will not be any coincidence. The dead time r' can be

easily measured. The observed values of dead and recovery times are

of the order of previously reported values, (Korff, 1946) for counters of

these dimensions. The recovery time, that is, the time required for the

transit of the positive ions from the central wire to the cathode can be

read out under the peak of the curve, since it is at this value of Td= T,

that the maximum effects of the secondary emission from the cathode

are expected.

Curves of figure 6 give plots of the variation of dead and recovery times

with overvoltage. An exponential decrease with overvoltage is indicated.

40 80 120 160 200 240

Overvoltage

Fic. 6. Variation of dead and recovery times with over voltage. The curves may
be represented by c -.ooi07(f-r,) and T,

2, Investigation of Spuriousness, Curves (I), (II), (III) of figure 5
represent coincidence rate vs delay time. All the three curves show a

pronounced maximum which occurs at the time of transit of positive ions.

The peaks show a shift towards the origin at higher overvoltages. This
shift is due to the increased mobility of the positive ions with the increase

of overvoltages and consequently less time is required to reach the cathode.

The values of JC, the coefficient of secondary emission, as calculated

by employing equation (12), give pretty high values for it. This would
mean that G-M tube

.
will give more and more spurious counts with higher

and higher overvoltages. ' As a result a correction must be made to the
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countiug rate while carrying cut precision measurements.
The values of K seem to increase exponentially with overvoltage (see

figure 7). Curves (I) and (II) show that the spurious counts occur at the

time of recovery whereas, curve (III) shows that some of them also occur

at a later time, Td=ig2 microseconds. There is, however, an indication

of second maxima in curve (II) as well. The counter under investigation

was nearing its end, since it had fui^iished about 4x10^ counts by the

end of the present investigation. At tl^ end, it was found to have the

following characteristics :
•

(i) that threshold had gone up by volts.

(ii) the plateau length diminished about 40 volts only,

1 .00

•5^

t

.20

.10

o 50 100 150 200 250

( )vervoltagc

P'lG. 7 Variation of coefiicient of secondary emission witli ovcrvoltige. Tlie

curve may be represented by 198 r,)

D I vSe t^S S I 0 N

The exponential decrease of dead and recovery tiniv^s with overvoltage

fits in with ‘‘Stevers” analysis of the motion of the positive ion sheath.

As the overlension increases, the drift velocity of the sheath must increase

and consequently the times required to travel to the critical radius and

the cylinder must decrease. It is exponential, because the distributed

capacity of the counter is to get recharged through the leakage resishince

to the threshold from the starting voltage. If the final voltage to which

it is to get charged is higher, as is the case at higher overvoltage, the time

to reach the threshold falls exponentially.

Since the average life of a petroleum ether G-M lube is between 10^

and 10” counts, it is concluded that the deterioration is due to the combination

of two processes

:

(i) Alteration in the optimum gas composition resulting from de-

composition of petroleum ether into hydrogen, which is non-self-qucnching

and saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons [Farmer and Brown (1948) ;

Yaddanapalli (1942)].

(ii) The deposition on the cathode and anode of dielectric polymers

formed from unsaturated hydrocarbons.
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It is also evident from figure 5 that the spurious counts occur at the

recovery time of tlie counter (Montgomery and Montgomery, 1940).

The high value of K may be arising from a number of causes. The

most important cause seems to be that the insufficient amount of the self-

quenching constituent is not acting as a complete trap for the vehicular

gas positive ions. Only very few charge transfer collisions occur, with

the consequence that some vehicular gas ions reach the cathode. Since

the quenching resistance employed is only t meg, the secondary electrons

resulting from the impact of positive ions on the cathode will re-ignitc

discharges and thus cause spurious counts.

Ill the case figure 5 curve (III), the presence of a second peak of spurious

counts at Tfi - 192 microseconds which is almost twice the recovery time is

evident. The mechanism for the production of this peak may be :

(i) the cathodic emission and

(ii) the formation of negative ions as dissociation fragments at the

wall or in the gas discharge and if formed will reach the vicinity of the

wire after time 2T,

The petroleum ether had not been subjected to its ionization and

dissociation study by electron impacts, but in the case of methane, which

is the parent hydrocarbon of petroleum ether, the negative ions had been

detected (vSmilh, 1937).

The presence of spurious discharges cannot be explained by assuming

the survival by a few inetastable ions, of the dead-time; and ionization by

positive ions, since both these hypotheses are unlikely and improbable for

the observed effect.
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couatiug rate while carrying cut precision measurements.

The values of K seem to increase exponentially with overvoltage (see

figure 7). Curves (I) and (II) show that the spurious counts occur at the

time of recovery whereas, curve (III) shows that some of them also occur

at a later time, Td= igz microseconds. There is, however, an indication

of second maxima in curve (II) as weU. The counter under investigation

was nearing its end, since it had furpished about 4 x 10’ counts by the

end of the present investigation. At tl^ end, it was found to have the

following characteristics : ;

( )vervoltage

Vie. 7 Variation of coefficjeiit of secondary emi.ssion with oxcrvoUige. The

curve may be rcpresenied by /v= igS

D T S C IT vS S T 0 N

The exponential decrease of dead and recovery tim.‘S with overvoltage

fits in with “Stovers” analysis of the motion of the positive ion sheath.

As the ovcrleiisiou increases, the drift velocity of the sheath must increase

and consequently the times re(iuired to travel to the critical radius and

the cylinder must decrease. It is exponential, because the distributed

capacity of the counter is to get recharged through the leakage resistance

to the threshold from the startiniT voltage. If the final voltage to which

it is to get charged is higher, as is the case at higher overvoltage, the time

to reach the threshold falls exponentially.

Since the average life of a petroleum ether G-M lube is between lo^

and 10* counts, it is concluded that the deterioration is due to the combination

of two processes

:

(i) Alteration in the optimum gas composition resulting from de-

composition of petroleum ether into hydrogen, which is non-self-quenching

and saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons [Farmer and Brown (1948) ;

Yaddanapalli (1942)]-

(ii) The deposition on the cathode and anode of dielectric polymers

formed from unsaturated hydrocarbons.

8—iggiF-'-a '
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It is also evident from figure s that the spurious counts occur at the

recovery time of the counter (Montgomery and Montgomery, 1940).

The liigh value of K may be arising from a number of causes. The

most important cause seems to be that the insufficient amount of the self-

quenching constituent is not acting as a complete trap for the vehicular

gas positive ions. Only very few charge transfer collisions occur, with

the consequence that some vehicular gas ions reach the cathode. Since

the quenching resistance employed is only i meg, the secondary electrons

resulting from the impact of positive ions on the cathode will re-ignitc

discharges and thus cause spurious counts.

Ill the caie figure 5 curve (III), the presence'of a second peak of spurious

counts at Tf? = 192 microseconds which is almost twice the recovery time is

evident. The mechanism for the production of this j^eak may be :

(i) the cathodic emission and

(ii) the formation of negative ions as dissociation fragments at the

wall or in the gas discharge and if formed will reach the vicinity of the

wire after time 2T.

The petroleum ether had not been subjected to its ionization and

dissociation study by electron impacts, but in the case of methane, which

is the parent hydrocarbon of petroleum ether, the negative ions had been

detected (Smith, 1937).

The presence of spurious discharges cannot be explained by assuming

the survival by a few metastable ions, of the dead-time; and fenization by

positive ions, since both these hypotheses are unlikely and improbable for

the observed effect.
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Vl&RATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE TANTALUM
OXIDE bands

BY D. PREMASWABUP

Phvsics Departoknt, ANOHui Univuksitv, W’VLTAlIt

(Reeeiml for publuvlion ‘Jaiiuari/ 24 , lit.').'.)

PhiU^ III A,H

ABSTRACT. Ha.n(i« ot (h(' (liakuiiM* lantalum oxkIo moirculo, TaO, in tlu^ n^gion

Xr)000‘-X3400 pholograplavi wilh dilTon'iit msIniiuHits undar various (lisjxa'sions

including tliai of a second order, 21 -ft concave grating with 110,(100 lines pin* ineli. (.’omplole

data of the band heads lying in this n^gion are given and compared with tliosc given by earlier

workers. All the more prominent bamls ari^ (‘Xplained as forming iiumlx'rs of Iavo 8|»teinH

designated as A and V, The method of arriving at the vdirat ional analysis is disii^sed in

detail. The vibrational constants co,> and for the ground and tin* two (3xeitt*tr statoB

involved arc fouml to be 1040.0, 8.o; 001 4, 1.0 ami 718.0, 2.2 enfk

INT HODUCTION

The earliest report of a characteristic baud 8])ectruni attributable to the oxide

of tantaluiu is that due to Kicss and iSlowell (19.‘I4) ^who observed the bauds in

the eourse of tlieir extensive work on the are spcctruiu of tantalum. They ydioto-

graphed the arcs and sparks between metallic lantalnm, the arcs being lAaintained

by direct currents of 5 to 10 amperes supplied by 220-volt mains, ft W'as men-

tioned ill the work that the arc syieetrum is always aeeomytaniod by an extensive

band sjiectrum consisting of bauds shaded towards the red from heads which are

inconspicuous. This extensive baud spectrum was ascribed by them to lantalum

oxide. Whenever recognised as such, these heads were measured and their wave-

lengths reported.

From the table of wavelengths given by Kieas and Stowell there are a numlier

of well separated regions in which the bands ooeur, two in the' infrared from A10050

to A7900 and two or three in the visible and the ultraviolet from A66()0 to A3400.
I

The measured heads in the different regions are given in Table I.

• Communicated by Prof. K. R. Rao.
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TABLE 1.

TaO })aii(l lieads (Kiess and Stowell)

it̂l
Inl Wav'(‘-

iiuriilM*r

Wave-
length

! Jnt Wavo-
nuniber

10043.27 .') 9954.19 5.566.00 4 17958.1
11989.75 5 10007..52 5.520.21 2? 18110.2
9971.2(i 4 10029.08 .5485 . 44 1? 18225.0
9957.94 4 10039.49 5385.25 i 3? 18594.1
9954.98

i

^ 10042.77
9919.90 1 S 10077.00 4001..17 3? 20.306.

0

9902.74 5 ioooo.4r> 4810.35 1 4
1

20782.7
98(i8.62 25 10130.35 4979.49 3 21364.0
9849.27 15

j

10150. 15 4951.92 3 21490.5

9242.70
: '•

1

10819.38 4154.41 7 24094.1
9197.40 s

1 10899.99 4092.10 3 244,30.5
9J9(i.05

1
4 10871.25 4009.24 4 24954.0

3899.43 4
i

25957.3
7921.05 1? 12920.19 3747 . 25 4

1

29978.7
3925.98 4 27573.2

5589.04 1 17887.2
1

1

3429.33 )
j

1

29151.9

A band spectrum attributed to laiitalum oxide was re}M)rted also by Krishua-

murthy and Fernando (1049) in a short letter published in '('urrejit Science',

The spectrum was excited in heavy current arcs in air between (
I )

tantalum rods,

(2) carbon rods stuffed with tantalum oxide and also in arcs in an atmosphere

of oxygen between tantalum rods. The bands w^ere reported to lie extending

from A550()—A39(X) and the band heads were recorded to lie ’not very prominent’.

More than twenty of these bands were mentioned to have been arranged into

a Deslandre's scheme and Ixdonging to a system corresponding to the a system

of zirconium oxide bands investigated by Francis Lowater (Herzberg 1951).

Wavenumbers of eonly nine of these bands were pulilished by the authors and

the following values of the vibrational constants were reported:

0)', -r: 712.7 cm » = 1.95 cm“i

- 11(51.0 -5.85 ”

K X P E K 1 M E N r A L

Excitation of the Spectrum

In previous investigations on the band spectrum of columbium oxide in

this laboratory it was found that the CbO bands occur in a number of sources,

such as (a) the flame of a direct current are between the metallic electrodes, (b)

in the flame of a D.C. arc between graphite electrodes fed by columbium penta-

chloride and (c) in a heavy current discharge from a two kilowatt D.C. generator

with pentachloride of columbium in a quartz discharge tube.
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For the excitation of the zirwiiiuin or the titanium oxide bands the sources

used were (1) the electric furnace of the type used by King, (2) ares in air with iron

or copper poles, the lower pole l)cing fed by the oxide or some other compound

of the metal such as ZrF4
for zirconium oxide bands. By far the best source

for zirconium oxide spectrum was found by Afaf to be the zirconium in moist hy-

drogen, the electrodes being the same as the ZrV'^ arc.

All the above-mentioned sources except that, of the aic in moist hydrogen

and the tube furnace have been em])loyed in this investigation in the preliminary

stages for obtaining the spectrum of tantalum oxide. 1'he most convenient,

simple and economical source which emitted almost completely the characteris-

tic spectrum is found to be the JD. 0. an- between pun* tantalum rods run at 220

volts and a current of 2—3 amperes. This- lower value of the (uirrent helped in

economising the metal. As observed by Kiess and Stowell the continuous main-

tenance of the arc in air was found to be ^mewhat difficult. It was frequently

necessary to bring the electrodes into ('ontact and strike the arc again, probably

(hie to the poor conductivity of the oxide that might have betui formed round the

clcc'trodcs. With the higher dispersion instruments such as the 21-ft grating

this simple soun^e proved to be very convenient. 1’hc electrodes of the metal

used were of the 'speepure' variety .supjilied by Johnson, Matthcy and (Vimpany

in the form of rods of 10 cm length and 4.5 mm diameter.

Instrum4>nt^ Vml

Small and high dispersion instruments of the jirism and grating types were

used. The different instruments used were (1) a Fuess glass sfiectrograph having

a disjHsrsion of 2S A/mm at AbtKMt, (2) a two-prism Hilger glass Littrow instrument

having a high resolution and a fairly high dispersion (36 A/mrn at A6000 and

7A/mm at A4000), (3) a Hilger B1 quartz Littrow spectrograph, specially for the

region A4(K)0 to A3100 (with a dispersion of .5A/mm at A30(K»), and (4) a iO-ft

(^onca^e grating in Eagle mounting in the first order (dispersion 5.7 A/mm). These

instruments were found specially useful for obtaining spectrograms for the investi-

gation of the vibrational analysis of the sfrectrum. Pictures with higher disper-

sion instruments were found less suitable.

Besides the above, the spectra were photographed in the first and second

orders of a 21-ft concave grating with 30,000 lines per inch (dispersion 1.2 A/mm

and 0.6 A/mm in the first and second orders respeittively) and having a six inch

ruled surface set up in the Paschen mounting. This grating is the one mounted

in the Applied Physics Department of the University of Calcutta and the same

as that used for the investigations on columbium oxide by Suryanarayana Rao.

The times of exposures for getting gcrod photographs varied from 1 to 6

minutes with the smaller dispersion instruments while they extended up to three

hours with the 21-ft grating, particularly in the second order.
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The spectra were recorded on Ilford S. R. Panchromatic and Speo^l Rapid

ordinary plates, the maximum wavelength that was photographed being A6600.

The infrared system could not be investigated. Special red sensitive p^tes of

the IN and other types have been ordered and the infrared region is proposed

to be investigated shortly.

The spectra have been measured on a Hilger comparator employing the usual

iron arc standards.

D K S (5 K I r T T 0 N OK THE BANDS

In the bands of columbium oxide in which three systems were recorded the

structure differs conspicuously from system to system. There is an apparent

partially open structure in the most refrangible system—system A, the structure

l>eing much less open in the other two systems. In vanadium oxide also the struc-

ture is rather open even under small dispersion in the case of the more refrangible

system while in the infrared bands [as seen from the reproductions published by

Keenan and Schroeder, (1952)] the rotational structure is just observable. Tanta-

lum oxide presents similar appearancjc. In the case of many of the bands a rota-

tional structure is observed even under small dispersion, but being very rich in

lines the spectrum has presented considerable difficulty in the matter of location

of the band heads. At times there is a confusion arising from the overlap of the

atomic lines and the rotational structure as well as between the rotational structure

of two different bands occurring close together. Besides this, in the sources in

which the spectrum has been excited and particularly in the simple arc a conti-

nuous spectrum is superposed making the identification of the band heads more

difficult. This feature of a strong continuum is very prominent between A5100

and A6()0(l, where no band heads could at all be identified.

The entire spectrum is reproduced in Plates IIIA and IIIB. About 65 band

heads are recorded in this region. The wavelength, intensity and wavenumber

data for these heads are given in Table II. It will be seen that many of the

band heads (more than twenty) have been marked as doubtful. It was found

difficult to distinguish a band head from an accidental grouping of the rotational

lines. This difficulty is noticed even in the case of bands with a reasonable

intensity. The analysis is based on an attempt to assign the vibrational number-

ing in the case of only bands which are definitely noted as band heads. The most

prominent bands of the spectrum are at v26679, 25668, 24063, 23348, 22199,

21490 and 21070 cm~^
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TABLE II

Band head data for TaO
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TABLE ri (roM.)

X

Kioss

and
St ow(<ll

i

X

KriHhna-

murthy
and

Fernando*

X

Author Tnt V

1

;

System
and

classifica-

tion

VohH
— ^ral

3747.2.^) 47.2 K 678.0 A (0,0) 0.0
.3674.7 3 27205.2
61.6 2 302.7 A (.3,2) - 3.2

4,3.6 4 438.1 A (2,1) 3.7
3640.1 3 27464.3

3025.68 25.7 6 573.1 A(1,0) 0.7
17.3 6 637.3

3,570.2 1 28002.0
64.1 0 040.5 A(5.3) l.l

50.0 2 153.6
1

48.6 2?
1

171.8 A(4.2) - 4.1

37.4 2 1
261.4

30.6 2 316.1 A(3,l) 3.7

12.8 1 4,50.4 A(2.0) 1 .5

.342B..33 3420.3 ! 201,52.4

Wavelpnj?thiH of Krishnainurthy and Fomaiwio in tliin iablo uro cahailattHl from tho

wavenumbor?! (?iven f>y tboiii.

V r B R A T T O N A b ANALYSTS

The only published work on the analysis of tantalum oxide bands is that of

Krishnamurthy and Fernando, who suggested v\ values for nine band heads

as shown in Table TIT

TABLE III

\

c"

v' i 0 1 2

0 226,30.0 21400.0 20362.3

i

'
1

i

!

23348.7 22108.8 21071.1

^
i

24064.0 22020.0 21776.0

Of these, four bands 22639.9, 20362.3, 22920.0 and 21776.0 were not observed

on the author’s plates nor were they recorded by Kiess and Stowell. The absence

of 22639.9 should he particularly noted. Comparing this scheme wdth the band

head data obtained from the author’s plates it is observed that there are many
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prominent heads belonging to this molecule unassigned in this analysis. Further,

the o>\ value is considered to be somewhat high. A complete revision of the

analysis is therefore attempted.

For this purjmse an initial survey of the characteristic systems of the oxide

molecules of the heavier elements is considered usi'ful. Table IV presents a

comparison of this kind.

TABLE !V

(.’aO ScO
1

TiO VO

liriO 071 1008 1(^2

K-iv 2S0.)4 V2 V 20570 10IA 17841 VX'S 17427
ojjoV J0444 ,

I'

«ii'a 1 127:1 12530

136S2
! •oroi 10330

C IV {182()()) i4i):io

ir){47

•V'V t)41M

SK) VO ZrO (’1)0

w/' i\rv^ S53 037 1(K»3

JJ (' 2S532 2 V 2 V 207.'..') iviv 27151 V V 21321

H-iv 14031) •J||2V J0304 33085 ?>ll*v 14831)

• v'i; 10S72 •lAdii 28512

•ilPMl -1543

*»A4I 17484

iv'Ml 15443

Jt^aO LiiO HfO 35i()

it)/'
;

070 812 1040

*'(1,0

i

IV IV 10722 l)-*-*v
;

28033 (23512) X i: 20070

22025 (10703) II
V 23348

-V2V 17851

1

21I2V 12041
i

Unfortunately the data for hafnium oxide arc not known which woidd have

mafic the estimation for the TaO bands easier. In order, if jwssible, to locate

the approximate iwsition of the r«o bands of hafnium oxide systems a reference
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is made to the excellent photographs of the hafnium arc published by Meggers

in the course of his investigations on the Hfl atomic spectrum. The identifica-

tion froftj such a (Uirsory examination is no doubt uncertain and may be misleading*

Still the pictures suggest the possibility of considering the prominent head at

rltH)73 and the other prominent head at v23r)12 as possible bands of different

systems of hafnium oxide. The positions do not compare well with 12641 and

ITSf)] hand heads but correspond bett er with 17S51 and 22625 of lanthanum oxide.

Further invcstigatioii of the haftiium oxide bands in the red region is

necessary.

In the spectrum of tantalum there is no evidence on the author’s plates of

the existence of prominent heads in the long wavelength region above A5000

(i'l9Uh4). it might be that the strong continuous background (Plate lllB) has

masked the hand heads, if any. Close scrutiny has been made of the plates in

this region taken with shorter exposures. No prominent heads certainly were

detected while those at 22 HH), 23H48 and 26679 are very conspicuous. Kiess and

Stowell, however, have r (‘orded a number of bands between ASSSo and A55S9

and also lurthcr in the inirared although the data do not seem to be complete.

1’his suggested that there umy be several systems charac^teristie of the TslO mole-

cule similar to those* in lanthanum oxide, in zirconium oxide and also in colurnbium

oxiele. One or Jiiore systems may be expected among the hands measured by

the author in the region below A5000 and additional systems may be expected in

the red and infrared among Kiess and Stowells measurements. A study of Table

IV and extrapolation from vanadium and colutnhiuin on the one hand in the same

vertical grouj) and from barium and lanthanum in the same horizontal row on

the other confirms this viewpoint.

A number of trials have been made based on the data recorded hei'e, adopting

successively the different prominent heads as the ((),()) band and trying to build

up a vibrational array which would lead to an value of about 1000 cm"^ The

first (*liie which lefi to a starting point in the analysis is the existence of the strong

band at 26679 with bands on either side fairly prominent and occurring at an

interval of 1021 and S94. These three bands were recorded also by Kiess and

Stowell. The 1021 interval is in the vicinity of 1000 which is of the anticipated

ord('r and the interval 894 is of the right magnitude for a red degraded baud system.

Further, four other pairs of bands are observed which approximately have the

wavenumber difference of 1021 in the less refrangible region and one pair in the

ultraviolet. This has pointed to the reality of the interval 1021. On this basis

ojie band system (designated as system A analogous to system A of colurnbium

oxide) could be readily built up, namely, that with 26678.9 as the (0,0) band. This

system is shown in Table V. The occurrence of 26549.3 approximately in the

(jalculatcd position of the (1,1) band was encouraging.

The search for another band system among the longer wavelength bands

was next started. The four pairs of bands with 1020 interval which are mentioned
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above may obviously form v'' = 0 and v" = \ progressions. The selection of the

(0,0) band from among these gave rise to a difficulty for some time. There are

five or six bands any of which might be considered as the (0,0). Arranging all

the pairs in increasing order of frequency the one at 23348.1 and 23318.7 is found

TABLE V

Deslandre's scheme for system A of TaO bands

0 (10*22.1) 1 (10e7.7) 2 (985.1) H

0 26678.9(8)

(1021.2)

25657.7(5)

(999.0)

246.'>8.7(2)
1

(892.9) (894.2) (891.6)
1

“

(879.9)

1 27573.1(6) 26549.3(3)
I

1

2.5538.6(2) 24553.5(2)

(1023.8) (101O.7) (985.1)

(886.8) (886.3) (888.8) (883.8)

1

28459.4(1)

(1021.3)

27438.1(4) 25437.3(2)

(878.0) (878.0)

9 28316.1(2)

(1013.4)

27302.7(2)

(850.9)
1

(850.9)

4 28171.8(2)

28049.5(0)

to be having the smallest frequency. The possibility of treating 23348.1 as the

(0,0) band is considered. The main difficulty had been that this band was not

recorded by Kiess and Stowell although, as can be seen from Plate IIIB, this is

one of the strongest and most unmistakable hand on the spectrograms taken by

the author. The interval involved, in this pair, namely, 1029.4 is also larger than

the expected value 1021. The first pfunt examined was the genuineness and the

origin of the strong band at 2334S. Reference to the published reviews of band

head data such as Jevon’s Report, Pearse and GaydorPs -Identification of Molecular

Spectra’, Herzberg’s ‘Spectra of Diatomic Molecules’, Eder and Valenta s

Spectroscopic Atlas etc, etc., has shown that there is no characteristic band for

any molecule at 23348. The possible impurities in the tantalum rods supplied

by Johnson, Matthey and Company are also considered. The report furnished by

the suppliers indicated the possible presence of columbium, copper, magnesium

and silicon etc. These of course could be present, if at all, in extremely minute

traces. Known wavelength data of bands due to molecules with the above

elements indicate that the band 23348 cannot be due to these impurities. It

is believed that y23348 is genuine and is a characteristic hand of tantalum
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oxide although the author is unable to account why Kiess and Stowe! 1 failed to

record it.

The possibility of taking 24063.4 as the (0,0) instead of 23348 is also consi-

dered since the former happens to be the strongest of all the bands in this region

recorded by Kiess and Stowell M'ith an intensity of 7. Further, this forms a pair

with 23042.7 with an interval of 1020.7 agreeing very closely with 1021.2. Several

alternative schemes have been examined at this stage. In every case, whenever

24063.4 is considered as the (0,0) band the strongest band at 23348 could not be

included in the scheme and had to be left out without assignment. This is

considered improbable as 23348 is observer! to be an outstanding band with almost

the largest intensity on the author’s plates. Another point is that the expected

region of occurrence as judged from Table IV of the i band of the system is more

satisfactory with 23348 than with 24063; but the difference may not be very

much. Hence the question of the (0,0) band of the system is left open and a vi-

brational analysis could not be arrived al until more definite evidence is obtained

from other considerations such as the study of the rotational analysis. This

study has shown that i'26678.9 i.e., the (0,0) band of the more refrangible system

and the two bauds 23348 and 24063 which presumably belong to t he less refrangible

system have a common final state (Prernaswarup, 1955)*.

Another important clue in arriving at the final vibrational analysis has been

the observation of a recurring small interval of the order of 160 to 190 cm~^ between

a number of bands probably belonging to the less refrangible system. This sug-

gested the possibility of regarding this interval as the difference between the two

components of a probable Tf electronic state. The final vibrational 8(‘heme of this

system (designated as C by analogy) arrived at on the basis of the above (considera-

tions is shown in Table VI. which is self-explanatory. For several members

in this system two comj)()nents are observed. These may be taken to represent

the 8j)in splitting of the upper electronic state.

CALCULATION OK THE VIBRATIONAL C O N 8 T A N T IS

In order to calculate the vi!>rational constants of the two systems an equation,

of the following type containing terms upto (t;-( i)^ has been assumed.

The values of and are calculated from the equations

A%+i) = 6?('y+l)~%) = «>,--2(v+l)vv

and A2G(v) = ^)— AO(f>+ J)

where AC?(t?4'i)and \G(v) are first and second differences respectively of the

.vibrational levels of the same electronic state.

* Details of the rotational analysis will be published in a subsequent oommunioation.
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TABLE VI

Deslandre’s scheme for system C of TaO bauds

V*' 1

0 i

1
1

1

I

23348.1(8)

0 1 176.9

23525.0(6)

1

(1032.4)1

!
22318.7(5)

170.9

22489.6(1)

(712.0) (724.0)

24063.4(5)

1 170.3

24233.7(3)

(1020,7)

23042.7(4)

(709.8)

24763.0(2)

2
i

190.7

1 24053.7(4)

(1019.H)

' 2.3933.9(3)

i (701.1)

3 246.35.0(2)

o 3

2I30U.9(:))

(UM18.6) mA
21490.3(7)

(708.S)

. 21070.2(6)

(969.5)
I

159.4

22199.1(8)
I

21229,6(2)

I 22770.:.(.3)

The values m, and obtained for the three different states involved are

jyjven ill Table VTI

TABLE VII

Vibrational constants

b)e

Ground Htatc* 1040.0 eiii « S.5 eiir*

Excilotl .*4taU‘ of

ultraviolet Hyaterri !»OI.4 .. 4.0

Excited state ol

visible systerii 7IH.(I ..
2.2

The Vf, values for the two systems are 26774.8 cm'^ and 23504.1, 23680.4 cm V
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ABSTRACT. An anAlyNiN hon bwin carnod oul of the problom of an ainplifler uainK

two transistora in parallel. It Iimh been shown .tluii the performance of the oombination

may be conveniently studied in terms of a single equivalent transistor whose parameters are

related to those of the individual transistors in a sini])le mminer. Expressions have been

deduced for the gain and the input and the output inqiedams's of the parallel combination

for all the three basic modes of operation vie., grounded base and gi'oimded emitter and

grounded collector connection. Kesults of experiments both for point contact and for

junction transistors are found to be in good agreement, with the results of the theoretical

analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main drawbacks of transistors as a substitute for vacuum tube

amplifier is the small amount of jiower it can handle. This drawback may be

overcome to some extent by using tv'o transistors in pushpull or in parallel arrange-

ment. The former may lie used w here efiQcieuoy of operation is an important

consideration and the latter when this is not so. Pushpull operation, involving

the use of transformers, however, enhances the cost and reduces the compactness

of the equipment. To obviate this, one may use a transistor of p-n-p type in

conjunction with another of n-p-n t^rpe. But this makes the power supply system

complicated. A reasonable efficiency combined with large power handling capa-

city may be achieved with transistors connected in parallel, and study of the

performance of transistors so arranged is thus of practical importance. This study

has been made for both point contact and junction transistors and an account of

the results obtained is presented in the paper. In section 2 is given a general

analysis of the problem of a grounded base amplifier using two transistors in paral-

lel and in section 3, a method by which the various working formulae for such an

amplifier may be obtained by reducing the combination to a single equivalent

transistor. This, is followed in section 4 by results of experiments which support

the theoretical deductions as given in section 3.

* Conumioioat«d by Prof, S. K. Mitra.
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2. ANALYSIS OF GROUNDED BASE AMPLIFIER USING
TWO TRANSISTORS IN PARALLEL

The e(|uivalent circ uit of a single point contact or junction transistor amplifier

for gT*oun(lt‘cl base operation is shown in figure 1. The symbols r^, & r,. denote

respectively the emitter, base and collector resistances and ^ active element

introdimed to take into account the current gain of the transistor. ^ s-^^d i,.

represent the emitter and oollec^tor cnrrejits respectively and and Rj; denote

the source and load resistances respectively.

Fij^. I ; Showing the o(|.iivaleriit circuit of u

groundoci l>aHc transistor amplifier.

It follows from figure I that for the (^ase of a grounded base amplifier using

two transistors in parallel, the equivalent circuit would take the form as shown

in figure 2, The various resistances and currents of the second transistor are

denoted by primed symbols in order to emphasize that the two transistors may
not idwavs he of identical characteristi(‘s.

Fig. 2 : Showing the H(|uivalent circuit of a grounded base

amplifier using two trunsiatorR in parallel.

Applying Kirchoff’s laws to the 4 meshes of figure 2, the following equatioiia

are obtained :

4" + Tf,df. + Rs^^ 4 ]

Rs-if + O.i,. + + r\, -f R,s)i'f, +

4- Ri.i'e = 0

0.^ + Ri.if. + (r), + + (r), 4- + Ri)i'^^ 0

(
1

)
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These equations may be solved by standard inethorls. When this is done,

i'f, if and 1% are found out to be given by:

i\ = f jBj-t r\^.Si}\IS^
|

' ...
(
2 )

I

* f
"= Ef[- Rj/ 11%+^ 2l{^ll('‘22+ -^yJ‘‘ V2l}^^

where A^= the eircuit (letermiimat

and r,2, r',,, r'y^ etc. are the open circuit paranieters of the traiisirtturs

defined by:

'11 rii nr- '•'ll
-

r'f,. r'n - '•4.

''24 n, 1
r, : ^ 21

~ ^ h ///'
^ r'l,

1
r‘

(:ib)

It is to be iKded that the aliove solutions are obtained througli the assumption

that Rs is negligible—a condition which is always satisfied liy a practical transistor

amplifier circuit.

From (2), we readily get,

ill put impedance

^ El ^ RjXr,,y-\ r\ ,\)

/*.2jjA'i r'22A f ^/,{(r|, ^ t
I ^ 22) ('‘12 i2)(^2id“^ 21)^

(3)

where A r,,r22 ^i2''2i '''ii'’'22

I'he output impedance is given by the ratio of the voltage across the points

.4 and R in figure 2, to the sum i, 4 1/ with the generator K, shorl-c in nited. An

analysis in exactly tht^ same manner as carried out above gives

^unt ~
AA'

... (4)

The forward fiower gain
(f>

is now readily obtained as

0 -
{i,-fi'r)^RL

=
[

r..A' f r^'A ('»)

3. THE E Q r I V A 1. E X T TRANSISTOR

Expressions for input and output impedanccH and gain of two transistors in

parallel as deduced in the previous section may in? easily obtained from the known
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equations for a single transistor by deriving a single hypothetical transistor whose

parameters are equivalent to those of the combination . Parameters of this equi-

valent transistor may be found out by applying elementary matrix consideration

to the eirotiit shov’n in figure 2.

The 4-pole equations of a single transistor, taking Ri = 0, are

Ei =

Hence the impedance matrix is given by

... (6 )

'21 '22

(
7

)

v'hieb hy operations, the aclmittarK^e matrix is obtained as

I 71 =
'11

L- A A J

(«)

where

Equation (8) suggests that when two transistors are connected in parallel,

the admittance matrix of the combination would be

r„j ^.3
(9 )

where the primed elements refer to the second transistor. By inverse operations,

the impedance matrix corresponding to [7J is found out, which after a little

simplification is given by:

L2ol =
p *

. p

p

r„A'-|-r',,A

P

(
10)

where (10a)
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If now for the equivalent transistor, J?,,, and R^^ denote the open
circuit parameters given by

^11 = Hii = Rij,

^21 Rm^ Rii — R^,-\-R^.,

where R^, and R,^f are the equivalent eireuil eleiueul values, its iinpedanee

matrix would be given by the exiiression

Comparing equations (10) and (II), we obtain

11 p
__ >'i2A'+ /,j,A

V

]{ _ »'2iA' i
^hi - p

r.jjA' f rja'A

p

from vs’hich the (‘ireuit element vhIu(*s are obtained as

^le -- p >

Ji„
- r,A'H

K r„AM r„/A

P

To find out expressions for tJie injiut and output inq>edan(‘es and gain for the

throe modes of o])eration viz. grounded base, grounded (unitter and grounded

collector, a method suggested by Shekel (1052) is very heljiful.

In this method, the impedance matrix as given in (II) is first converted

to its admittance matrix
|
T,.,,] given by

\Ye,j] -
r K22/A0

(14)

L“^^2i/Ao

vhero Ao = ^11^22 - R12R21

A matrix [7®] called the “iudcfiuitc admittance matrix” is then formed sucii that

the sum of the elements in any row or column is zero. Thus

^22 Pl2 to

1
)te to

A„
“ A. A«

[P] = R,, Rzi~Ru (Ji))

Ao A(, A(,

[n =
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From (15), the working equations for the different modes of operation are readily

obtained by striking out certain rows and columns as shown below.

Grounded base operation: When the base is grounded, the third row and the

third column are struck out and we have.

-^12““

^0 ^0

-®2l -^11
j~ An A(j-

where the subscript h refers to the grounded base mode of operation. The

input impedance is then given by (Giacoletto, 1953), taking Rj^ the load

resistance into consideration,

Rl(ru^'+r\^^)+^^'
r',^)(r22+r'22) -"('•i2+^*'i2)('*2i+^'2i)f

Similarly, output impedance

out.
AA'

and forward power gain

Z:
fgiA -f r 2iA

AA'4‘^L(riiA'4 ^HA)

It will be noticed that these results are identical with those given by equations

(3), (4) and (5).

Grounded emitter operation : When the emitter is grounded, the first row

and the first column of the matrix an* struck out and then interchanging

rows and columns, so that the new arrangement fits in with the grounded emitter

circuit, we have,

Kii’-Rii
^ An Aq

w'here the subscript e refers to the grounded emitter mode of operation.

Hence, input impedance

jg. ®Jt(^ii^^^H"^\iA)j4-AA'
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output impedance

^out, =
AA'

and forward power gain

(r,iA'+ri/A)‘^H-AA' J

Grounded collector operation: When the collector is grounded, the second

row and column of [ F®] are struck out and interchange of rows and columns are

made. This gives input impedance

jg
®/y(^22A 1"^ 224)~t~ AA^

output impedance

=“ .J?/,.

Z AA'

^22A^+^^22A

and forward power gain

6 = Z Er f('’l2“''‘22)A'+ (r',2-^'22)A

L“>,,A'-fr'2.,A)/?,.+AA''

where the subscript c refers to the grounded collector mode of operation.

4 . E X P E R I M E N T A J. O B S E li V A T I () N* S

Expressions for equivalent parameters, as derived in section 3, were verified

by experimental observations under static conditions. Transistors used for this

purpose were tlie following :

Point contact: Philips OC 50 and OC 51.

Junction: Philips 00 70 and 00 71.

For point contact devices, the t wo transistors were first connected in parallel

in the grounded base mode. Biases were then applied and the following obser-

vations made :

(i) Variation of collector voltage and emitter voltage with collector current,

keeping emitter currents and constant.

(ii) Variation of collector voltage and emitter voltage with emitter current,

keeping collector currents i,. and i\. constant.

Slopes of the curves obtained from observations (i) and (ii) gave £^2 and

and £21 -^11 respectively. These /^-values and equation (26) were then utilised

to compute the elements of the equivalent T-configuration of the parallel combina-

tion. Results thus obtained are recorded in row 3, Table I.
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The two transistors were then isolated and observations (i) and (ii) repeated

on each one of them separately, keeping the values of the parameters (v, v
aiifl i\.) the same as those recorded when observations were made with the two

transistors in parallel. These data and equation (26) gave the values of the ele-

ments of the equivalent T-configu rations of the individual transistors. Results

thus obtained are recorded in rows 1 and 2, Table 1. Theoretical IJ-values for

the parallel configuration were then computed from these results with the help

of equation (13). The computed values are given in row 4, Table I. These are

found to be in close agreement with the experimental values obtained earlier.

TABLE I

Point contact transistors

Operating conditions : OC 50 : = 1.5 fw; i,, ^ —6 /m.

: 00 51 : i\, = O.fi i', ^ -2.3 /la.

Transintoi’ unden* obnorv^ation rh r,> rjn

U
. .

il il

j. OC r.d 62 97 3.5 K 10.4 K

2. OCT)! 00 147 5.5 K 15.3 K

3. OC r>() A OV 51

(cxporiinental)

56.0 i 35 .

4

;

1 9K
I

6.0 K

4. OC 50 <Sr OC 51
|

(thoorotical)
1

50.8
1

35 2.JK
1

6.OK

For junction transistors, the type of measurement described above gives

rise to some difficulties. For these, measuremeJit of the so called hybrid parameters

defined by the following 4-pole equations is more convenient:

if. =

where is an impedance, an admittance and hj^ & ^21 ratios.

Note : As in the case of point contact transistors, primed symbols, viz.

612', 1^21
' etc. will be used here to denote the hybrid parameters of the

other junction transistor and capital H letter symbols will be used to denote

the hybrid^ parameters of the combination of the two transistors in parallel.

Unlike the case of the point contact transistors, the two junction transistors

were connected in parallel in the grounded emitter mode which was the usual

mode of operation for such transistors and base currents if, and i'f, flowing through

the individual transistors at a particular collector voltage F,., say, were noted.

The following observations were thereupon made :
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(i) variation of collector current and base voltage with (‘olleetor voltage

keeping base currents i/, and i'l, constant.

(ii) variation of colleelor current and base voltage with }>asc current, keep-

ing collector voltage (constant.

H22 and //i 2 ^'ere determined from observations (i) and //^i and //u from

observations (ii) by obtaining the slopes of the respective (Mirves. These results

were then utilised for obtaining the constants of the eipii valent T-configuration

for the parallel combination of the two transistors in the grounded base mode

of operation by means of the following (‘(mversion formulae :

= H,.
.

^22
... (Ifi)

H
2,2,

' ^ 22

Results thus obtained are recorded in row 3, Table II.

Tests similar to those enumerated in (i) and (ii) above were ther(*aft.er made

on the individual transistors with collector voltage mai ntained at I ^ind base

(airrents equal to if, and i'f, respectively. These tests yielded /q,,

etc. from which the elements of the T-equivalent circuit of the individual junction

transistors wwe determined with the aid of expressions (10). These are given in

rows 1 and 2, Table If. Theoreti(*al R values for the jiarallel combination were

then lomputed with the help of expression (13) and are recorded in row I,

Table II. Results are again found to agree fairly well wJth thosc^ ol)tained

experimentally.

TABLE IT

p-n-p Junction transistors

Operating Conditions : OC 70 : ^ 0 - - 2 volts, if,
-- r - 10//U

: OC 71 : V,, —2 volts, i'f, 7̂ - 15/0/

Transistor nnrt'i lUPttsnromonl re
0

ru

•'
!

Tr rfu
0

1. OC 70 50 450 2.05 M 2 M

2. or 71 28.5 574 1.03 M 1 M
1

3. OC 70 & 71 (cxporinirntan 17 ,
280 .03 M i .01 M

4. OC 70 & 71 (theoretical) 18 28H
1

.70 l\f .07 M

5. C O N L U S 1 0 N

The problem of two transistors connected in parallel may be analysed by

ordinary method of circuit analysis. The analysis of the combination may be
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further simplified by reducing it to a single equivalent transistor. The relations

between the parameters of this hypothetical transistor and those of the two actual

transistors ap})car in simple form and may be utilised for obtaining readily the

expressions for input impedance, output impedance and power gain of parallel

transistor amplifier working in any of the three basic modes viz. grounded base

grounded emitter and grounded collector configuration. The analysis carried out

is found to be essentially correct from the close agreement between some of the

crucial theoretical results and those obtained from static experiments with both

point contact and jimction trai^sistors.

Dynamic characteristics of the parallel combination under actual working

condition are under investigation.
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THERMAL DIFFUSION OF GAS MIXTURES AND
DETERMINATION OF FORCE CONSTANTS*

S. a SAXKNA

InI>IAN AsSOriATION KOU TIfK CULTlV\tl()N OF S(’rKN(' 10 ,

( 'AL( I’TTA JVJ

{Rf’rnred for puhhcatioo. Febnuirj/ *2*2, H^r>r))

ABSTRACT. The value tor the foriM* eonHttnil calculated tVoiu Uu* ol).ser\ed

VHi-iaiion of thormal diffusion factor with tein|Ma'aturc to a higlua* approxifiiat ion than beiore.

These ei.* values have been combined with bumty viscosity and int(*r-diffuKion data to cal-

culate r^j. Utilising these values of the force conitants the lliernuil diffusion factor has been

calculated for a nunibiM* of binary gas inixtuirs and compared \nth the (‘xperimeiital data.

It IS found that the agivcmont betwiMui theory and experiiiKad is (|Uit(‘ satisfactory.

1. 1 NTK()J)UCT10N

Sinct^ the theory of Iransport phenomena developed hy Enskog (11)11, 11)17)

and liy Chapman (11)12. Il)l«, 1917), the influeme of inlennolecular forces on the

transport properties of gases has been fully understood. Attempts have been

made in recent years (Hirsehfelder, Bird and Spotz, 1949; Srivastava and Madan,

ll)r)2a, ]l)52ft, 1953n, l953/i) t(t utilise this Chapman- Enskog theory to obtain in-

formation about intermolecular forces from the teinjierature variation of the

gaseous transport cocffieients, as this is useful for jiredieting and correlating the

various properties of gases, liquids and solids.

The Chapman- Enskog theory is based on the following asiimplions: (I) the

intermolecular force held is spherically symmetric; (2) only Ihnary collisions bet-

ween the moleimles are important; (3) the binary collisions are elastic; and (4)

molecular interactions are adequately described l.y classical mechanics. Thus

the theory applies strictly to moiiatomie gase.s at moderate pressures and at siiffi-

ciently high temperatures so that the quantum effects are negligible. The theory

has been fairly successful in accounting for the transport properties of most poly-

atomic gases so that the limitations imposed by conditions (1) and (2) do not

appear to be very severe, and in most of the works these have been almost

neglected.

For obtaining specific information about intermolecular forces from trans-

port phenomena it is necessary to assume an analytical form for the mtermole-

* Coiniiiunicalod l)y Prof. 11 . N. Srivastava.
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(‘ular i)()tential. Tlie most useful interinolecular potential for this purpose is the

Leimard-Jones 12:0 ])otential energy function

Er,(r) ... (1)

w here is Ilu‘ minimum potential energy (taken as positive) and rij the low velo-

(ity collision (hamoter.

Th(5 collision integrals for this potential have heon calculated by a number

of workers (Kihara and Kotani, 1943; Boer and Kranendonk, 1948; Hirschfclder,

Bird and Spotz, 194H; Rowiinson, 1949), from which the various transport pro-

jxrtles can be calculated, by utilising the formulae developed from Chapman-

Knskog theory (Cham])an and Cowling, 1952; Hirschfclder, Curtiss and Bird, 1954).

It is well know n that the coefficient of thermal diffusion is far more sensitive to

the 1y})e of molecular interaetion than the three eJeimiit-ary gas coefficients.

( Vinsecjiiently, tlu^ force constants for the 12:6 model were calculated by Srivastava

and Madan (1953/r) for various gas mixtures from the data on the temperature

variation of the thermal diffusion factor. In the y)resent paper these calculations

have been made more pre -ise by taking a higher ay)proximation and fairly accurate

values have been ol)tained for the force constants and for several pairs

of molecules.

2. TJCKOKY AND VOPMUl.AE

The first a])j)roxiination to the thermal diffusion factor for a mixture of two

gases 1, 2 is given hy

|al, - 5(r-l)f/, ... (2)

where

O ..^^1 / r f r W^2,kTle,,)
' '

5 \ / I 71/2 J L \V\\,kTlf.,)

1/|)

r )r2(2, kTle,,) 1

L W^l,kTle,,) \

Xl6if:i -|~(5-^-4B)^lf
‘f
+8

^25\ J L {W^hkTjt,.,)}^

with similar expressions for S2 and Mi is the molecular weight of the ith

species, t/i is the mole fraction. A, B, C are functions of kT/e^^y

are the collision integrals.
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In the previous paper (Srivastava and Madan, 1953a) the values of the force

parameter were calculated by attributing the temperature variation of a.

to the factor (C'— 1) alone, while the temperature variation of the factor g was

ignored. Here we have taken into account this small variation of g as well,

but for doing so we require the force parameters both for like and unlike molecules.

The force constants used for like molecules are those obtained from thermal dif-

fusion viscosity and self-diffusion (Srivastava and Madan, 19536; Hirschfelder,

Bird and Spotz, 1949; Srivastava and Madan 1952a and 19526) and are reported

in a previous paper (Madan, 1953).

For the binary mixture, the formulae for the first approximation to the

viscosity is given by ^

H- {R,IE)
(
3)

in which

Ai=

R^= 2[2/3-^]

26e.93(MiT)i(r,)-^lW^(2, kTle.,)

E - Z7.75[(M,+ M,fTI(M,M,)]Hrn)-W\h kTle,,)

Here H, are simply the first approximations to the viscosity of the itli component,

while the other quantities have their usual meaning.

The second approximation for the coefficient of diffusion is given by the

the following equation

r;.
. 0.00092916r3/2[(jif^+jf^)/jf^jtf.ji

prY,WHhkTl6,,){l-AV

in whi*h Di^ is the coefficient of diffusion in cm^set!"*, p the pressure in atmosphere,

and A is a small quantity defined by

A = 5(c-inP,y-i+P^l+ Pi^iyMQy'i+Q^Vi+Qi^iy^)

m which

P, = JfJ[ilfx+Jlf2n2/3»^«){[^i23i/[?i]i)(273.16p/r)

= (PJMl)(mt+5Mt-4J\flB+»AMiM^)

+2PiP^{M,+M^riMlMl]
4
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With similar expressions for and [A2]i first approximation to

and is related to \D12\2 fhe relation

lA2l2-[^12]l/(l-A) (
5

)

and To is the molar volume under standard conditions, and
\
7j^\ and [i/gli are the

calculated first approximations to the viscosity of the pure component.

Equations
(
3

)
and

(
4

)
can be uliMsee t(- calculate when e^2 known.

S. r A L 0 IJ L A T I O N O K e, , A N D r,a

As already mentioned equation (2) was utilised in a previous paper (Srivastava

and Madan, 1953a) to calculate the force constant by treating g as constant,

actually, however, g is slightly temperature dependent. Those values may
therefore be sliht ly in error. To obtain a more accurate value of fijg it is desirable

to (calculate g at the different temperatures for which experimental data on a

are available and to take into account the observed variation of g. For this

purpose the values of /qj, (:22, rgg as given by Madan
(
1953

)
were utilised and

r^2 was calculated from equations(3
)
and

(
4

)
by utilising the experimental data

on binary viscosity and inter-diffusion. The values of so obtained are given

in Table II.

For Ne-Kr, Ne-Xe and A-Xe mixtures tliere are no experimental data on

viscosity or interdiffusion. Hence for these was cabailated from the relation

^12^1 la

~ ‘^(^'11^22^ M^2‘2)(A ••• (^)

The values so obtained are given in Table ITT.

TABLE 1 (a)

V'^aluos of g

TCK) H, No Ho -Do H
j
- CO 1>

83 0.5110 0.4978 --

93 0.5199 — —

108 — —
i

0.5862

123 0.4999 0.5094 0.4842
i

j
1

0.5819

173 0.4955
1

0.5008
1

0.4786 0..5706

223 0.49.35 0.4971 0.4761
j

0.56.54

Utilising these 612, r^2 values and the values of the force constants for like

molecules the values of the factor g are calculated at various temperatures for a

number of gas pairs. These values are recorded in Table I. Next the factor
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^l9 plotted (instead of ct) against the eorrespoading temperature and is

calculated in a similar manner as done previously. The values of so obtained
are given in Table IT, column 3 and are seen to be about 4% higher than the pre-

vious values. These precise fii’st approximation values of were recombined with
the inter-diffusion and binary viscosity data to yield and these are collected

in Table II, columns 5 and 7 respectively. These two sets of values of

seen to be in agreement among themselves as well as those obtained with the

help of equation 6 (vide column 11 table II). The first approximation values

for the pairs Ne-Kr, Ne-Xe, and A-Xe are given in Table III.

TABLE 1 (b)

Values of
f/

I

rc-K) He-

A

No-A
! Ne-Kr '

No Xe
!

A-Xo

117 0.5971 0.3284 i 0.5325
i

147 0.5955 0.3290
'

!

1

0.5245
'

185 0.5931 0.3238 0.5191 -

233 0.5926
1

0.3195 0.4865 0.5990 0.4658

293 0.5923 0.3164 0.5111 0.5950 0.4586

369 — ' - — 0.6054 0.4511

464
!

— — 0.5887 0.4462

585 _
1 0.5876 1 0.4422

TABLE If

Force constarits for u ilike molecules

f,o/A:("'K)
I

ri:,(A) '/'12(A) r,.(A) ry.iA)

from thermal
j

from visoosity from inter- mean from
Gas diffusion

|

(first afiproxi- diffusion (first approx i-
|

e(|uation 6

pair (first approx 1-
j

illation) (firsl afiproxi- niation)

mation)
]

mat ion)

Roui?h i Precise from from ! from from from from from frUm

calcu-
1

lation

calcu

-

lati< n
col. 2 col. 3

j

col. 2

i„ _

col. 3 col. 2 col. 3 col. 2 col. 3

H2-~N2 46.53 48.05 3.364 3,355 ! 3.341 3.332 3.353 3.344 3.395 3.377

H 2 -O 2 59.81 62.51 3.244 3.229 3.198 3.183 3.221 3.206 3.205 3.181

Ha-A 56.06
1
57.29 3.200 3. 195 3,242 3.237 3.221 3.216

j

3.258 3.249

Ha -CO 51.33 1
52,45

1

3.267
,
3.263 3.365 3.361 3.316 3.312 3.345 3.341

He~A 26.65
j

27.91 3.083 !
3.071 3.046 3.035 3.065 3.053 3.049 3.025

No~A 66. 36* 67.60 3.102
1

3.090 - 3.102 3.090 3.098 1 3.079

This value has been calculated from the ex^ierimental data of Grow et al. (1954) and
therefore differs from that given by Srivastava and Madan (1953tf) as they calculated from

the older data of Grew (1947) which differs appreciably from that given in his recent work.
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TABLE III

Force coimtants for unlike molecules

et.lkCK) r,,(A)

from thermal-diffusion from equation (6)

(first approximation)
Gas pair j

Rough
! calculation

Precise

calculation

From
column (2)

From
column (3)

Ne-Kr 62.09 64.88 3.311 3.287

Ne Xe ! 69.01 71.99 3.485 ! 3.460

A-Xe
i

166.5 168.9 3.725 3.716

4. CALCULATION OF THERMAL DIFFUSION FACTOR

Thus knowing the force constants for unlike molecules purely from experi-

mental data we can test the adequacy of the 12:6 model by finding how well it

reproduces the experimental data on the various transport properties. The

phenomenon of thermal diffiusion has been utilised here in view of its greater

sensitiveness to the force between molecules. With the help of Table II and equa-

tion (2) the thermal diffusion factor a has been calculated at various tempera-

tures and concentrations. These are recorded in Tables IV, V and VI along

with the experimentally observed values. These tables also give the percentage

of the lighter component. The data for the variation of a with concentration

is taken from Atkins. Bastick and Ibbs (1939), while that for the variation with

temperature on inert gas mixtures is taken from the work of Grew (1947), with

the single exception of Ne-A which has been taken from his more recent work

(Grew, 1964). The data on Hg-A, H2-O2 ,
Hg-Ng and Hg-CO is that given

by Ibbs, Grew and Hirst (1929). The assignement of temperature to the experi-

mental values of Atkins et. al. (1939) is done by utilising the BrowiFs formula.

Tr = In (TJT,) ... (7)

where T, and are the temperatures between which the thermal diffusion has

been measured. In each case the smoothed experimental values have been re-

ported,
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TABLE IV

Thermal difFusion of gases

% of
"

the lighter

component

Gas
pair

He A-Ne
1

i
No--Kr

1

|Teinpera*

: tim3

"K
a exp. ' a theor.

[

j

a exp. a tlioor. !

1

^

1

a exp. tt theor.

10 0.278 0.290
1

!

X X X : X
1

327

20 0.298 0.310
j

0. 140
'

0.158 :

1

0.203 0.239
1

327

30 i0.314
i

1 0.334 0.161, 0.165 0.212
i 0.255

!

327

40 jo. 338 '

0.303 0.170 0.173 0.233 0.273 327

50 [0.372
j

0.395 0.183 ’ 0.182 0.267 0.293 327

60 X 1 X
j

0.195 1
0.192 0.306 0.317

: !

327

TABLE V

Thermal diiTusion of gases

Gas-

V Pair
\

Tompere\
turo ^

\

A- He A--Ne Ne--Kr Ne~Xo A- Xo

51. /o
52 0% 53.0%

1

54.2% 56.4%

1 ,

a exp. [atheor. a exp. a theor. a exp. 'atheor. a ex
J).

atheor. a exp. a theor.

111 0.329 0.331 0.0847 0.0807 0.152 0.139 —
1

-- - -

147 0.349 0.357 0.108 : 0.1 11 0.180 0.186 “
;

—

1 85 0.369 0.377 0.136 1 0.139 0.212 0.231 0.260
1
0.245

,

0.0490 0.0235

233 0.381 0.389 0.159 ' 0.160 0.249 0.2.50 0.282 i
0.285 0.0708 0.0660

293 0.387 0.398 0.179
:

0.177 0.292 0.292 0.306
j

0.319

j

0.0981 0.110

369 0.393 0.401 •—
i

- 0.313 0.312 0.334 0.350 0.137 0.153

464 0.399 0.403 0.196 0.199 0.323 0.324 0.367
;

0.371 0.175 J.193

585 0.399 0.405
j

—
1

0.339 0.332 0.404 0.385 0.212 0.223

736 — —
1

0.196 0.207 — — — -
1

— —

1167 — — 0.196 0.207
1

:

i !

—
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TABLE VI

Thermal diffusion of gases

Teiuj)ora

turti

"K

Clas;

}mir

Ho- No

(29.4%H,)

f

H.- 0 .

(2».8%H,)

H.^-A

(47.0%H2)

H 2-C0

(24.0%Hj)

\ a «xp. a thoor. ' « exp. a theor. a exp. a theor. a exp. tt tlieor.

83 0.121 0.123
1

• - 0.115 0.102

93
1

— — j

0.0956 0.0900 —

108
1

— —

*

... 0.U4 0.162 —
123 0.154 0.202 0.133 0.152 0.164 0.194 0.177 0.179

173
1

1 0.207 0.266 0.206 0.219 0.219 0.265 0.249 0.237

223 i

1
0.241 0.285

I

0.229
1 1

0.256 0.266 0.302 0.272 ' 0.266
i

273
1

1

!

0.241 0.303
j

0.229 0.279 0.266 0.329
1

0.280
1

0.284

5. D ] S 0 U S S I () N OK R K S U L T S

The method of calculating the force parameter 6,2 from the temperature

variation of the thermal diffusion factor a is theoretically preferable as the large

change in a is directly attributable to the term containing 6
, 2 ,

while in the.case

of the other transport properties a large portion of the change is brought about by

an explicit dependence on the temperature and only a small part is attributable

to fijg term. The thermal diffusion method, however, suffers from the drawback

that only the first approximation formula for a is known.

Recently (1955), however, we have worked out the formula for the second

approximation to a for the Lenuard-Jones 12:6 model in the case of a mixture

of heavy isotopes and have shown that the maximum difference between the first

and second approximations (in the range studied there) is about 3%. In the

absence of any precise knowledge of the difference between the first and second

approximations to a for the case of binary mixtures, we can make the plausible

assumption that for this also the difference is of the same order as for isotopes.

With this assumption we can make an estimate of the order of error involved in

our computed values of ejg. Calculation shows that this effect of the second

approximation is not likely to change the value of by more than 3% and may

be even much less.
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The values of the force parameter found here are sufficiently accurate
and reliable. We have utilised the binary viscosity also in addition to inter-
diffusion, in view of the fact that the experimental determination of the former
is capable of greater accuracy, though calculation for tnis involves the pure gas
parameters which might be in error and might thereby vitiate the results. However,
in most of the cases investigated here the agreement betw(»en the values ol)tained

from the two properties is quite satisfactory and it is difficult to establish the supre-
macy of one over the other.

[t will be seen from the tables that the agreement between the calculated and
experimental values of a is fairly good, l)eing excellent in certain cases. The
slight discrepancies observed in a few cases may be due to slight errors in the

assumed values of and rjj, ^22, rj.,; the limitations under which the
theory of transport phenomena has been developed by (Chapman and Enskog,
and the possible errors involved in the experimental rneasununents. The
experimental data for A—Xe are less acciitate due to the insensitiveness of the

gauge and slight impurity of xenon employed.
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A STUDY OF A. C. RESISTlVrTY OF CALCUTTA SOIL*

S. P. BHATTAGHAllYYA

Department ok Applied Physics, Calcutta University

(Received for puhliccUioriy Janunry 13, 1955)

ABSTRACT. The paper deals wilh thc^c. I'osistivil.y of soils in and ai'uund the city

of Calcutta and its variations with teinperaturo And inoisturc content of the soil.

INTRODUCTION

In a previous coiniuunication (Bhattacharvya and Mahanti, 15)53) the results

of study of d.c. resistivity of soil in and around tlie city of Calcutta and its varia-

tion with time, temperature and humidity were reported. The effect of endos-

mosis was also ascertained. In the present paper are reported the results of

measurement of its a.c. resistivity.

It has been stated (Bhattacharyya and Mahanti, 1953) that all previous workers

have studied the a.c. resistivity of Indian soils at only high frequencies. But

as the values of electrical constants of a soil are not the same at different frequen-

cies and since the frequency of a.c. jwwer supply in Calcutta is 50 cycles })er second,

it was thought desirable to obtain data of a.c. resistivity of Calcutta soil at such

power frequency.

The method of measurement was the same as that employed for measurement

of d.c. resistivity. For the present {)urpose the a.c. voltage applied across the test

samples was of magnitude 120 volts and was taken from an a.c. supply of 220

volts through an auto-transformer.

The same samples of soil as used for the measurement of d.c. resistivity were

used, and the same technique also employed in preparing the test samples.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table I contains the data of a.c. resistivity of different samples of soil at a

room temperature of 30" C and with a moisture content of 15 per cent. For

comparison, the data of their d.c. resistivity are also included in the table.

*Communicated by Prof. P. C. Mahanti

5
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TABLE I

Soil taken from

1

a.c. Resisti-

vity (ohin-

cm)

1

;

d.c. Resisti-

1
vity (ohni-

cm)

Eawt Calcutta (Roliagliaia) 2778 3250

C'entral (Calcutta (Science College) 26.50 2850

Calcutta (Dockyard) i;m 1450

North Calcutta (SinthcHi) 137.5 1415

South Calcutta (Tullygunge) 1350 1400

Ganges Sill 1312 1 1365

It will be seen from Table 1 that the value of a.c. resistivity of soil of a parti-

cular locality is lower than that of its d.c. resistivity. This (lifferen(*e is attributed

to the polarisation effect accompanying direct curreni . Similar results have been

obtained also by the previous workers (Higgs, 1930; Smith-Rose, 1934) on soils

of other countries.

T 1 M E V U K K E N T V. H A K A C T E R 1 S I V S

A steady a.c. voltage was applied across a sample of soil having a definite

value (16 per cent) of moisture cont ent and the reading of the ammeter at suitable

intervals was noted until the current attained a constant value. 1'he results are

shown graphically in figure 1 . It is seen that the current at first increases to a

maximum value and then decreases to a minimum. This is unlike what one would

Fig. 1
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expect when a current passes through a sample of soil containing many electro-

lytic salts in its composition since the coefficient of electrical conductivity of such
a soil should be positive. But the nature of the curve is found nearly identical

with that of the corresponding curve obtained with direct current passing through
the sample of soil. In the lat ter case, the predominaiu'e of the heating effect over
the effects of polarisation and ondosmosis or vice versa detei*mines the total resis-

tance of the sample at any instant. The last two effects tend to increase the resis-

tance of the soil. But with alternating current the polarisation effect is abseiit.

Moreover, as the moisture moves in the dii^ction of the curnuit flow, the effect of

endosmosis is also negligible. Hence the nature of the time-curre!it (diaracteristics

will depend on the heating effect alone. To (confirm this it was thought of interest

to study the temperature gradient across the sample when carrying alternating

current. For this purpose a sample of soil (Central (^aicMitta) having a given

moisture content (14 per cent) was taken in the experimental cylinder and on

its surface three ecpiidistant holes, one at the middle and two iiear the ends, were

bored vertically through its axis. Three sensitive thermometers wen^ introrluced

into the soil through these three holes. The two outer thermometers would give

the temperature of the soil section nearest to the electrod(‘s while* the t(*niperatu!’e

of the middle section would be recordcMl by the thinl thermometer. A constant

a.c. voltage was applied across the (*lectrodes and the currc'ut allowed to flow

continuously until it was found to attain a constant value. At suitable intervals

the readings of the voltmeter, the ammeter and the thermometer were recorded.

Finally when thermometer rearlings were steady, the per‘ci‘ntag(‘ of the moisture

content of the soil in the immediate neighbourhood of the thermometer bulbs

was determined and found to be as shown i i Table TI.

TABLE II

Position of tlio

th('rnionu*tor alon;^

t lu'

Tcin|)('mtuiv '('

Pit (‘.('nt of

nioisturo content

Krill 1 4.1 18.0

Middle 11.1

End 2
j

46 12.

U

Curves showing the variations of temperature ret^orded by ea(ih thermometer

with time are given in figure 2, which also includes the corresponding values of

current flowing through the sample.

Form the curves it is seen that the temperature of each section first rises and

then diminishes to a minimum value although temperatures of these sections are

different from one another. It is further seen that the temperature of the middle
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section is always higher than that of each outer section. Electrodes, being in

contact with the atmosphere, radiate their heat to the surroundings and the tem-

perature of each soil section adjacent to electrodes is, therefore, of lower valua

that that of the middle section. A temi)erature gradient is thus set up in ^e

280

240

200

100

120

200 1800

5
a

a
£
p

Time in minute.s

Fig. 2

sample of the soil from the central plane to either electrodes and the moisture

moves along this gradient. Thus the distribution of moisture content in the

soil is disturbed, the moisture having a tendency to accumulate more near the outer

electrodes than at the centre. After sometime heat radiates from the outer surface

of the porcelain tube and the temperature of the whole system therefore decreases

till a steady state is reached.

The effect of temperature gradient on the current distribution in the body

of the soil in the experimental cylinder was also studied. When the applied

voltage is kept constant the voltage drop across any section depends on its moisture

content as well as on its temperature. The drop across each of the three sections

of the sample of soil was obtained in a similar manner as was obtained previously

(loc. oit) to study the effect of endosmosis. The results are shown graphically

in figure 3. Prom these curves it is seen that with time the voltage drop across

the middle section first decreases and then increases to a maximum value while

the drop across each of the outer sections first increases and then diminishes

to a minimum, This is due to the fact that a mpisture content gradient sets
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in the soil along with the temperature gradient. At any instant their additive
effects, so Idng the applied voltage remains constant, determine therefore the
value of the total resistance of any section and hence the voltage drop across it.

Effect of moisture content as well as effect of temperature on different soil

samples were studied separately and found to yield almost the same results as

those obtained in the d.c. measurement, the only difference being that for the

same moisture content and for the same temperature, the a.c. resistivity is always

lower than the d.c. resistivity.

For ascertaining the effect of polarisation in the soil an experimental arrange-

ment was set up as shown in figure 4. A steady d.c. voltage was a])plied across

a sample of soil of known moisture content and the reading of the ammeter at

suitable intervals was noted until the current attained a constant value. Along

y'g. 4

with each ammeter reading, the temperature of the test sample was also recorded

with the help of a sensitive thermometer introduced into it through a hole along
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the axis of the cylinder . Switt^h over from d.e. to a.e. was made at n^gular intervals

as quickly as possible and the a.c. ammeter was read. Results are shown graphi-

cally in figure 5, which also includes the corresponding values of resistivity,

both d.c. and a.c., of the sample. PVom the figure, it is seen that both d.e. and

a.c, resistivity curves show the same characteristics. It is further seen that d.c.
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resistivity increases more rapidly than a.c. resistivity with time but finally they

become constant. This difference is attributed to the absence of the effect of

polarisation when alternating current is usofl. So the difference in the values

of a.c. and d.c. resistivities may give an idea of the degree of polarisation at any

instant. The effect of endosmosis is not taken into account as at any instant

the distribution of moisture set up by the flow of direct current will remain

unaltered if the readings on a.c. side be taken quickly.
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FORCE CONSTANTS FOR SUBSTITUTED GERMANES.

PART 1 . GeHjCI and GcDgn

BY 8 . L. N. G. KRISHNAMACHAHI

Phvsics Dei'aktment, Andhha Univeiwitv. Wai.tviu

(Bevewod for publication^ Januart/ 24, Utoo)

ABSTRACT. A sol of foiw coiwtnnls nro dotermined for and (loI);,('l molo-

(tilos using tho Wilson f (J matrix method. This sc't reprodmios ilui fri'finoncies of tho

(JoH;, (!I molopulo lo tho noarost wtivonunil)or and those of tho (hd>;,ri moleottlo to within

a moan (wor of 0,81%.

I N T H 0 1) IH’ T I 0 N

Force constants for the haloffen derivatives of methane and silane are

worked out to a considerable extent. Thert* is yet no systematic work on the

fftreo (ionstants for germane and its halogen derivatives excepting that for GeOl^

an(lGeBr
4
,the force constants are determined by tin' use (»f approximate methods.

In view of this, the author has undertaken the calculation of the force constants

of the halo-germanes and to start with, of the molecules monochlorogermano

and raonochlorogermane-Dg. The infrared s])ectra of these! compounds are

investigated in the vapour state by Lord and Steese (l!)r)4); but there is yet

110 report on the force constants for these molecules.

(’ A J. C V L .\ 'I 1 0 N S

A normal coordinate treatment is carried using the Wilson F-G matrix method

as for inethylcyanide and raethylisocyaiiide in a previous paper by the author

(1954). The two molecules belong to the C3;,
point group. Each has three totally

symmetric vibrations and three degenerate type E vibrations. All are

infrared and Raman active. In the infrared, the three vibrations appear as

parallel and the three E type vibrat ions appear as jierpendicular bands. In Raman

effect the three Ai type vibrations appear as polarised and the three E type vibra-

tions appear as depolorised lines.
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The symmetry coordinates that are constructed /rom the internal coordinates

arc the same as those employed by Cleveland and Meister (1946) for the case of

CH 3CI. The potential energy function employed in the present case is

2 V - AdjHAds*}+2/w{Adi.Ad3+Adj-Adj+Adj-Ada}

4/„{d*(Aai3S-Aa,3HAa33>*)}+/M‘«*(AAHA/J2*+AA3*)}

+2/a(iI<^*{AA(Aai2+ Aais)+ A/(2(Aagj-h Aa2j)+ Ayd3(Aa3i H-Aajg) }J

+2/«a{d®(Aai2.Aai3+Aa!i2.Aa23+Aai3.Aag3)}

+2/^^{d^{AA.AA2+AAi.AA,+A/if3.A^3)}

t-2/i,,[Ai){d(Aai3+Aai3+Aajj)}j

+ 2/„^AZ).d(AA,+Ayd2+A/y3 ).

The nature of these constants is shown in the first column of Table I

.

From the potential energy matrix and the matrix formed from the cpefiScints

of the internal coordinates, as obtained from the symmetry coordinates, the fol-

lowing F matrices are obtained.

F

E

J<i

f(/«+^+2/„.-l-2/,^-4L/,)
2

fd-fild 0

F = dVn-M

dVa-U

The (J matrices arc the same as those for CH3CI but for the fact that in the

present case /*«, replaces fic- The bond lengths and interbojid angles employed

in these calculations are determined from microwave spectra due to Mays and

Dailey ( 1962). The observed bond angles are not however employed in the present

calculations; instead, tetrahedral angles are assumed.

The potential energy function contains ten different force constants, all of

which cannot be separately determined. and ffi0 occur as combinations and

fa> faa> foa /i>jJ occut as differences in the 'F matrices, leaving only

eight independant constants which are foJa, /rirf. (/x>,-/os). (/«-/««). iffi-fpp)

(/o«+/ss)' The values of these constants were then sjrstematically adjusted
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until they reproduced the observed frequencies of GeH3Cl to the nearest wave-

number. The final set so obtained is shown in the third column of Table I. The
agreement between the calculated and observed frequencies for GreH^Cl is sliown

in Table II.

TABLE I

Force constants

Nature of the force conaiiant HepreMeiita-

tioi.

Value
X W

dynos/cin.

Ge— Cl bond stretch fl) 2.545

Ge—H bond strotoh U 2.648

Ge—H, Ge— 11 interaction Jdil 0.0063

H— Ge—K bending and
j

1

H —Ge—H, H— Go—H interactlonj
fa " faa 0.1703

K— Ge— Cl bonding and
|

H— Ge— (/I* H— Go— Cl interaction
j

0.2308

H—Ge— H, H—Go-H interaction
|

/

H - Ge— Cl, fl—Go— Cl intorm'tion)
fan ‘ ffift 0.0341

>1— Ge— H, H—Ge ~ Cl interact ion I'afi
0.0250

Ge- Cl.H- Ge-H .H - Gc- Cl interact ion fDa— ll)ti -0.0200

TABLE II

Calculated and observed frequencies ol GeHjjCl (ciu”^)

1
Calculated Observed

f'j 1 2121.0 i
2121.1

Ai j
H48.0 847.7

' 423.0 ' 422.6

2129.0 2120.4

E
\I

^'5 875.0 874.8

]

1

I

604.0 604.1

These force constants are then used to calculate the frequencies of GeDaCl.

The F and 0 matrices are the same as above, excepting that in this case fiD replaces

/iji. The calculated and observed frequencies for GeDaCl are shown in Table III*

6
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TABLE lU

Calculated and observed frequencies of GeBjOl (cm"*)

Calculated
1

Observed % error

''l ;

1505 1.520 1.13

A, P.. 613
1

614 0.17

''a
1

419 . 421 0.50

1520 1530 0.70

E
;

623
1

630 1.15

i

1

439 1 434 1.20

The small disoripancies between the calculated and observed values in the

case of GeD3Cl (!an be considered as due to the anharmonieity of the vibrations

which effects the two molecules differently.

The individual values of the force eoustanl'S which occur as sums or differ*

ences in the present case can be obtained from a similar work on other chlroides

of germanium. Work on the trichlorogermane is under proifi'css.

A (’ K N 0 W L E J) OMEN T 8
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A WIDE-BAND FREQUENCY MODULATED SYSTEM
WITH ASYMMETRICAL 3.PHASE OSCILLATOR

BY P. KONDV.

iNDIA^i TNSTITUTK OF TeCHHOLOUY KhAKAOPUR

(Received foe pufdtcation, Auffutil 2ft, 1954)

ABSTRACT. In this paper, the poHsiihhtiosof a S-phaw* R. (\ oscillator of asymmetrioal

type have been discussed, and optiniurn operating conditions have been derived with particular

reference to its capability to produce wide-hand frequency modulation. A comparative

study of the synunotrii^al ami asymmetrical systems has also h(‘en mHd(» m regard to the

linearity of modulation, inudulation sensitivity and frc^quency stability.

INTHODTCTfON

Optimum performance of frequency modulated LC oscillator by the conven-

tional reactance tube method is limited due to the smaller fre(|uency range over

which it can be used and also due to the nou-iinearity of the system where wide

band fre(j[uency modulation is required.

Those limitations can be avoided in n Hisistanoe-eapacitance oscillator

and modulation can be achieved at the maximum obtainable fi 'quency of the

system by varying one of the rosiatances in the frequeticy .selective coupling

net work.

A symmetrical If-pha.ae oscillator due originally to Van der Fol (lh.‘14). have

t»een subsequently .studied and report of faithful wide band modulation has been

published (Rakshit and Sarkar, lUfjO).

In this communication an analytical study ol an asymmetrical type of a

3.phase oscillator has been made and conditions for optimum operation have

been derived with particular reference to wide band frequency modulation from

the point of view of linearity of modulation, modulation sensitivity and fre-

quency stability.

DESCRIPTION

In the S-phase system mentioned above, the symmetry of the three stages

have been maintained and all the three anode resistances are adjusted to have

identical values at the centre carrier frequency as shown in figure. 1 Frequency
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modulation is produced by varying the tuning resistance of one of the oscillator

stages by the modulating voltage.

In the asymmetrical system, the asymmetry has been introduced in the anode

load in so far as the value of resistance of one stage differs to a great extent from

the other two which are similar to each other. Here, unlike the previous case,

simultaneous variation of two anode resistances which are similar to each other

have been considered to generate frequency-modulated oscillations, as shown in

figure 2.

THEORETICAL C 0 N S I H E R A T I OK S

In the asymmetrical type, the gain and phase shift due to two similar stages

wiU be the same while those will be different from the remaining one.
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Let Aie?4>i and gfl'ins and phase shifts due to each of the two

similar stages and the remaining stage respectively, then the overall gain due

to the three stages will be

where

A = A^A^eH\

<j> =

From the circuit analysis it can he shown from figure 2. that

where

j ^Jm^l

1+M

7Zi<4rp and Mg

A .^/w^2

^ 1 +>2
where ==w6\jR

2

1^1

'

(r+«)®6’fR,i)i

^ = 2 tan~' <i>(7jR,+tan'^ <o(\R^.

<j> = tan -
f

Conditions for maintenance of oscillations:

<f>
^ in

M1>1

Condition (I) is satisfied if

2o)C'ii?i+o.r7,/?2 = 0

And the overall gain of the system at the frequency of resonance

Ml=-
(‘+§)

or, |A| =
9*1-® 1-®*
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Sywnmtric/tl (!aite\

In the syminetrieal case as in figure I, the oscillator has been adjusted to have

the same load (RJ in all the three stages at the centre frequency,

when = R^

“ ^ (\E, -... (^)

... (.W)

Rf p
The effective anode load of the modulated stage is R^ = ,

where R,, is

R\+R,.

the anode-cathode resistance of F4 and is a function r)f its control grid voltage.

For frequency modulation the effective value of R^ has Ixtii varierl by varying

R„ and let the new value be Rj

i.f'. when (i.v. Rp vaiying slightly above and l>elow its initial value R^)

tlien ^ ^ "I” 2Rj/R2
... {hi it)

when* R-i = to

and ... (5/?;)

Similar relations for the symmetrical case have also ])een ot>tained b}' Rakshit

and Sarkar (1950) in which frequency modulation was produced by slightly varying

one of the three equal anode resistances by varying the grid bias of the modulator

value as shown in the figure. 1 .

Asymmetrical Case :

In this case two of the equal anode load resistances (R,) arc always much less

than the remaining one (Rg)

/.e. R2 ^ Rj

d,R,{
... (60

1
.4

|

=
... (6/V?)
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The above equations show that the inaximuni obtainable fre(|uency ia limited

by the optimum value of the anode load obtained from the relation ^4^1, and
higher the value of tnutual conductance of the oscillator valves, higher will be

the maximum obtainable frequency. With the same types of valves, the maxi-

mum frequency that can be generated depends on the minimum anode load re-

quired to satisfy the condition of gain.

For ‘S’ case

i.e,. II
coT ... (7/)

.<////

wlum
(a,, n iHKfl ’fof

-- C
1

r
1

... (Tu)

For 'A’ ra.s ... (SO

- <»•«
'

1

... (HiO

The relative values of anode load reijuired to generate the sam(‘. rrtMUifiK’y ill Iho

above cases:

\/3 _ 1

... m
Here suffixes indicate’ the respective system i.e, 'S' for symmetrical, and A for

asymmetrical.

It is seen that while the maximum frecpieney that can be generated is higher

in (‘ase 1, the resistance required in the former is more than the latter to g(‘ne-

rate the same freciuency.

METHOD OF MODIJLTIO.V

In an R(^ oscillator frequency modulation can be achieved by the variation of

either a tuning resistanc-e or a capacity. In the symmetrical type, one of the

tuning resistances was varied by shunting it with a valve. The variatiem was

obtained by the variation of the anode-cathode resistance of the shunting valve

with modulating voltage. Some adverse effects have been reported to be asso-

ciated with this type of modulation. The anode-cathode resistance is dependent

on the plate voltage and is essentially non-linear. Consequently, any variation

of the anode voltage affects the centre frequency stability; and the presence of r.f.

voltages at the plate of the modulater valve should be very small compared to the
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anode cnrreut of the modulated valve so that the optimum operating condition

of the oscillator is not disturbed. Another disadvantage is the presence of the

amplified modulating soltage at the anode of the oscillator superimposed upon

the (carrier.

Better performanc^e can be obtained by shunting the tuning resistance with

the output impedance of a cathode follower which is a pure resistance with resistive

load anrl is related as

1 ~
1

,

R, +(fm

in a valve having a square law relation between ip-Vy characteristic, the value

of the mutual conductance varies linearly with the control grid voltage Vy.

With a cathode follower the operation of the modulating circuit will be more

linear and the valve parameter less dependent on the H.T. voltage due to the

inherent negative feedback in the cathode, while the presence of modulating signal

can be made negligible due to the presence of the coupling capacity

Conditionsfor Faithful Modulation :

The superiority of performance between the two systems can be judged from

th(^ three important conditions for faithful wdde band modulation which are listed

as follows :

1. High modulation sensitivity which can be defined as the ratio of the

total frequency deviation to the centre frequency, i.e. \flf„

2. A linear relationship between the frequency deviation and the modulating

voltage.

Inherent centre frequency stability.

Degree of Lmearity:

The degree of linearity of modulation can be studied from the slope of the

frequency and tuning resistance curve.

For the *A ’ case

and

t.c.

fo where

iJ,
~ {r\+rJ

/„ = Ka(<xa+{/,J

Then' 6flSg,„ = K^ ...

For perfect linearity dflSg„ should be constant and the equation shows that the
degree of linearity of an asymmetrical system is only limited by the curve.
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With proper selction of valve and with the restriction of the grid swing, the

curve can be practically linear over the range of operation.

For linearity of modulation in the symmetrical case
,

it is required that

/ 9c a^+b^v„, but /o = where K, = ^

i.e. g„, = K{a^+ b^v^)^ ... (II/)
^ ^

i.e, -= a-{^bVg-j-CX. ... (lit?) = 2i?i := 2R^s

Hence the modulator valve should be so selected and adjusted that there is a square

law relation between and Vy as in equation (lln)

For the optimum performance in linearity in each case, the valves should be

selected accordingly and in the latter ease the grid swing may be made conveniently

larger for wider frequency deviation. However, it has been observed by Rakshit

& Sarkar (1950) that it is better to have variation of E,. (i.e. g^„) slowly with Vy

from the point of view of frequency stability. 8o it may be preferable to w'ork

w^ith a system in which should vary linearly with Vy,

iM O D r L A T ] () N SENS! T T V 1 T Y

Assuming that the mean frequency and the variation of mutual conduc-

tance corresponding to the moduting voltage ^;J,are same in both the cases,

Case.

Rin<‘e

and

Kj (aj ^bvy)

Qw

,/o+^Xi “

Da _ A/^ bAvy

/o
( 12 )

‘iS' Ccuie.

fo = FsV0^s+/^s9fn

Since for linearity, g^^ must be equal to a+bvg+cv'i.

in this case,

/o+A/s = Ks

7
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Hence

But usually b^c

^ ^ A/, ^ 1 ;ggAi>g(6+2cVg+cAy,)

/o
~ 2 a5+i^j»(o+fct>,+c»5

)

Dj _ 2(ajj+y?^„) h

X>.s“ (aj+rfs- * H2ct>,+cAi^,

IfA _ 2(a,s'-i~/^ffywi)

As (®a+9'«»)/^i'

Substituting the values of the constants, we have

2[i+2Ai(^
+i+«'“)]D,

(13 )

(14i)

“ Ru

Since Ris ~ Rts

then
ft

... (14«)

The above relation shows that the modulation sensitivity in the A case may be

as much as \/3 times the 8 case. Nevertheless A/,n„x will depend also upon

the permissible Aflf,,,, but it may be better to get more frequency variation with

less Agfn,, to avoid amplitude modulation.

F H K Q U E N G Y S T A R I L I T Y

In LC oscillator, the Q of the LC circuit is the figure of merit in determining

the constancy of frequency and the purity of waveform. The value of Q can

be made reasonably high for r.f. oscillations. In a simple RLC parallel circuit

as shown in figure 3.,

Fig. 3; A parallel RLC circuit.
,

1
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Wide-hand Frequen(^ MrxMated Syfttem, etc.

Then the phase angle
(f> between the voltage (levelope<l and the current when the

circuit is fed from a ct>nstant current source is as

tan ^ ^ ^ ~ ,af!R
oiL

Substituting = a. <.!„ = ’ and
^

\/hr

e gety tan (j> =: ^ -aO
aoi^L n

2Q ... (15/)

The equation shows that higher the Q, higher is (he rate of change of phase angle

near the resonance with fractional change of frequency and consefiiiently higher

is the stability of the circuit. The magnitude of Q can be expressed as

Q = i {f\ ... (15/t)

The equivalent of a RO frequency selective network can be found out

similarly bv evaluating the value of
(

for the particular type.

For syinmetrical ease, the loop phase shift

(f)
3 tan *1 - 3tan“l^/3a

Therefore, =1.28 whence

IR
For asymmetrical case when /^j =r 2

JO

the loop phase shift 0 = 2 tan~^ (i)6',/?,+tarr^

= 2tan~^ f-tan JOa

where = 0.55.

This shows that the equivalent Q for both the cases are less than unity and which

is almost always the case with RC frequency selective circuits. This is the fact

due to which RC oscillator is inherently less stable than LC oscillator, and is

required to be maintained critically for distortionless waveform. The dissipative

nature of the network which lacks the quality of storing up of energy of LC
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circuit in rcsponHible for the low Q. As a result the effect of Q on the frequency

stability becomes of secondary importance, while the effect due to the variation

of temperature. H.T. voltage and valve parameters becomes a major factor in

maintaining the constancy of frequency. The effects of these variations on the

fivqnency of a ll-phase oscillator have been studied quantitively by Rakshit and

Sarkar (l!0l). It has been shown that lower the value of higher will be

the stability against the variation of fp. For the same frequency so that

the effect due to the variation of temperature and H.T. is less in the asymmetrical

case. This advantage may be offset due to the fact

the centre frequency stability may therefore be practically the same in each case.

CONCLUSIONS

Normal reactance tube method of frequency modulation of LC circuit at very

high frc(juency is not. suitable due to non-linearity of modulation and low impe-

dance refle(!te(l a(5ro8s the oscillatory circuit. Consequently desired frequency

modulated carrier is obtained by a scries of fre(juency multiplication On the

other hand wide-hand modulation can be obtained at the maximum obtainable

frequency by RC oscillator in a much more simplified manner. Reports of a

symmetrical system looks encouraging for its use as frequency modulated carrier

system. It has been shown here that in an asymmetrical system, when two of

the. tuning resistances are varied simultaneously, similar performance can be

achieved with greater modulation sensitivity.
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ABSORPTION OF MICROWAVES AND U. H. F.

RADIOWAVES IN PHENOL, CYCLOHEXANOL
AND l-BROMO 2-CHLOROETHANE*
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(Received for publicatio)), March 2K, 1955)

ABSTRACT. The absorption of II.H.F. radjowavos in the 250 'S(M) Mejnee, and
3.18 cm microwaves in plionol and cyclohcxanol and t}u‘ absorption of 3.18 cm microwaves
in 1-bromo 2-chloroethane have been studied by the direct ojitical method by avoidiii>< forma-

tion of stationary wav<»H. Maximum absorption of 3.18 cm microwaves has been exhibited

by phenol, eyclohoxanol and l-bromo 2-chloroetiuim‘ at tempiH-atures 80 (\ 95'’(^ and 10°0

respectively. In the case of ])h(mol and cyclohc'xanol these absorption maxima are found to

be due to rotation of the substitiiont OH group about an axis, which coincuh^s in the case

ot phenol with the diaiuidor of the bim/ene ring passing through tlu' carbon atom to which

the OH group is attached. Tn the case of l-bromo 2-chloro(dhan<^ the absorpt ion maximum
may Vie duo to rotation of one half of the molecule about the axis.

No absorption maxima havi' boon observed in the case of jihenol and eyclohoxanol in

the IT.H.P\ region, but there is indication of ociMirrence of peaks In'yond 859 Mc/sec. and thc^si^

are found to bo duo to rotation of the substituent OH grouy) in the (‘ase of (‘ycloliexanol and

of the single moleiaih^ in the casc^ of phenol.

FNTRO DUCT ION

The iiresciK^c of rotational freedom of Home grtmjis in HiibstituttMi henzenes

was inferred by Fischer (1949) from the values of dielectric loss observed in

the solution of somt' substituted benzenes in the metr(‘ wavelength region. It

has been actually observed by tlie present author (Obosb, 19r)4n, 1954^) that some

substituted benzemvs with substitmuit groups liaving rotational freedom show

absorption peak corresponding to rotation of tb(‘ substituent group about, a dia-

meter of the benzene ring passing through the point of subst itution. T1h‘ values

of radius of the rotors calculated from Debye’s t.lu'ory witli th(^ ludp of the ob-

served results lie between 1 .2r)A° and I .r>A'‘ which eorn^sjMmd to those of tlu' substi-

tuent group rotating about an axis. Tt lias also Ihmmi observed (Ghosh, 1951^)

that other substituent groups which do not have rotational freedom do not exhibit

absorption maxima in tlie 3.18 micTowave region at any temjierature. Both

these types of molecules, however, exhibit usually two alisorption maxima in the

U.H.F. region and the radii of rotors calculated on Debye’s theory cornc^ out

approximately as tho.se of the monomeric and dimeric molecules (Ghosli, 1904^,

19t546). If this interpretation of the results be correct it is expected that mole-

cules having similar substituent groups should show^ absorption in the microwave

* Communicated by Professor S. C. Sirkar,
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region only at those temperatures at which the viscosity is of the proper value.

In the case of 1,2-Hubstitute(l ethanes also such absorption of microwaves is

(*xi)e(de(l to take place at suitable temperatures so that the radius of the rotor

corr(‘sponds to th(‘ rotation of one half of the molecule about the C-Caxis as observed

in th(5 (?asc of ethylene dichloride. The present work was undertaken to find out

whether tliese expectations are fulfilled. Some molecules with OH as a substi-

tuent have been chosen in order to find out whether these molecules show any

absorption in the microwave region inspite of having very high viscosity.

EXPEIilMBNTAL
The liquids studied in the present investigation are cyclohexanol, phenol

and l-bromo 2-chloroethane. The liquids studied were all of chemically pure

(juality. They were all distilled in vacuum after proper dehydration. Phenol

and (cyclohexanol were supplied by B.D.H. 1-bromo 2-chloroethane was supplied

by Fisher Scientific Company, New York. The experimental arrangement used

in the present investigation was the same as that reported previously (Ghosh,

IfifilW, 19.536, 1954^/). The absorption in these licpiids of micTowaves of wave-

length 3.18 cm and U.H.F. radiowaves in the region 2r)()-8(K) Mc/sec was studied

for difierent temperatures of the liquid.

RESULTS
The absorptioji (curves for the microwave region observed with phenol,

cyclohexanol, l-bromo 2-(chl()r()ethane are given in figures 1, 2, and 3. The absorp-

tion observed in the U.H.F. region in the case of phenol and cyclohexanol is

given in figures 4 and 5.

7kM^£MTUR£ W -

Fig. 1

Phenol. /==9415 Mc/seo. Thickness of the liquid 1 cm.
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Fir. 2

Cyclohoxunol. /-9415 Me/suo. Thii-kniw of tin- liMui'l 1 I'vu.

Fig. 3

l-Bromo 2-ohloroothane. /=fl4ir. Me/sec. Thickness of the liejuid 1 cm.

The frequencies of absorption peaks, the corresponding temperafrircs, the

values of o» and t calculated from Debye’s theory and the different constants

involved in this calculation are shown in Table I.
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Cyt'lohexanol at 40'’C. Thickness of the liquid 3.5 cnis.

Table I.
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The values of t) are obtained from the results ro})()rtecl in the International
Critical Table. The value of tj for 1-bromo 2-chloroethane was not found in

published literature and, therefore, it was determined by comparing its viseosity

with that of CCI4 by the capillary flow method at th(‘ temperature of the maximum
absorption. The values of Cj have been obtained from the table of dielectric

constants of pure liquids published by National Bureau of Standards, United States,

Department of Commerce and also from the International Critical Tables. The
values of Gq have been assumed to be equal to s(|uare of /?, the refractive index at

20°C for sodium D-line. The value n the refractive index at 35'^C of l-bromo

2-chloroethane was measun'd by the author by means of an Abbe reiractomoter.

DISCUSSIONS

The results obtained in the present investigation show that both (‘-yclohexanol

and phenol having largo values of viscosity do not show any al)S()rj)tion in the micTo-

wavo region below 50‘'C, but as the temperature is furth(‘r raised grarlually the

liquids show absorption of 3. 18 cm microwaves. An abs()r])ti()n maximum is

observed at 95°C in the case of (^yclohexanol and at 80‘'(^ in tlu^ case of phenol.

The absorption diminishes at higher t.emj)eraiures and in the case of

cyclohexanol no absorption is (exhibited by the liquid above 140''C.

It can be seen from liable T that all th(‘- three liquids exhibit maximum ab-

sorption of 3.18 cm microwaves at suitable temperatures and th(‘ radii of th(* rotors

are 1.49, 1.3(5 and 1.61 X Id ” (un in the case of phenol, cyclohexanol and 1-bromo

2-chloroethane resp(jctively. As the radii of the molecuhvs in the case of phenol

and cyclohexanol are much larger than these values t he rotors cannot be the whole

molecules. These absorption maxima are evidently due to rotation of the substi-

tuent OH grou]) about an axis wliich coincides in the ijase of phenol with diameter

of the benzene ring passing through the (jarbon atom to whidi tin* OH group is

attached. Since the radius of the rotor is the sam(' and the freqiamcy of the micro-

waves is also kept constant, maximum absorption due to such rotation of the OH
group is expected to take })lace only for ])articular value of the viscosity. Actually

the absorption maxima for cycdohexanol and phenol are observed at temj)eraturcs

at which the viscosities of the two liquids are almost identical. This shows the

correctness of the assumption that OH group is the rotor in these two (^as(?8.

In the case of l-bromo 2-chloroethane the observed absorption peak may be

due to rotation of one half of the molecule about the C-C axis and the observed

radius of the rotor supports such a hypothesis.

As regards the absorption in the U.H.F. region in the case of phenol and cyclo-

hexanol it may be pointed out that although the absorption maxima have not

been actually observed there is indication of the occurren(;e of peaks beyond 850

Mc/sec. Assuming a peak at about 900 Mc/sec., the radii of the rotors are 1.27 A^

and 2.72 A"" in the case of cyclohexanol and phenol resi^ctively. In the case of
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cyclohexanol the value of the radius of the rotor corresponding to absorption

maximum in the U.H.F. region comes out to be almost equal to that corres-

ponding to the absorption in the microwave region. This may indicate that the

absoiption maximum in both the oases is due to the same type of rotor and it

(iliangcs with change of temperature from the U.H.F. region to the microwave

region. TIk* rotor is evidently the substituent OH group. In the case of phenol

the radius of the rotor corresponding to the absorption at 40°C in the U.H.F.

H'gion is fomid to be 2.72A“ which is of the order of the radius of the single mole-

cule. Th(' absorption peak due to 0H group and for the liquid at 40°C lies probably

in a region having frequencies higher than 91)0 Mc/sec. No absorption due to

single molecule of cyclohexanol at 40°0 was observed in the region 250 Mc/sec—

(iOO M(!/scc and such absorption maximum may be exhibited by the liquid at

frequcmdes lower thmi 250 Mc/sec.

It would be interesting to find out whether all molecules having the OH

grou}) as sul).stituent exhibit absorption maxima at suitable regions so as to yield

the same value of riwlius of the rotor according to Debye’s theory. Such a pro-

gramme of work has been undertaken and the result will be rejwrtcd laO'r.
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ANALYSIS OF SKY-WAVE FIELD INTENSITY-PART I
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ABSTRACT. Tho pa})or jirosont^ a aualysirt of fiold intonKity ot iho internal

short wave stations of All India Radio over the period of a complete solar cycle (1042 52).

The yearly, seasonal and monthly variations of the fi<‘ld int(aisity and their cornOation with

sunspot numbers have been shown in a series of grajihs. An inti'rc'sting fiMiiurc' of tlie

analysis is that the night-tiriK^ field intinisity has beim found to be corndati'd with solar

activity. This is rather inexplicabh^ since no ionoH|)heiic absorption is usually assum(>d for

the night-time projiagation.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is kiiowji that over lonj; distauees ofpropagation, short w'avo radio eotnimini-

eatioti is carried out via the ioiiospliere and is, therefore, iiiHiieiieod hy the varialilc

conditions occurring tiierein. It is generally observed that short wave radio

signal varies in its intensity both on a short term as well as on a long term iiasis.

At present, it is rather difficadt to ex|)lain the exact nature and cause of simh

variations, mainly due to our inadequate knowledge of the ionosphere and its

effect on short w'ave radio eommnnicalioti. However, an indirect. attemj)t' to study

the nature of such varying conditions can he made hy eorrolat ing the field iinten-

sity observations with known variable parameters as are assiKuated with tlif! charae-

teristics of the ionosphere.

This paper presents the results of some statistical studies of the observed

values of field intensity of t he internal short, wave stations of AH India Radio over

a period of a complete solar cycle(1942-l<)r.2). The measurements of field intensity

of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras transmitters are made af regular intervals at

Delhi. The stations use frerpicncies iti the 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9 Me/s hands for their

internal services. Sufficient data are available for the various frequencies at

different times of the day and night. The analysis has been carried out with a

view to studying the monthly, seasonal and sunspot cycle variation of field

intensity.

In Part 11 of the paper, a comparison will be made between the observed

values of the field strength and those calculated from known methods. The vari-

ous assumptions in the methods of calculation will also be discussed.

167
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2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Measurenieiits of field intensity made by All India Radio at Delhi on

fr(*(|nen(*ies in the 3, 5, 7 and 9 Mc/s bands from each of the three transmitting

stations at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras at different times of the day and night,

have been used for the analysis. In order to find out how the ionospheric absorp*

tion influences propagation of these frecpiencies, two representative times have

been consiflered. The periods are (a) between 1200 and 1400 hours 1ST which is

considered to correspond to the period of maximum absorption and (b) between

2000 and 2200 hours 1ST, which corresponds to the minimum absorption. 1ST

(IiKiian Standard Time) is 5^ hours ahead ofGMT. In order to find out the monthly

value of the field intensity, all the measurements between 1200 and 1400 1ST

on any frequency for any of the three stations for a particular month are grouped

together and the average value is (tailed the midday field intensity for the month.

Similarly, the average value between 2000 and 2200 1ST is calculated and is

called the night-time field intensity.

ft has been found that there is not much difference in the value of field

intensity on a particular frequency at 1200 from its value at 1400 1ST on a parti-

cular day and similarly the field intensity at 2000 is very nearly the same as at

2200 1ST. The day-to-day variation in the field strength on any of the frequencies

at any hour between 1200 and 1400 1ST is not large, wdiile the same between 2000

and 2200 IST is sometimes appreciable. It has. however, been observed that the

ratio between the maximum and the minimum for the period 2000 to 2200 IST

hardly exceeds 3 to 4 db. During the period 1200-1400 IST, the ratio is much

less.

The monthly mean values of field intensity are thus arrived at for the midday

and night-time periods on 3,5,7 and 9 Mc/s bands for the transmitters at Bombay,

Cahmtta and Madras for the period 1942-1952. These monthly mean values

represent the ‘Upper Decile’ figures of the field intensity. For convenience of

analysis, the ui)por decile values have been reduced by 13.3 db to arrive at the

corresponding lower decile figures. It may be pointed out that in practical

problems on radio transmissions, the lower decile value is usually of greater

interest than the upper decile figure. Thus, all field intensity values shown in

the paper in the form of curves etc., represent the lower decile figures.

The measurements of field intensity of the internal short wave stations of

All India Radio at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras which are analysed in this

paper were carried out at Delhi. The distance of the receiving centre from the

transmitting stations and their location are given below:

—

(i) Bombay (Lat. 19^0'N, Long: 73''0'E), distance from receiving station:

1140 kms.

(ii) Calcutta (Lat. 22° 30'N, Long: 88° 30' E), distance from receiving sta-

tion: 1320 kms.
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(iii) Madras (Lat: 13"^ 0' N,Loiig: 80° 15' E) , distance from receiving station:

1760 kms. TIeceiving station: Delhi (Lat: 28° 35'N, Long: 77° 5'E)

The transmitters at all tlic different stations are indentical and radiate a power

of 10 kw. The transmitting aerial is mostly a horizontal dipole situated 7/16A

above the ground.

The following analyses have been carried out:

(i) Correlation with sunspot number.

(ii) Monthly variation of field intensity.

(iii) Yearly variation of field intensity for different seasons.

The results of the analysis are presented graphically wherein the values

shown for the field intensity are in decibels above one microvolt per metro.

3. (i). CORRELATION WITH 8UNSPOT NUMHER

To study the effect of the sunspot number on the variatJon of field intensity,

yearly averages of all the mean values for tln^ midday and night-time periods,

and the relative sunspot number for the years have been plotted. This analysis

is particularly interesting for the night-time period since theoretically it is assumed

that during the night the ionospheric absorption is usually negligible and for all

practical purposes of (calculations, it is taken to ])e zero, A correlation with

sunspot activity would indicate that the inoiiospheric absorption cannot be neg-

lected during the night and a proper allowance should be made. This will further

be discussed later in the paper.

3(ii). MONTHLY VARIATION OF THE FIELD INTENSITY

An analysis has been made to indicate the variation of field intensity from

numth to month over the period 1942-1952. The mean values of field intensities

for a particular month over the 1
1
year period have* been grouped togethc^r and

averages arrived at. The average field intensity for different months is plotted

for different frequencies and transmitting stations. The resulting cui*ve wcnild,

therefore, indicate the average variation in the field intensity that would be ex-

pected from month to month during a (complete solar cycle. A better method of

representing this monthly variation would have been to plot separate system of

curves for each sunspot index, e.g., maximum, medium and minimum and indicate

the average monthly variation during different phases of sunspot activity. Such

a system would have been of more practical interest since one would be able to

compute from these curves the changes in the monthly values of field intensity

associated with solar activity. We have not included such analysis in the pre-

sent paper since sufficient measurements of field intensity in different months

are not available for any frequency for any of the transmitting stations for dif-

ferent phases of solar activity.
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:Miii). YEAKI. Y VARIATION OF FIELD INTENSITY

In order to study the yearly variation of field intensity in different seasons

and its eorrclation with sunsjjot number, the monthly mean values have been

groujied together for the three seasons namely, summer (May to August), winter

(JSIoveinber to February) and equinox (March, April, September and October).

'Jdie average field intensity for any season has, then been plotted for different

years. The yearly average sunsjiot number is also indicated in the same figure

to show correlation of field intensity with solar activity. Separate curves have

been plotted for separate frequencies and for different transmitting stations.

4. K K S U L T 8 OF THE ANALYSIS

Th(! three typt's of analysis described above have been made for all operating

fnujucncies of the stations (Bombay, Cahmtta and Madras), in the 3, 5, 7 and 9

Mc/s bands during midday and night-time periods. The results of the analysis

are discussed below for midday and night-time periods separately.

(a) Middcuf Period (1200- 1400 1ST)

7 and 9 Mc/s have mostly been used at Bombay, Calcutta anrl Madras for the

period 1942-1952. No atteni])!. has been made to correlate the yearly variation

of field intensity with sunspot number, since sufficient data are not available in

ROMftAY CU40 K-«« > 1

CALCU*rTAClM0 V >
1

X— MADM5 (1760 »)
1

riG.2.

L».n I..,..,- 1 I I ,,fc I * , i —4 i M I I. , ,i,„

ilan Fob Mar Apr May Juno July Aug 8ep Oct Nov Doc

Figs. 1 & 2. Monthly varialion of field intensity (rnid-day period).

each year on either 7 or 9 Mc/s . This is because partly 7 and partly 9 Mc/s was

used during the midday period over the 11 years.
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The monthly variation of the field iiileriBity .‘l-ii) has been shown in

figures 1 aiid 2 for 7 and 9 Me/s respectively. It will be seen from figure 1 that

on 7 Mc/s there is not iiUK-h variation in the field inlcuisity from month to month.

The maximum to minimuni variation for Bombay is fiom 21 to IG db above

] //v/m, the average being about 18 db. For Calcutta, the maximum to minimum

variation is roughly the same and the average is somewhat 1ow(t than that of

Bombay. For Madras, meariirements for sufficient number of years are Jiot avail-

able for an analysis to be made. 8o far as the seasonal variation is concerned,

it is interesting to note that there is no a})preciable difference in the field intensity

from summer to winter.

9 Mc/s has been more extensively used in the midflay period. Figure 2 shows

that the monthly variations of the field intensity for Bombay, Calcutta and Madras

are not much different from one another. Higher values have been obtained in

November and December as expected. The average value for most of th(‘ months

is about 18 db al)Ove

Figures 3 and 4 show the yearly variation of the field interisity (se<* S(!etion

3-iii) on 7 and 9 Me/s for summer. The sunspot nmnlx'r has also b(‘en shovMi

for correlation. It will be seen from these figuf'es that / Mt'/s has lK*en used in

low sunspot period and 9 Me/s in high sunspot activity. Tlu‘ variations of field

intensity are well correlated with the sunspot activity: the field tntensity is low on

high sunspot activity and vice versa. This is cxpectcnl since the ionospheric

absorption (non-deviative) is supposed to have a linear rc'laticuiship with sunspot

number,
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Figures 5 to 8 show similar variation of field intensity for equinox and winter.

While in ecjuinox there is a close correlation with sunspot activity, in winter it

will he seen that for Calcutta and Bombay, the field intensity is lower in low

Figs. 5 & 6. Yearly variat ion of field intensity (mid-day period) for equinox).

Figs. 7 & 8. Yearly variation of field intensity (mid-day period) for winter. J indicates

interpolated values.

sunspot activity period. It is too early to suggest any reason for this apparent

discrepancy; more data are required.
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(b) Night-Time Period (2000-2200 1ST).

3 and 6 Mc/s have mostly been used at Bombay. Oalciitta and Madras for the
period 1942-1962. Figure 9 shows the eorrelation with sunspot activity (See. 3-i)

of the yearly average of the field intensity on 5 Mc/s for the transmitters at
Bombay. Calcutta and Madras. It will be noted that the yearly variation of
field intensity is more or less well correlated with sunspot numbers, although for
Madras, the correlation is not so well defined. The analysis indicates that it is not
correct to assume specular reflection from the ionosphere during night with zero

Fig. 1). (‘orrolation with aunapot activity (niglit-tiiiic).

absorption. The sunspot cycle has a distinct effect on ionospheric jiropagation

during the night; the exact mechanism of its effect on the absorption at night is,

however, not clearly undersiood. But it is apjiareni that due allowaiue should

be made for the sunspot cycle when theoretical calculation of field intensity on

long distance propagation during night is undertaken. No attempt is made to

evolve an empirical formula for such absorption since the rlata at oiir disposal

are not considered sufficient.

Figures 10 and 11 show the monthly variation of field strength (Sec. 3-ii)

on 6 and 3 Mc/s respectively. 3 Mc/s has not been used for the months April to

August, the frequency being well below the optimum frequency of operation.

The Madras transmitter has also used 3 Mc/s very infrequently and the monthly

variation of its field intensity has, therefore, not been shown in figure 11.
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It will be seen from figure 10 that the monthly variation of field intensity

in respect of th(‘ transmitters at Bombay, (-aleutta and Madras follow one another

during most of the months. There are, however, significant variations during the

winter months. Calcutta figures are higher than the corresponding ones for

Bombay and Madras during the months of January and February. Similarly,

the Bombay figures are higher in the months of November and December than the

corre8])onfling ones for Caleutta and Madras. These variations can to some

extent be explained to be due to the different distances of transmissions involved

Figs. 10 & 11. Monthly variation of field intensity (night-time).

and the difference in the orientation of the aerials at the three transmitting sta-

tions with respect to the receiving station at Delhi. The downward monthly

trend for Bombay and Madras figures for the months of January and February is

inexplicable since one would except the field intensity to be higher during the

winter month. Calcutta figures, however, show an upward trend. It was earlier

seen in figure 1, that on 7 Mc/s during midday there was no significant difference

between the field intensities from month to month. In figure 10, it is seen that

although the field intensities for the three stations during the period March to

October do not vary much, the average being of the order of 40 db, the variations

for the winter months are quite significant. Insufficient data are available re*

regarding field intensity on 3 Mc/s (figure 11).
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Figure 12 shows the yearly variation of the field intensity (Sec. 3-iii) on 5

Mc/s for summer. The sunspot number has also l)een shown for correlation.

It will be seen from this figure that there is some correlation between the field

intensity and solar activity. The field intensity is quite low during high sunspot

activity and high during low sunspot numbers. There is also a close correlation

between the field intensity variations for Bombay, Calcutta and Madras from year

to year. The trend is nearly the same for all the three stations.

Fig. 12. Yearly variation of field intensity (night -tiiiu^) for Kuinriier. | indicutoK intfa*

polatod values.

Figure 13 shows the yearly variation ofthe field intensity on 5 Mc/s for ecjuinox.

While there is some eorrelation i)etweeii the field intensity and sunspot aetivity

in summer for all the stations (figure 12), if will be seen from figure 111 that the

variation of field intensity for Madras shows an inverse eorrelation with sunspot

numbers in equinox during the year 1942-45. So far as Bombay and Calcutta

are concerned, they do show some correlation. The peculiar behaviour for Madras

is not readily understandable.

Figure 14 shows the yearly variation of the field intensity on 5 Mc/s for winter.

Here again the Madras field intensity shows an inverse correlation with sunspot

numbers (1946-49) as in the ease of equinox. It is significant to note that the

field intensity variations for Madras indicate inverse correlationship with sunspot

activity both for equinox and winter seasons, whereas in summer the position is

as one woixld expect.
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Fig. 13. Yearly variation of field intensity (night-time) for ('quinox.

Fig. 14. Yearly variation of field intensity (night-time) for winter.
J,

indicates inter-

polated values.

As already indicated, sufficient measurements are not available on 3 Mc/s.

This band has mostly been used in winter and the yearly variations for Bombay
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and Calcutta are shown ill iia;uro 15. Kvcn with the liniiled d'da. il is seen that

the field intensity variations show some correlation with snns])ot activity.

'). SUMMAKV ANn 0 O 1. U S 1 O N

We note from figures 1 to 8 that both the monthly and yearly variations of

the field intensity for different seasons during midday as oliserved at Delhi for

transmitters at Domhay, Calcutta and Madras radiating on » Mc/s follow the sun-

spot activity rather closely. The values calculated from the CRPL and the

SPIM (lb52) methods are somewhat higher which we shall discuss in Part II of

this paper.

Figure 1> indicates correlation of night-time field intensity with sunspot

numbers. Figure 10 to 15 indicate monthly and yearly variations of the field

intensity for different seasons during the night-time jieriod as observed at Delhi

for transmitters at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras radiating on 3 and 5 Mc/s.

The interesting feature of this analysis is that there appears to be a close correla-

tion with sunspot numbers even during the night-time. Absorption seems to bo

higher on high sunspot activity and lower on the low values of sunsjKit numbers.

This indicates a possibility that there is a residual D- and E-layer ionisation during

the night-time on higher sunspot numliers. The recombination rate may also

bo insufficient to eliminate at night all the D- and E-layer ionisation as produced

during the day-time. This may be due to a higher ion-density during the day

for which the collisional frequency is not sufficient as to produce a complete re-

combination during the night.

3
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Plates TV A,

ABSTRACT. The Raman spectra of ortlu) and mcta, dicliloroixai/cnc in different slates

and at difR'ront tcniperafiirpR >iav(' }M*en pilot ogra] died and compared witli eaeli other and

with that due to p*dichlorobenz(‘ne. In th(‘ case of the oi'tlio coinpomKl two lines at 40H

and 487 cnr ^ dii(‘ to tin* mode f^f/ eoalesee to form one int('ns<* lim^at 478 i-m ' and llie line

at 433 cm*' boconios weakc'r when the substance is sol id died and cool(‘d down to 1 8(^4 \

These changes hav^e heim explained hy attributing the lm(‘ at 487 (‘in ^ to a earhon ring

vibration in a single inolecuh^ while the lim* at 4h8 enr' to tli(‘ same v ibratiou in a- dinuM*.

In tlie (^ase of the nuda coiujxmnd some of tlu' liiass disappeai with soliddleat ion and th<*H('

results have been also explained by assuming tli(‘ presemee ol dinuas as well as monoiuers

in thelnjuid state and only diiiKTs in the solid state of 11 h‘ siibstanci*. 4'be Raman lines flue

to C—H valenee oseillaoion become sharper with solidification so that (Ik^ Iiik's 30()2 and

3080 enr' arc resolved from <*ach other.

The new lines m the I frequency region are different for tlx* two sul)stafie(‘s. At a

tomperature of — OO’C, the crystal of ortho dichlorobf'ii/jaa* ]uodiic(‘s a single' lU'w line'

at 25 enr* while the crystal of m-dicblorobcn/.e'iK* produce's (wo [>mad banels at 50 and

81 cm J r(?speebively. When the te'inperatiire is lowe'i’ed to ISO (\ the ImcMit 25 cm ' of

9-C(,D 40l2 crystal disappears but three newlines apfie'ar at 08, 81 mid 02 (‘in ' respt'i'tively.

For similar change of temperature of t lie met a coiujioimd a, new line appe'ars ui 35 cm the*

band at 50 enr* sjilits up into two Imt's at 50 and 01 cm * and the line' SI cm • slidts to

89 CTirh It is pointed out that although these* two mole'cules have smaller numbe'r f»l symme-

try elements than the p-dichlorobonzeiie molecule*, the; number of the ne'w^ lines m tbe^ low

frequency region is much larger in the latter case. Tlie significaiif'e* of tlie'se re'sults has boem

discussed.

1 N T H O D U C r J 0 X

The Raman spectra of paradichlorohenzi'iie in the solid stat<' have euf{a|;e(l

the attention of a large number of workers (Vuks, 193(5; Sirkar and Onpta, 193(5;

Venkateswaran, 1938; Rousset, 1948; Korshunov, ]9;)d; Kiiraiu and Saksena,

1951 and Ray, 1951). Rousset (1948) assigned the new lines in the low-frccjuency

Communicated by Prof, S. C. 8irkar.
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r(^gii)n to the different modes of angular oscillation of the molecules about three

ax(is in the (Tysta-l lattice. Korshunov (1950) attributed the origin of three of

th(^ nine such lines observed by him to the translational oscillations which are

ordinarily forbidden at room temperature but appear at low temperature, while

Narain and Saksena (1951) postulated the existence of two different crystal modi-

fications to explain the origin of two different sets of low-frecpiency lines observed

by them in the ease of two specimens. In one of these modifications they assumed

the existence of free rotation of the molecules about an axis. Ray (1951) observed

fhat the Raman spectrum in low-frequency region of 7;-dichlorobenzene crystal

is identic^al for an a])prc)ximately single crystal and a polycrystalline mass of the

substanc^e, but the spectrum is altered if the crystal is once cooled down to a few

degrees below 0°C and then bronghi. back to room temperaturci again. On analys-

ing the data given by different authors
,
Ray (1951) concluded that these low-

frequency lines of p-Cf^l{^G\2 crystal ciannot be attributed to the angular oscillations

of molecules in the field of simple Van dor Waals* force of crystal lattic^e. The

results of ultraviolet absorption spectra of this compound obtained by Sirkar

and Swamy (1958) lend further support to the conclusion arrived at by Ray

(1951). The absorption bands of crystals of ^-CgH/ylg become extremely sharp

at low temperatures. They concluded from these results that angular oscillations

of the molecules cease at low temperature. The intensity of the low-frequency

lines does not diminish, however, with lowering of temperature. From a com-

parison of the results of the investigations on the Raman spectra with those

on ultraviolet absorption spectra, Swamy (1953) concluded lliat the low-fre-

quency lines in the case of P-C6H 4CI2
cannot be due to the angular oscillations of

the molecules in the crystal lattice.

The suggestion put forward by Korshunov (1950) can be tested by studying

the Raman spectra in the low-frequency region of a few suitably chosen substi-

tuted benzene compounds. If his interpretation for the origin of three low-fre-

quency lines be correct, we would expect the number of low-frequency lines to

be larger in the Raman spectra of crystals of ortho and meta dichlorobenzene

than in the case of jo-dichlorobenzene in the solid state, because in the former

two cases the unit cell has no centre of symmetry and the translational oscillations

of the lattice are allowed. On the other hand, Sirkar and Swamy (1952) observed,

while studying the ultraviolet absorption spectra of o-dichlorobenzene at low

temperatures, that the influence of intermolecular field on the molecules of this

substance is strong enough to split up the electronic energy levels into three

components. In the case of m-dichlorobenzene also similar resuls are expected.

Further, the Raman spectra of these two substances in the vapour state have been

studied by Sponer and Kirby-Smith (1941). The data published by them

indicate that some of the strong lines due to molecular vibrations of these two

compounds are absent in the Raman spectra of the substences in the vapour

state.
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The object of the present investigation was to find out whether similar changes

take place in the Raman spectra, of the two substances with the (;hange from li(iui<l

to solid phase and whether tlie ndative positions of the two halogen atoms in tlie

molecule have any influence on the number an<l intensity of the new lines which

appear in the low-frequency region with the solidification of these substances.

EXPERIMENTAL

The liquids ortho and meta dichlorobenzene were supplied by B. D. H.

Laboratory and 8(;hucliardt C<i), Ltd. re.spcctively and they were of chemically

pure variety. They were again distilled in vacuum before every exposure. The

Raman lines of these liquids were, as usual, compared with those obtained by

previous workers in order to tost the purity of the samplers. The Rarnan s])ectra

of the substances in the solid state at different low temperat.ur(*.s were r(H*orded in

the same way as described in previous |)apers (Biswas, lOMu, 1954/;). Jn all

cases the H})ectra were photographed on Ihbrd Zenith plat(*s with th(’ ludp of a

Fuess glass spectrograph having dispersion of about 11 A’ in th(^ 4947 A ‘region.

The microphotometer records wen* taken with a Kipp and Zcaien ty])e self-recording

Moll micjrophotometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tables I and II contain the calculated Raman shifts of th(' substances both

in the liquid state and in the solid state at diffenmt low tem])eratureH. The tables

also include for comparison tlu* Raman shifts of the substaiK^es in the liquid phase

as observed by Swaine and Murray (1933). Microphotometric records showing

the intensities of the low-frequency lines in relation to lhat. due to some

molecular vibration and also showing the relative intensities of some of the

molecular vibrations in different states have been reproduced in figures 1,2,3 and 4

(Plates IVA, IVB).

(a) lnimmohcvla.r oscillations:

From Table I it is found that the lines at 698 (0), 780 (1). 9:{4(0), 1070 (0)

and 1460 (0) cm-i observed in the present investigation for the liciuid stute oi ortho

dichlorobenzene have not been reported by the previous workers. 8iniilarly

Table II shows that meta dichlorobenzene in the licpiid state yields a few extra

Raman lines at 744 (0), 773 (3), 872 (0), 891 (I) 934 (1) and 2983 (1) cm K The

spectrograms of the present investigation have been probaldy exposed for a Icmpr

period and hence some feeble lines have appeared in them. The extra line

at 773 cm-i is, however, quite intense and It is difficult to understand

why it was not reported earlier. On the other hand, a few feeble lines reportc-d

by earlier workers in the case of meta dichlorobenzene cannot be traced in the

spectrograms obtained in the present investigation. These lines are at 1018 (0),

1466 (0), 1644 (0) *id 1626 (0) cm-^ respectively.
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TABLE I

Orthoflichlorobenzene, o-C«H4Cl2

Av in cm-*

Vapour Liquid Solid (Present author)

Hponor &
Smith (1941)

Swaine &
Murray (1933)

Present author At about
--60X

At -180°C

25 (3) k
68 (2) k
81 (3) e,k

92 (lb) k

154 (10) 150 (IOb)_Le,k 154 (3) o.k 157 (4) e,k

1!)4 (w) 203 (3) 204 (4)±o,k 200 (1) e 200 (1) o

239 (Ih) 243 (3b)±(\ik 251 (lb) e,lc 251 (lb)o,k

SOU (til) 330 (Ob) 333 (3) 1
«,k 335 (0)0,

k

335 (0)0,

k

434 (vw) 430 (1) 433 (6) e,k,i 433 (
2

)
0

,
k 433 (l)ft,k

409 (1) 468 (r.b)i.»),k 478 f3b)e,k 478 (4)o,k

487 (m) 483 (2) 487 (7b)e,k

664 (m) 658 (5) 661 (8) 1
e,k,i 661 (3)e.k 661 (3),o,k

698 (0)0

7(i0 (w) 736 (Ob) 750 (2b)o,k 750 (0)o,k 750 (0)e,k

780 (l)o,k 780 (0)e 780 (0)ti

’ 800 (lb) 855 (0)o

934 (0)0

;

1020 (1)

1

1021 (3b)o.k 1021 (0) e,k 1021 (0)ck

1036 (st)
1

1041 (10) 1041 (I0)e,k 1041 (4) e,k 1041 (0)o,k,!

j 1070 vO)e

1133 (st) i 1129 (5) 1134 (8)e,k,i 1134 (3b)e,k I134(4b)e,k

' 1160 (lb) 1 159 (3)e,k 1159 (0b)o,k 11.59 (lb)e,k

1271 (w) 1274 (lb) 1276 (3)e,k 1276 (0)e,k 1276 (0)o,k

i

1382 (l)o,k
'

1460 (0)e
1

1598 (w) 1577 (4) 1574 (8)o.k 1574 (3)e,k 1574 (4)0,

k

1607 (Ob) 1601 (0)o

j

2094 (1)
1

3004 (0)e,k 3004 (0)e,k 1 3004 (l)e,k

3082 (st) 3073 (10) • 3067 (8)o,k,i
, 3070 (6)e,k,i 3070 (8b) e,k,i

3150 (w) 3146 (3) 1 3145 (1)0,

k

!

3145 (0)e,k 3145 (0)0,

k

(Tho letters w, m, st, vw within brackets indicate weak, medium, strong and very weak
intensity respectively.)
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Table 1[

Dichlorobenzene, ??i-CgH4CL»

Ac in em'^

I

Vapour Liquid Solid (present author)

Sponer &
Smith
(1941)

Swaine &
Murray

j

(1933) !

Present author
At about

00 C At -IHOC

35 (l)o,k

50 (4b)e,k 50 (3)0,

k

01 (4)0,

k

178 (3) 172 (r))±;<),
j
k

81 (4b)e,k 89 (4)0,

k

205 (wb) 2(12 (3) (7)±e,
1
k 210 (l)e 210 (lb)o

210 (2) 21.') (6)±e. -k 227 (3)e,k 227 (4)e,k

:i50 (w) 3(i(i ( 1

)

367 (2)e,k 307 (0)(^ 307 (0)‘>

;i99 (111) 39!) (41i) 399 (1 l).i e.k.i 399 (5)(sk 399 (O)e.k

428 (2) 430 (4) t
e.k.i 43tl (l)(‘,k 430 (l)e,k

013 (vw) r)3o (0) .')3I (2)o,k

005 (in) (>«(i (4) 66') (9)e,k,i

744 (0)o

773 (3)e,k

872 (0)<-

891 (l)«,k

934 ( 1
).)

005 (4)e,k 005 (5)»sk

998 (st

)

i
999 (1(1)

1 1018 (0)

990 (l.'))c,k,i
' 990 (7)e,k,i

|

J)90 (H)o,k,i

1050 (ill, vb) ! 1070 (3b)

1109(2)

1067 (r)).).k.i

1108 (3).>.k

1007 (l)(',k
1

1108 (())e.k

1007 (2)o,k

ll08(0)e,k

1129 (ill) 1126 (4)

1240 (0)

142.') (0)

14.')6 (0)

l.')44 (0)

1 1.30 (9).-,k.i

1 1.79 (3)<-,k

12.73 (2)<',k

14ir)(2)e,k

Il30(2)e,k
I

II59(0)e !

1253 (0)e

1415 (0)e

ll30(4)e,k
' 1159(0)0

i 1253(0)0
1415(0)0

1

1590 (m) I.Wt (.'ill)

!
162.') (0)

l')S2 (i0)c,k

1
2983 (l)k

1583 (4)e,k 1
1.783 (6)0,

k

3090 (st) .3076 (10)
j

3008 (12b)e,k,i

1

3005 (8)e,k,i

3080 (0)0

3062 (9)o,k.i

3080 (3)0,

k

3169 (w)
i

31,')2 (2)
j

3150 (2)e,k 3150 (0)0 3160 (0)e,k

(The letters w, m. st, vw, etc., within brackets indicate weak, medium, strong and very

weak insensity respectively; and letUjr b indicates broad).
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Wh(‘n liquid solidified and cooled down to a temperature of— 60^0,

the Raman lines at 150, 204, 243 and at 3067 cnr^ are found to shift respectively

to 154

,

2( H), 25 1 and 3070 om"^ The microphotomctric records reproduced in figure 1

show that th(‘ intensities of these lines also undergo changes when the liquid is

solidified and (tooled down to different low temperatures. The intensity of the

line at 1500111“^ increases while the line at 433cm~^ becomes weaker at—ISO'^C.

Th(' most remarkable eliange, however, takes place in the pair at 468 and 487

cm b Both these lines are fairly strong in the case of the liquid, but with

solidification and cooling down of the solid to — 60°C, these two lines are

replaced by a single line at 478 cm~b This line is much stronger than any

individual mend)er of the pair (vide fig. 1) and has a fre(]uen(5y-shift intermediate

betwe(»n those of the two lines mentioned above. We can, therefore, conclude

that the two lines mergti into one another in the case of the crystal at low tem-

peratures. Tlie Raman 8]:)ectra of ortho and meta dichlorobenzene in the vapour

state were studied ])reviously by Sponer and Kirby-Smith (1941 ). They observed

only the line at 487 (un ^ whil(‘ the line 468 cnr^ was absent in the case of the

va])our. In order to find out whether the chang(' in this doublet takes place gra-

dually with rise of temperature of the liquid, the Raman sy)ectrum of liquid

at 110°C was also studicnl. The mierophotometric records reproduced in figure

I show that the liiK* at 468 cm"' becomes weaker when the liquid is heated to

llO^C. These results can be explained on the assumption that the line at 468

cm"^ is du(^ to dimers and the line 487 cm"' is due to the monomers ])resent in the

liquid and that th(' number of dimers diminishes with rise of temperature

and the dimers disappear in the vapour state. In the cast^ of the solid

state, however, the dimeric molecules are under uniform iiitermolecular field

and this may (4iange the frequency a little so that a line at 478 cm ' is

produced.

The liu(^ 487 cm ' was assigned U> the carbon ring vibration of symmetry c’J;

(Nordheim and Sponer, 1943). It has been concluded now that the line 468

(‘m"' is also due to such a mode in the dimer formed by the association of mole(*ules

in the liquid. The presence of ])ermanent electric moment seems to be nvspon-

sible for this type of influenet', because in the case of para dichlorobenzene no such

change is observed in the corresponding line at 336 cm“i. Jn the liquid the

molecules can orient freely and it appears that strongly associated pairs can b(^

formed in the liquid. In the case of the solid state of o-Cgli^OL^ the influent;c

of regularly arranged dipoles around each dipole acts in opposition and the

resultant influence is less than that in the case of an isolated associated pair

of dipoles.

One of the strong lines at 150 cm~^ of 0-C8H4CI2 in the liquid state has

not been detected by Sponer and Kirby-Sraith (1941) on the spectrogram for

the vapour state of the substance. In the solid state, this line becomes more
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intense and shows an increase in the frequency-shift. Hence the origin of

this line should also be attributed to dimers formed by the polar molecules
of O-C0H4CI2 in the liquid state. This line due to deformation oscillation in the

dimer is totally deploarised probably due to the presence of a symmetry
element.

In the case of m-dichlorobenzene, the line at 215 cm"! shifts to 227 cnr*

and becomes relatively stronger when the substance is solidified and cooled down
to different low temperatures. The first line at 172 cnr^ of the liquid W-C6H4CI2

seems to disappear completely in the solid ^tate w^hile the line at 2(H) cnr^ shifts

to 210 cm"^ and becomes diffuse and weaker with solidification of the substance.

The photometric records of these lines due to molecular vibration of the substance

in different states have been reproduced in figure 2. The line at 172 vm~^ which

disappears with solidification and the line at 200 cm~^ whicdi has a very small

intensity in the solid state may be both due to some deformation vibration in

the single molecule and the line 215 cm“^ may be due to similar vibration in

the associated group or a dimer. In the solid state most of the molecules form

asso(!iated groups and the line at 215 due to this mode in the associated group

becomes stronger wdiile the other two become^ weaker. Further, in the

case of m-dichlorobcnzene we get a broad line at 3068 (un~^ due U) the (/-H valence

oscillation of the molecmles in the li(juid phase, while in the .solid state at

• -180®C w'e get, instead, a pair of relatively sharp lines at 3062 and 3080 cm~^

respectively. These two lines arc broad in the li(|uid y)hase and apf)ear as a single

broad band, w hile in the s()lid state they are shaq) and are resolved into two

distinct lines.

The substances studied in the present investigation are both polar and

the principal changes in the vibrations take jdace at a temperature not much

below^ their freezing points. This r(\sult is in agreement w ith that obtained

by Swamy (1953), who noticed that some changes occur in the absor})tion

bands of o-dichloro-benzene even at a temperature of — 50"C of the solidified

mass.

(b) Loiv-freqmncy lines :

The microphotometric records reproduced in figure 3 show^ that o-dich-

lorobenzene in the solid state at gives rise to a single and intense

now line at 25 cm"^ in the low-frequency region. With lowering of tempe-

rature of the solidified mass to—180°C, this line at 25 crn'i disappears while

three other new lines appear at 68, 81 and 92 enr^ reHi>ectively. The line at 81

cm“^ has intensity comparable to that of some of the intense lines due to molecular

vibrations. The microphotometrie records given in figure 4, show the low-fre-

quency lines exhibited by the meta compound in the solid state at —60°C and

4
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— 180°C. At — 60^'C the crystal produces broad and intense Raman lines at 66

and 81 cm ^ respectively. When the polycrystalline mass is gradually cooled

down to “ 1800, the broad band at 56 (tnr' splits up into two intense and sharp

lines at. 50 and 61 cm ^ while the l)aud at 81 cm"^ shifts to 89 cm * and becomes

morc^ intense and sharper. Also a new line at 35 cm ^ appears with the lowering

of teniperatun^ to — i80°C.

It would be interestJng to conij)are these results with those observed in the

case of p-dichlorohenzene, bei-ause such a comparison w ould reveal the influenc.e

of relative positions of th(' sami' substituent atoms in the molecule on the nature

of the Raman sjK'ctrum in the low -frequeiuiy region. The low'-frequency lines

exhibited by the crystals of these three isomers at ditferent temperatures are given

in Table 111. The frecpieneies foi* p-diehlorobenzem^ crystal are taken from

the results rc'ported by Ray (1951).

Table 111

Ac in cm’^

o-(V.H jClo cryslal ///-(vn cryslal (“lystal

at

(H)' C ai -I8()'(^

at about
00 r 111 ism'

at about
28"r Ht ISO'!'

(3)

35 (1) 17 (3)
1

11 {••!)

40 (3) :!0 (4)

(4b) 50 (3) 50 (2) ,
55 (3)

(KS (2) til (4) 01 (48)

SI (3) HI (4b) tty (4) 83 (2b) ' 100 (3b)

J27 (0)

The results given in Table 111 can be used to test the correctness of the

suggestion put forward by Korshunov (1950). According to the explanation

ofi’ered by him some of the faint lines observed in the low-frequency region in the

cas(^ of p-dichlorobenzene are due to translational oscillations which are forbidden

in the case of centro-symmetrical crystals. In the Raman spectra of the asymmetric

molecules of o- and /w-C^jH^Clo tlicse lines are expected to be much stronger than

in the case of sjTnmetric molecules of the para compound, but contrary to this

expectation the number of new lines in the low-frequency region in the crystals
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of para compound is mucli greater than those yielded l>y the ortho or the ineta
compound. Hence, the explanation tor tin* origin of three faint Hainan line's

at low temperature due to offered by Korshunov (HtoO) does not sc'em
to be correct. The data given in Table 111 furtlu'r show thaf tlie lowerliiL^ of te*m-

perature of the crystals of these isomeric comiiounds alw ays increase's the number
of new lines in the low-frequency region and that the maximum number of such
lines is exhibited by the crystal of p-O.H.Ol^ at --- IS(PX\ The ultraviolet absorp-
tion spectra of ortho and para dichlorobenzene havt' aln*ady been studied by Sirkar
ami Swamy (195:2) and by Swarny (I95:i). The results indic-at(‘ that, the angular
oscillations of the molecules of these diehlorobenzenes ('ease at low t(*m])(Tat ures.

The increase in the number, and sometimes in the intensit v of the low -fn'(|iiericy

Raman lines, therefore. (lefinitely (*()ntra(licts the hypotlu'sis thaf most ofthesiMiew
lines should originate from the angular oaoillations of the inohM'ule in the crystal

lattice. On the other hand, a c<)nsistent ('xpla-nation for tiu* chang(\s in these

new Raman lines in the low-fr(‘(juency region can b(' found by attributing them
to the vibrations of groups of molecules fornu'd ))y association in iIk* solid state.

In siK^h a group of molecules tlu* number oi low -frecjiKuicy line's can incrc'asc'

at low(‘r temperatures due to associatitm with tu'xt taughbours. Such asscK'ia-

tion with next neighbours at lower tem|)eratures disturbs tlu' symmetry of the

associated grmi]) and brings about a change in tlu' polarisability of the grou])

during any of its resulting vibrations. This can satisfactorily account for the

change in intensity of some of the low-frec{uency line's w ith lowering of tcnqw'ra-

tur(' of the crystal. Further, tlu' appearanc<‘ of larger numlx'r of new Raman
lines in the low-frecjueney region in the cast' of the crystals of the para. com])ound

may be due to th(‘ fact that the Chatorns are at the two extrerm* cjwls of the Ix'nzt'iH'

ring and this jirobably helps in the formation of larger int(*rmole(*idar com])lexes

in the case of the para compound. The enhanct'nu'nt in tlu' fretjut'ncy-shifts

of some of these new Raman lines in the low-fre(|U(‘ncy rt'gion with lowering

of temperature is evidently due to the increast' in tlie strength of some of

these virtual bonds at lower tem]>erature. Th(' above discussion on the low-

frequency Raman sj)Cctra of these thrc'c isonu'ric molecules clearly slunvs that

the new^ Raman lines in the low-fn*quency r(*gion in these crystals jaimarily

originate from the vibrations in associa.tcjd groups of moU'cules formed

through virtual bonds in the solid state and that no otluir hyjxjthcsis vmi

satisfactorily explain all the observed fa<*ts rt^garding the Raman s])ectra of

these substances.
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ON THE QUANTITATIVE RELATION BETWEEN
ISOTOPIC BETA RADIATION AND ITS

PHOTOGRAPHIC RESPONSE

By R. K. PODDAIl

Biophystcs Division, Instjtutk ov Niulraii Physks, (Lalcutta-O

{lieceived for publirntion, Fehruurtf 20
,
1055

)

ABSTRACT. Tho photogiaphic action of llie cont inuouH beta siK'ctrmu as omitlod

by the radioisotopes has bcion studied. It has been deduced theoretically that the optical

density, D, produced by tlu? beta partic'les in any photogi’tiphic emulsioi' should apj)roxirnat<^ly

vary, directly as tlie number, Q, of the beta particles striking it ]>vr unit mvii and inv(^rs(dy

as the average energy, /</, of the beta spt^tctruin of tlu* isotope con»‘erned, i.e., in short,

(D X a constant. This relation has been experimentally vertified in the caso of Au- J9H,

1-131 and P-32, three isotOfies frequently used in bio])hyHical invesl igat ions. It has also

been found that the values of the number of beta particl(^s/cm*^ neec^ssary produce a demsity

of 0.6 above background in the photographic emulsion used uro 2.8^ KP, 1.7/ Uh arul

6.5xl('^, respectively in the case of Ati-198, 1-131 and P-32.

I N T K 0 D U C T 1 0 N

Auto-radiography, or the toohiiicpie of detection oi the site of a localiseil radio-

isotope by means of the photographic action of its emitted radiations, is now being

extensively applied in the fields of biology, medicine, geology, etc. All the arti-

ficial radioisotopes used in auto-radiogrphy emit beta particles. Hence, to esti-

mate the concentration of the localised radioisotope, the knowledge of quantitative

relation between the number of beta particles incident on the photograpliic emul-

sion and the response of the latter is essential. Many authors have studied the

effects of mono-energetic electrons on the photograpliic* emulsions (Baker. Ram-

berg and Hillier, 1942; Cranberg and Halparen, 1949). But Cobb and Solomon

(1948) first made a quantitative study of the photographic action of the beta-

spectrum as emitted by a radioisotope.

This paper reports on a method for determination of the relation between the

number of beta particles from a radioisotope striking a photographic emulsion and

189
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the optical (loiisity llioy jirodiice in it. An approximate theoretical expression

has also been derivi^fl cfmmu'tin^ the optical density with the incident number

of lieta jiarticles and the average energy of the beta specitrum. This expression

has been verified in the (use of Au-19S, T-131 and P-32, the three isotopes very fre-

(jiiently used in bi(}physi(ul investigations.

THEORY

The photc^graphic (unulsion layer, wheth(^r the ordinary optical type or the

nuclear track tyfie. consists of a large number of tiny grains of silver bromide

embedded in gelatine, the /rrain-size varying from O.l to 3// (Mees, 1954). If an

ek^ctron pass(^s through such an emulsion it loses energy as a ivsultof interactions

of various tyjies with the atoms of the emulsion nu'diuni lying near its path. The

most important of these interactions in the (use of the isotopic beta radation.

having energies up to 1 or 2 Mev only, is the c(.)llision with or})ital ele(4rons of th€\se

atoms. Because nf such collisions, the orbital ek'ctrons may be ejected from

atoms (ionisation) or raised to some excited levels (excitation). The ionisation

and excitation prodmud in the silver bromide grains of the (unulsion by the passage

through them of a fast moving electron may render t hem devel()})ab]c. (Beiser,

1952). Hence if a photogra])hic plate after exposure to a stream of beta particles

from a radioisotope be devekiped, the regions through which the electrons have

passed will be lilackened due to the developed silver bromide grains. An

expression connecting the blackening of the emulsion and the number of beta

particles producing it can be derived as follows:

Let Q be the total number of beta particles passing through the emulsion

per unit area (hereinafter termed as ‘Exjiosure’), /, „i the mean energy lost due to

collision by a beta partiede per unit thi(‘kness of the emulsion, and cl, the total

emulsion thickness, then the total collision -loss in the emulsion, e, will be given

by

... (
1

)

Since the energies of the beta particles from a radioisotope are distributed over a

wide range, actually from zero to a certain characteristic maximum, Ejniix> Q-wd

and the collision-loss depends on the energy of the beta particle, an accurate eva-

luation of /i.^i is hardly possible; however, an approximate estimate may be

made by assuming that all the beta particles would have lost the same amount

of energy due to collision even if each of them had an energy, E, equal to the

average energy of the beta spectrum of the isotope under consideration. It has

been experimentally found (Whitehouse and Putman, 1953) that the collision-loss

approximately varies inversely as the kinetic energy of electrons upto about 1 Mev,
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Since the average energies of the artificial radioisotopes used in tracer ex})eriments

are not greater than 1 Mev, we can rewrite ecpmtion (1) as

f.^A.Q.djE
... (

2
)

where A is a constant depending on the nature of the emulsion.

Now let (r be the total number of silver bromide grains in the emulsion per

unit area. At any particular instant during th<‘ exposure of the emulsion to the

beta particles, a number of these grains would have already sufferiHl collisions with

them, thereby absorbing an amount of energy, c say, and thuslK'cn rendered deve-

lopable; let this number be g'. During the next inlijiit(‘isimal interval, let there

be an ima’ement in the absorbed collision- loss energy by an amount, d(.. Then

the corresponding increasti in tlie number of develoj)able grains w ill be

ig' Jc(a~-g')de

Here 1: is a constant which giv<‘s tlu^ })robability that a grain will i)e rendered

devel()[)able ])er unit increase in Die absorbed emu'gy and ((t (/') is the number

of silver grains still remaining undevelopable. Such a ri^lalion is suggest.(‘d by 1b(‘

nature of the absorption of th(‘ f)eta particles by matter. On integration it yie^lds

ry'-qt c

- (t./c.f., when kt is small.

A detinite fraction of develojiable grains will be actually develojied. Thus the

number of developed grains for unit area of the emulsion, g will be j)i‘oportional

to g\ and hence from the above ecpiation it can lu^ shown that g --- Ji.t, where B

is another constant. Substituting for (. from equation (2) oiu* gets

g = C.Q.djE, (putting ^ A. B) ... (3)

To measure the phot()gra])hic density, />, of the blacken(‘(l region of the deve-

loped plate, a pencil of light is sent through that region. f\)nsid(*r an infinitesimal

portion of area, doc, of the blackened region through w'hi(^}i the light rays are

passing. The number of grains in this portion is gdoc. ^\e now associate

with each of the dev^eloped grain an area, or, such that anv photon that may come

within this area will either be absorbed or scatten*d so as not to be transmitted.

Evidently or will depend on the grain-size and hence will be apjn'oximately constant

for a particular emulsion type. Now the total of such areas in the section dec

is a.g.da. We can then assume tliat the ratio of the reduction of intensity dT,

to the incident intensity, /, will be given bv —{dl/J) “ rr.g.da. This expression,
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on integration between the limits / ~ to / = /«, and a 0 to a == 1 gives

— Iq. where and /<, are the intensities of the light pencil before and

after transmission. Since, by definition, the optical density of the blackened

region, J), is ]og,„ {lojlt), it is easily seen that D — (7.^/2.3. Substituting for g

from eejuation (3) one gets

D^a.ad.QjiM ... (4)

For a particiilar emulsion with a given thickness, cr, C, and d are constants.

Hence, in words, one can write;

( Density X average energy)/expousure = a constant.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

() The method of exposing the photographic plate to beta particles:

Jtadioactive solutions were spread over thin copper plancets. The plancets

wore then dried and subsequently used as the sources of beta particles in the

experiment. By varying the strength and/or the amounts of the radioactive

solutions on the plancets, sources of different strengths wore obtained. Then

a thick brass plate was taken and several eqiiispaced, (;ircular holes, each in dia-

met(^r, were bored into it. On one side of the plate, concentric with each hole, was

scoo[)cd out a circular area of same diameter and thickness as those of a plancet.

This brass plate will be referred to as the ‘collimator'.

The collimator w^as then placed on the photographic; plate such that its side

containing scooped-out areas was on the top and the plane side was in contact

with the photographic emulsion. The Kodak medium lantern slide plates were

used. The source-plancets w^ere then fitted into the scooped-out areas, their sides

with radioactive residue facing the photographic emulsion through the holes of

the collimator. The thickness of the collimator (5mm) was sufficient to stop all

beta particles except those that pass through the holes. The photographic plate

with the collimator above it was placed on another thick brass plate so that,

sandwitched between two heavy brass plates, it w^as immune to slight mechanical

disturbances during the period of exposure. The whole arrangement was then

kept in a light-light box in a cool, dry place at room temperature for the desired

exposure time. Figure 1(6) shows the experimental set-up.

()

. Determmition of Exposure Q:

For this purpose, the source-plancet covered with an absorber, having a con-

centric circular hole of the same dimonsiou as in the collimator, was placed iiiider
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an end-window beta counter. The beta counter was so arranged that it« window
occupied the same position as the emulsion of the photographic plate did during

Bnd window
btfa counttr-

5fnn thick
OMDrss absorber

Planefit

holder

Centre wire

Mica window

— Circular hole
(Dia kd )

Plancet
riith radiooctive

residue

(«)

I

Copper phneei
^

Circular hole
(Dra (Kf')

Smtn-ihick brass absorber'

Bmulsion taye^

Photographic
f

....

•

. .j ...T .

'

'

..I.

.

# •

#

(ft) (')

its exposure to the beta partieles from the same source as shown hgure 1(a). The

initial counting rate, i.e. the number of beta particles from the sources recorded

by the counter per min. before exposing it to the photographic jilatc, was flcler-

mined. Since the efficiency of the counter for beta particles is — and that for

for gamma rays is negligible (see Discusssion), this observed initial counting rate

was only corrected for (1) the dead time of the counter, (2) background counts,

and (3) the absorption of beta particles by the counter window, anrl thus the true

initial counting rate Uq, say, was obtained. Now, if within the source spread over

the area A of the collimator-hole, Nq and N were the total number of radioactive

5
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atoms just before? anel after the time of exposure t, then the exposure, Q, is evi-

dently (Nq—N)IA. But since N = where A is the decay constant of the

isotope and ^
= ANq it is easily seen that

Q^(RJAA)(l^e-^^) ... (5)

Thus knowing A, A and t, the exposure Q was calculated out from equation (5).

(r) The processing of the exposed photographic and the measurement of the

optical density:

After pi\)per (?xposure, the photographic plates were developed in Kodak

1)72E, diluted 1:2 wnth water, for 3 minutes at 05° F and fixed in Kodak F5 fixer

at tlie same temperature for 0 minutes. The plates were then washed and dried.

The exposed parts appeared as blackened spots on the processed plates. Some of

the spots arc shown in the figure 1(c). The optical densities of the spots were

measured by means of a photovolt transmission densitometer. The mean density

of the regions not occupied by the vspots was taken as the back ground density

for the plate concerned. The density of a spot above back ground gave the effect

of the beta parti(?le8 only, that of the associated gamma rays, if any, being negli-

gible (see Discussion).

H t: s u L T s

Of the three radioisotopes used. P-32 emits a simple beta spectrum with the

maximum energy (/^,„.,v) of 1.7 Mev and disintegrates to S-32, its half-life being

14.3 days. 1-131 decays to Xe-13J by means of two competitive beta disinte-

grations —one with 0.60 Mev and the other (14%) with

= 0.32 Mev—and has a half-life of 8.0 days. The beta emission is associated with

four gamma rays, wdth (piantum energies as follows; 0.64 Mev (14%), 0.36 Mev

(SO'/i, ), 0.2S Mev (6^^) and 0.08 Mev (6^’o) percentage giving probability of emission.

All- 108 has a half-life of 2.7 days only and decays to Hg-108, emitting a beta spec-

trum with JS^niax “ 0.06 Mev and an associated gamma ray of quantum energy,

0.41 Mev (N.B.S. circular, 1050). The average energies, of the beta particles

from P-32, 1-131 and Au-108 are 0.7 Mev, 0.2 Mev and 0.32 Mev respectively.

(Marinelli et al, 1048).

Altogether 8 different exposures were made with each isotope. The experi-

mental data are show n in Table 1. The true initial counting rate of the sources

before exposure, i?Q, (column 2) was converted to the exposure, Q, (column 4)

by means of the equation (5); column 5 contains the corresponding optical density

above back-ground. In the last column are shown the product (density, Dx
average energy, J5)/exposure, Q, The exposure-density relations for all the three

isotopes are also shown graphically in the figure 2.
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DISCUSSION

Prom the study of TaWe I and the curves of figure 2, it is found that for

a given exposure beta particles from l*-32 produce tiie least density, those from

1-131 the maximum density and those from Au-198 an interme<liate one. It

is also seen that between the exposures of 10’- lb® olectrona/cm®, the optical

density is approximately linearly related to the exposure and varies inversely as

the average energy of beta particles. The values of the number of the beta parti-

cles/cm* necessary to produce a density of 0.6 above background m the photo-

graphic emulsion used are 6.5 X 10®, 2.8 X 10® ami 1 .7 x 10®, respectively, in the case

of P-32, Au-198 and 1-131. These values compare well with those (pioted by

Herz (1961).
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Table I

Density —exposure relations

Tsotope

Exposure, ^•=(7Jo/X\) (I — e-X^)

:

[.4= 0.317 cmi]
!

Initial Exposure , electrons

counts time, ty per sq. cm
per min, in days X lOo

i^o, X 10^*
1

1
1

1

j

Moan
density, D,
(above back
ground)

{jyxEIQ).
in

Mev-cm‘^
electron

X 10-H)

P.82 222 2 1.93 1.75 6.3

A’- 0.70 Mov 235 1 1.03 0.82 5.6

X ~ 0 . 048 day i .55.0 3 0.70 0.67 6.7

01.5
i

1
2 0.63 7.6

25.4 3 0.32 0.30 6.5

05.0 1 0.29 0.26 6.2

27.0
1

2 0.24 0.22 6.4

29.4 1 0.13 0.10 5.4

1-131 41.3 3 0.60 1.75 7.0

.^7=0.20 Mev 49.2 0.41 1.20 6.9

X ==0.087 day-1 53.0 1 0.23 0.75 6.6

12.6 3 0.15 0.60 6.7

15.0 2 0.13 0.35 6.4

10.4 1 0.07 0.22 6.2

4.32 3 0.05 0.18 6.9

6.14 2 0.04 0.12 6.6

Au-198 46.8 3 0.44
j

1.00 7.2

£7=0. 32 Mov 54.9 2 i 0.39
1

0.80 6.3

X =0.257 day-3 22.2 3 0.31 0.67 6.9

32.6 2 . 0.23 0.60 7.0

41.4 1 0.17 0.36 6.4

14.9
3

i

0.14 0.25 6.7

11.5 2 0.08 0.16 6.2

4.22 3 0.04 0.08 6.6
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The relative efficiency of the gamma rays with respect to the beta particles

from any artificial radioisotope in activating a detector may bo roughly taken
to be where and f/p are the total real mass absorjrtion coefficients of the

gammas and the betas from the same isotope within the delecting medium. The
values ofpy for different quantum energies in various materials have been compiled

by Johns (1953) and Mayneord (1950). The ///^ can be obtained directly from ab-

sorption measurement. Of the three isotopes we used, only 1-131 and Au-198

emit gamma rays in addition to beta particles. For tliese t>A'o isotopes, the relative

gamma efficiency in the counter gas ^ 2) or in the ])hotographic emulsion

4) is less than 1 % and hence negligible compared to the exj>erimental

error which is about ±5%.

The chief advantages of this method over those using the biological tissues

or other similar specimens incorporated with radioactive substances as the acti-

vating sources are that the accurate determination of the number of beta particles

striking the plate is possible and that no correction for geometry is necessary in

this method. Again since uniformly dark s])ots are obtained after exposure

the density measurements are much more accurate. When a partitmlar

l)hotographic plate has l)een calibrated by this method and the same plate

has been used in the auto-rad ic)graphy, the actual concentration of the isotope in

the specimen can be determined from measurement of the densities on the

plate.
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FERMI S STA FISTICAL THEORY OF MULTIPLE
PION PRODUCTION
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ABSTRACT. T ho probability tor oiumaion of N piojis m a nuoloon-nuolooii oolliHiou

is caloulatod on Fermi’s model by applying relativistic dassiiuil thermodynamics to tlu'

pion gas*. In Section 11 rolalivo jiroliabihtioei for various numbers of jiions protluced in a

nucleon-nuclous eolhsion are (iornputod.

Fermi’s (1050) statistical theory of multiple pion production in high energy

nucleon-nucleon collisions has aroused considerable interest in rettent years. The

theory has two apparently difFerent procedures for dt^aliug with the jirolilt^in.

One approach amounts to assuming the probability for the creation of A pious

proportional to the density of final states in a small volume i2'^(^7r/5)(///27r//r)^ in

which the energy of the colliding nucleons is supposed to In* suddenly liberated,

while, the other (suited to extremely high energies) consists in applying Bose*

Einstein statistics to the pion gas in ih For a given energy H in the centre-of-

mass system, the first approach yields for the moat probable number of pious

produced:

A,,,., - 2.1[(.e-2)/^e^/^V-l/fi,

w-^^WjMc^ ... (I)

whereas, the thermodynamic theory gives

A'p,,,,. - 2.6(i/7-~2)’*'/>’/^ ... (2)

As Fermi has pointed out, these different expressions for the number of pious

produced arise, because, in deriving (1) the statistical correlations of the partiiilcs

are completely ignored. In this note the ‘pion gas’ in 12 is treated according

to classical statistical thermodynamics. The probability for the production of

A pions is taken proportional to exp [S{N)lk] where S{N) is the entropy of A
pions and k, the Boltzmann’s constant. It is found that d one does not omit

the factor A! in the expression AI/tt^w,!) for the weight of a state in evaluating

the entropy, the result is the same as that obtained by Fermi. One might

consequently conclude that when the number of pions produced is large, the

199
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norrelalions of the particles are taken into account by dividing Permits expression

i)y N\. The formula for the most probable number of particles produced

then agrees with (2) except for a small difference in the numerical factor.

Tn Section TT, relative probabilities for various numbers of particles produced

in a nucleon-nucleus collision are computed using Fermi’s model. The average

number of pious produced in such an event is seen to be substantially higher than

that in the corresponding nucleon-nucleon collision.

T. The basic assumptions of the statistical theory are: (i) the pious arc pro-

duced in a small volume given by

n =. {i7rlfi){hl2n/Jc)\2Mc^lWl ... (3)

where // is tlu^ ])ion rest-mass and W the total energy of the colliding nucleons

in the centre-of-mass system; and (ii) the probability that in the final state

N parti(!les are jireseiit is proport ional to

... (4)

wlu^re Y i(lf) volume of the momentum space containing nil those stales

for which th(^ energv is less than or e(|uaJ to W,

111 the case of an event in which the final state consists of N pious (toge-

ther with the two nucleons), (4) yields the followdiig expression for the relativ’^e

probabilities:

Pj,(w) K.\

(

2o\ iw){w-2r] v/(;{Ar+
,
/g)., ... (5)

where It' — WjMc^ and K is a eonstant.

We treat tlte gas’ in 12 aeeonting to relativistie classical statistical

theinodynainics. The j)artitiori function for the assembly is (without omittijig

the factor Nl):

^ = X [N\ln(ni\)] exp [-( S n^,)lkTy, S = W
(/I,) ' » f

=
I
S exp ... (6)

The entrop,y of the pion gas is

S-^klu Z+EjT

= kN In [S exp {-e.,jkT)]-\-EjT, ... {7!
8

where

E = energy of the pion gas = ({T—
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The density of single particle states in n is

{nlh^)4:np,^ dp, = (4;rn/c**»)e,2de,

since, p^ — ejc.

therefore,

m

S exp (^eJkT) = (4nQlc%*)
J

e* exp (-elkT)de

0

= (47rn/c3A3). 2(kT)\

The average number of particles in energy level e* is

Ug = —fcT djdEg( In Z)

= N exp (egjkT)j 2 exp (-e,/fcT),
s

and the total energy

E = 1, n,e,
8

«D

= (iV/2(fcT)®)
I

ft* exp (—kjkT)de

0

= MkT.

Substitution in (7) yields

kSjk= -Nln l{21!H7iQ){chl(W-2Mc^)fN^]+SN

= -3F In {NIN„)+‘iN. ... (8)

where

No = (87rn/27)>'*{(lf^-2Jlfc*)/cA} = 2.1(m>-2)/w;''» ... («)

is the value of N that makes (S' maximum.

The probability for the production of N pions is proportional to

exp [S{N)lk] = {NoINf^ exp (3iV),

or, since N is large, the probability is proportional to

(3No)^^l(SN)\ = [(2til!w){w-2f]«l{SN)\, ... (10)

which agrees with the Fermi expression (5).

It is thus dear that if the average value ofN is large, Fermi’s approach is equi-

valent to applying classical thermodynamics to the pion gas without omittmg

0
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the ‘Oibbs-Paradox’ factor Nl. Correct results are consequently obtained by

dividing (5) by N\.

The most probable value of N obtained from (10) after division by Nl (and

also introducing the weight factor 3 for pions) is

- 2.3(m;-2)»/‘K'*-

io

This may l)e compared with the value

A^'prob- -= 2.6{w-2f/*lw^'

obtained by Fermi by applying Bose-Einstein statistics to the pion gas.

11. NUCLEON-NUCLEUS COLLISION

Supi)ose the nucleus contains n nucleons. The velocity of the centre

of mass is (in units of c)

(y2_l)i/(y+n)

and the Lorentz contraction factor

l/y^ = (2ray+nHl)V(r+«')- ••• (H)

rMc^ is the energy of the bombarding nuclet^n in the laboratory system. The

total energy available in the c.m: system is (in units of Mc^)

w = (2ny+w*4-l)^-

The volume 12 i# which the mesons are produced may be taken as (Cocconni,

1-964)

12 = nl2o/y„ Oo = (4zr/3)(A/2ff/tc)». ... (12)

With this assumption, Fermi’s theory gives the following expression for the

weight of a state consisting ofN pions and (n-) 1) nucleons:

W(n+l;iV) = [261{Mm*/(w*-|-n®-l)}(«'-»- l)*Fxl/(3Ar-f3»/2-l)!. ... (13)

As before, this should be divided by j!V! to take into account the statistical

correlations of the pions.

In ^ing through a nucleus of atomic weij^t 100, the primary nucleon

Ifitera^ with not more than 4 or 6 nucleons; the numerical calculations have,
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therefore, been made for ti = 5. Table I gives the relative probabilities for five

different values of y. In each row the first line gives the results obtained from

(13) and the second line those obtained after division by N\, The results may
be compared with Fermi’s results (reproduced in Table II) for the nucleon-nucleoh

collision for the same values of y. The multiplicities m the ease of the composite

collision are much higher.

TABLE I

y 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13 N

2.1 55 36 9 1 0.6

58 37 5 0.6

3.6 2 12 27 30 19 8 2 2.8

6 36 40 15 3 1.7

5.1
1

2 9 18 25 23 14 6 2 1 5.4

1

1

1

8 29 37 20 5 1 2.9

7.0
1

1 2 6 13 20 22 18 n 5 2 1 8.0

1 8 25 34 22 8 2 4.0

11.5 — "

3 11 24 29 20 9 3 1 6.0

TABLE II

y 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N

2.1 49 47 4 0.6

3.6 9 59 30 2 1.2

5.1 2 31 46 18 3 1 .9

7.0 13 40 33 11 2 2.5

11.5 2

'

15 34 31 14 3 1 3.5

Table I shows relative probabilities for the production of various numbers N of pions

in a nucleon>nucleus collision. In each row the first line gives results obtained from

equation (13) and the second line those obtained after division by Nl

Table II shows Fermi’s results for the nucleon-nucleon collision, if is the average

number of pions produced.
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THE EMISSION SPECTRUM OF BROMINE
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Plateft V A-B

ABSTRACT. rh0 oniissiou spoctrum of broiuiut* a»s oxcMtotf by ti hi^li fnujuoiioy higli

power ofleillator is jihologniphed in tluj visible i-egion, X 6400 to \ 4400 and is found to coiiHist

of as many as 300 bands as against only SO bands reported [ireviously by Uchida and Ota in

the region X 6700 to X 500t). 'Ptaitativt* vibrational analysis of the bands on tb(‘ basis of

two systems suggested by Uehida and Ota are considerably extiaided to incliub' all the bands

down to X 4400. This has led to a redetermination of the following vibrational constants

uV 0)"f

System I 190.0 1.0 370.0 1.25 19290.0

System 11 152.0 0..35 376. <1 1.25 18782.0

The vibrational assignments are well supported by an extensive study of the bromine isotope

effect.

1 N T H O D IT U T 1 O N

The emisHion .spectra of chlorine and bromine in the visible region are well

known. [Tchida and Ota (to b(* referred to as UO) (1928) first reported three sys-

terns in the emission spectrum of chlorine, LattT Elliot and Cameron (1938)

reinvestigated these bands and offered a different analysis from the one })ro-

posed earlier by UO, on the basis of two systems ascribed to the transition “II “11.

From the even multiplitdty of the systems involved they considered that the emit-

ting molecule may be th(‘ ionised mole(»ule C1+. In view of the uncertainty

in the analysis proposed earlier and tlu* number of systems ijivolved in the

speewum of CJ, Howell (195.3) suggests that the main difficulty in the analysis

of the emission bands of Cl 2 iw due to the fact that the “If scjiararation

of the ground state is of the same order of magnitude as the ground state

vibrational frequency. Hence he (*.onchideH that a study of the spec^trum of

Br+ would be more helpful in determining the nature of electronic^ levels and the

relative order of values of o)/ and In the light of this suggestion it is

considered worthwhile to undertake a detailed study of the emission band spec-

trum of bromine.

IJO (1928) were the first to suggest the vibrational anal} sen of the emission

bands of bromine in the region \ 6700- A fftMX) as belonging to two systems. The

following vibrational quantum formulae^ were derived from the analyses.

System I 17325.8(1+ 191.45f^'-1.05w'“- 36().65/i''+0.65n''“

System II v=: 16105.00+152.40n'--O.W“~-361.7(M"+1.62rt"“

205
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li is noteworthy that tlie intennity distribution in both the systems is of the

open Franek-(Jon(lon parabola type which is normally to be expected for such

div ergent values of and w/'. However, they admit that the quantum numbering

of the bauds is (|uite arbitrary as the assignments were not supported by bromine

isoto])(‘ elfeet. The bands in these two systems, as in the case of chlorine, bear

no relationship with absorption bands of the neutral bromine molecule. The

pres(mt paper describes the results of the authors obtained on the emission spec-

trum of bormine whi(;h is found to consist of as many as 3(M) bands in the region

Af)7(IO down to a440().

K X P E H 1 JVJ E N T A h

UO excited the spe(;trum through an induction coil discharge generating

bromine by heating silver bromide. In the present work the spectrum of bromine

was excited in an electrodeless discharge from a high frequency high power oscillator.

For photographing the bands a pure sample of cu])ric bromide was spread uniformly

in the middle of the tube. Th(‘ dis(iharge tube was made of pyrex glass of length

3(1 cm and diameter l.bcrn and was drawn into an adopter at one end for eva-

cuation by a Oen(H) Hyvac ])ump. The other end was fitted with a glass window

by means of shellacs The lu^at of the ehuteodes was found suflficient to main-

tain a steady column of bromine va]K)ur. The discharge which appears rose-red

in (tolour could l)e maintained for several hours free from any traces of either the

usual iiiipurity bauds or those* of OuBr. The design of the discharge tube was

slightly altered when the spectrum was excited using pure fuming liquid bro-

mine. In this case the tube having the same diameter was closed at one end and

was i)rovi(led with two side limbs to one of whitdi was (connected a small bulb

containing pure liejuid bromine. The pressure of bromine inside the discharge

tube was regulated by adjusting a pineh-ciock attacdied to the })ressure tubing

coiuiecting the bromine container to the discharge tube. The other limb was

counectc‘d to a CVunro Hyva(‘- pump through a litpnd air trap. It was found that

at some optimum ])ressure the development of the spectrum was more satisfac-

tory than in the (;ase of cupric bromide.

Photograj)hs of the spectra were taken both on Fuess and three-prism glass

Littrow spectr()graj)hs, using Ilford Special Rapid panchromatic plates.

Exposures varying from one to two hoims were found necessary to obtain the bands

on the Fuess iiivstrument while longer exposures of six hours were necessary on

the Littrow^ instrument. The development of the spectrum which extends from

A640()—A4400 was found to be better in the region below aSOOO in the Fuess

spectrograms. Hence measurements of band heads in the region A64(K) to A^OOO

were made on Littrow plates and below 5(KK) on Fuess plates. A number of plates

were measured and the mean wavelengths were deduced using international iron

arc tandards. Measurements on different plates seldom differ by more than

two wave number units. Table I records the band head daita and assignments.
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TABLE I

j

i

Authors I

!
AsHignmont-

Wave-
length

Wave-
nuinbor

Uehida, Ota, i

1

Wave- :

1

number
|

Int

System 1
|

System TT

6604.

1

1 5 1 37 . » 3,1 1

6579.0 1 51 <»;•). 7

6540.7 15284.6 4,11

6519.7 1.5333.9 2,10

6499.6 15381 .7 IJ] 0,9

0476 .

6

15435.9 r>,n

6455.1 1.5487.3 3,10

6435.9 15533.5 K9

6421.2 1.5.569.

1

2.11

6413.7 1 5587 .

3

4,12 6.11

6403 .

0

1.5613.3

6392.8 15638.2 4,10

6372.1 15689.0 2,9

6366.8 157021 i

6357.5 15725 15725.

1

2 1,10

6343.4 15760 1 3,1 1

6338.1 15773 I r),12

6333.0 15786 15786.4 2 5,10

6314.8 15831 1.5829.9 0

6310.5 15842 15841 .9 2 3,9

6299.5 15870 1

6290.0 1.5894 1 .5803 .

6

2 0,9

6282.2 1.5914 1.5914 1 3 2,10

6273.6 1.5935 1.5935.1 4 4,11 6,10

6268.1 1.5949 15949.1
*>w 6,12

6259.1 1.59721 1.5970.0 1

6251.3 15992 1.5991 .7 2 4,9

6244.7 160091 1

6225.5 160581 1

6217.3 16080 16080.4 4 1,9 7,10
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TABLE 1 (contd.)

Aut}iorfl
!

Uchida, Ota
i

Wave-
1

mimbor
j

Int
Assignment

1

Wave-
j

lon^tii
1

Wave-
number

System I

v'y
\

1

System II

v\v"
\

6106.6 16107 16107.3 3 3,10

6105.0 161121 1

6200.5 16123 16123.0 2 5,11

6104.5 16139 16139.1 3 5,9

6188.0 16156i 1

61 82..

5

16170 16172.0 0

6152.1 16250 J 0,8

6145,0 16269 16269.4 3 2,9

6140.8 16280i 3

6137.7 16288 J 6287.

7

3 4,10 6,9

6133.8 16300 16300.4 4 6,11

6127.0 I6317i 16316.1 2

6122.0 16330i 1

6115.8 16347 16344.4 3 4,8

6110,1 16362i 2

6089.1 164181 3

6083.2 16434 16434.4 8 1,8 7,9

6077.3 164501 3

6074.7 164.57 16457.4 8 3,0

6068.1 16475 16474.8 8 5,10

6060.0 16497 4 5,8

60.J5.3 1651(»i 1

6033.4 105701 4

6028.0 16585 16585.2 8 8,9

6021 .7 166021 16601.7 3

6013.0 16626 16625.7 4 2,8

6008.0 16641 16640.9 1 6,8

6004.7 16649 16649.2 4 4,9

5999.1 16665 2

6980.2 167161 4
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TABLE I {cmUl.)

Authors
Uchida, Ota

Wave-
nunilxM-

! AHsigiiiiiont

Int

Wave-
length

Wavo-
nuiuber

SyHtt'iii 1 1 Systt'iu 11

v'y
i

c'y

5976.1 16729 1672!t..’> 7 !>,9

6972.4 16739i 4

5959.4 167761 4

5954.5 16789 8 7,8

5950.0 168021 4

5945.7 16814 16814.2 4 3,8

5940.

H

16828 16828.3 4 5,9

5935.4 1684.3 .3

5909.6 169171 5

5905.0 16930 16930 1 8 8,8

590 1 .

2

169411 •>

5891.1 16970 5

5885.6 16986 4 2,7

5879.7 17000 17000.3 6 6,9 6,7

5876.5 170121 3

5855.4 170731 2

5852.3 17083 17083.

1

5 9 8

5848.7 17093i 3

5830.2 17147 8 7,7

5826.5 171581 5

5821.2 17174 17178.2 6 3,7

5818.3 17182 8 7,9

5814.0 17195 2

5804.6 17223 17223.2 4 10,8

5801.3 172331 4

5776.1 17308 2

5770.4 17325 2

i>762.7 173481 3

5758.4 17361 17361.4 7 6,8 6,6

5754.7 173721 2
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TABLE 1 (contd.)

AuUiors
Uohifla, Ota

Wavo-
nuinbor

,

Int

Assignment

Waw- 1 Wave-
1

n\jnib<M-

1

j

System I

v',v’

System 11

r.731.S 17442 17442.3 4 9,7

5728.6 17451i 2

5711.3 17.504i 2

5708.7 17512 3 7,6

5703.6 17528 4 9,9

5699.0 17540 17539.3 7,8

5097.0 1 7.548 i 3

5090.0 17508i 2

5084.7 17586 17580.2 4 10,7

5079.0 170041 2

5600.4 17643 1

5062.7 17654i 17050.5 2

5660.0 17663 4 8,6

5657.7 1 7670i 2

5044.9 17710 17710.8 4 8,8

5642.2 17718 17718.6 5 6,7

5639.9 17726i 3

6620.2 17788 1

5015.3 17804 2 9,6

5002.0 17846 3

5594.2 17871 4 7,6

5589.4 17886 3 9,8

5586.0 17897 17896.0 5 7,7

5583.2 17900 2 5,6

5575.2 17932 0

5571.4 17944 1 10,6

6548.1 18019 1 8,6

5543.3 18035 1

5532.5 18070 18070.3 1 8,7

5529.1 18081 18080.7 1 6,6
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TABLE I (contd.)

i

1

Authors
j

'

1
Assigiiiiiout

Wave-
length

Wavo-
nmiibor

Wave-
Inumber
|

!

System 1
;

r'.r" 1

.. 1

System 11

v\v"

5525 .

6

1

18093 1 11,0

5504.

1

18163 1 9,5

5483. G 18231 1 12,6

5480.0 18243 18243.1 2 9,7

5470.3 18255 182.54.7 2 7,6

5400.0 18310 1 10,5

5434.4 18396 •>
12,8

5428.6 18416 18415.8 2 10,7

5425.9 184251 2

5424 .

2

18431 - 8,6

5420.4 18444 2 6,5

54J7.4 1 8454 0 1 1 ,5

5388.3 1 8554 1

5377.2 1 8592 17.592.5 1 12,5

.5373.3 18004 18604.3 1 9,6

5368.1 18623 1 7,5

5355.9 18066 1 10,4

5341.0 18718 0

.5335.0 18737 1 13,5

.5330.0 187,54 1 12,7

5325.1 18774 18774.1 1 10,0

,5318.7 18796 18788.6 1 8,5

,5314.0 18813 1 1 1,4

,5309.4 18829 1

5304.2 18848 1

5296.3 18870 2 14,5

5290.7 18890 2

5285.2 18915 18914.4 4 13,7

.5277.3 18944 18944.5 4 1 1,6

5273.3 189.58 3 12.4
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TABLE I (c(mld.)

Authors
U(*hi<la, Ota

1

Wave-
number

1

Int
1

Aasignniont

Wa\'o-
Jongth

Wave-
nuiiibor

System 1
1 v\v"

System II

r»271.1 18966 3 9,5

ri206.3 J8983 18981.9 2

5264. !> 18988 2 7,4

r,2()J.2 19001 1

52.10 .

8

19019 2 1.5,5

5240.5 19044 1

5242.5 19070 1

5234.1 19100 2 13,4

5280.8 19112 16112.5 3 12,6

5224.6 19135 2 10,5

5211.6 19181 2 11,3

5166.1 19240 2 14,4

5161.2 16258 2

5186.0 19275 3 13,6

5178.9 19304 19304.1 2 11,5

5173.3 19325 3 12,3

5170.0 19337 19341.4 3 9,4

5156.2 19386 1 15,4

5155.2 19392i 1

5153.0 19398 2 16,7

5142.8 19439 19440.7 4 14,6

5138.7 19455 2

5134.1 19472 19471.8 4 12,5 13,3

5126.2 19502 1 10,4

5119.6 19527 1 8,3

5113.4 19551 2 11,2

5105.3 19582 4

5090.9 19603 19599.7 - 4 15,6 14,3

5096.0 19618 1

5089.2 19644 2 13,5
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TABLE I (contd,)

Authors Assignment

Wave- Wave- Wave- System I
j

System II
length number number

1

5081.2 19676 2 11,4

6076.6 19697 3 12,2

6073.9 19703i 3 9.3

6066.1 19733 2

6061.9 19750 3

6069.7 19768 5 16,6 15,3

6049.1 19800 4 14,5

5038.9 19840 4 12,4 13,2

5032.5 19865 4 10,3

5024.9 19895 4 8,2

6020.4 19913 3 17,6

6018.2 19922 4 11,1

5016.2 199301 3

6008.3 19901 5 16,6

4996.5 20008 2 13,4

4988.4 20041 2 11,3

4972.8 20104 0

4968.5 20121 2 16,6

4966.4 20130 1 16,2

4963.8 201401 1

4957.7 20165 0 14,4

4945.7 20214 6 12,3 13,1

4941 .

1

20233 3 10,2

4933.4 202641 4

4930.8 20275 5 17,6 16,2

4928.3 202851 4

4923.5 20306 1

4910.7
1

20358 2 14,1

4^06.6 2D380 3 13,3

4898.2 20410 3 11.2
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TABLE I {contd.)

Authors
i

1

! . i

Int

Assignment

Wave-
length

Wave-
number

- ucnicia) v/ta

1

Wavo-
t number

System I

v'y
System II

v\v"

4891.0 20440 3

4885.1 20465 3

4878.6 20492 2 16»4

4875.7 20504 3 15,1

4872.8 20516] 2

4866.0 20541 4 14,3

4858.0 20579 4 12,2

4855.3 20590 8 13,0

4852.5 206031 3

4848.7 20618 3

4845.0 206341 1

4842.3 20646 2 17,4 16,1

4839.3 206581 1

4830.5 206961 2

4828.8 20703 3 16,3

4827.2 207101 2

4824.4 207221 4

4821.9 20733 4 14,0

4818.8 207461 4 13,2

4810.5 20782 1 11,1

4797.0 20841 2

4792.5 20860 3 16,3

4790.3 208701 2

4788.0 20880 3 , 15,0

4782«6 20903 0 14.2

4780.2 209141 0

4768.9 20963 1

4766.7 209731 0

4756.0 21020 5 17,3 16,0

4747.8 210561 2
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TABLE I {aotM.)

216

Authors
Uohlda, Ota

Wave-
number

Int
Assignment

Wave-
length

Wave-
number

System I

v\v"
System II

4745.9 21065 3 15,2

4743.2 21077i 2

4734.8 21114 2 13,1

4726.4 21152 3 11,0

4722.2 21171 4 18,3

4713.0 21212 0

4708.8 21231 1 16,2

4706.5 212411 0

4698.8 21276 1 14,1

4696.7 212901 0

4691.3 213101 2

4689.1 21320 4 19,3

4686.2 213331 2

4673.9 21389 2 17,2

4670.6 214041 1

4664.6 214321 2

4662.3 21443 4 15,1

4659.4 241561 2

4656.4 21470 4 20,3

4653.9 214811 3

4652.4 21488 2 13,0

4647.9 21509 2

4640.5 21543 3 18,2

4627.6 21603 3 16,1

4625.1 21615 3 21,3

4622.2 216291 2

4619.2 216431 1

4616.3 21656 1 14,0

4608.9 21691 0 19,2

4606.3 217031 0 —.

—
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TABLE I {amid.)

Authors Assignment

Wave-
length

Wave-
number

Uohlda, Ota
Wave-
number

Int
System I System 11

4596.8 21748i 1

4594.3 21760 2 17,1

4590.4 217781 1

4587.1 21791 0

4584.6 218061 1

4581.8 21819 2 15,0

4578.5 218351 1

4567.1 218901 2

4563.6 21906 3 18,1

4560.4 219921 1

4556.8 21939 1

4553.1 219571 1

4549.7 21973 2 16,0

4546.0 21991 2 21,2

4542.5 220081 1

4536.9 22035 1

4532.4 22057 1

4520.6 221151 2

4517.2 22131 3 17,0

4515.8 22138 3 22,2

4507.3 22180 3

4504.1 221961 1

4500.8 22212 4 20,1

4492.7 22252 2

4489.0 222701 2

4485.8 22286 3 18,0

4482.1 22305 1 2

4469.8 22366 0 21,1

4463.1 22400 1

4458.8 224211 1
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TABLE I {cmM.)

Authors
- 1

‘

!

1

j 1
Assignment

Wave-
length

Wave-
number

v^viiiuoi, v/ua 1 xiiX)

Wave-
jnumber
|

System I System II

v\v'' v\v"

4455.5 22438 2 19,0

4451.9 224561 1

4449.1 22470 1

4447.2 22480 1

4444.7 22492 1

4433.5 22549 1

4430.6 22564i 1

4427.3 22581 2 20,0

4419.5 22621 1

4416.7 22635 1

4414.2 22648 1

4394.8 22748 1

Note : Tho wavonumbers marked with the letter “i” are the isotopic compononts of

tho noibhouring bands.

PLATES

The spectrum extending from A 6700 to A 4400 consists of more than 300

bands as against only 80 bands reported by UO in the region A 6700 to A 6000.

Plate VA is a reproduction of the Fuess sj)ectrogram and is shown in two strips.

Among these some are red degraded, some are diffuse and others appear line-like.

There is a gradual fall in the intensity of the spectrum towards the shorter wave-

lengths. Bands on the less refrangible side appear unresolved, probably due to

the lower dispersion. Below A 5300 the bands appear sharp and well resolved.

Below A 4400 there appears a continuum overlaid by perhaps, two or three groups

of discrete bands.

Plate VB is the reproduction of the spectrum in the region A 6400 to A 4800

recorded on the glass Littrow instrument and is shown in two strips.
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TABLE II

System I

Vibrational scheme due to Uchida and Ota

v"

'X 0 1 2 3 4 6 6

0 16893.6 16196.7

1 16434.4 16080.4 15726.1 15381.7

2 16625.7 16269.4 16914.1 16669.1

3 16814.2 16467.4 16107.3

4 16993.1 16649.2 16287.7

5 17178.2 16828.3 16474.8 16123.0

6 18080.7 17718.6 17361.4 17000.3 16300.4

7 18264.7 17896.6 17639.3

8 18070.3 17710.8

» 18604.3 18243.1

10 18774.4 18415.8

11 19304.1 18944.6 18584.2

12 19471.8
I

19112.5 18749.1

13 18914.4

14 19440.7

16 19699.7

TABLE III

System II

Vibrational scheme due to Uchida and Ota
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ANALYSIS

As has already been mentioned the bands obtained by UO in the region

X6700 to A 6000 were analysed into two systems which are shown in Tables II

and III. With the prominent band heads among the 80 bands they formed a

small number of genuine progressions. The vibrational formulae derived from

the analyses are given in the introduction. The lower state is common for both

the systems. The intensity distribution in the two systems is of an open Franck-

Condon parabola type which is in keeping with such divergent values of and

However, the vibrational assignmeijits were not supported by the study of

bromine isotope ejffect and are quite arbitrary.

390

Fig. 1 System I

With the present data of more than 300 bands in the extensive region A, 6700

to X 4400 it is found possible to extend the above two analyses (xmsiderably.
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Not only some of the previous progressions are considerably extended, but, many

more new progressions could be developed in both the systems. The newly formed

vibrational schemes are shown in Tables IV and V. This extension has necessitated

a renumbering of the bands and also a redetermination of the vibrational cons-

tants. The constants are extapolated by drawing the usual A0(v)—v curves

which are found to be linear. These curves are shown in figures 1 and 2.

The following vibrational formulae represent the two systems.

System I v = 19290+190.0(t)'-f i)-1.0(»'+i)* -376.0K+i)+1.25(f)''4-i)*

System II v = 18782-hl52.0(t>'+i)-0.36(t;'+i)* -376.0(«'+i)+1.26(»"'+i)*
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The lower state 376.0 is again common for both the systems. The intensity

distribution in both the systems is still of open Franck-Condon parabola type

and is consistent with the order of «>', and values obtained above. An exami-

nation of the vibrational arrays shown in Tables IV and V reveals that there

are bands common to both the systems. This is a feature which can also be seen

-from the -vibrational curt^s of UO show^in Tables 11 smd III.- —

ISOTOPE
I
EFFECT

Further confirmation of these analys^ could be obtained from a study of the

bromine isotope effect. It is well know|i that bromine has got two isotopes of

mass numbers 79 and 81, out of which i^ree components due to the three mole-

cules are to be observed in its molecufer spectrum. The three molecules are

(Br’®Br’*), (Br”Br»»), (Br^^Br"). The relative abundance ratio of thosfe molecules

is as 1:2:1 respectively. In the band spectrum of Br^, for bands on the violet

side of the system origins, i.e. with v>Vf the separation of the isotopic component

with respect to the component of the more abundant molecule (Br^*Br ')

is positive and the corresponding separation for the component of (Br®'Bt*^ is

negative. For the bands on the red side of the system origins, i.e.,- with v<

the opposite is the case. The isotope separations with respect to the more abun-

dmit molecule, Av, are -calcu^ted according to the formula

' An examination of the vibrational schemes shown in Tables IV and V, rerveals

bands with large differences in the values of v and v . For such bands tha iso-

tope separations for the less abundant molecules.calculated from the above fomula

are found to be large and may be expected to be resolved even under the low

dispersidn of the Fuess instrument. For example, the calculated Reparations of

the two components for 16,0 band in system I are 16.2 and 13.8.
i

The isotopic

oompoiments for some of these bands are, expected to coincide with ihe position

of- the main bands assigned to the same system. In Table Isorheofthe pain

bands occur as isotopic heads of the neighbouring bands belonging tp the same

system. '
- r a

For a large number of the bahds the agreement betw^n ^ observed'and

calculated separations as can be seen from Table VI is quite satisfactory. On

Plates VA and VB the isotopic components are bracketted for some of the

bands.
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TABLE VI

Isotope effect

SYSTEM I. SYSTEM n.

1. (Br7»Br)i9

Cal. Oba.

(Br8lBr8l)

Cal. Obs.

(Br79Br8l)

i)' v’

{Br79Br7»)

Cal. Obg.

(BrMBrOl)

Cai. Oba.

16. 0 16.2 16 13.8 13 18, 0 13.0 13 11.3 11

le, 0 17.0 18 14.8 16 14, 0 14.0 13 12.2 11

17, 0 18.0 * 15.8 16 11, 1 8.2 8 7.1 9

18. 0 18.7 19 16.8 16 16, 1 12.4 12 10.8 12

18, 0 19.6 18 16.8 17 10, 1 13.4 12 11.7 12

20, 0 20.3 « 17.8 17 16, 2 9.9 10 8.6 9

18, 1 13.5 13 11,6 11 16, 2 10.9 11 9.6 11

16, 1 14.3 14 12.5 $
6, 6 9.7 13 8.4 11

17, 1 15.3 18 13.5 12 7, 6 8.6 8 7.4 «

18, 1 16.0 16 14.5 16 8, 6 7.5 9 6.5 7

30, 1 17.6 « 16.8 16 6, 7 12.1 15 10.6 11

14, 2 10.1 13 8.8 *
7, 7 11.0 * 9.6 11

16, 2 11.0 12 9.3 9 9, 7 8.9 9 7.8 9

19, 2 14.4 12 12.3 *
1

4, 8 16.4 17 14.5 15

21, 2
1

15.9 17 13.3 13 6, 8 14.4 16 12.7 *

18.

i

3 8.4 7 7.0 7 7, 8 13.3 11.7 13

19. 8 11.8 13 10.0 10 8, 8 13.3 13 10.8 a

20, 8 l2.5 11 11.0 9, 8 11.2 10 9.9 10

21. 8 13.3 14 11.5 12 10, 8 10.2 10 8.8

2. 7 15.7 16 13.8 17 4, 9
1

18.9 20 16.5 17

4, 7 13.2 13 11.6 11 6, 9 17.9 17 15.5 17

8. 7
;

12.0 12 10.5 8 6, 9 16.9 19 14.7 »

«, 7 1
10.8 9 9.4 7 8, 9 14.7 15 12.8 17

•7, 7 10.0 11 8.5 9 9, 9 13.7 13 11.9 10

% 7 8.6
^

7.5 11 6, 10 19.1 21 16.8 14
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TABLE VI {Cmid.)

m

SYSTEM I SYSTEM II

v' v"

(BrieBr’e)

Cal. Obs.
(BrSiBrSi)

Cat. 01^8.

2, 8 18.0 16.9 4
3. 8 16.8 * 14.7

a

1
|

4, 8 16.6 17 13.7

6, 8 13.1 13 11.6

7,
8 12.3 12 10.6

1
0,

9 23.0 24 20.1 t
1 . 9 21.8 22 18.9

2. 9 20.6 19 17.9 19

3.
9 19.3 23 16.7 18

4,
9 18.0 23 16.7 16

5,
9 16.8 14 14.6 16

1 .
10 24.0 22 21.0 *

2. 10 22.7 20 20.0 21

1

10 21..

5

27 18.8 16

5, 10 19.0 18 16.7 22

6, 11 21.4 16 18.7 16

6,
11 20.2 20 17.6 17

Note ; The places marked (•) are superposed by atomic lines.

CONCLUSIONS

In the foregoing pages, the vibrational analyses of the emission bands of bro-

mine, as belonging to two different systems, are reported. As has already been

pointed ont, these emission bands do not bear any relationship with the absorp-

tion bands due to the neutral bromine molecule. Further, the vibrational fre-

quency 376 om-i which is common to both the above systems does not correspond

to wiy one of the vibrational frequencies known till now to the neutral molecule.

It is also interesting to note that this frequency comes nearer to the value 361

om-^ predicted by MuUiken (1934) as the most probable value of the ground state

the ionised molecule BrJ.
The above considerations will lead one to cra»-
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jecture that the emitter of the above two systems may be the ionised molecule

BrJ. However, confirmation of this view can only be obtained by a study of the

rotational analysis of some of these bands which will also lead to a clear under-

standing of the nature of the levels involved. Work in this direction is in

progress.
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I

ABSTRACT* In Part I of this paper, #e have presented a statistical analysis of the

field intensity of the internal short wave stations of All India Radio over th(3 period of a com*

plete solaj* cycle (1942-52). In this paper wo«ave compared the results of our observations

with theoretical deductions os described in thi C.H.P.L, publication and Rawer’s paper. It

has been pointed out that both the theoreiilal methods are not strictly apj)lioable to the

calculation of sky-wave field intensity as obseived in tropical countries. A modified method

applicable to tropical conditions has yet to b| developed. •

1. INTRODUCTION

Accurate theoretical methods of calculating sky-wave field intensity and

their verification by experimental observations are not available. In the theoreti-

cal calculations, one has to assume a number of parameters in order to arrive at

a workable formula for calculating absorption in the ionosphere. Similarly,

in experimental observations, difficulties often arise in eliminating some parameters

which vitiate accurate determination of ionospheric absorption. The main

draw-back in a theoretical calculation appears to lie in our inadequate know-

ledge of the ionosphere and the experimental observations become inaccurate

due to difficulties in separating the sources of error. Since, our present day

knowledge of the ionosphere does not permit accurate prediction of ionospheric

absorption, it is only by experimental observations that one may approach

the problem of verifying the accuracy of calculating the sky-wave field intensity.

Sufficient experimental data are required so that a statistical analysis can be

made and agreement with theoretical prediction attempted.

In this paper, an attempt has been made to compare the observed values

of field intensity of internal short wave stations of All India Radio with the

corresponding calculated values. The calculations have been made by two

published methods namely, (1) C.R.P.L, method, as published by the National

Bureau of Standards, Washington in their Circular No. 462 and (2) the S.P.I.M.

method published by Rawer (1962). The two methods are not essentially dif-

ferent, except in the assumption of certain constants. We shall not attempt to

evolve i theoretical formula for calculating the sky-wave field intensity.

However, the results of calculations by the two methods mentioned above have

eon^ared with the observed values of field intensities of certain A.I.R.

227
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Stations, and few conclusions have been drawn therefrom. In Part I (Mitra

and Srivastava, 1955) of this paper, we have presented a statistical analysis of the

observed field intensities. We shall utilise some of the results contained in Part L

2. THEOEETICAL CONSIDERATION

We shall first describe the various factors involved in calculating the

sky-wave field intensity. It is known that the most important aspect in all cal-

culations of field intensity is the attenuation that a wave suffers in its path of

propagation. The important factors which are to be taken into account in cal-

culating the sky-wave field intensity are given below:

() Spatial attenuation due to propagation through free space.

() Non-deviative absorption in the ionosphere : This is the absorp-

tion that the wave suffers due to the portion of its path in the D-re-

gion and which is non-deviative. The reflection of the wave usually

occurs at the E- or F-region. Experimental meastu^ments have, how-

ever, shown that maximum absorption takes place in the D-region.

(c) Deviative absorption: This is the absorption in the process of

reflection of the wave. It is usually small except when the wave fre-

quency approaches the maximum frequency that can be reflected by

the layer.

(d) Losses due to ground reflection: On multi-hop transmissions, some

loss is likely to occur due to the reflection of the wave, at the surface of

the earth. The loss is, however, small at oblique incidence when the

reflection coefficient approaches unity.

(e) Losses due to Es : The nature of sporadic E ionisation is not yet

known. Sometimes, Es behaves as a ‘thin layer’ producing partial

. reflection of the wave going through it; at other times, it reflects com-

pletely and the F-layer is ‘blanketted out’. The effect of Es is not

essentially one of absorption but the incident wave gets ‘spread out’

and an additional distribution of the wave-field in the system of

reflected waves is produced.

(/) Absorption during S.I.D.’s : The occurrence of irregular bursts of solar

radiation and solar corpuscular emissions produce sudden ionospheric

ionisation causing high absorption in the sky-ware field intensity.

Similarly, there is cm abrupt increase in E-region ionisation during

meteoric showers. The effect of S.I.D. may, however, be neglected

as all practical measurements are taken on quiet days.

/(g) Effect of fading : Fading of the received wave is one of the predominant

factors in making absorption measurements most difficult. In practi-

cal measurements, one is mostly interested in short-term fading and the
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dfect of long-period fluctuation may be neglected. There are several

types of fading of which the ‘interference fading’, ‘polarisation fading’

and ‘skip fading* are predominant in producing rapid fluctuation of

the received signal. It is difficult to assess the ‘loss* in the signal strength

due to fading since the origin of t|ie phenomenon is not definitely known.

In India ‘surge* and ‘flutter* types of fading are often present which,

due to their very rapid nature,Irender measurements of the received

signal strength more difficult tl»n during interference or polarisation

fading.

3. CALCULATION OF SKY- AVE FILED INTENSITY

We shall now briefly describe the t^ methods of calculating the sky-wave

field intensity. In order to arrive at 4 workable formula, both the C.R.P.L

and the S.P.I.M. methods have consideredinostly the effect of only spatial attenua*

tion and non-deviative absorption. Th# C.R.P.L. method has, however, taken

into account the effect of fading.

For spatial attenuation the C.R.P.L. method considers a reduction of field

intensity according to an approximately inverse distance law. This may,

perhaps, be applicable to short distance of propagation only, but for long distances

the curvature of the ionospheric reflecting and refracting layers may have

some effect. Rawer’s (1952) S.P.I.M. method has taken into account an addi-

tional ‘increase’ of field intensity caused by such curvature of the ionospheric

surface. This increase is due to what is called the ‘focussing’ effect of the re-

fiecting layers on long distance circuits. The variation of field intensity with

distance assumed in the S.P.I.M. method shows higher values than in the C.R.P.L.

one We shall compare in the foUowing sections the observed values of field

intensity with those calculated by the C.R.P.L. and S.P.LM. methods. For

this purpose, we shall consider only the night-time measurements of field

intensity since in these calculations the D-layer absorption has been assumed to

be negligible and the incident field intensity has been assumed to depend only

upon spatial attenuation. It will be seen later in the paper that this view pomt

is not strictly correct since the variation of the observed field at night u

related with'sunspot numbers. In other words, it appears that there arc other

controlling factors in addition to spatial attenuation in estimating the field mten-

sity at night.

According to the C.R.P.L. method, the absorption is given by 8^ JQKi where,

is a function of frequency, J is the seasonal variation factor,

Q is the solar cycle variation factor. Kg is the average value of diurnal

absorption for llw tranamission path d.

The importaitt assumptions in the C.R.P.L. method are

.
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() The diurnal variation factor K is related to the solar zenith angle

X by the relation

X == 0.142+0.868 cosx

() The solar cycle variation factor Q is related to the sunspot number R
by the relation

:

Q ^ l+0.006iJ.

(c) The seasonal variation factor J has the same value for different

months in any particular season, namely, summer, winter and equinox.

The theoretical basis of the above assumptions is not known. The advantage

of this method over the other lies in the quick way of calculating the sky-wave

field intensity from readily available charts and nomograms.

The S.P.I.M, method of Rawer is, on the other hand, based on theoretical

considerations and analysis of observations. Rawer considers two predomi-

nant causes for losses in ionospheric propagation. One is called the spatial attenua-

tion 8

1

which also takes into account the focussing effect of the curved ionos-

pheric layer on long distance propagation. 8^ is indej)endent of frequency and

gives higher values of field intensity than what is obtained from the approxi-

mately law as adopted by the C.R.P.L. The other factor takes into

account the non-deviative absorption in the ionosphere. According to Rawer

^ __ p.430(l+ .0035fl) cos '^/^Xsecai)
, " f/w

where p number of multiple paths in a single mode of propagation.

R = yearly average of the sunspot number,

X — solar zenithal angle,

otD = angle of incidence of the wave with the D- region,

/ = wave frequency,

/i, = longitudinal component of the gyro-frequency.

+8igns are for the ordinary and the extraordinary components.

The above formula is valid for quasi-longitudinal mode of propagation.

The total loss is, therefore, ^
1+^2 - The main difference between the

C.R P.L. and S.P.I.M. methods lies in the following

:

(i) The diurnal variation factor varies linearly with cos x in the C.R.P.L.

method, whereas, it is cos ^/^x in the S.P.I.M. method. Rawer has taken

this factor from the British observations lasting for about 10 years

(Piggott, 1953). It may incidentally be mentioned that Appleton

(1937) has earlier considered non-deviative absorption as due to the

ionisation in a simple Chapman layer formed in an exponential atmos*

phere (Appleton-Beynon, 1940) and found that when v* < (/±/L)^
the diurnal variation factor is proportional to (cos x)*/^
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(ii) The solar cycle variation factor has been assumed to be (l+0.0u5JZ)

and {l+0.0035ff) in the C.R.P.L. and the S.PJ.M. methods respectively

Here again the assumption of the latter is based on the British observa*

tions.

Both the methods consider only tl^e spatial attenuation and the non*

deviative absorption. It may be pointed cjut, however, that the deviative absorp*

tion in the E-layer cannot always be assimed to be negligible specially for long

distances of propagation. The C.R.P.Ll method has assumed certain values

to take into account the eflfect of short ter|b fading. Piggott (1953) has suggested

different ones. I

In general, both the C.R.P.L. and tie S.P.I.M. methods of calculating the

incident sky-wave field intensity have cepain limitations. Accurate determina-

tion of ionospheric absorption will depencf upon a more precise knowledge of the

mechanism of ionospheric propagation md the various factors contributing

to the cause of ionospheric absorption.

4. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

We have so far dealt with the theoretical considerations involved in the

calculation of field intensity. We shall now present an analysis of our measure-

ments and compare them with theoretical calculations based on the C.R.P.L.

and the S.P.I.M, methods.

Observed values of field intensity of the internal short wave stations of

All India Radio at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, arc available for a complete

solar cycle (1942-1952) on frequencies in the 3, 5, 7 and 9 Mc/s bands. The

measurements have been taken at Delhi (Lat. 28°35'N: Long 77 5 E). The

location and distances of transmitting stations from Delhi are given below:

Bombay : Lat. 19°0'N Long. 7.3°(I'E. Distance 1140 km.

Calcutta : Lat 22“30'N Long. 88“30'E. Distance 1320 km

Madras : Lat. IS'-O'N Long.SO^lfi'E. Distance 1760 km.

The transmitters at all the stations are identical and radiate a power of

lOkw. The aerial used is mostly a horizontal dipole situated (7/16)A above the

ground.

In the analysis, two representative periods namely 1200-1400 and 2000-2200

1ST, corresponding to periods of maximum and minimum absorption, have been

considered. 1ST (Indian Standard Time) is 6^ hours ahead of GMT. In order to

arrive at the monthly value of field intensity, all measuremnts during 1200-1400

1ST and 2000 —2200 1ST have been grouped together for each frequency and

station and the average worked oat. The values for the two periods are called the

midday aud nigU-time field intensities respctively. These monthly mean values
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ate the ‘Upper Decile’ values of field inteiuity. For convenience of analyuB and

oomparison, these values have been reduced by 13.3 db. to convert them to their

respective ‘Lower Decile’ figures. In practical {voblems on radio oonununication,

the lower decile value is usually of greater interest. The method of analysis

has been described in Part I. In this report we shall utilise the analyses of the

yearly variation of field intensity for different transmitting stations for different

frequencies both during the midday and night-time periods. The analyses ate

shown by a series of graphs. The values are given in db. above 1/tv/m.

In order to find out the yearly variation of field intesity in different seasons

the monthly mean values have been grouped together for summer, winter and

equinox. The average field intensity for any season has 'been plotted for dif-

ferent years.

6. CALCULATION OF INCIDENT FIELD INTENSITY
We first take up the imabsorbed field intensity in the night. Since the night-

time field intensity has been assumed to depend only upon the spatial attenua-

tion and the focussing effect caused by the curvatme of the ionospheric layer,

the field intensity will have a constant value for different years, seasons and fre-

quencies for a given distance of propagations. The night-time field intensity

has thus been calculated both by the C.R.P.L. and the S.P.I.M. methods.

For the calculation of midday field strength the following points have been

taken into consideration for the C.R.P.L. and the S.P.I.M. methods

:

(a) C.B.P.L. Method:

(i) The centre points of the three transmission paths between Delhi and

the transmitters at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras lie close to one

another and average value of absorption index K representing the absorp

tion index for the three circuits for the period 1200-1400 1ST is de-

termined, The maximum error involved in this approximation is

within 6 to 10 per cent. Such values of K are read for all the months

from January to December.

(ii) Al^ JQK) ia then worked out for summer, winter and equinox for

average sunspot numbers 10, 40, 70, 120 and 160.

(h) Method:

The attrauation of a wave is due to The values of are read

from the curves shown in Rawer’s (1952) paper,

« _ p.430(l+.0036ff) cos */*X sec an

issumpticnui ate made in ike above fom

(i) The offset of the extraordinary ocunpcment hae been negleoted.
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(ii) An average value of 1.0 Mc/s has been taken for /j, for all calculations.

(iii) CoB^l^x has been taken as equal to the value of K of the C.E.P.L.

formula as there is not much difference in practice between cos

and that assumed in the C.R.P.L publication.

(iv) For p, only IF and 2F have been assumed,

(v) R has been taken as 10, 40, |70, 120 and 150.

(vi) and 8^ are thus added and Ae sum subtracted from 110 db to arrive

at the actual field intensity. I

The calculations of field intensity foilthe three circuits have been made for the

two modes of propagation only, namefc, IF and 2F. Higher modes are also

possible. Some experiments were carrieB out at Delhi in 1 941 to verify the actual

mode of propagation using pulsed transmissions from Bombay and Madras

with similar transmitters and aerial! (Rao, 1942). Observations of down-

coming angles were made at Dellii. Itpas found that for 3 and 5 Mc/s during

night, the most predominant mode o# propagation from Bombay and Madras

was by one or two hop F. The values have, therefore been calculated for IF

and 2F.

The aerial directivity loss i.e. the loss due to the deviation of the receiving

station from the direction of maximum field for the aerial has been worked out

from the polar diagram of the aerial in question for IF and 2F. The gain of

the aerial used over that considered in the C.R.P.L. method is approximately

3 db. The gain of the transmitter is taken as 10 db. The total gain, thus arrived

at, is added to the field due to Ikw calculated by the two methods for IF and

2F. The IF and 2F fields are then added in quadrature to give the resultant

field intensity. As these values represent the median field intensity, they have

been reduced by 8.2 db to arrive at the lower decile value for the purpose of com-

parison.

In the above calculations, the heights of E-and F-layers have been assumed to

be the same as those contained in the C.R.P.L. and S.P.I.M. publications. The

ionospheric heights in India are somewhat different from those at temperate

latitudes.

6. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now present the comparison between the measured and calculated values

of field intensity.

{a)Night4ime field intensity on 3 and 5 Mels,

Figures 1 to 3 show the yearly variation of field intensity for summ^, winter

and equinox. The corresponding values calculated from the C.R.P.L, and the
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8# P. I.M. methods are also shown in the figures. It will be seen from the ;figure8

that the S.P.l.M. method gives a higher value of field intensity than the C.R.P.L.

one. The difference is of the order of 9 to 10 dbs. The observed values do not

FOR BOMBAY (iOKW) (NIGNT-TIME)

Fig. 1

agree with the values calculated by the S.P.l.M. method. On the other hand,

as is evident from the figuies 1 and 2, there appears to be a better correlation of

the observed values for Bombay and Calcutta with the values calculated by the

C.R.P.L. method during all the three seasons. For Madras (figure 3), however,

there appears to be some amount of correlation between the observed and cal-

culated (C.R.P.L.) values during the period 1947-1952. There is a large diver-

gence in the values during the earlier period, i.e, 1942-1946, which is difficult

to interpret.
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An interesting point to note is that the observed values of field intensity in

the night show variations which are to some extent correlated with the sunspot

number. Higher fields have been observed during low simspot activity and

lower during high sunspot numbers. Theoretically, the non-deviative absorp-

tion in the D-layer is negligible during the night. The observations, however

show that apart from spatial attenuation during night, there is an

absorption factor’ which varies with sunspot activity. It may also be no^ tto

the dip in the value of the observed field intensity for Bombay and C^cutta

at sunspot maximum is roughly of the same order for all seasons. This indicates

that the sunspot variation factor may be more important than the seasonal

variation factor. It is not known, whether, such a phenomenon is observed
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elsewhere also. A relationship could, therefore, be worked out between the night-

time field and the sunspot number when sufficient data are available. The physi-

cal processes involved in having a sunspot cycle effect on the night-time field

intensity is not clear. It may be due to a residual ionisation in the non-deviating

layer at night during periods of high sunspot activity.

Fiai VtARUr VARIATION OF FIELD INTCNOITY FOR MADRAS (lOK.W.)

Fig. 3

The measurements of Madras (figure 3) show an interesting inverse corre-

lation with sunspot activity. The field intensity during winter and equinox,

for which data are avmlable, (for the entire period 1942-1952), is low at low

sunspot activity and high at high sunspot activity. The reaerni for such a pecu-

liar behaviour is not clear*
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(b) Day4me field wtenaUy on 7 and 9 Mela.

The yearly variation of the midday field intensity on 7 and 9 Mo/s are shown

in figures 4 to 6, The values calculated by the C.R.P.L. and the S.P.I.M. methods

are also shown. It will be seen here also that the S.P.I.M. method gives a

higher value of field intensity.

The observed values of field iataUf^tty rax 7 Mc/s during low sunspot activity

appear to agree with the values calculated by the C.Bi>P.L. method. .But on 9

' Me/si ttie observed values are notiStepvciBeiited by eitiier of the two metili^t

5
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although C.R.P.L. one appears to give somewhat Better agreement than the

S.P.I.M. These results indicate that further detailed investigations are necessary

for arriving at a better theoretical formula. The factors that are required to be

studied are the effect of deviative absorption in the E-layer, the sunspot cycle

'Variation and the contribution due to diurnal variation in the non-devia^e

.T^hm. The 8.P.I.M. method is based upon British observations over a long perhxl
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bnt the ionospheric conditions over Qreat Britain are different from those over

India. It is quite likely that the above factors will have different values when

applied to tropics.

OUtDDAY)

Fig. 6

Figure 7 shows the comparison between the values calculated by the C.R.P.L.

and the S.P.I.M methods at different sunspot numbers for different seasons for

traaunnitters at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras working on 7 and 9 Mc/s durhag

midday. The ^t of omves shows that the values obUined by the S.P.I.M, method
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are higher than thoHe obtained by the C.B.P.L. one. Rawer has indicated that

the difference is mainly due to lower values of the spatial attenuation dpe to

increase in the field intensity attributed to the focussing effect of the curved ionos-

phere. It has also been shown that this increase in field intensity becomes

quite large for long distances of propagation.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Accurate knowledge of absorption in the ionosphere and the character-

istics of ionospheric propagation are not available. The two published methods

of the sky-wave field intensity have not been found to be strictly

applicable to Indian conditions. Since an approach to the problem of calculating

sky-wave field intensity entirely on theoretical grounds is a difficult one due to

our insufficient knowledge of the mechanism of the formation of ionospheric

layers and their diurnal and seasonal variations, any method of calculation at

the present stage will be somewhat empirically based on statistical analysis of

long series of absorption and field intensity measurements. A modified method

has yet to be evolved based on such analysis for the tropical countries. A few

of ^e salient discrepancira observed when applying the O.R.P.Ii. and the

methods of caloulaUen to Indian measurements are given befew;
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At night, the field intensity has been observed to be influenced by the

sunspot cycle variations, the exact nature of the influence of which is not known.

The non-deviative absorption in the night is omitted in the calculations since the

D-layer has been assumed to be non-existent at that time. There is little experi-

mental evidence to show that the D-layer does not exist in the night. The D-layer

has been observed to occur in two types. One has been called the normal type

which is effective in the day time. Theqtetical estimate of absorption of waves

passing through the normal D-layer may l|e obtained by assuming a Chapman dis-

tribution of ion density. This type of D slows a diurnal, seasonal and solar cycle

variation of absorption. The other type ^as been called the sporadic D and has

been observed mainly in the tropics at height of about 60 kms. in the fre-

quency range of 1 to 3.5 Mc/s. This type was first observed by the Indian workers,

Mitra and Syam (1935) and has since bcc^ reported by other observers and have

been summarised by Ellyett (1940). has concluded from his observations

at Pitcairn Islands that the sporadic D Ihows a minimum both in the summer

and winter. It has also been reported thal this type ofD is appreciably absorbing.

Anderson (1931) has observed night-time echoes from sporadic 1). Tims, in order

to understand the solar cycle variation of field intensity at night, further ob-

servations on D-region at night in the tropics are very necessary. If, on the other

hand, this extra absorption in the night is due to residual ionisation in the

E-region during high sunspot activity periods, it is only by further expc^rimental

observations, that a confirmation (or otherwise) may be obtained.

For the day-time field intensity the results of the measurements show that

both the C.R.P.L. and the S.P.I.M. methods require suitable modifications. Rawer ,

has indicated that when the focussing effect is neglected, the S.P.I.M. and the

C.R.P.L. methods agree with each other. We have made some calculations

of field intensity according to the S.P.I.M. method where the unabsorbed field has

been taken from the C.R.P.L. publication and only 8
,^

has been added to it.

We find that the S.P.I.M. field intensity is reduced by about 8 to 10 db by this

method and its variation fits more or less with the C.R.P.L. calculations. It

is difficult to verify by experiment whether the focussing effect causes an actual

increase in the field intensity. One way to verify the focussing effect would be

by observing the amplitude of incident sky-wave at different distances from

the transmitter working on a frequency away from the maximum usable fre-

quency for the layer. However, the measurement of the spatial attenuation and

the focussing effect is likely to be affected by other factors modifying the

resultant amplitude of the received wave.

It has been indicated earlier, that in order to arrive at a better theoretical

formula for calculating the field intensity, the diurnal, seasonal and sunspot cycle

viwiation factors require further study and modifications to suit condition

in the tropics. It will be seen from figures 4 to 6 that while the theoretical cal-

culations give a slowly varying function of field intensity, the observed varia
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tions are rather rapid. Unfortunately, measurements of absorption in the

tropics are not available for arriving at a suitable formula.

Till now, the effect of deviative absorption has not been applied in the

calculation of held intensity. There is reason to believe that on long distance

transmissions, over 400 kms and on frequencies away from maximum usable

frequency for the layer, there will be some amoimt of deviative absorption.

The calculation is rather complicated and experimental observation difficult

due to other factors influencing the absorption in the path. The effect of

fading has, however, been taken into account in the C.R.P.L. method which consi-

ders a reduction of the median field by 1.6 db for interference fading and 3.0 db

for polarisation fading. On the other hand, Piggott (1963) has mentioned that

the effect of short term fading, due to the existence of ionospheric irregularities

tends to increase the median field intensity by a factor of about 2.5 db. Further

detailed investigations in the tropics are, therefore, desirable and necessary.
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ABSTRACT. Wo have given here an oipplicit formulation of the Hcattering matrix
in a fonualiBin introduced by Pais. We hav6|' considered only the baryou lucson system,
and have started from an equation similar to,CTomonaga’s equation. Some selection rules

for different processes or Feynman graphs ai^ obtained.

I

1 . INTRo|>UOTION

One of the woll-establisheci facts about nuclear forces is their charge indepen-

deuce. The theoretical foundations Qf this fact was first given by Kennner (1938)

by a symmetrical theory. This was further discussed by Hcitler (1946) from a

purely algebraic point of view. According to this hypothesis, the tbeory of such

short range nuclear forces remains invariant under rotations in a hypothetical

space called the isotopic spin space. The success of these methods and some other

considerations led Pais (1953a) to assume that the wave functions do not depend

only on the space-time variables x, but on ^-variables as well, where o) denotes

points on the isotopic spin space (or (»>-space as we shall call it
;
vide Pais (1963a, fc)),

This isotopic spin space is defined only for rotations of a three dimensional Eucli-

dean space and may be considered as points on an unit sphere of such a space.

The theory thus developed gives a natural relationship between the nucleons and

Vj-particles, and describes the nucleon meson system as a part of a larger system

of particles, some of which have charge greater than one. The antiparticles exist

in this theory as in previous theories of the nucleons. However, that t hese parti-

cles of higher charges are not observed is attributed to their short life times.

We have not done here any numerical calculations, since the divergencies

introduced in this formalism have not been removed, and also as the coupling

constant remains as large as before, making second order calculations unreliable.

We have only derived some cjualitative results from an equation similar to Tomo-

naga's relativistic wave equation by proceeding according to the well known

methods of Feynman, Schwinger, and Dyson.

2. GENERAL FORMULATION

Let the baryon field be denoted by fi^nd the meson field by

^ =: w). For definiteness and since in ordinary theory this is renormalisablo

243
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(Mathews and Salam. 1951) we consider pseudoscalar mesons (spin zero,.odd space

parity) with pseudoscalar or direct coupling. Also, in w -space we take this system

as having isotopic spin 1, which corresponds to the charge symmetric theory of

Keinmer with interactions through positive, negative and neutral mesons. We
proceed to obtain the scattering matrix for the interaction of these two systems

of particles. It should be noted that according to the present theory, ijr has eight

components, four of which arc obtained in the usual Dirac electron theory with

the wave function splitting up into a pair of spinors, and each of these

components further splitting up into two, corresponding to an isotopic spin ^ of

the baryons. Corresponding to isotopic spin 1, ^ has three components, each

of which is pseudoscalar in space-time and is taken to be real.

We take the haniiltonian density of the field as

... (
1 ).

where. gives the sum of the hamiltonian densities of the baryon system and

the meson system without interaction, and is the interaction hamiltonian

density. Here by hamiltonian density we fnean the function which is to be inte-

grated over the whole of w-space and then over the space variables alone of space-

time to give the usual hamiltonian function.

We choose a representation that corresponds to interaction representation

in the ordinary formalism. We take fe=:c=l, and after Tomonaga or

Schwinger, write,

0(T(Xf m)

Here (cr) is the general wave function corresponding to the state vector of both

the systems, defined over a surface cr in the six-dimensional manifold, with the res-

triction that the surface is space-like in space-time. jff,(a:, «) is the interaction

hamiltonian density assumed to be invariant under Lorentz transformations and

S
rotations in w-space. denotes the functional derivative at (x , «)

generalised to the six-dimensional space; i.e.

- = lim

Sx-*0

where ix stands for the four dimensional volume element in space-time, and

Sa stands for the two-dimensional volume element in u-space. tr' and <r are sur-

faces of the nature mentioned which differ only in the neighbourhood of the

point (x, tt) and txd» is the volume enclosed by the two surfaces. ^
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Equation (2) can be seen to be equivalent to

... (3)

where U{ar) satisfies the differential equation.

f
sm<r)

S<t{x, <")

= U{o-) W

In equation (3) we take the constant stat^ vector as the state vector at infinite

past, both in the interaction representatiln and in the Heisenberg representation;

i.e. we assume that the interaction is Hatched off when the surface lies at in-

finite past. This procedure is justified pnly in the consideration of scattering

phenomena and not in the consideratioi| of bound state problems (sec Gellman

and Low, 1951). This understanding ad* to equation (4) the boundary condition

f7(-oo) =jl- -

Here oo) means the value of the opefl^ator for any surface at infinite past.

Now proceeding in a way similar to Dyson {1949a), w'e write U((r^) as,

-0 ''u

f7(o-,) = 1 +(--»)
I [

d.'Tjdwj

or(a;i«),)

Hence introducing Dyson’s time ordering P-product, the scattering matrix U(cc)

is given as

U{oo) - l+S,+S^+ -

We now want to show that the contribution of the /S-matrix of a definite

order, is the sum of the contributions of a number of processes corresponding to

a number of Feyman graphs generalised to the six dimensional space. For

this purpose we proceed according to Wick (1960). We know that Dyson’s

P-product and P-product of Wick can differ only in sign. Proceedng as in thepaper

6
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of Wick, it is easily seen that no significant change oecurs in the process of cal>

dilation except in the values of non-zero contractions, contractions being defined

as in Wick {I960). For example, for this purpose we develop ^{x, ») as *

i/r{x, ») = 'LfJx)XA{'‘')
A

where {^) an ordinary wave function belonging to mass M^, and ;^^(«) isthe

eigenfunction of the mass operator in w-space belonging to the eigenvalue M^-

Now we can expand as usual terms of positive and negative energy states

and thus finally obtain

}lr{x, v>) = ^{x, «) = u(x, f»)-j-v(x, «).

Here u(x, w) is the sum of positive energy states (i.e. they annihilate the Dirac

particles) and 6(a:, a*) is the sum of negative energy states (i.e. they create the

antiparticles). Similarly u(x, «>) and v{x, <») respectively create the particles and

annihilate the antiparticles. Here we rather have a family of particles and anti-

particles corresponding to the different mass levels of the baryon system. Thus

we have,

if(x, <»)Hx', <o') = [u(x, »), «(*', <I>')1,+ = s \lfjx, ») ^Jx ' ,«')

m>

when Xf)>x\, ... (8o)

= ~[6(a!, w), v(x', to')]+ = - S ^„(x, <o)fjx', i»')

m<

when Xo<x'„, ... (86)

In the above the dots denote contraction, [ ,
denotes the anticommutator,

and D denotes summation over positive energy states, and D, summation over
«•> i»<

negative energy states.

Similarly the other non-zero contraction ^(x, w) ^(x', «') can be determined

by expanding ^(z, ut) in terms of mass eigenstates. We shall deduce it in detail

in the next section for the case under consideration.

Since the P-product or the T-product can be broken up into the sum of all

possible contractions (this is proved exactly as in Wick, 1960), we obtain that the

contribution to the S-matrix of a given order can be broken up into the sum of

a number of parts each of which corresponds to definite virtual or real physical

process and a definite Feyiunan graph. The contracted terms correspond to

internal lines, and the free operators, the external lines. There may be other

terms, such as, y, or r, whose significance will be explained later. These will cor-

respond to Vertices. Thus corresponding to internal lines, external lines and

vertices, we have definite terms of the iS-matrix, This proves our proposition.
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3. DISCUSSIONS OF PAIS EQUATION
We now proceed to discuss Pais equation of the baryon system itself and its

interactions with the meson field. We start with the Dirac equation describing

the baryon system :

a ^

{7<^ + ^
+M} f{X, <«):=! 0 ... (9)

i

Here the notations are the same as in Pais.(1953a, b). Wo can expand w)

in terms of the eigenfunctions of equation (4). Then we have,

—
I

0))= 'Z frM y4,„(|>)e . ... (10)
t.A,n

Here A stands for {k, e), where k is the isotopic spin space orbital angular momen-

tum and € = I—k, I being the total angul|u‘ momentum in w-space. n is the

component of the total w-space angular momentum in a fixed direction, here

taken as the direction (0, 0, 1) in that space. We can easily see that "A' as taken

in the last article, denotes the definite mass states of the baryons. When the

electromagnetic field is present, n is interpreted to give t he charge, thus making

charge degenerate with respect to mass. Jn the above, ^rAn{^) compo-

nent Dirac spinors belonging to the mass level i¥^. The eigenstates belonging

to different momenta are given by the r’s, taken as enumerable assuming as usual

a periodicity in space. XA,nM^ written in full as Xk%(^) hi Pais (19536) has

fcwojSomponents and is an eigenstate of t.K belonging to the eigenvalue k when

A — (k,^) and, — (fc-|-l) when A = (k, — ^).

Let us now obtain the propagation function deduced in (8). As before wc

keep the spin and isotopic spin indices implicit; thus the propagation function

becomes an 8 X 8 matrix. Then for Xo>x’„, Xg — t, wo obtain,

ir(x,u>)h=^'y)^ 2 (11)

f>,Ajn

= S K^ji{x,x') XAmH - (^2)

A,n

Here K+A^,^') is the ordinary Feynman propagation function for a Dirac

particle of mass Jlf^, and is a 4x4 matrix. is the hermitian conjugate

of XAni"*)-
clear that the same relation holds when Xg<x'g. Let us

now denote the point (x^i, «>,) where x^j represents the space time coordinates,

by 1, and by 2 the point (x^ 2 ,
<<>2).

the points laying in the underlying manifold

over' which the wave functions are defined. Let us take

m'^(2) = KA2, 1). (13)
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The form (11) then easily shows us, on proceeding as in Feynman (1949) and

remembering that XA.ni'^) normalised, that,

i/r{2) = J
K42, 1)#(1) -

I
K42,l')fi 0«,<2' ... (14)

‘i-o ‘'i.r

which gives us that ^+(2, 1) is the propagation function or the Feynman kernel

in the six dimensional space.

To obtain the propagation function for the meson system, we proceed as

in Pais (19536) and take and H^^n> the former occuring in the expansion

of the real and the latter, in that of complex The calculation is trivial; thus

using the results of Wick (1950) and Pais (19536) and their notations, we obtain,

^(*, <#)^V, 01') == T{(f>{x, w)^(*', <a'))—:^{x, u,)^x', <#')

VA,n{^)VA',n‘ (® (* ))
‘ )0

A,n,A‘,n>

= S (
— 1)"' {*^')['^{4>Ajn(^)<l>A',-n> (»')}—

A,n,A*,n^

• A‘,-n' )0

= S ('-l)^VA,n(^)VAf-n(^^*) ^Fa{^> ••• (1^)
AfH

In the above as usual A = (k^ e) gives the mass states. We have written

^ii,n(*) for (x) of Pais and srailarly for have used the result

(a;) = (—1)“^^, _«(*). fhe usual Ajp function belonging to the mass

.V >

Ha of the meson. It should be noted that (<)) are eigenfunctions of T K.

belonging to the eigenvalues k, 0, and — Jk for c equal to 1, 0, and —1 respectively.

— —4

We have assumed that the mass operator is a function of T.K and as taken

in Pais (19535).

Now we proceed to consider some particular cases of the iS-matrix corres-

ponding to simple Fejmman graphs.

For this purpose we note that the interaction hamiltonian density is given

as

Here summation is to be taken over a = 1, 2, 3, where

The nature of the interaction hamiltonian density obviously shows that the

difference of the number of particles and antiparticles of the baryon system

remain^ the same.
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We oan also easily deduce now the fact that the charge and the parity of

itf-space orbital angular momentum are conserved at any vertex. Here we use

the same notation as Pais (19536) except that we take

such that

~

1

1

a/2

1

Va

0

1

0

Clearly 8 is unitary, and

1 0

Hence we have

r .0 (T„ Ta, Tsl.S-* /

( ^2

\ <*>4

-f. o)' (J-?)' ;3(2 2)1
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Now let as consider for simplicity a baryon witk 1;, m, e in Mw^woesbaotbing

meson with k’, n", e", at the vertex (x, <») and changmg into uiothmr baryon»

k',n',e.' (see figure l,a).

a b c

Pig. 1

Then the w-dependant terms will separate as

But using the expressions for
;(4*n (“) -^i'n (“) given by Pais (19636) we

can see that the integration over <» is the sum of the following integrals multiplied

by certain constants depending on the k's, n’s and e’s. The integrals are

(1)

(2)

'

} nw-i(”)

(3)
J

(4) { n.,

Replacing dot by sin^ dO (this angle 0 should not be confused with the wave

function ^), and integrating with respect to we get that all the above integrals

vanish except when

n' s= n*+w.

This gives the conservation of charge at any vertex. Also, since the parity of

for a certain variable /t changed to—fi ie(— 1 )*+", here are the associated

Legendre polynomials), tlw above c«lnservation of charge gives that also the parity

of the it’s or Of the total w-space orbital angular momentum must be conserved.
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If we have a meson created at the vertex instead of being annihilated, then

“ {
1)* -«*'(*) is to be taken and hence n" is replaced by —»*,

thns again giving conservation of charge. The same also holds for antiparticles,

since the creation operators of the negative energy states of the particles are the
annihilation operators of the antiparticles and similarly the creation operators

of the antiparticles are the annihilation curators of the negative energy states

of the particles, (For this and the abov^ case, see figures 1 b, c)

It is also clear from the propagation functions (12) and (16) that also when
one or more of the lines are internal lines, t^e charge as well as w-space total orbital

angular momentum parity must be cons^ved at any vertex.

On integrating over a:, we can easily s^ that the total energy momentum four

vector of the particles considered remainl the same (see Dyson, 19496). How-
ever, it should be noted that the rest man of the baryons need not remain unal-

tered and will in general change, consisnnt with the conservation rules. This

will give as a particular case the decay of |igher mass baryons.

If one of the baryons is a nucleon, thin does not exist. Here the pro-

ton and neutron states are given respectively as yofi
== and ===

(J).

Since here one of the spherical harmonics is a constant, the orthogonality of the

other pair gives that, besides the conservation of charge, the w-space total orbital

angular momentum must be conserved as well. Thus if a baryon having (fc, n)

in a>-space decays with one of the decay products a nucleon, then on the first

approximation (i.e. without any intermediate state) the decay meson will have

in <«>-Space according as whether the nucleon is a proton or a neutron.

Similarly also total k is conserved when one of the decay products is a 7r-meson.

But when the next higher order approximations are important and are to be

considered, this conservation of a»-spaee orbital angular momentum does not

necessarily hold even in these particular cases (see figure 2).

Also it is interesting to note that any change in the cases of meson nucleon

or nucleon nucleon scattering in this formalism with higher order corrections,

i.e. with the introduction of vertex or self-energy parts to the lowest order graph,

will occur only when the energies of the particles are sufficiently higher to allow

for transitions to higher mass states. These correspond to tlie lowest r^K>naiice
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levels given in Pais (1953a). However, by what we have stated above, there

will be no difference for these processes between this formalism, and what we

previously had without the introduction ofthe w -space, unless we take into account

these higher order radiative corrections (see figure 3).

Fig. 3. Here (a,6) means k=a, n~6

4. DISCUSSIONS

It has been widely believed for some time that our present theories may be

‘open’ instead of being ‘closed’. We should expect, as has been pointed out by

Heisenberg (1953), that our wave functions should describe families of particles

instead of there being different wave functions for all the distinct particles. The

present particle-fields should be given as particular cases of such wave functions.

However, these theories ought to be closed and should give a more convincing

method of renormalisation than what we have at present. The theory we have

discussed does not at all help us in this direction and it has not been possible to

renormalise the ^-divergencies as well. That this formalism does not give a new

colour to the divergency problem is to be attributed to the fact that the w-space

and the ordinary Lorentz space are completely independent except for the mass

depending on the «-space. The apparent fusion that is made by starting from

an equation similar to Tomonaga’s relativistic wave equation is spoilt, because

we require the interaction hamiltonian to bo invariant under the transformations

of the Lorentz group and rotations in the «i-space separately. It is, however,

necessary to discuss such attempts in detail in so far as we have not been able

to succeed in any of our local theories, and we expect that some such extension of

the basic manifold where the wave functions may depend on variables other than

only space-time variables and which give systems of particles coordinating the

experimentally observed selection rules may help us in this direction.
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RAMAN SPECURUM OF O-CHLOROETHYLBENZENE

The Raman Hpectrum of o-chloroethylbenzene was obtained in the liquid

state. Mercury 4368 A radiation, filtered through the Du Pont Rhodamine

6GDN extra dye in p-nitrotoluene-methylalcohol solution, was used for

excitation.

Fig. 1

About 35 Raman lines were recorded and the Raman shifts are given in

Table 1. Lines marked with an asterisk were obtained as Stokes and anti-

Stokes lines. Semi-quantitative relative intensities (in the scale 0-10) are obtained

from a microphotometer curve and given in Table I.

The Raman spectrum along with the microphotometer curve is reproduced

in figure 1.
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TABLE I

Raman frequencies of o-chloroethylbenzene

Int Ai* lat

(om-*) ((cm-')

137* 4
[

1061 4

196* 3 11 1130
(

2

265*
1

1155 3

323* 1
[

1197 6

369* 2 ! 1273 1

401 2
1

1299 2

440* 2 i
1321 2

456* 2 1367 1

622* 4 1441 2

666*
2

I

1566 3

674* 10 1591 4

720 2869 2

746 1 2902 2

856 1 2933 4

778 3 2965 2

964 2 3012 1

wm

1024 10 3056 6

1044 5
i

~ —

S. L. N. G. Krishnamaohabi

V. Ramakbishna Rao

Physics Department,

Andhra University,

Waltair.

12 April 1965.
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RAMAN SPECTRA AND FLUORESCENCE OF A FEW
SUBSTITUTED TOLUENE3 IN THE SOLID STATE

AT DIFFERENT LOW TEMPERATURES*

By D. C. iBLSWAS,

Optics Department, Indian Assocta^on for the Oultivatton of Science,

Jadavpiiu, (jALcurrA 32 .

{Received for puhlkaHion, April 12
,

1955
)

ABSTRACT. The Raman spectra of jn-(^'H.jCflHiOI, and o-, m- and

p-CH 3C<,H40H in the liquid states and in thip solid shite at different tenqioraturos were

studied. Each of tho liquids has yielded a few now feeble lines nol r*('j)orted by previous

workers. It is found that oxeef)t in tho ease of p-(^resol, a strong Jinc^ in tho neighbourhood

of 200 enr^ disappears in eaeli (!aso when the liquid is solidified. An explanation has boon

offered for this change. Siinilai* to tho ease of othtn* subsititutcHl benzenes, a few Hainan

lines appear in tho low-frequency region when the substances are solidified. Changt's in

the frequency-shifts, as well as in th(» inhaisities of these' new lines, are obscM’ved on lowering

tho temperature of the crystals to — 180''(/. An attempt has Ix^on made to interpret these

»’08Ult0.

I N T H 0 I) U (rri 0 N

PreviouH inveHtigatioiiH on the Itaman spectra of a few disutistituted benzene

compounds in the solid state at different temperatures liave shown that when

these substances are solidified, a few new liaman lines ajipear in the low-frequency

region in each case and the change which they imdiwgo with change of tem})crature

of the solidified mass is different for different compounds. Further, it has been

observed previously (Sanyal, 1953
;
Biswas, 1954

)
that certain subsf ituted toluenes

exhibit two broad flourescence bands in the visible region when they are solidi-

fied and cooled to and that this appearance of fluorescence bands in the

solid state is accompanied by an appreciable diminution in the intensity of a Raman

line due to C C vibration of the molecules. Sometimes it is also found that a

strong Raman line observed in the case of the liquid phase of some disubstituted

benzenes disappears when the substances are solidified (Biswas, 1965). One of

such compounds is o-dichlorobenzcne which shows a splitting in its ultraviolet

absorption bands in the solid state (Sirkar and Swamy, 1952) at low tempera-

tures. This splitting up of the absorption bands and also the disap^iearance of

some strong Raman lines in the soUd state can both be accounted for by assuming

Communicated by Prof. S. C. Sirkar.
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the existence of a strong intermolecular field in the solid state of the substance

produced by the formation of virtual bonds amongst the neighbouring molecules.

The data available so far are not, however, adequate to lead to a general conclu-

sion regarding the behaviour of these Raman lines with change of temperature.

It was, therefore, thought worthwhile to study a few more disubstituted benzene

compf)unds the ultraviolet absorption spectra of which show similar splitting of

the absorption bands in the solid state or show any other peculiarities. With

those objects in view, the present intestigation on the Raman spectra of meta

ohloro- and meta bromotoluene and also of the three isomeric o-, m- and ^-cresols

in the solid state at low temperatures was undertaken. The ultraviolet absorp-

tion spectra of these compounds (excepting m-bromotoluene) have been studied

by Swamy (Swamy, 1952a; Swamy, 1952c). The cresols were particularly chosen

to find out whether the replacement of the halogen atoms of chloro- or bromo-

toluenes by the hydroxyl group brings about any fundamental change in the

Raman spectra of these substances in the solid state in the low-frequency region.

EXPERIMENTAL

The liquids meta chlorotoluene and meta bromotoluene were supplied by

Schuchardt Co. Ltd. and City Chemical Corporation, N.Y. respectively, while

ortho cresol was secured from May and Baker Ltd., England. Meta and para

cresol were obtained from B. D. H. Ltd. and were of 98% pure variety. The two

halogen substituted toluenes were distilled in vacuum once before every exposure,

but some special care was taken to purify the cresol compounds. The cresols were

fractionated under vacuum successively for five or six times, each time rejecting

the first and last fractions of the distillate. The Raman spectra of all these com-

pounds in the liquid phase were recorded and compared with the results given

by previous workers. Further, for unequivocal assignment of the lines, the

Raman spectra of ortho and para cresol in the liquid state were also

recorded using the 4358A'^ line of mercury only as the exciting radiation

by cutting off the 4047 A° group with a filter of rhodamine 6 GBM solution

mixed with solution of ^-nitrotoluene in suitable proportions. The polarisation

of the Raman lines of the two halogen substituted toluenes in the

liquid phase was estimated in the usual manner by photographing simul-

taneously both the veritical and the horizontal components of the Raman

lines produced by interposing a double-image prism just in front of the slit of the

spectrograph. The Raman spectra of these substances in the solid state at different

low temperatures were recorded in the same way as described earlier (Biswas,

1954a; 19546). In all eases the spectra were photographed on Ilford Zenith plates

with a Fuess glass spectrograph having a dispersion of about llA^ per mm in

the region of 4047A®. The microphotometer records were taken with a Kipp

and Zonen type self-recording Moll microphotometer.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Raman shifts of the different substances in the liquid and solid

states at different temperatures are given in Tables I-V. The data on the

Raman spectra of all these substances in the liquid state as given in the Annual
Tables of Constants and Numerical Data (Magat, 1936) are also included for

comparison. The polarisation of these pompounds were studied previously by
different workers, but as the data were not available we redetermined qualitatively

the polarisation of the Raman lines of the two halogen substituted toluenes in

the liquid state. In Tables I and II "the capital letter P or D against any
particular Raman lino indicates whethe| the line is polarised or deplorised to

the extent 6/7. i

(a) Raman lines due to Intramolecular vibrations
£

(i) Metachhrotohiene.

The- data given in Table I show that two extra weak lines at 884(0) and 948(0)

cm“^ recorded in the present investigation in the liquid phase of m-chlorotoluene,

are not given by previous authors. On the other hand, the lines 613(4)? and

3031(4) cm”^ reported by previous authors are not observed in the present investi-

gation. The spectrogram obtained in the present investigation is a well-exposed

one and the lines are definitely absent. Again, each of the lines 231 and 1216

cm~^ reported by previous workers is actually split up into two lines. These

are at 222(5) and 247(5) cm“^ in the former case and at 1209(1) and 1219(4)

cm"^ in the latter case.

A group of three intense lines at 187, 222 and 247 cm*^^ respectively shows

some remarkable change with the change from the liquid to the solid phase.

The first line at 187 cm**^ seems to disappear while the second line shifts a little

towards the Rayleigh line when the substance is solidified and cooled down to

—70®C. The line at 2926 cm“^ due to C-'H stretching vibration of the molecule

in the liquid shifts to 2919 cm”^ in the solid state at -70°C and a new broad weak

line at 2849 cm” ^ is observed. On further lowering the temperature of the

solidified mass to — 180®C, two more new lies at 2910 and 2953 cm~ * have been

observed. Moreover, the intensities of both the lines 1571 and 1601 cm"^ of the

liquid seem to decrease with solidification of the substance as these two lines

are more intense than the line 1383 cm"' in the case of the liquid while they are

weaker than the same line in the spectrogram due to the solid at — 180°C.

(ii) Metabroimtolv£/ne:

In the case of metabromotoluene in the liquid state also we observe a few

feeble extra Raman lines not reported by earlier workers (Magat, 1936). These

are at 467(00), 862(1), 892(1) and 943(0) cm^ respectively. Further, the line

i^t 1206(4) cm‘^ is resolved into two lines at 1206(1) and 1211(4) cm”^ respectively
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TABLE I

w-Chlorotoluene (W-CI.C6H4CH3)

Av in cm“^

Liquid Solid (Present author)

Magat ( 1 936) Present author At about - 70^C At - 180®C

43 (2) e,k 50 (1) Oyk

125 (1) o,k 129 (3) e,k

187 (6) 187 (5)ie»*}"k D —
231 (7) 222 (r))±e,±k D 218 (lb) 218 (lb) €

247 (5)±e,ik D 247 (1) o,k 247 (]) e,k

387 (1) 394 (1) e,k P

417 (7) 419 (6)l.e,k P 419 (2) e,k 419 (2) e,k

522 (6) 522 (6)±e,k P 522 (2) o,k 522 (2) e,k‘

613 (4)?

683 (7) 683 (7)Jl:<'.k P 683 (3) e,k 683 (3) o,k

771 (2) 775 (2) e,k

855 (») 861 (3) e,k P

884 (0) 0

948 (0) 0

996 (10) 998 (10) o,k,i P 998 (fi) o,k 998 (6) o,k

1046 (1) 1042 (1) e,k 1042 (0) o,k

1080 (3) 1077 (4) e,k P 1077 (1) e,k 1077 (1) e,k

1097 (1) 1102 (2) e,k 1102 (0) o,k

1165 (1) 1160 (2) e,k

1216 (4) 1209 (1) e,k

1219 (4) e,k P 1219 (2) e,k 1219 (2) e,k

1379 (3) 1383 (2) e,k P 1380 (0) 0 1380 (0) e,k

1582 (3) 1574 (3) e,k D 1574 (0) e 1574 (1) e,k

1600 (4) 1601 (4) e D 1601 (0) e 1601 (0) e,k

2862 (2) 2849 (lb) k 2849 (lb) k

2910 (1) k

2921 (7b) 2926 (6b) e,k P 2919 (2b) o,k 2919 (2) e,k

3031 (4) 2953 (1) k 2953 (1) k

8060 (7b) 3062 (10b) e,k.i P 3066 (0) e.k,i 3066 (6) e,k,i
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TABLE H
w-Bromotoluene (m-Br.C3H4CH3)

Av inom~^

— Liquid Solid (Present author)

Magat(1936) Present author At about — At —ISO^'C

- 33 (2) k 33 (1) k

120 (1) o,k 126 (3) o,k

171 (7) 173 (7b)± e,
1
k D

;

— —
197 (5) 200 (^)± e,4 k D ’ 203 (5b) e 203 (6b) e

225 (6) 224 (6b)i k D 242 (2) e.k 242 (2) o.k

306 (9) 308 (9).to,k,i P
;

314 (5) o,k 314 (6) o,k

378 (0) 381 (0) e

467 (00) o

518 (6) 522 (6)± e,k P 522 (2) e,k 522 (2) e,k

667 (7) 671 (7)± o,k,i P 671 (4) o,k 671 (4) e,k

770 (0.6) 774 (1) o,k

789 (0.5)

831 (3) 835 (3) e,k P 835 (0) o,k 835 (0) o,k

862 (0) e

892 (1) 0

915 (1)

943 (0) e

990 (10) 998 (11) e,k,i P 998 (6) o,k 998 (6) o.k

1022 (2) 1029 (2) e,k P 1029 (0) 0. 1029 (0) o

1065 .(6) 1070 («) o,k P 1070 (2) e,k 1070 (2) o.k

1162 (1) 1166 (1) e,k

1206 (4) 1205 (lb) 0

1211 (4) e^k P 1211 (2) o,k 1211 (2) o.k

1365 (3)
•

1383 (4) e,k P 1383 (1) e 1383 (1) e.k

1411 (0)

1567 (4) 1571 (5) o D 1571 (1) e,k 1571 (1) e,k

159^ (4) 1601 (6) e D 1601 (0) e,k 1601 (0) e.k

2874 (1) 2865 (2) e,k P 2865 (0) k 2865 (0) k

2923 (8) 2926 (7b) e,k P 2915 (4b) e.k 2915 (4) e.k

2932 (0) k

3051 (4b) 3062 (9b) P 3065 (6b) e,k,i 3067 (6) e,k,i
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TABLE m
Orthocresol. (o-CHgCjH^OH)

A7 in cm“^

Liquid Solid (present author)

Magat (1036) Present author At about-SO'C At- ISCO

190 («) 190 (6)±e,k

274 (6) 275 («)±e4c

305 (0) 316 (1) e,k

445 (0) 445 (2) e,k

530 (6) 531 (4) e,k

584 («) 587 (7)±e,k

646 (0) e

695 (0) e

711 (0) e

749 1[12) 749 1(12)±e,k,i

847 (2) 845 (2) e,k

989 <3) 992 (3) e,k

1044 (7) 1040 (10) e,k,i

1094 (1) e

1110 (0) 1109 (1) e

1156 (3) 1155 (4) e,k

1288 (4) 1235 (1) e

1256 (4) 1258 («) o,k

1380 (3) 1383 <3) e,k

1438 (1) 1444 (2) e,k

1471 (1) e

1510 (1) 0

1588 (?) 1597 (4) e,k

1614 (4) 1619 (6) e»k

2920 (7) 2920 («) e,k

8057 (7) 8063 (8b) e,k

3908 <*)

45 (lb) k 40 (1) k

68 (1) k

90 (2b) k 86 (lb) k

280 (0) 280 (0)

531 (6) e 531 (0) e

587 (1) 587 (1) 8,

749 (4) e,k 749 (4) e,k

992 (0) e,k 992 (0) 0^

[040 (3) 1040 (4) e,k

1165 (1) ^k 1155 (1) e.k

1240 (1) 1240 (1) 9jfi

1258 (2) eA 1258 (2) «,k

1383 (1) 1383 (1) e,k

1597 (2) e,k 1597 (i)

1619 (1) ^k 1619 (0) 6

2920 (8) e»k 2920 (3) Bjk

2948 (2) k 2948 (2) k

8063 (3b) e,k 3063 (3b)
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TABLE IV

Metacresol {»»-CH,.C*H40H)

Av in cm“^

Liquid Solid (rpesent author)

Magat (1936) Present author Ai about —40°C At —180°C

214 («) 216 (6b)±©4t

239 (6) 246 (7b)±e,k

307 <0) 305 (lb) e

450 (0) e

521 (6) 518 (6) e,k

541 (5) 543 (6) e,k

563 (0.6) 569 (2) e,k

735 (8) 734 ((12) e,k,i

777 (0) 779 (1) e

633 (0) 848 (0) 0

956 (0) e

098 1(10) 1002 1(15) e,k,i

1084 (4) 1085 (5) o,k

1160 (2) 1166 (4) Oyk

1277 (6) 1276 (5b) e»k

1378 (3) 1383 (6) e,k

1448 (0)

1460 (0) e,k

1592 (3) 1593 (6) o,k

1610 (3) 1616 (4) e,k

2923 (6) 2920 (6b) e,k

3051 (») 3052 (7b) e,k,i

95 (lb) k

219 (0) e 219 (0) e

249 (0) e 249 (1) e

518 (0) e,k 518 (1) o,k

543 (0) e,k 543 (1) u^k

734 (3) o,k 734 (4) e>k

1002 (6) o,k 1002 (6) e,k

1084 (1) o,k 1088 (1) o,k

1166 (0) e,k 1166 (0) o,k

1276 (2b) o,k 1276 I(2b) e,k

1383 (1) o>k 1383 (1) t),k

1693 (0) o 1693 (0) e

1616 (0) e 1616 (0) e

2920 (2b) k 2920 (3b) k

2949 (0) k

3062 (3b) a.k 3062 (4b) ejc
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TABLE V

Paracrospl (^-CH8.C5H40H)

Av in cm"*

Liquid Solid (present author)

Magat (1036) Present auttior At about — At — 180®C

47 (lb) k 47 (1) k

90 (Ob) k 90 (lb) k

282 (Ob) e

337 (6) 338 (6b) ;0,k 343 (lb) o,k 343 (2) e,k

406 (0) e

464 (6) 462 (6)±e,k 467 (1) 0,k 467 (1) e,k

607 (0) 513 (1) e

646 («) 644 Wi:e,k 644 (1) e.k 644 (2) e,k

700 (1) 698 (2) e,k

736 (1) 742 (2) e,k

809 (0) e

825 (4) 829 (5b) e,k,i 829 (1) e,k 829 (2) e,k

841 (0) 845 1[n)J.o,k,i 840 (5) e,k 840 (6) ©,k

969 (0) 0

1032 (0) 0

1170 (3) 1167 (3) o,k 1167 (0) o 1167 (0) o,k

1206 (2) e,k

1213 (4) 1219 (5) e,k 1211 (1) e,k 1211 (2) e,k

1253 (3b) e,k 1253 (1) e.k 1253 (2) e,k

1296 (0) 1296 (1) e,k

1380 (3) 1383 (4) e,k 1383 (0) e,k 1383 (1) ©,k

1460 (0) 1460 (1) e

1617 (Ob) e

1697 (4) e,k 1588 (0) e,k 1588 (1) e,k

1608 (4) 1613 (6) e,k 1600 (1) o,k 1600 (2) e,k

2866 (2) 2864 (3b) e,k 2864 (0) k 2864 (0) k

2921 (5) 2920 (4b) e,k 2912 (2b) e,k 2912 (2b) ©,k

3018 (0) 3012 (2) e,k 3012 (0) k 3012 (0) k

3048 (2) e»k 3048 (0) k 3048 (0) k

3055 (7) 3063 («) e,k,i 3068 (5) e,k 3058 (6) e,k

3189 (1) 3201 (1) k
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in the present investigation. On the other hand, the lines 780(0.5), 015(1) and

1411(0) cm * reported by previous workers are not ob,serv'ed in the dense sj)eotro-

gram obtained in the present investigation. Correspomling to three lines belt)W

300 cm ' of «i-chlorotolueixe, this substance also yields a group of three intense

lines with frequency shifts 173(7b), 200(5) and 224(6) cm i respectively. The

raicrophotometer records showing the relative intensities of these lines observed

in the liquid state as well as in the solid state at — IKO 'O are reprtxlueed

in figure 1. It can be seen from the records that the first line at 173 em-i

Fig. 1 2

Microphotometric records of ttie Jtiiiiiuii spcelni,

Fig. 1. Metabroinotoluone Fig. -. Ortliocrcsol

(o) Liquid at room temp, (") LkjukI uI room tctiiji.

(6) Solid at—180°C ('>) K-lidnt- SiFC

disappears while the line at 224 cm'^ becomes sharper and shifts by about-

18 om"^ away from the exciting line at — IH0''fl. The line at 2tK) cm“^

which is relatively weak in the liquid phase becomes very iiOense in the case of

the solid state. Further, the width of the line also increa.ses (xmsifle.rably with

the solidification of the liquid, fn addition to the above (changes, the line

at 2926 cm'^ shifts to 2915, a new fainter line apjjears at 2932 cm-’ and the

2
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doublet at about 1600 cm"^ becomes relatively weaker when the substance is

solidified and cooled down to — 180®C.

It is thus seen from the results discussed above that the lines 187cm“^ and

173 cm ^ of m-chlorotoluene and m-bromotoleuene respectively disappear almost

completely with the solidification of the liquids, while the intensity of the line

200 cm*"^ of the latter compound increases with solidification. In order to under-

stand the significance of these changes, it is necessary to make correct assignment,

of these lines which are observed to be totally depolarised. In the molecules of

m-chlorotoluene and m-bromotoluene, the vibrations involving bonding of the C-Cl

or C-Br and the C-(CH3) bond in the plane of the molecule are expected to give

rise to the Raman shifts in the neighbourhood of 200 cm"^ if the assignment made

by Sponer and Kirby-Smith (1941) in the case of some lines in this region due to

ortho dichlorobenzene be assumed as correct. However, in the case of the ortho-

or meta compounds studied in the present investigation, we can expect only two

such modes producing only polarised Raman lines, because there is no two-fold

axis of symmetry. Actually, however, three totally deplorised lines are observed

in either of these liquids. So it is difficult to assign the lines to any mode

involving bending of the C-CH3 and C-Cl or C-Br bonds in the plane of the mole-

cules. On the other hand, neglec^ting the hydrogen atoms in the CHg group, we

can assume that these molecules have a plane of symmetry and these lines may

be due to some displacements at right angles to the plane of the molecule.

Mere bending of the C-CHg or C-Cl or C-Br bonds at right angles to the plane of

the molecules however, gives rise to lines of much higher frequency-shifts

Hence the lines are to be assigned to some mode in which both the carbon atom and

the halogen atom attached to it are displaced at right angles to the j)lane of the

molecule. Probably these are of the type ^?2m(^ 2o)>
given by Herzberg (1946).

We can expect, however, two totally deploarised lines due to such modes.

The third line which vanishes almost completely when the liquids are solidified

cannot therefore be attributed to any mode of the single molecule. Probably

one of these modes in some of the molecules in the liquid state is affected by the

field of the neighbouring molecules so that the frequency diminishes a little. This

can happen if due to random orientation of the molecules in the liquid some of

the molecules are suitably oriented and are sufficiently close to each other to

form associated groups of molecules. In the crystalline state, however, the mole-

cules become regularly arranged and the resultant field of neighbouring molecules

may counterbalance the effect of the virtual bond so that the frequency of the parti-

cular mode becomes almost the same as that of the single molecule. Actually,

however, the frequency- shift of one of the two lines observed in the case of the solid

is slightly smaller than that in the liquid state.

In the case of ortho-and metadichlorobenzene also some of the lines in this

region are probably due to the mode E^u as suggested above for the case of
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chloro-and bromotoluene and if such an assumption is made, the difficulty pointed

out by Sponer and Kirby-Smith (1941) does not arise.

(iii) OrthocresoL

From Table III it can be seen that the extra weak lines observed in the case

of this liquid at 646(0), 695(0), 711(0), 1094(1), 1471(1) and 1510(1) cm~i respec-

tively were not reported by previous workers. When the substance is solidified

and cooled down to different low temperatures, the strong line at 190 cm”^

observed in the case of the liquid disappears completely while the intensity of

the line 275 cm“^ diminishes. Further, with solidification, a new strong lino

appears at 2948 cm"^ and the line 1240 becomes almost as intense as the lino

1258 cm”!. Also, the relative intensities (if the lines at 1597 and 1619 cm'^ seem

to be reversed with the solidification and cooling down to lower temperature
I

(figure. 2).

The lines at 190 and 275 cm"^ are probably due to some modes involving

displacements at right angles to the plane of the molecule and correspond to the

mode (v^u) of the benzene molecule as pointed out earlier. Now in one of

these modes all the atoms move at right angles to the plane of the molecule and

probably on solidification strong virtual bonds are formed between neighbouring

molecules so that the frequency becomes much smaller and the correspond-

ing line shifts towards the region within 100 cm*’ from the exciting wavelength.

The appearance of the new line at 2948 cm”* due to the C-H valence oscillation

and the iricrea.se in intensity of the line due to C-H bending vibration probably

supports the view that the molecules become strongly associated in the solid state

causing shift of the line at 190 cm”*.

(iv) Metacresol.

Data given in Table IV show that the feeble lines at 4.50(0) and 956(0) cm *

observed in the present investigation are not reported by earlier authors (Magat,

1936). The weak line at 1460(0)cm-* may probably correspond to the weak line

at 1448 (0) cm * reported by previous workers. When the liquid is solidified,

the lines at 216 and 245 cm”* shift to 219 and 249 cm”* respectively, but unlike

the corresponding lines of the ortho compound these lines persist in the solid state.

The appearance of the new line at 2948 cm”* in the case of the ortho comound

is probably coimected with the diminition in the intensity of the lines 190 and 276

cm”*. In the case of the meta compound no change takes place in the relative

intensities of the two lines 216 and 239 cm”* probably because no strong hydrogen

bonding takes place through the hydrogen atom of the C-H group.

(v) Paracresol.

In the case of paracresol (Table V) also a few extra lines are observed in

the liquid phase of this substance. They are at 282(0), 406(0), 809(0), 969(0),

1032(0), 1253(3b), 1517(0) and 3048(2) cm’*, respectively. Amongst these
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extra- linen, the lines at 12/)3 and 3048(2) em"^ are not very weak. The lines at

1213 and 1008 (;rn"^ re])()rted by earlier authors (Magat, 1936) are resolved in the

present investigation into doublets at 1205 and 1219 cm'^ and at 1597 and 1613 cm"^

respectively. The lines at 338, 462, 845, 1219, 1597, 1613 and 2920 cm"^ shift

respectively to 343, 467, 840, 1211, 1588, 1600 and 2912 cm"^ when the substance

is solidifi(xl. Moreover, excepting the line at 2920 cm"^ all of the broad lines

prodiK^ed in the liquid phase of this substance become sharp in the solid state at

- 180T.

The lines 1597 and 1613 cm are due to deformations in the benzene ring

in which the disi)la(;ements take place in the plane of the molecule and we

seldom notice any decrease in the frecpiency-shifts of these lines with solidification

of the substaru^e. In this parti(uilar case, therefore, such a diminution in the Raman

shifts of thes(‘ liu(^s indicates that the strength of the bond amongst the atoms of

the benzene ring is probably slightly weakened in the solid stat(\ The slight

decrease on solidification in the frecpiency-shift of the strongest line at 845 cm'^

whi(^h is probably due to the breathing vibration of the substituted ring also cor-

roborates this statement.

{/>) New Raman lines in the low-frequency heoton in the solid state

The micro])hotometer records of figures 3 and 4 show the number and

relative intensiti(‘s of the new Raman lines in the low-frequem^y region pro-

duced by the two halogen substituted toluenes studied in the ])resent investigation.

Metac-hlorotoluene in the solid state at —76°(^ gives rise to two new lines at 43

and 125 cm ' respec^tively. With lowering of temperature to — these lines

shift to 50 and 129 enr* respecjtively. The change in their intensities with change

of temperature of the solidified mass is, however, more })rominent than the change

in frequency. The relative intensities of these two lines change from the ratio

2:1 to 1:3 with change of temperature from —70°0 to —180°0. The low-fre-

qiKUK^y Raman spectrum of* solidified metabromotoluene has similar appearance

for the two temperatures "80°0and—180°(-, but the frecpiency-shifts are slight-

ly smaller. The behaviour of these lines with change of temperature is also similar

to that of 'w-chlorotoluene. In the ease of cresols at least one of the new lines

in the low-frequency region is very broad even at —180.“C. The change in

the relative positions of the OH and CHg groups seems to alter the low-frequency

lines considerably. The meta compound in the solid state yields only one new

broad line in the low-frequency region w^hile the para and ortho compounds yield

respectively two and three such lines at—180°C. A comparison of the changes in

th(^ ultraviolet absorption spectra of the three cresols with similar changes in the

temperatures of the substanc'es (Swamy, 1952) shows that in the case of the para

compound the bands become sharper at—180°C while in the case of the other two

compounds the bands do not become very sharp even when the substances are cooled

doivn to —180°C. The new Raman lines, however, are sharper and more intense in
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the case of the para compound than in the case of the nieta compound. This com-

parison shows that the angular oscillation of molecule in the crystal lattice cannot

be mainly responsible for the origin of low-frefjuency lines in (crystals, because

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

Microphotoniot ric records of iho Karimn H])cctr*a

Fig. 3. Motachlorotolm'jic Fig. 4. M('tii.l>roiui)t(iliii‘n''

(a) Solid at- 70'’C («) Solid at -HOC

(h) Solid at -ISO^C (fc) Solid ,it 1S0'’C

(ai = 50c/»->; «2= I29m'l) (ui=33rw-',

the new lines in the low-fre(|uency region are intense and great(*r in number

in the case of paracreso) than in the (^ase of the meta (compound while the ultra-

violet absorption spectra indicates that the angular oscwllation nearly ceases in

the solid state at low^ temperature in p-cresol and such angular oscillations at least

partially persist in the solid state at —180T in meta (jresol.

It would be interesting to compare the low-frequency Kaman spectra of all

the three isomers of chlorine and bromine substituted toluenes in the solid state,

because such a comparison would show the influence of change in the relative

positions of the substituents and of the mass of the substituents on the number

and positions of the new lines. The low-frequency Raman lines of these compounds
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are given in Table VI. The figures in parentheses in the table indicate the visually

estimated intensities of these lines.

It appears from Table VI that there is no correlation between the frequency-

.shifts of the new lines and the mass of the substituent atoms in the same type of

isomer, because the line 50 cm~^ is present in the si^ctra of all the chlorotoluenes

TABLE VI

Av in cm“^

Chlorotoluenes at — 180°C ! Bromotoluenes at —180®C

Ortho
(Sanyal,

1953)

Meta
(Present
author)

Para
|

(Sanyal,
|

19.53)
j

Ortho
(Biswas,

1954)

Meta
j

Para
(Present i (Biswas
author)

|

1954)

3ej (0) 38 (2) 36 (2)

i

30 (1)
1

50 (1) 50 (1) 50 (lb) 1

'

62 (1)

78 (0) 85 (lb)
1

102 (2)

j

ICO (4b) ! 94 (3b)

129 (3)
1

126 (3)

1

133 (4)

162 (1)

and parabromotoluene. Again, it is observed that the line at about 126 cm

in the case of the meta compounds is extremely weak when the substances are

solidified and cooled to about —80°C, but when the temperature is lowered to

—180*0 the intensity of the line increases to three times its value at —80^0 in the

case of both metachlorotoluene and metabromotoluenc. This observation

precludes the possibility of attributing this line to any mode of angular oscillation

about an axis of the molecule, because in that case the intensity would not increase

at low temperatures . Further, the increase in the frequency-shifts of the lines

with lowering of temperature cannot be explained by any other hypothesis except

that of the formation of virtual bonds and strengthening of these bonds at lower

temperatures.

(c) Fluorbsobnoe Spectra

Both metachlorotoluene and metabromotoluene produce two broad fluo-

rescence bands in the visible region in the solid state at —180°C. Amongst the

cresols, only the ortho compound produces one broad fluorescence band under

similar conditions. The fluorescence bands in all the above three compounds

are, however, weak. The approximate position for the centres of the bands,

the interval between two successive bands in any compound as well as their visually

estimated intensities are given in Table VII.
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Table VII

Fluorescence spectra

Ist band 2nd band
Compound No. of

(solidified & ' bands Position Intensity Position Intensity interval
cooled to -180”C)

,

in curl in crn-l in ein-

m-Chlorotoluene 2 23211 1 21611 1 IWX)

m-Bromotoluene 2 23195 1 21592 1 1603

o-Cresol 1 20419 2 j

The interval between the two succesaiTe fluorescence bands of the two halogen

sub itituted toluenes is about 1600 cm““i which may correspond to the frequtuicy

of C - C vibration in these molecules. It appears from such coincidence that the

electronic state of the benzene ring itself is responsible for this fl iioresi^euce. Swamy

(1952) observed that the band of /w-chlorotolmme sliifts from 116315 cm ^ to

37015 cra'^ with solidification and lowering of temperature to —180T!, Whether

this band is rsponsible for the fluorescence or a now band that appears on the

longer wavelength side is not known.
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SPIN-ECHO MODULATION DUE TO MAGNETIC DIPOLE
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ABSTRACT. It is shown that tho strong interaction between a closely interacting

pair of nuclei subject to resonance siinultanoously produces a modulation of the spin-echo

pattern for thcsti nuclei. It is discussed how we can obtain information regarding the

structure of the crystal from an analysis of this modulation pattern.

INTRODUCE TION

Previous work l)y Hahn and others [Hahn and Maxwell (1052), Gutowsky

et al (1040), M(^Neil el, al. (1051), Bloom and Norherg (1054), Halm and Herzog

(1054), Das and Saha (1054)1 have shown that the causes which give rise to a split-

ting of the resonance liru'-shape in steady experiments profluce a modulation of

the echo-envelope in spin-etiho experiments. Among the causes which have been

already analysed by these authors are chemical -shift, 7-coupling, weak-quadrupole

interaction of tlu^ r(\sonant nu(*lci with the surroundings in the presence of a strong

external magnetite field and interaction with a w(^ak external applied magnetic

fi(‘ld in the presence of strong (piadrupole interaction of the nuclei with the sur-

roundings (the magnetic splitting of pure (piadrupole resonance lines). In tho

present jiaper we shall discuss the effect of the magnetic* dipole interaction bt^tween

a clovsely intc^racting pair of nuclei on their spin-e(ho pattern. Examples of such

two spin systems are the proton pairs in a molecule of crystals, the water of crys-

tallization of (')aS04 , 2HoO and KF, 2H
2O (Pake, H)48) and the proton pair in each

CHgOl group of CHyCI -CHgCI. We can take the closely interacting pair of pro-

tons as virtually isolated from the other neighbouring nuclei in considering the

effe(‘t of this interaction on their spin-echo pattern. The interaction with the

neighbouring nuclei causes a distribution about the fine-structure components

arising out of the magnetic dipole interaction between the interacting pair. In

the echo experiment we expect it to merely cause a damping of the echo and free

induction signals. Also, we assume the crystal to be perfectly rigid so that we do

not have to take account of the presence of any spin-lattice relaxation effects.

In Sec^tion I, we deduce the expressions for the amplitudes of free-induction,

primary and stimulated echo signals for a closely interacting pair of nuclei of spin

1/2. In Section II, we discuss how the observation of the modulation pattern on

the free-induction signals and the echo-envelopes can yield structural informations

Present address : Chemistry Department, Cornell University, U. S. A.
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such as the length and orientation of the radius vector joining the two closely

interacting nuclei.

I. THE FREE. INDUCTION AND ECHO-SIGNAL AMPLI-
TUDES FOR AN ASSEMBLY OF CLOSELY

INTERACTING PROTON PAIRS

The Hamiltonian for a pair of closely interacting protons in the presence of

a strong magnetic field is

H = H„-fH'
where

-yWzi-\-Iz2)Ez, ... (
2

)

H' =

Q(^ zt~\'1 zi) Q

... (3)

with I± = the suffixes 1 and 2 referring to the two nuclei of the pair,

y is the magnetogyrie ratio of the proton, P, Q and R are given by

P= yj (l-3cos*^>>,
r**

Q = sin 0 cos L ••• (‘f)

2r^ f

R == sin W
4,^3

r representing the length of the radius vector joining the two interacting nuclei,

0 the angle it makes with the ^-axis and
(f)

its azimuth taking the rj-fiold direction

as JC-axis.

The free precession matrix describing the transformation of the states of the

spin system in the absence of rj pulses will be given as usual by

D(to-^t) =-= expj^-
^
(Ho+H')(l-«o)j ... (5)

We can work with the product kets as basis viz. a^ag, ^1/^2

referring respectively to the kets corresponding to the states of a proton with

its spin respectively parallel or anti-parallel to the applied magnetic field), but

with such a selection of basis, there is a degeneracy in the energy levels corres-

ponding to the states and «2Ai ©ven in the first order. On the other hand,

if we work with the kets ajag, — as basis (corres-

V2 V2

ponding to the basis of the irreducible representations characterised by the
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values 1 and 0 of the total spin), this de^neracy is removed. We shall retain terms

correct to the second order in the exponents of the matrix elements ofD so that

the modulation effects that we shall estimate will be correct to second order.

Next we have to find the Rabi-Bloch matrix in the presence of the f/-pul8es

(Bloch and Rabi, 1946). We have, designating the states ^
,

and
V2

by 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively and using the conventional

Rabi-Bloch expression,

Rii = cos *{/2 •®i3 — ^31 — Bin*|/2

R22 — cos ^

R33 = cos* 1/2

•®12 — -^21 — -/tT ^

R23 — -^32

a/2
sin I

^»4 = Ki = 0

Ru=l

(6)

Using these R and D matrices, we can find the master-matrix S after a number

of applied pulses given by [cf. Das et al (1954)]

S = D,R, (7)

the suffixes 1, 2, ... w representing the successively applied pulses. We then have,

as in our previous papers [Das et al (1954), Das and Saha (1954)], the transformed

density matrix for a spin-system after a number of pulses as

p{t) = Sp(0)S-» (7a)

p(0) is the initial density matrix representing a Boltzmann distribution, viz.

... (
8)

where / takes up the (2/i-f-l) values to 0, which in the present case are only

two in number. N is the number of such interacting pairs of nuclei in a systmu.
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We then have the expectation value of the X-component of the magnetiaation of

the spin-system, after a number of pulses, as proportional to

T, (s(/.,+/=,)S-.(;.,+/fe
)

Using equations (7a), (8) and (9) we have calculated the expectation values

of viz. ^ for an isoehromatic group (Hahn, 1950) characte-

rised by A«) = <0*
— «) after the applioatioii of one, two and three ajqtffld pulses

respectively as shown in figure 1. We have, correct to second order in the

frequencies involved.

0 4 r,*fM ^

Fig. 1. AppMed r/-pulBois

Singk pulse : t>

<^Ix,+Ix,y = cos f/2 sin 1/2 cos sin

Two 'pulses : t >

cos ^/2 sin *1/2
{
cos *^/2 cos («-2t,)

— cos I COB t

I
X8in{((Dg4-^i)(t—

2

t)}

Three pulses : t >

^Ixt+Ix^y = - cos* 1/2 sin »f/2 sin {(««*+ <S')(<-T,-Ti)}

X |2(co8 *|/2-f-8in *1/2)
^

2 cos-^- (<—t,—t,)
— cos (<—Tj-fr,)

j

+3 cos /2 sin *f/2
^
cos *|/2 cos (<—Vj+t,)

+8in*|/2cos «-T2-Ti)]) (12)

where

8 = (13)
2<«>2

In the latter two cases, viz^ those of two and three applied pulses we have only

given the tenns involving 2t^) and respectively, which lead to
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the primary and stimulated echoes. We have to integrate these expressions

over Gaussian distributions in (“j-f S')— “> to get the contributions from all the

isochroniatic groups. The r.ra.s. width of the distribution, according to Hahn

mm*
(1950) will be given by T^" = ^

^ where represents the spin-spin relaxation

time due to interaction with other neighbours and T^* the r.m.s. width of the distri-

bution in external field inhomogeneity. The expressions sin sin («>i+S)

(«— 2ti) and sin S)(<—Tg— in the above expressions then get replaced by

exp (- ),
exp

I
and exp

J
respectively show-

ing the occurrence of free induction primary echo and stimulated maxima at

^ = 0, 2ti and T2+Ti respectively. It is evident that the second order terms

embodied in 8 do not give rise to any modulation of the echo pattern, they only

cause a shift in the resonance frequency as in the case of weak electric quadrupole

interaction in the presence of a strong magnetic field (cf. Volkoff, 1963). The

first order effect causes a modulation of the free induction signal due to the presence

of the cos 3P//4 terms, and also gives rise to both ‘‘echo modulation” and ‘'en-

velope modulation” [cf. Das and Saha (1954)] of the primary and stimulated echo

signals. The envelope modulation term both in the primary and stimulated

echoes is cos 6Pt. Thus in the case of stimulated echo, we only get a modulation

of the envelope obtained by varying r^, the interval between the first pair of

pulses and not Tg, that between the second pair.

II. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS FROM THE ABOVE
MODULATION EFFECTS IN POWDERS:

The above modulation effects can give us information on both the unknown r

and 0. We obtain from an analysis of the modulation patterns and this is seen

to involve both r and 0 viz.

P = (3c08*(?-1)

If we now rotate the crystal about an axis perpendicular to the Z-field through

an angle the modulation pattern with the new orientation will give us the new

values of P, viz.

F= T'|-{3co8»(0-1-5,)-1}. ... (15)

U8ing these two equations, we can obtain the two unknowns r and d. We thus

need only one rotation of the crystal to obtain the required information.

In the case of powders, we shall have a distribution in d and we have to inte-

grate the expressions (10), (11) imd (12) over the entire range of 6, viz, 0 to tt. Thus
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considering the free induction signal alone, the modulation term is cos 3P< which,

for an orientation d with respect to the Z-field, we write as cos lP(d)t. Hence
the net signal from the powder, involving a distribution in 0, will involve

= | j
cos ^P{0)td()sm0

u

= i
I

cos {5't(3 cos '^0—\))d0 sin 0 (161

where

4r® •

M can be put in the form.

M

_ /
TT

1

COS *iz^qt cos qt dz~{-
|

sin *^z^qt sin qt dz
j

L I
^ 2

^ ^
0

[0(\/bqtln) voRqt-\^ S('s/ ^qtjn )sin (17)

with C{x) and 8(x) representing the FresneJ s integrals (cf. Jahnke and Emde,

1938), Now t must correspond to at least a full period of the modulation if the

modulation pattern is to be visible, we therefore have

3.5,

From the curves for C(x) and 8{x) [Jahnke and Emde (1938)] we have

U = \ [0.33 cos sin qt] cos {qt—e) (18)
3,5 fv

where e = tan-^ 2. This shews that the modulation frequency in powders is

a = as is to be expected from Fake’s (1948) analysis of the steady resonance
4r^

splitting in powders due to this type of interaction. It is thus evident that we

can only get information of r from observations on powders.
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CONCLUSION

The above analysis does not take into account the effects of hindered motion

inside the crystals; such hindered motions, if present, lead to a reduction in the

splitting as observed by Gutowsky and others
(
1949). To take account of these

motions, we have to incorporate their effects in the final density matrix after the

passage of pulses and therefore in the D matrix. We shall discuss this point

in a later paper. •
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ELECTRONIC COLLISIONAL FREQUENCY IN THE
F-REGION OVER CALCUTTA*

By S. DATTA

Institute of Radio Physics and ELEoriioNics, Univehsity of Calcuti’a

(Received for ptiblieaiion^ Maif IS,

ABSTRACT. Results of nioasurenients of the effective* cU'ctron it* collisioiuil fro(|iiency

in the F-region of the ionosphere over Calcutta (gc'ographic* latilutlt* 22^33'; geomagnetic

latitude IS'^N) are described. The m(^asuremei|t was based upon (he theorelical formula

of Appleton (1935), relating the reflection coefliefent of an ionospheric region with the differ-

ence between the group and optical paths within tlu* region. 1’he collisional fre(|Uoncy is

found to bo of the order 3.8x10'^ (ler sec. per electron m (ho F*r('gion of Ihi' ionosphere.

An attempt is also made to find out the v'ariut^n of (he same with lieiglit in the F-region.

1. I NT HOlIXrCTIO N

A knowledge of the value of electronic cjollisional fretiiicncy in the different

ionospheric regions is indispensible for the estimation of total attennalion suffered

by radio waves in their passage through the ionospht^tL The knowledgtj is also

helpful for the estimation of temperature and pressure in the height range 100

km to 400 km.

Unfortunately, measurement of the electronic collisional fn^cpjcncy dot^s not

generally form a part of the programme of the observations carried out in an

stations ionospheric observatory. The remark is particnilarly applical)le to low

latitude for which collisional freciuency data are very meagre. In view of this,

measurement of the collisional frequoii(;y in the F-region has recently been carried

out at Calcutta. For this purpose, Appleton’s theoretical expression nilating the

mean effective electronic collisional fre(jueu(\v will) deviative absorption in the

region as a function of probing radio frcupiency has been utilised.

2. T H E O K E T I L C O N S 1 D E U A I () N S

It can be shown that the coefficient p of radio wave rtdlection from an ionos-

pheric region is related to the mean collision frecjiiency in the region over the

deviative path by the equation,

assuming v* ^ where c = 3 X lO^ cms/sec.,

P' = [
^ is the group path, P = is the optical path, and f is the radio

* Communicated by Prof. S. K. Mitra.
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wave frequency. As shown by Appleton, equation (1) may conveniently be ex-

pressed in the differential form,

_2c
* /.^P'

...
(
2

)

v^^ and its variation with altitude may therefore be estimated from the above

relation, when f-log^f) has been determined experimentally as a function of P\

Since ^ jf^ in the F-region, Equation (2) may be utilised for the determination

of electron collision frequency.

3. PJXrERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
Measurements of the reflection coefficient p and the group path P' were

carried out with the semi-automatic ionospheric equipment of the Ionosphere

Laboratory of the Institute of Radio Physics and Electronics of the Calcutta

University.

The characteristics of the equipment are as follows:

Pulse frequency—50 per sec,

pulse width—200 micro-seconds,

accuracy of measuring group path— ±15kni,

peak power output of the transmitter—500 Watts.

The receiver was of communication type, capable of receiving the band width

of the transmitted pulse. The reflection coefficient was obtained by measuring

the relative amplitudes of reflected echoes (assuming the reflection coefficient of

the ground to be unity).

Thus p =1^^ where and 7,^+1 correspond to the nth and (/^+l)th

order echo amplitudes respectively. The echo amplitudes were measured by com-

parison with a scale on the oscilloscope screen, care being taken to measure only

echoes of such amplitude as lay within the linear range of the receiver. The

linearity characteristics of the receiver, when the output is taken from the second

detector load are shown in figure 1. Generally, only the first and the second order

echo amplitudes were measured. Effect of random fading phenomenon of the

reflected signal was eliminated by averaging the fluctuations. Observations

were made at intervals of 10 seconds and, in order that the results could be assumed

to be related to a definite ionospheric condition, each set of observations was com-

pleted within 15 minutes.

It is to be noted that the reflected radio wave, besides suffering absorption

in the deviating F-region, also suffers absorption in passing and re-passing the

underlying non-deviative D-and E-regions.

However, the effect of these absorptions is negligible in the morning and even-

ing hours w^hen the non-deviative absorptions are small and do not vary much
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with change of the frequency of measurement. The actual hours of measure-

ments were chosen from the theoretical curves drawn from Appleton’s
(
1937 )

O 400 600 300 1000

J/1PL7 ' • 'rPf/lGTHC 14/OPO VOL TS)

Fig. 1. Limwity charactorisbies of the roooivor at 8.0 Mc/h and 4.0 Mc/b.

formula depicting the variation of the hourly vaJu(*8 of the non-deviativo absorp-

tions in the E-region over Calcutta for the months of ohsorvat ions at the freciuencies

of measurements.

TABLE 1

Electronic (^ollisional frequency in the F-region

Dat(^

H( or of

observa-
tion

(L.M.T.)

Exploring
wave

Frotpioncy

(Mc/s)

Maximum
<4eclron

number
don.siiy

per c.c.

E()iii-

valent
path
in km.

Ai>proxi-

mate
altitude

in km.

(’ollisional

frequency
per second

j)or electron

1954
April 1.5 18.30 8.40 l.OSx io« 390 280 3.8X 103

April 20 00.45 8.22 0.92X 10« 360 305 5.8x 103

18..30 9.65 1.30xl0e 360 285 7.5 X 103

May 1 09.30 8.00
!
O.OOxKV’ 390 300 1.7x 10*

May 11 10.30 7.70
I

1.12xl0n 480 ! 355 3.3xl0»
19.30 1 7.40

1
1.04xl0« 460

j

345 4.5x103

May 12 09.45 7.60
1

1

0.86xl0« 480 355 5.8x 103

May 14 1
10. .30 8.10

i

1 0.96x10" 465 3.30 3.0x103
18.15 8.65

;;

1.00x10" 405 I 225 6.4X 10»

May 24 20.30
1

5.50
I

1 0.60x10" 450
j

290 1.3x103
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True height reached by the radio wave at the frequency of measurement

was calculated on the assumption of a parabolic distribution of electron number

density with height near the region of maximum ionisation.

Fig. 2. (a) Variation of f/Mc/sX — loge'^1 'with thv> equivalent path on 28th April,

1954 at 21 hours and 45 min. L.M.T.

Figt_2„(6J Corresponding equivalent height-frequenoy curve.
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Table I shows the values of the collisional frequency in the F-region over

Calcutta as obtained experimentally.

The most probable value of the F-region collision frequency over Calcutta

as obtained from Table 1 is thus t3.8x 10*/sec. per electron. An attempt was also

made to find out how the collisional frequency varies with height. Obviously,

such measurements are possible at the |iours when the equivalent path varies

rapidly with frequency. Results of observations made on April 28, 1954 with this

purpose are shown in Table II.

TABLE II

April 28, 1954. 21.46 L.M.T.

Maximum electron niiniber density—0.57 x 10^/c.c.

Frequency
of

measure-
ment
(Mo/s)

Equivalent
path
in km.

Approxi-
mate

altitude

in km.
^

1

Collisional

frequency
per Becond

per electron

6.50 540 390
i

1.5xK)»

6.20 480
1 375

I

3.7X10*

5.40 420
1

350 7.2x 10»

It will be noted from the Table that the collisional frequency decreases

with altitude.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The values of collisional frequency as obtained by the author may be compared

with the values obtained by other workers as shown in Table III.

TABLE III

1

Height
(km)

Electronic collisional

frequency (per sec.)

Author

250 6xl0« White and Brown (1936)

269-400 6xI0»-1.2x10» Vilbig (1944)

Farmer and Ratcliffe (19366)

265 3.6x 10«-1.6x I0> Eekersley (1935)

Farmer and Ratcliffe (1935o)

300 3.0x10* Ginsburg and Alpert (1944)

(Note : Recently, Rawer, Bibl and Argence (1952) obtained experimentally from the

night time observations an abnormally low value, p =2x105! per sec.)«
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It is to be noted that the coJlisional frequency v as neasured is the sum of the

various collisional frequencies given by,

V = ri+i'if24N+*'o+*'„

where vj is the frequency of electron-ion collision, is the frequency of electron

nitrogen particles collision, is the frequency of electron-atomic oxygen colli-

sion and Vj is the frequency of electron-electron collision. In the F-region, the

contribution of v; is much larger than those of
>'o

Theoretical ana-

lysis by Nicolet (1953), and by Gerson (1951) of Majundar’s (1937) expression for

V,-, shows that the value of v,- is dependent on electron concentration and very

strongly on the temperature. The theoretical expression for given by Nicolet

is

v, = [34-1-8.36 ... (3)

where T is the absolute temperature and n,, is the com^entration of the electrons.

The wide scatter of the values of electronic collisional frequency in the F-region

as obtained by different workers, may thus be dm? partly to the experimental

difficulties (for the accurate measurements of the deviative absorptions) and partly

to the fact that the representative values, refer to different electron densities and

different temperatures.
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SPECTROSCOPIC CONSTANTS OF MOLECULES. IV

SIMILARITIES IN GROUND STATE VIBRATION
FREQUENCIES OF ISOELECTRONIC DIATOMS

Bv Y. P. VARSHNI and K. MAJUMDAR,

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ALLAHABAD tJNlVEKSITy, ALLAHABAD

(Received for publication , March 2], 195r))

ABSTRACT. Rosomblancef* in ground st$to vibration froqucm*ioH of iHoohn-tronio dia-

toms belonging to the same molecular grouj) an^ having ‘‘reversed” closed shells, have been

investigated.

INTRODUCTION

In the broadest meaning of the tern, “isocleetronic molecules’’ signifies

molecules having equal number of total electrons. Tsoelectroiii<* atoms and ions

are known to show very regular behaviour. However, for tracing regularities

among isoelectronic molecules, the term in its widi^st sense is not useful, it is

too general. For example, it would be insignificant to ])ut together Lil and SBr,

though both are iso-electronic (51 electrons). It is only in restricted classes ot

molecules having similar structure, that we can expect regularities. Usually the

term signifies molecules having equal number of valence electrons and belonging

to the same molecular period.

Barwald, Herzberg and Herzberg (1934) pointed out the close resemblance

in CP, SiN and CN, N+ Clark (1935) divided the isoelectronic molecules in

three types, orthostere, metastere and parastere and traced regularities in them.

Sharma (1945a, 1945?#) showed the similarities in (SnTe, Sbg
)
and (PbTe, BiSb).

Other workers have also drawn attention to su<?h regularities (Glockler, 1948,

1950
;
Vago and Barrow, 1946 etc.).

It is easy to understand theoretically the similarities between such molecules

from a consideration of electron configurations (Herzbeig, 1951). The electron

configurations and the resulting electronic energy levels of molecules with not

too different nuclei are determined essentially by the number of valence electrons

and are therefore very similar for iso-electronic molecules (see also Coulson, 1962).

In order to substantiate this similarity of electronic configuration for such

molecules, attention has frequently been directed towards the similarity that

exists between certain physical properties, e.g. boiling point, critical constants

etc. However, Long and Walsh (1947) have rightly emphasised that this argument

is not logical, since many of the properties cited go to show similar molecular

volumes and similar external fields of force rather than similar electronic arrange-

ments, (see also Syrkin and Dyatkina, 1950).

286
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Long and Walnh (1947) also pointed out the fact that the molecules Ng and CO
differ in a very significant way. When the molecule ionises to give the

bond is weakened, as shown by increase in and decrease in On the other

hand, when CO ionises to give (CO)'*' the bond is strengthened, as shown by

decrease in and increase in Such examples clearly show that, even when the

number of valence electrons in iso-electronic molecules is same, there may be

significant differences in structures of the two.

In the present paper we would be concerned with a very restricted class of

neutral diatoms, such isoelectronic molecules which belong to the same molecular

group and have reversed closed shells (e.g., SiBr and GeCl). It will be shown that

vibration frequencies for such diatoms are very close to each other. This fact

enables us to estimate the vibration frequency of such diatoms which have not

been investigated so far. Clark (1935) has also studied such molecules, however,

his metasteres embrace a wider range of molecules, some of which do not show

very close similarities. For example, NaBr and CuCl which are both metasteres

have widely different vibration frequencies viz. 315 and 416.9 respectively.

The available experimental data (sources given in Part III, Varshni and

Majumdar, 1955) have been collected in Table I together with some estimated

values by the method of previous paper (Varshni and Majumdar, 1955), The

estimated values by the method of this paper are followed by an“e’\ The

molecule with lesser reduced mass {/i^) has been placed first,

DATA

The data have been taken from the sources given in Part III (Varshni and

Majumdar, 1955) and those indicated in notes below the tables.

TABLE I

Group
Total

number of
electrons

Diatom Wo

Corres-

ponding
diatom

Wo

Percent-
age differ-

ence

la-7fe 20 UCA --600 ee NaF 465oV4
477eR2

72 KI 200 RbBr 180 -10

16-76 82 Cul 264.8 AgBr 247.72 - 6.5

2o-66 20 BoS 820 e MgO 785.1

2rt-7l» 21 BoCl 846.6 MgF 717.6 -15.2

73 Cal 242 SrBr 216.5 -10.5

26 V 76 83 Znl 223.4 CdBr 230 -f 3.0

115 ZnAt 180 e HgBr 186.25

133 CdAt 130 e Hgl 125.6
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TABLE I (cotUd.)

287

Group
Total

number of

electrons

Diatom (0,.

Corres-
ponding
diatom

Percent

-

to.. age (lift'or-

onee

36-66 21 BS 1173.6 AlO 978.2 -16.7

39 BSe ^700 0 GuO

57 BTt) ^650 • InO 703.1

36-76 22 BCl 839.12 AIF 814.5 - 2.9

40 BBr 684. Jl GaF 623.8 - 8.8

58 BI 570 eV4 InF 534.7

90 BAt 480 0 TIF 475

48 AlBr 378 ; GaCl 365 - 3.4

66 All 316.1 InCl 317.4 -1- .4

98 AlAt 285 e TlCl 287.47

84 Gal 216.4 InBr 221 i 2.1

116 GaAt 185 e TlBr 192.1

134 liiAt 145 e Til 150

46-56 21 or 1239.7 SiN 1151.

7

- 7.1

46-66 22 CVS 1285.1 SiO 1242 - 3.3

40 CSo 1036 GoO 985.7 - 4.9

58 CTe 860 oV
^

SnO 822.4

^ 875

90 CFo 740 o PbO 721.8

48 SiSe 580 G(»S 575.8 - .7

66 SiTe 481.2 SriS 487.68 } 1.3

98 ScPo 420 i- PbS 428.14

84 GeTo 323.4 SnS 331.2 1
2.4

116 GePo 270 c PbS 277.6

134 SnPo 205 e Pbe 211.8

46-76 21 CCl 846 SiF 856.7 }- 1.3

41 CBr 670 eV4 GeF 665.2

59 Cl 570 eV4 Snff 5H2.9

91 CAt 500 e PbF 507.2

49 SiBr 425.4 GeCl 407.6 - 4.2

67 Sil 360 e SnCl C52.5
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TABLE I (contd.)

Group
Total

number of

electrons

Diatom b},,

Corres-
ponding
diatom

Percent-
age differ-

ence

340 eV4

99 SiAt 300 e PbCl 303.8

85 Gel 240 0

230 eY4

SnBr 247.7

117 GeAt 200 e PbBr 207.5

135 8nAt 160 e Pbl 160.5

55-66 23 NS 1220 PO 1230.6 + -9

41 NSe 970 0 AsO 967.4

1000 eV 4

59 NTe 820 0 SbO 817.2

880 eV^

91 NPo 700 e BiO 695.9 B.

49 PSe 770 0 AsS 767

67 PTo 420 e SbS 411

99 PPo 380 0 BiS 386

85 AsTe 330 0 SbSe 326

117 AsPo 260 0 BiSo 264.7

135 SbPo 210 0 BiTe 208.5

56-76 42 NBr (693) AsF (700) 0

60 NI 600 e SbF 614.2.

92 NAt 500 e BiF 510.7

68 PI 370 0 SbCI 369

100 PAt 310 0 BiCl 308

86 Asl 225 eo SbBr 225 eV4

118 AsAt 200 e BiBr 203.34

136 SbAt 160 e Bil 163.9

66-76 43 OBr 713 SeF 720 e

61 01 (687) TeF (690) e

7o-76 78 Mnl (240) MaBr (250) e

Notes on Table I

*e’ denotes an estimated value, ‘e* not followed by any reference indicates that the value

hasJbeen estimated by the method ofthis paper. *ee’ signifies that this value depends on another

estimated value. Ba—Bridge and Howell (1954), R2
—^Rittner (1951), V4

—^Varshni and
Majumdar ( 1055)
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DISCUSSION

The average XHJrcentage difference for the 20 pairs for which data are available

is 5.3, which shows that this method is reliable for predicting unknown vibration

frequencies. Usually it is only in the case of ligliter molecules that the differences

are large. Thus, barring some individual cases, correct values can be expected

to be within ±6% of the estimated values.

For most of the pairs, the molecule with higher rediued mass has a lower

frequency, though it is not a strict rule and the reverse behaviour is also noticed

in several cases. The restriction of ‘reversed’ shells is necessary, otherwise the

differen(!08 are much larger. Wc may quote the case of (GeSe--406.5, SnS-

487.68) and (GeO -985.7, SiS— 749.5), whach though belong to the HfiTtie molecular

group do not have “reversed’’ closed shells.

It will further be observed that in many cases (e.g. the jiairs Bl, fiiF; CBr,

GeF, etc.) the values estimated by the previous method (Part III) fit very well

in this scheme. In some cases there are small differences in the values predicted

by the two methods. We may discuss the case of the pair SiJ, SnCl. The ex-

perimental value for SnCl is 352.5, the predicted value for SnI by the jirevious

method is 340. However
,

(Sil) < (Si(3) and it- is expected that Wg (Sil)

would be somewhat higher than <0
^.
(SiCl), thus a value 3fi0 is to be preferr(‘d.

For applying the method oi‘ J^art 111, it is necessary that at least two points

be available for drawing the straight line. But in many (uises only one point is

available or none at all. The prerlioted valuers in Tabl(‘ 1 can be used in conjunc-

tion with the method of Pai*t 111 to make furtlier estimates. These are given

in Table II. The probable error for these would ])e somewhat larger, b(*cause

these values are based on (estimated values. The (jompound average error, how^-

ever, would not be larger than

Lithium and arsenic comyK)iiu(ls reejuiro s])ecial mention. For lithium there

is only one pair available satisfying the above recjuirements—that of LiCl and

NaF. For estimating the value for LiCl, we require thi^ value for NaF. But no

experimental value is available for NaF
;
however, the method c)f Part III predicts

a value 465 which is in good agreement with Bittner’s theoretical value 477. This

suggests that the correct value is not far from 480, and we may phu;e an upper

limit at 500. We expect the value of LiCl to be higher than this, however, caution

has to be exercised as the reduced mass of the two molecules are much different,

being (LiCl) - 5.806 and (NaF) - 10.405. In analogy with other light

molecule pairs, the value for LiCl may be much higher, a safe estimate would be

600. If we assume this value for LiCl, it is expected that <0^ (Lil) would not be

higher than 500. However, this argument need not be given too much weight

because LiCl and NaF are very light molecules and there is great difference in their

reduced masses, and thus the possibility that the vibration frequency of LiCl

may be higher than 600 cannot be completely ruled out. Van Leeuwen’s (1930)
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theoretical calculations give a value 509 for Lil. The observed value for Lil

is 450, which is too low from the trend of force constants of alkali iodides. This

has been discussed in Part III. Thus the position of Wg values of Li compounds

is very fluid.

TABLE II

Group Diatom Estimated

la- 76 LiF --700 eeo

LiBr 520 eeo

26-76 HgAt 90 oe

36-76 TlAt 125 CO

46-66 PbPo 170 eo

46-76 PbAt 130 ee

66 -66 PS 870 oo

AsS 550 00

AsSo 400 ee

BiPo 160 eo

66-76 PF <^950 00

PCI --700 00

PBr 550 oo

AsCl 430 000

AsBr 270 eoo

Notes on Table II—If n number of e, this demotos that the given valiK^ depends on

(ai — 1 )
previous estimations.

We have mentioned in Pari 111 that As gives an anomalous lino and that either

of the values of AsO or AsS is in error. This is supported by considerations of

this paper. We compare AsTe and SbSc. The experimental value for SbSe

is 326. In view of the fact that the molecules are heavy, this suggests a value not

too different, near 330 for AsTe. As line in Part III gives a value 660. The dif-

ference is very wide and cannot be explained as due to the limitations of the two

methods. We can make some conjectures about AsO and AsS. If we assume

isoelectronic value for AsTe, viz. 330 and the observed value 767 for AsS, the

line through the two has a sloj>e higher than that ofN line which is again anomalous.

On the other hand, the points for AsTe (isoelectronic value 330) and AsO
(observed 967.4) give a normal line. Thus it seems that the observed AsS value

may not be quite correct. On the basis of the normal line the estimated values

for the other two molecules viz. AsS and AsSe are 550 and 400 respectively.
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The predicted values for 56 -66 and 56-76 groups are much uncertain as they

are based on very limited data.

We have considered above the vibration fcquencu's of iso-electronic diatoms

of a restricted class. Similar considerations ap})ly for the other molecular cons-

tants, but a few points may be noted. Force constant K, is given by

In view of the fact that for the two diatoms are often not very near and

is involved as square, the force constants for isoelectronics show large differences.

The scanty data availabl i for r^ values shows good similarities. This is supported

by the following argument. In a molecular group « r,"” (Guggenheimer,

1946) where In other words, f, « In view of the higher

power of the exponent, similarities in f, values would follow.
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ABSTRACT. A transmission type bent mica crystal X-ray spectrograph has been

constructed in which each wavelength chooses its own Bragg angle, and X-ray spectrum

from Fe to U could be taken in one set-up. With the help of this instillment the presence

of trace elements in some Indian ores and minerals has been studied, and some new results

have been obtained.

INTRODUCTION

To detect the presence of the unknown trace elements in ores and minerals

with the help of a plane crystal Bragg spectrograph, a large number of X-ray

spectral photographs are to be taken by setting the crystal at different sets of Bragg

angles corresponding to K^, etc., lines of the different elements in question.

The time of exposure should be of considerable length in each case. Replacing

the traditional Bragg sepctrograph by a bent mica crystal spectrograph designed

by Mille Cauchois, we overcome these two difficulties, because in the latter case

each wavelength chooses its own Bragg angle, and the time of exposure less than

a minute is equivalent to one hour exposure with the usual Bragg method. Thus,

on a single photograph we get a complete X-ray spectrum within a very short

period of time from FeK^ to SbK„, By chemical analysis and by optical spectros-

copic methods, trace elements are usually detected; but chemical analysis is a

lengthy and laborious process and optical spectroscopic methods are sometimes

too laborious. Whereas, in the method described here, if once the line Ka2ai of

a particular element is determined, then there is no ambiguity about the presence

H)f the element in the ore. Compared to optical methods, identification of lines

is very easy in this case.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The spectrograph was constructed following the outlines sketched by

Mille Y. Cauchois, (Cauchois, 1932). The grating had a radius of curvature

of 60 cms, and that of the film holder was 26 cms. The bent crystal holder and the

cassette have been locally constructed and the final finishing of the cylindrical

surface of the bent crystal holder was done by hand-lapping to eleminate the ghost

lines. The whole system was placed on a circular disc resting on three adjustable

screws. The circular disc was graduated in degrees. The grating holder was

Oonununicated by Prof. S. N. Bose.
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each case bein^ known from Seigbahn’s data considering order correction, a graph

is drawn, plotting d on one axis and A on the other. The graph is very nearly a

straight line (figure 1).

Now for each ore in question, the same process is repeated; and due to the

presence of all the elements having atomic numbers greater than 26, characteristic

lines are obtained. Measuring the distance of each line from CuK<io, with the help

of the d—A graph originally drawn, the A is determined. The dispersion ob-

tained by the instrument used is approximately lOXU/mm on the photo-

film.

The main beauty of this method of analysis lies in the fact that one should

never fail to detect the presence of any element between 26 and 92 in the unknown
ores and minerals, oven if they be present in traces.

Pure ZrOg was analysed and with an exposure of about 4 hours the minute

trace of Hf was clearly detected. The period of exposure was too high because

the operating voltage had to be kept low at 14 kv. for reasons explained below.

Sometimes it has been felt necessary to control the voltage of the X-ray tube

so as to avoid the overlapping of emission lines of two different elements, as for

example Hf Lft,(= 1566) and Zr Ka,, in second order (— 1568). So, to obtain

Hf Loi, the voltage applied was kept below the K-excitation potential of Zr.

SETTING OF THE SPECTROGRAPH
By different screw-adjustments the grating-holder could be given all sorts

of movements and inclinations. In order to get photographs, the axis of the cy-

linder containing the grating-holder and that of the cylinder containing the film-

holder must be parallel to each other. The different screw adjustments mentioned

above serve this purpose. By using a spirit level and a plumb-line first of all the

axes of these two cylinders were made parallel, each being perpendicular to the

horizontal level. Then the diameters of the two cylinders w^ere made coincident

by optical methods. Mica was used for the crystal. A clean, optically flat mica

piece was chosen for this purpose, and a particular plane in the mica which makes

an angle a= 10®19'il' with the split plane, was used as the Bragg reflecting plane.

The orientation of this particular plane was determined by taking a Laue photo-

graph of the mica piece. Then the mica was cut in proper size and was pressed

inside the crystal holder, taking care that the curvature was perfect. For mica

d = 2,554iO.OOfiA and Cu Ka lines were expected at an angle of about 56*^

from the direct beam. Although in one set-up a full X-ray spectrum is obtained

in this case due to divergent beam used,—when trace elements are searched,

it is desirable that the spectral lines due to the presence of these trace elements be

of considerable intensity. As such, instead of taking the photograph in one set-up,

sometimes two or three X-ray spectral photographs were necessary, the whole

spectroscope including the grating-holder was differently oriented in each case,

with respect to the direct beam.
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RESULTS
The first X-ray photograph was obtained by using a clean Cu-target.. The

original d—A graph was drawn from the following linos ;

CuKcr, (A1541XU), CuKa, (1537), CuKa, (1531), ZiiK^, (1436), ZiiKa^

(1432), GixKp, (1389), CuK^s, (1378), ZnK^, (1293), HgU, (1250), ligLa, (1239),

HgL^i (1047), HgL/?^ (1038), HgL/^g (1030), Br-edge (919), and Ag-edge (486).

The d—A graph (figure 1) is split up into six graphs in order to magnify tlie

scales. One small scale division is equal to one XIJ and the identification of dif-

ferent lines are correct to ±1XU.
With the help of d—A gra23h thus obtained the unknown spectral lines of

several ores and minerals were determined, as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Serial Name of ore

No.

Tube
voltage
kv

Tube
euiT.

ma

Time
of exp.
heurs

Identified linos with \

1 Tsehoff-Kimte
(Orissa)

32 5 - 7 1 As (1177, 1 173. lO.'i.^)

Th I)r>4, 792, 704)
Sr 873, 7()9)

2 Moiiazite

(Travaiuiore)

30 .5 1 jri’Lai/Ji (1560, IH7I)

Zr (7S!(, 7S4, 700, 680)

3 Sphalerite (Jawar
mines, Udayimr)

32 5-~7 1 Zn Ko2«,/(i(<o(l4;((i, 1432, 1203, 1281
Sl> (474, 400)

4 llinenite (Suinji.

Singbhum)
32 5—

7

1 Fo K^, (1753)

5 Gommito (?)

( Raj ])Utana)

32
' 6—

8~
2

(1005, 021. 000, 753, 740. 725, 719,
700, 014) Xh La^ai (000, 054)

0 Zr ~ oxide
(pure)

14 ry 4 Hf l,„, (1500)

Zi- (780, 784, 700, 089)

A few interesting spectrograms are reprodii(;ed in figure 3 and the

photograph of the spectrograph is reproduced in figure 2.

0 N L II SION

A thorough analysis of (piite a large number of Indian ores and minerals have

been undertaken and it is interesting to not(^ that in many (*ases we are getting

definite proof of the presence of certain elements in ores and minerals which have

not been reported earlier by their chemical or spectroscopic analysis.
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THE EFFECT OF FLUID MOTION ON
HEAT TRANSMISSION
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ABSTRACT. A dotailod experimental study of the effect of a unidirectional stream of

air on the rate of heat dissipation from solids of different shapes and sizes by forced convoc*

tion has been made in a limitcni range of Reynolds numbers from 10“ to lOf*. The experi-

mentally derived values of the constants B and n in the Nusselts equation (employed for air)

1 ^yD\
AA(9 dTKj i f

(the symbols have their usual meaning) are respectively 0.505 and 0.516 for horizontal

(iylinders with ellipsoidal nosopieoe, 0.033 and 0.783 for the same with ])lano blunt nose-

pioco; 0.7S and 0.517 for spheres; 0.12 and 0.654 for rectangular parallelopipeds placed

in face-on position; and 0.24 and 0.576 for the same placed in edgo-on jmsition. Finally the

experimental diita have boon comjiarod with those of other investigators,

INTRODUCTION

The intorchange of heat between a hot solid and a moving stream of relatively

cool fluid or vice versa is a subject of considerable technical importance, and also

not devoid of scientific interest. A considerable amount of work has been done

on the cooling of solids at rest in moving fluids. Compared to the abundant

experimental work on heat transfer in tubes and dui^ts relatively little has been

done concerning the flow of the fluid parallel or perpendicular to a heating or a

cooling surface when the fluid is not bounded by the walls of a tube or a channel.

Moreover, our knowledge of the complex mechanism of heat dissipation by

convection is as yet, especially from the theoretical standpoint, incomplete. More

experimental evidemee is necessary for the satisfactory understanding of the thermo-

dynamics of heat-interchange between the solid and the surrounding stream of

fluid under different ambient conditions. The experiments of heat dissipation

from vertical cylinders (Kapadnis, 1953) were, therefore, extended to solids of

various shapes and sizes with a view to throwing some light on this problem of

convection in these eases.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The experimental arrangement used by the present author (1963) in studying

the heat dissipation from vertical cylindrical vessels of different sizes filled with

Now at Kamerlingh Onnos Cryogenic Laboratory of The State University of Leiden,

The Netherlands.
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hot water and placed in a current of air under different ambient conditions was
completely modified in these investigations. A vessel A (figure 1 ) containing hot

water was placed at a distance of about 90 cm from an electric fan F and a stream

of air proceeding from the fan was directed on this vessel after allowing it to pass

through a wire grid 0 situated at a distance of about 18 cm from the fan. The
purpose of the grid was to change the divergent stream of air issuing from the fan

into uniform parallel stream giving natural conditions resembling a wind tunnel

Fig. 1.

of infinite dimensions. The top of the vessel was closed by a lid having a hole

in it. Through this hole a stirrer S was kept working up and down in the vessel

by connecting it to a string passing over a pulley P, The other end of the string

was connected to an eccentric arrangement E attached to slow-speed electric motor

Jlf
,
thus ensuring a vertical motion <)f the stirrer in the vessel. A uniform tempera-

ture was thus maintained throughout the whole mass of water at any instant.

The usual precautions were taken to minimize heat losses due to conduction,

radiation and evaporation. Separate experiments in still air were also performed

in order to calculate the losses due to natural or free convection. All subsequent

observations were corrected for losses due to radiation and natural convection.

Under these circumstances the heat dissipation, when the vessel was subjected

to air stream, was due to forced convection alone.

The fan was made by attaching four steel blades to the axle of the three-

phase motor, the speed of which could be regulated by a rotor rheostat and by

varying the voltage of the alternator supplying the current, A good range of

wind velocity was thus obtained. The values of air velocity used by the author

in the previous investigation were preferred in this work for the sake of convenience

in calculations. The velocity of the air currents produced by the fan was measured

6
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by means of a cyclometer pattern t3rpe four-cup anemometer supplied by the

Indian Meteorological Centre. This anemometer was arranged to indicate the

run of the wind which had passed in any desired interval, by a simple system of

gears terminating in a counting mechanism. This instrument measures the linear

velocity but fails to measure the eddying motion of air produced near an obstacle

in the turbulent region, therefore, the values of air velocity were checked up by

means of a silvered Kata thermometer measuring the air movement by the cooling

effect of the wind. Both of these instruments were previously calibrated.

Four co})per-constantan thermocouples, having a potentiometer as an auxili-

ary measuring devices, were used as temperature-measuring device in these

experiments. The potentiometer circuit is shown in figure 2. Only one cold

junction b common to all the four hot junctions r/j, and of the thermocou-

ples was connected to each of them one by one through a multiple switch K. An
accumulator C caused the current to pass round the circuit through the variable

resistance the fixed standard resistance Rg and the potentiometer wire AB,

The current was standardized by adjusting the variable resistance By until the

voltage drop across Rg was just equal to the electromotive force of the standard

cell aS", as indicated by a zero reading of the galvanometer Oy The potentiometer

tappings p and q were then adjusted until the electromotive force of the thermo-

couple was balanced by the voltage drop along the potentiometer wire between

them, indicated by a zero reading of the galvanometer Gg. The thermocouples

were calibrated with a standard thermometer and a graph of temperature difference

against the length of the segment of the potentiometer wire was plotted directly
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and this plot was used in subsequent expriments. The hot junctions of the thenuo-

couples were soldered to the outer surface of the vessel for the nieasureineiit

of its surface temperature. The method used by Kapadnis and Gogate (1952)

was followed in calculating the rate of heat dissipation. The (*yliudrical vessels

used were all circular. The diameters of the cylindrit^al and spheri(^al vessels

were taken as characteristic linear dimension in subsecjuent calculations. But

in the case of rectangular vessels the diameter of the circular cylindrical vessel of

equal exposed surface was used as the characteristic dimension. The density,

viscosity and conductivity of the sourrounding stream of air wei-e taken at the

mean film temperature.

A detailed study of convective heat transmission from vessels filled with

warm water to the surrounding air streamwas made with v(*ssels()f tliree different

shapes used in five ways—horizontal cylinder’s in two positions, spheres and recd-

angular parallelepipeds placed in face-on as wxdl as edge-on ])osition. The velocity

of the air current was varied from SO cm per second to 1095 cm ])er set’ond. The

experiments were repeated for vessels of four different sizes of each shape, a typical

set oF observations being recorded in Table I.

TABLE I

Shape of

the vessel

Charaoter-
istic

diinension

of 1-ll('

in cm

Air
veloc'ity

in

cm /sec

KHt<» of

heat

transmission
ill

cal/cm2/Kec/ 0
X 10 4

VI)
....

xloa

1 flQ I)

A^O (IT K

horizontal 80 .3.06 2.6 27.7

cylinder 242 5.79 7.9 52 .

3

‘

405 7.70 13.2 69 .

5

r}.2 8.88 18.4 80.3

721 9.82 23.6 88 7

882 11.48 28.

8

103.7

067 II. 71 31.6 105.0

1095 12.22 35.7 110.4

80 2.27 5.4 42.1

242 3 ! 94 16.3 73.3

405 5.27 27.2 97.9

10.7 .563 6.42 37.8 119.3

721 7.09 48.5 131.8

882 7.72 59.2 143.5

967 8.32 64.9 154.7

1095 8.98 73.5 167.0

80 1.92 7.5 50.0

242 3.45 22 8 90.0

405 4.27 38 1 113.9

15.0 .563 5.61 53.0 146.3

721 5.96 68.0 155.2

882 6.75 83.1 175.8

967 7.16 91.0 186.7

1095 7.49 103.0 195.2
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TABLE I (contd.)

Shape of

the vessel

Character-
istic

dimension
of the
vessel

in cm

Air
velocity

in
om/seo

Rate of
heat

transmission
in

cal/cin2/seo/®C

XlO-4

VD
€

xl0»

1 dQ D
A^a dF K

80 1.64 11.0 62.0
242 2.80 33.1 106.0
406 3.66 56.4 138.2

21.8 563 4.34 77.0 164.4
721 4.99 98.9 188.9
882 6.60 120.7 212.3
907 6.10 132.3 231.1
mr 6.72 149.8 254.6

Sphere 80 5.74 2.4 47.9
242 9.98 7.3 83.2
405 13.15 12.2 109.6

4.8 563 14.42 17.0 120.2
721 16.18 21.7 134.9
882 17.34 26.6 144.6
907 19.91 29.1 166.0

1095 21.33 33.0 177.8

80 3.07 5.2 65.0
242 6.27 15.6 112.2
405 8.46 26.2 151.4

10.3 563 10.17 36.4 182.0
721 11.95 46.6 213.8
882 13.10 57.0 234.4
967 13.41 62.5 239.5
1096 15.04 70.8 269.2

80 2.71 7.9 74.1
242 5.27 24.0 144.5
405 6.63 40.2 182.0

15.8 563 7.79 56.9 213.8
721 9.58 71.5 263.0
882 10.27 87.5 281.8
967 10.75 95.9 295.1
1095 11,00 108.6 302.0

80 2.62 10.2 89.1
242 4.37 31.0 154.9
405 6.17 51.9 218.8

20.4 563 6.62 72.1 234.4
721 8.33 92.3 295.1
882 8.52 112.9 302.0
967 9.78 123.8 346.7
1095 10.97 140.3 389.0

Rectangular 80 2.51 2.7 23.6
peu^allelopiped 242 4.63 8.2 43.5
(Face-on 405 6.44 13.7 60.4
position) 5.4 563 8.53 19.1 63.6

721 8.95 24.4 84.0
882 10.99 29.9 103.0
967 12.27 32.8 115.1
1095 13.34 37.1 125.0

80 1.96 6.1 34.8
242 3.75 15.6 66.5
405 6.12 25.0 90.8
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Character-
istic

Shape of dimension

the vessel of the
vessel

in cm

Air
velocity

in
cm/sec

Kate of
heat

transmission
in

cal/cm2/8ec/''C

Xl0-‘

YD 1 dQ D
Am dr K

X 10*

10,2 563 tt.62 36.1 115.6

721 7.36 46.2 130.6

882 8.36 56.6 148.3

067 9.23 61.9 103.7

1095 10.69 70.1 189.7

80 1.80 7.6 41.2

242 3.02 23.1 79.8

405 4.27 38.7 112.7

15.2 563 5.66 53.7 149.0

721 6.78 08.8 179.

1

882 7.73 84.2 304.3

967 8.36 92.3 220.8

1095 9.38 104.5 247.7

80 1.56 12.7 02.8

242 2.!)7 30.5 103.8

405 3.92 51.1 136.8

20.1 563 5.09 71.0 177.8

721 5.81 91.0 202.8

882 6.8i) 111.3 340.4

967 7.40 133.3 358.2

1095 8.55 138.3 298.5

Ilectangular 80 2.51 2.7 23.5
43 2

parallolopipod

(Edge-on
position) 5.4

242
405
563
721

4 . 60
5.90
7.46
9.00

13.7
19.

1

24.4

55 .

3

70.0
84.3

882 9.38 29.9 87.9

967 10.47 32.8 98.2

1095 11.07 37.1 103.8

80 1.88 5.1 33.4

242 3.34 15.5 59.3

405 4.75 25 .

9

84.3

10.2 503 5 . 70 30.1 101.2

721 6.05 46.2 107.4

882 7.26 50.5 138.8

967
1095

8.04
8.09

61.9
70.1

143.6

143.5

80 1 .59 7.6 38 .

0

242 2.98 23.1 78.7

405 3.79 38.7 100.2

15.2 563
721

5.04
5.25

53.7
68.8

133.0
138.7

882
967
1095

6.32
6.82
7.46

84.2
92.3
104.5

167.1
180.3
107.2

80 1.47 12.7 55.3

242
405

2.55
3.61

30.5
51.1

89.1
126.9

20.1 563
721

3.97
4.66

71.0
91.0

138.7
162.6

882 5.50 111.3 191 .9

967 6.01 122.3 209.9

1095 6.62 138.2 231.2
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The method of dimensional analysis gives for forced convection the following

simplified equation in the case of gases:

I dQ D
AM dT K

... (
1

)

where is the rate of heat transmission;
dT

A the area of the solid exposed;

D the characteristic dimension of the solid;

M the excess of the surface temperature of the solid over that of the

surrounding air stream;

V the velocity of the air stream;

K the heat conductivity of air;

^ the ratio of viscosity of air to its density;

and B and n are constants to be determined from the experimental data.

A logarithmic plot of the quantities in the parentheses of the above equation

against ea(;h other should give a straight line having a slope etpial to n and an

int;er(*ept on the axis e(|ual to B. Figures 3 to G re])resent such logarithmic plots

in all the cases of vessels tried for different air velocities ; the experiment al data

for differently shaped vessels are plotted in different figures, thus each figure cor-

responds to a particular shape of the vessel. All these curves satisfy equation (1 ),

the (jonstants B and n having different values for differently shaped vessels. The

values of these (constants revealed by the various curves are recorded in Table II.

It is seen from all these figures that the experimental data for vessels of different

shapes and sizes exposed to various streams of air (mrrent lie reasonably close

to the straight lines (thick continuous lines in the figures), the slopes and

intercepts on the axes of which give the values of n and B respectively. It is

evident that the values of B and n change with the shape of the vessel, but they

remain practically constant when the size of the vessel or the velocity of the air

stream is changed. The logarithmic plot of the experimental data for cylinders

given by various investigators slightly concaves upwards, suggesting a variation

of B and n with the Reynolds number —mainly with the fluid velocity and the

characteristic dimension of the solid. A very slight variation of B and n in some

of the present investigations which were carried out in a limited range of

Reynolds number (from 2.5 x 10® to 1.5 X 10®) is insignificant. The experimental

data of the present author for this limited range are, therefore, represented

almost within the limits of experimental error by straight lines.
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Equation (I) gives (Kapadiiis, 1953)

Equation (2) represents the effect of changin^^ the velocity of the fluid stream

alone on the rate of heat transmission, all other factors remaining unchanged;

TABLE II

Constants of Nusselts equation for forced convection from solids

of various shapes (according to diTeront iiivestigators)

of RevnoIdH immlx'r
tho solid Obs(‘r'V’(‘r — ^ n n

Prom : To
1

Vert ical Kajiadiiis 2000 40000 0.50 0.517
cylinders

40000 130000 0.185 0.02

Horizontal Jakob and Dow 40000 100000 0.500 0.5
cylinders

100000 1500000 0.028 0.8

Kapadiiis 2000 150000 0.505 o.r.ifl

22000 1 50000 0.033 0.783

IS])hor('S Williams (cor- 20 150000 0.33 0.00

nJaiod data)

Nottag<‘ and 1000 100000 0.70 0.52

BocItiM'

Kajiadnis 2400 140000 0.78 0.517

Kootanj^ular D il])(‘rt 5000 lOOOIKf 0.002 0.075

parallcIopipcKl
0.100 0.000(Face-on

jiosition)

Roiher 2500 SOOO

0.12 0.054Kapadnis 2700 140000

Kcctangular H’lpirt 5000 100000 0.222 0.588

])arallc]opip(‘d

(Edg('-on Kciliar 2500 7600 0.201 0.024

])osition)

Kapadnis 2700 140000 0.24 0.576

while equation (3) gives the effect of changing the characteristic dimension of the

vessel alone on the rate of heat di8si])ation. The experimental values of the slope

n found in all the eases of differently shaped vessels are less than unity. Therefore,



equation (2) expressed qualitatively for all these cases means that the rate of heat

dissipation does not increase quite so fast as the air velocity. The values of n

substituted in equation (li) give negative slopes, each loss than unity. Therefore,

as the characteristic dimension of the vessel is reduced the rate of convective heat

transfer increases, of course, not quite so fast. The experimental data for these

two cases when represented graphically (rate of heat dissipation against air velocity)

give a family of curves for vessels of different sizes but of the same shape. The

general nature of the various families of curves corresponding to various shapes

of the vessels is similar to that obtained for vertical cylinders in the previous

investigations (figure 2, Kapadnis, 1953). In all these cases as the air velocity

increases the curves rise steadily with a continuous decrease in slope, the curves

for vessels bigger in size lie below those for the smaller ones, showing a good agree-

ment with equations (2) and (3). The two equations can also be used as an approxi-

mate check to the observations of the new set in which either the velocity of the

air stream or the characteristic dimension of the vessel is changed. For example,

when the velocity of the air stream increases from 450 to 882 cm per second

—

2.178 fold—the expected increase in the rate of heat dissipation as per equation

(2) is 1 .663 fold for a specific case of a rectangular vessel of 10.2 cm diameter.

The experimentally observed and calculated values for the rate of heat loss per

unit area per unit excess of temperature are 8.356 xlO-^ and 8.513 Xl0~^ units

respectively, the latter being about 1.9 percent higher than the former. Similarly,

when there is a twofold increase in the characteristic dimension of the rectangular

vessel for a constant velocity of 721 cm per second, the decrease in the heat dissi-

pation should according to equation (3), be 1.265 fold; the calculated and observed

values for the rate of heat loss per unit area per unit excess of temperature in this

case are 5.821 x 10""^ and 5.808 X 10 units, the former being less than one percent

higher than the latter.

The horizontal cylinders used were ellipsoidal at one end. The observations

wore taken by keeping the ellipsoidal edge facing the stream of air. The experi-

mental results can be satisfactorily represented by equation (1) with n — 0.516

and B = 0.505, the logarithmic plot of which has been shown by a thick continuous

lino in figure 3. The dotted lino has been drawn as per Pohlhausen’s (1921)

theoretical equation (employed for air) which has been confirmed by the experi-

ments of Jakob and Dow (1946) except for a slight difference in the value of B,

The slight deviation of the experimental results of the present author from Pohl-

hausen’s equation might be due to less homogeneous air stream used. A few ob-

servations (not recorded in the table), were also taken by keeping the plane blunt

edge of the cylinder facing the air stream. Because of the setting of turbulence

higher values were obtained in this case. The values arrived at have been repre-

sented in figure 3 by broken line giving n = 0.783 and B == 0.033 for Reynolds

numbers from 2x10^ to 1.6x10®. The experiments of Jakob and Dow (1946)

led to n = 0.80 and B = 0.028, but for Reynolds numbers higher than 10®.
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The experimental data for spheres satisfies equation (1) with n = 0.517 and
B = 0.78. The data have been represented by thick continuous line in figure 4.

The values obtained are a bit higher than those arrived at for the same limited

range of Reynolds number by Nottage and Boelter (1040). Their values shown

in the figure by dotted line give n = 0.52 and B = 0.70. The broken line re-

presents the data correlated by Williams (1942) in the range of Reynokls number
from 20 to 1 .5 X 10®. The values obtained by the present author for Reynolds

numbers higher than 10* are in close ' agreement with the data correlated by
Williams.

Fig. 3

The thick continuous lines in figures 5 and 6 represent the experimental data

for rectangular vessels with face-on and edge-on positions resp>ectively, The

data lead to n = 0.654 and 0.576 and R = 0.12 and 0.24 respectively. The values

are in agreement with those of Hilpert (1933), shown by broken lines in both the

figures. The slight deviation might be due to the use of less homogeneous stream

of air by the present author. Reiher’s (1925) data are represented by Mted lines

in both the cases. The values obtained by Reiher are much higher in comparison

with those of Hilpert and of the present author, but they are limited to “a small

7
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range of Reynolds number which was not so exhaustively studied in the present

investigations.

6

A careful study of the author’s (1953) experimental data on verti(^al cylinders

shows a bend indicating a change in the character of the flow at Reynolds number

4x10^ which escaped notice of the author at that time. The new values foi n

and B for Reynolds numbers higher than 4x10** are, therefore, 0.02 and 0.185

respectively, while the previously published values of n and B hold good for

Reynolds numbers from 10^ to 4x10'*. As the observations taken for Reynolds

numbers less than 5x10^ were very few in those investigations it is difficult to

attribute the deviations of the values calculated from those observations to a less

pronounced bend somewhere there. These newly calculated results liave been

also included in Table II.

For the sake of comparison at a glance the data, according to different investi-

gators, discussed in the preceding paragraphs have been colled ed in Table II.
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ABSTRACT. The Fredholm theory of iniegral equation has been applied to the Hankel

transform of the radial part of the Schrodinger|i»rave equation for the determination of phase

shifts corresponding to the S,, P. D. etc. wa#s. The numerical results of the S-’weive

phase shift have been compared with similar ^0168 obtained by other approximate methods.

The Hankel transform of the Schrodinger eq^tion is parallel to the Fourier transform of

the same as investigated by Bethe and Salpeper.

INTRODUCTION

It has been mentioned by Salpeter (1951) that in a number of nuclear problems,

the Fourier transform of the function has many advantages, [hence it may be of

some interest to study the Hankel transform of the wave function for the problem

of neutron-proton scattering by a nuclear potential. The choice of Yukawa

potential is motivated merely by its obvious theoretical interest.

It is well known that for low and intermediate energies the Born approxima-

mation method does not hold good, the phase method is the only course at our

disposal. The determination of the phase shift requires that the radial part of the

scattered wave will differ asymptotically from the radial part of the corres-

ponding incoming wave only by a phase shift. This radial part of the differential

equation has been converted into an integral equation by using the Hankel trans-

form.

It will be seen that the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function in the

coordinate space is characterised by the singular nature of the integral equation

satisfied by the wave function in the transformed space. Hence the determina-

tion of the phase shift depends entirely on the study of the singular nature of

tho integral equation.

The Fredholm theory of integral equation has been applied for the

explicit calculation of the phase-shift in the spherically symmetric scattering

by a central force. This type of scattering is considered as the simplest collissional

process. We consider here this case for which the partial wave analysis requues

the determination of the asymptotic phases. Jost and Pais (1951) have considered

* Ccmmunioated by Dr. D« Basu.
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the necessity of Fredholm solution in view of the unsuitability of Born’s approxi-

mation. They have however, not considered the determination of the phase shifts.

Consequently in the present paper we investigate the advantages of the Fredholm

solution to estimate the phase shifts.

A successive approximation based on the iterative procedure has been

developed by Salpeter (1951) in connection with the bound state problem. He

has also applied the same method to the sc£Cttering of neutrons by protons, but the

method has not been extended beyond the first iteration.

The perturbation formulae, as commonly developed, may be shown to have

a finite radius of convergence, however the series diverges when the radius of con-

vergence exceeds that finite value. Hence it will be useful to find a method for

improving the convergence for large values of the coupling constant, that is, it

provides the analytic continuation of the iterative perturbation formula beyond

its radius of convergence. This Fredholm perturbation formula is most easily

described if the theory is discussed in terms of operators and vectors in an abs-

tract vector-space (Smithies, 1941).

In this paper the calculations are carried out to the second approximation.

The numerical results thus deduced are compared with earlier approximate results.

A simple generalisation is given to obtain the phase shifts corresponding to

P-, D, etc. states.

2. SCATTERING BY A CENTRAL POTENTIAL

In this section we treat the problem of S(;attering of a non-relativistic particle

of energy E, by a fixed central potential of the type A.e~^’’/r = F(r). It is well

known that the Schreidinger equation of angular momentum I 0

[~dr^
... (2 .1 )

where nucleon mass and E the energy of the

incident particle, with the boundary conditions, ijr{0) = 0,

Lt ^(r) = sin tan J) cos fcr ... (2.2)
r—>00

where ij is the phase shift for the S-wave scattering.

We now transform (2.1) to an integral equation with the aid of Hankel trans-

form. For this we introduce the following,

.

*

- . . . .

t{r) =
^

{p.r)iJ^{pr)f(p)dp ... (2.3

^ 0
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Whence </>{p) is the Hankel transform of \J'(r)

and AF(p,p') = AF(p',p) =
j

(pr)U^{pr)V{r).(p'r)iJ^{p'r)dr

0

..: (2.4)

and noting that

f (P>')f<^j(P»')(pV)l,fj(pV)dr = (S(p—p')
* n i

... (2.6)

we get the integral equation, ;

00 s

(p*-P)5i(p)-fA
1

V(ip')(f>(p')dp' = 0 ... (2,6)

.This is similar to the non-relativistic Be^e-Salpeter equation (1962).

But the phase-shift will be obtaineil from the asymptotic behaviour of

so we eonsider (2.3) for large values of r.f It appears from (2.3) that

_ flO

rilyjj f
iprWpr)<^(P)<ip •O

if (p{p) be a regular function of its argument (see Titchmarch, Fourier series and

integrals; Riemann—Lebesgue theorem). Hence to obtain the required value

of Lt ^Jr(r) we should expect that (f)(p)
must not be a regular functi(>n. Thus the

singularity of
(f)(p)

will determine the asymptotic nature of ?//(r). Hence we re-

write (2.6) as

<f>(p)^S(p-k)~{p^-h^)-^^^V{p,p')<p(p')dp' ... (2.7)

Since the integral on the right hand side is a regular one, so we write (2.7) as

^(p) = !i(p—k)—(p'^—k^)~^.B(p), ... (2.8)

where B(p) is free from singularity.

'Now taking the Hankel transform of (2.2) we get

^P) = (^(?>-fc)+
)

fan V-
(!»*-*:*)*>

which on comparison with the singular integral equation for ^(p) (2.7) gives

B(p) = ~^ t&nri
7T

'•

Since the phase-shift is characterised by the singular nature of (2.7) so the phase

^ift is determined by the value of B{p) at the point p — i

Hence tan ^
= -ffJB(I:)/2i: ... (2.9)

Prom (2.7) and (2.8)

B{p) = A;F(p,p')^(P')«^' (2.9A)
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Now putting the value of (p{p) from (2.7) in (2.9A) i,e.

5(P) = A
j

V(P. P')[ Slp'-k^-
]
dp'

we get B(p)==BJ,p)-X^V{p,p')(p'^-l^)-^B{p'W ... (2.10)

where B^{p) = AF(jp, k)

Eq. (2.10) is an integral equation for B(p) which from (2.9) yields the asymptotic

phase.

The solution of (2.10) according to the modified Fredholm theory of integral

equation is given by Smithies (1941),

B(p) = -
I

B,(p')dp' ... (2.11)

where, writing

we have

d(\)

k{p,p’) for V(p,p')l(p'*-k*)

^ /_V ^(P-P') » 0-0
D(X,p,p') =VA"Z)„(p,y); D^ip.p') = L )^ *** K(p,p') (Ti n— 1...0

K^{p,p') tr„

d(A) do = 1 ; d„ =l=i
(_)« O'! W-1 - 0

o-j o-j ... 0

®Vi-l ••• O'!

K*(p,p') stands for iterated Kernels and

(r„ = trace iC“ =
|
K"(p, p)dp

Also from the well known property of d(A) it is written alternatively as

d(A) = exp[trace log (1—AA)]

fl+AA,(p)-Xtr,+A^A,(p)- §* (r,+...l
Prom (2.11), B(p) = -Bo(p) 1 •*

expj-Ao-i-^ o-8-...|

,b^ A,w =
I

F(p.r-) w, 4)

... (2.12)

«^x=
f

t'(PiP)(p*--i*)"*«^;

0

,r, = f J
r(p.p')F(p'.i>)(^>*-i*)-i (p'»-k»)-^dp'
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with y(p,p')= Vpp'
I

Ji(px)J^{p'x)e~'‘’^dx

we get the value of the asymptotic phase from (2.12) and (2.9) with the help of

the following results (see § 13.22, 13.23(1), 13.63(4) of Waston’s Bessel functions)

The series ^ |8ec“0— cos"^ ”^caii be easily put to in the form

sec 0
I

tan"^ ^ which is nurajferically evaluated by usinu Simpson’s
y 1—«cos<?

cos <9

rule (Ince. ordinary Diff. eq.)

cTj = ^ arctan —
^ 2k fi

0^2 = [(log 8ec¥)HffV4]

-=(-»)/*
fi \ M f

Qq is the Legendre function of the second kind, and = nucleon

mass, A = meson mass,

=

coupling constant, ft = c = 1. The phase shifts are

now determined from (2.12) and (2.9). The differential cross section for the n p

scattering is given by

09 8

(r„p(d)—
I

{2l+l)em. sin (cosd)

I 1^0

and the total cross section by

" 1 *
<r„, =

f
(Tnpie) Sin 0 = g^ (21+1) sin*»,,

0 ^*0
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As only the s-wave scattering is of importance in thp low energy limit (Blatt and

Weisskopf, 1962) so the total cross section can be written for the «-wave as

o-np = Bin*J7o

where is obtained from (2.12) and (2.9).

3. THE SCATTERING BY A CENTRAL jPOTENTfAL*
FOR ANGULAR MOMENTUM «><?

Extension to higher angtdar momentum.

The radial Schroedinger Eq. for angular momentum, I, is

with the boundary condition that

Lt \/r(x) = te[j{(fca:)—tan ii0,i(kx)] ... (3.2;)

fl:-4oo

whe«

and iji is the phase shift corresponding to the angular momentum L

We transform (3.1) into an integral equation with the aid of generalised Hankel

transform of order v = Z+|.

If ip{p) be the Hankel transform of }/r{x) then the inverse relation is

fix) =
J

(px)ij,(px)<f>(p)dp

e

and writing

QO

AF,(^>,^)'=)-- f
{px)iJ,.{px)V(x){p'x)iJy{p'x)dx

7[ J

0

,mth F(a:) = Ac~'‘*/a;.

We obtain finally

(p*-P)^(p)+A
j

Viip, p')<l>{p’)dp' <= 0

,

.. (3.3)

(3.3) is the integral equation formalism of (3.1). In obtaining (3.3) we have made

use of the following result :

I
{px)iJ,{px)(p'x)iJJ^p'x)dx s= S{p—p')
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The Mymptotic behaviour of (3.3) is given by the singular solution of ^(p) and is

given by

<p{p) =S{p-k)-(p^—k^)-i\^ Vi{p,p')(^{p')dp' ... (3.4)

0

It may easily be verified that (3.4) is satisfied by (3.2) provided

tan,j=,-^^f Uk,p')<}>(p'W ... (3.5)

As in Section 2 we may easily ciinstruct an equivalent integral equation

fot* Bi{j)) as given in (2,9), j

where W = Vi(p,py(pvp'

and we write

QU

Hp) = BUp)-a
(

Vi(p, p')(p'-^-¥)-^ BApW ... {3;6)

0

vfhere
_ 5i,o(l>) = AKj(jB,p')

The Fredholm solution of (3.6) is given as

Bi(p) = -B,,^{p)
[M-A/,(p)-A(r/-l-

exp| —kal—
2 ...

)

(3.7)

Hence as in the last section we have for the phase shift of D, F, etc.

states the following result

Vi (k,k)
[
A-AVi ’+X.^A^^k)+...

]

exp (kcj^i +...) ... (3.8)

00

t/zIm \
yiMp'^-^mp'>i‘W - (3-9)

0^1 =\ F,(p,p)(p*-**)"‘‘^ ... (3.10)

where^^
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The result® of (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) are given in what follows. (3.8) gives the

asymptotic phase for any value of 1. The «-wave phase is obtained by putting

1 = 0 in (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10).
"

m

J
v,{k,p')(p'»-k^)-Wjip',kw

.

« r(4v+n+i) • 12 XdpTT
n»o

(_l)n+2^+l
I d 1

du)

«+ay+i

X j^(/tH4fc®)r»

vn

4 cos 2 cos vTrl

V /t*+4ife* /*

+ • ®^-*( ^+-2^) [
(/‘H4l!*)-‘+4 cos (/*H2F)-t+co8

2 ik\\ r, / I:*" r(2v+n+l) n

"(»+i)r(n+i)V"+* r(2v+]) 'F’
0

jpr /
n+2v+2 w4-2vr}-3

Tr/2

with ===
[
0

COS®**^
1
1+4^

7r/2
/

/'„=
f

cos2vfS 1+4
;

0

^nd '(/t*+4ifc*)-*+-

n/2+i»

cos )#

‘\//4®+4ifc® cos

In evaluating the above two integrals we have utilised Simpson’s rule to find

1out, I cos 2v^/(*4'4h* oos V)~* particular values of v these can be

easily intograted.
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4. COMPARI.SON WITH OTHER APPROXIMATE
RESULTS

We now give below in a tabular form the theoretical values as derived from

(2.12) and 2.10). The numerical values obtained from the Fredholm series (eqs.

2.12) has been compared with different results as obtained from Born’s approxi-

mation, and variational approximation^. The values of the Born’s are taken

from Kal6n (1949) and the variational oflculation of Hulth6n (1943).

tabl| I

.0416 .08321

1

.1248 .1664 .2080 .2496

1st Bom
2nd Bom
2nd Fredh

Hult

.088500

.090000

.096650

.090800

t
.niol
.183(»

.183(i

.isedb

.25600

.27900

.27919

.28700

.35

.38

.38045

.39000

.43

.48

.48015

.60000

.51000

.59000

.59305

.62000

1st Bom
2nd Bom
2nd Fredh

Hult

.19000

.20000

.20006

.22000

.19000

.20000

.20006

.22000

.29

.31

.31031

.32000

.38

.42

.42116

.60000

.48000

.64000

.54311

.65000

.68000

.67000

.67671

.80000

1st Bom
2nd Bom
2nd Fredh

Hult

.10100

. 10600

.10601

. 10400

.20100

.21900

.21020

.21800

.30200

.34200

.34353

.34500

.40000

.47000

.47462

.49000

.60

.62

.63296

.68000

.60

.77

.80142

.92000

1st Born
2nd Bom
2nd Fredh

Hult

.0866

.0934

.0943

.0944

.173

.202

.20293

.20900

.26000

.32000

.32451

.36000

.35

.46

.47671

.55000

.43

.61

.65360

.84000

.62

.78

.89790
1.33000

The table supplies the theoretical s-wave phase shift as determined by

the Fredholm approximation.

5. CONCLUSION

It appears from the table of numerical results that for smaU values of the

coupling constant the Fredholm second order approximation is

oo^esponding Bom’, .pprorimation. This i. . d»ir.bl.

'f 7;^
perturbation method as the experimental data demand values of the pha^ shifts

larger than that given by the Born approximation. However, Hulthtos varia.

tional treatment is still a better approximation.
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I K T R O t) U C T I 0 N

It is well-known that the single-particle shell model of Mayer (1950), and

Haxel, Jensen and Suess (1950) interprets the various nuclear properties, such as

isomerism, /?-decay probabilities, magic numbers,nuclear spins etc. with remarkable

success. According to this model, for odd-A nuclei the nuclear properties

are to be explained in terms of the last odd particle only, which occupies the state

of binding corresponding to an independent particle motion in the averaged field

of the core formed by the other nucleons. This description of the nucleus which

bears a close analogy to that of atomic structure, presents considerable diffi-

culties in explaining the magnetic moments, quadrupole moments, and gamma-

transitions of electric quadrupole type. In a plot of the magnetic moments

against the nuclear spin I, this model leads to two different pairs of lines, known

as the Schmidt (1937) lines; one pair of lines being for the odd-proton and the other

pair for the odd-neutron nuclei; and one line of each pair corresponds to the particle

state with orbital angular momentum I = l-\-\ and the other to the state with

I ss I— On the other hand, the experimental values of the magnetic moments

are found to be scattered within the Schmidt limits except for the cases of H*,

He*, C^® and N*®, the values of which fall outside the limits.

Various modifieations have been suggested to improve the situation but none

of the^n is satisfactory. Of the different suggestions, one that provides a natural

basis for the observed values of the magnetic moments being intermediate between

the Schmidt limits, assumes that the state of the last odd particle is a mixture of

* Communicated by Dr. D. Basu.



the two states with Z = /+J and Z = /— However, this mixture theory re-

quires arbitrary percentages of the component states and as pointed out by

Foldy and Milford (1950) and others, such mixtures of widely separated energy

states are hardly justifiable.

Bohr and Mottelson (1963) postulate a mechanical deformation ofthe core and

a sharing of angular momentum between the core and the last odd particle through

surface tides. This, so-called quasi-atomic model, it is admitted, fails to account

for the deviations of the moments in the cases of the ^^-nuclei. Further, as

pointed out by previous authors, though this model gives for small Z values a

general closing up of the Schmidt limits, various types of couplings between the

core and the last particle are required for the individual nuclei.

Another modification of Mayer’s single particle hypothesis has been to

consider all the nucleons in the last unfilled shells to be coupled amongst themselves.

Hence assuming j—j coupling Miziishima and Umezawa (1952), Kurath (1952-53)

and Flowers (1952) have obtained agreement between the calculated and observed

moments of various nuclei. But for the fi^^-nuclei the values of magnetic moments

obtained by them are very nearly the same as the Schmidt values.

Thirdly, Bloch (1961) has suggested that, the intrinsic moment of the last

odd-nucleon may be affected by its binding to the core and hence may differ appre-

ciably for different nuclei.

Miyazawa (1961), however, introduces the idea that the above change in the

intrinsic moment of the last particle is due to the fact that tjie possible virtual

states of the last odd nucleon are limited by the occupied states of the nucleons

of the core. His theory, like that of Bohr et al, (1953) gives a general closing

up of the Schmidt limits, but does not explain the individual variations of the

nuclei.

Finally, prior to the suggestion of Bloch, Villars (1947) has considered similar

deviation due to exchange of meson currents in the cases of H* and He® nuclei.

In the following we shall assume that the deviation of the magnetic moment

of a nucleus from the Schmidt value is essentially due to the change in the intrinsic

moment of the last odd particle as a result of exchange of mesons between the last

odd particle and those of the core, which also gives the binding of the last nucleon

to the core as suggested by Bloch (loc. cit).

Extending the definition of magnetic moment of a free nucleon given by

Heitler, Kemmer and Frohlich (1938) to the case of a bouTid nucleon we propose

that the virtual meson, may in addition to being self-absorbed, be also absorbed

by the nucleons constituting the core.

We shall use the perturbation method (c/. Frohlich, Heitler, Kemmer (loo.

oit)) for calculating the exchange moment for a single pair and then sum for all

such appropriate pairs. The expression obtained for the magnetic moment due
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to the exchange of mesons between two unlike nucleons, involves the mutual dis-

tance, fjiB- To find rJ^Jj for any nucleus, we shall plot against binding energy

per particle, ejA. The theoretical values of are worked out for*H» and H». It

is not possible to calculate the same for heavier nuclei with higher eJA, because

the wave functions are very much complicated. So for the latter nuclei, com-

parison of the theory with experiment is m^e with the help of a curve showing the

variations of against ejA.

SECTI|)N 1

•c

We assume that the meson has the spill value 1 and is represented by the vector

field. In the case of a free nucleon, the siiomalous moment of the proton or the

neutron has been attributed by Frohlich, fleitler and Kemmer (1938) to the addi-

tional moment of the meson during the inlerval between omission and self-absorp-

tion. To extend this idea to the case of a bound nucleon, one has ^o consider

in addition to self-absorption, the effect if absorption by neighbouring nucleons.

Because, as soon as the last odd proton *(or neutron) dissociates into a neutron

(or proton) and a positive (or negative) m^on, there is a competition between the

probabilities of self-absorption and absorption by the other adjacent nucleons.

Since neutral mesons are excluded, we are to consider exchange only between

unlike nucleons.

The matrix elements for the emission and absorption of the transverse mesons,

are as follows :

and

}j> + „+ . f 1 — I
. ~n{<T . curl L-. e’**i . ’’ij)» mi+v - +2^-J M \2V{x^+kf)il '

ijo

... (
1
)

... (
2

)

Where V is the volume in which the field is confined, ki is the wave number,

represents unit vector in the direction of polarisation, subscript * indicate

all possible values of ki. For the transverse meson j
= 2 and 3 where ki is in

the direction of lij and x ~ wipc/fe, whore wi# == mass of it meson.

Now we have for the second order perturbation energy

Wo-E^) .

where and are the total energies of the system in the initial and intermediate

states respectively. The difference of jB, and E^ is equal to the energy of the

emitted meson e^.

[<rj . la X ki){<rB .

(3)•

•

e?
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Beplaoing the summation over by integration and remembering tiiat the emit-

ted meson is subjected to a weak magnetic field, one obtains firom (3)

(
4

)

Now we expand the denominator, neglect H* term as being small and multiply

both the numerator and the denominator by

Hence we can write from
(
4

)

W* = y( rB\ Jt
[ dn ] dk

4-\ « »/ 16/r» J J ix^+k^)^

X {(o-^ . k) . k)-k^(v^ . a^)} .
e+»fc

(
5)

To find the magnetic moment due to exchange we expand the perturbation energy

in a series in powers in H:

H+ ... (
6 . 1 )

We are interested in the term involving H only, and from
(
5 )

and (6.1) we

obtain,

nAB -- _ jj?) ff* ^
[ dQ [ dk1a 0 of ‘I67r»mjc* J'** (X*+jfcT®

X{(<r^ . k) (o-j . k)-k*(ar_^ . ag)} ... (6)

*4 *- -4

Now for the convenience of integration we split up ( (r^ . k) {<rg . k

=
I®”*’ )(-^ +««*| make coincide with the z-axis such that

ja
gjjj

a^ 0Qg a^^ fpom the Ist part of (6), contribution to the magnetic

4
moment due to a;-oomponent of X; is as follows:

„ I6»r*TO,(C*

«•

sin »(?<«?

(r+fc?)*'*

.. (
6.1

)
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Now by integrating one gets (drop|»ig the subscript AB)

+

16jr«moC»

4 ^ fr

f*
’

dr*
... (7)

Finoe

cos kr _ . Y e^dk tr^,.
... (7.1)

Kn is the modified Hankel funotions of orir n and in this case w = 1. On using

the recurrence formula for the differentiation in (7) yields,

r

x[«(3Jir.+K,)-|.(jr.+jr.)-j^K,] ... m

Since = k^ sin^d sin^) the contribution of fcj to the Ist part of (6) is

similar to (8) excepting for the factor (o*^. cr^). The contribution of kf is

slightly different and proceeding as before.

{M = -V ( / \
//* e (<ri erf )

r«* k Zj I
“ « / 8ff* Wo c*

a

X {3K,+K,] 3K,+iK,+Ky) +?.(ir.+ir.)+^ «.]-(»)

On summing for all the three components and integrating the second part in (6)

as above, we have for the total magnetic exchange moment as

a

x{ K,+^iK.+K,)-f iK,+iK,+K4

. 7. ) {i* (8*.+«.+*.)}] •..(10)
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Where n is the unit vector in the 25-direction. We further assume that the con-

tribution of the tensor force term is negligible. So finally the expression for the

exchange magnetic moment of a proton A interacting with a neutron S, is

If, however, the last odd particle is a neutron, a similar calculation is to be

carried out, the only difference being that the neutron emits a negative meson,

the magnetic energy of which has the sign opposite to that in the case of the

proton, so that is exactly similar to (11) with a negative sign. Taking the

values of = 0.122 and x = 7.14xl0+^2(cf. Basu 1962), we give below

the variation of with r^2i ii^ Table I

TABLE I

TABX 10^**om.
(Xr)

1.269 0.9 + 0.21300

1.399 1.0 + 0.12400

1.545 1.1 0.06730

1.679 1 1.2 f 0.03010

1.818 1.3 + 0.00582

1.958 1.4 -0.00998

2.098 1.5 -0.01990

2.239 1.6 -0.02590

2.378 1.7 -0.02910

2.519 1.8 -0.03060

It may be noted that the above values in Table 1 are for the odd—^proton

nuclei. For the odd neutron nuclei the values are the same but the sign is opposite

in each case. In both cases the values of change sign at
A B

«= 1.868X 10~“ cm. This explains qualitatively the sign of the deviations

of the magnetic moments of extremely light nuclei with small binding, and r^>
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1.862x10“^*, being opposite to that of the rest of the nuclei which have larger

binding and <1.862 x cm.

The formula
(
11

)
gives in terms of internucleonic distance which is

not known. To find for all the /Sj-nuclei, it is intended to plot a curve showing

average binding per particle elA. is worked out

for H* and with the wave functions j^en by Wilson (1938).

On taking the value of the meson n|a8s as 276wg; and the binding energy

of H* as 2.19 Mev, comes out |o be 2.503 x 10~^^ cm. For H®, Wilson’s

wave function is ^3 = exp {-Ja(|i+||+l3)} where = ^’^23 . ^2 == A:^i3 and

I3 = On using elliptic coordinates flue to Hylleraas (1929) i.e. s = fi+ls,

t == ^3— and u = ^2 and the volume el&ment dr = ds du dt u(s^—t^), we have

for the normalization factor D = 2a*/\|7.

«V' 8 U

and ^ rJ^B

^ av~^x
^ = 2lxai (12)

Following Wilson and taking the above mentioned value of meson mass,

a = 1.41. Hence for H® the value of •

= 1.986x10-1® cm. ... (12.1)

The theoretical calculations of Tab for heavier nuclei are exceedingly compli-

cated. So for comparison of the formula
(
11 ) with experimental data in the cases

of heavier nuclei, we assume that
(
11 ) is correct and find out those values of rab

which would make the theoretical and experimental values of magnetic moments

of F^® and Te^^® agree with each other. On taking these values of tah and the

corresponding values of average binding per particle ejA, a curve is drawn. With

the help of this curve and the relation
(
11 ), we see how much agreement is obtained

for other nuclei.

For drawing eJA vs. tab curve, we have taken ^F^® and The reason

for this choice is that if F^® is excluded, no other pair of nuclei gives the form of

the elA vs. Tab curve near the intermediate values of eJA, Secondly Te^^® represents

the group of nuclei with high average binding energy, i.e. about 8.5 Mev. Any

other nucleus can be taken instead of Te . and the results will not be much

affected.
t ,

-

This procedure, however, can be applied only for those nuclei for which.

depends only on Tab* other factors remaining the same. Of the thirteen iS^-nuofei

there are nine nuclei for which the number of interacting pairs in the last proton

and neutron shells, is the same. The reason for taking pairs of only unlike nu*

has already been stated. Now the justification for taking the nutrons and

3
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protons occupying only the last shells, is that depends sensitively on the mu-

tual distance and would necessarily be negligible for the nucleons excepting

those in the last shell. From the shell structure of P^* and Te^®* it can be seen that

in both the cases, the number of interacting pairs of unlike nucleons in the last

shells, is two. Further, Jet the last odd nucleon A (proton or neutron) be inter-

acting with two ajdacent nucleons and (neutrons or protons), the spins

of which should be in the opposite direction. If the pair AB^ is in the singlet

state, then the pair AB^ will be in the triplet state. Therefore

(S rj;TB)(a^.crB) = ... (13)

Prom what has been said above, the required values of aud other data

can be arranged in Table II

TABLE II

Element tfA Mev 10^i3 cm.

iH* 1.090 2.503

iH» 2.800 1.985

7.746 1.729

6 2To‘*» 8.460 1.393

With the above data two curves, one in the low energy region and the other

in the high energy region, are drawn. From these curves, of any nucleus of

which e/A is known, can be found and used in the relation (11) for comparison

with experiment.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

For comparison of the present theory with experiment, one has to remember

that by our definition, the magnetic moment of a whole nucleus is the sum of the

exchange moment of the last odd nucleon A and its magnetic moment observed

in the free state, which is -1-2.792 for a proton and —1.913 for a neutron in unit

of a nuclear magneton (n.m.). Again the fomula (11) gives the exchange moment

of a single pair AB, and for the whole nucleus we shall have to sum the values

of all such interacting pairs formed by the last odd proton (or neutron)* and the

neutrons (or protons) in the last neutron (or proton) shell. The results of cal-

culations are shown in the Table UI. We have taken shell-structure &om Mayer’s

'scheme. e/A is taken either from the Table of atomic nuclei or is estimated from

“the e/A vs. A curve given by Bosenfeld (1948). Observed values of /t are taken

from the Table of Klinkenberg (1952); respresents the values of moments
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expected on the single-particle model. In each case of the following the number
of interacting pairs formed by nucleons in the last shells, is seen to be only two.

TABLE m

Element
Shell-structure ejA X

!8/)
!il0'i»

2
Ji theor. obs. e.p

Proton Neutron Mov |«IS. n.m. n.m. n.m.

;H3 («»)> (4j)» 2.800 4 085 + 0.100 1 2.892 4-2.978 +2.792

2.550 a^058 --0.144 -2.057 -2.127 -1.913

J5P31 8.484 1375 -1.088
! 4-1.700
[

+ 1.311 + 2.792

;*Sni« («4)(»})> 8.490

j

.372 -f 1.096 -0.820
1

-0.918 -1.913

SSSniiT
1

(48)(pj)*
1

(««')(»»)"’ 8.490 : i .372 -I 1.096 -0.820 -0.999
j

-1.913

•»Sni>o
1

(fi8)(»j)‘ 8.497 1.368 -1 1.112 -0.800 -1.046 -1.913

;jTei-“s (W)( I/,/.)* (7C) («j)> ; 8.450 1.393 -(1.024
1

-0.890 -0.736
{

-1.913

DISCUSSIONS

It can be seen from Table III that the theoretical values of magnetic

moments of and gHe^ agree quite well with the observed values. In these

two cases, is known theoretically and hence comparison is unambiguous and

satisfactory, particularly because, as mentioned in the Introduction, these two

iSj-nuclei belong to the small group of four exceptional nuclei which have their

sign of deviations of magnetic moments from the Schmidt limits being opposite

to that of all the other odd-^ nuclei.

It is also seen that for the other nuclei the opposite sign follows correctly

from the formula. As regards quantitative agreement for these nuclei, the theoreti-

cal values, though not close to the observed ones may be considered satisfactory,

in view of the uncertainties involved in the values of taken. These uncer-

tainties arise from several causes. Firstly, in finding we have used average

binding e/A. But the actual binding in the last shall would differ from e/A to a

certain extent. Secondly, the slightly higher value in the case of 15
?*^ is pro-

bably due to the fact that this is an odd-proton nucleus and its binding is further

affected by coulomb repulsion.

Correction to the above theoretical values, is also necessary because the inter-

acting nucleons are not always in the s^-states which affect the symmetry property

and hence the value given in (13).
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ABSTRACT* The exporimontal investijfetions on the energy response, resolution and

figure of merit of a scintillation counter using Afferent phosphors are reported. The obser-

vations have been taken with the help of a 180°|mI-F spectrometer sot up as an energy selector

and the results are obtained for the phosphorifNal-Tl, anthracene, stilbono, terphenyl and

plastifluor* B (plastic phosphor) under excitation by monoenergotic electrons ranging from

nearly 100 kev to 1.1 Mev. From the expeiimontal data, sodium iodide shows a linear

behaviour in the entire energy range investigated while anthracene, stilbono and tor])honyl

seem to give linear responses above 100 kev, 120 kov and 240 kov respectively. The plastic

phosphor is non-linear upto about 800 k(»v. The relative responses of the different phos-

phors to nionoenergetic electrcms are obtained under similar experimental (jonditions. The

pulse height distributions for all the phosphors are found to bo ap])roxiniately of Gaussian

nature. With the help of experimental data, the figure of merit and the energy required

to produce one photon have been calculated for different phosphors. The pulse height rosolu-

tioris for the phosphors have been (jomputed from the experimental results and the inverse

pulse height resolutions are plotted against pulse heights. The relative response curves

and the inverse resolution versus pulse height curves reveal the comj)araiivo value and uhe

usefulness of a particular phosphor in the spectrometry of nuclear radiations.

1.1 INTBODUCTION

The scintillation counter has proved to be an extremely useful tool in the

detection of the nuclear radiations and an important application of it is found

in the spectrometry of nuclear radiations. The scanning of the heights of the

scintillation pulses provides a simple and efficient method of measuring the energy

of the incident radiations and hence of elucidating the complex decay schemes

of radioactive nuclei. In such investigations, it is essential to have a thorough

knowledge of the nature of the response and resolution of the scintillation counter

unit to the incident radiation. The response will natiurally depend on certain

factors, such as, the luminescence process in the phosphor material, the photo-

multiplier tube, optical geometry of the system and the nature and energy of the

incident radiation. All these considerations will decide the suitability of a

scintillation counter assembly to the particular use concerned.

It is, therefore, evident that detailed studies on the energy response and

resolution are neoessaxy before one may use it successfully in the spectrometry
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of beta and gamma radiations. Since for most of the artificial radioactive sources,

the energies ofgamma rays lie within the range from 0 to 1.6 Mev and occasionally

upto 3 Mev, the data for this range will be most useful. We have chosen to

perform our experimental investigations on energy response and resolution of a

scintillation counter in the region from nearly 100 kev to 1.1 Mev. The measure-

ments on energy response to electrons have been reported by some earlier workers

(Taylor et al, 1951 ;
Hopkins, 1961 ;

and some others) who have used sodium iodide,

anthracene and stilbene and for certain energy regions. In the present investi-

gations, we aim at extending the knowledge of energy response for the above-

mentioned phosphors as well as for some more phosphors, like terphenyl and plasti-

fiuor* B (plastic phosphor). Moreover, the studies on the nature of the pulse

height distribution curves, the energy spent for the production of one photon and

the resolution obtained with different phosphors are included.

1.2 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The different factors involved in the energy response and resolution measure-

ments have been discussed previously by Dhar (1955). In the pr38ent experi-

mental investigations, monoenergetic electrons have been used as the exciting

radiation. The selection of monoenergetic beam of electrons is made with the help

pf a 180° M-F yff-ray spectrometer developed for the purpose. Since the resolving

power of a /?-ray spectrometer is very high, the spread in the output pulse ampli-

tude for monoenergetic electrons can be attributed to be almost wholly due to the

scintillation counter assembly.

The details of the experimental arrangement are dealt with in this section.

The different parts of the spectrometer assembly and the electronic circuits are

also described in brief.

() Source'. It is well known that the monoenergetic beam of electrons

can be obtained by accelerating electrons by means of highly stabilised D.C.

voltages, but it is limited by the stability and the maximum value of the high

voltage supply. The simpler and easier method is, therefore, to select a beam of

electrons of known energy from the continuous yff-ray spectrum using a yff-ray

spectrometer as an energy selector. The 180° M-F type /^-ray spectrometer is

chosen specially for its high resolving power compared to other types.

RaE source is used for the purpose to get energies upto 1.1 Mev and the selec-

tion of a monoenergetic beam of electrons is effected by the 180° M-F type spectro-

meter with variable magnetic field and a slit system.

() Spectrometer Chamber', The spectrometer assembly consisting of the

source holder, lead shield, defining slit, exit (detector) slit etc., is mounted on

a 3/8'" thick brass plate and the whole assembly is enclosed in a rectangular

chamber JB made of thick brass sheets joined by soft soldering* The over-all

dimensions of the chamber are: length 19 ctns. width 6*5 cms, and height 10,5

ems. The top rectangular flange supports the soft rubber gasket,
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The source holder is a thin perspex plate resting on four brass screws (so that

the height is adjustable), on which the source tube (1 cm x 0.2 cm) is fixed by
wax (figure 1).

To Pump

ESgg SSi coppgp

SOfT’tRON LiAO

Fig. 1. Sectional diagram of spectrometer assembly.

A lead block H fixed on the top plate A by two screws shields the detecting

counter from direct radiations from the sample. The central defining slit is made

out of thick brass plate and is rectangular (2 cm. X 1 cm.) in shape. L is a lead plate

fitted to a brass rod passing through the Wilson seal arrangement and it serves

the purpose of a shutter to shield the source when measuring the background

due to cosmic rays and local radioactivity with magnetic field. There is an opening

leading to the pump, manometer and discharge tube. The pressure within the

chamber is maintained at about cm of Hg. The diameter of the central circle

passing through the centres of the source plate, central slit and exit slit is 13 cms.

A hollow brass tube, screwed and soft soldered to the top brass plate, communi*

cates the lower chamber B to the upper chamber A containing photomultiplier

assembly. The end of the brass tube is covered by an aluminium cap provided

with a rectangular slit 1 cm. x 0.2 cm., the width of which can be adjusted,

whenever necessary.

A spectrometer of similar type was used by Das and Saha (1946) for the

study of the beta radioactivity of Co«®. Considering the transmission curve

for the spectrometer (Saha, 1945), the optimum service is expected when the source

slit and the detector slit are of the same width 1 cm. X 0.2 cm.
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The whole assembly is represented in figure 1, The lower chamber

is placed within the pole pieces of the magnet. The upper chamber is made

out of a copper cylinder and a thick brass plate carrying the photomulti-

plier assembly has been placed at the top. The 1P21 photomultiplier tube together

with the voltage dividing network is enclosed within the chamber. A soft iron

enclosure round the photomultiplier tube (leaving only the photocathode surface

exposed) shields it from stray magnetic fields. To ensure complete shielding from

any external magnetic disturbances, the upper chamber is again wrapped round

with a number of soft iron sheets.

The incident radiation entering the exit (detector) slit falls on the phosphor

and the emitted light quanta are conducted to the photocathode surface through

a perspex light conductor; the high voltage supply is fed to 1P21 tube through a

spark plug and the output pulse from the collector plate is led to the cathode

follower unit through a similar plug K^.

From the spectrometer constants and assuming the standard relation for the

resolution (Cavanagh, 1950) of a 180^ M-F type /?-ray spectrometer, the resolution

^ is obtained as
P

... (
1 )

P
where a and <*> denote the exit slit width and source width respectively, 2/? is the

diameter of the path of the trajectory and a the semi-angle of the defining aperture.

The relation (1) applied to the particular spectrometer lassembly used by us,

yields a resolution of 3.2 per cent which is quite satisfactory for our purpose.

(c) Magnet Current Stabiliser: The spectrometer magnet used in the present

case is an electromagnet of iron-core type. For the proper selection of the mono-

energetic beam of electrons and to minimise the fluctuations in energy, the stabili-

sation of the energising current of the magnet becomes essential. This demand is

met by constructing a current stabiliser suited to the purpose.

The stabiliser unit described here is similar to that reported by Sen (1960).

The schematic bloc diagram for the current stabiliser unit is shown in figure 2.

The magnet current is obtained from the 220 volts D.C. mains through the final

amplifier. The final amplifier is actuated by the pre-amplifier. For currents

more than one ampere, the final amplifier is shunted by a suitable resistance which

passes all the current required except about 600 milliamperes which is supplied

by the final amplifier.

’ Since there is no D.C. connection between the final amplifier and the pre-

amplifier, and the controlling signal is fed to the final amplifier over a radio-

frequency carrier, the whole assembly is made extremely flexible. As the final

amplifier operates as a separate unit independent of any D.C. reference point, the

magnet can be connected to either the live side or the earth side of the D.C. line

and the D.C. supply can be drawn from -f220 as well as from —220 volts.^ ^
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The stabilisation factor ofthe unit described is ofthe order ofseveral hundreds*

Fluctuations due to the electronic amplifier and the gas tube regulators may be

present. By using an assembly consisting of separate smaller units, by running

the power packs from the magnetic stabilising transformer, and with the help

of other preventive measures, the fiuctuations due to different causes are reduced

to a minimum. The slight variations in the D.C. mains supply do not affect the

final amplifier current, which is determii|Bd chiefly by the screen voltage and the

grid voltage. The slow temperature drifl^ arising out of the heating of the resistor

is minimised by using a resistance o| high wattage.

The more detailed descriptions of t|ie individual units and their operations

have been discussed by Sen (1950).
|

(d) Recording Arrangement: The photomultiplier tube 1P21 is selected out

of a number of tubes of the same type, so as to yield the optimum signal to noise

ratio. The tube, together with the voltage dividing network, is mounted properly

within the upper chamber (figure 1). In order to shield the tube from external

magnetic disturbances and the field of the spectrometer magnet, it is kept enclosed

within a block of soft iron leaving only the photocathode surface exposed. To

ensure complete magnetic screening, the upper chamber is also covered with

sheets of soft iron. The detection of any variation in the number of noise counts

with the change of magnetic field will check the adequateness of the shielding

arrangement.
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. The photomultiplier voltage is supplied from a highly stabilised supply;

the voltage per dynode stage is kept within the range of 76 to 100 volts, which can

be varied whenever necessary.

The scintillation pulses at the output of the photomultiplier tube 1P21 are

fed to the grid of the cathode follower through the spark plug Ki (figure 1). The

cathode follower is again followed by two three-stage feed-back amplifier loops

a single channel pulse height analyzer (Model 610—Atomic Instrument Co.) and

the scanned pulses are finally recorded with a Model 162 sealer (Nuclear Instrument

Co.) and a mechanical recorder. Stabilised power supplies are used for running

the electronic recording circuits. The A.C. mains supply is also stabilised by a

magnetic stabiliser. The stabilised high voltage supply used by us for the photo-

multiplier tube has been described earlier (Dhar, 1951); the stabilisation has been

measured and the variation is found to be — 0.1 volt, in 1200 volts.

The gain of the amplifier is variable and it has a band-width of 3 megacycles.

Before taking each observation, the amplified pulses are checked visually in an

oscilloscope to be sure that the amplifier is not overloaded.

For each setting ofthe magnet current, the differential distribution ofthe signal

pulses are taken, subtracting the counts due to background at each stage. The

magnetic field corresponding to each current setting is measured with the fiuxmeter

and the relation between the magnetic field and the mean energy of the electrons

incident on the scintillator is obtained from the expression

[I+A^Kc*]^

where x denotes the energy of the electron in volts,

p = 6.6 cms.,

OTjC* = 6 X 10® ev

Before taking ajiy observations, it is found essential to warm up the elec-

tronic circuits for a few hours. The H.V. supply unit for photomultiplier tube

is switched on after allowing the mechanical pump to run for several hours so as

to ensure proper vacuum within the chamber, failing which discharge may pass

causing damage to the dynode pins. Adequate measures are taken to make
the electronic circuits shock-proof and practically free from extraneous pick-ups.

(e) LigM Collection: Though the photomultiplier tube is provided with

adequate magnetic shielding, yet it is advisable to keep the tube, as far as possible,

away from the intense magnetic field within the pole-pieces. Hence arises the

question of transmitting the light quanta from the scintillator (near the detector

slit) to the distant photocal^ode surface. This can be achieved by introducing

a light conductor of suitable material in between the phosphor and the ^hoto-
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multiplier tube. The desirable characteristics of the light conductor are: {%) the

light conductor should be transparent in the band of wave-lengths covering the

emission from the phosphor, (ii) it should not sointillate with the incident radia-

tion during the experiment, {in) a high refractive index of the light conductor is

desirable at the conductor vacuum or conductor-air interface so as to obtain large

total internal reflection, (iv) the light guides should be capable of being formed in

any useful shape. The most useful materials satisfying all these requirements

to a reasonable extent are quartz and pa|ymethyl methacrylate (perspex, Incite).

Timmerhaus, et al (1960) have studied o^the light transmission of different mate-

rials and found perspex, Incite to be the fl^ost suitable light conductors for general

application. J

For our purpose, we have used a pers||&x rod (T' in diameter) as light conductor.

To increase the fraction of light quanta reaching the photocathode, the sides of the

perspex rod are covered with highly polis]|ed aluminium foils and the front surface

of the phosphor facing the detector slit ^
well as the sides are also covered with

a very thin (0.6//) aluminium foil. i

1.3 BEHAVIOUR OF CRYSTALS TN VACUUM

A phenomenon, which is interesting from the experimental point of view, has

been noted by us regarding the behaviour of crystals in vacuum. The organic

crystals like anthracene, stilbene are found to evaporate fairly rapidly in a vacuum

system and the surface layers of NaT-Tl crystal tend to get cloudy under similar

conditions. This situation is evidently an ujihappy and undesirable one and it

has been remedied in our case, by coating the organic crystals with a thin layer of

silicone grease which serves as a protective measure and also seems to increase the

optical efficiency of the system due to better optical contact between the crystal

and the light conductor. As has been already mentioned, all the surfaces of the

phosphors (except that in contact with the perspex light conductor) are covered

with thin aluminium foils (0.6//) and the thin layer of silicone grease round the

phosphor helps the foils sticking to the phosphor surface. However, for a Nal-

T1 crystal, which is hygroscopic, the coating ofDC 200 silicone fluid proves to yield

better results; of course, the sodium iodide crystal still needs periodical cleanmg

of the surfaces in a dry atmosphere when in continuous use for a long interval of

time.

As an illustration of evaporation of organic crystals in vacuum, the picture of

a stilbene crystal with a crater-like hole in it produced when kept as such m the

vacuum system of the spectrometer fora few days, is shown in figure 3. (Plate VH)

1.4 LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF THE PHOSPHORS
U S E U

For the studies on energy response to monoenergetic electrons we have used

the phosphors Nal-Tl, anthracene, stilbene, terphenyl and plastic phosphor

(plastifluor* B).
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The emission band for Nal-Tl lies in the range 3700A®— while those

for anthracene and stilbene are found to be 4260A®—4800A® and 3980A°—4180A®

respectively (manufacturer’s data; Chatterjee, 1961).

The luminescence spectra of terphenyl and plastifluor* B are shown in figures

4(a) and 4(b) in Plate VII. Plastifluor* B is a solid solution of i)-terphenyl and

tetraphenyl butadiene in the plastic base of polyvinyltoluene. The emission

band of this phosphor peaks around 4600A® and that of terphenyl lies in the

range 3900A®—4300A°.

In the investigations reported here, BCA 1P21 photomultiplier tube has been

used, because among the smaller BCA tubes, this seems to be best suited to the

spectral responses of all the scintillators used.

1.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

With the experimental arrangements described earlier, the pulse height dis-

tribution curves are taken for different settings of the magnetic field and the

normalised counts are plotted against pulse heights. Since the exciting radiation

is obtained from Ba E /^-source, the range of investigation is limited nearly from

100 kev. to l.lMev.

The statistical variation in the counting rates has been reduced to a minimiim

by taking a large number of counts and the accuracy of the experimental points

is within 2%.
(a) Emrgy Response: The notable difference in the behaviour of organic

and inorganic phosphors is the relatively poor response of organic phosphors to

heavily ionising radiations such as a-particles, protons etc. Another distinguish-

ing feature of the inorganic phosphors is the proportionality between the light

output and the energy absorbed by the phosphor over a very wide energy range for

both lightly and heavily ionising radiations. The orgknic phosphors, on the other

hand, show non-linear response in the lower energy region and exhibit a saturation

effect for heavily ionising rays. While it appears that the energy transfer process

is the same for heavily and lightly ionising particles, different explanations have

been offered for the change of fluorescence efficiency with the energy and nature

of the incident radiation, and some standard books may be referred to in

this connection (Birks, 1953; Curran, 1953; Swank, 1954). The readings for Nal-

T1 are taken with a crystal of thickness 1.3 cm. and diameter 2.4 cm. A few

typical pulse he^ht distribution curves for Nal-Tl are shown in figures 6(a) and

6(b). The pulse height versus energy curves are given in figure 6. In the pulse

he^pht versus energy ourves, the peak values of the distribution durves are plotted

against electron energies. The two lines indicate the readings obtained with

two different settings of the amplifier gain. Both the curves seem to pass nearly

through the origin when extrapolated to zero pulse height. Taylor et al (1951)

obtained a non-linear behaviour of Nal-Tl below 1000 ev. However, it being not
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prSfOtioable to extend the range of the present investigation to that low energy

regioni further ohecking in the range extraploated by us is not possible.

Fig. ««wl 6(6). Puls© height distribution curves

for NaI*Tl with mouoenergetic electrons.
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Anthracene is, perhaps, the most widely used organic scintillator and the.

behaviour of anthracene may be taken to be typical of the organic crystals in

Fig. 6. Pulse height versus energy

curve for Nal-Tl.

Fig. 7. Pulfee height distributioa curves for anthracene

. . with juonoenergetio electrona. .
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general. The pulse height distributiDn curves for the organic crystals are taken

with an anthracene crystal of area 1 .4 cm. X 1 .7 cm and thickness 0.6 cm, a stilbene

crystal of area 1.6 cm x 1.3 era and thickness 1 cm and a terphenyl crystal of dia-

meter 2.6 cm and thickness 1.1 cm. The results are plotted in figures 7 to 9.

Taylor, et al (1961) and Hopkins (1951) have obtained the linear response for

anthracene above 100 kev and 126 kev r^pectively. In the present case, anthra-

•^Pt/LS£ HmNT -^PUkSi HEIQMT

Fig. 8a. Pulse height distribution curves for stilbono

with nionoonergotic electrons.

cene yields a linear response above nearly 160 kev^ in fair agreement with the

results ofthe previous authors. The pulse height versus energy curves for anthfikr-

cene and stilbene crystal are represented in figures 10 and 11; stilbene shows
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linearity above nearly 120 kev. which is compatible with the results reported by

Taylor, et al (1951). Prom the pulse height versus energy studies, NaLTl proves

definitely superior to the organic oyrstals, due to its linear response over a wider

range and even in the region of fairly low energies; but, anthracene and stilbene

scintillation counters can also be utilised successfully in the spectroscopy of nuclear

radiations, except in the very low energy region.

Fig* 86. Pulse height distribution curves for stilbene

with monoenergetio electrons.

The behaviour of terphenyl in this respect seems to be less proqiective, since

from the present investigations, the crystal is found to show a non-linear response

below 240 kev (figure 12). No detailed data for the energy response ofa teiphenyl

crystal seem to have been r^rted so far. Some typical distribution curves

for terphenyl are shown in figure 9.
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Fig. 9. Pulse height distribution curves for tori)henyl

with monoonergetic electrons.

^£N£PGr (IN M£y)

Fig. 10. Pulse heiglit versus energy

curve for anthrsoeiie.

-^eNiRGY (MEY)

Fig. 11. Pulse height versus energy

curve of stilbene*
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In addition to the inorganic and the organic phosphors mentioned above,

measurements have also been made with an organic plastic phosphor (plastifluor* B)

the distribution curves for which are shown in figure 13. The pulse height versus

ao -2 -4 -6 6 »o l-P

£N£fi6Y (/N Mev)

Fig. 12. Pulse height versus energy

curve for terphenyl.

fiLA57/C PHOSPHOR PLASTIC PHOSPHOR
(O S9 Mev) (o>ce Mev)

•^PULSe neiSHT -^PULSB H£I6HT

"Fig, 10. Pulse height distribution curves for plastifluor.
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energy data (figure 14) shows that the response of this phosphor is not linear in

a major part of the energy region examined. From figure 14, however, it is found

that the linearity of response improves at energies above* 800 kev; but since the

observations are not extended beyond 1.1 Mev, the predictions regarding the

linear behaviour cannot be made conclusively. It appears that the plastic phosphor

will not render very useful service in radfetion spectroscopy; its main advantages

seem to be fully exploited in problems Evolving fast detection without energy

evaluation, since the decay constants of(.the organic plastic phosphors are very

Fig. 14. Pulse height versus energy

curve for plastiliuor.

small, of the order of lO'^® sec. Moreover, whereas the growing of appreciably

large transparent and flawless crystals (organic or inorganic) presents a compli-

cated and uncertain technique, the low cost plastic scintillators may be moulded

to quite large volumes with very high transparency and can be machined accord-

ing to specifications. These facts indicate the potentialities of the plastic phosphors

as robust detectors of short resolving time which can be employed in coincidence

arrays, such as those used in cosmic ray experiments. The relative efficiencies

of a number of plastic scintillators containing different kinds and varying con-

centrations of solute phosphor have been reported by Koski (1951), Schorr and

Torney (1950), Buck and Swank (1953), and Swank (1954). But much remains

to be done in order to exploit the advantages of the plastic scintillators to the

fullest extent.

The pulse height distribution curves shown in figures 6, 7 to 9 and 13 are

taken with different amplifier gains for different phosphors. This is found neces-

sary because for the same energy of incident radiation, different phosphors produce

pulses of amplitudes varying over a considerably wide range and the amplifier

with a constant gain fails to amplify all these pulses faithfully.

In order to facilitate a comparison of the response of the different phosphors

used, the data for all the phosphors are again taken under identical conditions of

the optical assembly and the electronic circuitSf
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The points plotted in figures 16 are taken with the amplifier gain of 1.3 X 10*

and the photomultiplier tube being operated at 83 volts per stage. For the same

energy of electrons, the' pulses with the sodium iodide crystal are of much greater

heights than the pulses from other phosphors; hence for sodium iodide, the

SODIUM loom

^eNERQy (MBVy

Fig. 16. Relative response of different phosphors

to monoenergetio electrons.

readings taken with a known lower gain ofthe amplifier are multiplied by a constant

ratio so as to correspond to the readings for the gain of 1.3x10^.

As is obvious from figure 16, sodium iodide undoubtedly exhibits the best

response of all the phosphors tried in the present investigations; the next best is

anthracene and the response of stilbene is comparable to that of anthracene.

Terphenyl yields much inferior results compared to anthracene and in fact, upto

about 600 kev, the response curves due to terphenyl and plastifiuor* B are practi-

cally coincident. At the higher energy region, the response of the plastic phosphor

even tends to be better than that due to the terphenyl crystal. Thus, according

to the relative scintillation eificiences of the phosphors used, they can be arranged

in the order Nal-Tl, anthracene, stilbene, plastifluor* B and terphenyl.

The measurements on the scintillation response of the same kind of phosphors

by different workers may differ in some oases and this can be accounted for by the

slight difference in quality of the phosphors obtained from different manufacturers.

The organic crystal phosphors are found to be very sensitive to traces of impurities

which may quench the fiuorescence due to the photon energy exchange process.

For example, the relative efficiency of stilbene is reported by various authors to

be 60%, 40% and in one case (Bittman et al, 1951) even more than 100% compared

to anthracene. Similarly for terphenyl, some observers report a scintillation

effloienoy of 66% of that of anthracene, while values as low as 30% are obtained

by others (Sangster, 1961).

(6) Nature of the Ptdae height distribution: Referring to pulse height distri-

bution darves in figures 5, 7 to 9 & 13 obtained with different phosphors, it is

found that all the curves showj distributions of Qaussian nature within the
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statistical variation in the counting rates. The half-widths of the distribution

curves are, however, different for different phosphors.

For monoenergetio electrons of energy E, Hopkins (1951) has assumed a distri-

bution equation of the form

2\^{i?) = .4exp[-^^|]* ... (2)

where N{E) represents the number of couiits for an energy differing from the mean
energy by an amount AJE and a is th^^ half-width at lie of maximum. Th<?

constant A is such that when AE = 0,p(E) becomes equal to the number of

counts at the mean energy. i

Assuming the distribution equatioi| represented in relation (2), an attempt

has been made to fit that relation to thefexperimental curves obtained by us. An
excellent agreement is observed bctween^he exj^erimental results and the theoreti-

cally computed values. This is illustra|ed in figure 16 with random selection of

a distribution curve for each phosphor. * The solid lines indicate the distribution

curves obtained from experimental studies and the points marked by dotted circles

are the calculated values of N(E). It is concluded that the pulse height distribu-

tion curves with all the phosphors are of Gaussian nature.

(c) Figure of Merit: The figure of merit of a scintillation counter is usually

defined as the energy required to produce one effective photo-electron at the

cathode and can be denoted by EfN where N is the number of photo-clectrons

produced by a particle of energy E. If one desires to get the best possible values

of EfN, the following factors are of importance:

(i) the phosphor should have a high efficiency of conversion of particle

energy to photons;

(ii) as large a fraction as possible of the photons emitted should be channeled

on to the photocathode of the multiplier tube; and

(Hi) the photomultiplier tube should have an efficient photooathode for

converting photons to photo-clectrons.

Hopkins (1961) described two methods of determining EjN for a scintillation

counter assembly; he obtained a value ofnearly 2 kev/photo-electron for anthracene

crystal using RCA 6819 tube. For the Nal-Tl crystal used with EMI6311 tube,

Pringle and Standil (1960) reported a value of 1.6 kev per photo-electron, while

Hofstadter and McIntyre (1960) and West et al (1961) found values between 0.66

and 1.0 kev per photo-electron.

A rough estimate of the value of EJN may be obtained from experimental

data and under certain assumptions. If one obtains a mean pulse height V for

a monoenergetic particle of energy E, then the number N of photoelectrons

produced at the photocathode can be expressed as :

—

FCo
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where 0 is the gain of the amplifier, M the gain of the photomultiplier corres-

ponding to the particular operating voltage, e the electronic charge and Oq the

capacity at the c-ollector plate including the capacity introduced due to the cathode

follower imit and wiring system.

— tXPBRIMeNTAL CURVE
G WBORenCAL VALUES

Nal/Tl CRYSTAL

(Q'$B my)

— EXPEtttMCNTAL CUW^
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§
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— experimental cuNve
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Fig. 16(a) The correlation between theoretical and experimental pulse height distribution

curves for Nal-Tl.

Fig. 16(6) The correlation between theoretical and experimental pulse height distribution

curves for anthracene.

Fig. 16(c) The correlation between theoretical and experimental pulse height distribution

curves for stilbene.

— EXPER!MENTAL CURVE
THEORETICAL VALUES

EXPERtMCNTAL CURVE
O THEORETICAL VALUES

Fig. 16(d) The correlation between theoretical and experimental pulse height distribution

curves for terphenyl.

Fig. 16(6) The correlation between theoretical and experimental pulse height distribution

curves for pla8tiflour*B.

The values of F and are fairly accurately known from experimental obser-

vations; and is of the order of 20 /t/tJ*; M is determined from the gain versus

interstage potential curves for the 1P21 tube.
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Thus, the energy expended per photo-electron is given by

B EeMG
VGo

'

Let us take a concrete example. The mean pulse height V for monoenergetic

electrons of energy 0.49 Mev is 69 volts with a Nal-Tl crystal. The amplifier gain

is 1.3x10*; and for an operating voltagp of 830 volts, the over all gain of 1P21

tube is 6x10® i

Hence, from equation (3), i*

69 x 20x10-“
I

_ 23000

i30'x 6 X io® X 1.6 >nof» m
t

and ^ ~““^0(^^ kev/photoelec|ron = 4.4 kev/photo-electron.

[.

This value is higher than the expected ^ue. The reason may be sought in the

facts that:

(i) In expression (4), the optical geometry factor of the phosphor assembly

(including the light conductor) has not been considered. With a good reflecting

material and very small loss of light at the phosphor-conductor interface, the factor

usually lies between 0.5 and 1.0.

(ii) Secondly, because of the nature of the location and the shape ofthe

photocathode surface in a 1P21 tube, it is unlikely that all the light transmitted

through the perspex conductor will be incident on the photocathode. Even with

the best attainable value of the optical geometry factor, this second factor cannot

bo avoided. Thus, the scintillation light incident on the photocathodc surface is

only a fraction of the total light conducted through the perspex rod; and this

fraction can be taken to be equal to the ratio of the photocathodc area to the

face area of the light conductor. In our case, it comes out to be 0.37.

Taking into account the error introduced in the expression (4) due to the above-

mentioned factors, EjN reduces to 1.6 kev/photo-electron, which is in fair agree-

ment with the values between 0.66 and J .6 kev per photo-electron reported by

others. The optical geometry factor has been taken to be 1.0. It is obvious

that better results can be expected with improved types of photomultiplier tubes.

From the above considerations, it is natural to expect that for different geo-

metry {i.e. with different sizes of the light piper and different types of photomulti-

pliers), EjN will be different. It is better to compare the values for energy re-

quired to produce onephoton obtained by different workers.

For Nal-Tl, energy required for the production of one photon become 0.16

kev, spayming 10% photon conversion efficiency for the photocathode of a 1P21

tube. From similar calculations, the value for anthracene is 0.28 kev. As the
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calculations involve some assumptions, the agreement between our value and the

value of 0.24 kev reported by Hopkins (1951) for anthracene is fairly satisfactory.

The ‘figure of merit’ and the energy required to produce one photon are cal-

culated for all the phosphors used by us and the results are given in Table I.

TABLE I
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rise tending to attain a saturation value. With the plastic phosphor, however,
the curve appears almost flattened near the higher pulse height end. The limiting
saturation value, if there be any, will naturally represent the intrinsic resolution
for a particular scintillation counter assembly due to the source concerned and to
various optical asymmetries which are not of a statistical nature.

lOOh ! /A

I !
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Fig. 17. Inverse resolution versus pulse height

curves for different phosphors.

The results obtained by us for the response and the resolving power of the dif-

ferent phosphors along with their emission bands and decay times are summarised

in Table II,

TABLE II
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In the inveetigations reported here, the resolving powers actually obtained for the

phosphors appear to be somewhat lower than the expected values. This is due to

the fact that some broadening of the output pulse amplitudes is caused by the use

of smaller 1P21 tubes and the insertion of a light conductor of nearly 13 cms.

length in between the phosphor and the photocathode surface. Both these factors

may tend to lower the optical geometry factor resulting in a poorer resolution.

However, the results obtained by us are definitely satisfactory, keeping in mind

that smaller photomultiplier tubes have been used. The replacement of 1P21

tube by bigger RCA tube (6819 type) and the exclusion of the light conductor are

sure to improve the situation and will increase the resolving power of the scintil-

lation counter unit. In the photomultiplier tubes with flat semitransparent

photocathodes, the phosphor (or the light conductor with it) can be directly

mounted on the photocathode surface with an intervening thin layer of Canada

balsam or silicone grease. The better optical contact, in this case, ensures higher

light collection efficiency and improved resolution.

The applicability of a scintillation counter in radiation spectroscopy is deter-

mined primarily by the resolution expected from it; and in this respect, the organic

crystals are largely superseded by the alkali halides. The higher conversion effi-

ciencies combined with better resolution factors prove the inorganic phosphors

to be specially suitable in beta and gamma ray spectroscopy. The fast response

time and reasonably high detection efficiencies of the organic scintillation counters

will, however, make them indispensable for the studies of short-lived nuclear iso-

mers and artificially produced mesons.
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ABSTRACT. Equations have been derived for the excess ultrasonic absorption in solu-

tions due to occurrence of chemical reaction accompanied by a change of volume. Modifica-

tions for aqueous solutions of electrolytes have been worked out. The results explain some

of the anomalous values of sound absorption in bivalent sulphate solutions.

Freedman (1963) has derivedequations for ultrasonic absorption and relaxation

frequency due to relaxing specific heat of chemical reaction. His theory is re-

markably successful for acetic and propionic acids. Freedman assumes no change

in volume; most chemical reactions are, however, accompanied by both changes

of volume and temperature. If change of volume AF, alone, in a chenycally

reacting solution with moles of the ith species, is taken into consideration, we

can analogously deduce, that the reaction compressibility is

AS*
_ (AF)*

VRT
D

iIl.* ^
to

where PO - i) = -- (?«i)

»(

a{ is the stoichiometric coefEicient of the tth reaction component;

U is the gross reaction rate an dr is the time lag.

Writing the effective compressibility as

A§=Ao- + Ao
1+»WT

we can deduce by well known methods that for a frequency v, the absorption co-

efficient per cm. is given by

“ =; 2n*vp . where v is the velocity
V»

so that the rela-xation frequency is

= _L = i E
2»T 2n D

362
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and the intenaity absorption per wavelength

jt has therefore a maximam for atr= 1, the maximum yalue being given by

li„ = TT/wVS =

In a first order reaction < like cf -4±;J5 it can be easily shown that

«„=

"

(ffl.il_«)
V P%BT T

where cx is the degree of formation of J or B,

For a second order reaction like ABi^A+B

vp%nTt

The above theory assumes an ideal solution where the components exist

in their pure phases. To apply thermodynamics to solutions of electrolytes,

for example, the activity must be considered. Activity will determine the rate

and rate constants. Further, in most chemical reactions of physicochemical

intereBt,the solvent is in such great excess, that its concentration does not change

appreciably as the reaction proceeds to completion.

Writing the equilibrium constant as

K = n(nj/a“*

fi denoting the activity coefficient of i th component, we use the thermodynamic

relationship

dp
\o%K= — ffl

RT

where AF® is the change in molar volume referred to a standard state.

But
d_

dp
log ^ —

- Oj ^ Oj dji

We can always write fiOS & function of rij, so that



m
where

BhibhuU Bhmm Deo

and

80 that

iui = aiiZ

2>*(AP)*

vm

The gross reaction rates can be written as

Vf « «i<0

(7j =. aj>0

and the dynamic compressibility can be deduced to be

«*_(AP)* D* _ Pi
VRT l+»»2)*/Cf l+»5r

where r=

it D*(AP)*
giving

where V is the total volume of the solution. Thus absorption will depend on both

degree of dissociation and activity coefScients. Both should be known and also

the nature of variation of activity coefficient with concentration.

1-1 electrolytes, like NaCl and KBr etc., are very nearly cent per cent disso-

ciated and their activity coefficients approximate unity. So dissociation reaction

has negligible contribution to ultrasonic absm^tion. The negative absorption

(less than water) observed in higher concentrations pf these salts is due to the

depolymerising effect on water; the three bonded structure becoming less and

less numerous with increase of concentration.

Of great theoretical interest is the excess absorption in bivalent sulphates in

the low firequency region. Absorption per wavelength gives two clear maxima in

some sulphates, one in the 1-10 megacycle range and another in 100 megac^le

range. The values of strictly proportional to concentration and vm is

Independent of concentration in the range 0.01 to 0.1 M. Concentration-inde-

pendance of the relaxation frequency indicates at the outset- a first order reaction.

If c is the concentration of the electrolyte in moles per litreand a the degree of dis-

sodation or hydration; JD* a(l—a)c

A*
6

(AF)*

1000

Takiiig a minimum volumc^ohange of 20 o.o. the value ofa should be very nearly

to explain the experimental results.
;
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reoe&t experimentB
(1962) it has been fonnd that the degree of disso-

oiatKm of biralaat sulphates is nearly constant in the same ocmoentration range

and is due to the activity coefficients being inversely proportional to the square

root of concentration.

fi * —^ i- 4= ~-o~ *0“®
Vci Si dwj

I
2c«!

sued

whence

15/i* =0 for unlissociated molecules
Si BUi

’T {AF«)«

c iooo^ijr'
1—a)

So is expected to be constant so longps a is constant. Further
c

and

Uf = kf. (ac). (ac) /g+f X /,o^ = const, kf a*c

Ui, = kt(l-ot,)e

If a is constant, at equilibrium, the net gross reaction rate U is proportional to the

concentration. Since

= L ^ 1 ^
2it D* 2n a(l-a)c

is also independent of concentration.

Although the dissociation reaction J?S04t;B+++S0«“ explains the results

qualitatively, the quantitative agreement is poor. Taking the experimental

value a = 0.9 for, say, MgS04, we must take (AF®)i = 5 o.c, and (AF®)j = 10 c.c.

to explain the two maxima. In any case, the high degree of dissociation of sul-

phates does not indicate such a low value of AF®.

The only plausible and satisfactory picture is to consider a mechanism of the

type

JlS0*±;ii+++S04-
r

ion pair [ii++S04”]

4 f
.B+++SO4

Th^ undissooiated 5SO4 is in simultaneous equilibrium with a biwise

dissociation reaction, some of it directly dissociating to bivalent ions, while

others break their electronic linkages forming the so called ion pairs of Bjerrum,

which further dissociate to the ions. If the net measured concentration of

each ion be ate and if at* be the degree of formation of the ion pair, thmi the
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concentration of undissociated molecules is(l-tt) (1—a')c and of pan

However, for explaining the values of activation energies the total step

BSO^ t; [Ji++S04-i !:;£++ + 80*-

may be taken to be responsible for the absorption of the lower maximum. Of

these the step i?S047^(.R++SQ4
— is associatedwith a considrable change ofvolume

nd contributes to yffj; whereas the subsequent step [J?++iSf04““]tjJZ+++i804
“

is accompanied with no change of volume and, hence, does not contribute to

So. whereas ^ ^
a'(l—cc')(l—cc);

» c 1000
^

(Jisoi) a'*
the dissociation constant for the total step is ^ = K^, X——

;

With a

value of a' = 0.06 nearly, along with the observed values of a, it is possible to ex-

plain all the results of Kurtze and Tamm (1963) ; including the values of free energy

change from the equation AF — —BT log K. It has been tacitly assumed that

the ion pair dissociates just like the neutral molecule. In spite of the many un-

certainties involved, this mechanism seems to be responsible for the absorption,

l^ie explanation of the second maxima is not possible, unless accurate values of

/tm, and are available experimentally.
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ABSTRACT. The X-ray diffraction dlta on bivalent silver and copper nicotinate

oompounds are given and the results are disci|»6d in full details.

1. INTRODUCTION

The argentic compound of picolinic acid, an isomer of nicotinic acid, was

prepared by Barbieri (1934). This compound along with the copper picolinate

was studied by the X-ray diffraction method by Cox, Wardlaw and Webster

(1936), The X-ray data for both the comjiounds wore analyzed in detail, and it

was concluded that the bivalent silver and copper compounds of picolinic acid

were isomorphous.

Here in this communication we are extending our work to bivalent silver

and copper nicotinates (Ag[0gH4O2N]2 and Cu[CeH402N]2 )
in order to obtain

complete preliminary X-ray diffraction data, and then to analyze the data to see

how the compounds are interlinked in their structural aggregation.

2. PREPARATION OF COMPOUNDS

To prepare copper nicotinate’ the aqueous solution of potassium nicotinate

(7.0 gm in 20 c.c.) was added to a hot aqueous copper acetate solution (4.0 gm in

60 c.c.) with constant stirring. On cooling, tke precepitate of copper nicotinate

separated, which was filtered, and dried at llO'^C. The cupric nicotinate was

obtained as bluish white powder. The amount of copper estimated was 20.6%

which agrees well with the theoretically calculated value, namely 20.66%.

Argentic nicotinate has been prepared by Banerjee and Roy (1955) by a

special process and it is brick red in colour and microcrystalline in nature.

The bivalent compounds of silver and copper are paramagnetic. The magnetic

behaviour of these two substances were also studied and were found out to be

paramagnetic. The values for argentic and cupric nicotinates were 1,74

and 1.89 respectively. .

Oommunioated by -Prof. B. N, Srivostava.
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3. X-BAY DIPBRACTION RESULTS

The X-ray pictures were ‘taken in copper radiation at 35 kv. and 15 mA.

in a cylindrical camera of radius 4.13 cm., the radius being standardised with the

help of known spacings of aluminium lines. The glancing angles d's of the X-ray

pictures of silver and copper nicotinates were calculated in the usual way and the

spacings 'd' were obtained from the Bragg equation. The ‘d’ values are given

in kX units (1 kX unit = 1.002^). The data are tabulated in Tables 1 and II,

and d, d and visually estimated intensities of the lines are given side by side. As

far as possible the spacing for Cu^ lines are eliminated.

TABLE I

Argentic nicotinate (Ag[C,H40^]i)

No. of

liues
$

dmkX.
units

Intensity

1 6°. 330 6.982 v.s.

2 8®. 932 4.958 v.s.

3 10®. 49 4.233 8.

4 11°. 46 3.879 m.s.

5 12°. 76 3.489 ni.s.

6 14“.06 3.172 m.

7 14°. 83 3.007 8.

8 16°. 82 2.662 m.

9 17°. 86 2.606 m.

10 19°. 61 2.305 m.w.

11 20°. 46 2.203 v.s.

12 21°, 43 2.108 w.

13 22°, 28 2,032 m.

14 23°, 13 1.960 s.

15 23°, 93 1.898 v.w.

16 24°. 62 1.848 w.
’

17 26°. 66 1.778 in.w.

18 26°. 91 1.701 w.

10 28°. 62 1.608 m.

20 29°. 31 1.673 m.w.

21 30°. 09 1.636 w.

22 32°. 61 1.433 w.
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TABLE I {contd.)
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No. of
lines e

din kX
units

Intensity

23 33°, 3 1.403 w.

24 34°. 68 1.353 \v.

25 35°. 46 1.327 w.

26 36°. 76
1

1.286 w.

27 37°. 71
j

1.259 w.

28 39°. 96 i 1.199 v.w.

29 42°. 32 i 1.144 v.w.

30 43°. 18
1

1.126 v.w.

31 45°. 44 f 1.081

f 1.068

v.w.

32 46°. 13 v.w.

33 47°. 17
1

1.050 v.w.

34 47°. 68
i

1.041 v.w.

35 48°. 64 1 1.026 w.

36 60°. 46 .9986 m.w.

TABLE II

Cupric nicotiiiate ((^u[CoH402NJ2 )

No. of

lines
0

1 6°.601

> 7°. 803

, 8°. 670

10°. 06

5 11°. 36

6 12°, 48

7 13°. 63

8 14°. 85

9 16°. 99

10 19°. 04

11 21°. 76

12 22°. 72

13 25°. 49

14 32°. 60

d in kX
unit

Intensity

6.801 v.s.

5.671 m.s.

5.110 m.s.

4.411 8(broad)

3.823 m.s.

3.563 V.R.

3.291 m.B.

2.997 s.

2.636 m.8.(broad)

2.361 v.s.

2.077 m.

1.1994 m.s.(broad)

1.789 m.

1.429 w.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

From Tables I and II it appears that the silver salt of nicotinic acid is a bett er

crystalline substance than copper nicotinate. Also there are certain X-ray lines

in copper nicotinate which are broad and are likely to be due to disorder m lattices.

If the d values are compared, it will be seen that certain spacmgs of both the tables

are similar. The similar spacings are tabulated in Table III.
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TABLE ni

d in k^unit
(Silver

nicotinate)

d in kj^unit
(Copper

nicotinate)

6.98 6.80

4.96 5.11

3.88 8.82

3.49 3.56

3.17 3.29

3.01 3.00

2.66 2.64

2.31 2.36

3.01 3.00

2.66 2.64

2.03 2.08

1.96 1.99

1.78 1.79

1.43 1.43

This similarity of spacings of both the substances suggests that copper and

silver nicotinates may be isomorphous. Practically line to line spacings of copper

compound have similarity with those of silver compound. The extra lines appear-

ing in both the pictures, particularly the argentic nicotinate, are either due to

better degree of crystallinity in certain direction or in whole of the aggregates.

This type of isomorphism is quite likely. In fact in the paper of Cox, Wardlaw

and Webster (1936) certain extra lines appeared in both copper and silver salts

(more lines in silver salt) of picolinic acid, an isomer of nicotinic acid, but their

general X-ray patterns, as in our case, agreed quite well.

Due to different atomic scattering factors of copper and silver, the intensities

of all the similar lines are not identical.

Further X-ray studies are being undertaken by one of the authors (D. M. C.)

and a detailed interpretation of the lines from the lattice structure will be published

later.
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ABSTRACT. The Baman spectra of (^hylene chlorhydrin and n*propyl chloride in

the vapour state at different temperatures abc^e the boiling points, and in the liquid state

at room temperature and at temperatures nearl^j^ equal to those of the vapour of corresponding

liquids have been studied and compared with Ihose reported for the solid state at low tem-

peratures by previous workers. It is observed that the intensity -ratio of the two lines

in 760 cm-i and 662 cm“* changes abruptly with the change from liquid to vapour phase in

the case of ethylene chlorhydrin, and the same changes from about 1.0 to about

6.0 when the vapour at ISO^C. is lieated to 180°C. This intensity-ratio, however, clianges

only very slightly with change of temperature of the liquid from 30°C. to 130'C. In the

ease of n-propyl chloride the change in the intensity-ratio of tlu^ corresponding two lines is

much smaller than that observed in the case of ethylene chlorhydrin, but the line 1462 cm“i

becomes much weaker and the frequency-shifts of the lines 728 cin-i and 648 crrri increase

to 742 cm-i and 663 cm-^ respectively with vaporization of the liiiuid. It has been pointed

out that the abrupt change in the intensity-ratio with vaporization of the liquid mentioned

above cannot be explained on the assumption that two types of molecules co-exist in the

liquid, the relative population of the molecules depending on their energy difference, and

that a strong interaction between molecules in the liquid state is to be postulated to explain

the above facts. It is also pointed out that the lines 742 cm ‘ and 663 cm-^ observed in

the case of n-propyl chloride in the vapour state are due to the single molecule and associated

molecule respectively and the line 716 cm~* observed in the case of the solid state is due to

the associated molecules surrounded by regularly arranged neighbours,

INTRODUCTION

It wa« pointed out previously by the author (Mazumder, 1963) that the

ratio of the intensity of the two lines 664 cm‘^ and 766 cm“^ of ethylene

dichloride in the vapour state at 136®C is 1 : 4.6 while this ratio has the

value 1 : 6.0 at 170''C according to Morino et al (1942). These results indicated

that the energy difference between the two forms of molecules in the vapour

state was almost the same as that in the liquid state. This conclusion was

contradictory to that arrived at earlier by Mizushima et al (1949). It was

observed, however, that as the liquid at 130®C was transformed into vapour

* Conuniuuoftted by Prof. S. C. Sirkar.
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at 135®C the ratio of the intensities of the two lines changed from 1 ; 2 to 1 : 4.5

and it was concluded that the ratio of the two forms of the molecule changes

abruptly with vaporization of the liquid, and that a strong interaction between

the neighbouring molecules taking place in the liquid stat^ is responsible for

this abrupt change. When the substance is solidified the line 664 cin-^ dis-

appears and it was concluded by Mizushima et al (1938) that in the solid state

the molecules are only of the ‘trails' configuration. Similar phenomenon

was also observed in the case of ethylene chlorhydrin and w-propyl chloride

(Mizushima et al, 1940). They observed that the line 760 cm“^ of ethylene chlor-

hydrin disappears at low temperatures, and assuming tliat this line is given by

the gauche form, they concluded that the molecules of ethylene chlorhydrin in

the solid state are all of the ‘trans’ form, while in the case of ?i-propyl chloride in

the solid state ':hey are of the ‘gauche’ form, and that in the liquid state molecules

of both trans and gauche forms ere present. Recently, Mizushima el al (1961)

investigated the Raman and infra red spectra of ethylene chlorhydrin in liiquid

and vapour stales at difl >rent temperatures and attributing the line 750 cm“^

to the trans form they concluded that the molecules of the Irans configuration

increase in number with ritie of temperature ii the case of the v.. 3^. ur. So, accord-

ing to this new assignment, the solid state ot ethylene chloj hydrin would consist

of molecules of gauche form only. The frequencies of vibration of diii.^rent modes

of the skeleton Cl-C-C-0 have also been calculated for both the forms by these

authors but although the calculated frequencies agree with observed frequencies

in the case of gauche form, the agreement in the case of the trans form is poor,

Mizushima et al (1961) measured the relative densities of the absorption bands 760

cm-^ and 669 cm“^ in the case of the vapour of ethylene chlorhydrin at different

temperatures but similar data regarding the Raman spectrum of the substance were

not available. On the other hand, the conclusion about disappearance of one of

the two forms of the molecule with solidification was drawn by previous workers

from the study of the Raman spectra. It was, therefore thought worthwhile

to study the Raman spectra of ethylene chlorhydrin in the liquid and vapour

states at high temperatures to find out whether in this case also any abrupt

change takes place in the relative intensities of the two Raman lines 750 cm~^

and 662 cm"^ with vaporization of the liquid. As the Raman spectrum of w-propyl

chloride also show some changes with solidification of the liquid, the Raman

spectra of the compound in the liquid and vapour states at high temperatures

have also been investigated for comparison.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental arrangement was similar to that used by the author in his

previous investigation (Mazumder, 1953), excepting a little modification in the

illuminating system. The liquids ethylene chlorhydrin and ri-propyl chloride were

distilled several times in vacuum before being introduced in the thickwalled Wood’s
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tube of special design (Mazunider, 1954). The temperature of the tube contain-

ing requisite quantity of the liquid was raised to about 180®C in the case of ethy-

lene chlorhydrin (B. P. 128.8®C)and 100*^0 in the case of n-propyl chloride (B.P.

46.6®C), and the pressure developed inside the Wood’s tube at those temperatures

of the vapours of the corresponding liquids was about four atmospheres in each

case. The liquid still left in the bulb at the tail after voporization was not more

than 1 c.c. in volume. Two long glass tubes of diameter 6 cnis. filled with distilled

water were planed between the mercury arcs and the heater to focus the long

mercury arcs on the axis of the Wood’s h|ibe. Two cylindrical reflectors of highly

polished aluminium sheets were used t<| reflect back the light proceeding away

from the Wood’s tube, and this light alp was focussed on to the axis of the

Wood’s tube. This improvement in th^ arrangement for illumination enhanced

the intensity of the incident light so^uch that the time of exposure could

be reduced to five days only. ?

The Adam Hilger two prism spectro|raph used in the previous investigations

was used in the present experiment also. Iflord Zenith plates were used to

photograph the spectra. In both the cases the Raman spectra of the liquids at

room temperature and at temperatures nearly equal to those of the vapours

were also photoerraphed for comparison. At least two spectrograms were obtained

for the vapour phase of each of the two compounds in order to verify the changes

observed in the first spectrogram in each case, and in the case of ethylene ehlor-

hydrin spectrograms for the vajjour at 130®0 and 180®C were obtained.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Ilaraan fre(}uen(!ies in wave number units are given in Tables I and II,

in which the lata for the solid state are also in Uided for comparison.

The spectrograms due to the substance in the vapo ir state at high tem-

peratures and -1 the liquid state at tcmpeaturec much above the boiling points

are reproduced ij Plate VIII.

It can be seen from Table I that in the case of ethylene chlorhydrin the ratio

of the intensity of the two lines 662 cm-^ and 750 cm-^ changes abruptly as the

liquid ?it 130°0 is transformed into vapour at ISO^C. This result is m complete

disagreement with that reported by Mizushima et al (1951 ). They observed that

the- ratio of the densities of the absorption bands Iml^m increases from 0.55 to

0.68 as the temperature of ethylene chlorhydrin vapour is raised from 82*C to

i55“C In the case of Raman spectrum, however, the ratio changes

from 0.5 to about 0.6 when the temperature of the liquid is raised from 30»C to

130“C, hut in the case of vapour at 130“C the ratio becomes almost equal to unity

and at 180‘C the ratio becomes about 5.0. It appears, therefore, that there is

abrupt change in the ratio of the intensity of the two lines with vaponzation

Of the Uquid at 130°C, and a great change takes place again in the same intensity
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TABLE I

Ethylene chlorhydrin, Cl.CH,.CHj.OH.

Av in kayser.

Liquid state

Mizuslsdutik St al

(1940)

Solid state

Vapour state

at 30"C. at 130"C. at (Ca.-100°C.) at 130°O. at 180“0.

295 (lb)

e

296 (4b) e 311 (0)e

396 (2) e,k 396 (1) e,k

476 (1) e,k 476 (i) e,k 471 (0) e

662 (10) e,k

760 (S) e,k

662 (6) e,k

760 (3) e,k

660 (8) e,k,(i),

f.g

662 (1) e,k

750 (1) e,k

662 (Ob) e,k

760 (4) ejt

852 (3) e,k 862 (1) e,k 849 (3) e,k 825 (0) e

940 (2) e,k 940 (i) e,k 939 (3) e,k

1034 (4) e,k 1034 (ib) e,k 1036 (3)

1078 (0) e,k 1083 (1) e,k

1130 (0) ejc

1171 (0) e,k

1244 (4b) e,k 1246 (0) k

1387 (0) e,k

1468 (6) e,k 1458 (2b) o,k 1451 (2) e,k

2880 (2) e,k

2028 (1) e,k

2880 (1) e,k

2934 (6) e,k,i 2928 (0) e,k

2968 (6b)e,k 2958 (3) e,k 2960 (8) e,k,i 2960 (3) e,k 2960 (6) e,k

3010 (3) e,k 3010 (1) e,k 3013 (6) e,k

ratio when the temperature of the vapour is raised from 130*0 to 180*0. If we

assume that the two lines 662 cm~^ and 750 cm~^ are due to two configurations

of the molecule then this great change in the ratio of the intensity of the two lines

with change of temperature from 130*0 to 180*0 would indicate a large energy

difference between the two forms of the molecule, but the small change in the

intensity^ratio observed with the rise of temperature of the liquid, however, does

not indicate such a large energy difference in the liquid state. So this postulate

that the relative populations of the two types of molecules depend on the tempera*

tore is not supported by the observed facts. Also the alnupt change in the ratio

of the intensity of the two lines with vaporization of the liquid at 130*C indicatee
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TABLE II

n.Propyl chloride, CH,CH,CH,CI.

Av in kayser

Liquid state

Mizushima et al

(1940) Vapour state
Solid state

at 30°C. at 100°C. at (Ca.-160“C.)

j

at 100°C.

366 (4) o,k I

140 (0) e

295 (1) 6,k

366 (7) e,k

424 (1) 6,k

648(10) ±e,k

728 (5) e,k

791 (4) e,k

854 (2) e,k

894 (2) e,k

1026 (6) 0,k

1265 (3) e,k

1452 (8b)e,k

2878 (6) e,k

2915 (3) e,k

2937 (5) e,k

2960 (5) e,k

424 (0) e,k

648 (6) e,k

728 (3) e,k

791 (2) o,k

854 (1) e,k

896 (1) e,k

1026 (3) e,k

1255 (1) o,k

1462 (4b)e,k

2878 (4b) e,k

2915 (2) e,k

2937 (4) e,k

2960 (4) e,k

229 (0) e,(k)

363 (6) e,(k)

716 (7) o,k,i

1029 (5) e,k

1441 (2) e,k

2870 (6) (e),k

2894 (1) k

2908 (1) (e),k

2941 (6) e,k

2975 (0) e,k

2997 0) e,k

146 (0b)e

368 (1) o,k

663 (3) e,k

742 (2) e,k

1030 (Ob) e,k

2880 (2) e,k

2915 (1) e,k

2959 (1) e,k

2970 (4) e,k

that the intermoleonlar field in the liquid state is largely responsible for the crea«

tion of tile two types of molecules in the liquid, and one of these two types may

be a mnglA molecule and the other an associated group of molecules. In the solid

state the latter giving rise to the line 669 cm-i is predominant. Thus these results

dearly indicate that in the case of the molecules in the vapour state there is only

one stable configuration and a second configuration is formed only in the state of
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aggregation. In the liquid state both these configurations are present, while in

the solid state the molecules are all in associated groups forming the second con-

figuration.

In the case of w-propyl chloride, however, the situation seems to be more

complicated. The change in the relative intensities of the lines 648 cm*^ and

728 cm“^ with change of temperature in the liquid is negligible and when the liquid

at 100®C is vaporized at that temperature the ratio increases very

slightly. The line 1462 cm“^ which is more intense than the line 728 cm“^ in the

case of the liquid at 100°C is absent in the case of the vapour at 100°C and the

lines 2937 cm~^ arid 2960 cm“^ shift respectively to 2959 crii"^ 6nd' 2970 cm”^.

This shows that the latter spectrum is due to the vapour only. Oh the other hand,

as observed by Mizushima et al (1940), the line 649 cm“^ disappears when the

liquid is solidified and cooled down to -~160°C. Hence from these results they

concluded earlier that in the solid state the w-propyl chloride molecules are all

of gauche form and the ethylene chlorhydrin molecules are all of trans form and

attributed the lines 649 cm“^ and 728 cm"^^ of /^-propyl chloride to trans and gauche

configuration respectively and the corresponding lines 662 cm’^ and 750 cm^^ of

ethylene chlorhydrin to the gauche and the trans configuration. They have,

however, reversed their assignment recently (Mizushima et al, 1961) and have

attributed the lines 760 cm“i and 662 cm-^ of ethylene chlorhydrin to trans and

gauche configuration respectively. So, according to this new assignment in

the case of yi-propyl chloride in the solid state all the molecules will be of trans

configuration and both liquid and vapour states should consist of molecules of both

the configurations. Evidently, the presence of the OH group in ethylene chlor-

hydrin molecule is responsible for this difference in behaviour of the two types of

molecules. As both the lines 648 cm”^ and 728 cm”^ are polarised (Sishui, 1948)

they are certainly due to the C-Cl vibration in two different typ s of molecules.

If these two types are rotK ional isomers, thi euv gy difference r^ust be very small

in the liquid and va our states, as the relative iniesities do not t lange very much

with rise of temperi* ure of the liquid. But the disappearance of one of these

lines at 160°0 cannot be due to the change of temperature alone, because the

energy difference is very small. If on the other hand we assume that the asso-

ciated molecules and the single molecule are the two types which produce these

two lines, it is difficult to understand hcnv the ime 728^ cnr’Hncreases hr intensity

both at low temperatures in the solid state and at high temperatures in the vapour

state. Probably, the change in the value of the frequencies of the lines with change

of state* may provide some clue for the understanding of this phenomenon. Thfef

frequency of the Raman line 728 cm""^ observed at 30°C remains the saihe when

the liquid is heated t6 100°C, but it increases to 742 cm~* when the liquid at lOO^itT

is vaporized and apparently diminishes to 716 cm“^ when the liqud is solidified

and cooled down to *-160°Cr No such shifts are observed in the case of ethylene

chlorhydrin. So, it appears that since in the case of ethylene chlorhydrin the
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C-Cl frequency is not affected appreciably by the intermolecular field the associa-

tion between neighbouring molecules takes place through the OH group in the

bqt^id state, while iii the case of ti-propyl chloride such association takes place

through the Cl atom. If we now attribute the line 742 cm"^^ to vibration in the

single molecule and 663 cm”^ to that in the associated molecule in the vapour

.state^ .the influence of intermolecular field lowers these frequencies to 728 cm~^
and 648 cm"~^ respectively in the liquid state. • With solidification, however,

•ftti^ther ehailge'takes place in the interAiolecular field, as each C-Cl bond is sur-

rounded by regularly arranged C-Cl grqjups in the lattice. The influence of these

groups may be opposite to that of th^ formation of associated groups through

the Cl atom. In that case we would except a frequency of C-Cl vibration inter-

mediate between the frequencies of C-(^ vibration in the single molecule and the

associated molecule respectively. Thi| may be the reason why in the case of

7i-propyl chloride in the solid state thi frequency of C-Cl vibration is observed

to correspond to 716 cm”^ which is lessfthan 742 cm~^ observed in the (uise of the

single molecule and greater than 663 given by the associated molecule in

the case of vapour. It may be pointed out here that when association takes place

through the Cl atom, tha virtual bond may be much stronger than that formed

through OH group. This may be th 3 reason why in the case of /i-pnpyl chloride

associated molecules persist even in the vapour state, while in the case of ethylene

chlorhydrin in the vapour state almost all the molecules are nu nonvTic.

The C-Cl vibration frequencies observed in the case of n-propyl .chloride in

the vapour state agree closely with those obsei ved in the case of ethylene chlorhy-

driii in the vapour state. This proves conclusively that the C-fU stretching vi-

bration in a single molecule has frequencies corresponding to 742 vui ^ and 750 cm“^

in the case of n-propyl chloride and ethylene chlorhydrin respectively. Any

normal coordinate treatment should give this frequency as one of the normal

modes of vibration. Since Misushima et al (1951) obtained 704 cm ^ as the cal-

culated value for the ‘trans’ configuration of ethylene chlorhydrin molecule the

potential constants used by them are not correct. Attempts have been made

to find new potential constants for the obtained frequencies of the C-01 vibration

and the results will be published in a separate communication.
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Plate]IX
iABSTRACT. In rocont years, the conoe^t of rovorboration iiino as the solo critoi-ion

of good acoustics in a test enclosure has yioldod|to an emphasis on the manner of sound decay
in the enclosure. New techniques using short Jmpulsf^ sounds have boon devtdopod for this

purpose, and this paper describes tlie particulo^ method employed in All India Radio for the
acoustic testing of broadcast studios. Resulti| obtained in a typical studio in the Broad-
casting House, New Delhi, are described and ^e inter})retod on the basis of the acoustical

treatment employed in it. Finally, a discussion of the ailvantages and limitations of the

new tecbnic^ues are given, together with a summary of the latest advances in the subject in

other countries.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of reverberation time, introduced first by Wallace Sabine

almostfiftyyearsago, was, till very recently, considered as the sole criterion of

good acoustics in any enclosure. Since then, various “uptinium” reverberation

time curves have been drawn empirically by several investigators, showing the

depen-denee of this quantity on such parameters as the volume of the enclosure,

the frequency employed, and the nature of sound genoratefl. For broadcast

studios, there is an additional factor since the pick-up chain is monaural as

contrasted with the binaural hearing in comber! halls or other public buildings

where a live audience is present.

2. REVERBERATION TIME AND ROOM ACOUSTICS

In recent years, however, the absolute validity of the reverbcratio.n time

as the only criterion of satisfactory acoustics, has been challenged, Almost a

decade ago, Mason and Moir found in the case of cinema halls that the mere attain-

ment of an optimum value of the reverberation time was no guarantee of a satis-

factory acoustical condition and that in some cases, such hallsdid not just ‘‘sound’/

right (Mason and Moir, 1944). And since the human ear is the final arbiter of what

is good acoustics, this observation—corroborated by other investigators—could

not be lightly dismissed. Mason and Moir concluded that this discrepancy was

due to the fact that conventional reverberation time measurements were often

conducted with continuous tones (either pure or warbled) which were switched

off, after a steady state has been attained in the test enclosure. Most sounds,
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in praotioe» are, however, pulsatory in nature, and this is true of speech even more

than of music. In music itself, there is a marked difference between the sharp

staccato rhythms of a drum and the sononorous flowing music of an organ. It

is reasonable to assume that the soundi field prodAioed' by these pulsatory sounds

is, in a sense, different from that produced' by continuous sounds.

Another observation made by Mason and Moir at the same time is also of

great interest. They found that good listening in the cinema auditoria was asso-

ciated with a number of image sources, distributed at .randbm, which radiate the

incident sound so as to resich. the ears of the listener aftm^ a very short time delay.

This has been strikingly confirmed by the experiments conducted by Haas at

Gtottingen during the war, (the results of which have been reported only recently)

on the effect of a time-delayed single echo on the intelligibility of speech (Haas,

1951). Haas reported that echoes with time delays of the order of 1- 30 milhsecs.

ace mi heard separately but, actually, enhaoice the pleasing quality of speech.

Sa hfts fiirther shown that there is a critical time delay which is a function of echo

iMensi^, frequency of the source, and reverberation of the test enclosure. Good

acoustics, which is a harmonious combination of both the functional and aesthetic

aspects, is now, therefore, associated with a number of randomly distributed

virtual sound images that reflect the incident sound wave with the right intensity

and optimum time delay.

The emphasis has therefore been shifting slowly to the manner of sound

decay, rather than merely on the time taken by the sound to decay by a certain

arbitrary ratio (as reverberation time actually is). Mayo has expressed this

cogently when he says that ‘‘the acoustical properties of a studio do not depend

on the mere presence or absence of standing wave patterns but on the nature

of these patterns’* (Mayo, 1951). Sound sources at present normally used in re-

verberation time measurements merely indicate whether standing waves have been

s«it upda the enclosure but cannot provide any information about their character-

istics. It is obviously impossible to locate with a continuous tone the virtual

sound sources that make up the resonance in an enclosure. Such a method merely

indicates the response of the enclosure to sound in the steady state but does not

reveal as to how the sound is built up, which is, however, vital to a complete

knowledjge of the acoustical behaviour of the test enclosure. One solution is to

sweep the entire audio frequency spectrum in interval before the first reflections

begin* to arrive^ (i.e. within about 60 millisecs, according to Haas) but this has

many limitations in practice. Besides, it is doubtful if steady state condition

ace atttaihed* in so short a time for any frequency.

3. THE PULSE TECHNIQUE

Aa^ altoruative method, employed in Alt India Radio, uses pulse bursts of

adjfustable length (of the order of a few millisecs) and the response of the studio
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to these imptifse romnds in displayed as m ’hmainnoiiis patteaivi em the eoieeii ’rf a

CRO. The frequency spectnmi of the iinpulge is similar to that of ‘white” mise
where the amplitudes of component freqaencies are *neariy ^all equal.

It may be mentioned here that many ‘of the invest^atims reported in Mera*

tare deal primarily with concert halls and anddtoria of large dimevtsicms, of the

order of 200,000 ou. ft., (Somerville, 1949) hut here in this paper, results

in a broadcast studio of comparatively sn^l volume (of the order of 15,000 oajBt.)

are reported. In fact, one of the pTincip(|l aims of the present investigation was

to ascertain whether such pulse technique! could be employed for determining th©

acoustical characteristics of test enclosuf^s, such as broadcast studios.

Before the investigations are doscribjwl in detail, it is instructive to form a

physical picture of what happens w‘hen aA impulse sound is produced in any en-

closure. Mayo provides such a picture (Mayo, loc. cit) by drawing what he caTls

the ‘'echo-time diagram” (figure la). Tie ordinates of PQR are inversely pfo-

porticmal to the time elapsed after the genpation of the pulse. The actual magni-

tudes of the echoes are smaller than tha<{ given by curve PQR due to absorption

and reflection losses. A is the point wh^e the time base of the CRO Starts and

B is the time when the direct sound has reached the microphone. C, D are the

first order echoes due to image sources distributed on the boundaries of the en-

closure. The cluster at E represent the second order echoes and later bunches

are due to higher order echo returns. The abcissa values of time correspond to

the distances of the real and image sources from the microphone. If now the

source emits the tone continuously, the resulting diagram would be a complex

one depending on the phase at which these echoes return to the microphone. This

Fig. 1. Variation of total sound pressure at any point with time.

is in turn dependent on the distance travelled by the sound wave, and hence on

the time delay of the echo—as obtained from the echo time diagram. Such a

diagram is shown in figure 1(6) where the time delay obtained from the echo

time diagram has been used to compute tlie phase and add, vectorially, the direct

and the reftpoted sound. The envelope diagram shown in figure 1(6) thus

represents the build-wp twwmiwitef t*e mmni m Ifce endowe and a similar
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diagram can be constructed for the switch-off transient. It is obvious from this

picture, that if a continuous sound source is used, there is an interference

between the direct sound and the first order reflections and the analysis of such

a pattern becomes virtually impossible.

The physical picture of the behaviour of a sound pulse can be given thus:

In the first stage, are discrete echoes, few in number and sometimes of considerable

magnitude. In the second stage are numerous echoes, small in magnitude and

due to sets of virtual sources distributed in several planes. Finally, in the third

stage when the echoes arrive in groups, which Mayo (loc. cit) believes represents

the steady state response of the enclosure. This last stage is not reached till the

sound is almost 30 to 40 db below the initial level. If this point of view is correct,

it would mean that the real eigen tones are established only after a lapse of time

and that the second 30 db of decay is comparatively more significant in indicating

the steady state characteristics of the enclosure, such as reverberation time. This

is contrary to the present practice of giving greater weightage to the first 30 db

decay in computing the effect on the human ear. Whether Mayo’s view is correct

or not, the physical picture he has provided of the behaviour of a pulse in an en-

closure, emphasises the superiority of the new technique in studying the acoustical

characteristics of the enclosure.

In an irregular auditorium where the echo returns have a random phase,

the envelope of sound decay should have a nearly exponential characteristic. This

would imply that no high intensity echoes arrive at large time delays to violate

Haas’ condition for good acoustics. In a rectangular room, however, the normal

modes come out as regularities in the pattern indicating unsatisfactory diffusion.

Diffusion is such an important characteristic of broadcast studios, particularly

in regard to microphone placement, that it is useful to have facilities to study it.

4. CIRCUIT DETAILS
Figure 2 is a block schematic of the set-up for conducting pulse measure-

ments in a broadcast studio. The pulsing unit generates short pulses of variable

Fig. 2. Blpok fiohematio of the pulse study of a studio,
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length which, after amplification are, applied to a loudspeaker located in the test

studio. A microphone suitably located picks up the sound, amplifies it before

feeding it to the vertical plates of a CRO, whose horizontal plates are connected

to a time base circuit that is synchronized with the impulse switch. These pulses

are so short (of the order of a few millisees) and applied at intervals long enough

for the direct sound to decay to a very small value. A more detailed description

of the equipment is given below:

Fig. 3. Pulsing unit.

4.1. Source: Various types of pulsing sources have been tried by several

investigators and it was peferred to have an electronic source, both for its simplicity

and reliability. A uni-stroke multivibrator cinuiit was cheisen to provide ap-

proximately square wave pulses whose length can be varied between 5 and 200

millisees by varying resistance /fj, in the time constant circuit (figure .1).

The square wave output of the multivibrator is applied to the screen grid of a

6F6 tube through a voltage regulator tube of proper voltage rating. The. signal

from the tone generator, which has to be modulated by the square, wave, is applied

to the grid of the 6F6 tube and the output is taken from the anode through a

.003 mfd condenser. With this method of modulation, and rise and fall of the

pulse is sharp and is limited by the operating time constants of the VR tube only.

A simple method of synchronisation is obtained by applying a high voltage

impulse through a condenser to the 6SN7 grid (figure 3) which starts the square

wave. One pair of a DPDT switch (S2) applies this impulse while the other pair

of the same switch starts the charging of a condenser for time base circuit (Sec.

4.3). In one position of the switch 82, the voltages are applied and the square

wave and time sweep start simultaneously, while in the other position of 82, the

time base condenser is discharged through a suitable resistor so as to be ready for

next stroke when 82 is flipped back.
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4.2. Indicator: The microphone output, amplification, is applied

to the vertical plates of a CRO. For ease of visual observation as well as for

photographic work, the need for a long persist^oe tube is obvious. A 6FF7

tube was chosen for the purpose and the h.t . in the a/node was a i^ctlfied RF of the

order of 12 k.v. Controls to adjust the focus and brilliancy of the pattern wwe
also provided.

4.3. Time Base Circuit: The requirements of a suitable time base for

the experiment are: (i) it should be single stroke (n) it should be capable of being

synchronised with the pulse generation (Hi) it should cover the face of the tube

in varying intervals from *0.1 to 2 secs, since the revefrbemtion times of most

broadcast studios are well within this range, and (re;) it shortld be reasonably linear.

In the circuit, adopted after trial and error, a condenser in the ^id circuit is

charged by the supply voltage through any of the three resistances that can be

chosen by a switch. The maximum voltage on the condenser for full sweep is not

larger than 50v, which is only 20% of the supply voltage, and hence the non-

linearity is well within the limits of tolerance. Finer sweep control is available

by controlling the charging voltage, which should be kept as high as possible.

The time base is calibrated by disconnecting the vertical plates from the output

of the microphone and applying a 50 cycle mains frequency.

6. EXPEBIMENTAL DETAILS

A typical studio of Broadcasting House, New Delhi, (Studio 1) is chosen for

conducting pulse measurements. Studio 1 is moderate sized (Vol: 13,5000 cu.ft.)

and is used primarily for concert music, both Indian and Western. It has a slightly

asjrmmetric plan with non-parallel walls, purposely so designed to improve tfce

sound diffusion in the studio and, in particular, to avoid any “flutter”. Only

walls is treated with 2 layers of glass wool quilts (of thidkness each) faced with

one of the side a perforated transits board. The other three walls are untreated

and the facing material is laid directly on 2" battens on the bare wall. Five

pilasters (each of width 4' 3*') similarly treated with IJ" thick glass wool quilts

and transite board (with an air gap of about behind the glass wool) are distri-

buted on two of the side walls. The owling is also treated with the transite

board-glass wool combmation whfle the floor is covered with linoleum. Figure 4

shows a {dan of the studio as also some of the structural details described above.

Tke measured values of reverberation Ume in the studio are found to be

considerably lower than the optimum at the low frequencies below 800 cydhss

(100 c/s : 0.58 sec; 500c/st0.52 sec.). At 800 c/s, the measured reveiberation time

curve crosses the desired optimum curve, and at frequencies above 1500 o/s, the

measured values are much greater than tim optimum values (2000 c/s:0.86 sec;

4000 c/s; 0.06 see.).

In these measaremnt^ a 25W loudspeaker set in a bassMfiex batte was

used and was located in one of the comers, as shown hi figure 4. Tbe mkrophune
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WBA an ojsiiii^djf^ctioiial type aiul) was nioiinted on a stand about five feet above
th» floor.. The position of the mic]K)phoiie was varied during the experiment

and the four positions used in these investigations are shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Studio no, 1. Broadcasting house, New Delhi

,

The positions o^the microphone were chosen so as to provide the most useful

information from the point of view of the acoustic analysis of the studio. For

instance, the corner position (marked I in figure 4) is never used in normal broad-

cast practice, and yet is of great interest since it is the position where the largest

number of room resonances have their pressure maxima. Hence, a measurement

at such a location would help to analyse the intrinsic behaviour of the enclosure.

In actual practice, however, microphone positions are primarily chosen on

other considerations. Thus, for instance, the microphone must be so located that

the largest possible pick-up space is utilised ; this is, in turn, dependent on the type

of programme broadcast and the characteristic of the microphone being employed.

In a drama programme, for instance, where a bi-directional microphone is used,

there should be ample space on both the ‘forking faces” of the microphone. In

a musicfid concert on the other hand, where an omni-directional or uni-directional

microphone is utilised, the space utilisation is somewhat different and depends

to a large extent on the balancing of musical instruments. Another importans

consideration for the position of the pick-up microphone is that it should be fully

visible from the control booths attached to the studio to enable the producer and

announcer to have a clear view of what is going on in the studio. In the studio

under investigation, it is seen from figure 4, that position II satisfies this criterion

ad6<|pately and is hence used in normal practice.

Pulse patterns were at first obtained with varying pulse lengths and photo-

graphed with the oscillograph camera. It was noticed that for an enclosure of
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this size, extremely short pulse lengths were necessary for obtaining a well defined

picture. Otherwise, the patterns tend to become “fuzzy” and besides, interfer-

ence between the direct sound and the echo returns occurs, resulting in an envelope

that is extremely difficult to analyse. In the results reported here, a pulse length

of 6 millisecs has been employed with corroboration from 20 millisecs pulses,

wherever necessary.

It was noted that the patterns were repeatable enough to warrant a detailed

study of the new technique. The patterns obtained are unique for the microphone

position, test frequency and pulse lenth.

At each position of the microphone, patterns were obtained with ten fre-

quencies: 90, 120, 160, 210, 300, 400, 600, 1000, 2000, and 4000 c/s. The lower

frequencies were chosen so as to be near some of the prominent low-order modes

as indicated by the transmission-frequency characteristic.

6, RESULTS

The exact interpretation of the pulse patterns is somewhat complicated but,

undeniably, they afford a visual picture of the acoustical performance of the

studio. The photographs were examined particularly for three details: (a) general

decay of the pulse (b) prominent echo returns of the pulse (c) and the time

interval at which these echo returns occur.

(a) Position /: Though this position is never used in practice, it is of interest

as being the location where the largest number of modes have their pressure

maxima. Figure 5 shows the patterns obtained at 160 c/s and 1000 c/s. It can

be seen that the decays are in general smooth and even, and there are no long

delayed returns marring the acoustics of the studio.

(b) Position II: This is the normal broadcast position as it is near the piano

and has a good view of the announcer and control booths. Figure 6 shows the

patterns obtained at 90 c/s and 1000 c/s. The low frequency decay is smooth

but at the mid frequency, there are prominent returns with a delay of 90 and 150

millisecs., the former being the stronger of the two. The pattern at 1000 c/s is

interesting in indicating the presence of strong short path initial reflections.

According to Potwin and Maxfield, the presence of short path reflections contri-

butes to satisfactory acoustics (Potwin and Maxfield, 1939) and it is gratifying

to note that this is fulfilled in the position used normally for broadcasting.

(c) Position III : This is a position almost at the centre ofthe studio. Figure

7 shows the decay curves at 160 c/s, 300 c/s and 1000 c/s. In the patterns at

160 c/s and 1000 c/s, the decays are found to be jagged and non uniform. For

the low frequency pattern, the envelope of decay deviates markedly from an ex-

ponential characteristic. It is to be noted also that no strong first order reflec-

tions are present here as in position II. In the case of 1000 c/s, there are promi-

nent echo returns at 60 and 100 millisces. The former has a large amplitude and
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expected to affect the acoustics of the studio. The patterns indicate that this

position of the microphone is an unsatisfactory one.

(d) PowHon IV : This is a position adjacent to the source and can be expec*

ted to show uneven decay. This is borne out by figure 8 which shows the patterns

obtained at 90 o/s, 500 c/s and 1000 c/s. In the middle range of frequencies^

a 75 miliisBCs. delay:)! echo is noticed.
;
At lower frequencies, there Mrere

prominent returns at shorter time delays.

It is seen from the above, that the task of analysing the patterns is, indeed,

a foimidable one.^ It is difficult at this stwe to draw more than tentative conclu-

sions of the acoustical behaviour of the stmio under test. However, with experi-

ence, imagination and a certain intuitivwess, it is possible by this method to

construct a visual picture of the progress o f a sound wave in the studio.

The pulse technique has shown that she smooth decay of sound at any fre-

quency is associated with the presence of a ^rge number of small amplitude echoes,

random in phase and direction, rather ti »n a small number of discrete echoes

from large flat surfaces. r

The pulse patterns are particularly invduable for detecting long delayed echoes

that mar the intelligibility of speech and, generally, the acoustics of the enclosure.

However, the practical problem of locating the surfaces responsible for the un-

wanted reflections is a complicated one. One method, which is suitable in this

connection is to use an omni-directional microphone to obtain the pulse patterns

like those described earlier in this section. The relative echo amplitudes give an

indication of the intensity of the individual echoes from the different boundary

surfaces in the studio. From the delay time, the path lengths can be calculated

from which the surfaces responsible for the echoes can be guessed. For a more

precise knowledge, a highly directional microphone likes the tubular microphone

(Mason and Marshall, 1939) can be used to locate the offending surfaces with

reason-able accuracy.

Once the reflecting surfaces are located, there are two alternatives to remedy

the situation: (i) to alter the subtended angles by breaking the surface into smaller

areas at divergent angles to the plane or (it) to apply acoustic treatment to the

gurfaoes as to make the intensity of the wave reflected from that surface as small

as possible.

7. BECENT DE V^E LOPMENTS

It is interesting to speculate whether it is possible to evaluate the reverbera-

tion from the pulse patterns but a little thought will suggest two objections:

() The pulse Ift^gtha are too short to be certain that steady state conditions are

obtained in the enclosure which is a necessary condition for valid measurement

of reverberation time, (ii) Since the sound pressure amplitudes are applied to the

plates of the CBO in a linear scale, the yanation of sound levrf in the pattern is

3
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too limited (not more than 20 db at the maximum) to permit any reliable compu*

tation of reverberation time.

Both the objections are overcome in an interesting method developed

by Mayo and Beadle at the BBC (Mayo and Beadle, 1961). They use

relatively long pulses (200 millisecs) to ensure steady state condition in the studio

and they have further incorporated a logarithimic stage before applying the

microphone output to the oscilloscope. A linear decay curve similar to the one

on the graphic level recorder with a mechanical stylus, is obtained and there is

a goniometer arrangement whereby the R. T. can be computed directly by ad-

justing the slope of the decay curves to coincide with one of the lines inscribed

on a graticule attached to the goniometer.

While the equipment is undoubtedly an ingenious adaptation of the pulse

technique, it is useful to enquire whether there is any considerable advantage

in this method over the conventional graphic level recorder for measuring rever-

beration time. The comparatively long pulse lengths rob the method of its abi-

lity to study the details of the sound decay in small or moderate sized enclosures,

as effectively as with the short pulse lengths. The use of the cathode ray oscil-

loscope in place of the mechanical stylus of the level recorder, is often a disadvan-

tage, because, paradoxical as it may seem, of its low writing speed at the low

frequencies. This is so because of the high CR value that is to be employed in

the ORO to offset the high sensitivity of the vertical plates to superimposed A.C.

voltages. At high frequencies, the writing speed of the electron beam in CRO
is undoubtedly greater than that of a mechanical recorder. But this may not

always be an advantage as it would clutter up the decay curves with a mass of

unnecessary details. Besides, it is difficult to use with the CRO, the delicately

balanced servo system that contributes so much to the stability and sensitivity

of the level recorder.

If in the arrangement described in the previous paragraph, there is a slowly

moving film in front of the CRO screen and a mechanism to increase the test

frequency in discrete steps, there would be obtained a three dimensional (ampli-

tude, frequency and time) picture of sound decay in a room. The BBC has, in

fact, developed such a method known as the Pulsed Glide methodand the resultant

pictures are visually impressive (Somervill and Gilford, 1962). Though a detailed

interpretation of these patterns is still difficult there is little doubt that this offers

an easy and quick method for estimating reverberation time as a function of fre-

quency, More important, is that it enables one to detect immediately, what the

BBC engineers call so expressively, ‘Coloration* i.e. any phenomenon interfering

with good acoustics, such as flutter, unwanted echo or a prominent resonance.

Bruel and Kjaer have modified the BBC pulsed glide technique by using a level

recorder in place of the CRO. Such a combination of pulse source and high speed

level recorder is in fact likely to offer the most comprehensive information on the
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acoustics of moderate sized enclosures: an accurate estimation of reverberation

time together with additional information on the nature of sound decay that

can be obtained only from pulse methods.

8. CONCLUSION

For relatively small enclosures, such is broadcast studios, it is obviously im-

possible to reconcile the short pulse lengt^ for studying decay patterns with the

determination of the reverberation time ^hich is dependent on the attainment

of steady state cemditions. For the preseni, therefore, it is hardly likely that pulse

measurements, such as those described i|i this article, can completely supplant

conventional reverbration time mea8urei|ent8 but they do provide additional

information of great value in assessing b acoustical performance of a studio,

particularly in the detection and eliminition of long delayed echoes of con

siderable amplitude. *
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ABSTRACT- The paper attempts to find an en^irioal relation between the differential

proton>proton scattering cross section and the energy of the system. The relation proposed

agrees fairly with the experimental data at high and low energies.

INTRODUCTION

The experimental data on differential cross sections for proton-proton

scattering at high energies exhibit isotropy i.e. the differential cross section is

independent of the angle of scattering (30°—90°) in the centre of mass system.

At low energies, however, the cross section depends on the angle and increases to

a very large value at small angles. The magnitude of the cross section in the low

energy range varies almost inversely as the energy of the incident protons. At

high energies, however, the cross sections tend to become -independent of the

energies. The phenomenological attempts ofJastrow (1951), Christian and Noyce

(1960) and Case and Pais (1950) do not explain satisfactorily the entire range of

variation of the scattering cross section with angle and energy of the incident par-

ticle. The author (1954) found a fair fit with the experimental data at 340 Mev by

developing a theoretical expression for the scattering cross section with the tensor

part of the pseudo scalar potential as the interaction between the protons. The

expression so developed, however, does not explain the low energy data and

also the variation of cross section with energies, The author in this paper pro*

poses an empirical relation between the scattering cross section in the centre of

mass system and the energy of the incident protons.

THE EMPIRICAL RELATION
A stndy of the experimental results of the differential cross sections of p-p

scattering at various energies suggests that an equation of the type given below

may represent the variation of cross sections with energies. The numerical

results obtained from the proposed equation give, over the entire energy range,

* Oonununioated by Dr. D. Basu.
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a good agreement with the experimental values (the average value has been con*

siderod where angular anisotropy is ob8erved)4 The graph (figure I) and the

Fig. 1, The continuous line represents the theoretical curve and the small

circles represent the experimental points.

table of data (Table I) (theoretical and experimental) show thisagreement clearly.

The empirical relation which explains the variation of cross section with energy

is

E
1+bE

... (1 )

where der is the differential cross section in mb/std

and B is energy of the incident protons in Mev.

a and h are constants whose values are : a =» 400,

6

=» 1 (Lab. system) and

a = 100, 6 S3 1 (c.m. system).

It is apparent that the form of equation (1) remains unaltered whether the

energy is expressed in the laboratory system or in the eentre*of*ma8s system.

He value of the constant a is, however, changed by such transformation but that

* of b renunus ahnost the same.
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ABSTRACT. Force constants are oalonlated for G^ClsH and GeC^ using the Wilson

F-G matrix method. A comparison is made between the force constants which are common
for the three molecules QeHaCl, GeOlsH and GeC^. The agreement between GeClaH and

GeCU is found to be better than that between GeClsH and GeHaCl.

In continuation of the work on GeHsCl and QeDsCl (author, 1966), the force

constants for the molecules GeClsH and GeCla are calculated and reported in the

present paper. The Raman frequency data used in the calculations are taken

from the recent investigations by Delwaulle (1962).

QeCljH : The molecule GeClgH belongs to the point group. The normal

coordinates are similar to those for GeH3Cl and the G-matrices are the same

as those for CFjH (Pace, 1960) excepting that in this case /iqc replaces /ic ^^nd /Iqi

replaces The F-matrices that are employed are

Ax

h 0 0

i)/v2 (2/i„+/W)

^*/2
{
/,+2/„-4/<„ + g (fx+2M}

E
fo—foD

0

—Dfo,

0

iu which

d as Qe~H bond distance and

D as Ge— Cl bond distance.

The bond distances (Venkateswarlu, Mookler and Gordy, h053} used in the calcu*

lationa are,

d a. 1.66 A.U.

D = 2.114 A.U.

Tetrahedral angles are assumed in these calculations.

* Communioated by Prof. K. B. Bao.
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The nature of these force constants is shown in the first column of Table I,

The values of the force constants are so adjusted as to reproduce the observed
frequencies accurately . The final set bo obtained is shown in the third column
of Table I. The agreement between the observed and calculated frequencies

is shown in Table II.

TABLE I

Force constants for GeClgH,

Nature of the force constant; Kepi‘osentation

j

Value
(10® dyiies/cm)

Ge-Cl bond stretching -
i fv 2.622

Ge-S bond stretching
*

fd 2.731

Oe-Cl, Ge-Cl interaction fj)D 0.193

H-Gte-Cl bonding and
H-Go-Cl, H-Gte-Cl interaction ffi-ffid 0.188

Cl-Ge-Cl bending and
Cl-Ge-Cl, Cl-Ge-Ci interaction fv’-fvn 0.143

Go-Cl, Cl-Ge-Cl interaction

with a common bond fDi) 0.028

Ge-Cl, Cl-Ge-Cl interaction

with a common atom fj)v' 0.008

Cl-Ge-Cl, Cl-Go-Cl interaction and
H-Go-CI, H-Ge-Cl interaction fvv 1 0.028

TABLE II

Calculated and observed frequencies of GeCJ 3H.(cm''^)

Calculated Observed

2159 2169

Ai Vi 409 409
*'3 181 181

V4 707 699

B vc) 433 438

Vi) 149 149

OeCk:

The molecule GeCL belongs to T© point group. The force constants for this

molecule were calculated previously by using approximate methods. (Hertz

berg, 1946). In the present work a more general potential function containing

all the interaction terms is made use of.

4
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• ABSTRACT;. Even though Hutchisson’s theory of vibrational transition probabilities

in diatomic molecules assumed the symmetry of constituent atomic masses, it was generally

considered valid for asymmetric molecules too. Attempt has been made to examine this

validity for some highly asymmetric molecules. It is concluded from the study of some band

systems of BO, AlO, TiO and VO that considerable departures from theory result with in-

crease in mass asymmetry.

Hutchisson (1930), while deriving his analytical expression for intensity of

a band in an electronic transition, has made three important assumptions:

(a) mechanical harmonicity, (b) mass symmetry and (c) electrical harmonicity (i.e.

invariation of the electrical moment with y, the internuclear distance). All these

assumptions are not expected to actually prevail in practice. Leaving apart

two of these assumptions, viz. mechanical harmonicity and electrical harmonicity

we can investigate whether the third assumption, i.e. the nuclear mass symmetry

of a molecule plays any significant part. It has been assumed by many that vi-

brational transition probability does not vary appreciably with disparity in the

nuclear masses. In fact, the theory has been shown by Dunham (1930) to be

applicable to asymmetric molecules too. The theory has actually been examined

in asymmetric molecule BO by Elliott (1933) and in CN by McKellar and Buscombe

(1948). The want of agreement, if any, has so far been usually attributed to an-

harmonicity of nuclear oscillations, which is not taken into account by theory.

In view of the fact that disparities may be due to any or all of these three causes

given above, it was thought desirable to examine molecules with predominant

asymmetry in their atomic masses and the same varying by large margin from

molecule to molecule, so that the effects, if any, due to other two factors may

remain comparatively negligible. The asymmetry is expressed here as p, the ratio

388
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of the heavier to the lighter atomic mass in the mlocnle. The molecules chosen

for this investigation are listed below with their mass asymmetry p \

Molecule :

Mass asymmetry : 1.46

{p)

A127016

1.7

Ti4801«

3.0

ysiQie

3.2

One of the atomic masses, i.e. oxygen in the above series of molecules, is a

constant and the other varies from to giving a range of variability of p
from 1.46 to 3.2. Thus, if asymmetry has any effect, it can very well be seen by

the observed change of transition probability from molecule to molecule. The
isotopic molecules are not chosen as they do not give a large range of variability

in p and hence they are not considered to be of much consequence for the

purpose of this problem.

The theoretical computations of fransition j)robabilities are available in the

case of one of these molecules, i.e. BO, through the work of Elliott (1933). In three

others, the theoretical computations have been actually carried out in this work

for the available 22 bands of AlO 23 bands of TiO and 19 bands

of VO systems.

The experimental values of transition probabilities are already available for

AlO and BO from the work of Tawde and hlusain (1949) and Tawde and Trivedi

(1939) and in the case ofBO from the work of Elliott (1933). For the other systems,

viz. TiO and VO, accurate determinations of intensity distributions have been

made in the present work.

EXPEKIMENTAL

The molecules TiO and VO were excited in carbon arc in air at atmospheric

pressure. The source for TiO was titanium oxide in the powder form, which was

packed in lower positive carbon electrode having 0 mm. diameter. The arc was

fed from 230 volts D.C. mains with a suitable series resistance to obtain the desired

current. Similar arrangement w'as made for exciting VO bands from the subs-

tance vanadic oxide. As the systems of TiO and VO (hosen for study lie mostly

invisible region, a Hilger glass prism spectrograph with a dispersion of 11 A.U.

at 4200A and 44 A.U. at 6000A was employed.

The technique of photographic photometry was followed for quantitative

estimation of intensities, which are taken as peak values near the band heads. This

technique has been elaborated sufficiently in earlier papers particularly of Johnson

and Tawde (1932), Tawde and Desai (1937) and Tawde and Patankar (1940).

These values have been utilized to arrive at the estimation of experimental transi-

tion probabilities as the ratio (//v^)i?'t;75://v^ which could be very easily deduced

from the measured values of I for each band.
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The study of various aspects of intensity distributions other than the asyirt-

metry effect in the band systems, are being reported elsewhere. For the relevance

of the present problem, it was necessary to have only the comparison of the re-

sulting values of experimental transition probabilities with the theoretical deri-

vations from the analytical method of Hutchisson, employing harmonic oscil-

lator. This theoretical derivation is indicated briefly in the following section.

THEORETICAL

According to Hutchisscjn (1930) the square of the following expression

gives the transition probability between vibrational levels v' and v" :

(v'-l)l2 (v"-l)l2

or V" (r'-i-l)/'

Z=0 i=0 i=0

where O3, a, h, c, d, e are expressible in terms of the quantities a and S such

that

a = (“o/fo'o)*

S = 27r(«.o»l{r3'-ro')/fei

involving the known constants q,
co^".

,
r

" and /i of the molecule.

From the above expression with the knowledge of various available constants

(Herzberg, 1950) for the band systems of AlO, TiO and VO used here, the

transition probabilities have been calculated. Such calculations on the yff bands

of BO are utilised from the earlier work of Elliott (1933).

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Table 1 be^ow gives the calculated theoretical values of bands for the systems

studied under the column marked T in each case. The corresponding ex-

perimental value is entered side by side in column marked E.

By comparison of the two sets of values in Table I above, the number of bands

showing approximately closer agreement for the molecules has been arrived at

and the agreement is expressed on percentage basis as the ratio of this number

to the total number 01 excitable bands of the system multiplied by 100. The results

of this percentage agreement as a function of mass asymmetry are recorded in

Table n.

It would be seen from Table II that the degree of agreement between

theory and experiment is a function, among others, of the closeness in the

two nuclear mass, i.e. mass symmetry. The closer the masses are, the better

the agreement. The agreement is expected to deteriorate at higher quanta and’
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TABLE I

v\ V*

BnO<« Al2»Oi« 1

!

i

.iOi«

T E
1

T E
i

"“t E
!

T E

0. 0 0.20 0.24 0.73 0.51 0.45 0.42 0.11 0.35
0, 1 0.37 0.25 0.20 0.24 0.44 0.19 0.27 0.36
0, 2 0 . 2H 0.30 0.03 0.10 (».22 0.13 0.67 0 , 45
0, 3 0.10 0.17 0.00 0.15 0.06 0.20 0.98 0.48
0, 4 — •

—

— — O.Ol — 0.48 0.20
0, 5 — — — — 0.43

1,0 0.25 0.25 0.22 ' 0 . 2S 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.41
1, 1 0.10 0.00 0.33 ' 0.21 O.OOj

i
0.06 0.43 0.06

1,2 0.06 — 0.40 ‘ 0.22 0.38 0.11 0.32 0.14
1, 3 p.29 0.16 0.00 ' 0.16 0.51 0.36 0.02 0.51
1,4 — — 0.01 ' 0.10 O.IS 0.21 0.10 0.31
1. 5 — •

—

--
;
— 0.04 0.50 0.61

2,0 0.21 0.20 0.05 0.21 0.10 0.21 0,56 0.23
2, 1 0.006 — 0.30 0.32 0.18 0.10 0.26 0.17
2, 2 0.14 0.13 0.12 : 0.12 ,

—

O.OOi 0.40
2, 3 0.006 — 0.46 0.21 0.17 0.24 —
2,4 — — O.IS 0.17 0.55 0.33 0.20 0.24
2, 5 — — — — 0.42 0.59 0.07 0.39

3,0 0.14 0.13

3, 1 0.07 0.21 0.11 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.04 0,41

3, 2 0.05 0.05 0 . 2S 0.35 —
3,3 0.00 0.04 - 0.25 0.20 — —
3, 4 — - 0.51 0.25 — ~ —
3, 6 — — — 0.55 0.40 — —

4, 0 O.OH o.os . . ——

4, 1

4, 2

0.56
0.00

0.22
0.02 0.16 0.20

0.15
0.19

0.43
0.26

4, 3 0.09 0.20 0.24 0.37 — --

4,4 — — — 0.26 0.45 0.16 0.25

ry, 1 0.12 0.15 — —
5, 2 0.03 O.IS — 0.21 0.50 — —
5, 3 0.01 — 0.21 0.10 — — — —
5, 4 — — 0.18 0.32 — — —

6, 4 — 0.12 0.17 — —

Pairrt of values under T anti E coiisiderotl approximately oloso are entered in italics.

TABLE II

Mass asym-
Molecule metry

1 P
1

1.45

Al”Oi« 1.7

Number of

bands in app
roxiniate

agreement

12 in 19

9 in 22

% of agroomont

63

41

Ti+«Oi‘
;

3.0 7 in 21 , 33

VsiO^**
1

3.2 3 in 18
'

17
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with electrical auharmonicity in each case. These two factors, however, are not

expected to change the measure of agreement by such a wide margin from mole-

cule to molecule as obtained . Hence the effect seen here seems to be pre-

dominantly due to mass disparity between the two atoms, forming the molecule.

It is thus obvious from the results of these experiments that in any application

of Hatchisson’s theory to diatomic molecules, effect of large mass as3rmmetry of

the constituent atoms would have to be taken account of. The implied assump-

tion of some that, it should be as much applicable to asymmetric molecules as to

symmetric ones, has thus its limitations to the extent indicated above.
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MAGNETIC ANALYSERS
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(Received for publi^tiont June 17, 1955)

ABSTRACT. Design fof h syiiiiiiotrit'rtl Iwcj (liroctiomil noii-uniforni

niagnotic analyser are (ionsiderod. Suggestions are made for achi(>ving second order radial

focussing eifect by properly shaping tho pole •edges of t he first order focussing c.onical ruagnots

having an angle <v/27r. Tho adv^antagt^ such a ISO magnet, for ruasH-spectrometry is

discussed in consideration with the rosolv^g power and solid angl<\

Since the introduction of a non-uniform magnetics litdd for decreasing the radial

and axial oscillations of electrons in a betalj'on, magnetic analysers using inhomo-

geneous magnetic fields have been important for imjiroved focussing of charged

particles in //-ray spectrometers, nuclear speclronicters and mass- spectrometers.

The field shape of a betatron maguel ,
derived by Kerst and Serber (1941) is

H = Ro (-)" - (1)
\t/

where IIq is the field at the ecjui librium orbit of the cliai'ged particles of radius

a, and the field index n of the axially varying field H .

H dr

Expanding etjuation (1) according to Shull and Dennison (l!)47) we get the

series, representing the vertical component of such a field,

//, •••

where ol ^ n // = ^ where r a \-dr. Since curl H = 0, the

2 a

radial component of the field will be

Hr ... (3)

For two directional focussing of charged particles with such a non-uniform

field, 'ft should he greater than zero and le.ss than unity. The angular frecjuency

of the radial and axial oscillation in such a field can be shown to be «>, (1 — w)i<»o

and <i)„ = ftt“>o respectively, where w# is the orbital frequency of the accelerated

charged particle. Putting » = we have «>, = and the image is focussed

at an angle -\/l,n.

5

* Communicalod by Prof. B. D. Nag Choudhury.
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Siegbahn and Svartholm (1946) have constructed a yff-ray spectrometer with

such a non-uniform magnet and now these magnetic analysers are widely used in

/^-ray spectrometry. From the expression (2) it is evident that a perfect magnet

pole face of this type, satisfying higher order focussing, is difficult to achieve.

So the nearest approaches have been attempted by different authors (Vers ter.

1950 and Siegbahn et at (1946).

Taking the first term of the expression (2), first order two directional focussing

of charged particles can, conveniently, be achieved. In this case, the pole face

fib
has a conical shape, the cone angle being equal to tan“^ —

,
where 2b is the gap

a

width of the magnet at the equilibrium orbit of radius a, field index n ^ For

achieving higher resolving power, elimination of second order aberration is to be

considered. Shull and Dennison (1947) have shown that for ji ~ 3/8 or 1/8 the

second order aberration in axial or radial focussing respectively, can be elimi-

nated. As there is no single value of ft for second order focussing in both the

directions, ilosonblurn (1950) suggests the value of /i ecpial to 1/4 for an average

better focussing in both the directions.

Focussing of charged particles at an angle with this non-uniform field

is equivalent to a single directional focussing homogeneous 180° magnetic analyser

after Dempster (1918) in the respect that the source and detecd^or are to be plac^ed

within the magnetic field. Though the weight of magnetic material is minimised

by using a ring magnet in the case of non-uniform magnetic analysers, yet the

convenience of placing the source and detector out of the magnetic field can not

be denied. Judd (1950) and Rosenblum (1950) have, independently, worked out

the feasi})ility of focussing of the charged particles with such a non-uniform mag-

netic field at a smaller angle than \/27r. Synder and others (1950) have used

a 180° non-uniform first order focussing magnetic analyser for nuclear spectro-

metry. They have used such a magnetic analyser with source and detector placed

at unequal distances from the pole boundary. 8o far the design of a symmetrical

magnetic analyser of this type, having a focussing angle less than is not

reported. But for mass-spectrometry, where focussing at a constant radius

is important, a symmetrical non-uniform analyser is very convenient.

For n = Rosenblum has worked out the following expression for a first

order focussing magnetic analyser.

where V and are the distances of the source and the detector, respectively, from

pole edges in units of radius of curvature a of the equihbrium orbit, ^ is the the

focussing angle. We may derive an expression for I — V =zr representing the
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distance of such a magnetic anzlyser of symmetrical tyjKj from (4) and rejecting

the negative term.

I = a/2 £2!i/yi+i
sin ^/\72

for n =1 ... (5)

Putting
(f>
~ \/27T in exp. (5) I becomes zero which is the case deduced by Shull

and Dennison (1947) and Svartholm (1946) independently.

In the same expression

when = TT^ / = *7 ... (6)

and for 0 =- 7r/2, / =- 2.3 ... (7)

Here the values of I arc in units of radius of curvature a. The correctness of these

values can independently be checked from the ex})rcssio!K derived from Judd^s

(1950)

^2= ^an

where Z, and are distances in centimeters of the .source and del eel or respectively

fi’om the magnet.

For focussing of charged particles with a first order focussing effect non-uni-

form magnetic fields having an angle smaller than \^7t can easily be achieved by

shaping the pole faces conically as described before. For second order foemssing,

instead of shaping the pole face for a suitable value of /i, we may attem])1 to eli-

minate the radial second order aberration by shaping the pole edges as given by

Hintenberger (1948) for the single directional focussing magnetic analyser

According to him, with a magnetic analyser .satisfying the first order focussing

condition, the condition for second order focu8.sing is

... (9)

where a is the radius of curvature of the orbit of the pai*ticl(‘, and the constants

cos'* e.

72 =

ooa® ^1 +
I

*
"I"

'

ta)i

{l + (“ +tan.,)])

{a/ij+3 tan

{[ + (:

^
1/
—
Ti

4tane,)7}*

Here R,, R^ are the radii of curvature of the entrance and exit boundary of

the field, Cj, are the^angles made by the central beam of the particles with the
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normal at the entrance and exit of the pole boundary, respectively, o is the

radius of curvature of the path of the particle.

Prom the above expression (9) it is possible to construct two types of sector-

shaped magnetic spectrometers as follows:

1. Normal cirle type : In this type = eg = 0 and pole edges are circular

having radii of curvature and R.^ at entrance and exit, respectively.

2. Inflection type : Kerwin (1949) derived an expression for the pole edge

for perfect focussing, which is a curve, having a point of inflection. Linear approxi-

mation of such curves, drawing a straight line through this point of inflection,

can be done so as to achieve a second order focussing effect. This may be compared

with the expression (9) when = ijg = « and

In the gap of a homogeneous magnet, = 0, component in z-

direction is responsible for the radial focussing of charged particles But at the

entrance and exit of the magnet the fringing field has a finite Hy component,

which may axially defocus the charged particles in case of the inflection type

spectrometers. So the normal circle type, where =63 0 and thus Hy = 0

in the fringing field region, is better than the inflection type.

In the two directional focussing magnetic analysers, radial focussing is res-

ponsible for the resolving power and the axial focussing for intensity. For n = i,

in a non-uniform magnetic analyser having a conicial pole face first order radial

focusing condition is satisfied and Hintenberger’s formula for second order radial

focussing can conveniently be applied. So by shaping the pole edges, increased

resolving power can be attained for the same solid angle. From (9) we have R ^ P

where = eg = 0 and V == /" R^ ~ R^~ R for symmetrical cases, R and

I being in units of radius of curvature a.

Putting the values of I for (j> ^ tt and nj'Z from (6) and (7) we have

R = .343 and 12.17 for the said focussing angles respectively.

In the case of a non-uniform magnet having an angle of focussing y/^n the

conjugate foci lie in the field. So second order correction here is only possible

by choosing a suitable value of in eqn. (2). But for all the magnets having an

angle Ky/^n second order focussing can be achieved by shaping the pole edges

as described. Radii of curvature of the pole edges for such magnets are derived

for the two specific cases, i.e. ^ = tt and 7r/2. It is evident that intensity decreases

for greater 1. Moreover for increased I, the radii of cuvature of pole edges are so

large, that such shaping requires a more precision craftmanship.

Though for all angles < y/^n, the pole edges of this type ofnon-uniform magne-

tic analysers can be properly shaped for second order focussing effect, yet ^ = tt

is preferred for high intensity mass spectrometry because of the fact that the pole

faces can be machined simultaneously and the source and the detector can con-

veniently be placed outside the magnetic field. For ^ the first order
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focussing magnetic analyser has a maximum solid angle for a given resolving power.

In the case of a magnetic analyser having
<f)
= n, the decreased intensity can be

compensated by utilising the above mentioned second order focussing device for

the same resolving power or when a better resolving power is essential at the cost

of solid angle, such 180° magnetic analysers, having shaped pole edges, are supe-

rior to those having tj) = ^In.
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ABSTRACT. The dipolo moment of indeno is determined in threo non-polar solvents-

cyolohexano, CCI 4 and CS2 covering a dielectric constant range of about 2.0 to 2.6. The

experimental observations are treated in the manner of Guggenheim for obtaining the dipole

moment values. The high value of about 0 . 85 D obtained for the mointait of the compound

is suggested as probably arising out of the resonance of the molecule between various

structures as in the ease of the related compounds ryclopentadione and fluorene.

INTRODUCTION

There are two published reports of dipole moment determinations for indene;

(1) by S. Lee (1940) and (2) by Syrkin and Shott Lvova (1944). Both were made

in benzene as solvent and the values reported arc 0.44 and 0.07 D respectively.

Syrkin and Shott Lvova seem to have used the Bedestrand method (1929) for the

computation of the moment. On account of the large diffeence in their values,

a redetermination is considered desirable. Hence the present work is undertaken

and the dipole moment determined in three non-polar solvents—cyclohexane,

carbon tetrachloride and carbon disulphide, covering a dielectric constant range

of about 2.0 to 2.6. The results were briefly reported previously (Rao, 1954).

EXPERIMENTAL

The various solutions are made up by weight and the dielectric constants

determined by the usual heterodyne beat method, with a crystal oscillator at a

f equency of 3.56 Mc/sec. The refractive indices are measured on a Pulfrich

refractometer.

The sample ofindene obtained from L. Lights and Co. Ltd, is distilled and the

fraction condensing in the temperature range 181°—182°C is collected. This liquid

is used in the experiment. The solvents are analytical reagents from E. Merck.

Details of the results are shown in Tables I to IV.
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Temperature— 31 . ;

RESULTS

TABLE I

Indene in cyclohexane

density of cyclohexane— 0.8062 giu/c.c.

w «12
j

Ae
1

A*/*#
j

n‘i
1 2 An- An^jw

— 2.0076 —

-

—

-

1.41981 2.01685 — —

0.00982 2.0172 0.0096 0.978 1.42148 2.02061 0.00476 0.485

0.01786 2.0247 0.0171 0.957 1.42273 2.02416 0.00831 0.465

0.02538 0.0303 0.0227 0.894' 1.42390 2.02749 0.01164 0.469

0.03486 2.0379 0.0303 0.869 1.42520 2.03119 0.01534 0.440

0.04590 2.0441 0.0365 0.795 1.42644 2.03472 0.01887 0.411

0.05746 2.0492 0.0416 0.724 1.42800 2.03919 0.02334 0.406

(Ae/wO === 1.026 = 0 .502 (A/wO - 0.523 (graphical)

m;->0

i'o == 14.08 c.c. /* — 0.84 J).

TABLE 11

Indene in CCI4

Temperatui’e= 31.5° C;
density of (UI4 = 1.5785 giii/c.,c.

w 1

1

612 Ac
1

Ae/«^ ^<12 n'^12
1

An^jiv

2.2216 — — 1.45266 2.11022 — —

0.00361 2.2292 0.0077 2.133 1.45392 2.11388 0.00366 1.014

0.00536 2.2328 0.0113 2.108 1.4.5445 2.11543 0.00521 0.972

0.00829 2.2377 0.0162 1.954 J. 45522 2.11768 0.00746 O.900

0.01164 2.2434 0.0219 1.881 1.46591 2.11967 0.00946 0.H12

0.01734 2.2522 0.0307 1 771 1.45683 2.12236 0.01214 0.700

0.02342 2.2572 0.0367 1.524 1.45748 2.12396 0.01374 0.587

(A«/w) = 2.260 (An2/ti;) s= 1 .088

14,62 c.c.

{^|w) ^ 1.172 (graphical)

w^O

fi ^ 0.85 D.
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TABLE III

Indene in CS^

Tomporaturo =31. 5®C ; density of ClSy = 1 . 2545 gm/c.c,

w ®t2 Ae
j

Aeju) n,2

1

w2i2

(

i

i

(-) 1

An^lw
(-)

1

2.6212 — — 1.62173 2.63001 — —
0.00925 2.6231 0.0019 0.205 1.61917 2.62171 0.00830 0.897

0.01384 2.6260 0.0038 0.276 1.61832 2.61895 0.01106 0.799

0.02074 2.6288 0.0076 0.367 1.61752 2.61638 0.01363 0.657

0.02780 2.6326 0.0114 0.409 1.61745 2.61614 0.01387 0.498

0.0.3048 2.6367 0.0145 0.476 1.61742 2.61605 0.01396 0.458

(Ae/w) •= 0.130

2

{dkn'ifw)— —1.085 (A/w) ~ 1.215 (graphical)

ic-40

= 15,79 0.0. fi = 0.89 D.

The final values of the dipole moments are given in Table IV.

TABLE IV

Solvent Dielectric constant
of solvent

Orientation

polarisation

1

Po, <5.c.

i

Dijmlo nioniont
in Dcjbyo units

Cyclohexane 2.0076 14.08 (13.96) 0.84 (0.84)

CCl, 2.2215
j

14.62(15.41)
i

0.85 (0.88)

CSs 2.6212 15.79 (15.57)
j

0.89 (0.f9)

DISCUSSION

Syrkin and Shott- Lvova claimed that their value (0.67D) is more accurate

than the previously published determination by S. Lee (().44D). The value ob-

tained in the present investigation (approximately 0.85Z)) is higher than even

Syrkin’s. Differences in dijiole moment values are often attributed to the method

of computation, (e.g. different values obtained in nitrobenzene), although, in the

present case, the difference is much too large to be accounted for on this ground.

The author has used the modified Guggenheim method (1951) while Syrkin’s esti-

mate was based on the Hedestrand method. The important differences between

the two methods are (1) in the treatment of the atom polarisation, (2), in the use of
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linear or a more general pM*abolic relation between Cu—w, being the dielectric

constant of the solution and tv the weight fraction of the solute, and (3) in the use

of densities or elimination of density determinations. The Guggenheim method

is considered generally to lead to more reliable values of the dipole moments.

Further, the consistent values obtained in the three different solvents studied

may indicate the correctness of the value obtained by the author.

A more general equation for the computation of the dipole moment is given

by Palit (1962) which reduces to that of Guggenheim under some simplified condi-

tions. When the results in the present case are recalculated tising the equation

of Palit, the values of Pq and pt given iu brackets in Table IV are obtained. The

values of 0^ are calculated from refractive measurements alone as indicated by

Palit. It will be noted that the negledted term in the Guggenheim equation has

no effect on the moment in the case of^the solvents cyclohexane and carbon di-

sulphide but is pronounced in the caso of carbon tetrachloride.

An approximate estimate of the moment of indeiie may be derived from

general considerations basefl on the structure of the molecule represented in

figure 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of indonc.

For such an estimate, the methylene group only need be considered. Assuming

that two C-H bonds, each of moment 0Ai)Df interact at the tetrahedral angle of

109 "28', the moment of the methylene group would be 0.46 D in fair agreement

with the value obtained by Lee. However, such simple considerations are known

to give erroneous values. For instance, the moment of diphenyl methane is only

0.23 D much below the estimated value. The errors arise from the fact that the

moment of a particular bond may vary with the nature of the ring as is observed

from a general review of the large amount of data on ring compounds. For indene,

if inductive and other influences such, as resonance, are absent, a low value might

be anticipated. The observed high value may therefore be explained as due to

an inductive or a resonance effect. Judged from the moments of pyrrole and

indole (1.84, 2.02Z)), thiophene and thionaphthene (0.53, 0.68Z)) and indene

and fluorene (0.85 -author, 0.82-Le Fevre) inductive effect? do not seem to play

a very important role in these ring systems. The resonance of the molecule bet-

ween the various structures may have led to the high value in the case of

the related compounds cyclopentadiene and fluorene.
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SPECIFIED EDGE TRACTIONS
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ABSTRACT. The solution of the deflection surface of an i80tro[)ic bent plate character-

isod by fourth order Lagrange s differential ei^uation is a difficult problem, esjjecially if the

boundary conditions contain higher order partial differential relations. To make it simpler,

this problem is replaced by two second order Simultaneous differential equations in 1/ and F
defining the bending and twisting moments^ the plate. For problems where boundary
tractions are known, it becomes more convoijient to work in terms of IJ and F, since the

partial differential relations between the deril^atives in w are replaced by known values of

these new functions at the free edges, and lin|iar combinations of their first order derivatives

At the clamped edges. In addition, the relaxation method when applied to the simultaneous

equations so obtained leads to rapid convergence unlike in the case of the bi-harmonic equa-

tion. The Southwell differential equations and the boundary conditions are, therefore,

derived by variational principles and to illustrate the definite advantagt) of the process, two

typical examples are also worked.

NOTATIONS
a =Angle between a;-axis and outward drawn normal n measured in

the clockwise sense.

n, t =Normal and tangential coordinates along the curvilinear boundary

taken positive when < Is to n as ij is to

8 =Distance along the edge measured positive in the clockwise direc-

tion.

= Rectangular coordinates.

Mjc,My,Txy = Intensity of bending and twisting moments in the plate.

= Resultant shearing forces per unit length normal to the middle

surface.

q(x,y) —Intensity of uniformly distributed load per unit area of the middle

surface of the plate.

<p ^A function defined by the equation

w = Lateral deflection of the median surface.

h « Thickness of the plate.

D —Flexural rigidity of the plate=rli?^3/12(l--F*)

E^v —Modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of the plate material.

I/,F =Two functions defining the bending and twisting moments in

the plate,

II* -Complementary strain energy.

J* ^Elastic strain energy,

Zi Surface tractions normal to the edge along the coordinate direoUons,

R 17,Rf -Residual formulae in relaxation.
’ ‘

5 —A variational symbol, 1

X Mesh-size used in finite difference relations,

403
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INTRODUCTION

The small deflection theory of thin isotropic plates, based on the simplified

assumptions of inextensibility of the middle surfaceand that the deflection surface

is a developable, leads to fourth order Lagrange’s differential equation =
and is inconvenient to solve especially if the plate edges are free, since Kelvin

and Tait boundary conditions for such edges are

= 0 and (Qn—dT^jds) = 0

which contain partial differential relations of higher order in w, .

By introducing two new functions U and V, defining the moments in the plate

and analogous to the equilibrium displacement components u and v, Southwell

(1960) showed that the problem of flexure of bent plate with specified edge trac-

tions can be solved quite conveniently by replacing the Lagrange’s differential

equation by two simultaneous equations of the form

r.d^V

dxdi/

The boundary conditions for such a differential equation are U = k^, V = k^

when the boundary edges are free and involve two linear combinations of their

derivatives,

dU dV
^dy

'
,

fyu
,

dV i U f IdV

dU dU

%^2
dx

dV
dy

K

when boundary is clamped.

A distinct advantage over Lagrange’s equation is that at free edges, where

Kelvin and Tait boundary conditions involve second and third order partial deri-

vatives of plate deflection w, the Southwell field equations require only U and V

to be specified. Moreover, at the clamped edges, the boundary conditions involve

only the linear combination of their first order derivatives. Thus in the case of

plates with edge tractions specified on the free boundary, Southwell’s equations

are distinctly easier to solve than the equation of Lagrange.

The two simultaneous differentiarequations and the associated natuqal boun-

dary conditions are therefore derived afresh by variational principles. Kirchoff

used the same analysis, for establishing the free edge boundary conditions of the

deflection surface of laterally loaded thin isotropic plates. (Timoshenko, 1940).
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THEORY
If we consider a plate element and represent bending and twisting couples

by means of right handed vectors, such that the positive value of these moments
are represented by vectors in the positive directions of normal and tangential

coordinates n and t then from the conditions of static equilibrium, the three

equations are (Timoshenko, 1940)

Fig. 1.—Element of plate under transverse load and the resulting

couples and reactive forces.

I Q Q
dy

dx

aa
dx

dy

dy + g = 0

( 1 )

d^M
dx^

(2)

From the first two of equation (1), one gets

* +2 —^5*' + 4-g = 0
^ ^ dxdy ^ dy^

If the lateral loading q(x,y) on the plate surface is analytic and satisfies the har

monio relation = q, then equation (2) becomes
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This equation is satisfied for

= -j(
dv

,
dv

dx dy

... (
3 )

where U and V are the two moment functions and ^ the loading function which

have to be determined. Substituting these in first and second of equation (1)

we have on simplification

... (
4)

dx\ dx dy I dy

which satisfy last of equation (1) as well.

From the set of equations (4) we have

ll dV _m\
dy\ dx dy I

dV _ dU'

dx\ dx dy
;

and therefore,

d dU
- 2 {(

(

dsl dx dy "Mr

— diJ

dy
11 (i5+ constant

In the above equation if U and V are provisionally interpreted as displace-

ments in the x and y direction, then

implies an average rotation of the line elements of an element of the plate in its

own plane normal to 2-axis. Since, rotation of the line elements in a free body

does not change the magnitude of the stresses, one can take the constant term in

the above equation as zero (Timoshenko and Goodier 1961). Therefore

* i^-i) - i
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Combining equation (6) with la«t of equation (3), we have

407

s - - 1’’- - f

These two derivatives dUjdy and dVidx together with the two derivatives dUjdx

and dVjdy from equation (3) are needed for determining the boundary values of

U and V in terms of specified edge tractions My, T^y and
(f>.

For deriving the differential equation of the deflection surface of the bent plate

and the natural boundary conditions^ use is made of a minimal principle for

stresses which states tha^t for all strisses satisfying the conditions of equilibrium

n

in the interior and on that part of ih^ boundary S where the surface forces are

prescribed, the actual state of stress is such as to minimise the expression,

(Sokolnikoff, 1946)

!! =
(

UiZ^ds (^)

In the case of plate which is clamped or free, the term under the integral sign in

the above expression vanishes and therefore the complementary energy n* of

the elastic system is equivalent to the elastic strain energy where

Substituting for M„ My, T^y in terms of U and V, we have

The theory of the calculus of variations tells that in order to obtain the Euler

equations of a variational problem a necessary condition for the extremal is the

vanishing of the first variation of the strain energy functional (Courant and
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Hilbert, 1953). Therefore, taking the first variation of J* with respect to SU

and SV we have

SJ*
1

22)(l-v*)

dW
dy

2 \ OX dy I \ ox oy I

dy

Integrating by parts and using the following transformation

OF
I I

- dxdy = ^
Fdy = ^

F cos a, ds

(I
dxdy — — ^

Fdx = sin a ds

we find on integrating one of the terms

I f(f f l[U~L

Transforming in the same manner, the other terms and collecting these, the first

variation dJ* is

'•'*

“i)(rb) r f {

(

'

4^

“ +( 3"

-V ( IL -D^ jtfC/ cos a -V -D<j>
J

^Fsina

1+ v/ dV dU \i

+^rar+ sin a + AF cos « jjds
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Remembering that SU and are arbitrary, small variations satisfying the
boundary conditions, we conclude that the first variation of strain energy SJ* = 0
wili be satisfied only if the following four equations are satisfied.

C [ dU \ , dV \ ^idV dU\
1

\ dx ^ dy\
Sin a

idV dU '

\ 1

\ 3* dy
,

Icosa

dUds = 0

1 1 11 Sx^ dxf [dj^y 4+ 2 \ d/+di7)y)J
^ ^

J ) Lvv ^ dy) Uxdy ~^'dy\+ 2 \dx^~-^dxdd\
f

Of these, the iast two equations will be satisfied only if at every {wint of the middle

surface of the plate we have

i-f-v w dd,

Syi +1 "v V ^+dxdy dy
^ ... (

11 )

These two equations give us the differential equation of the middle surface of an

isotropic bent plate in terms of U and F.

The remaining two equations give us the boundary conditions. On the free

edges where U and V are specified, the arbitrary variation SU and SV will be zero.

Therefore, SU = 0 and SV — 0 correspond to free edge bourulary conditions.

On the clamped edge where edge displaeerneiits and slopes are spcHjified, for the

integral to vanish it is necessary that the term in the square brat;kets must vanish.

This corresponds to clamped end conditions which are

The simplicity of the boundary conditions at the free and clamped edges at once

suggests that in the case of flexural problems when line intensities of the force

and couple are specified, it is relatively simpler to work in terms of U and V instead

of displacement w, since the Kelvin and Tait boundary conditions M-^ = 0 and

[Q^^dTntlds) = 0 on the free edges are more difficult to be satisfied.
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FREE EDGE BOUNDARY VALUES

The values of U and V on the free edges where boundary tractions are specified

are determined from the relations of coordinate transformation:

dUjds = dUjdy cos a—dUjdx sin a

= ^ (Qn + D ^)d«]co8 a-(My-\-D<P) sin a ... (13)

dVjds = dVjdy cos a—dVIdx sin a

= (Mj, + D^) cos a — ^ |0n+-D ds — jsin a ... (14)

In the general case of a plate with curvilinear boundary, if the plate bending

moments and twisting couples be represented by right-handed vectors and if the

coordinate axis at a point of the edge be taken in the positive directions of outer

normal n and tangential direction t, then from the equations of equilibrium of an

element of the plate,

Fig. 2.—Edge tractions on curvilinear boundary.

we have

Mx cos a +Txy sin a = sin a + cos a ^

.
! ... (16 )

M, sin a 4- cos a = — cos a -f Af,, sin a 1

Therefore from equations (13), (14) and (16)

dUlds “ ^
da — cos « + {M„ -f D^) sin aj ... (16)

dVIda =*
I ^ ~

I
“ + i^n + cos a

j
... (17)
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From these two equations we have

U = a + ^ ^
+ D cos ads (18)

V == Vq + COB a— — sinacfo ... (19)

The values of U and V along the boundary can now be determined in terms

of specified edge tractions Jl/;,, (Qn—dT^ttlds) and ^ on the boundary. Further,

the constants of integration Uq and Fo^can bo arbitrarily taken as zero, since the

bending moments JIfj., My, and twistlhg couple T^y depemd on the first deri-

vatives of U and F, and an additive constant does not change the magnitude of

these moments.

The equations (18) and (19) therefore, completely determine the values of

U and V in terms of known edge tractions on th(‘ unsupported edge of a thin flat

plate, and on the clamped edge the boiaidarv conditions are as those governed by

equation (12). The boundary value problem thus reduces to the solution of two

elliptic partial differential equations (11) in U and F when these are known at

part of the boundary S/j where forces are speenfied and their first derivatives at

the remaining part where displacements are specified This is evidently

mixed boundary value problem and a rigorous solution is difficult by orthodox

methods and so relaxational solution is the most convenient. (Fox, 1950).

PURE BENDING OK PLATE BY MOMENTS

To illustrate the procedure two exanqfies are worked, one involving known

boundary tractions along all the free edges and the other irivolving mixed boundary

conditions.

If we consider a square plate acted upon by known bending couples M, and

Jlfj
distributed uniformly along the edges, then it is a simple matter to determine

U and F all round since Gx- Qv> ? ^

If M„ = Ml on x= ±a

M,, My = Mi on y=±a

then from equations (18) and (19) we have

(7 = f/o - ^
“• ^

p 4- ^
M„. cos a. ds
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Along the edge where a = 0“.

and F = (F# + M^y)

and along the other edge where a = 90°.

U = Uq -t-
ffl)

F = Fo + M,a.

The constants of integration have been adjusted from the continuity condition

at the corner. The boundary values are shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3.—boundary values of V and V for a square plate bent by moments.

Knowing the values of U and F along the complete boundary, the values inside

the regioncan be easily determined if we cover the bounded region by a two-dimen-

sional mesh of points and establish at every mesh point finite difference relations

between the values of the required function at this point and the neighbouring

nodes. This leads to a set of simultaneous equations which can be solved either

by relaxation technique or by any of the standard methods used for solving

a system of linear simultaneous equations in many unknowns. The symmetry

and antisymmetry of the boundary values, however, alleviates much of the numeri-

cal work in this case if use is made of this property.

BENDING OF CANTibEVBK PLATE ACTED UPON BY
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD

For a typical problem involving mixed boundary conditions, a square canti-

lever plate (2a X 2o), clamped on one rectilinear edge (figure 4) is considered. The

plate is acted upon by a uniformly distributed load g = I in non-dimensional units.

For the function ^ choice is made of a polynomial which satisfies the equation
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== 1. Since the loading is symmetrical a suitable function is

^ = 1/4Z>, (**+y*).

Fig. 4.—Squaro eaniilever platt' anti ilio i*(4n,xaiion not

From Kelvin and Tait boundary conditions, il is known that ilf,, and

{Qn—dT,^^ld )
are zero along the tree edges. Therefore, the values of V and F

along the free boundaries AB and BC are

= Uq-xi/^IA- ••• (2()tt)

Unc=^^'o- ^T)<j>dH

== U„-5a^l'S + (.v^ + - (
206)

Similarly = Fo +

= F„ + (y» + 3a:*y)/12 - (21«)

= Fo 4- (25a» - 3a:*y)/12 {21&)

It is quite easy to show that all other integration constants entering in the above

equations are zero. Further, U is symmetrical about a:-axis and F antisymraetri-

cal about it. Since the boundary values of U and F along the free edges are known,

and along the clamped edge the boundary conditions are given by the set of equa-

tions (12), it is therefore a mixed boundary value problem and is solved by relaxa-
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tion technique for a mesh length A = «/2. The values of U and V are shown in

figure 5a. The values of M^, My and shown in figure 5b are calculated from

COMMON MULTIPLIER 96 o»

COMMON MULTIPLIER 96 o<

Fig. 6,—Values of 1J,V and Mx\My, T^y for a cemtilever plate loetded laterally.

these on the basis of the relations derived earlier. From these values or directly

from U and V, the principal bending moments M^, and their inclination para-

meter 6 can be obtained easily from the Mohr circle relations in finite difference

form, as per notation in figure 6 as follows:

[V2-Vt+Ui-U^~iDX4,y±

+(1^1- 1^3+ 17*-W] (22)

tan 261 - {V^-V^+U^-U^)|{Vi-V^-U^+U,) (23)
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A P t» a N 1) l X

Centre—Finite Difference Appro.cimiHon-'i

In terms of centre-finite difference relations the two differential equations

(11) with the notation of figure (fi) and for r -= 1/3 are

Hu = 'i(U,+ V^)+2(U^+U,)- lor„-4{K,-r„4- p, . i^-AV ... (24«)

^ 2(V,+ 73)+3(F,-|- F4)-101V! lCr'5 F’J Ah, ... (24/d

The clamped end conditions for (sirvfinear boiimlarv are

[(f^i“f^3)-(F2-F4)/3-4AD<4„/31coKa+2(P, F.,-/L /^)/3. sin a-.O ... (2rw.)

[(F2-F4)~(fA-t^3)/3—lAD0„/31sina+2(F,-F3 -ir.y-U,)i:i. a- <• ...(2.%)

and for the rectilinear clamped end ('D where (a - 180 ), as in example (2).

(Ui-U.,)-\rS{Vy-\\)-4IUD<l>^ ... (26«)

Fi-F,+r/3-r/4 =0 - (^8^)

These two sets of equations (26) are useful for eliminating the fictitious points

lying outside the clamped end region of the plate. 1’he pair ol equations (24) arc

valid only for the points (K, J and //). Por the |)oint L lying on the (^lainjied

edge CD the modified eejuations arc

Pig. a. A typical node of tlio net. and the surrounding nodes.

JBg = 4Fi+3(F2+F4)+2(C^2-r/4)-10Fo+l/2(F,2-F„+A(a*-16Ay)/24

For point D lying on the ar-axis, which is the line of symmetry for U and
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antisymmetry for F, the modified formulae, if use is made of symmetrical and

antisym metrical relations are:

Jtjj = 6U,+W,--2V,--10Uo+m-U,^

==4Fi~61Fo/6.

and for points (E, F and O)

Hu = mi+V,)+4U,^lOU,+UV,--V,)

Hv--2{V,+ V,)-lOV,

There are no difficulties as regards the relaxation procedure. Both these functions

are much more convergent than the corresponding bi-harmonic function w. The

occurrence of the cross-derivatives are replaced by the usual approximation

= F,+F,+F,-F,

For determining the first de^rivatives dUjdy and dVjdx for points on the free edge,

where centre-difference formulae are not applicable, Biekley’s “three-point”

formula for differentiation was used (Southwell, 1946). The manner of

constructing relaxation patterns is after Allen (1954) and, therefore, not

described here.
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ABSTRACT. By using a Linduiiumn efectronicter in cunjuried ion with a high luogohm

resistor and a shallow ionisation rhainlior, coiBplotc Bragg ciirvos are obtained for a Po-soiirco

of a-parti(’les freshly separated from some oki radon tubes, and for a second source about

29 months old. The latter shows by coin])tirfiHon a very distorted Bragg curve with its tail

portion spread about 1 cm. air beyond thojinaxirnum. The Hjiroad is intertireted as the

superpontion etfeid- of a largo numbin* of soj^arate ideal Bragg curves arising due the finite

source depth accumulated through aging. Theoretical formula is developed taking into

account the straggling due to tlu^ soimie depth as well as tluv well known Chuissian law o(

rang© straggling. The calculated results show gooti agn^'iiuait with the observe^d Bragg

curve.

L INTRODUCTION

It is a well known fact that a freshly pre))are<l plated source of a-rays which

is practically free fnmi any surface clcpth. acquires a finite 8urfac(> tliickncss with

aging, which gradually increases as the source beconies older and older. I he

straggling of the a-rays emanating froni such a source may arise due to two causes

(i) the range straggling duo to statistical variation of the collision iiheuomcnou

ill the medium through wliicli the a-rays jiass and {ii) the souiec straggiiig <)u

account of the a-rays coming from different depths oi'thc source,- -those coming

from a greater depth showing slightly smaller range outside compared to those

coming from an upper layer. The phenomenon of the range stxaggling of a-

particlcs has been thoroughly investigated l.y »ohr ( Ihlfi), Briggs (1927) and others

Bohr’s theory, confirmed by ex,,erimeiits, leads to the loncliision that the law o

range distrilu.tion about the mean range of the a-partieles whieli have all passed

through the same thickness of the ah,sorbing material, is to a high degree o ayipioxi-

mation, Gaussian in form. The range straggling woul.i, therefore, give rise to a

svmmetrical distribution centred about the mean rang(^. As such, have

no effect on the measured value of the mean range The straggling due t -

finite depth of the source would, however, lead to an a.it isymmetrica range

distribution with much greater weight in the ranges lower than the mean han m

the higher ranges. The presence of such an asymmetry in Hie range distribution

curve was prevLsly observed by Schulze (1935) and Curie (19 5) for Po-a partml^

in air. The distribution curves, according to these authors, could not be rcpresentei

417
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by a Gaussian error curve. The effect should clearly be attributed to a source

straggling? of the a-rays caused by a finite depth of the source used by these authors.

Our object in tliis wf>rk is to study th(! nature of this source straggling experi-

mentally and thin attempt a theoretical interpretation of the observed distri-

bution under certain simple assumptions.

2. EXJ»EKIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND OBSERVATIONS
A moderately strong plated Po-source was prepared by digesting about

twenty crushed randon bulbs in 15 cc of 10% nitric acid and 5 cc of 4% hydro-
floiiric acid. The content was stirred for about 4 hours by a mechanical stirrer,

allowed to rest for sometime, the suj)erjiatant was drained off and the solution

was evaporated to dryness. The residue was digested in about 20 c.c. of 0.4
N nitric acid and finally the Po-content was deposited electrochemically from
the solution on one side of a thin silver disc about 1cm in diameter. An aged
Po-source (about 29 months old) was also procured. The complete Bragg curves
of the two sources were taken separately on a shallow ionisation chamber of the
type employed by Holloway and Livingston (193S) shown in figure 1.

l^ig. I, Diagrafnati(‘^ Hketch of th(» shallow ioniHatioii chamber (not to the scale).

Ihe front face of the chamber is a brass wire gauge with rectangular meshes
of size 0.26 mm xO.32 mm, the wire gauze being 0.30 mm thick. The collector

plate H is a brass disc in diameter shielded by an earthed guard ring C, The
depth of the chamber was 0.56 rnin between the inside surface of the wire gauze
and the front face of the collector plate. A saturation electric field of ^820
volt/cm was applied between the wire gauze and the collector plate.

The detector is a Lindemann electrometer in conjunction with a '^5xl0^®(2
resistor across wliich the ionisation current from the chamber produces a small

potential drop which deflects the needle of the electrometer. The sensitivity of
the electrometer, had to be kept down to 250 millivolt/div. in order to make the
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deflections consistent. The deflection was observed under a suitable microscope.

The measuring arrangement with the chamber and the electrometer assembly
is shown in figure 2.

The source was mounted with its plane vertical in front of the window of the

ionisation chamber from the centre of which the distance of the source was exactly

measurable. Taking x' equal to this distance and 0 the deflection of the electro-

meter needle, a plot was obtained between the quantity and x'— as shown

in figure 3, curve J.

x' cm, air—

>

Fig. 3. Experimental Bragg curves: (1) for a freshly i^repared Po-sourco, (2) for an old

Po-sourco (29 months old); curves 1' and 2' are the corresponding differential curves.

A nimiln r cuTvc (2 in thesame diagram) was obtained for the old Po-source available

in the laboratory. The surface of the old source appeared visibly black probably due

to thin deposits of lead and its compounds throughout its age of about 29 months,

3
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It is clear from a comparison of these two curves that the straggling has increased

very appreciably in the case of the old source, as well as the end point of the Bragg

curve here has shifted by about 2.8 mm. A differential plot [x*W) at various

values of x' for the two curves are shown in the same figure (figure 3) and the cor-

responding plots are designated as T and 2' for the two sources. It is striking

that while the curve V clearly shows a Gaussian distribution about the mean range,

the curve 2' does not indicate a Gaussian distribution, but a nearly flattened

top with a rapid fall off at the two ends. This indicates that in the case of the old

source, the source straggling is playing a prominent part and is superimposed

on the comparatively smaller range straggling effect.

3. C A L U L A T 1 O N OF THE S () IJ H C E S T R A O (> L I N 0 AN D
THE RESULTANT 1 O N f S A T 1 O N C? U R V E

To build up a mechanism for the straggling ofthe a-particles due to the source

thickness, we shall take a hint from the curve 2' of figure 3 Since it has a nearly

flattened top maximum, it is quite plausibh^ to think that it is arising because

of the super-imposition of several Gaussian distribution forms which arise due

to the various energy groups of a-particlcs coming from the different layers of

the thick source. Thus the particles coming out of the source consist of different

energy groups with a corresponding range straggling aiui the superposition of

these different groups should give rise to the curve 2 of figure 3 above.

From Bethe’s theory of ionisation loss of a-partides, we have

dE
dx

4:7reh^
NZ log

2mv^

I
... (

1
)

where v is the velocity, ze the charge of the incident particle, N the number of

atoms per cm. of the material, Z the nuclear charge and / the average excitation

potential of the atom.

Further, the specific ionisation is given by

dE 1

dx 6
(2)

where e is the mean energy spent to produce an ion pair. By a proper transfor-

mation using Geiger relation

X = aV ... (3)

we get,

... (
4)
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where x is the residual range, x == being the maximum range, x' the

distance of the Po-source from the ionisation chamber and

if- DA
e

ineh^N

nm

P- 2.3 X

I

zp
e

a = I

It has been shown elsewhere that at l^w energies of a-partieles below 4 Mev.

one has to take int^^ aiHiOunt the election capture by the He^ ^ nuclei—and the

modified expression for the specific ionisation bo(^omes

4= -f logj,,*-) ... (5)
X

Relation (6) may be regarded as the complete equation for the Bragg curve I of

figure 3.

We shall now get the expression for the specific; ionisation due to a thick

source. Let us consider a thick Po*source, with thickness, as represented in

figure 4. Let us further think that monochromatic' a-particjles are emitted from

different layers of the thick source and, therefore, they suffer abHori)tion in passing

through different thicknesses of the source. The result will be that the «-parti-

cles which started as monochromatic from the different layers of the source,

become inhomogeneous on emergence out si^le. The residual larige of the different

XsO

groups becomes different so that the Bragg curves are shifted linearly from one

another as shown in figure 6. Here three a-groups are shown originating from

the surface 2 * 0, « = and 2 = <*. As the thickness goes on increasing the
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curve gets shifted more and more to the left. In the ionisation chamber we would

be studying the superposed effect of all these curves.

The specific ionisation produced by an a-particle originating at a distance

z below the surface of the source is obtained by writing [x—p'z) in place of x in the

equation (5) and is given by

/** = x-p'z

^(x-p'z)-'^'^-\-^(x-p'z)-^i^\og,(x-p'z)^ ... (
6

)

where p' is the air equivalent per unit thickness of the source material. When

2; = 0, this equation reduces to equation (5).

If K (regarded as constant) be the number of a-particles coming per unit

source thickness, the total ionisation produced by all the a-particles coming from

different layers of the source thickness will be given by

t

[l^dz
0

— (a:—/)'z)-*'®log,(x—p'z)

0

'^x-p']i ^3
{x-p'z)-^^*log,[x-p'z) ]j(fe
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+g(«-/0-» {i'+l }

?(*)“ {^+2f.3+&»*^} ... (
7 )

If there is also formed a constant thickness in cms. of air equivalent over

the surface of the source, then this wcmid cause a shift of the end point of the

Bragg curve as actually observed. The residual range is then a*— so that

the new expression becomes

+ ar„)

j

+i[ x-x^-p't
j I 2 2l}+2^

log«(-«;-aJo-P'0
}

Now for each of the different groups of a-partieles coming fioni the difftreni

layers of the thick source, a certain range straggling exists, giving a Gaussian

distribution of range deviations about the particular mean range coiKerned

as shown in figure 6. We have to get the superposed distribution due to all

these Guassians.

Fig. 6
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If J?„ be the mean range of the a-particles, the probability Tr(«) ds that the

particle has a range lying between and R^il+s+ds) is given by"

W(s)ds = 4^ e ^ ds
PVtt

... (9)

where p is called the range straggling parameter. Now x = where

x' = Rq+Rq s = distance of the mid point of the ionisation chamber from the

front surface of the Po-source.

Therefore, s ^ ^
,

ds — and dx = —dx'
Mq Rq

Therefore equation (9) becomes

W 1 -r/2
dx == - e

pVtt
Bo J

dx
(
10

)

where

Rm Ro
6 = — jRn

For a group of a-particles coming from a distance z below the surface, the distri-

bution will be given by

W{x)dx = — c L Bo—P'2:
J

dx
pVn

(H)

This is the particular probability distribution of a-articles with x for a particular

value of p'z ranging from 0 to p't, to get the distribution function for the old

source we must integrate the above equation (1 1). The total probability of the

superposition obtained by averaging over all values of p'z is then

1 -a2
e

PVn
[ Ro—piz' J d(p'z)

P't

J
d(/j'«)

(
12 )

1

p'tpy/v

P^t

1 «

_08 ri-K*-?'*)!*
L Ra-P'z J dUp'z) (12o)

This integral cannot be put into a simple Gaussian integral because of the fact

that the factor {Bq—p'z) is a function of z. To simplify matters we shall split

this integral into a summation over integrals which will be performed over small
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intervals of p7 values 0,2 cm each, so that over this small region (R^—p'z) can be

put equal to Rq—p'zI2 the mean value, and taken out of square sign as a

constant. Therefore, the above integral can \ye Avritten as

1
d(p'z) ... (13)

where pH — 0.2 mm and n is an integ^ which varies from 1 to m.

Nowl.tu,p„t
S'.

Therefore, equation (13) becomes
j

( .
“ -

i
.26)1 \

•M ' ' ' '

•2Vv'»W*.- l(2« -III
'

If there bo a constant deposit of the thickness over the surface ol the source,

the above equation (14) will become

/ ** \ r 1 —/>(.»' -.To)
1

1

^
.IW- 11 1

/ " A r ' I
-

1

)

X ’21

V«..-’i(2« i)/L J

... (14)

4. 0 0 M P A H 1 O N OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

Let us now try to construct the curve 2 ol figure 3 from the theoretical expres*

sions (8) and (1.5). The values of M, P, N, Q to be used in (8) are given below

M = 5.578 X 10«

P = 3.983 X 10<

N = -.1307 X 10*

Q == -.0435 X 10*

Therefore, expression (8) becomes

10'* Ix = -- [x—Xq— (.383 -f- 3.98.1 logm (j^ P^V<
3k

+ (*-*„)*/» {-383 + 3.983 logio(a:-x„)}

- + .0435 log (a:-Xo-p'0}

+ i(a: -*«)-*'* {-1591 + .0436 logi„(a:-Xo)i (16)
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From a careful examination of the end points of the two curves in figure 3 it is

evident that the shift Xq 0.28 cm. The factor p't is, of course unknown. We

take its value to be 0.8 cm, which is seen to give the best fit of equation (15) and

(16) with the experimental curve obtained for the old source used by us. Substi-

tuting these values in expression (16) we can calculate the value of in units of

«> 1/

10* X for different values of x. The results are tabulated below, where the

P'

normalised values relative to Imax- 8'^'® shown in the third column.

TABLE I.

X Ix normalized

1 . 13 ems. 1.673 9.36

1.18 „ 1.681 10.00
1.28 „ 1.679 9.99

1.38 „ 1.628 9.69

1.48 „ 1.555 9.25
1.58 „ ].514 9.00

1.68 „ 1.462 8.70
1.78 .. 1.424 8.47

1.88 „ 1.366 8.13

1.98 „ 1.333 7.93

2.08 „ 1.297 l.TZ

2.18 „ 1.263 7.50
2.28 „ 1.234 7.34

2.38 „ 1.204 7.16

2.48 „ 1.177 7.00

Also using these values of x^, p't and = 3’74 ems and i?ninx = 3.86 ems in

expression (15) we can calculate the relative values of the probability W for

different values of The results are given in Table II.

TABLE II

X Relative

probability

0.28 0
.38 1.26
.48 4.80
.58 5.00
.68 4.70
.78 4.60
.88 4.60
.98 4.50

1.08 4.40
1.18 3.40
1.28 0.01

With the help of the values computed in Tables I and 11 we can now
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reconstruct the curve 2 of figure 3 as shown in figure 7. The experimental curve
(a) agrees fairly well with the theoretically construeted <!urve (6).

Fig. 7. (a) Experimental ionisation curve for the old Po-sourcc, (/>) l-heorctically calculated

ionisation curve for this soiuh'c, (c) the experimental ionisation curve for the fiiishly

prepared Po*souree and (d) theoretical range distribution curvti (jorresjlending to the

curve 6.

T). DISCUSSION

The close agreement of the calculated results with the ohservt^d ioiusation curve

of the thick Po-source leads us tf) believe that our liasie jiost.ulates regarding the

nature? of the source straggling of the a-rays and its tluMindical calculation are

substantially correct. Tt is jiossihle to go a stc]) further if we make the

following interesting comjiarison. Let us est imate the strength of tlu? Po-source

from its decay time since it was tirst s(‘parated and also try to make a com-

parative estimate of the? strength by computing tlu‘ saturation ionisation current

obtained in the chamber.

The old Po-source was separated in Octoht*r, 1952 with a flash overcoat of

gold and was estimated at 6.4 mv on the date of He]iaration. Therefore, its esti-

mated strength at the time of our experimeml (March, 1955) comes to about

85.7 mo, which would emit a-particles at the rate of 3.H x 19® per second.

The sensitivity of the electrometer used for measurement was 250 millivolt/

div. Taking into aceount the geometry ol the source and the chain her, the cor-

rection necessary due to the cutting off of the a-parlicl(*H by the solid portions of

the wire gauze (roughly estimated at ^50 %) and the resistance i?^ 4.8x 10^®

ohm across which the potential drop was measured, the total saturation current

(in the 4/1 solid angle) estimates out to be J .7 > 10* amp. Now the saturation

current i = de, where is the maxiinuin number of ion pairs produced
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by ail a-particle per cin, N is the total number of a-particles emitted, d is the depth

of the chamber and e is the electronic charge. Taking = 7 x 10^ ion pairs/cm

(inaxinuun value), d ~ 0.55 mm and e = 4.8x10-^® e.s.u., wc obtain N = 0.27

XlO® a-particles/second. This is about 12 times lower than the value 3.14x10®

obtained from the strength of the decayed source. This apparent discrepancy

seems to arise largely from our assumption that is the maximum specific ioni-

sation of the a-particle, viz., 7 X 10^ ion pairs/cm. For a freshly prepared source

the tail part of the Bragg curve shows an extremely sharp fall. Hence even a

small depth of the chamber would receive practically all the a-particles with the

maximum ionisation loss at the position of the maximum of the Bragg curve.

However, for our aged source, the tail part of the Bragg curve shows a considerable

spread of about 1.0 cm, (vide figure 3, curve 2). Hence the maximum value of

within the 0.55 mm depth of the chamber will surely not be as high as for the

fresh source, but will be substantially less. Assuming roughly a linear spread of

the tail, the effective value of will be a fraction of given by the ratio of the

area enclosed by the maximum ordinate of tlie curve with 0.55 mm along the abs-

cissa to the total area enclosed by the tail {lortion of the curve between the

maximum and zero ordinates. A rough estimate from figure 3, curve 2, gives this

effective value to be-— 1/9 On substituting this in the expression for the

saturation current we obtain at once N 2.43 X 10® as the total number of a-

partiijles emitted from the source jier second. Considering the uncertainties

involved in the geometrical and various other corrections applied to the ionisation

current measurement, the last value of N can be considered to be in reasonably

good agreement with its estimated value from the source decay. This agreement

merely emphasises the point that while working with a freshly prepared polo-

nium source a shallow chamber is tlie most suitable for the s])ccific ionisation

measurements of a-rays, in the case of an old source a very shallow depth is likely

to cut down a considerable j)ai*t of the ionisation at the maximum point.
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ABSTRACT. An accurate convenient Jnethod lias bton devi'lopod for the nioasureinont

of magnotio susceptibilities of singiti (jrystalH powders and solutioiiH over wid(' ranges of teiH-

peraturos. This is based on the well known Ourio method in which x arious sources of errors

have boon individually and collectively oliminiitod to giv(^ an accuracy of not. less than 0. 2%.

The present paper gives a detailed description of the balance* and a gas-flow type horizontal

cryostat for toiuperatun* variation. The calibration of the balauci' and the Chi-constantan

thermocouple temperature H(iale have also lieen compared against the exist ing Ijoidoii, Stras-

bourg and Caloutl.a measurements, on standard juiramagnetic subst-anci's, e.y., Cr**' alum.

Fe+++ alum and NiSO4.0H-A), first two of whicth are well known to provide' the magnetic

scale of extreme low temperatures.

INTRODUCTION

A very accurate method for delerniiniiig the maguetic anisotropy of singlt^

crystals, depending on the measurement- of critical lorfjue upon the (Tyslals sus-

pended in a homogeneous magnetic iield with a fine quartz fibre has already

been (levelojied in this laboratory (l)utta, 1953-54, Dutta Roy, 1954). For a

(iompletc knowledge of susceptibility behaviours of erystals, th(‘ princif)al

absolute susceptibilities also should be measured to the same degree of accuracy.

Though by the existing methods of measurements the mean value of the

susceptibility has been often determined accurately at a single t(*mperature, no

very satisfactory method has yet been evolved for the a})solute ])rincipal

susceptibilities of crystals over wide ranges of temperatures. Tii the present

paper a method has been developed which promises to be very satisfactory for

this purpose and applicable universally to crys+als, liquids and solutions, over

a wide range of temperatures.

THEORY

Most of the absolute susceptibility determinations depend on the measurement

of translational force upon the sample placed in an inhomogeneous magnetic field.

The general expression for the components of the translational forces on an iso-

tropic sample of volume v, of volume susceptibility surrounded by a medium of

429
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vf)liiinp susceptibility orthogonal ooorflinate axes x,y,z, arc given by,

dH,
dy

dH^

dy

dH,

dy
V

>

/ dH dHj,

dz

(
1

)

If the origin is taken at the geometric centre of the pole gap and x, y, and

2
,
are the directions, from pole to pole in the horizontal plane, perpendicular to

this direction in the same plane, aiul along the vertical, respectively, it is evident

that if the pole pieces ar(» so shaped that there is only a field and its gradient

dH
,
along y, then we are left with only the ?/-componcnt of the force in the form,

FTy ... (
2

)

For an anisotropic crystalline sample of principal volume snsceptivility

fcj, ifcg, and fcg, inclined to H.j^ at angles whose direction cosines are I, m, 7i, the force

is given by

{k, lH k2m^+hn^)-h] vH, ... (3)

which further simplifi(^s to

F,-r-(k,-k,)vH/^y^ ... (4)

if the crystal is placed with its direction along H^,

In addition to these translational forces there are also component couples

on the crystal about the coordinate axis tending to rotate the crystal in such

a manner as to place the maximum direction of susceptibility along the

magnetic field.

The situation is further complicated by anisotropic Poisson distribution of

magnetization over the surface of the crystal, including the demagnetisation factor

in an initially homogeneous field and consequent couples. The surface forces are pro-

portional to and is therefore extremely small under normal circumstances.

Experimental arrangements usually have to be so devised that the rotatory

tendencies are eliminated and the translatory motion is made undirectional

along one of the coordinate axis, say y, as in the case already considered,
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SUMMARY OF THE E X 1 S T I N O M E T H O H S

Various metliods of inoasurinj!; inapnotic susceptihility. based on the measure-

ment of force on a body plaeofl in a nou-homo^eneoiis inaunetif* iield. have ]>een

developed from lime to time and are essentially variations or modifiealious of tlie

well known methods ofGouy or of Curie. The Oouv method, which is very sensitive

and convenient for absolute suK(*(*ptibility measurement, usually rt'quin's a lar<j;e

amount of the substance in the form of a lon^ (*vlindrieal rod of unifoi’in cross

section or finely powdei-ed and packed inside^ a long glass tube. Bui most of the

crystalline solids are magnetically anisotropic and may give rise oiqmcking t(» an

orientation effect of the finely powdered (‘rystallites, particularly in a magnetic

field. Further, large amount of the substam^e is n(M(\ssa]*y and the nudhod is

not suitable for obsevation over a large tem]ieraiur(' range. Th(‘ (^trie method

allows quick relative measurements on small amounts of powder or solution sjieci-

mens and is very adaptable for low and high tempeuature nuvisurements and

may be adapted for anisot ropic crystals. But these advantages art* offsid to a great

extent by the difficulty of })lacing the substances always in a standard j)ositi()n

in the field. To eliminate^ this uncertainity sev(‘ral w'orkeis [Ken‘day, (11)111) Foex-

Forrer (1926), Sucksmith (1939)] have designed shapes of pol(‘ })i(M*es in which

dll^
maximum //^ remains constant ovcir an appreciable regi(m. fn Fo(‘X-Forrer

balance the magnetic force is compensated by th(‘ (dcadrodynamic force exerted

between a current-bearing coil carried on tlu' moving system anrl a fixed ])erman(‘nt

magnet. The balance suspension arrangement, however is extremely cumhrous,

gravitation being the main restoring force, th(‘ dfdlection s(*nsi1ivilv is rath(*r

low, and stray fields troublesome. Sucksmith ring balance wliich lias been

developed by Jackson (1933) for measuring the susce])tibilit y of powders as wcdl

as for crystals, is not suitable for small susceptibilitii's. Quart/ microbalaiU'C' as

developed by Bose (1947), is very suitable for low' and room teiujicraturc^ imaisuie-

ments for both powders and crystals, but is unsuitable for high t(*mp(*ratur<*

owing to convection disturbances. None of these methods can (‘lairn more than

an overall accuracy of 1%, Further serious uncertainities, w hich is common to

all methods, are the impurities and imperfections aiui inaccurate* setting of

crystals for which special care should be taken.

The present is an adaptation of Curie method in which the various sources

of errors have been individually and collectively sought to lx* removed to a large

extent, with further scope of improvement which, when done, sliouJd make the

method unrivalled for reliability.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BALANCE
The balance (Figure 1), essentially consists of a light horizontal torsion

arm A made of thin walled pyrex glass tubing. This is suspended at the centre

from one end of a fine vertical quartz fibre F, the other end of the fibre being

attached to a torsion head H, The torsion heafl is mounted on the top of an
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1" wide glass tube through wiiicli the fil)re passes. The glass tube is fitted leak-

tight to the balance box /Sf and to torsion head by conical metal fittings attached

with hard sealing wax. One extremity of the balance beam passes out through

1

Fig. 1—A sketch of the balance.

a hole on the side of the balance case, to which an extra length of rod is attached,

going into the inhomogeneous magnetic field, at the end of which the sample

8i is mounted. The protruding end is protected from draught and contami-

nation by glass tube fitted by conical metal coupling to the case. At the

other end of the beam a sensitive Kelvin bifilar suspension mirror M is

attached, to magnify the movement of the beam as well as to provide a sufficient

controlling couple upon the sytem. The dashpot P contains kerosine oil

in which four mica damping vanes V hang. The pin E is attached to a miniature

three dimensional adjustment stage for the bifilar suspension, consisting of

a cross slide which can also be moved at right angles to the plane of the slides,

and may be adjusted to obtain maximum sensitivity and stability of the system.

The brass case 8^ which surrounds the torsion arm and suspended mirror, is

mounted upon a stand, with two horizontal cross slides and is also capable of rota-

tion and up and down motion telescopically for the correct adjustment of the

position of the sample in the magnetic field. The base of the stand is mounted
upon three levelling screws and the whole thing is placed upon a thick marble

slab built into the wall of the room. The front of the case has a sliding glass plate

through which observations are made; the edges can be made leak-tight with
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plasticin. To obtain horizoiitality of the balance arm when different masses of the

substance are used, two scale pans P, P, are attached to the beam within the

balance case on which suitable weights are placed. To keep constant loading

on the beam always, the final balancing is obtained by taking off load on the arm

on the same side of the specimen. Fine adjustments are made by shifting a rider

along the beam to which a long thin serrated strip, of mica, is attached for the

purpose. The verticality of the suspeiision fibre and the horizontiality of the beam

are separately tested by comj)arison with.a fine plumb liiu^ of fpiartz fibre, observed

through a low power telescope with circular scah^ and pointer and fitted with a

fine cross-wire. The displacement of the substance on applying the magnetic

field, as observed by the movement of the image of a fint' glass scale reflected from

the bifilar mirror through moderate powOT telescope, is usually several centimetres.

By giving suitable torsions to the suspension fibre by means of the vernier torsion

head reading to lO^^of a degree, the balance beam is brought back accural(‘Iy to its

original position. In order to rotate the torsion head without causing vibrations

of the system, and also to enable the same operator, looking through th(‘ teIesco})e

from a distance of about two metres(au order to have a h igh optical magnification),

to work the torsion head, this is coupled by a slow gear arrangcjiUMit and flexibh*

shaft to a small motor which can l)e reversefi, if necessary, with switches c lose

by the observer. The beam, when not in use, may be arrested by a spring catch,

and operated from outside by lever mechanism. The intericu’ ol the balance may

be illuminated for the preliminary adjustments with a small electric lamp

(fl volts) inside the casing. The balance is shown in figuri^ 1(^/)-

Fig. 1(a)
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(n) Use of vertical field.

The haluneci may be conveniently used fur measurement of powders and

solutions using a horizontal field. If it is desired to measure the principal

susco])til)ility of a (*rystal, a liorjzoiital field is inconvenient. It would be

well nigh impossible to set the crystal with its principal susceptibility direction

along the fiedd by trial. So cither a scries of readings have to be taken by

rotating the crystal or the magnet (Hupse, 1942) or by having a flexible

suspension (Bose, 1947) so as to let the (crystal freely set by itself in the field.

But these arc attended by great practical difficulties. We have altogether

avoided these difficulties by having a vertical field and horizontal gradient.

This is simply obtained by turning over our electromagnet on one side with its

pole-i)ieces one above another. The magnet is mounted upon a circular

rotating base with three levelling screws and a spirit level so that it may

be rotated about a vertical axis and the edges of the pole pieces made accurately

vertical in the final position.

(Ij) Hhainmj the gradient

Designing of pole [)iec(»s for* the gradi(*nt arc very (;arefully done so that at

each different current the force . dHj^jdy remains constant over wide regions.

Various workers have used special types of pole pieces to obtain the above condi-

tion as already mentioned. Sucksmith shape appears to be the simplest and as

X (liroction

I

I
I I

Fig. 2.—Arrangemunt ol the polo i'aco», uootioii to uoriiial to z dii*ecrxoii

effective as any other. We have adopted this with suitable modifications to fit our

values of magnet (mrrent, pole gap, face area etc., made from theoretical consider-

tiuos and through experimental checking. To obtain the desired gradient of
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the field, a pair of thick rectangular pieces of soft iron, fitting flat on the original

large rectangular parallel pole pieces (pole gap 2.5 inches) of our electromagnet, are

each marked lengthwise (y direction) inti> three equal sections. The three

sections are then shaped as show n in the figure. 2 below
,

so that the middle

section is inclined at about 6° to the end ones. The l)est angle is obtained after

several trials with slightly differing angles. These pole-shoes are fixed to the

original pole-pieces with small soft iron pins near the edges.

The trials consisted of graphical plotting of the force exerted on a paramag-

netic sample in the field, at different accurately nK'asurcd ])ositioiis within the pole

gap, for each of the differently angled pole shoes. Tlu^ forces are most coveniently

measured by the balance already described. For the pur])ose of plotting absolute

forces are not necessary. The angles- of torsion proportional to forc^es can be

measured with an accuracy of not less than 0.1%. Temperature is kept constant

during each set of measurement. Some typical results are shown in the graphs.

Distance in oius—

>

Fig. 3.—Force-distanoe curves with different pole gradients.

6
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The best constancy of the force about .06% is obtained with the 6°poleshoe8,

with a magnet current 1.4 ampere over a volume 0.5 cms*. Our crystals or

other specimens never exceeded this size.

(c) Moulding tfte specimm

The crystal is always placed accurately at the centre of the studied constant

maximum region of force between the shaped pole pieces. This is done by having

two pieces of graph paper pasted on to two sides of the pole pieces at right angles,

marked for the said region, and locating the position of the crystal with reference

to these through a telemicroscope from two different positions. The suspension

of cubic crystals, powders and solutions is very easy as the question of anisotropy

does not arise and is done very conveniently by placing the sample (in the case of

solutions and powder samples are packed within a glass container) at the end

of a sufficiently long thin glass rod which is formed into a loop to take the

sample. The other end is inserted into the hollow beam of the balance and fixed

1*4 amp*

1*2 amp*

1*0 amp*

5*5 6*0 6*5 7*0 7*6 8*0 8*5

distance in cms —

>

Fig. 4.-~Forco dlsianoa sum with a particular pole gradient with difierent iKirrents
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with durofix cement. But in the measurement of principal susceptibility along

a known direction in a crystal, it is attached with durofix to the long rod

(without loop) with the desired direction normal to the length of the rod, then

the rod is rotated until this direction is vertical and then fixed permanently with

durofix. The verticality can be ascertained very accurately by (comparison with

a fine plumb line, by means of a telemieroscope.

CUKRENf CONTROL

The experimental work is done at iow values of -magnet current usually

1 amp. to 1.4 amps, Wfe have not tlsecl any special device for automatically

stabilising the magnet current except ttit we have taken the current from a com-

pound wound D. C. generator, instead cf directly from our fi-phase rectified 1). C.

mains which fluctuate rather badly, at|d also relied upon the high inductance

of the magnet to stabilise the current ^further. The low values of current

produces no heating effect on the magnelization of the core. Moreover, the current

can be accurately adjusted with a fine controlled rheostat and an accurate

Weston ammeter viewed through a low power microscope.

CALIBRATION OF THE BALANCE

When the unknown sample of volume v placed in air (k^) has been restored

to the original position in the field by twisting the quartz fibres through an

angle against the magnetic force, and the corresponding angle of twisit

for the standard substance (of volume not very different from v and

dH
both smaller, than volume over which ffa: ^ is constant) in the same mean

position, some field and at the same temperature is 0^^, we have from (upiation (4)

0_

Os

k—ka V _ m
kg~ka ' Vg mg (ft)

where m and m, are the masses, p and Pg the densities and x Xu mass

susceptibiliti :js ofthe unknown and standard substance respectively.

0 mgl ka\ fca

X- d~- m\^'~'p,rp
. (

0)

where =* 0.028 X (SOO/T)* X 1
0*® at T° absolutrj.

Afl primary standard substance, we have taken aqueous NiCl^ SOlUtkiit the

mass susceptibility of which has been measured very accurately by a

workers. For NiCl^ at 20'^C the values of gm. mol, susceptibility x 10« hrt 4i4I

by Weiss and Bruins (1926), 4423 by Brant (1921), 4423 by Bose (1990), 4^80
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Nettleton and Sugdeii (1939). The mean value is 4431. On the basis, that the

effective moment of Ni++ does not change with concentration and with small

variations of temperature near 300®K, as observed b}^ the above workers, the

susceptiblity of isolution per gram is given by the formula

;^XlO» = |*^y®^+0.7193-0.486jr?-0.7193 ... (7)

where C = the cone, of solution in grams of NiClg per gram of solution.

T == the absolute temp. Xoi water at 20®C = 0.7193x10“®,

The solution used by us made from A, R. quality of E. Merck is free from

cobalt, dissolved in double distilled water having C — 0.2590 and density at

305.8°K = 1.2993.

The reliability of performance of the balance, including accuracy, stability,

reproducibility, sensitivity etc. is checked in the following manner.

(a) Ferric alum crystal grows in cubic class as regular octahedron so that it

has neither magnetic anisotropy nor appreciable shape effec^t. A carefully puri-

fied and well grown crystal weighing 0.04080 gms. is carefully mounted at the end

of the balance arm, centred carefully in the region of constant dH.j,ldy and

the torque due to magnHic field upon the system is exactly balanced by slowly

twisting the fibre, observing the image of the zero of the illuminated scale

through the telescope. The angle of torsion necessary for this purpose is correc-

ted for the force upon the arm alone. The temperature is noted accurately.

The torsion head is restored to its initial position, and the field is switched off.

No appreciable zero shift is generally observed. The same operations are per-

formed with a pyrex glass ampoule filled with a weighed quantity of standard

NiClg solution. Here correction has to be made for the empty ampoule. The

relevant data necessary for the calculation of mass susceptibility of the alum

is given in Table I, for one typical case. The diamagnetic; (;orrections are made

from Stoner. Measurements with five different crystals were made. The standard

reading is repeated every time. Any small temperature fluctuation during these

experiments is noted and corrected for. The individual readings do not differ from

the mean by more than 0.1%. The value of the effective magnetic moment

is found to be 35.08 at 300°K which is a little more than \% greater from the value

obtained by Onnes and Oosterhuis, (1926), well within the limits of accuracy of

these authors. It has been, however, shown by Van Vleck and Penney (1934)

that Fe+++ ion which is in state, the mean susceptibility, should obey a

Curie law strictly upto IfT^ terras at least. The ‘spin only’ value for the

mean square moment is then 85.04 which is a little more than 0.1% smaller

than our values and just within the conservatively estimated limit of error

d«bout 0.2% of our experiment. Terms of higher order than 1 /f® might introduce

a Very small departure from spin only value. But the present results are not

able to point to it, .
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(6) Chromium potaHsiuin alum also grows in (*.uhic* class in the form of

regular octahedron. Crystals were prepared from carefully })urified samples of the

salt and magnetic measurements performed with NiCl^ solution as standard,

in a similar way as above. The final value for the susceptibility is the mean for

at least five crystals and is given in Table I . The value for mean square of the

effective moment is Ifi.Ofi which may l)e com])ared to the earlier values 14.80

by de'Haas and Gorter (1929) and 15.1® Mme. Serres, (1932). Since Serres has

shown that Leiden data suffered from errors in calibration, and agreed very well

with her own value aftcir necessary corrections, we have quoted only these values

in Table I, which agree with our own $o within less than 0.1%. It is possible

that for the same reason Leiden value fdr * alum quoted earlier is loss than

ours. Our values for Cr+++ are definitely higher by 0.3% than the spin only

value of 15.00.

(c) To check the reliability and reproducibility of our measurement further

we have measured the sample of Fe^ ‘
* alum against a different sample of

alum as secondary standard, taking 16.045 as the value of mean The

relevant data are given in the table. Tlie value of Fe^ *
' alum comes out as

36.09, to within 1 part in 3500 of our previous value.

{d) As a last check of our method, applied to anisotropic crystals, we have

measured a crystal of NiSO,,, fiHgO (tetragonal) along its tetrangonal axis. The

crystal grows as di-tetragonal pyramid and has little anisotropy of shape for a well

grown crystal. The value
p^ff^ is found to be 9.768 as against 9.736, a careful

measuement by Mookerji (1946), using a modified Rabi method of high sensitivity,

a difference of 0.3% within the limits of error of Mookerji.

Further details of rigorous tests of the balance in the low lem])erature rafige

and a comparison of our thermometric scale with Leiden standard is given in the

next section.

THE C K Y O S T A T A N LOW T E M P E U A T U K E
MEASUREMENT

For accurate low temperature measurements of magnetic susceptibility,

a suitable gas flow type cryostat (horizontal) has been constructed. The

new cryostat is a modified design of that already in use in our laboratory

(Bose, 1947). The cryostat consists of a double walled chamber closed at

the bottom with thin copper sheet 5.5" length 2.4" outer diameter ixiterspace

between the walls. Inner space is packed with fine copper wire gauze

through the centre of which passes the experimental tube of thin copper V in

diameter closed at the bottom. The annular space between the walls is connected

by a stainless steel capillary tube ^ mm inner diameter to a mercury manometer

system and serves as a constant volume air thermostatic control unit. Two
platinum contacts, one at the surface of mercury, the other inside mercury are
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TABLE 1

Ootnparison of for the and 6^^+++ alum and NiSO^, QHfi,

HasB and density of
the substenoe with

corresponding rotation

on torsion head

Mass susceptibility Pfffi in Bohr magneton
units at 300°K

Standard Unknown X,X lO'i Xm X 10« Present Earlier

Substance Substance Value Value

NiClj Fe+++alum 35.04 Spin only

m«0. 12140 0.04080 valuer

7.9287 28.94
1.2608 P= 1.724 at at 35.08 34.80 (Onnes and

306.4 306.4 Oosterhuis).

S«227.4® 4 = 284.9°

NiOlj Cr+++alum l.'i.OS (do Haas &
m«0. 12)40 0.08500 Gorter as cor-

7.9287 11.715 rected by
Pa. 1.2663 P= 1.842 at at 15.04 Serres).

306. 4"K 306.4'^K 15.06 (Serres).

4 = 227,4° S = 235.6° 15.00 (Spin only).

Cr+++alum Fe+^+aluni

m=0. 12100 0.04080
11.91 29.51

P= 1.842 P= 1.724 at at 35.09

300.70®K 300. 7°K
S«80.5® S«67.3°

Cr^^alutn NiS04,6H 0
(along axis)

m= 0.12280 m=:0. 15200
11.65 14.555

P= 1.842 p= 2.080 at at 9.768 0.736 (Mookherji).

307. 0°K 307. 0°K
4= 120.8° S= 186.6°

connected in the usual way to a magnetic relay breaking and making a suction

pump motor circuit. The top of the chamber is closed by a german silver cup

through which the experimental tube, upper part of which is made also of german

silver,and two other stainless steel pipes of 2mm diameter, pass out. Ofthe two pipes

one goes to the bottom of the chamber and is connected outside by a soft cork

coupling to one end of a vacuum-jacketted pyrex glass tube carrying cold gas from

the refrigerant storage chamber. The other pipe, which is cut short below the cryo*

stat top, is connected to the suction pump through a large pressure stabiliaing

bottle and carries the exhaust gas from the cryostat chamber. The refrigerant

chamber is a german silver cylindrical vessel closed at both ends kept within a wide

mouthed thermos bottle and contains liquid oxygen. The level of liquid oxygen is

by a glycerine pressure gauge and can be replenished through a tube at

the top ctf the chamber usually kept closed with a cork. Atmospheric air dried bya

dekydratmg tower is cooled by passsage through a copper spiral immersed in liquid

oxygen, and is sucked into the cryostat chamber through the vacuum Hne by
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the suction pump. While passing through the wire gauze packing of the chamber
the current of cold air comes into intimate contact with the large highly conducting
surface area of the gauze, and is effectively deprived of cold. The turbulent flow

as also the high conductivity of the material causes a good uniformity of tempera-
ture over a large portion of the chamber. Uniformity of temperature and conser-

vation of cold are further improved by suitable adjustment of thermal capacity

of chamber and enclosing the whole within a silvered pyrex cylindrical Dewar
vessel which is protected from breakage by a metal casing. The german silver

part of the experimental tube is coupled with durofix cement to the glass tube

attached to balance case, through which the balance beam passes into the

experimental tube.

The thermostatic relay system is preset to a givenlow tem])erature. When this

is reached, the relay switches off the pum|). The small heat leakage into the system

tends to raise the temperature and the relay switches on the suction pump again

and temperature may be maintained fairly accurately constant. For extremely

tine control, a controlled leak is introduced on the pump side, by adjusting which

and also the speed of the pump by a rheostat the lieat leak from outside may \iv

accurately balanced by the continuous cold in-flow carried by the circulating gas,

and the temperature control to within O.OUK may be achievtnl. For (juickcr

work, where less sensitivity is required, the cooling spiral in refrigerant chamber

is dispensed with and liquid air in controlled quantities may hd directly sucked

in the cryostat chamber, allowed to evaporate at tlic bottom of the chain b(*r and

circulated through the system as before.

Evidently the cryostat has to be set up in a horizontal })(»sition so as to go

between the pole pieces of the magmd place(l on its side with one pole above

another as already mentioned.

Low temperature measurements of susce})tibility requires a little modifica-

tion in the room temperature use of the balance. A stop for the beam has to b(i

placed at the outlet in the balance case so that tin? specimen may not come in

contact with experimental tube and slick there. Another trouble in the measure-

moni ^xf the balance at hxw tempiwature arises from (kjposition of inoistun^ on the

cold part of the beam. This is prevented by making all tittings of the balance

case leak-tight with durotix and plasticin and not only kf^eping a strong dehydrat-

ing agent within the balance case but also washing inside with dry air from an

elaborate dehydrating tower system before the low^ temperature run is started.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Th^ temperature is measured with an accuracy oi 0.1 °K with a copper-(;ons-

tantan thermocouple, the E.M.F. being measured in the usual manner with a

Leeds Northrup potentiometer reading to 2 microvolts. The thermocouple

is calibrated at th-e usual standard low temjxerature p^xints ami also against one
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calibrated earlier by Bose (1947) and checked from time to time. Our thermocouple

shows a systematic deviation from the earlier one, which is no doubt due to dif-

ferciices in conipoHition and history of the couple. For this reason we wanted to

make a (^hcck for the calibration of our couple. This is done by taking magnetic

susoeplibilitv measurements on substances well known to obey Curie law to the*

degree of accuracy derived in the relative susceptibility and temperature measure-

ments on Leiden s(;ale on these substances. Two such convenient substances

are ferric ammonium alum and chromium potassium alum, and we have measured

the mean susceptibility of these as before. The formula used by us is

_ Xt

^6 Xo

1_L
Kg

... (7)

where Xti Xb gram, molecular susceptibilities of the crystal at tem-

perature T and room temperature respectively, and Ft and Fg are the forces

acting on the crystal at these temperatures, k^^g and A;^are the volume susceptibility

of air and that of the crystal at room temperaiure 0, and y is the (oefficient of

thermal volume expansion of the crystal.

The results as compared to those of earlier workers are given below.

TABLE II

Temperature variation of the gni. molecular susceptibility of

SO4 . 24H,0

Onnes & Oostorhuifl Present Author

Temp
(Leiden
scale)

(room tomj).

value
corrected

by us.)

Temp
(dur scale)

Peff-

290.0 15010 35.07 300.5 14470 35.08

278.8 15600 35.06
169.6 26370 34.70

242.0 17980 35.07

77.1 56040 34.83 222.1 19670 35.05

195.5 22110 34.84

179.2 24090 34.81

171.2 26170 34.74

147.8 29360 34.83

133.2 32670 34.97

121.0 36880 36.00

99.0 43740 34.91
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TABLE III

Temperature variation of the gm, molecular suiceptibility of
Cr^. (S04),KgS04. 24HjO.

de Haas & Gorier
(Corrected by Serres)

Present author

Temp.°K
(Leid.

Scale)

Temp.^K
(Inter.

Scale)
Pf//^

290.0 6437 15.05 292.2 6377 15.06

169.7 10980 15.02 292.0 638S 16.03

143.6 12960 15.00 291.2 6403 16.03

77.7 24010 15.04 89.7 30708 14.07

Temp.^K
(Our Xif.lO"

Scale)

305.0
299.5

272.0
247.0
230.4

227.6
212.0
200.0
199.5
170.3
169.7

ir>8.o

157.4
146.0
13K.0
132.1
113.5
103.8
102.0
101.0

6119
6317

6792
7457
8019

8098
8710
9204
9226
10910
10940
11800
11810
12740
13490
14020
16320
17800
18170
18290

15.04
15.05

14.90
14.91
14.90

14.87
14.90
14.85
14.86
14.98
14.99
15.03
15.00
14.99
15.01
14.93
14.95
14.90
14.94
14.90

The values of wIkmi plotted against T should give a straight line

parallel to T-axis for substances obeying Curie law (Exactly. Such a graphical

presentation is ex- treinely sensitive not only to experimental errors but also to

small departures from ideal Curie law. On jdotting all the values for Fe'<4+ alum

in a single graph(figure 5) we find that all the three dre available Ltnden values

at three different temperatures after correction foii the room tempearature

values as indicated earlier, fall exactly on the 8ame '|Curve as our results. This

value as indicated not only values of Ledien in agreeing with ours, are more

accurate than their room temperature value, but also our measured temperatures

fit perfectly well with the Leiden scale. It is very unlikely that errors in

susceptibility and temperature measurements happened to be in oposite directions

at all the com- parison temperatures so that an accidental fit has been obtained.

In further support as to evidence against such a chance, we have our /)«//•

vetsus-T curve for Cr++ ' alum (figure 6)* Serres’, de Haas and Gorter’s values

for this salt again fit in quite well with our curve. All these data are thus

additional evidence for the accuracy and reliability of our methods of measure-

ment of susceptibility as well as tem|jerature. . -

6
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It is of some interest to note that our curve for Fe+++ alum shows a small

departure from Curie law, by a deviation frpm linearity and a minimum at about

170®K. I'll is deviation is reproducible for different samples of crystals and is

reversible with temperature. It was already noticeable in the Leiden measure-

ment, but was not given any significance. Our curve being plotted for a large

number of successive temperatures, shows the effect very well, and without any

doubt. “

<

—

Pe/r
4

Fig. r curve for ferric aluiii. Fig. 6.—

T

curve for <5hrome alum.

0r+++ alum also shows a similar noticeable change at about 200®K. These

departuree are evidently due to some small thermal changes in the internal struc-

tures causing changes in the electric fields in the crystals, similar to those observed
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by Bose, Mitra, and Datta in Cu++ and Ni+'^ salts (in course of publication).

A study of the magnetic behaviours of a large number of alums of the iron group

has been completed by the present method, and will be discussed in details in

future communications.
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AN APPROXIMATE METHOD OF CALCULATING THE
VIBRATION FREQUENCIES OF 1. 1. 1-TRI-

CHLOROETHANE MOLECULE*

By D. C. BISWAS

Optics Department, Indian Association for the Cultiviation op Science, Jadavpcr,

CALCtJTTA-32

(Received for publication^ August 6, 1955)

ABSTRACT. It has been shown that when the 1,1,1-triohloroothane molecule is divided

into two parts and the vibration frequencies are calculated under certain assumptions for

these two parts, these frequencies agree with those calculated for the whole molecule by the

accurate method. It is pointed out that this approximate method is sifn])ler and loss time-

ccfcisuming than the elaborate one while the discrepancies in the results obtained by this

approximate method are quite negligible.

INTRODUCTION

The ^orce constants of the 1,1, l-trichloroethane molecule have been cal-

culated by El-Sabban etal (1961) by the accurate method using properly chosen

fundamental frequencies. In these calculations they had to derive and solve

secular equations of sixth and fifth degrees for the vibrations of classes E and Aj

respectively. The derivation of the secular equation is a lengthy process even

when Danielewsky’s method is used, because for the vibrations of class E a deter-

minantal equation containing six rows and six columns is to be first expanded.

If it would be possible to sr divide the modes of either of these two classes into

two groups it would be easier to expand two determinantal equations of three

rows and three columns than to expand the equation containing six rows and six

columns mentioned above. Such a subdivision is possible only if we divide the

molecule into two parts and consider one part at a time. There may be, however,

some diflSculty in choosing the proper masses which should be taken in the calcula-

tions for particular modes of vibration. The object of the present investigation

is to find out whether we can divide the 1, 1, l-trichloroethane molecule into two

parts, X-CClg and r-CHj and calculate the fundamental frequencies correctly

using the force constants used by El-Sabban etal In doing this, two sets of

calculations have been made in each case using different values ofmassesofZ and

r till agreement has been obtained with the results reported by El-Sabban

etal.

* Communioatdd by Prof. S. C. Sirkar.
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CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

The fundamental frequencies are calculated in each case by first determin-

ing the F-matrix and using the fon^o constants given by El-8abban efal (1901)

and then calculating the (r-matrix with the help of the tables given by Decius

(1948). The symmetry coordinates used are exactly those used by EKSabban

etal (1951). The masses of the atoms, the interatomic distances and the bond

angles used in these calculations are also the same as those used by El-Sabban

etal (1951).

We get only three symmetry cootdinates in A^ species for the group X-CCI3.

(figure 1). These are given below, the notations for displacements being the same

as those used by El-Sabban etal (1951^1

Figure 1.

R,^ = (A2),-|-A/?2+A^3)/V3

=<A/lia+Ayli3+A^23- -Ai^i-ABj-A^aVVe

These give an F-matrix of three rows and three columns.

Similarly for E species we get the following three symmetry coordinates along

with the other throe degenerate wdth these three coordinates.

Hia — (ADi— A/)3)/’\/5

iZja = (Ailas— A/4i2)/'\/^— .^A5i-AS,)/VI
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We first consider the following two cases :

Case I. Mass of X = that of CHj

Case II. Mass of X = that of C.

The calculated frequencies are given in Table I along with those given by

El-Sabban etal (1961) for comparison.

TABLE I

V in cm~^

Designation
I Present values

j

El-Sabbfm et al (1051)

Case I Case II Calo. Observed
(g»s)

’'b 1003 1052 1002 1012

^1 Va 522 543 521 524

Vt. 343
1

348 343 343

J'lO 716
i

716 716 720

E V,, 345 I 362 363 —

1

235 241 241 241
1

(liq)

We next consider the following two cases for the T-CHg group :

Case III. Mass of F = mass of CCIg

Case IV. Mass of F = mass of C.

The results are given in Table TI.

TABLE II

V in cm-^

Designation
Present values El-Babban ani651)

Casein Case IV Calo. Obs. (gas)

^1 2941 2941 2943 20S4

At r. 1376 1376 1377 1381

rs 764
1

1066 1002
j

1012

Ft 3008 3008 3010 3017

E Vft
;

1431 1442 1434
1

1446

1048 1067 1074 1087
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DISCUSSION

We find from Table I that in the case of vibrations of species in A-CCls

group the calculated values of vj, V 4 and V 5 agree closely with those given by El-

Sabban ctoJ (1961) if we assume that the whole group CH3 moves as a single mass,

while in the case of the degenerate vibrations agreement is found if we assunie that

only the carbon atom takes part in the vibrations, effect of the presence ofhydrogen

atoms being negligible.

In the case of the r-CH3
group, however, the values of the frecpiencies of both

Aj and E vibrations calculated on the assumption that only carbon atom is present

in group Y agree with those given by El-Sabban etal except in the ease of r.-,. The

discrepancies in the case of vg and Vg arc small being within 0.75%. Tliese culcii-

tions demonstrate the fact that when hydrogen atoms are attachcid to any heavy

atom we have to assume that the foriner move along with the latter in any mode

of vibration in which the heavy atom is mainly disj)laccd. Thus we see that on

these assumptions it is possible to subdivide th(‘ sj)ccies into smaller groups

and to obtain simpler secular eejuations giving coiTcct values of the irc(iucneics

or force constants as the ease may he . These i)rineiplcs can also he ap])licd to

more complicated molecules in the case of which tlu; accurate method gives a very

complicated secular equation. Attempts are being made in this direction.
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NKW EVIDENCE FOR THE PREPONDERANCE OF THE CIS

Ttftofcl IN ORTHO-CHLOROPHENOL MOLECULE

Dilip Kumak Ghosh

Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science, Calcutta

(Received for publication, August 13, 1966)

Prom a study of the values of dielectric loss observed in the solution of some

substituted benzenes in the metre wave length region Fischer (1949) inferred that

orientation of some substituent groujis havmg rotational freedom contributes to

dielectric loss in this region. It was actually observed by the present author

(Ghosh J954a, 19546, 1955) that some substituted benzenes, such as benzyl chloride,

benzyl amine, phenol, etc., show absorption maxima corresponding to rotation of

the substituent group about the diameter of the benzene ring passing through

the point of substitution. Similar investigations in the microwave region have

been extended to some molecules with OH as the substituent group and absorption

maxima have boon observed at suitable temperatures.

According to Debye’s theory (Debye, 1929) the radius of the rotor depends

on T, the time of relaxation and ij, the visocosity of the liquid, and if the same

substituent group having a freedom of rotation bo present in different molecules,

tT
the ratio —^-should be constant, T lieing the absolute temperature of the liquid.

There arc many compounds having OH group as a substituent, and it would be

interesting to find out whether 1 he above relation is satisfied in the case of these

compounds. The study of absorption of 3.18 cm. microwaves in benzyl alcohol,

o-cresol, m-cresol, cyclohexanol, phenol and glycerine showed that the ratio

tT .— is almost constant in all these cases. In the case of o-chlorophenol, however,

no absorption was observed in the 3.18 cm. region in the whole temperature-

range from the melting point of the substance to its boiling pomt. On the contrary,

p-chlorophenol shows absorption in the whole temperature-range from 60°C to

170®C with a maximum at S5°G (figure 1). The value of t leads to a value 1.56

A.U. as the radius of the rotor and this is the radius of the circle along which the

OH group moves during free rotation. The difference in the behaviours of ortho-

and para chlorophenol molecules mentioned above demonstrates the fact that in

the ortho compound the OH group has no freedom of rotation about the C—

0
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bond. The hydrogen atom is linked to the chlorine atom attached to the adja-

cent carbon atom as shown in figure 2. The absence of absorption in the case of

o-chlorophenol furnishes an additional proof of the existence of such a linkage

between the hydrogen and chlorine atoms in the molecule as postulated by Pauling

(1939).

Via. I

The infra red absorption spectrum of a solution of ortho chlorophenol in

carbon tetrachloride shows two peaks at 7050 ciu"^ and 6910 cm~' with the area

of the latter peak ten times that of the former. From this Pauling (1936) concluded

that the ratio of the numbers of cis and trans molecules is 10:1 in the solution.

0-H, H-O

V \/

Fig. '2

In the case of the pure liquid, however, there is no absorption of the 3.18 cm.

waves in the liquid throughout the temperature-range from melting point to the

boiling point, and this shows that all the molecules are of the cis form in which

the hydrogen atom is attached to the chlorine atom through virtual linkage.

Details will be published elsewhere.
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HIGHER APPROXIMATIONS TO DIFFUSION COEFFICI-

ENTS AND DETERMINATION OF FORCE CONSTANTS*

BY S. 0. SAXENA
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(Received for pubUcaiion, Auguet 3, 1955)

ABSTRACT* Rocontly wo liavo roported tho coinputod valuohi of sovoral Chapnian
and Cowling ciollision iniegralH for gmm aboying tho Lonnard-Jones 12 ; 0 model over an

extensive range of tomperatui*es. Making 1use of those eollisioii integrals along with those

reported by Hirachfolder, Birtl and Spotz, the corroctioii factor for the third approximation

to the tracer diffusion has betm calculated by utilising the exprossions developed by Mason
on the schoino adopted by Chapman ami Cowling. Tho third ajiproxiniution to tho coedicient

of intordiffusion and tho second approx imalioii to the thermal diffusion ratio have also boon

calculated for the particular case c>f A-He iitixturc. Tho effect of those higher approximations

on tho determination of tho force paramoter from tho temperature dependence of the trans-

port coefficients have been critically examined. It has btxm shown that those higher approxi-

mations do not vitiate the method developed by Srivastava and Madan elsowhore for cal-

culating the force constants from tho thermal diffusion data for unlike mcleculos.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Chapman- liaskog kinet ic theory of gases is developed on several simpli-

fying assumptions which, to some extent, limit the applicability of the final results

and thus rigorously holds only for dilute monatomic gases and at temperatun^s

high enough that (luantum effe(*t<s are negligible. The theory under these limi-

tations expresses the transport coefficients as infinite series, Jiigher approximations

to the coefficients being obtained if larger number of terms of the series are taken.

Fortunately, the eoiivcrgeiiee of the series is rapid and only a few terms need be

considered. These terms involve a set of eoJlision integrals through wheh the

dynamics ofa mole(;ular encount er and hence the intermoJecular forces get involved.

Thus the results can immediately ])e utilised to predict any transport property,

provided we know the intcrmolecular potential. Investigations so far in this

field have shown that the Lennard-Jones 12 : 6 potential is the most realistic

molecular model, though recently Mason (1954) has calculated the transport

property collision integrals for the modified Buckingham (Exp—Six) potential.

This latter work has been completed so recently that uptill now only the force

constants for a few molecules have been determined, and the relative appropriate-

ness of the model still awaits (;onfirination. The aim of the present report is to

calculate the higher approximations to diffusion coefficients by utilising the ex-

pressions given by Mason (1954) and to estimate their effect on the evaluation of

Oomniunicatod by Prof. B. N. Srivastava.
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force parameters by tlie methods developed by Srivastava and Madan (1952, 1953)

based on the temperature variation of diffusion coefficients.

2. THEORY AND FORMULAE

Ac(*ording to the Lennard-Jones 12 : 6 model the interaction energy between

the two molecules for a separation V’ is

... (1)

where is the minimum potential energy of attraction and the separation for

zero interaction energy.

The nth approximation to the coefficient of mutual diffusion of a binary

mixture of gases 1 and 2 is given by Chapman and Cowling (1952) and Hirsch-

felder, Curtiss and Bird (1954) m

lA2lm = <>-W26280 /1”‘) ... (2)

where mutual diffusion coefficient in cm^/scc., p is the pressure in atmos-

pheres, Ml and are the molecular weights of the species 1 and 2; is the

reduced temperature and is equal to kT/ei^ and the reduced collision integrals

^(iin)* collision integrals of Chapman and Cowling divided by their

values for rigid spheres of diameter The factor is best expressed in the

determinant notation of Chapman and Cowling (1952) as

«oo^co’M‘”'’ - (3)

where is a determinant of (2m fl) th order whose general element is with

i and j ranging from —m to m. The term is the minor of obtained by

deleting the row and column containing aQ^, The elements a^j are functions of the

collision integrals, the molecular weights, and the relative concentrations of the

gases in the diffusing mixture and are given by Mason (1954) for i and.; == 2.

The expression for is considerably simplified for the case of tracer dif-

fusion and self-diffusion. For tracer diffusion, where the concentration of one

component ->0, we get

= 1/(1-A,^A2 ... A^.,)

where A^ and Ag are given by

Ag = (^01^12 1^2 2

... (4)
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The mth approximation to the thermal diffusion ratio, of a binary
mixture is given in the determinant notation of Chapman and (\,w liiig (1952) as

X A (”0 /^I'f _Lj. j(»t)

IkJ =5^* 2Jlf, } )

^00

... (5)

where Xi and X2 are the mole fractions of the two components and the remaininff
Quantities are the same as defined abpve.

Xihara s (1949) first approxiTuatitwi to the Iherninl diffusion ratio for a
binary mixture is

K ,1
-- Fi.^v,

... (fi)

in which

ni5’2>*

8, = \M
J \ QiuvJVj '

I

" 2(i,

)

a /12

+

12

8 (A/, -I M,)r

® (Vf2)'^ I [(J2j*’l»)*j(l’l)i*|2 JL *12

with similar expressions for 8^ and ^ binetions of collision inle-

grals and have been tabulated by HirschfeJder, (hirliss and Bird {I9.^)4).

3 . CALCULATION OF HIGHER A P P R O X 1 M A T J O N S TO
DIFFUSION C O E F F J (M E N T S

The foregoing formulae for transport' coefficients involve a numlmr of colli-

sion integrals, most of which have been reported by Hirschfelder, Bird ami Spotz

(1948), but some of them require evaluation. Saxena and Srivastava (lb.*).*!) have

recently worked out the exjiressions for the collision integrals fi'b*)*

and In the absence of computational assistance an interpolation method

was adopted to calculate Utilising these expressions, Saxena (19fi6)

has evaluated the values of these collision integrals over an extensive range of

temperatures. Here the values ofthese collision integrals along with those reported

by Hirschfelder, Bird and Spotz (1948) have been used to calculate the cxnrection
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factors and from equation (4) for several values of T* which are recorded

in Table I. It will be seen that these correction factors continuously increase

with increasing values of T*, the increase being more for smaller values of T*.

TABLE I

Functions for calculating the higher approximations to the diffusion coefficient

of pure substances for the Lennard-Jones 12 : 6 potential

T* Sf

0.30 1.0001 1.0002
0. f>0 1.0000 1.0001
0.75 1.0000 1.0001
1.00 1.0000 1.0001
1.25 1.0002 1.0003
1.50 1.0006 1.0006
2.0 1 .0016 1.0016
2.5 1.0026 1.0026
3.0 1.0037 1.0037
4.0 1.0050 1.0051
4.5 1.0056 1.0057
5 1.0059 1.0061
6 1.0065 1.0067
7 1.0069 1.0072
8 1.0071 1.0074
9 1.0073 1.0077
10 1.0075 1.0080
50 1*0080 1.0085

100 1,0080 1.0085
400 1.0080 1.0084

Equation (3) was utilised to calculate the values of/If,\ and for argon-

helium mixture at two widely separated temperatures, the values Sf) obtained are

reported in Table 11. For this purpose the force constants obtained from

viscosity by Hirschfelder, Bird and Spotz (1949) were used and an arbitrary con-

centration of 48.8% of argon was assumed as our aim is to investigate the relative

contributions of these higher approximations. Columns 4, 5 and 6 of Table II

give respectively the first, second and third approximations to the coefficient of

interdiffusion.

TABLE II

Values of the first, second and third approximations to the diffusion

coefficient (in rm*/eec.)

Temp.*»K «. 4®, 1^1 2]l

136.6 1.910 1.020 0.107 0.201 0.201

273.2 1.024 1.026 0.634 0.649 0.661 0.641
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In Table III we have reported the first and second approximation values of
the thermal diffusion ratio calculated from equation (5) along with the experimental
values. The experimental values have been obtained by interpolation from the
experimental data of Grew (1947). Again the force eonstants obtained from
viscosity were utilised for calculation.

TABLE III

Values of the first and second approximations to the thermal diffusion

eatio

Tenip.°K Concentrat ion l^ll. IAt]2 [/Cj’Jexp.

m.Q 48.8% A 6.0878 0.0904 0.0867

273.2 48.8% A a. 0989 0.102 0.0902

E V A LU ATION OF FOBCE C 0 N .S T ANTS

Srivastava and Madan (19511) calculated the force constants froin thermal

diffusion data, assuming that in the expression

WtJx = ... (7)

where C* and g have their usual meaning
,
the factor g is temperature independent,

and further that

- (8 )

However, in actual practice g is found to be slightly temperature-dependent.

Taking this small temperature dependence into accfmnt and adopting the method

of successive aproximations the values of the force constants for unlike molecules

have been evaluated by the author (1955a). It will be seen from equation (6)

that algebraically (66’*— 5) is no longer a common factor of|AyJj as it is of |A^]]

and therefore it is not possible to utilise in the same way the expression for

the determination of ejj. However, from Table III columns (.3) and (4) we find

that is about 3% higher than nevertheless the ratios of the first

g,ppi*oximation values at two temperatures and that of second approximation

values for the same two temperatures arc 1.126 and 1.128 respectively, and differ

only by about 0.2%. This establishes the validity of equation (8) provided we

assume that certainly a very good approximation.

This shows the accuracy of the determination of ej 2 from equation (8) is very high

indeed.

Kihara’s (1949) first approximation formula can also be used to evaluate

Bia. For this purpose the values of the factor g were calculated from equation

(6) at various temperatures and are recorded in Table IV, column 3. The value
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of €12 was then evaluated by adopting the same procedure as in the case of

Chapman and Cowling first approximation formula. In Table IV, we have

recorded the values of the force constants obtained from different procedures,

from which it is evident that for all practical purposes the precise evaluation

from the first approximation formula is quite adequate and it is useless to

bother about the second approximation formula as far as the evaluation of

from the temperature variation is concerned.

TABLE IV

Values of the factor g

Champman &
Tomp.°K Cowling Khiara

(first approx.) (first approx.)

136.6 0.149 0.165

273.2 0.148 0.164

TABLE V

Force constant for A-He molecules

Chapman ^
(fowling or

Kihara first

approx, (rough
calculation)!

Chapman &
Cowling
first approx.
(Precise

calculation)*

Khira
first approx,
(Precise

calculation)

Geometric moan
from viscosity

e,2/fc 26.51 27.05 27,05 27.3

t Neglecting the temperature-dependence of the ‘j/’ factor.

Considering tho small temperature-dependence of the ‘gr’ factor.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESUIiTS

For the Lennard-Jones 12 : 6 model we find from Table I that undergoes

a maximum variation of 0.85% in the entire temperature range. This factor

has also been reported by Mason (1954) for the Exp—Six model for a = 12, 13,

14 and 15 (a is an additional parameter in his interaction potential model); his

results show a maximum variation of 0.88% fora = 15. Prom this it is evident

that the contribution of the second and third approximation terms are small

and lie within the probable errors in the experimental determination of diffusion
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coefficients. Thus the method developed by Srivastava and Madan (1952) for

the evaluation of assuming that

= ... (9 )

is justified, and that the accuracy of 6,^ obtained on the assumption of Eq. (9) is

quite high, except for the errors involvedin the experimental determination of /)„.

It is interesting to note that the greater uncertainty involved in

produce any error in the calculation of/g\ To exemplify it, we liave cah ulated

A2 by putting and successively instead of wlien it was found

that Ag undergoes a change of 0.00009% at T*— 3.S. In fact, the error in Ag

will be only a small fractioji of this and |t will have n(» effect on/^^ as in equation

in equation (4) the leading term 1— A|, whi(‘h constitutes 1)9.9% of the value is

independent of

From Table II, it will be seen that the relative contribution of the third approxi-

mation to interdiffusion is insignificant and for all practical pur])oses, the second

approximation formula will serve the purpose. In Table III, we find that the

second a})proximation values of Kgi are about 3% higher than the first approxi-

mation values, and must therefore be taken into account for all pretise work.

Still, however, the method of determining the force ]>arameter dovelo])ed by

Srivastava and Madan (1953), Saxena (1955a) remains fully valid as therein the

ratio of at two temperatures has been utilised whi(*h as sho\^'n here, will

be affected only insignificantly even when we take the second approximation

into account.
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SHRINKAGE EFFECT OF CLOSE COMPONENTS IN
SPECTROSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS
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ABSTRACT. Neglecting the Doppler wiHth, the author has calculated tho shift of
maxima caused by mutual overlapping of intensity patterns of very close spectral liros

for a number of spectroscopic instruments. A table, which imiy be used to correct for

shrinkage effect has been given for Fabry Ptwot otalon. 1'hc value of tlic resolving porter

of Fabry Perot etalon according to Abbe’s criterion lias also been n»fincd taking into account

the shrinkage effect.

INTRODUCTION

In every spectroseopio instrument, the mutual overlapping of intensity pat-

terns of two very close spi'etral lines results iu their spurious closing together.

Very little work has been done on this important aspect, which introdiuics consi-

derable errors if disregarded, particularly when ttie instruments are used to the

limit of their capacities.

The analysis of the problem becomes extremely difficult when both the Doppler

and the instrumental widths are taken into ac^count, Oldenburg (1922) has dis-

cussed the ease in wfiich there i.s partial overlapping of the Doppler distribution

of two lines. In his treatment he implicitly assumed that the Doppler width is

much larger than the instrumental width. Hen(;e this treatment is not applicable

to a number of ceases in which the natural line width is reduced to he less than the

instrumental width, as has heeu pointed out by Tolansky (1947). A small gap

Fabry Perot etalon is generally employed in the examination of a widespread

spectrum and the observable line width is mainly due to the instrument and not

the line. Similarly with the prism and the grating and even with high resolving

power instruments, when modern hvperfiiie-slnicture sonnies like the atomic beam

are used, the condition essential to Oldenburg’s treatment that the instrumental

width be less than Doppler width breaks down.

In this communication the author has calculated the shrinkage effect for a

number of instruments taking only the instrumental width into account.

PRISM AND GRATING

The intensity pattern of a spectral line after diffraction by a grating is given by

,
„8in‘^ Nfi

n-

* Now at Defence Science Laboratory, New DeIhi-12.
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where N is the number of lines in the grating and 2/?=27rve(sin t—sin 0) is the

the phase difference between the rays diffracted by two adjacent elements of grating,

where the symbols have usual meanings.

The maximum intensity say /„ is given by

Jo - BN^
»

aud hence Eqii (1) may be expressed as

r flin^ N/{ sin-^ x

sinV ""

where x and fi

Eqn (2) also represents the intensity pattern in case of a prism if

ca =3 nlv sin 6, the symbols having usual meanings.

The quantity Ax is proportional to the angle between two close spectral lines

and therefore we shall use Ax instead of A/9 to rej^reseiit the latter in this investi-

gation. The intensity distribution of another spectral line separated by an angle

Ax = a is given by

r sin^ (x-a)

(x^a)2
- y-V

The resultant intensity pattern of two such lines with intensities /q and I^fb

(intensity ratio 6:1) is

iih {I'+nih =
sin‘^ ^

,

i

x2’+ 6

sin‘^ (x—a)

(x—a)^

Kor very small values of x we have

x^ 2x^ \ 1 sin^ (x—a)

3 45 /+ 6

•••
(
4

)

... (4^)

The maximum near x ~ 0, is given by d Ijdx = 0 i.e.

1 2x 1 „
(- 3'+ 46 *’ )+6 =

or ... (6)

where
^

2 sin^(a” X) sin 2(a— x)

(0-*)® (o-«)®

Eqil. (fl) may be solved by the method of successive approximations# If is

the solution to approximation
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Similar equation for the shift of maximum of the other line is obtained by putting

1/6 for 6. Thus (6a) becomes

—

4 36

Putting oJq' = Xq' — 0 we get the first approximation as

hxj;=
I*"

= I
F(0) = 3(8in ala^Bin «/a)-cos a} = /(«) ... (7)

The higher approximation values can lie calculated by the use of equations (6)

and (6)

The calculations are particularly valuable when the two lines are close togethe*

and when their separation is small compared with the fringe width. Tn this case

first approximation is sufficient and the displacements of two lines from their true

positions are given by i

... (8o)
Kv a h

M = /,/(«) ... m
Av a

where cos a|

A V is the separation of the two lines and <^v' and Sv" are the shifts of stronger

and weaker components (6 > 1)

Table I gives the values of rfv/Av for values ofa - tt, tt/I.I 15 and tt/I .26 which

correspond to the separations required by the Rayleigh, Abbe and Sparrow cri-

teria respectively.

TABLE I

Values of (^v/Av

1/2 1 2 3 4 5

*JT 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

TT/l.llS 0.0906 0.0453 0.0227 0.0151 0.0113 0.0091

ir /
1.26 — 0.1214 0.0607 0.0405 0.0304 0.0243

For all values of 6, 6v|^v = 0 when a = tt . There will be no maximum,

for b = 1/2 or less when a =ff/1.26 and for b = 1/3 or less when a = 7r/l.ll5,
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It is interesting to note that f(a) can also assume negative values thereby

giving rise to what may be called an expansion effect of close eomponents eg

when a is slightly greater than n.

The treatment and results are also applicable to the reflection echelon, which

has an intensity pattern similar to the grating.

FABKY PEROT ETALON

The intensity of a spectral line in the order being an integer and

n a small quantity is given by

/7/0 — 1/{1+J' sin* ff(TOo+w)} = 1/(1+X*) nearly, where X = nF^n, F being the

coefficient of fineness and /q the intensity of the incident beam.

The intensity pattern of another line of an intensity 1 jb times that of the first

separated by an order An is

'I''ITg= llh{l-\-(X—af] where a — nF^An.

Hence the resultant intensity pattern is given by

///o = (/'4 /")//« = {l/(l+**)}+ll/i{l+(ar-a)*}] ... (10)

The maxima are given by

~(ll2I,){dIldX) ^ {XI(l+X^m[{X-a)lh{lMX-am = 0 ... (11)

Eqn. (11) is a fifth degree equation and its solution is difficult. Hence we

will follow the method of successive approximations. If X'„ is the solution to

approximation

n+l I ^ n+i~ ® _ />

{i+Xv}* ^ 6{i+X'„-«)*}*
-

or XVH = «(l+^';‘i)*/[(l+^'5)*+t{J+(X'„-a)*}*l ... (12)

The shift of maximum for the other line 1 is given by

= X‘'*)*/[l+X*)*+(l/6){l-f(X7-a)*}*] ... (13)

Taking X,,' = Xf," = 0 we get to the first approximation

X' =
{1 -1-6(1 +a*}8}

and X"
a

The displacements ^v' and of the two lines from their true positions are

therefore to a first approximation given by

dv’ _x' _ 1

Av a {l-|-6(l-)-a*)*}
(14)

rfv-" _ _ 1

Av ~ a "{l+(l-)-a*)»/5}

where Av is the real wave number difference between the two lines,

... (16)
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Table TT skives values of shifts for a range of values of a and b. The values
given in the table are such that they differ from the next approximation by less
than .006, The table is graphically illustrated in figure 1. The corrections
for shift of maxima may be applied with the help of the table, and the graphs by

o ~¥

Fig. i

h^i

b^h

the method of successive approximations, i.e. tho conectious for the

measured values of a, adding them to a and again determining tlic corrections.

TABLE 11

Values of shift of maxima (x) in F. P. etalou.

\ b

1/4 1/3 1/2 1 2 3 4 5

1.4 0.2286 0.0900 0.0572 0.0420 0.0312

1.6 0.1815 0.0786 0.0504 0.0370 0.0279

1.6 0.1550 0.0680 0.0442 0.0328 0.0249

1.7 0.1342 0.0560 0.0301 0.0294 0.0222

1.8 0.1170 0.0531 0.0347 0.0268 0.0198

1.9 0.3000 0.1020 0.0471 0.0308 0.0229 0.0177

2.0 0.2398 0.0895 0.0418 0.0263 0.0198 0.0156

2.1 0.2030 0.0778 0.0373 0.0236 0.0178 0.0143

2.2 0.3060 0.1610 0.0693 0.0317 0.0213 0.0160 0.0128

2.3 0.2620 0.1399 0.0619 0.0287 0.0192 0.0144 0.0116

2.4 0.3194 0.2160 0.1232 0.0565 0,0269 0.0174 0,0131 0.0105

2.5 0.2762 0.1830 0.1080 0.0500 0.0236 0.0168 0.0118 0.0096
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THE ISOGRAPH-AN ELECTRONIC ROOT FINDER

By a. K. CHOUDHURY
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{Received for publication, August 30, 1956)

ABSTRACT. The paper describt^ an electronic isograph for finding tlie roots of high

degree polynomials. The harmonic generator used is a purely electronic device without any

moving parts. The different harmonic components are generated with the help of a delay,

line, fed from a matched frequency-sweep generator. By controlling the amount of frequency

sweep of the osoillalor any desired interval of the argument can be expanded, thus enabling

accurate detennination of the argument of the root.

1. INTRODUCTION

High degree polynomial equations occur often in many problems connected

with different branches of mechanical, electrical and radio engineering. For

example, the transient behaviour of an electrical network or a dynamical system

cannot be determined without the computation of the numerical zeroes of a

polynomial. It is, however, well known that there is no general solution for

polynomials of degree higher than four. For such higher polynomials, only

numerical methods of solution are available. Unfortunately, these methods

are laborious and each problem has to be treated on an individual basis. Many

mechanical and electro-mechanical devices have, therefore, been developed for

finding the roots of high degree polynomials. Thus, the device developed by Hart

and Travis (1938) working on the principle of harmonic synthesis, consists of

(w-fl) identical a.c. generators, with n of them provided with rotatable stators

connected to a common shaft through gear ratios 1 ; I, 2 : 1, ...w : 1. In another

device described by B. 0. Marshall (1950), working also on the principle of har-

monic synthesis, the different harmonic components are generated by a rotating

commutator type square wave generator.

The device described here is also designed on the principle of harmonic syn-

thesis, but is a purely electronic one witliout any mechanical moving parts. The

different harmonic components are generated with the help of a delay line, the

line being fed from a matched generator, the frequency of which is swept by the

time base voltage of the C.R.O. The variation in frequency of the oscillator corres-

ponds to the variation of the argument of the harmonic components. Thus,

by controlling the amount of frequency sweep of the oscillator, any desired interval

of the argument can be expanded. The accuracy of measurement of the argu-

ment is thereby increased.

468
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2. THEORY OF OPERATION
A polynomial in Z

/(z)

nijmO

may have roots anywhere in the complex plane depending on the coefficients o„.

Putting

Z

f(z) = Y.a^Z^

= Sa^r”* cos sin mO

The values of r and 0 for which both,the real and imaginary parts vanish simu]r

taneously are the roots of f(z).

Thus the basic problem in the synthesis of an instrument for finding roots

of f(z) by utilising the above principle, is to generate the individual terms

cos mO and sin mO and to add the sine and consine terms separately.

Both r and d are then to be varied to make the sum of the cosine and sine terms

zero.

In the instrument described, voltages proportional to the sine and cosine terms

are generated with the help of short and open circuited delay lines (fed from a mat-

ched generator) respectively. The different harmonic components are obtained by

taking outputs from proper ])oints on the line. The harmonic components are fed

into the respective co-eflScient multiplier circuits ajid the outputs from the cp-

efficient multiplier circuits in their turn are fed into the >’ multiplier-adder cir-

cuit. The final output obtaintnl is either Sa, cos mO when the line is open-

circuited or Sa^^r^sinw/y when the line is short-circiuted. In the multiplier

circuits, multiplying factors greater than unity cannot be set. But this does not

present any difficulty. For, a polynomial can be suitably prepared by dividing

all the co-efficients by the largest one. This operation retiuces the co-efficients

to proper fractions, without affecting the roots.

3. CIRCUITS FOR PKHFORMINC THE BASIC OPERATION

1. Harmonic Generator

In a system with n identical low pass filter sections connected in cascade

with the near end properly terminated and far end the open-circuited, the voltage

V (with the voltage at the open and as the reference
)
at any frequency at the

lct\i section from open end is given by

F == 2 f e I

cos [2K sin-^a:] = 2k
|

cos Kft

where e = voltage applied at near end,

X ==flfc, normalised value of frequency with respect to/^ (the out off ftB-

quency of the filter). ~ *» r C..*

. 0 =? 2sin^^a: = phase shift per section,. >i\i

3
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For a value of x iwrespoading to the phase change of 45® per section, volt-

ages at the 2nd ,
6th, 10th etc. sections are zero and those at the 0-th 4th, 8th,

etc. section are maximum. If the value of x^ be such that the phase shift per

section is 90®, then the phase at the 8th tap changes through 360®. Similarly phase

at the 16th tap changes through720®. If the voltage at the 8th tap be

Fg = E' cos 6', the voltage at the 16th tap can be written as = E' cos 20\

With the line open circuited, if the frequency is swept at a slow rate between

x = 0.383 ~ Xi to X — 0.707, the output of a phase sensitive detector when

fed from the 8th tap on the line will be one cycle of the cosine function; and that

at the 16th tap wil be two complete cycles of the cosine function. If the output

from the 8th tap is fed directly into the oscilloscope, whose time base voltage is

used as sweep voltage, the amplitude of the wave will be observed to be a cosine

function. Similarly, for n filter sections connected in cascade with the far end

short-circuited, it can be shown that voltages at the corresponding points generate

sine functions.

4. 0 0-E F F 1 C 1 E N T MULTIPLIER CU K C U 1 T

A co-efficient multiplier circuit is basically a potentiometer multiplier. An

elementary multiplication circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The output voltage is

R
s=5 It is evident from the circuit arrangement that (ii cannot= ein n

Jtn

be greater than unity and also that the shaft rotation of the potentiometer can

difectly be calibrated in a^. In order to avoid loading effect, potentiometers of

different co-efficients are isolated by unity gain cathode follower amplifiers. If

the output of the potentiometer in Fig. 1 is fed through a unity gain cathode
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follower amplifier into an identical potentiometer (ganged with the Ist potentio-

meter), the output at the 2nd potentiometer will lie «'o — Sin-

Fig. 2

Such an multiplier circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The amplifier cathode

followers of the circuit can be use4 as adder. With the circuit arrangement

shown in Fig. 3 the final output is j|[ven by Cj," =
t

Fig. 3

5. 0 I R C U I T F OR SOLVING P 0 L Y N 0 M 1 A L

Schemetic diagram of the circuit for solving a polynomial of 3rd degree is

shown in Fig. 4. The outputs from the 24th, Ifith, 8th and 0-th tap of the open

Output

O

Fig. 4
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ended line are fed respectively into the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th input terminals.

Thus the inputs at the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th terminals are cos 30, cos 26, cos 0^

and 1 respectively. The different harmonic components are fed into the res-

pective co-efficient multiplier potentiometers. The outputs from 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th

multipliersarerespectively a3eos30, a2 cos 20, % cob0, Uq. The output Ugcos 30

is fed into the Ist output of the r multiplier circuit. The three r potentiometers

are identical ganged potentiometers separated by unity gain cathode follower

amplifiers. The output Ug cos 20 and cos 0 are fed into the 2nd and 3rd

input of the r multiplier circuit, with proper phase reversal. At the output of the

r multiplier circuit we thus obtain cos 30+r^a2 cos 20-fmi cos 0. (The addi-

tion of the individual harmonic components is performed by the second and third

isolating cathode follower amplifiers in the r-multiplier circuit). This output

and Uq are fed into the final adder circuit giving the output cos 3d-{-r^a2 cos 20

+mi cos 0+ao. If the far end of line is now short-circuited the final output

will be sin 30+r^aa sin 20+mi sin 0. With the line open-circuited the final

output is fed into the oscilloscope whose timcvbase voltage is used to sweep the

frequency of the oscillator. Sweep voltage is adjusted such that the oscillator

sweeps between 0.383/^ to 0.707X. in each cycle. The r potentiometer is adjusted

to obtain a zero of the output somewhere on the oscilloscope time base. In order

to increase the accuracy of both r and 0 reading, attention now is focussed on the

region about the zeroes. The amount of frequency sweep is now gradually de-

creased by controlling the amplitude of the sweep voltage fed into the sweep
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frequency oscillator, keeping the zero of the output at the centre of the O.R.O.

This latter adjustment is done by controlling the frequency dial of the sweep

frequency oscillator. Finally the frequency sweep is made zero with zero output

on the C.R.O.With this adjustment the frequency dial of the oscillator gives the

frequency at which the output is zero. Pig. 5 shows the relation between 0 and fre-

quency. The oscillator dial can be directly calibrated in 0. The r-potentiometer

reading gives the value of r. The solution is finally checked by observing the

output with the far end of the line short-circuited. If with the far end short-

circuited the output is again zero, the values of r and 0 obtained constitute one

of the solutions. The other roots can btf found out similarly.

6. P R E P A R A T I 0 N OF 1’ H E P O h Y NO M I A L

A polynomial f(z) = ay+a^Z+.-.+anZ" - 0 ... (1)

with some or all the coefficients greater than unity can be prepared for the instru-

ment by dividing /(z) with the largest, coefficient. Tf be the largest, coefficient,

Eq. (1) after division by a„, can l)e written as

/(z) ^ "w.
... (2)

«n,

All the coefficients in (2) are proyjcr fractions. If is vc!.y large compared

to any coefficient in E(i.(l ), then is a quantity very small compared t») unity.

Due to inherent limitation of potentiometers it is (lifficiilt to set very small values

of coefficients with any degree of accuracy. In 8U(*h oascss polynomial (2) may

be so prepared that coefficients have suitable values. Th(? variable /j is (^hanged

into a new variable Z', where Z' — hz, so that with the new variable, Ktj. (2) be-

comes

r/^o “o ,
S

... -j-^% Z'" ••• (3)

and the value of “6” can be so chosen that the coefficients in (3) have valiuis suit-

able for potentiometer setting.
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Plate X

ABSTRACT. The Raman spectra of frozen solutions of carbon disulphide in methyl

cyclohexane of strengths 62.3%, 52.4% and 45.2% in methyl alcohol of strengths 34.6% and

24.1% and in carbon tetrachloride of strength 20.8% have been investigated at — IHO^'C.

In all the coses, except in the case of the solution in methyl cyclohexane of stnmgth 45.2%,

the now lines 7Ucnri and 81 cnr^ have been observed as in tlio case of pure carbon disul-

phide. These lines, however, disappear when the strength of the solution of carbon disulphid*^

in methyl cyclohexane is diminished to 45.2%. It has been pointed out from tho considera-

tions of the densities of the solute and the solvents that the new lines cannot be due to angular

oscillations of the molecules in the lattice of pure carbon disulphide. It has, therefore, been

concluded that these lines originate from the vibrations in dimers or a little bigger groups of

carbon disulphide molecules present in the pure liejuid or in the solutions mentioned above

except in 45.2% solution in methyl cyclohexane.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that Raman spectra of some organic substances exhibit

some new Raman lines in the neighbourhood of the Rayleigh line when they

undergo a change from the liquid to the solid phase. Gross and Vuks (1935)

first observed these lines in the Raman spectra of benzene, naphthalene etc. and

attributed their origin to lattice oscillations. Sirkar (1936) studied the Raman

spectra of carbon disulphide in the solid state at ~180®C and observed one very

intense new line at 70 cm“^ and another weaker one at 81 cm'^ These were

attributed to intermolecular vibration in polymerised groups of molecules assumed

to be present in the crystal. Mazumdar (1949) repeated the investigation and

studied the Raman spectra of carbon disulphide in the liquid state at 20^0 and

— 100°C and in the solid state at — 125®C and — 183°C. He observed a new

broad band at 45 in the case of liquid at — 100®C and this band split up

into two lines at 69 cm~^ and 70 cm*^ respectively when the liquid was solidified

and cooled to —126^0. On further lowering the temperature of the crystal to

— 183®C he observed the two lines to shift respectively to 69 cm*"^ and 80 cm“"^,

Communicated by Prof. S. C. Sirkar

m
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From these results he concluded that the band due to tlie liquid at — lOO^'C may

be due to dimers. Since the band split up into two lines with solidification of the

liquid, the latter lines were attributed to the vibration in dimers. It was pointed

out by him that these two lines cannot be due to rotational oscillations of the

molecules in the lattice about their axes because the intensity did not diminish

appreciably with the lowering of temperature from 12r)''(' to is;rr.

The question whether the lines are due to lattice oscillations or thc^y arc

due to vibrations in associated groups of molecules can be tested by studying

the Raman spectra of frozen solutions of carbon disulphide in suitable solvents.

The result of such an investigation using two non-polar and one polar licpiid as

solvents are discussed in the present paper.

K X P E K 1 H E N T A L

The arrangement for photographing: th(‘ Raman spectra oi* frozen solutions

of carbon disulphide in various solvcmts at low tempc^rature was tlic same' as used

by Mazurndar (1949). Carbon disulphide used in the present iru'ostigation was

of chemically pure variety and repeatedly distilled in vacuum. Solvents used

were chemically pure methyl cyclohexane, methyl aJcohol and carbon tetra-

chloride and they wen* distilled in va(;uum as usual.

A 62.3% solution of carbon disulphide in methyl cyclohexane was frozen

and the frozen mass was found lo be inhoniogenous and translucent. The Raman

spectrum, however, was free from ba(‘k ground. Next the inv(‘stigations were

repeated with solutions of strengths o2.4*Vo* 4r).2‘!o **'^^*^ 29.2“
o* Ihe latter t\\o

solutions when frozen appeared to be almost as transpanuit as gla.-^s. In th(

case of solutions in methyl alcohol the strengths used wen* 34.6“;, and 24.1“/o

and in the case of solution in carbon tetrachloride a strength ol 20.8“/,, was used.

The Raman spectra of all those frozen solutions W(‘re ])hotograplicd ke(i])ing

the pyrex cylindrical glass containers in which the solutions we.re s(*aled under

vacuum immersed in liquid oxygen during the (*xposurc. Ilu R<iman sjMdra

of pure methyl (yclohexane and carbon tetrachl(jrid(‘ in tlu* solid state under

similar conditions were also jjhotographed with tlie same h])( * ti ogi aphs loi

comparison.

A Puess glass spectrograph having a dispersion ol’ IIA/mm in the region

X4047 A and Ilford Zenith plates were used to photograph the Raman sjiectra.

The duration of the exposures ranged from six to seven hours.

II E 8 U L T 8 xi N D DL 8 0 V 8 8 I i) S

The spectrograms due to frozen solutions of carbon disuljihide in methyl

cyclohexane of strengths 62.3%, 52.4% an.l 45.2% ami of frozen solutions of

owbon disulphide in metliyl alcohol of strengths 34.6% and 24.1% together with
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that due to 20.8% carbon tetrachloride solution are reproduced in Plate X,

Figs. 1-6. The spectrogram due to pure methyl cyclohexane in the solid state is

reproduced in Fig. 7.

A careful examination of Fig. 7 will show that there is no line with frequency-

shift below 390 cm“^ in the Raman spectrum of solidified methyl cyclohexane.

From Figs. 1 and 2 it can be seen that the new lines at 70 and 81 cm”^ of

solid carbon disulphide are present in the spectra due to frozen solutions of carbon

disulphide in methyl cyclohexane of strengths 62.3% and 62.4%. On the other

hand, Pig. 3 shows that even the strongest new line at 70 cm”^ is totally absent

in the spectrogram due to the 45.2% solution although the weaker line 663 cm”^

due to the carbon disulphide molecule is distinctly visible. In all the spectrograms

Pigs. 4, 5 and 6 due to frozen solutions of carbon disulphide in methyl alcohol

and carbon tetrachloride, both the lines 70 om“i and 81 cm“"^ are present. It

is thus observed that when carbon disulphide is dissolved in methyl cyclohexane

and the solution is frozen, the agents which produce the new Raman lines in the

low frequency region persist even in the case of the 52.4% solution although

their number seems to be a little less than that in the case of the 62.3% solution.

These agents, however, disappear in the case of the 46.2% solution.

The disappearance of the new lines with change of concentration from 52.4%

to 45.2% indicates that when the molecules are dispersed uniformly in a homo-

geneous medium, the oscillations giving rise to the lines 70 cm"^ and 81 cra“^

cease. Two alternative explanations can be given for the cliange observed with

the change of concentration from 52.4% to 45.2%. First, these lines can be

attributed to angular oscillations of carbon disulphide molecules about axes

perpendicular to the molecule and pivotted in the crystal lattice, as suggested by

Kastler and Rousset (1941), becaiise as the crystal and as well as the unit cell

have centre of symmetry, the translational vibration are forbidden. The presence

of small volumes of pure carbon disulphide crystals suspended in the frozen methyl

cyclohexane medium can only give rise to such modes of vibrations in the solu-

tions in the solid state. Since the densities are widely different from each other,

the small quantity of frozen carbon disulphide which would freeze before the

freezing of the solvent, would settle down to the bottom of the container and the

upper of the finally frozen mixture would contain only pure methyl cyclohexane

in the solid state.

The spectrogram due to 62.4% solution of carbon disulphide in methyl cy-

clohexane (Fig.2), however, shows clearly the line at 653 cm“^ of carbon disulphide

as well as the lines 70 cm’^ and 81 cm“^, although the spectrum ofthe light scattered

only from the uper half of the frozen mass was photographed. This very fact

shows that the upper half also contained carbon disulphide molecules and there*

fore these^olecules could not remain as small crystallites forming lattice of pure

carbon bisulphide because they would settle down to the bottom of the containepr,
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abstract. No quantitative theoijy seems to have been given so far for the ionisation

loss of a-part ides at low energies belowj 4Mev due to t he extremity ooiuplicated pheno-

menon of electron capture by the a*partic|| occurring in this region. Here an attempt is made
to get a complete expression for the ionisation loss of a-particles in this region by transforming

Bothers theoretical expression (which is vn^id only at high em^rgies) and introducing some now
terms to take account of electron captt^) and finally fitting it empirically with the well

known Holloway and Livingston single? ^^-ionisation curve. A theoretical interpretation

of the new form of the relation has also lieen given. Further, using this new expression an

empirical range energy relation is obtain^ which gives quite satisfactoiy agrooment with the

observed range-energy rolat ion of o-particles in the region 2.5 Mev downwards.

1. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical formulation of ionisation loss of slow^ heavy particles (e.g,

a-particles below 4 Mev) has long been a very difficult problem, The theories of

the stopping power of a-particles have been worked out hy Bohr, (1913, 1915)

Bethe (1930) and others. These theories give quite good agreement with

experimental results at high energies, but in the low energy region the theories

break down completely. In this region proliably more complicated phenomena,

like the capture and loss of electrons by the He-ions, take place as pointed out

by earlier worker Rutherford, (1924), Kapitza, (1924). These effects reduce the

energy loss in a way for wliich no adequate quantitative theory has yet been

developed. Therefore, the range energy relation for a-partic'les at low energies

has to be computed entirely from some kind of suitable experimental data.

Hollwayand Livingston (1938) have studied the ionisation-loss of single a- parti,

cles from Polonium and from the graphical integration of ionisation-range curve

they have calculated the range energy relation upto very low a-energies on the

assumption that in air e, the energy loss per ion pair for the a-particle, remains

constant throughout the low energy region. However, Jesse. Forstat and Sandan-

skis (1950) have shown that this assumption is not valid for air, but is quite

true for argon. In view of this fact a corrected range-energy relation in this

region has been computed by Bethe (1950) by multiplying the energy values

given by Holloway and Livingston (1938) by a correction factor

_ Ionisation in argon

"lomsS/ion in air

479
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This ratio C as a function of residual range was measured by Jesse and Sandanskis

for Po a -particles.

In view of the great importance attached to the phenomenon of capture and

loss of electrons by a-particles in their ionisation processes, the subject has re-

ceived great attention both from the theoretical and experimental point of view.

The extensive experimental and theoretical literature on this problem has been

listed by T. A. Hall (1950). The general theoretical principles are discussed

thoroughly by N. Bohr (1948) who shows that the process is essentially different in

light and in heavy media. If the medium is heavy enough so that some electrons

in the medium already have a speed v, as large as that of the indicent a-particle,

these will be simply captured by the latter. On the other hand for a lighter

medium none of the electrons in the medium will have speeds as large as v.

Capture must then occur by a double process: first an electron gains energy

from collision with the incident a-particle, and then in a second collision with its

own nucleus it is sent into a direction which makes capture possible. For heavier

media, using the Fermi Thomas model, Bohr estimates the probability for the

electron to have the correct velocity and calculates from it the electron

capture cross-section :

0-, ~ ... ( 1 )

^^^he^e v# is the velocity of an electron in the first Bohr orbit of hydrogen and a#

is the Bohr radius (this formula is valid only for v ^ Vp). For lighter media,

however, the Bohr approximation may be expected to be valid. Brinkman and

Kramers (1930) have calculated the capture cross-section in Born approximation

arid find

The theory of the loss of electrons is much more straightforward and the

corresponding cross-section cr^ have been worked out by Bohr for the heavy and

the light media.

The ratio of the low to the capture cross-section for proton beams of speeds

to 4t;o in Be, Al, Ag and Au have also been investigated experimentally by T.

A. Hall. The results obtained seem to show only a qualitative agreement with

the theory.

The difficulties involved in the exact formulation of the cross-section of elec-

tron capture and loss are so great that a straight forward theory for ionisation

loss of a-particles at low energies can hardly be worked out at the present stage.

On the other hand, there seems to exist a considerable amount of reliable experi-

mental data on the ionisation loss in this regionof energy. We, therefore, propose
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to follow an indirect procedure for a theoretical formulation of the problem. Using

the existing standard experimental data on the ionisation loss of Po a-particleS,

we attempt to improve upon the existing theory of ionisation loss due to Bethe
(which is valid only at high energies) to bring about an agreement of the theory

with the experiment at low energies. The approach, to start with, is empirical,

but we shall try to justify the additional terms introduced in Bethe’s formula

from theoretical considerations. Our abject in this paper, is, therefore, to make
use of Bethe’s formula of the energy loss by in elastic collisions which is only valid

in the high energy region and then by ii^trodueing some new terms to take account

of the capture of electrons at low ener^es, and get a complete ionisation formula

by empirical fitting of the ionisation-fange curve for a-particles at low energies.

Finally we shall compare the different constants involved in this new formula

with those of Bethe’s and try to intd^)ret the phenomena taking place at low

energies. This treatmeni will give at least qualitatively some insight into the

phenomenon of ionisation at low energies, so that later it may he possible to build

up some quantitative theory of ionisation of heavy chaiged particles, which

will be valid both at high as well as low energies,

2. B K T H S THEORY OF IONISATION A N JL> ITS
TRANS FOTMAT ION

The theory of ionisation loss of a-particles was thoroughly investigated by

Bethe (1930). He assumed that the energy loss of charged particles when passing

through matter is mainly due to the inelastic collisions causing ionisation and exci-

tation of the atoms of the substance traversed. The probability of t hese inelastic

collisions depends on velocity and charge of the a-[)articles. Bethe’s formula

is, however, valid only if the velocity of the incident a-particlcis largo compared

to the velocities of the electrons in the atom or in other words, if,

E^~I ••• (3 )

m

where E is the kinetic energy of the incident particle, / the ionisation potential

of the electrons and M and vn the masses of the incident particle and electron res-

pectively. Under these conditions the energy loss per cm path is

dE _ 4ffc***
... w

mv^

„ „ ,
2mv'^

Z log, ... (5)

where v is the velocity and u the charge of the incident particle, N the number

of atoms per cm« of the material Z the nuclear charge / the average excitation
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This ratio C as a functioix of residual range was measured by Jesse and Sandanskis

for Po a-particles.

In view of the great importance attached to the phenomenon of capture and

loss of electrons by a-particles in their ionisation processes, the subject has re-

ceived great attention both from the theoretical and experimental point of view.

The extensive experimental and theoretical literature on this problem has been

listed by T. A. Hall (1950). The general theoretical principles are discussed

thoroughly by N. Bohr (1948) who shows that the process is essentially different in

"light and in heavy media. If the medium is heavy enough so that some electrons

in the medium already have a speed v, as large as that of the indicent a-particle,

these will be simply captured by the latter. On the other hand for a lighter

medium none of the electrons in the medium will have speeds as large as v.

Capture must then occur by a double process; first an electron gains energy

from collision with the incident a-particle, and then in a second collision with its

own nucleus it is sent into a direction which makes capture possible. For heavier

media, using the Fermi Thomas model, Bohr estimates the probability for the

electron to have the correct velocity and calculates from it the electron

capture cross-section :

(T, ... (1)

Wq is the velocity of an electron in the first Bohr orbit of hydrogen and
is the Bohr radius (this formula is valid only for v ^ v^). For lighter media,

however, the Bohr approximation may be expected to be valid. Brinkman and

Kramers (1930) have calculated the capture cross-section in Born approximation

arid find

The theory of the loss of electrons is much more straightforward and the

corresponding cross-section have been worked out by Bohr for the heavy and

the light media.

The ratio of the low to the capture cross-section for proton beams of speeds Vf,

to 4vo in Be, Al, Ag and Au have also been investigated experimentally by T.

A. Hall. The results obtained seem to show only a qualitative agreement with

the theory*

The difficulties involved in the exact formulation of the cross-section of elec-

tron capture and loss are so great that a straight forward theory for ionisation

loss of a-particles at low energies can hardly be worked out at the present stage.

On the other hand, there seems to exist a considerable amount of reliable experi-

mental data on the ionisation loss in this regionof energy. We, therefore, propose
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to follow an indirect procedure for a theoretical formulation of the problem. Using

the existing standard experimental data on the ionisation loss of Po a-particles,

we attempt to improve upon the existing theory of ionisation loss due to Bethe

(which is valid only at high energies) to bring about an agreement of the theory

with the experiment at low energies. The approach, to start with, is empirical,

but we shall try to justify the additional terms introduced in Bethe s formula

from theoretical considerations. Our object in this paper, is, therefore, to make

use of Bethe’s formula of the energy lose by in elastic collisions Av hich is only valid

in the high energy region and then by ii^roducing some new terms to take account

of the capture of electrons at low energies, and get a complete ionisation formula

by empirical fitting of the ionisation-tange curve for a-partieles at low energies.

Finally we shall compare the different constants involved in this new formula

with those of Bethe ’s and try to int^ret the phenomena taking place at low

energies. This treatment will give at least qualitatively some insight into the

phenomenon of ionisation at low energies, so that later it itiay be possible to build

up some quantitative theory of ionisation of heavy charged particles, wlii<-h

will be valid both at high as well as low energies.

2. BETHE’ 8 THEORY OF IONISATION AND ITS
THAN8FOTMATION

The theory of ionisation loss of a-particles was thorouglily investigated by

Bethe (1930). He assumed that the energy loss of charged particles when passing

through matter is mainly due to the inelastic collisions causing ionisation and exci-

tation of the atoms of the substance traversed. The probability oi those inelastic

collisions depends on velocity and charge of the a-particles. Bethe’s formula

is, however, valid only if the velocity of the incident a-part-icle is large compared

to the velocities of the electrons in the atom or in other words, it,

E^~I - (
3 )

m

where E is the kinetic energy of the incident particle, I the ionisation potential

of the electrons and M and m the masses of the incident particle and electron res-

pectively. Under these conditions the energy loss per cm path is

_d£ 47reV
^ ^

dx mv^

»lth - (5)

where v is the velocity and z6 the charge of the incident particle, N the number

of atoms per cm* of the material Z the nuclear charge / the average excitation
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potential of the atom. £ is a convenient dimensionless quantity proportional to

the stopping power and is called the ‘stopping number’.

The specific ionisation, 7^, the number of ion pairs formed per unit path length

is related to the energy loss as

dE 1

dx e
(«)

where c is the mean energy spent per ion pair. It appears to be fairly constant

-*36^®e.v./ per ion pair in air over a large range of energies for a-particles, rising

only at very low velocities.

Now equation (4) can also be written as

Therefore,

and

d

dx

dv

dx
NZhtr

mMv^ ^ I

mM
ineh^NZ

^0

vHx

log
2niv^

If, however,
2mv'^

1 we have the approximate formula (Mattanch, Fluegge)

X = Mm
ine^Nz^Z

4 log*
2mv^

(
7 )

From this relation it is evident that x varies as less than but more than

Since this is quite approximate, Geiger gave an empirical relation

'4,3av'
(
8

)

(where a' = const) which holds quite well within the energy region 4 to 9 Mev.

But even at smaller energies, than 4 Mev it holds far better than equation (7).

Thus to a first approximation we can assume the equation (8) to be quite true and

thus get,

E^ i where
1

^/8/2
= a = const.

Combining (8a) with (6) we further obtain,

B = il+l 7X^, where A ^ Zl^

... (8a)

... (
9
)

•
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Defining the specific ionisation as in (6) we obtain using (4), (8a) and (9),

jy. _ 4/reVJV B
f. mv^

where

ine*z^N I •>
1

\ 6 )

DA 2

c 3 L

j) (i)

ffia

ii
(ii)

e

P=2.3x
3 e

(iii)

... (
10

)

... (10a)

(U) M P A K I so N WITH K X 1> E H I iM E N T

Equation (10) is a direct consequence of the transformation of Bethe s tlieory.

if this theory were correct at low energies also, it slioiild fit exactly with the experi-

mental ionisation curve oidained for single a-particic. As already mentioned,

such an experimental curve has been given by Hollway and Livingston (1938)

and is reproduced in Fig. 1(a),

The specific ionisation curve (relative to that at the peak) for a single particle:—(a) Holloway

and Livingston experimental curve, {h) (Hurvo obtained from Bethels theory, (c) Curve

obtained from tho modified equation.
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To examine the agreement of Bethe’s theory with experiment we shall eva-

luate the constants M and P numercally from (10a), Here the value of a will be

taken (as shown below) from some experimentionally determined standard range-

energy values in the region of validity of Geiger’s formula. The atomic cons-

tants involved as given by Bethe are :

= 2, Z = 7.22 ,

1

= 80.6 e.v., N = 6.41 X 10^® atoms per cm® of charge Ze.

From experiment we know that for a-particle. energy E = 3Mev. corres-

ponds to a; 1.70 cms. We can, therefore, evaluate a and D using the rela-

tions (8tt) and (lOa-i) as

a = „ = 10.16 X 10” using M = 6.644X 10-«gm
MX®

D = 1.669 X 10-’ e == 4.8 X 10~i0e.s.u.

m = 9.1x10“®® gm.
From (9) and lOa(ii), (iii) we also get,

A - 18.37,

M ~ 6.147 X 10^ Using e = 36 e.v.

P = 3.101x10^

Substituting these in equation (10) we have

10’^/^ == 5.147;r“2/®+3.101a:-®/® log ... (11)

Using this equation (11) we can calculate the value of Ij. for different values of x

and from a graphical plot we can find The normalised values of specific

ionisation can now be defined as 10///^a^ and can be computed. The results

thus obtained are shown in curve (6) of Fig. 1. A comparasion with the curve

(a) of the same figure makes it clear that there is no agreement whatsoever between

the two curves, which means that there is a complete break down of Bethe’s theory

below 4 Mev energy of the a-particles.

4. MODIFICATION OF BETHE’S THEORY DUE TO
ELECTRON CAPTURE •

In discussing the failure of Bethe’s theory of ionisation at low energies as

explained above, many authors (Rutherford, 1924 ; Kapitza, 1924) have pointed

out the influence of electron capture and loss in helium at low energies. We have

already discussed this point in the introduction. We can visualize that at low

energies the a-particle aHe++ captures electron and transforms into 2He+

i.e. eH©***

which can further capture another electron and thus produce neutral He at6m.

aHe'^'+e— aH©
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Theoretical considerations on the electron capture and loss processes lend

support to the view that the probability of these processes is a simple power func-

tion of V. We can, therefore, represent this probability as where n is a numeri-

cal factor and A; is a constant. As a first approximation let us also make the

simplest assumption w = 1. To account for these processes we. therefore,

propose to introduce a second term in Bethe’s theory with a vT-ight factor kjx.

The electron capture by the a-particle at low energies can take place only by the

process that at first the electron must be knocked out from the N or 0 atom of

air with a proper velocity and direction and then in a second rearrangement

collision with the a-particle, the above will be (captured, releasing, oi course,

its kinetic and binding energies to the He-atom. This phenomenon can be

thought of as reverse of ionisation, since there the energy is given to the a-particle

in the electron capture process, rather than being used up in producing ions.

Thus we can assume the modified ionisation formula to be represented as

4 = log,„:c+
^

(N'x-^/^+Q'x-^'^ log

.= l()gio.r+ - log lo^r) ... (
12 )

X

where A = kN'
, Q = kQ

Since the exact value t»f k is not known, a simple method of evaluating the

constants i/, N, P and Q would he by an cxpirical tilting of four experimental

points, a, h, c, and d taken on Hollway and Livingston's curve («), Fig. I, suitably

distributed over the entire rang(^ of energy. Such tits yield the uumericaJ values

of constants as given below

:

Jlf = 6.578xlOL N= -.I:107X10L P- 3.983yl0‘, (;>= -.04361 X lOL

Equation (12) then becomes

_ 6.678a:-^^*+3.083.r-2/®log,oa;— ^
(.]307a:''*/®+0.04351a:'*^®logio^) ••• (13)

It may be noticed here that the term in 1/x under (13) is appearing with a nega-

tive sign which further strengthens our argument that the phenomenon of electron

capture considered above can be treated as the reverse of ionisation. Normalising

the values of 4 in the ratio of te. we obtain from (13) the curve (c) of Fig 1.

It can be seen that this new relation agrees extremely well with the experimental

curve throughout the region below 4 Mev. Of course, the agreement beyond

* = imm. is not so good, because below this limit the corresponding energy of the

«.paxticle no longer satisfies equation (3) which is essential for the theory to hold.

ItfLover, the experimental curve in this region is also obtained by extrapolation,

so that a quantitative comparison is not possible.

6
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Let \m now analyze the constants obtained in equation (13). It is clear

that the two constants with the first two terms should be similar to the two cons-

tants M and P of Bethe’s theory as is evident by comparison. Using Bethe's

expressions for the constants M and P as in equation (10a), we may calculate the

values of z^Z and I from our numerical values of M and P as in equation (13)

which are the only terms likely to be modified at the low energies. We have

M = -2»ZL = 5.678,
€ I

P = 2 .3 X 3322 -=3.983,
3 e

which give 2*2 = 27.52 and I = 134.8 eV.

But = 4, hence 2 = = 6.88
4

This means that at low energies the effective value of Z is not 7.22, but 6.9, which

physically may mean that the K-electrous are not so much effective in ionisation

as at high energies, as was also concluded by Bethe (1937). Tt may be pointed out

that here / = 134.8 eV, comes out to be much larger than the value 1 == 80.5

eV. used by Bethe which was obtained by Duncanson and Mano by

experimental fittings.

5. E N F K (I Y G A [ N DUE TO ELECTRON CAPTURE

The following picture now emerges from the discaission given above. When

an a-particle comes near an atom, due to the Coulomb field, the shell electron

which can be assumed to be quasi-elastically bound to the atom, executes forced

vibration and thus gains energy from the a-})article, resulting in the energy loss

of the a-particle. On the other hand, such a vibrating elect ron can be captured

by the a-particle depending upon the cross-section of capture. The captured

electron then releases to the a-particle its kinetic energy as well as the binding

energy (in the He-atom). Thus at low energy two distinct processes take place,

one the energy loss of the a-particle due to inelastic collisions with the atom and

the other, the energy, gain due to the electron capture. The resultant of these

two effects will be the effective energy loss of the a-particle.

Following Bohr’s classical calculations of the energy loss due to the collision

process, we can calculate the energy gain in an analogous manner if we write for

one electron capture.

Energy gained Q =» (rg(i?j^^-^+/He) where <7^ is the cross section for electron

capture, is the kinetic energy of the vibrating electron which is captured and

/ne IB the ionisation potential of helium atom.
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The contribution due to electron capture finally calculates out as

I \
/AA^\ __ ^nzh^NZ j

2mv- I \ 2mviJ

\AaJ / capture MV^ ^ J
^

and the resultant energy loss of the dt-partieJe at low energy then becomes

- f = 4j7e^_f NZ log,
ax mv^ I 1

As is clear from this formula, it is quiite consistent with our empirical formulation

as done above. Of course, the factor (7^ cannot he formulated at present in the

absence of detailed knolwdge of the capture process.

0. R A N (I K ENERGY RELATION AT J. O VV E N E R 0 I E S

B K L 0 W 4 M 0

We may now attempt to obtain empirical range-energy relation of a-particles

at low energies by making use of our relation (13). We have the e(piation (12)

as

"" Yh ^ log,x I-
I x-^'^ log,rj

where e. is the energy required to produce one ion pair. Integrating the above

equation we get,

/<? ~
I ^ ;r*"2/3 log^r-f

^
)- log,.irj|fi dx

Porstat and Sadanskis (1950) have shown that 6 does not remain constant at low

energies, but is slightly dependent on energy. To a first appnjximation, we

can assume 6 to be constant and take it out for performing the integration.

E = e % *“21 3

Simplifying we get,

2.3P

2;3if-3P

3e

2X2.3
(2.^N + !$)*-*'» 1

1

+ 2M+^Q
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Substituting the values of the constants occurring above from equation (13)

we get,

E(Mev) = .4018a;i/3+4.l83»i/3 log^o ic+.0835;r“2/3+.0228:r“2/3 log^, ^ ... (14)

This relation however, does not agree with the range-energy values of a-particles

known experimentally. The reason probably is that the energy dependence of

e has not been taken into account. But since this energy dependence of e is not

known, at least an empirical range energy relation in this region can be obtained

by numerical fitting of (14) with experimental range-energy curve. We obtain

in this way:

£f(Mev) = 0.4369:ri/34.6,e76a:i/3 log^^ a:+1.477a;-2/3+.97i2a:'“3/3 log^^ ^ ... (15)

Using this relation we have calculated the value of E con’esponding to different

values of the range x. The calculated values are given in the Table I below and

are compared with the experimental values.

TABLE I

Numerical range-energy values as (alculated from the empirical relation (15)

X

ems

E
calculated

from (15) Mev

E
Experi-

mental, Mev

.17 .200 .2

.27 .400 ,4

.38 .625 .6

.47 .808 .8

.57 1.015 1.0

.66 1.205 1.2

.74 1.373 1.4

.84 1.581 1.6

.94 1.78 1.8

1.60 2.02 2.0

1.35 2.63 2.6

2.08 3.95 3.6

2.49 4.6 4.0

Prom this table it is quite clear that the agreement between the calculated

and the experimental values is quite satisfactory upto 2.6 Mev (13.6 mm). At
higher energies the error goes on increasing as is also expected due to the unoer*

tainity of the value of .
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Although it cannot be claimed as a working out of the range-energy relation

of a-particles at low energies, it may be considered as a supplement over the

results of Blackett and Lees (1932) who obtained an empirical formula

tr =- 0,372(t?)J*4» ... (16)

giving fit only upto 4mm. range with the experiment, as pointed out by these

authors themselves.
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ABSTRACT. Production of associated penetrating particles (A.P.P.) and groups

of penetrating particles (G.P.P.) by fast /t-mesons interacting with lead placed above a cloud

chamber and the formation of star in the lead plate inside the chamber have been investigated.

The cross-section for the formation of A.P.P. and G.P.P. comes out to be of the order

of 10 30 cm^J/nucleon and that for star formation'^ lO '-o cm /nucleon which are in agree-

ment with the observations of other authors.

1. TRODUCTION

Absorption experiments of /t-mesons show that their property of interaction

with matter is very small. During the study of such interaction, the investigators

have observed the production of A.P.P., G.P.P., stars and neutrons by /<-mesons

in the experiments performed underground and at sea level. The existence of

A.P.P. was first reported by Braddick and Hensby (1939) from the study of a cloud

chamber experiment performed underground at 60 ra.w.e. Shutt (1946) also

observed pairs of penetrating particles in his cloud chamber operated at sea level

under thick layers of lead absorber. He interpreted them as //-pairs. The counter

hodoscope experiment of George and Trent (1951) was also explained in terms

of the existence of the same phenomena, and A.P.P. were assumed to consist of

produced by nuclear interaction, a //-meson and a penetrating secondary the

cross-section for such production being 4 x 10~“ cm*/lead nucleon. Cloud

chamber study by Braddick et al (1951), predicted similar result for cross-sec-

tion for the production of A.P.P. and also for G.P.P. George and Evans (1960)

from the study of photographic emulsion exposed underground observed stars

and penetrating showers and gave the value of the cross-section for star and pene-

trating particle production as ~ 10~*® cm®/nulceon and 4x10"*® cm®/nucleon

respectively.

Later Amaldi (1952) and his co-workers from the observation of a counter

hodoscope experiment performed underground at 60 m.w.e. contradicted the

result of the cross-section for the formation of A.P.P.—the upper limit of their

result being (13±3) x 10~*® cm*/nucleon. Subsequent to the prediction of such

result a series of experiments performed by various workers such as Walker

(1963), Deutschmann (1953), Lovati (1953) et al, Appapillai (1954) et al elucidated

further on the result of A.P.P. and G.P.P. formation. They all showed a much

lower value than 4x10“** cm*/nucleon.

490
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2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
A countei -controlled cloud chamber wan triggered by throe-fold cH>inciden(!o

arrangement under an absorber equivalent to 865 gm/cm* of lead (see figure 1).

00
1. S<'lieiuntif (liHgi'iMii of the ox|)«rimoji(ttl iimingcimont

.

2 — rntcracling niHtorial, K— filtonng nicdiuiii

The lower lOcms. of the lead abMorber H was take?) as a medium for any inter-

action of /t-ineson and the remaining upper portion F, as the material for filter-

ing it. The chamber was 28 cms. in diameter with a width 8.7 cms. It contained

a smgle lead plate 1.5 cm. thick placed at the centre of the chamber and was

30.6 cms. from the bottom of S. Photographs were recorded stereoscopical ly at

different angles to reproject the pictures.

3. R E S U L 1’ S

After careful examination of the pictures, photos containing pairs and groups

of penetrating particles and also stars (produced in the lead plate inside the

chamber) are selected. While considering the diverging pairs (;f penetrating

particles, the random association of the two penetrating particles which may

simulate as A.P.P., has been studied on the basis of the following criterion.

If the two diverging particles are space-and time-associated that is they are

originated from the same point due to /(-meson interaction with nucleus of the

absorber, then the perpendicular drawn from the plane of the lead plate inside

the chamber to the supposed meeting point of the two-particles will show the same
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distance in both the stereopictures photographed at different angles, though

the angle between the particles will vary in the two pictures (figure 2). While, if

Fig. 2. Schematio representation of A.P.P. viewed stereoscopically

P.S.—Penitrating secondary

the two diverging particles are not really space-associated but are each inde-

pendent particles entering the chamber from different directions and are seen from

the pictures, to be diverging as if from the same point, then the perpendiculars

hi and Aa drawn from the supposed originating point to the plane of the plate

in each of the stereopictures will be of different heights, angles between them also

being diflerent (figure 3). Calculations on the dependence of accuracy in the

Fig. 3. Two knook-on electrons appearing as A,P.P.
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measurement of difference of heights AA on chamber dimensions have been

carried out and given in the appendix. It lias been shown that the accuracy

can be improved by taking the stereopictures at large angular separation. The

expression for AA connecting th(5 cloud chamber diameter C and stereo angle a

can be written in the form

:

A/i = (J.OL,

J-

The cross-section for tlie ])roductton of the nuclear event has been (‘alcu-

latod with the help of lh(^ formula

V Natvtv

where v = Event (such as A.P.P.)/b(‘c.

N ~ Primary incident /t/sec. on the total sensitive area and within

the solid angle of the experiment.

N = l^G. where --- vertical intensity of fast ///sec/em^/solid angle

and G is the geometrical factor with the dimension of an area.

V = Atomic volume.

t — Thickness of tlu* interacting material in gm/em‘‘^.

L — Number of nuclei per e.e.

or = Cross-section for the production of the event /nucleon.

3.1(a) Pairs of Penetrating Particles :

Pairs of visually coutemporarv particles (irossing the ])la1e inside th(‘. chamber

without any event (exicpting ])roduelion of knock-on electron) are elassitied

into three groujis.

(1) Parallel pairs.

(2) Converging pairs.

(3) Diverging pairs.

Table I shows tlic data obtained from this (*x()eriment of the above three

groups.

TABLE I

Pairs of paral-

lel particles

Pairs of eou- Pairs of diver-

verging parti- ging jiiarticlos

cies

Total

4 8 18 28

3.1(6). Parallel Pairs.

Events of the class (1) mentioned in 3.1(a) are presumably due to the random

entry in the chamber of two unconnected particles within a certain short tune

6
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interval. The separation between the two parallel particles are shown in

Table II.

TABLE II

No. Separation

1 5.6 cms.

2 4.8 cms.

3 4.8 cms.

4 .8 cms.

It is reasonable that the members of the parallel pairs of pictures 1,

2, 3 shown in Table II with a separation as much as 5.6 ems. and 4.8 cms. between

them are independent of each other. Parallel pair No. 4 may also be taken as the

repetition of the cases 1, 2, 3—the difference lying only in that, that the members

of No. 4 are associated accidentally within a very close space. Even if they are

all ejected from some common point due to nuclear interaction of //, then that will

be outside S.

3.1.

(c) Converging Pairs,

Pairs of convergent particles are each independent particles and are definitely

randomly associated.

3.1.

(d). Diverging Pa^rs,

All the diverging pairs of penetrating particles which apparently seem to be

A.P.P. due to their divergence from some point above the cloud chamber arc classi-

fied after reprojection of the stereopictures into two groups according to their

origin (1) outside or (2) inside S from which they appear to diverge.

Those that appear to diverge from some point outside S are shown in liable

III with the location of their point of divergence in each of the stereopairs and

also AA.

One of the penetrating particles of pair No. 14 shown in Table III consists of

a high-energy electron knocked out from the glass cylinder of the chamber and

penetrates the plate without any event. Apart from the consideration that they

are supposed to be coming from a point outside S, the values of their AA show that

they are randomly associated.

Those that appear to diverge from some point inside S may be the combining

effects of the following four phenomena.

(a) The random association of the two independent penetrating particles

within the solid angle of the experiment.
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TABLE III

No. h,

Location of
point of
divergence

hit

Location of

point of

divergence

™ /ij — h\

1. 53 . 68 cins. above 2 29.20 cms. below 2 24. 4 Scorns.

2. 55 . 68 cms. above 2 35.28 cms. in 2 20.40 cms.

3. 71.60 cms. above 2 55 . 60 cms. above 2 16.00 oms.

4. 39.60 cms. in 2 2.5 . 04 cms. below 2 14.56 cms.

5. 44 . 88 cms. above 2 ,34 . 40 cms. in 2 10.48 cms.

6. 31.20 cms. in 2 22 . 64 cms. below 2 8.56 cms.

7. 30 . 40 cms. bottom of2 24.16 cms. below 2 6 . 24 cms.

8. 26 . 60 cms. below 2 ' 22 . 56 cms. below 2 4 . 04 oms.

0. 25 . 60 cms. below 2 22.60 cms. below 2 3 . 00 cms.

10. 17.36 cms. below 2 14.64 cms. below 2 2.72 cms.

11. 13.37 cms. below 2 1 1 . 60 cms. below 2 1 . 77 cms.

12. 30 . 60 cms. bottom of 2 28.64 cms. below 2 1 . 30 cms.

13. 20.56 erns. below 2 18.08 cms. below 2 2 . 48 cms.

14. 5 . 20 oms. wall of
chamber

5 . 20 cms. wall of
(;hamb(»r

0

(6) /^-mesons accompanied by a high-energy electron knocked on by it from the

bottom of the absorber and penetrating the lead plate of the chamber. The

characteristic of such penetrating electrons is that they will be knocked out just

from few mms. of the bottom of the absorber.

(c) A //-meson passing outside the geometry of the experiment producing

two high energy knock-on electrons successively from the bottom of L which cross

the lead plate and thereby appear to be an A.P.P. (figure 4).

(d) A.P.P. (if any?)

In Table IV have been shown the data of the divergent pairs appearing to

emerge from inside S.

TABLE IV

No. hi /ih

1. 36.64 cms. 36.00 cms. 1 . 64 cms.

2. 38 . 40 cms. 37.44 oms. . 96 cms.

These two pairs may be taken to be A.P.P. and within the limits of experi.

mental measurement. The values of Ah are not very different from zero.
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It seems most unlikely that these two are due to penetrating knock-on elec-

trons for the fact that they are originated at least from 4.5 cms. and 6.94 cms.

from the bottom of the interacting material (characteristic of such knock-on

electrons already referred to). In view of the fact that any one member of the two

Fig. 4 Two kiio(*k-on electrons apjicnring

as A. P. P.

pairs is not a penetrating electron, we are neglecting the case of both the members

of the pairs, being due to two successive penetrating kiiock-ons. The cross-section

calculated from these two events for the production of A.A.P. comes out to be

3.8 X 10"“*® cm^/nucleon.

3.2. O.P.P.

Only two groups, one containing three and the other, four penetrating parti-

cles have been produced in £. Reprojecting the stereopiedures they are seen to

diverge from the same point in 2. The cross-section calculated for such G.P.P.

formation is 3.8xl0~®® cm^/nucleon.

3.3. Star,

Two pictures have been obtained which show the production of heavy frag-

ments in the lead plate of the chamber by fast /^-meson. It is probable that

more than two fragments have been ejected in each case and that they have been

absorbed in the lead plate. In both the cases, the initiating particles have been

deflected from its direction of incidenoov The angles 0 between the direction
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of incidence and emission of //., projected in the piano of the cloud clianiber arc
3° and 6°. In one case, the two evaporation particles are one a lonjj-rango a
and the other, a short range a. The cross-section calculated for such production

of star by /i is of the order of 2.3x 10-*» cm*/nucleon.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Nature of Mechanism, of Inierajotion^.

Calculation shows that any conti’jibution to the interaetionK of the tyjie, we
have studied above, due to nuclear interacting particles other than//, is negligible.

All these interactions (A.P.P., G.P.P.^ Star) can be explained in the same way
as is being done by George and Evaiis (1950) in the case ol* star Ibnnation by

//-mesons underground. It can be assumed that these are from the interaction

of the Coulomb field of //-meson with the meson field of the nucleus. By analogy

with Williams-Weiztsacker approach to the bremsstrah lung of electrons, //-meson

is imagined as being accompanied by virtual photons. Th(‘S(‘ virtual ])hotons

are assumed to interact with the nucleus through the meson field in tht^ same way

that real photons produced in the Berkeley synchrotron produce mesons.

Thus muonic interaction w ith matter can be thought of as electrtjmagnetic

interaction in the sense that it is being explained by electromagnet ie forces and not

by typical nuclear forces which, on the other hand, play important part in the

nuclear phenomena caused by proton and n,

4.2. Nature of the secondary partiejes produced in nuclear nderaettons.

The underground shower particles produced in a nuclear interaction by //-

meson as indicated by George (1952) arc thought to be 7r-mesons. Since, Berkeley

Synchrotron has produced 7r-mesons by photons and th(‘ cross-section for the

production of 7r-mesons corresponds to that ol the particles prodiu^t'd by //-mesons

taking // as equivalent to photons, the secondary particles produced in A.P.P.

and G.P.P. are presumably 7r-mesons.
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APPENDIX I.

Let and XgFg planes with a distance c between them where

c is the diameter of the cloud chamber (figure 5). The equations to straight lines

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of a pair,
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ah and de passing through the points (*„ y^, U), (x y,, c) and (^i, //j, 0), Va, c)

respectively are:

•^2 2/2 Vl ^
... (1)

I2-I1 %-//i c
... (2)

Let lx~\-my = k
... (3)

be the eqn. to a plane containing one of the stereoplancs and parallel to

Z-plane. The straight line ah (1) is projected on the plane (3). The eqn to the

plane containing this projected line is;

From the coiKlitioii of perpeiKlicularity between the Iwo planes (3) and (4) i.(\

1

+ = 0 .

Vz-Vi

the value of v is

substituting tlu^ value of v in (4)

lm(x- -ri)-{y^ y^) -=
)

{r>)

Similarly i)rojeeting de on the plane lx-\-my -= k and i)r(je»ieding as above,

we get the eqn. to the other plane:

From (5) and (6)

Z~c [ 1
= Za (say)

wh PTft

a:' = (x^-xi), f y' = (y2-yi). v' = (i/a-'/i);

(C)

(7)

This point Za is the perpendicular distance from the plane XiFi, of the meeting

point of the two lines ab and de oii projection.
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Similarly, let \x-\-ii.y = K' ... (8) be the eqn. to the other stereoplane.

Projecting the straight lines ab and da on this plane and proceeding as above,

Z = pfMli

j

= Zb (say)

M=Z,-Zb

— C

Now substituting the values of m, I, it, A in (10),

where I = 0, m ^1,0 being zero;

and A ~ a, //
~

1, a being very small;

and neglecting terms containing a? and higher orders of a

U'-f' J

...
(
9
)

... (
10)

It is seen that by increasing the stereoanglc a, the difference AA can be

increased.

One of the 8tereopiotare of a parallel pair of

penetrating particles
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In a recent paper by Ghoahal and Saxena (1055), a new systomaties of the

/^“-disintegration energies was proposed. The // -disintegration energies of a

sequence of neighbouring odd A isobaiB was plotted against the at()tnie nuinbei

Z of the isobars. When the contril)ution of the pairing energy term (tt - v) to

/?" -disintegration energ}' Ep- of an od(i A nucleus is siibtracded from it and the

points replotted in a similar manner, the zig-zag isobaric/i -energy lines are le-

duced to straight lines. Both the acitual /y --disintegration energy lines and the

reduced lines after subtracting the pairing energy effect were given for a large

number of odd A isobarie se<pxences in the previous pafwr (Ohoshal and Saxena,

1056). The lim^ar behaviour is expect^jd from the Fermi-Weiszaeker mass

formula. According to this, the // -disintegration energy. E^1 (A. Z], for a

nnolens of mass number A (odd) and charge numixer Z, can b(' written as:

E^

j;
l
{
A , Z )

= Ii*^{Z\- Z~ 0Iy)
(I)

The asterisk denotes the theoretical values of an.l Zp, and /fj/' denotes the theo-

retical value of //-.disintegration em-rgy cal.nlatcd from the Ferttii-Weiszck/ier

mass formula. Expiation (1) shows that the plot of A')/'/ {A. Z) agaitist Z for an

isobarie sexiuenee is a straight line with a slope - 7/^.

It has been shown by Coryell (195.‘1) that th<‘ ..bserved //--disintegralix.n

energies E^^XA, Z) should be rejiresented by a similar formula with Z\ replaced

by a new term 7j^.

EfX^, Z) rr-- RA(XA-“^-0.5)±(;r-v) (2)

for A odd, Z even (minus) and Z odd (jilus) nuclei

Z. has to be evaluated from observed values of //“-disintegrationen ergies This

has been done by Coryell, and others (for references, sec Coryell, 1953) for different

values of A in the different shell regions. It can be easily en from the equation

(2) that the reduced plot ofE^pX'i, Z) after subtracting (n- v) is also a linear func-

tion of Z with a slope -Bj,. The values of Zp can very easily be der^ed from

these reduced E<p‘l{A, Z) plots for the different isobarie sequences. For, if we

501
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write Z) for value of E^p(A, Z) from which the pairing energy teritt^— v)

been subtracted, then

E^A, Z) = ... (3)

The term has been written different from B^ derived from the Fermi-

Weiszticker mass formula, because it has been shown (Coryell 1953, Ghoshal and

Saxena, 1956) that B^ departs considerably from the B^, specially in certain re-

gions.

The value of Z at which E^^{A^ Z) will be equal to zero (denoted by Z^ will

be given by

Z,=^Za-0.5 ... (4)

Hence it is possible to read off the values of Z^ directly from the plots

of E^J^A^ Z) values for the various isobaric sequences by noting the value of Z

for which E^ (A^ Z) is e(pial to zero, i.e.

2a = ^0+0.5 ... (5)

The values of Z^ were derived from the plot of Ghoshal and Saxena (1955)

for different odd A values and are found to agree well with those evaluated by

Coryell (1953). It really gives a simpler means of evaluating Z^ for odd A nuclei.

I am indebted to Dr. S. N. Ghoshal for his kind interest and guidantte

throughout the progress of the work.
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RAMAN SPECTRA OF A FEW MONOSUBSTITUTED
BENZENE COMPOUNDS IN THE SOLID STATE
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ABSTRACT. Tho rosults of the iivostiK'aiions on the Kamtm siiectra of (’..D 5 Hr,

CgHbOCHs, COOCH3 and O.J-lgCOOO^j in tlu> liituid sta 1 (‘ and in the solid stale at

different low teinjioiatiues have bet^n diseniHsed. The Hainan speetnini of in the

vapour state has also bwn reinvest i^^ated. Att(anptH Jiave lioen made to assign some of th(^

linos duo to broinobonzene. The number of new low*fre(|ii(‘n(*y lines obsia'ved in the spectra

of these four compounds in tho solid state is different fort lie different compmmds. Ethyl
benzoate giv'es only one weak lim* at 90 eni*i at isn “(\ while im'thyl henzoatc' yioUls two
strong lines. In the case of anisolo and methyl benzoate tho inlonsity of somo of those liiH‘S

in(‘roases at the lower temporal ur(\

1 wo broad fluorosoonco bands have Ixnm obsiTvcxI in each of I he spiH'tra dii(‘ to hromo-

beiizeru^ and methyl Ix'nzoati' in tiu' solid state at IS(»'^(\ 'Plie fnapiency difforenee is

about li)90 cm * in both th(jcas(»s. T}i<^s(‘ an* ascribed <0 distorl'on of th<‘ b(*n/.ene ring at

I N T K. 0 D V C T [ 0 N

The Kanuiii spectra of a large number of substiluted benzenes in the solid

state at low temperatures have been studied by different autliors. The mono-

substituted benzenes, studied by Ray (1950, 1951, 1952), sliowed a number of

new Raman lines in the low fretiueney region in the solid state at IHO"^ (!, It

was found that the belia\'iour of th(‘se new lines w ith (change of temperature of

the solid can be better explained by attriluitiiig them to \dhrations in groups

c^’ molecules than by any other liypothesis.

Recent investigation on the ultraviolet absorption sfiectra of substituttjd

benzene compounds have shown that in most cases the absorption bauds which

are broad in the case of the liquid pha.se become extremely sharp in the case

of the solid state at — 180° C and also in some cases the electronic energy levels

are split up by the iuterrnolecular field in erystals (Sirkai* and Swamy, 1952 :

Sjtomy, 1953), The extreme sharjniess of the absorption bands in the solid

* (Jommunicatod by Prof. 8. Sirkar,
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Htate at —180° C indicates that some modes of angular oscillation of these mole-

cules cease completely at — 180° 0 or at least their amplitudes become negligible

at low temperatures. The co-ndatioii between the results of the investigations

on the ultraviolet absorption spectra and those of the Raman spectra of these

substances in the solid state at -180°C precludes the possibility of attributing

the new Raman lines in the low frequency region to particular modea of angular

oscillation of the molecules in the crystal lattice (Swamy, 1953).

There are however a few substituted benzenes in which the absorption bands

do not change appreciably when the liquids are solidified and cooled down to

low temperatures. Since only angular oscillations of the molecules can broaden

the bands, the angular oscillations of the molecules of these substancies probably

persist even in the solid state at low temperature (— 18d°C) and if the new

Raman lines in the low frequency region be assumed as originating from the

angular oscillation of the molecules in the crystal lattice, these substances should

exhibit more intense neA\' lines in the low frequency region at low temperatures

than other such crystals in which the angular oscillations cease at low tempera-

tures.

The study of such compounds in which the absorption bands remain as

broad in the solid state at - 180°C as in the liquid phase would therefore be

interesting. Ethyl benzoate is one of such compounds and in the case of methyl

benzoate also the bands do not become much sharper at low temi)eratures. In

the present investigation Raman spectra of these two compounds as well as

those of two other monosubstituted benzenes, otz.^ anisole and bromobenzene

ill different states and at different temperatures have been studied to find out

the changes which take place in the spectra with solidification and lowering of

temperature of the crystals down to — 180°C.

K X r E K I M K N T A L

The liquids bromobenzene and anisole were both supplied by B. D. H. Ltd.,

while the other two substances methyl and ethyl benzoates respectively were

socureil from Fisher Scientific Co., N.Y. All these liquids were of chemically

pure quality. They were, however, distilled in vacuum to get rid of fluorescent

impurities. The experimental procedure and the technique employed to record

the Raman spectra in the solid and the liquid state were exactly similar to those

described earlier (Biswas, 1954a, 19546). The spectrograms from which the

polarization of different Raman lines of the two esters were estimated were

obtained in the same way as explained previously (Biswas, 19556). The Raman
spectra of chlorobenzene in the vapour phase were also recorded using the same

arrangement as described by Mazumder (1953) in order to find out the influei^

of intennolecular field pn the Raman lines. The Raman spectra of all these

substances in the liquid phase were compared with the results reported by some
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earlier workers (Magat, 193(5 ; Hariharan, 1954). The spectrograph used for

photographing the Raman spectra in the liquid and in the solid phase was a

Fuess glass spectrograph having a dispersion of about 11 per mm. in the 4046

A° region. In the ease of the vapour phase an Adam Hilger two-prism spectro-

graph having dispersion of about 21 A° in i he 4046 A° region was employed. In

all these cases Ilford Zenith plate was used to photograph the Raman spectra.

On each spectrogram an Fe-arc spectrum was photographed for (M)mparison.

The microphotometric records of some of the speidrograms Avere taken with a

Kipp and Zonen type self-recording |ifoll micropholometer.

RESULTS ANjb DISCUSSIONS

1 . Rarmn spectra :

The Raman shifts observed in tli^ case of th(‘ lour sid),stance's in tlie liquid

state and in the solid state at diflfere^i iemperaturi's are ^ivon in Tables I-IV.

In these tables the Raman linos in the liquid ])haso as repoik'd by previous

workers are also included. A few niicrophotometric records .showuig the inten-

sities of the low-fre(|uency lines relative to some particular lirie due to inter-

molecular oscillation arc reproduced in figures 1, 2 and II. The letters P and

T) in tables I-IV dejiotc respectively whether a particular Raman line is polarised

or completely depolarised (ratio=-6/7).

(a) Bromohenzme

When bromobenzeno is solidified and cooled down to -60^0, the intensity

of the line at 1019 cm~^ diminishes and becomes equal to thal of the next line

at 1073 cm-'. With further lowering of teuqKuaturc of the solidified mass lo

-180°0 the former line at 1019 cm ' becomes slightly weaker than the other.

The broad and intense line 182 of the liquid becomes sharper in the solid

state and shifts to 193 cm ' at ^OOT ami to 198 cm ' when the lemperature

is further lowered down to 180°0.

It bm been notiop.1 th«t » miinWr ,,l uii»piiinrtri™ll.v (H“l »ul»titnto!

l»„»nr. .«mpo„»<l. «ive ri«. (FUy, IWb ;

line with fr»quencv.»bift le». than 2IK1 oni-' in the liquhl pbrne «n.l that thi»

line .hifta increeeingly aw.y from the U.yleiph line with lowering of tempetalnre

on the .<.li<liiie<l m«». of thi. »n.p«nn,l. Mo„»v.r, in meet en««, the relative

intenaity of thi. line i. found to inc,e,». in the «,lid .fate, ft w„ .ngge.Wl

pteviondy (Bima., 1SB6) »h*‘ i" ‘I"'
‘'''•

intent line. cl<»e to the eveiting radiation correrpond., to .»
^

the vibration of typo r; in the beneene ring Biven m %ore 1 No 10, by hpone.

and Kirby-Snrith (IMl) and that K.me of them might Jw be due to .neb a m^e

in an a»oci.ted group of nroleenle. fomred in the» polar eona^nd.^ Tto.

line 182 cm-- of bromobenaene may be attributed to tbi. mode ,n the ,»b.titoted
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bonzone vin^. This assignment is further supiK)rtc(l by the behaviour of an

analogous line in elilorobenzene with change of state. Sponer and Kirby-Smith

(1941) studied the Jtarnan si)octrum of chlorobenzene in the vapour state and

rei)orted a line 20(1 in place of a stronger depolarised line 196 cm“^ observed

in the case of the liquid. In order to find out whether this line becomes actually

weak(T with vaporization of the liquid, the Kaman spectrum of chlorobenzene

o Ci

g
z
Oi
00

I

s

CO

Fig. ]. Micropliotoinetrio rooonJs of tho low-froquonoy Haman s])Ootnim du(' to bromo-

bonzone.

(a) Solid at about “*60°C. (b) Solid at — 180'^(\

((o,= 34 om-i, <02 = 96 cm-J, <0|-- 130

vapour at 150°C at a pressure of about 3 atmospheres was reinvestigated with

the arrangement used by Mazumder (1953). The spectrogram shows a broad

line at 185 cm"^ in place of the line 196 cm^^ observed for the liquid although

the spectrogram due to the mercury lines does not show such a spurious line.

The relative intensity of the line does not appear to change with vaporization

of the liquid. Thus the line is due to the single molecule of chlorobenzene. The

frequency-shift of the line increases from 185 cm“^ to 196 cm^-^ due to inter-

molecular field with liquefaction of chlorobenzene vapour. The Raman spectrum

of bromobenzene vapour could not be photographed owing to decomposition

of the vapour at high temperature. This frequency-shift increases to 215 cm^^

with solidification (Ray, 1950) of chlorobenzene. In the case of bromobenzene

also the frequency-shift increases from 182 cm“^ to 198 cm"^ with solidification

and lowering of temperature to — 180°C. Further, on examining the frequencies

of the Raman lines due to disubstituted benzene compounds it is found that
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NHcli a line mill freciucncy-shifi, in IJu- ranfro 150-210 cm-' is obsorvcl in the
Raman spectra of ortho and nu'ta coinjannuls hat it is absent in the spectra
due to t.he symmetrical ])ara comiKHimls. I’his fact further <!OiTol)orates the
above assignment because in tlie mode mentioned above tluf centre of s.vnumetry
is destroyed in the case' of symmetrical para compound and the line is forbidden
in the Raman spectrum.

The increase in the frec|uency-shilt of tlie line witli solidification may be
due to virtual linking of the halogen atom with neigh b(uiri!\g molecule in the

solid state so that slight C)-Br deformation takes place during i-he mode of defor^

mation vibration of the ring mentioiled above.

Ill order to understand the signii|ean(‘(‘ of th(‘ change in th(‘ relative inten-

sities of the lines 1010 enr^ and \i)^ cm"! obscM ved with solidification of the

liquid we have to assign i-he two lines as well as the line OOS (‘ur^ correctly. The

frequencies of ehlorobonzem' molecule have been tentatively assigned to different

modes of vibration by S])on(‘r and Kirby-Smith (1041). (^unjiarison betw(»en

the vibration frequemues of chlorobenzene and bromol)enzen(‘ might helj) us in

arriving at the most probable assignments for the various obser\'(‘d frecjueneies

of these two molecules. Th(‘ line 008 cm“^ of bromobenzene corresponds t o the

line 1002 (un~^ of (chlorobenzene and belongs to tlu' mode as pointed out by

Sponer and Kirby-Smith (1041). Evidently, the mass of the chlorine atom

docs not affect the fre(|uon(\y of vibration of this mode, because in tlu' (^ase of

benzene the corresjKmding line* is at 992 cm~k This may l)e the reason for the

ajipoaranco of a strong j)()laris(*d line near about 1000 enr^^ in the Kaman sjioctrum

of all monosubstitut'cd lienzenes. As regards the line 1019 cm ^ it was assigned

to a mod(' cornssponding to th(‘ mode (No. 12) in benzene by S])oncr and

Kirby-Smith (1941). In the monosuhstituted benzene this mode is totally

symmetric and jirodiu^es a strongly polarised line. It is quite prol)ai)le, how-

ever, that the halogen atom in the molecule is not dis])lae(‘d in such a mode so

that the frequency of the mode is the same as that in henzem*. Anotluu* mode

exactly similar to this one l)iit with tin* halogen atom moving along with the

carbon atom to which it is attached can also be postulated so that the ring is

distorted a little more than in the former mode. Tlie Inupieney of this mode

is expected to he lowered by tlie substituent and the line b7d cm ^ of hromo-

benzene can he assigned to this mode.

This line at (573 cm*^ corresponds to the line 703 cm ^ of chlorobenzene

w^hich was assigned to C-01 stretching vibration by Sponer and Kirby-Smith

(1941). In the case of monosubstituted benzene jirobably separate OCl stretch-

ing does not take place as the carbon atom is linked strongly to two other adjacent

carbon atoms in the ring. The halogen atom, however, may oscillate against

the benzene ring and this mode may correspond to No. 20a of benzene (Sponer

and Kirby-Smith, 1941) in a slightly modified form. An approximate calculation
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Dll the basis of the above assumption by using the values of the force constants

obtained from substituted methane compounds shows that the intense lines

418, 812, 2b8 cm ^ of chloro-, bromo. and iodobenzene resjiectively can be assigned

to theses vibrations in monosubstituted halobenzenes. As regards the line

1078 (*m“^ of bromobenzene, it may be pointed out that it is polarised to the

same extent as the line 1019 cm~^ and should belong to the same or a similar

mode as that of the line at 1019 em“^ The change in the relative intensities

of these two lines with solidification of bromobenzene might indicate that the

line 1073 cm‘^ should belong to the same mode as that of the line 1019 cm“i in

a dimer, but the spectrogram due to the vapour phase of chlorobenzene shows

that the corresponding pair at 1024 and 1084 cm-^ in chlorobenzene do not

undergo any change in their relative intensities with vaporization of the sub-

stance. The line at 1084 cm ^ in chlorobenzene has been assigned iiy Sponer

and Kirby -Smith (1941) to the mode 6“ of benzene given in No. 19 which has

actually a frequenc^y of near about 1500 cm ’. If this frequency comes down

to 1084 cm~^ due to the replacement of an hydrogen atom by one chlorine atom

in the benzene ring, the frequency should ‘diminish further in the case of bromo-

benzene. But a(5tiually, it remains almost constant in the case of all the halo-

benzenes It apjiears, therefore, that the correct assignment of the line 1078 cm"’

of bromobenzene is not possible at the present stage. So it is difficult to

interpret the change in intensity of the line with solidification.

In the solid state at — 60®0, bromobenzene gives rise to a low-frequency

line at 29 cm' ^ and another very broad and intense band at 89 cm ^ At --180°C

of the solidified mass, the line at 29 enr^ shifts to 84' cm"i and the band at

89 cm~^ becomes sharp and shifts to 96 cm“^. Moreover, at the lower tempera-

ture a new weak line appears at 180 cm"’^. The relatiye intensities of the first

two lines practically remains unaltered at the two temperatures (Fig. 2). The

crystals of chlorobenzene were found to yield five new^ low-frequency lines at

— 180°0 while bromobenzene yields only three such lines at the same tempera-

ture. Assuming the crystal-structures of these two substances to bo the same

this difference in the number of low-frequency lines of these two compounds

can be explained by attributing the origin of these lines to vibrations in asso-

ciated groups of molecules formed in the solid state of these substances. The

replacement of a bromine atom by one of chlorine may appreciably increase

the affinity of the molecule to form intermoleeular complexes and may also

increase the number of new Raman lines which are believed to originate from

vibrations in these groups.

(b) AnisoU

Prom Table II, it can be seen that the weak lines 894 and 943 observed

in the present investigation were not reported by earlier workers. The line

556 cm”^ observed in the present case may correspond to the line 529 om’^
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reported by some previous authors (Kohlrausch and Pongratz. 1934) The
broad lines 1452 and 3068 cm'* observed earlier are resolved into pairs of linos
at 1446 and 1460 cm'i and 3063 and 3077 cm » respectively.

Kij<. 2. Microijhotoiuotric nxiorcls of tlie low-fvotiiiency liutuan linos due to unisuio.

(a) Solid at about -70%’. (b) Solid at -180'(!. («i^C0 « 3 - 07 om >)•

When anisole is solidified and cooled down to the broad lines at

215 and 267 both become sharp and shift respectively to 226 and 275 vm'

With lowering of temjierature to ~ the second line further shifts to 278

cm‘b These lines are probably due to deformation oscillation with tlie dis-

placements at right angles to tlu? plane of the ring. The strong line at 444 cin“^

which apparently remains unaltered in position at -“70'^C shitts slightly towards

higher wave length at —180^0. In the pair of lines at 3063 and 3077 cm**^ the

broad line at 3063 cm"^ becomes much sharper in the solid state while the second
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line shifts to 3081 cm”^ and becomes broad in the solid state at low tempera-

tures. The broadness of the line 3063 may be due to the close juxtaposition

of two different lines in the liquid state, one of which probably shifts towards

higher wavelength and is partially superposed on the next member. In addi-

tion to the changes mentioned above, a new line at 2960 cm"^ due to C-H vibra-

tion is observed in the solid state both at —70°C and - -IBO'^C. All the.se changes

in the nature, position and number of Raman lines due to C-H oscillation indicate

a complicated influence of the intermolecular field on the different molecular

oscillations in the solid state of the substance.

At -life of the solidified mass, three broad find weak lines appear in the

low frequency region. On lowering the temperature to - 18()°C, the first line

at 57 cm-i shifts to 60 cm”^ and becomes sharp and the third line at 91 cm'^
shifts to 97 cm ^ becomes sharp and increases in intensity (figure 3). The other

s
o
'O
-ri

CO
O <M O
Tp CO 10 '-H

Fig. 3. Micropholoiiiotrio records of the low-frequency liamiin hpeotruiii duo to motliyl
benzoate.

(a) Solid at about -6(>“C. (b) Solid at -180“C. (u,=50 cm-i, u,=^ 122 cm i).

line at 68 cm-i in the low-frequency region also shifts to 76 cm-i, becomes rela-
tively intense but unlike the other two linos remains broad even at a tempera-
ture of -- ISO^C. The definite increase in intensity of two of these new lines
in the low-frequency region in the soUd state at lower temperature indicates
that they cannot bo attributed to rotational oscillation of the molecules in the
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prjBtal lattiw, because the aotplitude of rotational oscillation is found in genwal,

to diminish with lowering of temperature of the substance. On comparing the

new low-frequency lines observed in this case with those due to bromobenzene

it is found that the mass of the substituent group has gre<at influence on the

frequencies of these lines. Such a comparison of the new lines due to chloro-

benzene (Ray, 1950) and bromobenzene shows that the chemical affinity of the

substituent atom has great influence not only on tlie frequencies of the new

lines but also on the number of these lines. Hence it has to be concluded that

the benzene ring alone does not take part in oscillations giving rise to these

lines. Ray (1952) pointed out that two lines at 48 and 86 cm ^ respectively

are common in the spectra of fiv’^e sub«titutcd benzenes with slight variation in

the frequencies, but these two lines mo absent in the spectra due to bromo-

benzene and anisole. The low-frequency of one of the lines in the ease' of bromo-

benzene may indicate that the whole molecules execute translation oscillation

against each other. In anisole the ^hole molecule cannot move against its

neighbour owing to the presence of tlie O-CH;, linkage and there is no line ot

frequency below 60 ein’i.

(c) Methyl benzoate

It is found from Table III that methyl benzoate in the licjuid state yields

a few more extra weak lines not reported earlier (Hariharan, 1954). These lines

are at 942, 998, 1378 and 1546 cm'i . The broarl line at U44 cm"! ohscTved

by earlier workers is resolved into two distinct lines at J434 and 1458 enr^ in

the present investigation. When the liquid is solidified and cf)()le(l down to

—50°C remarkable changes are obsei*ved in the positions and intensiti(‘s of some

of the lines and a few of these lines undergo further changes with the lowering

of temperature to ”180°C. The strong line 216 cm ^ seems to disa})pear with

solidification of the liquid. This line is totally depolarised and may be due to

a deformation oscillation involving displacements of the ])arts of the substituents

group at right angles to the plane of the benzene ring. In the solid state such

(Usplacemcmts arc restricted. The broad and weak lim^ 134 cm-^ shifts to 144

cm”i with solidification. When the temperature of tho solid mass is lowered

to -18()"C, a very weak but sharp line at 142 enri observed in ])lace of this

band This band may also be due to a mode corresponding to deformation

of the whole molecule. The line 1 162 cm'^ seems to be weakened by the change

of state and at -18()°C this Jim^ is hardly visible. This line is duo to (. H

<leformation oscillation and probably the hydrogeii bonding between neigli-

bouring molecules may be responsible for this change of intensity.

Three new lines at 32, 54 and 101 cm”i appear with solidification of the

BubBtarxoe but when the temperature is lowered to -180’C these are teplac^

by only two strong lines at .50 and 122 cra'^ respectively (hgure 3). The la^r

line may correspond to the line 134 cm-i mentioned above due to similar vibra-
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tiouB in associated groups of moboules the presence of which in the solid state

is indicated by the diminution in intensity of the line 1162 om~*.

(d) Ethyl benzoate

It is found from Table IV that two extra weak linos at 954 and 1648 cm“^

are observed in the present investigation. The line at 377 cm^ ^ reported by

previous workers has not, however, been detected in the present case. When
the liquid is solidified and cooled down to different low temperatures, the broad

and intense line at 187 cm“i is found to undergo a diminution in intensity. This

line of ethyl benzoate may correspond to the 216 cm"^ line of the methyl ester as

the changes observed in the lines with solidification of the substances are the same.

In the solid state at — 70®C, two weak lines appear at 76 and 91 cm*“^ res-

pectively, and when the mass is further cooled down to -180®C, only one weak

line at 96 cm*^^ can be observed.

We can obtain a satisfactory explanation about the origin of low-frequency

lines in the solid state of these substances when the present results on the low-

frequency Raman spectrum of the two phenyl esters are correlated with those

of the ultraviolet absorption spectra of these substances obtained earlier (Deb,

1951, 1953). On solidification and cooling down the solidified mass to — 180°C,

the absorption bands of methyl benzoate shift towards longer wavelength by

about 400 cm*'^ while under similar changes in phase and in temperature, no

change is observed in the absorption band of ethyl benzoate. The shift of the

absorption band with solidification of methyl benzoate can be attributed to the

formation of virtual bonds amongst the molecules of the substance in the solid

state mentioned in a previous section. In the case of the ethyl benzoate, it is

quite likely that in a large number of molecules the long chain-like structure are

attached to the benzene ring through one or more of the six 7r-electrons and are

thus prevented from forming regular intermolecular linkages when the molecules

are closely packed in the solid state. This is further coroborated by the fact

that no change in the line due to C-H oscillation is observed with solidification

of ethyl benzoate while in the case of methyl benzoate the diminution in the

intensity of the line 1162 cm~^ indicates the formation of hydrogen bonds. It

thus appears that unless virtual intermolecular bonds are formed the free

molecules in the lattice cannot give rise to strong lines in the low-frequency region

and the absence of any strong line in the low-frequency region in the Raman
spectrum of solidified ethyl benzoate at - 180®0 furnishes a strong evidence

in support of the above conclusion.

2. Fluorescence Spectra :

Bromobenzene and methyl benzoate produce two broad fluorescence bands

in the visible region when the substances are solidified and cooled down to

—180*^0. The approximate positions and the intervals between two successive

bands in either of these two compounds along with the visually estimated rela-

tive intensities of the bands are given in Table V below.
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TABLE I

Bromobenzeme, C^Hs Br

AV in cm'i

Liquid Solid (Prosent author)

Magat (1986)
1

Present autbor At about ~ 60''0 At -180“C

29 (2) k 84 (3) ©,k

89 (4b) o,4-k 96 (5) e.k

130 (1) o.k

184 (8h) D 182(7b):fo 193 (1) e 198 (2) e

(280 p) 245 (2)H-o.k .

255 (lb) P '

816 (10) P 812 (9)±o.kj 315 (4) o.k 315 (5) o.k

m (ih) 356 (0) o
'

461 (0) 0

611 (3) D 614 (3) o,k 614 (0) o.k 614 (0) e,k

673 (6) P 678 (5) o.k 673 (2) o,k 673 (3) o,k

736 (1) 742 (0) 0

796 (0)

829 (1) 885 (0) 0

894 (0)

049 (0) e

1002 (10) P 998 (12) o,k,i 998 (5) e.k 998 (6) ©,k

1023 (6) P 1019 (6) c.k,i 1019 (2) o.k 1019 (2) e,k

1072 (4) P 1073 (5) o.k.i 1073 (2) e.k 1073 (3) o.k

1158 (3) D 1158 (3) e.k 1158 (1) 0 1158 (1) «

1182 (2) P 1172 (2) e.k 1172 (0) e 1172 (0) 0

1274 (0)

1301 (1)

1322 (0) 1323 (1) <'

1442 (1) 1443 (1) e

1477 (1) 1473 (2b) e 1473 (lb) 0 1476 (lb) 0

1580 (6b) T) 1573 (6b) e.k 1573 (3) o.k 1573 (4) e.k

1614 (0)

1667 (0)

2293 (0)

2333 (0)

3004 (0)

3063 (10) P 3061 (7b) e.k,i 306r(4b) e.k 3061 (5b) o,k

3090 (1) k 3090 (l) k

3163 (1) 3150 (2b) e,k 3150 (1) k 3150 (1) k

.3?0S (0)
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TABEE n

Aniiole, CeHiOCHa

Av HI

Liquid Solid (Present author)
1

Kohlraufioh &
;

Present author At about —70°0
j

At — 180°C
Pongratz (1934)* '

j

57 (lb) k 60 (1) k

68 (Ob) k 76 (2b) e,k

91 (lb) k 97 (4) e,k

210 (4) D 215 (4b) e 226 (0) B 226 (1) e,k

264 (4) D 267 (4b) o,k 275 (0) e,k 278 (1) e,k

441 (5) P 444 (6)±e.k 444 (1) e.k 447 (2) e.k

505 (1) 511 (2) e,k

529 (2)

556 (3) o,k 556 (0) e

580. (0)

612 (4) D 617 (S) e,k 617 (0) e,k 617 (1) e,k

755 (2) 760 (3) e,k

783 (10) P 787 1(11) e,k,i 787 (3) e,k 787 (4)

816 (1) 822 (2) e,k

8941(Ob) e

943 (1) e

99.1 (12) P 994 (15) e,k»i 994 (5) e,k 994 («) e,k

1020 (4) P 1025 (f>) e,k 1025 (1) e,k 1025 (1) e,k

1033 (3) 1039 (4) e,k 1039 (1) e,k 1039 (2) e,k

1072 (0) P 1068 (1) k

1150 (2) D 1156 (3) e,k 1156 (1) e,k 1156 (J) e.k

1177 (S) P 1177 (3) o,k 1177 (1) o,k 1177 (1) e.k

1244 (5) P 1249 (4) e,k 1249 (1) e,k 1245 (2) e.k

1299 (6) P 1302 (2) k 1302 (1) k 1302 (1) k

14461:2b} e,k

14521(4b)' P
1460 (2) o,k

1587 (3) D 1589 (3) o,k 1589 (1) o 1589 (1) e . *

1603 (6) D 1602 (6) e,k 1602 (1) e,k 1602 (2) e.k

2836 (5) 2841 (4) e,k 2841 (1) k 2841 (2) k ..

2942 (4) 2945 (3b) e^k 2945 (1) k 2945 (1) k .

2960 (1) k 2960 (1) k
.

3007 (2) 3014 (3) e,k 3014 (1) k 3014 (1) k

/*
* 3063](8b) 3063 (2), 3063 (3) e.k

3068 (Ob’) P 3077 (9) e,k,i 3081 (3b) e»k 3081 (4b) ejk,i

The polarisation data are taken from Magat Table (1936).
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TABLE III

Methyl benzoate
; CjHj COOCH,

Av in cm"^.

Liquid Solifi (Present author)

Hariharan (1954) Present author
j At about -50“C I At

i

™180°C

32 (3) e,k

54 (1) e,k 60 (3) o,k

101 (lb) e,k 122 (4) e,k

140 (2) 134 (3b) e,k 144 (lb) o,k 142 (0) e k

156 (1) e»k

171 (1) 173 (1) e

212 (6) 216(6b)l-e 0
361 (6) 360 (f.)±fi,k P 364 (2) 6,k 364 (2) e,k

623 (7) 622 (7) o,k D 625 (2) e,k 625 (2) &,k

67& (2) 680 (2) o,k P

810 (1) 808 (1) o.k

826 (8) 826 (8) e,k P 831 (3) e,k 831 (3) e,k

850 (0) 851 (0) e

942 (0) e

067 (2) 969 (1) e.k

998 (1) e,k

1003 (12) 1003 (12):l-o,h:,iP 1003 (5) e.k 1003 (6) o,k

1024 (5) 1028 (4) e,k P 1028 (1) o,k 1028 (1) e,k

nil (4) 1112 (4) o,k r 1115 (lb) o,k 1115 (1) e,k

1168 (4) 1162 (4) o,k D 1162 (Ob) o.k 1164 (0) o,k

1178 (4) 1173 (2) k P 1173 (lb) e,k 1173 (lb) e,k

1276 (8) 1277 (8) e,k P 1277 (3b) e,k 1277 (3) e,k

1311 (2) 1315 (3) k P 1316 (0) e,k

1378 (1) e,k

1444 1(3b) 1434 (3) e,k P

1468 (3) e,k D!

1490 (2) 1494 (1) e,k

1646 (1) e

1604 (12) 1601 (12) o,k D 1601 (5) e,k 1601 (6) e,k

1722 (8)
1723 (10) e P 1723 (4) 0 1723 (4) e

2844 (2) 2852 (lb) o,k 2852 (1) e.k 2852 (1) k

2952 (3) 2951 (3b) e,k,iiP 2951 (2) e,k 2951 (3) k

2991 (0) k 2991 (1) k

3076 (6)
- 3076 (6b) o,k,iP 3076 (6) e,k,i 3076 (5) o4c,i
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TABLE IV

Ethyl Benzoat)e, C^HsCOOC, H5

Av in cra"^

Liquid Solid (Present author)

Hariharan (1954) Present Author
^

At about —TOT At — 180®C

76 (1) k

91 (2) e,k 96 (1)

187 (6) 1871(6b) d e D 187 (0) 0

326 («) 333 (5) o,k P 333 (1) e,k 333 (0) o,k

377 (1)

397 (») 390 1;ib) a

432 (0) 430 (0) e

493 (1) 508 1(Ob) e

556 (0) 566 (0) e

613 (6) 622 (7) e,k D 622 (2) 0,k 622 (2) e»k

672 (3) 676 (2) e,k P

785 (8) 787 (2) e,k

808 (3) 807 (2) e,k

850 (6) 851 (6) e,k P 855 (8) e»k 855 (2) e,k

862 (1) 876 (0) 0

954 (0) 0

1000 (12) 1005 (12) i P 1005 (6) e,k 1005 (5) Oyk

1024 (3) 1028 (8) o,k P 1028 (0) e^k 1028 (0) e»k

1108 (4) 1106 (4) e,k P 1110 (1) e^k 1110 (1) e,k

1160 (2) 1162 (4) e,k D 1162 (1) e,k 1162 (1) e,k

1177 (2) 1179 (1) k

1276 (6) 1271 (7) e,k P 1271 i(2b) e,k 1271 1(2b) e,k

1304 (4) 1316 (2) k

1370 (2) 1369 (2) 0,k P
1393 (2) 1397 (1) e^k

1453 (4) 1465 (3) 6,k J) 1455 (0) e,k 1455 (0) e,k

1492 (2) 1490 (1) e,k

1548 (1) e

1599 (16) 1601 (12) e,k D 1601 («) e^k 1601 (6) e,k

1718 (10)
.* 1719 (9) e P 1719 (6) e 1719 (4) e

2933 (8) 2941 (3) e,k 2941 (lb) k 2941 (lb) k

2980 (8) 2984 (4b) e,k P 2984 (lb) k 2984 (lb) k

3071 (6) 3071 (7b) e,k,iP 3074 (4b) e,k 3074 (4b) Oyk
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TABLE V

FluoreacMice Spectra

Compound
(solid at ~180"0)

No. of

bands

Ibt band 2nd band
Interval

in cm-

1

Position

in cill’i

Inten-

sity

Position lilton

-

in cm* ’ Hity

Bromobenzeno 2 22940 2 213.50 1 ITiDO

Methyl benzoate •> 22340 2 20745 1 \:m

As in the previous cases of the substituted toluenes (Biswas, 11)54 : 1955)

the interval between siu'cessive fluorescence hands is about 151MI ciu”' in the

case of both bromolKuizene and methyl benzoate. This frecpiency diflerenec

is equal to the frequency of (' (! oscillation in the benzene rin^?, and it is l)elieved

that the fluorescence in these aromatic compounds is due to distortion in the

ring itself in the solid state, becau.se in the li(|uid state these substances do not

show any trace of fluorescence.
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ABSTRACT. A new method is developed by which the relative amounts of D and K-

region absorptions in any medium and short wave observation may b<5 determined purely on

physical basis. The method utilizes the concept of ‘relaxation time’ in ionospheric levels and

rests on the fact that the ‘relaxation time’ at the D*region levels is appreciably different from

that at the K-region levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most difficult problems in the interpretation of absorption of

medium and short waves is to determine how much of the measured absorption

is due to the D-region and how much due to the K-regiou. In perhaps the most

carefully conducted series of experiments on absorption, Appleton and Piggott

(1954) took particular care to use frequencies at which P'-/ cuiwe did not show

any appreciable group retardation. Although the resultant absorption showed

little scatter when plotted against the square of the effective frequency, some

absorption may yet have remained. In measurements where no particular care

is taken to eliminate the E-absoi’ption, the question is still more important.

The purpose of this note is to present a method by which the relative amounts

ofD and E-region absorptions ofmedium and short radio waves may be determined.

2. DEVELOPMENT OP THE METHOD
In any effort to separate the two contributions, one must concentrate

on the physical parameters that are different in two regions and that are easy to

measure. One such parameter is what is sometimes known as the ‘sluggishness*-

of the ionosphere, which arises due to the finite recombination time in the ioni-

zation at the relevant level. This sluggishness may be measured by the delay

in the time of the maximum of the ionization at any level from the time of the

local noon. This delay is also known as the ‘relaxation time,. Now the relaxa-

tion time T(h) at any height h is given by (Mitra and Jones, 1953; Appleton, 1953).

t(A)~ 1
^ ' ~

2ot(h)N{h)

where a(A) and N(k) are the values of the effective recombination coefficient at any

height h. Since a and N are different at D- and E-region levels, tj, will be

518
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different from That this is so, has been coi^firmed by the results of analysis

of various radio propagation data made by a number of authors. Thus, analysis

of the day time observations on absorption ajid polarization of l50Ke/s radio >Aaves,

which must refer to the D-region only, has yieldinl a value of about 60 minutes

(Mitra and Jones, 1954). On the other hand, analysis of the diurnal variation of

of E in Washington, yielded a relaxation tinu' of about 4 minutes. This very

large difference in the values of Tj^ and pr'ovides a sensitive nw^bod for dolor-

mining the relative amounts of 1) and ;E absoi ptions in any measurement where

both absorptions exist. i

If one ignores the delay in the dhaxinuim ol the ionization, the diurnal

variations of the D- and E-region absolutions, d(‘noted hy Ap ami Ap res^Kvtively,

may be written as:
;

Ad=== Apo

Ae ApoCo»f*X

where the zero suffixes indicate corroiponding values tor y t)“, and n and p

are constants. In terms of hour angle thes(* e<(iiations bei‘oim‘:

= i4z;„Lsin 8 eos 8 sin 0 eos (j>f^

I'y+cos 8 hIuO e(js (ff^^

where 8 is the cl(Mdiiiation ol’ tlie sun and is the (H)latitude ol the stulioti.

The corresponding e(|uations, when the maximum is d(‘laAed. aie.

Ai) cW) 4-cosf!i8iu^> eos(f/> (f>i)T

Ae -*= vi/j’Jsim!? <*.os^/-f-cos 8 sin 0 eos(0--02)J^'

where
(l>i

and are the values oi the hour

their maximum values.

angles at which /Iv^and Ap attain

The resultant absorption {A,,+Aj,) will thou attain its n.axi.m.m at. a time

^ given by

- ^ hAp^iA'PAe^Pz
^ ^ nlD-^pAji

provided tlie <j>'% are small or, when expressive! in relaxation t imes.

uAi/TP'^^pAeTE

uAd^pAe
(I)

where ij.j and denote the values of Aj, and Aj^ at the time

tant absorption. Eqn. (1) which may also lie written as

of maximum resul-

nljy f-Tjs
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gives the necessary mathematical expression for determining the relative amounts

of D- and E-region absorption of medium and short waves. The diurnal variation

of the measured absorption provides the value of f. Then if and are known

then {pAj^jnAjj) which is (pjn) times the ratio of the E- and D-region absorption

values, may be computed.

Probable values of and have already been mentioned. Of these

is perhaps better known than r2>. The value of the former is small, of the order

of 4 minutes, and shows little latitudinal variation. Eclipse observations on foE

also indicate a relaxation time of this order. Further, one may compute from

the value of otj^ obtained otherwise and from the E-region electron density. Since

ajjisofthe order of lO”® cm^/sec., and lO^cm^ the value of thus

computed comes to about 8 minutes. A typical value of will be about 5

minutes.

Values of have been reported in a paper by Mitra and Jones (1963). Mea-

surements on absorption at 160Kc/s by Benner (1961) showed a relaxation time

of 60 minutes and those of polarisation at the same frequency by Nearhoof (1961)

gave 80 minutes. Detailed examination of the variation of the equivalent height

of reflexion at 60Kc/3, original records of which were kindly supplied to the author

by Dr. Watts of the National Bureau of Standards, showed a relaxation time of

about 60 minutes for an equivalent height around 85 Km. It seems reasonabk*

to conclude that Tj) is not much different from 60 minutes.

The values of^jandn arc uncertain, but some idea maybe formed from

theoretical arguments as also from various experimental determination of the

cos ;n;-exponents, obtained from absorption measurements. At 160Kc/s for which

the day time absorption is due x^redominantJy to the D-region, the exponent has

a value of 0.62 in the morning and 0.42 in the afternoon (Benner, 1961), At highei

frequencies the values are larger. The average value given by Appleton and

Piggott (1964) for medium radio waves is 0.75, but values ranging anywhere

between 0.6 and 1.6 have been reported. Critical examination of these various

results appears to indicate that the larger values are almost always associated with

increased contamination by the E-region absorption, and, in the extreme case,

where the E-region absorption predominates, the exponent has a value around

1.6. It appears, therefore, that the value of n is somewhere around 0.6 and

that of p around 1.6.

Theoretical arguments also give similar values. At tlie levels which contri-

bute most to the D-region absorption (~80 Km.) the collision frequency is fairly

large, having a value of about 6xl0®/s. For a Chapman-type electron distri-

bution of the D-region, the theoretical value of n would then be about 1.1, while

for the (more realistic) case where recombination coefifleient varies directly with

pressure, the value would be about 0.66 (Appleton and Piggot, 1954). A. P.

Mitra (1964) has recently given a theoretical model for the D-region electron
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distribution which appears to fit with both long wave and sliort wave experimental

results. This model has since been revised in the light of SID observations (Mitra,

unpublished). The value of the exponent n for the revised model comes out to

be 0.62.

In view of the above, it^ setuns reasonable to aecej»t a ratio of about 2.5 for

ipjn) with a probable range between 2 to 3.

In the measurements of Appleton) and Piggot, the observed relaxation

time was about 30 minutes. For the varies given above, such a relaxation time

would indicate an E-region contribiitioi of between 1/3 to 1/2 of the l)-region

absorption for the relevant. measureme|t«.

It may also be mentioned that the exponent K should provide an additional

confirmation of the value of the ratio determined by the above method, since

K is given by !

K =

For n == 0.6, yj == 1.5, ^ 0.75, Aj^jAj) is about 1/5.

In conclusion, it may be pointed that Eq. (1) .should also be useful in study-

ing the location of the fadeout absorption, and, in general, wherever two or more

regions having different relaxation times are involved.
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By H. VENKATARAMAK

PrrYST(s LAH(»ruTOin, XizAAt (V)iJiKfao, IIydjokabad-Dn.

{Rpcpivrfl for (nthlirnliox, Juu< 7, ll)r>r> ; rrcpired (iffor revision, Atig^i^f 20, I0r»r))

ABSTRACT. This pnper (](‘s(*ril)os a ‘‘nuH" niolhod for tiuMloiornimation ofthosur*

fm*o lonsion nf .i lifjuid })y iho nfto of n forMion l)alnnf*o. An ox[)rosHion is dodijcod for tho

siirfiioo ionsion of a lajiiici, wlion iho pull duo to tho surfaoo tj^nsion noting along tim peri-

motor of a tliin glass plate (usually a microseopie rover glass slip) is balanrod by the ui)-

thrust of tlie lapiid on tlie partadly imniorsod f)lab‘. The results obtained with a few liquids

are n^portiMl and th(\y agi‘(‘(» with th(» values r<^oordod in the International fVit/iral Tables.

This motliod yadds more rousistent results than any of tho routine motbods usually used

for the measurement of surfaee tension.

r N T n 0 D II V T 1 0 N

The meiliod of finding the surface tension of a liquid or the surface tension

at the interface of two liquids, from the force necessary to detach a thin glass

plate or a horizontal ring from the .surface of a liquid or the interface of two

liquids is well-known and du Nouy’s tensiometer (1919) and Searle’s torsion

balance (1934) are devices for rapid determination of the force of detachment.

Recently Meier (1949) has described a “null” method for the determination of

the surface tension of water using a torsion balance. In this method, the up-

thrust of w ater (»n a fine vertical wire immersed in it is balanced by the down-

ward pull due to surface tension round the perimeter of the wire. He used a

nichrome wire of diameter 0.0599 cm. and the pull due to surface tension along

the perimeter of such a wire should be about 12 dynes for water and for most

other liquids with angles of contact zero or nearly so, it should be considerably

less. Although by attention to details in the construction of a torsion balance,

an instrument sensitive enough to detect a pull of 0.1 dyne could be made, it

would be extremely difficult to work with due to the disturbing effects of draughts

and even one’s breath. Curiously enough, Meier has not attempted to measure

the surface tension iff any liquid other than water.

622
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Tho author iiniu^ a toi'isoii lailanco f'lviiij' a tlortt'otion of 5 lojn. for a ])iill

of 0»0l ^ni. cUhI lliiii H'ctiiumilai* niirrosi'opic i‘o\('r glass slips jiml sli(l(*s ol

various sizes, luis been aMe In delei'hune ilu* siirfaei' li'usiou t»t <‘i tiinuher of

liriuids. Th(' ])uU due to th(‘ surfa(‘0 tenskm \\as imythiiig between lOO to »‘)00

dynes depending ot» the liquid. Values of th<‘ surface tensi<iu <»f the same liquid

at the same tomperat.ure in different tria.ls, agre(*d to within (b 1 and their

agreement with the ae(*e|)ted \alu(‘s is also quile el(»s(‘. [Ise of an external

manometer to estimate th(‘ dejith o^ imnuMsion of tlu‘ gla ss lias (mahled

the surface tension to lx* d(denuin(Ml withoni anjf Litotrh'dffv of f/n denniitf of ihv

liquid, '

K X V P u I M K N T A 1.

i
^

For this work, the sensjt-iveness Ijuf an ordiiiarv Searle's type torsion ha-lanee

which gives a- deflection (»f about 2,p min. for a load of 0.
1
gm. is insufficient

and hence it was inquoxanl by replacing the torsion wire by oiu‘ ol steel, S.VV.G.

No. .‘{0, and the torsion arm by a huig thin sti ip (»f bamboo or ahiminium. The

length of the strijj was lo" and the not<*h from whU U the glass plate was liuug,

was 12" from the torsion wire (figure I). A stoid. pi(‘((‘ of io]>per N\ire at-laeluHl

to the brass screw stem carrying the torsion arm serves tlu; same purpose as th<!

‘gravity boh’ of a sensitive chemical balance. It enables the; sc-nsitivity of the

torsion balance to be incieased or decreased when l)ent slightly up or down so

as to raise or lower the C.G. of the arm. I'he nut. N working in the screw stem,

enables the torsion arm to be made horizontal. By suitable manipulation of
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the thi(h copper wire, the end of the torsion arm is made to give a deflection

of 5 mm. for a load of 10 mgm. at the notch. One-tenth of a scale division can

h(^ estimated liy the use of a magnifying glass and so a pull of 0.2 dynes could

be easily measured by the balance. The balance could, of course, be made more

sensitive, but it would be difficult to work with, due to the disturbing effects

of draughts.

Briefly, the method employed to determine the surface tension of a liquid

is this : The li(|uid is contained in a wide glass crystallising dish (diameter

more than 10 cm.), resting on a platform that can be raised or lowered. The

torsion arm is made horizontal by working on the nut N. The dish is raised

slowly till the bottom of the thin glass plate hanging from the notch of the torsion

arm just (?omes in ooutaot with the surface AB of the liquid and is pulled in.

(The gla.ss plaits which is held by a brass clip, (^an be easily tilted in its holder

to make its lower edge parallel to its image in the liquid). The Avide vertical

tube CD (diameter 1 cm.), connected to the manometer, is adjusted to bring

its end D, ground flat, just in contact with the liquid surface. The clip K is

closed and the open end of the manometer is raised or lowered to bring the

meniscus in CD to the level of the liquid outside. The manometer is read by

moans of a cathetometer reading to 0.005 cm. Next, either by addition of

more liquid into the dish or by raising the platform on which the dish rests and

without disturbing CD, the torsion arm is restored back to its initial position of

horizontality. The manometer is adjusted to lower the meniscus in CD to the

end D, that is to say, to the original level of the liquid in the dish. The mano-

meter is again read and the difference in its two readings gives the change of

pressure at the original liquid surface AB due to the addition of liquid into the

dish to restore horizontality of the torsion arm. Hence Me have.

y.2{l+t) — I t,h. p,g — I, t.H,d,g

7 ~ lt.Hd,gl2(l + t)

where 7 is tlie surface tension ofthe liquid, h and t length and thickness of the glass

plate, p the density of the liquid in the dish, d the density of the manometric

liquid (usually water), h the depth of immersion of the glass plate and H, the

difference in the two readings of the manometer. Or, writing a for 1

1

and p for

2(l+t), we have

7 -- a.HAglp

an expression free from p (density of the liquid) and h (depth of immersion of

the plate).

RESULTS

Usitig this expression, the surface tensions of a few liquids were determined

with glass plates of different dimensions. Chemically pure liquids from freshly
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opened bottles were used. The water used was distilled immediately before

use and particular care was taken to avoid contamination by grease. Th(i results

are reo()nle<i in '^Fables I and II.

Writin^^ tlic expret^Hion for the surface tension in the form

pja (d.gly)M

wv Jiotiee that the graph of pja (for <Uffcrent plates) against //, should be a

straight line
;
and this is indeed the case (figure 2).

2

It is proposed to extend this method to tlu^ determination of the surface

tension at the interface of two immiscible li(|uids and the results obtained will

be communicated later.
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THE DEPENDENCE OF THE COMPOSITE MEAN LIFE OF
MU-MESONS ON THE ATOMIC NUMBER OF

THE ABSORBER

By N. Ni BISWAS

Bose iNSTiTutE, Calcutta-9

(Received for publicc4ion, duhj IH, lOnf))

ABSTRACT. Tho inoasuronionis of th^ moan lifo of tho compowilo boam of /f-mosons

(both positive and negative) at tea level in Iho^absorborK of (\ Al, S mid Pb have reported

previously. Tho same experiment has bo/on ionduefed with waii'r uiid Ne.F abKorbers, In

water (only oxygen is effetitive, since a hydrogen atom rarely cajitun's a /^-nnsi'On), the

eoinpoaite moan lifo is found to be 1 .95 |
O.OS miero-seconds. Clioo-iing tlu' thickrets of

water absorber to be equivalent to the sulphur absorber in rospoid t o the stopidiig power ol the

/i-rnesons, the decay curve of tho positives in S has leen taken to n'jiresfmt tla^ mine in water

and honco by subtraction, the moan lifo of the negative /A-mesens in water has hoen detennii.od

to bo equal to 1. 80^0. 19 microsoconds. In the case of NaF (^ry/- Hbl) ahsorber, tho

experimental
i
oints have boon found to represent a com])o:-ito decay (urv(> giving tho moan

life equal to 1.82 £0.09 microheconds.

Tho Z dependence of the coinpo.sito moan lifo has b(»on found to fit an empirical relation,

T± -- 2 . 50~ 0 . 065 Z microseconds. > -

in the interval Z— 6 to 16,

I N T K 0 D U C T J 0 N

The mean life of the positive /« mesons is the same in all absorbers, but that

of tho negatives is dependent on the absorbing clement. Fiom the liC-orbit,

negative mesons can either be cai)tiu’ed by the atomic nucleus oi distintegrate

si)ontaneously, Their decay constant should, therefore, be A+A. where A =

I/r+,T+ being the mean lifo of free decay and A the probability per second lor

capture. The decay electrons arising from the decay of negative muons should follow

a dis-integration curve with the decay constant A-fA. Hence one can write

W-(() = n-(o) exp[-(A+A)0
*”

where and W-,u are the number of negative mesons disintegrating between

^^0 to /«ec and /=< to <=« respectively: Now, »-,„)=

is the number of negative-mesops-available for decay and capture at f = 0, -

The capture constants can, therefore, be measured by detmmmng-the ap^

rent mean life iy(A+A) of negative muons. If the experiment is carried out^with-

o;t' differentiating between the positive and negative mesons, a smaU change.

627 --
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of the disintegration constant should still be observed in materials of suitable ato-

mic numbers, This 'change’ of the disintegration constant is due to the fact that

the experimental data really represent a superposition of two decay curves, one

produced by the positives with the mean life 1/A and the other produced by the

negative with a mean life 1/(A+A), Hence the total decay curve is represented

by

N^t) ^ exp [-A<]+A/(A+A) x exp [-(A+A)^ ... (2)

It is clear that in such investigations particular attention must be paid to

very short decay times, specially if the capture constant is large, for the effect

of the negative mesons at large time intervals after stopping will be almost nil,

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

With a view to observing the variation of the mean life of the composite mix-

ture of mesons available at sea level with the atomic number of the absorbing

element, a set of experiments was carried out in this laboratory. The delayed

coincidence technique was utilised to register the decay electrons arising out of the

decay of the stopped //-mesons. The details of the electronic circuits and the

arrangement of the G.M. counters have been reported before (1954a). The experi.

mental results with the C, Al, S and Pb absorbers have been communicated

previously (19546). Since then we have made measurements with water and NaF

absorbers. Here we shall report these results.

(1) Water Absorber,

The thickness of the water absorber was so chosen that it was equivalent

to the sulphur absorber (results reported before) with respect to the stopping

power of the /^-mesons. 13.5 gms of water per square centimeter were used in thin

galvanized iron containers of area 2"x20''.

The results with this absorber have been plotted in figure. 1 on a semi-logarith-

mic scale. The points fit a single straight line which represents the decay curve

of a composite beam of mesons in the absorbing material, It is known from the

works of Panofosky, Aamodt and Hadley (1961) that the tt"” as well as

mesons, are very rarely captured by the hydrogen nucleus and hence oxygen

is the only effective element in the case of water absorber. It is noted that the

nature of the curves in the cases of absorbers of low atomic numbers, such as

carbon, (reported earlier) and oxygen
,
is the same, as in both the cases the com-

posite decay curves are registered upto the last point. This is expected since

the apparent mean lives of the negatives in these materials are not much less than

that of the positives which implies that the negatives were still available for

decay at 4.0 microseconds.

The composite mean life of the mesons is found to be 1.96:±:0.08 microseconds.

As the thicknesses of tho sulphur and water absorbers were equivalent as regards

the stopping power of the mesons, the same number of the positive mesons decayed
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in both the cases in a definite time interval. The numbers of decay electrons

on account of such decays were also the same in the two cases, since the thicknesses

of the absorbers and the number of G.M. counters in the delayed coincidence did

not alter. Any correction for the solid angle need not be considered and hence the

positive decay curve of sulphur has been drawn in figure 1 to represent the same in

water. By subtraction, the decay curve of the negative /^-mesons in water has

been obtained. The negative mean life comes out to be L80±0.19 microseconds.

The calculated capture probability is (0.90±0.85) x 10® per second.

Fig. 1, The decay curve of tlio composite and the negative /i mesons in water.

If the observed integral decay curves are extrapolated to the zero time, one

obtains the number of mesons available for decay in the time interval t = 0 to

t ^ 00 Corresponding to the positive decay curve, it represents the number of

me»n. stopped in the m.teri.1. In the c* of the negative, ,
bovver, . freetion

of the stopped pnrticies is enptnred hy the nucieus snd hence to get the

nnmber of the stopping mesons a mnitiphcation factor is to be in-

Wdneed. Since both the negative and the positive decay enrves^
Im^n in

this ewe, me have been aWe to «nd the rath, of the pomtive to Iho negative

•slow’ mesons and the value is 0.90±0.16.
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(2) NaF Absorber.

The arrangement of the apparatus was slightly altered for this absorber and'

a single absorber was used because large quantities of the compound were not

available in the laboratory. The configuration of the G.M. counters is shown

in figure 2. The number of counters in the delayed coincidence was reduced to six

(instead of nine in the case of other absorbers) contained in two trays and the ab-

sorber was placed in between. Fifteen pounds of powdered sodium fluoride was

taken in a thin galvanized iron container of area 2"x 20* square inches, for meson

absorption.

Fig. 2. The experimental arrangements of G. M. comiters in the case ofNaF absorber.

The plot of the data on a semi-logarithmic scale as shown in figure 3, yields

the composite mean life of the /<-mesons stopped in the material. It is seen from

the figure that the points corresponding to the delays of 3.8 and 4.0 microsecond

Tie above the composite decay curve even within the statistical errors shown.

It is possible that the contribution of the negative mesons to the decay electron

counting rates at these time delays is not so significant as it is for smaller values

of delay -times. The composite mean life is 1.82db0.09 microseconds.

‘ The relative number of captures of the negative mesons in a chemical mixture

should, according to Fermi and Teller, be proportional to the atomic number
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of the element. The validity of the Z law has been assumed by Ticho (1948)

for the Na and F atoms and he gives the effective Z value of the NaJ* compound

^Secs.

Fig. 3. Tho decay curve of the counposito beam of mesons in NaF absorber.

to be equal to 10,1 on this assumption. Thus the de:^ay curve in this absorber

is expected to yield practically tli(3 same as in an element of Z = 10.

CONCLUSION

The dependence of the composite mean life of mesons at sea level is obvious

from Table I, where our results, along w ith those of others are tabulated for com-

parison.

TABLE I

Composite mean life of mesons in different absorbers

Z .

Composite moan life of me.sonH

T± in microseconds at Authors

sea level 3,500 meters
lieight

16 1.48±0.0S — Biswas and Sinha (llHSb)

13 1.58±0.07 —
13 1.78 J;0.10 Tioho (1947)

12 1.70±0.10 Bonade and Sard (1949)

10 1.82-bO.OD — Pi’osfsnt Experiment

8 1.9r)±0.08 --

6 2.08i0.03
— Morewitz and Shamos (1953)

6 2.12±0.02 — Bell and Hincks (1952)

6 2.15±0.09 — Biswas and Sinha (1954b)

4 2.15±0.02 — Bell and Hincks (1952)

3 2.20±0.02 — t*
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For Z< 16, the value ofthe composite mean life increases as the atomic number

of the absorbing medium decreases and tends to attain a value equal to the mean

life of the positive mesons, 2.22 microseconds for Z<6. This shows that for Z<6,

the apparent mean life of the negative /t mesons is approximately the same as the

mean life of the positives.

Fig. 4 (a). Tho variation of tho composite moan life of M mesons with the atomic number

of the abfiorlier,

Fig, 4 (b). Empirical relation of with Z,
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It is seen that our results are in good agreement with those of others. In

figure 4(a), a curve has been drawn showing the Z dependence of the composite

mean life upto the values of Z = 16 (sulphur). In Fig. 4(b), only the results

of our experiments have been plotted agahist Z in the interval Z = 6 to

Z = 16, and it is shown that a straight line can be drawn through the points sug-

gesting the empirical formula

T± = 2.60— .066Z, microseconds in the range 6<Z<1().

The composite mean lives as detifrmined by Tieho (1948) and by Benado and

Sard (1949) in aluminium and magnesium respectively also fit the line as shown in

figure 4(b). Their results favour the empirical relation as obtained from our data.

As the experiments of Ticho and of Bcnade and Sard were carried out at an

altitude of 3,500 metres above sea le^el and since their results for the composite

beam are consistent with our findinis, it is jwssible that the j)ositive/negativo

ratio at a height of 3,500 metres may not be much different from that at the sen

level; otherw'ise the composite mean life which is dependent on this ratio would

not have followed a systematic variation as has been shown here. Hence it can

be mentioned that the phenomenological thcoi'y of Puppi and Dallaporta (1952)

on the assumption of the constancy or a slow variation of th(‘ ratio with altitude

gets a support from these observations.
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FREQUENCY OF THE THREE-PHASE R-C COUPLED
OSCILLATOR

PART L Non-reactive anode load resistance.

By H. RAKSHIT akd M. C. MALLIK

Bengal Engineethnq College, Howeak

(Received for publication, September 14, 1956)

ABSTRACT. When the throe stages of the conventional throe-phase R-C oscillator

are identical, the oscillaL-ions normally produced are of radio frequency Q—^SjRC where

R and C are the tuning re.si stance and capacitance. This simple formula holds when the

anode load rosistanoo is non-reactive and the cathode impedance is zero. When these condi-

tions are not satiffiod the expression for frequency becomes much more complicated.

The case) of finite cathode impedance of varied nature when anode load resistance is

non-roactivo is discussed in the present paper. Results of experimental observations are

ako given. It has bean found that a capacitativ^o cathode impedance causes an increase

while an inductive cathode circuit causes a dooroase in frequency over the kJZjRC value.

A purely resistive cathode impedance does not affjct the frequency in any way.

INTRODUCTION

It was shown in a previous communication (Rakshit and Bhattacharyya,

1946) that the conventional circuit of the three-phase R-C oscillator, with compo-

nents selected for producing audio frequency oscillations, invariaMy generates

radio frequencies by virtue of the stray and inter-electrode capacities. Such a

three-phase oscillator can be made to generate audio frequency oscillations only

with certain modifications introduced in the simple circuit. When the three

stages are identical such as shown in figure 1, it has been shown that the oscillations

produced are of radio frequency given approximately by

... (1 )

where R is the effective anode load resistance taking the effect of grid leak of the

next stage into account, and C is the sum of Cj the external tuning condenser

and Cf the total stray and interelectrode capacity across C^. In practice, the three

condensers of the three stages are replaced by a three-gang condenser between

the common ground line and the three anodes.

In deriving equation (1) the anode load resistance R was assumed to be purely

resistive and the a.c. impedance of the cathode-to-ground circuit was assumed

to be negligibly small. The present paper gives an account of the influence of

534
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cathode impedance on the frequency of the generated osoillationB. The assump-
tion of non reactive load resistance is justified when it is of the carbon or metallised
type. When small resistances are used for generating vei^^ high frequencies it has

been found (Hakshii and Mallik, 1953) that the inductances associated with the

load resistances are responsible for increasing the effective load and gain and hojice

for maintaining the oscillation. In fact the highest frequencies have been oldained

with small wire-wound resistances as load.

CATHDDK IMPKJJAN(^K A N J) ITS 10KF1C(’T

The impedance of the cathode circuit ol’an oscillator valve is composed of the

cathode lead inductance in series with the parallel (Hmibiuatioi\ of cathode

biasing resistance and the by-pass condenser i\. For operation at sufficiently

high frequencies, if a suitable mica condenser is used for by-pass, the cathode

impedance may approximately be represented by figure 2(a). For operation at^

comparatively low frequencies when a paper condenser is used for by-pass the

cathode impedance would be roughly as in figure 2(b), because a paper condenser

is usually associated in series with its capacitance some inductance which may

not be negligible. In general, therefore, the cathode circuit impedance may be

represented by a very small resistance r in series with a reactance X, as shown in

figure 2(o), or the parallel equivalent as in figure 2(d) where the admittance Y

is the sum of conductance and susceptance It may be noted in this con-

nection that this impedance will have appreciable magnitude at frequencies w^ell

above or well below the self resonance frequency of the cathode circuit. Again,
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for the same working frequency the influence of the cathode impedance will increase

with decrease of anode load resistance.

(O) (6) (c) (d)

Fig. 2

It can be shown (Sturley, 1949) that the effect of a cathode load Z* between

cathode and ground of a screen-grid or pentode amplifier is to cause a reduction

in the effective anode load Zgff in the form

Z.
Z,

‘F - 1+pA-
... (2 )

where Zq is the actual anode load, Zj. is the cathode-ground impedance and

is the mutual conductance of the amplifier valve. This expression for Z^ff

holds good when the screen is decoupled to cathode. When, however, the screen

is decoupled to ground, a voltage is developed across Z^ due to variations in screen

current and the effective anode load then becomes

7 ^0
... (3)

where gt being the screen current-grid voltage slope conductance.

In the case of non-aligned-grid valves, is approximately 1.26g^„,. Since Z^ff

is dependent upon it is obvious that the frequency of oscillations of the three-

phase oscillator will also be affected by the presence of Z*.

. In addition, the presence of also affects the grid input admittance. It

has been shown [Sturley, 1949] that whereas nprmally the grid input admittance
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is w Cgi-, the effect of 2!j. is to introduce across the input a parallel combination of

Rg and Cg given by

^0-
'Bg,(0,Bg,~gM

and p _ ^'vk\.(^k{^k+9k)'^-Bk[Bgf.-^Bji)]
" “ (G't+fe)‘T(S,7+5^?

"

where is grid-cathode capacitance

and Bgt = <^Og^.

It will be seen that the effect of on input resistance is appreciable only

when the working frequency is high and the effect on input capacitance is appre-

ciable when the tuning capacity is small. On the whole, the anode load resistances

for which the results have been reported (Table IV) are such that the high fre-

quencies are generated, and hence the effect of is appreciable, only when the

tuning capacity is small.

The effect of cathode impedance on the frequency of oscillations, in so far as

change of anode load is concerned, is discussed below for a few typical cases. The

effect due to change in input impedance will be considered in connection with

the results given in Table TV.

EFFECT OF CATHODE IMPEDANCE ON
OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY

When the anode load resistance is non-reactive,

Zg = Rlil-hjtvCB)

and
B

\l+ju>CR){l-\-gkZ^) (1 +?*(»
... (6)

In any practical case, the resistive component (r) of the cathode impedance is negli-

gibly small compared with the reactive component (X) except near senes reronanM

frequency of the cathode load. In general, we may re-write expression (5) m the

form

_ ... (6)^0// - {i+g^r~0OBgtX)+j\!^CR(l-\-gtr)+^

The phase angle (6) of the load is obviously given by

. , -[<.CB{l+gur)±g,Xl ... (7 )

tan 0

and the stage gain {A) by

9mB ••• (8)
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Oscillations arc maintainetl when /1>1 and the frequency of the oscillations is

{riven by tan 0 = — y/ 3 [Rakshit and Bhattacharyya, 1946]. The frequency in

the present case is thus {{iven by

<oCBil+gtr)+gtX _
\+g,r-<^CltgtX -V-^ (9)

When the reactive component (X) of the cathode impedance is negligibly

small, i.e. very near series resonance frequency of the cathode circuit, the

frequency is given by

(fiCR = 3 or 0)= 3/5(7, as in equation (1).

It will be noted in this connection that when the anode load resistance is non-

rcactive, the oscillation freciuency is the same whether the cathode impedance is

zero or is a pure resistance.

When the working frequency is higher than the resonance frequency of the

cathode circuit, the cathode impedance is inductive and we may put X =
L' being of course a function of the frequency . Equation (9) then becomes

mCR(l+g^r)+gkmL' _
i+(hr-<^^ORgy.L’

^ -
W^ROJ^'

-.[nR{\+g,r)+g,L']+[CR{}

{CR(l+g,r)+g,L'f\

2^/3RCg^L'

when l2GRgf^.L'(l-\-gj^r) ^ {GR{l+g/i.r)-\-gf^L'}^, Hence, as a first approximation,

In the limit, if g^r

V3

rc+m^
l+9'k»-

1,.= (
11

)

It will be noted from equation (11) that the presence of inductance L' in the cathode

circuit causes a reduction in the oscillator frequency, the deviation from the

\/35C7 value being greater with increase in L\ i.e. with increase in workingfre-

quency above the cathode resonance frequency.

When the working frequency is less than the cathode resonance frequency,

the cathode impedance becomes capacitative and we may put X = — 1 /(oO',

Substituting this value of X in (9) , we get

_ ^/l[C\\+g,r)+g,RC]+[Z{G\l+gj,r)^^
^

2C(7'5(l+?4.r)
(
12

)
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^ V'5[C"(l+gky)H-gvi?C*1

00'R{l+gi.r)

since in any practical case g^R(f ^ As a first approximation therefore

0)= y? 4-
I

_ 9k
RC (r{l +gj^.r)

^
+.(7^.r) +g^.RO]

In the limit, if g^r 1 , we have

0) ^^V3gk^ Ok

Rc^ r ^^/^+gj^Ra) (13)

Equations (12) and (13) show that wheA the cathode circuit becomes capacitative,

the oscillator frequency is higher than tiiat given by the simple formula m= y/^ijRC

The deviation from the y'3/JSO value Increases with decrease in effective cathode

circuit capacity 0' i.e., with decreased?! operating frequency below the cathode

resonance frequency.

Condition for maintenance of oscitiaiion: Equation (8) for A shows that for

all practical purposes since the terms involving (jj, are negligibly small compared

with the other terms, the maintenance condition becomes approximately

A ^ Omfi
... (14)

When cathode impedance is zero, and the condition becomes

g„,R^2 ... (16)

When cathode impedance is inductive, uy<y/^IRC according to equation

(11). This shows that for a fixed anode load resistance, when the cathode circuit

is inductive, oscillations can be maintained for a value of less than that required

when the cathode impedance is zero. In other words, since cathode circuit is

inductive for higher operating frequencies obtained with smaller values of jj, the

inductive cathode enabies oscillatioiis to be maintained with values of R lower

than that given by g^R == 2. For a given i?, therefore, the lower the tuning

capacity the higher is the generated frequency and hence higher is the gain, i.e.,

the lower the tuning capacity the greater is the amplitude of the oscillation

maintained.

When, however, the cathode impedance is capacitative (aCR > -v/.! according

to equation (13) and hence a value oig^^ greater than 2 is required for maintenance

of oscillations.

p:xpehimental observation

h

DeiermiTiatiou of stray capacity (wross the extenud tuning condenser.

The total tuning capacity consists of (i) the external timing condenser and

(ii) tqe stray including interelectrode capacity across it. This has been estimated
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by plotting I// against external tuning condenser as was done originally by Rakshit

and Bhattacharyya (1946). For this the anode load resistances are to be such

that the formula a)=y'3/ii/7 holds without any appreciable error. This corres-

ponds to OM ^ gj^lj in case of inductive cathode circuit and to CB <0i C'lgi^

in case of capacitative cathode circuit. From measured values of L' and G' as

described below and with the usual values of tuning condensers it is found that the

required conditions are satisfied when the anode load resistances are not less than

about 1000 ohms or so.

A number of carbon type resistances with nominal value of 1000 ohms were

therefore measured and three of equal magnitude were selected for use as anode

load resistances in the oscillator. The oscillator valves were also selected by actual

measurements with voltages same as those to be applied in the oscillator. The

cathode by-pass condensers were also selected by measurements as described

in section 2 below.

With valves and components thus selected, the generated frequencies for dif-

ferent values of the external tuning capacity were measured as given in Table I.

TABLE I

r»ad Resistance JBj == 1,071 ohms; B^ = 33,000 ohms.

Dial reading
of the
variable

onpaoitor

Capacity of
each section of
the three-gang
condenser in

UptF

Observed
frequency
in Mc/r.

I

/ww*/«

2465 494 0.520 1.023

2300 440 0.5728 1.746

2100 ,372 0.6605 1.514

1000 306 0.7742 1.292

1700 250 0.9206 1.086

.1600 . 200 J . 1063 0.9000

10 107 1 . 7688 0..567

SOo^ RO 2.199 0.465

500 4r> 3.028 0.329

200 18 4.529 0.221

000 9.5 5.500 0.182

•The plot of 1// against external tuning capacity is a straight line as shown in

iigure 3. The intercept on the negative side of the capacity axis gives the total
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stray and interelectrode capacity {C,) which in this particular case is found to
be 40 jii/if.

2. Measurements on the cathode circuit.

In order to ascertain the validity of tlie working forniuJa in any })articular

case it is necessary to estimate th(^ constants and Lj of the (cathode circuit

as given in figure '1(h).

I'he capacity of the cathode by-pass condenser was estimated from moasin e-

nient with I kcj/s bridge at which the self inrluctanee v'oiilrl not produce any

appreciable effect on the measured value of

The value of was determined by resonance method working at a frecpiency

much higher than the self resonance frequency of the cathode by-]>ass condenser.

The equivalent inductance of and in series at a frequency t» is obviously

given by

= Li -

When ig ^ is approximately equal to L^. From measurements

of Lfq at 13, 20 and 23 Mc/s the average value of L.^ came out in a typical case to

be approximately 0.1/iH. From such measurements on a number of by-pass

condensers, three were selected having almost identical values of and (\.

For. measurement of the self resonant frequency of the cathode circuit

was first estimated in the following way. As explained earlier, when the worTiing
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frequency is higher than the cathode resoiiAnoe frequency, the obsenred fiequeiu^

should be less than the y'S/iJO value as given in equation (10). On the other

hand, when the working frequency is less than the cathode resonance frequmoy,

the observed frequency would be higher than the ‘\/%IBC value as given in equa*

tion (12).

If therefore the difference between the observed frequency and that calculated

from the y/^jRC formula is plotted against observed frequency, we should get a

curve crossing the observed frequency axis at a point which gives the self reson-

ance frequency of the cathode circuit. To get the desired result it is obvious that

the anode load resistance of the oscillator should be so chosen as to be able to

generate frequencies both above and below the cathode resonance frequency.

In calculating the frequency from the -y/SIBC formula, the value of R was

naturally taken to be the parallel combination of actual anode load resistance aud

grid leak of the next stage. Furthermore, the working conditions were so ad-

justed, especially by controlling with the cathode bias resistance that the grids

of the oscillator valves were not driven positive.

The results for three different load resistances are given in Table II.

TABLE n

Actual Effective Tuning Observed Calculated Jo
Looii Load Capacitance Frequency Frequency

Il(^istaneo Resistance including in Mc/s. given by ill Ko/s.

in Ohm8 in Ohms strays

in MM y
f \/3

M, H C Jo 27r(7/^

606 595.07 534 0.900 0.8675 32.5

480 0.993 0.965 28

412 1.144 1.124 20

346 1.353 1.338 15

290 1.603 1.598 5

240 1.924 1.930 -- 7

120 3.785 3.860 75

462 455.62 534 1.168 1.133 35

480 1.284 1.260 24

412 1.481 1.469 12

346 1.752 1.748 - 4

290 2.066 2.086 20

240 2.482 2.52] 39

393 388»37 534 1.364 1.329 35
• 480 1.502 1.478 24

412 1.729 1.723 6

346 2.028 2.051 ~23
290 2,387 2.447 60
240 2.863 2.967 94

The plots of the difference between the observed and calculated frequencies i^jainst

the observed frequency for these three cases are given in figure 4. It will be
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noted that eacli of them cuts the observed frequency axis at approximately the

same point. The self resonance frequency of the cathode circuit may therefore

be taken as 1.75 Mc/s without appreciable error.

\

4

In order to estimate it may be noted tliat tlu*^ calbode ciniuit is approxi-

mately as depicted in figure 2(1)) ,
the cathode l)y-])ass rcsisiainr H, being above

200 o'htns. From the reactance values of the series combinalion of L^, and f's

as given in Table III it will be obvious thal within Ibe freipiency range l-IOMc/s,

u,L.^ l/wt.'s « 2(Kb

TABLE 111

Mc/s.
‘

' 1

wr.

I
2.4G2

•> ().:u>4

O.S4 4

] i.7.43

r> ;i.24G

s t . {yM\

10 .“) 5)71

\2 7 . 271)

14 s . r>7:}

IG 1) . K.7H

As a first approximation, tlierofore, wc can neglect the effect of It, m finding the

reactance X of figure 2{c). The error involved in such approximation will corn-

paratively be large in the case of the lowest ami the highest frecp.enc.es. The

6
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following data will give an idea of the error in any particular case. At w— 27r X iO®,

the series equivaJeiit oi‘ L.j, and capacity of reactance 2.49 ohms, while

th(‘ nvaetance of th(‘ exact eciuivalent is 2.49 ohms—this corresponds to anode

load resi8tanc(‘ (iOO ohms with increased to 1000 ohms t-o avoid ])ositive grid

drive. Again, at the higher frequency limit of w - 27rx lOx 10^, the series equi-

valent is an indu(*tance of reactance 9.85 ohms, while the reactance ol the exact

equivalent is 9.82 ohms—this corresponds to anode load resistance 270 olnns with

Ej, == 210 ohms. On an avcrag(N therefore, the error in neglecting the shunting

(4fc(*t of is extremely small. Hence for all pracjtic^al purf)oses the cathode^

circuit may he taken as composed of L.y and (\j, all in s(‘rics. From the valiK'

of Co cathode resonance frequency of 1.75 Mc/s, L^-\ h, comes out to be

0.102////, giving the value of to be 0.002 /^//. This agrees closely witli the value

of />! as calculated from th(' dimensions of the (cathode lead of a broken valve of

the same type and make as the oscillator valves.

V. () M V A \{ ISON () () H S K K V K I) A N I)

C A L (' U L A T I) K K F Q V F N 0 T F S

The observed frequencies under different operating conditions, tlu' calculated

frequencies and the various factors involved in the calculation arc given in Tabl(‘

IV. It will be noted that in order to ensure proper working conditions the cathofle

bias had to b(‘ comparatively larg(‘r for higher load resistances and accordingly

also changed. Furthermore, f/)r the same load resistanc(\ the cathode bias

had to be slightly increased for the lowest tuning capacities since the gain and

hence amplitude of (Oscillations tend to increase with decrease in tuning capacity.

As point(*d out earlier, tlu' ('ffcct on frecjueiu'V due to Zj^ causing change' in

input impedance is ex])e(*-ted to be appreciable only when the tuning (capacity is

small. For each load resistance the frequencies for tuning capacities 49.5 and

120///// have therefore been calculated by taking this effect into accHmnt. The

change of input capacity due to is maximum when load resistamr and timing

capacity ai’c botli small. The reductioji in input capacity when the load ivsis-

tance is 272.48 ohms, and tuning capacity 49.5///// is only 0.2/////. The changt‘ in

(\j for all other cases is therefore negligible and hence the changi' in iiqout (*onduc-

tanc(^ alone has been taken into account.

It will be seen from Table IV that the calculated frequencies are almost

equal to the observed values. In all the cases //,^r has been found to be 1

and hence wlum the ciathode cii'ciiit is capacitative the frequency has bec'n ('alcu-

lated from eijuation (12). F'or the inductive cathode, ecpiation (11) has been used

whenever (()R-\ fjj^.L')- ^ \2(^Rgj^.L\ otherwise e(|uation (10) has been used. In

some cases the values according to both the equations have been shown to give

an itiea of the error in using the simple formula (ll). The frequencies obtained

from equation (11) are greater than those from the complete formula (10) which
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are nearer to the observed fre(|neneies. In f'eneral, the diffeieiuH' l)(>t\voen tlu'

values from (10) and (11) inereases with increasing frequency and luaiee for the

high frequencies it is essential to use the complete formula.

(’OX CL os ION

The effect of cathode impedance on the frecjuency of the three-phase R-C

oscillator when the anod(' load resistances are ])nvely resistive has been discussed

in the present jiaper. From a eomparisf)!! of the ()b.HeT'vt'd fi‘e(pienei('S and the

values given by the simple equation (Table IV) it will he notie('d that

the cathode impedance considerably intbieiu^es the fretiueney of the generated

oscillations when the working fre()ueney is high. The (|uestion of reactive anode

load resistances will form the subject matter of a subseciuent eomniunieation,

A (' K N O W li E 1) 0 M E N T
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ON ULTRASONIC WATTAGE AND SPECTRAL
NUMBER RELATIONSHIP
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)

ABSTRACT. An ('X])(>rimental study has been made l)etweeu the input wattage and
tiu' inaxiniuiii number of speidral orders for different coils and diffenmt c.ircuits. The
natiin' of variation of the oi’der nuiufHa* against the wattage* is described by an empirical

M^lation of the form w —
\ cn'^. It has beem observTd that the relation otitained by

Hainan and Nag(*ndra. Nath, when suitably analyse'd, is in com])letc accord with tlie exjien-

mental results. A possible* re »or unit at ion of Kan an and Nagendra Nath’s tlaHiretical relation

te) suit this aspe*e*t of ultrasonic stuely has been sugge'sleel.

I NT HO I) V C T1 0 N

The (liffniction sjieotra of ulinisonio waves obtained by the method of

Debye and Sears ((1932) hav(‘ been stn<lied from varioiiK aspects. Bar (1932)

studied the spectra criticjally from various asj)ects and incidentally ost<iblished

that the sound intensity leads to the gradual appearance of the spectra of higher

orders. Barnan and Nagendra Nath (1936) gave a general theory of the intensity

relationship of the spectra of different orders, which showed that higher orders

of spectra are expected with greater sound intensity. A definite relation between

the sound intensity and the observable spectral numbei' was not easily derivable

from the above theory and no definite experiment to formulate the relationship

has been tried.

It is well known that it is difficult to have an exact measure of the ultra-

sonic energy in a liquid. It is, however, easily possible to have a measure of

the relative ultrasonic energies from either the input or the output energies of

the oscillating circuit, assuming that the conversion factor between input and

output and also between output and ultrasonic energy remains unchanged.

That such a constancy of the conversion factor holds good, will be apparent from

the discussion afterwards. It was also checked by observing a linear relation

between the input wattage iuid the output power measured by an absorption

wave meter, placed at a definite position relative to the oscillatory circuit.

According to expectation it has been observed by us that the number of

spectral orders increases gradually with the input wattage. The experimental

relation between the wattage and the observed spectral number has been found,

548
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ill tiie tollowing, to he of the form tr= bn^-{-cn^ whore ' w' is the i?iput eleetrieal

wattage, ‘i?' the number of oh-ierved speetra and and 7-' are (‘nisi ants of

the circuit and the system. It lui'i been further possible to examine the relation-

ship between wattage and spectral number from the standpoint of Raman's

theory and it has been shown that there is exact correspondence bt‘tween the

expectation from this theory and the experimental results, tiiroughout the rangt‘

of variation of wattage, at different frequencies and with different oscillatory

circuits. Incidentally this shows the possibility of reorientation of Ra-maii ajid

Nath’s relationship to connect ultrasonics power or ndractive index variation

with the observed spectral number.

K X V K K I M K N T A L A K It A \ (J K M K X T

The experimental arrangement comprises of the method ol‘ production of

intense ultrasonic beams at different frecpiencies, the arrangement of variation

of input electrical wattage and the method of obser ving diflraciion ])a.tt(*rn by

ultrasonics.

For the prodiniion of ultrasonic beams at different frecpiencies a pie/.()-

electric (piartz of natural f’n'quency of I mega was vibrated to its higb(‘r odd

harmonics by the aid of electric oscillations of an electric geiu'rator.

The electric generator (*onsistod of a full wave rc'ctilier ami an oscillating cir-

cuit of the Hartley type. Th(‘ oscillating (*ircuit v\’a^ mad(‘ up of an adjustable

self induction and a variable condenser. It was tuned to tlu* natural fre(juen(\v

of the (piartz and to its higher odd overtones by varying the capacify and tin*

tapjiings in the coil. Whenever a ])articular overtone was not oblainabh* by t apj)-

ing from the scoj)c of the winding of the coil, the i^oil was re})lac(Ml by a new om*.

To obtain lower harmonics with a particular coil if was also sometinu's lu^irssary

to extend the range of the (capacity by joining a new ca])acily in paralltd with

it.

We used a Ibb-watt generator. When used with full power the input was

110 V. A(^ To vary the [)ower of vibration of the (juartz, the input voltage to

the power transformer only was varied, thus changing th(‘ irqiut wattage* with

the help of a variable rheostat. An accurate voltmeter in parallel and an

accurate amtmder in series were connected to measure tin* input wattage* a(‘(m-

rately. The filament of the oscillator was heated by a separate transformer.

The vibrating quartz was put inside a rectangular glass vessel, filled up

with pure transparent kerosine. The vessel was suitably covered with a glass

plate to minimise evaporation. It was placed on a prism table of a Hp(*ctromet(*r.

The ultrasonic beam inside the liquid was illuminat(*d with the profwuly eolli-

mated light of a monochromatic sodium lamp. The* relative y)ositious of the

collimator, the glass vessel and the quartz were undisturbed during the experi-

ment to ensure constant condition of visibility of the spectra. The cpiartz wa.s
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])liice(l in suoli a way that the diffraction spectra became symmetrical with

r(*ferenc(‘ to the undeviat(Ml ray. The s])ectra were ()l)Ker\e(l l)y the telesco})e

of the s})e(^trometer from the opposite.-face of the vessel.

E X V E R 1 M E N T A L \{ E S V L T S

The* cinMiit was timed to the condition for the a])pearan(^e of maximum

mimlx^r of s])(*ctr{i ibr each observation with different \vatt‘iges and with different

fr('(|uencic*s.

Jt was, how(W(U‘, noticed that tin* (*ouj)linj^ of the differently wound coils

with the condense*?’, aftecte'd (U)nsidejably the appea!'cMie*e of s])eedj’a, even for

the same fre‘que‘ji(w anel wattage. Te) emphasise on this difference* we toeik two

se^ts of eibservations with twe) different eioils. One was a thin stee*l e;oil, wound

e*l()sely on silieui base. The* other was thick cop])er (*oil in air, wounel with wide

sjiaejings. The formen* e*.oil ^ave greater number of s])ectra i.e*., seiund intensity,

than the* lattei* lor the same* input wattage* ami the freejuency. A clear (*om-

jiarison can be inade between tlK*m from the tables. So the euiujding c.emelition

is observeel to be an intlueuKung facteir in sjieedi-a-input wattage relationship.

With the* thin coil which showe‘d a. lai*ge*r number of spectra, we simply countesl

the number ol s))e‘ctra tor different, steps eif wattages. It was eliffienilt in sue*h

a case to adjust the wattage so that spectra wendd appear one* by eine. Wit.h

the other type ol the* e’oupling, howeve*?*, the Jiumbe*r of sjiectra. was e*e)nside*ral)ly

Jess. Se) the wattage* was adjiisteel until a ])arthmhir order eif speet-ra just

appe*aiTel. II tor a. givem wattage the inte*nsity eif a jiarticular e)rde*r is visually

gre*ater than that, at tJie time* e)f apj)e*a.rance, it- was inr.rked w itli
j

and
| f

aceoreling te) the ce)nditie)n of tlie Intensity e)f the oreler. The re*aelings for two

eliffe*i*eut oscillating circuits are tabulate*el lielow :

TABLE J

Wattage-specti-a e)bservatie)iis with thin steel coil.

En*(|U('ncy Mf‘/s. Kroquemy / T) Mo/s.

No. of fnngos \\"at 1 ag('

(w)

N'o. of ft'injio-i

(«)

Watta^^o

M
<) 7.2 7 6.7

]1> 12 s 9.7

]() 18.7 9 14.

S

la lu IS 7

"I'l 40.2 11 2:i . (i

'l\\ o2 i;i ‘tKO

- -
IT) oS . 9
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TABLE II

Watt ago -Hpectra obstTvatioiiK with thick oc)p|)(M* coil.

/-’5 Mc/s, / 7 Mc>. / t) Mc;s. / 1 1 Mo/n / - UJ Mo's.

n tr n tr n a n tr n ir

2*

'

7 2 H r • 0 4

3 8 :{ 1 2 . (i 3 30 .>
ft(i

4 Hi

•>w

i 27 t <;o

()

Jn

n

•

)

(i

.7S

7U

7 72

Plotting tho number ot’sp(H*tra against wattage' for a partioular treejia'iicy,

a smooth ourvo was oblainod. For diftoront IVoepu'm'ie's. tlio omwc's l('1 aim'd

the same nature of variation. From tiu' nature' of tlu‘ ooive's it. ap|K‘ar(‘d that

the speeira-wattage' relationship is more or less of paraliolie nature'. On plotting

ir agaiuvst wiittage. wv observed that although with sinalh'r values oj the

relation is lijiear, with higher value's of the curves d(‘\ iat.(*d liom its straight

path towards wattage axis. This (l^viation w(‘nt on increasing witli higher

frecpieneies. This suggested that an term should als() be tak<*n in. It is

also evident from the increasing deviathm with tlu' tr(‘(jU('ney that the coefH(!i('nt<

of tr* wdll go oJi increasing with the fretpi(*ncy Thus. I he suggested ('inpirical

relation is w - bn^-t-cn^. This form of the r(‘lation is fitting the curve's thn>iigh-

out at different frecpiencies within the (*.\perinu*ntal error. Below, in tigun I

Fig. 1. Input wattage and fringe number graph. Graphs (1), (2), (3), (4). (ft) eoireBpond

io the fr^quonoioft ft. 7, 9. 11, 13 Mc/s. reqwvtivetr-

7
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and figure 2 we have drawn all the theoretical curves with the above relation

and experimental observations are indicated therein by points within small

closed circles.

Fig. 2. Input wattage and fringe number graph. Orapha (1), (2), correapond to the fre-

quncios SMo/s, 5Mc/s obtained with a different osoillatory unii.

The values of b and c went on increasing with the frequency. They

must, naturally, be some function of frequency or of the order of the harmonics

and also of the factors involving the constants of the circuit. A range of values

for b and c were found to be possible to conform to the experimental curve

at a definite frequency, within the range of experimental error. The variation

of c with the frequency was very rapid and it was observed that a smooth curve

between log c and the frequency limited very much the possibility of deviation

of c values, A mean curve between log c and the frequency is drawn in the

figure 3. This curve looked to be of logarithmic nature and loglog 100c being

plotted in the same figure 3, with a changed scaleof T-axis gave a linear curve.

Thus the relation obtained between c and frequency was given by log c=d+ke^
where / is the frequency and k, m, d are constants depending on the nature

of the circuit and the system.

Knowing the values of c for different frequencies, the corresponding values

of b were found out. They came within the range of value of b previously

determined.* These determined values of b gave a smooth relationship with

the frequency as shown in figure 4. The nature of the curve indicated a loga-

rithmic relation. .On plotting log 5 against frequency a straight line was

obtained as shown in the same figure 4.
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ThuH vve have h wliere A and B are con8tant»! clepending on other

iaetorH like k, and in. The determined values of 6 and c for different coils and

frequeneies are tabulated below :

TABLE TIT

Thick copper coil I'luii steel coil.

f in Me /s h r h . . r.

I 0 ai O.O40

a 0 as C.C78 9.0407 0.00234

C.48 0. 144 0.1 0.01

7 O.iil C.2C9

\) i) 77 9.832

1 1 C 9.7 4.2

la i 18 2<> 8

I) 1 s (' u s s 1 ON OK K K S V L T S

Ft han been already stated that Raman and Nageudra Nath’s thooiy is

apparently not suitable to give us a relationship between the spectral number

and the ultrasonic wattage or the change oi’ refractive index caused by it. This

is ])articularly bt*cause the theory gives us the intensity of the order numbei’

by the Bessel function J;^ (v) where v contains the refractive index variation

due to ultrasoni(is. Evidently from the form of the Bessel function, we shall

obtain for a particular value of a, various values of v to give th(‘ saim^ value

of intensity 7 (?;). Also for a particular value of r, w'e would have various values

of n to give the samc^ value of intensity. This would be apparent from a care-

ful study of the gra])hical representation of intensities of different orders for

various values of as given by Raman and Nath. Fn such a case of multiple-

x alued relationship on both sides, it is not easily possible to find a suitable rela-

tion between the total observed order number and the values of v. Tf, how-

ever, from the multiple-valued v values we select the minimum value to give

us the just observable intensity J'f^ (v) for the /i-th order, we would have a single-

valued H (jorrosponding to a single'* valued v and naturally there would exist

a. suitable relation between them. This does not seem to be an easy task.

Attempts are, however, being made here in this direction. To circumvent this

difficulty, we have studied the calculated intensity picture for different values

of V given by Raman and Nath and also by Levi (1936), on the basis of Raman

and Nath’s theory, and have obtained the minimum value of v for the appear-

anc’c of a given order number. On plotting these order numbers (appearing for
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the first time with increasing v values) against the v values, ue obtain a

curve between the maximum number of fringes and the values of v or the

refractive index change on the basis of Raman and Nath's theory. The single-

valued relationship between the /i-th fringe with the just observable intensity

and the minimum value of v suggested before would be the equation for the

above mentioned curve. Tliis grapli has been plottefl in Figs. 5 and 0, with

the help of the intensity diagrams of different orders foi* v^arious values of r as

given in the work of Raman and Nath and also of Levi. Since the ultrasonics

wattage is taken as proportional to the input wattage and also since ult.rasonic*

wattage may be justifial)ly taken to be pro])ortional to tlu‘ square of the pressure

change or to the square of the change of i*efractiv(^ index of the medium as has

been established by the work of Sandera (1936), we may consider that the v values

of Raman’s work may be replaced by where K ivS a constant tor a set up.

In accordance with Raman and Nath's theory, then, we should ex])e(5t that

the graph between the observed number of fringes and with a suitable

choice of K. should be identical with the graph mentioned abo^•(' between tr

values and the maximum number of fringes. The idejitity of our ex]>orimental

curves throughout the range of wattages for differcuit fr(H|nencies and different

coils with the curve obtained on the basis of Raman and Nath’s theory, will be

clear from a perusal of Figs. 5 and 6.

5 The pointH o, f h. lowest graph are taken fron, Hainan .nd Nngendra h ma-

«rammalk-ropr..«ontationofintt.n8ities»ndtho ainooth ourvo through ,hom have boon

Hhifted to dikrent scuIob of roproHontations, whore the points mdicoto the observed

fringe numbers against for dififerent frec,uencie8, The * values for 3.7,9 Mc,s.

are 0.6. 0.45. 0.28 respectively.
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In figure 5, the lowest curve is from Raman and Nagendra Nath’s diagram-

matic representation of intensity for various v values, the points being taken

from the records of the diagrams. The upper graphs have been drawn by shifting

the y-axis through unity in steps, to avoid confusion, as would be clear from

Fig. 6. The circles with points are taken from Raman and Nagendra Nath’s and also from

Levi’s diagrarnatic representations of intensities. The circles indicated as X and -j-

refei* to the observed values of fringe number against KtJwfoT the frequencies 3 and

5 Mc/s with a different coil. The k values are 3.24, 1.75 respectively,

the scales alongside. The continuous lines are again the curves from Raman and

Nath’s tabulated values and the points are plots of the observed numbers against

Ky/^ with adjusted constant K for different frequencies They have been

previously represented in Fig. 1 in a different way Similarly in Fig. 6 the full

curve is obtained from the minimum v values and the observed numbers from

Raman and Nath*s and also from Levi’s diagrammatic intensity relations, where

the points indicated as X and + are the plots of the observed numbers against

Ky/w for the 3 Mc/s and 5 Mc/s data respectively. These have been repre-

sented before in graph 2. As will be apparent from the graphs, fthe agreement

is remarkably good, which signifies that Raman and Nath’s theory is substan-

tiated completely on this aspect and in this range of experimental study. It

also establishes a linear relationship between input wattage, the output wattage

a4d the ultrasonic wattage, as otherwise the agreement would not have been

phtained.

The only drawback of Raman’s theory to deal with this aspect of the experi-

ments is the non-availability of a suitable relation donneotitij; the maximum
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number of fringes and the values of v or of the variation of refractive index.

It is also apparent from our empirical relationship that the relation between the

n values, obtaining a particular small fixed value of J*(r), and the minimum

V value should be reducible to the form t>= -v/Cn*+Z)»*. Otherwise an alter-

native relation should be found to describe the minimum v against observed

spectral number graph as obtained from Raman’s work. This w(tuld auto-

matically transform to the wattage against observed spectral number relation-

ship as described by the graphs 1 and 2.

It may be further pointed out that in the Ky/w values for different fre-

quencies and coils which identify with the v values of Raman and Nath’s theory,

the constants K lie in the range from 10 to lO'b As «i s given by the expres-

sion where I, the depth of light path through ultrasonic l)eam is about

2 cm in our experimental condition and A the wave length of light is about

6x10"® cm, we note that the conversion factor from the square root of input

wattage to the refractive index variation is of the order of 10"® to lO-*, This is

not an unexpected order of conversion faettor.
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RAMAN SPECTRA OF SOLUTIONS OF O-DICHLORO-

BENZENE IN METHYLCYCLOHEXANE

1). C. BISWAS

Jkdian Assoc iation for the Oiti-tivation of Science, Calcutta 82 .

{Received for publimtion an /September 30 1 VJ5o)

It was observed recently (Biswas, 1965) in an investigation on the Raman

spectra of diohlorobenzenes in different states and at different temperatures

that two intense lines appear at 469 cm~^ and 487 cm ^ in the Raman spectrum

of o-dichlorobeiizene in the liquid phase and when the lic^uid is solidified the

two lines are replaced by an intense single line at 478 ein‘h It was suggested

that the Ime 469 cm"^ might he due to dimers present in the liquid and the

corresponding line due to the single molecule was at 487 ( m~h As solvent inolo-

cules have much influence on molecular association in such a case it might be

expected that if the substaiu'e would be dissolv(»d in suitable solvents the relative

intensities of the two lines due to the monomer and the dimer r(^sp(»etively would

(change appreciably. Recently, methyle.yclohexane has been found to be a ver.y

good solvent for this purpose (Sirkar and Kastha, 1956) and therefore, th<»

Raman spectra of solutions of o-CeH4Cl2 in inethylcyclohexane have been investi-

gated to test the above hypothesis,

A comparison of spectrograms due to the pure liquid and the solutions ot‘

this substance in methylcyclolu^xaiu* reproduced in figure I shows that the

Pure liquid 40% Solution 20 % Solution

Fig. 1

solvent has great ixifluence on the relative intensities of the two lines mentioned

above. The integi*ated intensities of the two lines at 469 cm*^ and 487 are

668
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WJarly tke same in the Kaman speotram due to the pure liquid at 1
*

01)111 tempi'ra-

ture. The spectrogram due to a 40% solution of this substance in methyl-

cyclohexane shows that the intensity of the line 469 om~* is less than half that

of the line at 487 cm“^. When the strength is reduced to 20% by volume, the

line 469 cm“^ becomes broader and appears as a very weak and diffuse satellite

of the intense line at 487 cm'^ Again, on comparing the intensities of both

these lines with the line at 433 cm~^ it Ofin be seen clearly that the line 469 cm' ^

becomes mUch weaker and the line 487; om"‘ becomes relatively much stronger

when o-C#H4Cl2
is dissolved in methyl^clohexane. It is thus evident that in

dilute solutions of methylcyclohexone ithe Raman line at 487 cm“* becomes

stronger at the expense of the other linife at 469 cm"’.

The above results furnish conclusive evidence in support of the suggestion

(Biswas, 1955) that the line 469 cm- ‘ the liquid o-OjH4(nj is due to a dimer

and the line 487 cm-’ is due to the sanle mode in the single molecule. The line

487 cm-i was attributed to the vibratifin of the benzene ring of mtsle s* (Nor-

dhcim and Sponer, 1943). Tn the liquid state this vibration is intluenct*d by

the field of the neighbouring polar molecules of the substance and a second line

corresponding to the same mode in a dimer formed in the liquid state is pro-

duced at 469 cm The relatixe intensities of these two lines suggest that in

the liquid state at room temperature nearly 50'’/,
,
ol the molee\des jrn* in the

associated state. When the strengt-h of this solution is only 15';„ by volume, t he

number of associated molecules becomes negligibly small and the intensity of

the line at 469 cm -’ due to the dimer is reduced to a very low value.

One of the three lines in the neighbourhood of 2<MI cm ’ observed hi the

spectra due to w-dichlorobenzene, iw-chlorotoluene and m-bromotoluene was

attributed to dimers (Biswas, 1955). This line, however is found to iiersist even

in the case of very dilute solutions of tiu'se substances in mcthylcyclohexane.

An alternative assignment is, therefore, to be found as the line seems to be ( ue

to the single molecule.

In conclusion the author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to I'rol.

S, G. Sirkar, D.Sc.., F.N.I., for his kind help and guidance during the j)rogre.ss

of this work.
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ABSTRACT . The absorption spectra of thin films of o-and p-tolunitrile in the liquid and

the solid states at low temperatures have b06n studied and the results have boon compared

with those for the vapour state and for sotutions of these substances. Absorption spectra

of the substances in the vapour state have also been reinvestigated and the bands have been

reclassified. In the liquid state o-tolunitrile gives five broad bands with the 0,0 band at

35055 cm“J, while in the vapour state the 0,0 band is at 36780 cm'i and in the solid state at

— 180®C the bands become sharper and the 0,0 band shifts to 34841 cm*^ In the case of p-tolu*

nitrile in the liquid phase seven broad bands are obtained with the 0,0 band at 36771 cm"l,

while the 0,0 band due to the vapour is at 36208 cm-i. In the solid state the substance gives

nine bands with the 0,0 band at 35752 cm’*. Thus major change in the bands occurs with the

liquefaction of vapours, the 0,0 band shifting towards longer wavelengths in both the cases.

Such a shift may be duo to association of molecules in the liquid state. With solidification

and lowering of temperature to — 180®C, the 0,0 band shifts further towards longer wave*

lengths in the case of ortho compound but no such change takes place in the case of the

para compound. It is concluded that the shift observed with solidification of the ortho

compound may be due to larger dipole moment of this molecule than that of the para

compound.

INTRODUCTION

The ultraviolet absorption spectra of toluene {C,HjCHj) in the liquid and the

solid states were investigated by Swaray (1951). The influence of change of state

on the electronic energy levels of the molecule is evident from the presence of only

one band in the solid state at — 180°C, the other bands of the liquid state merging

into one another. Similar investigations were carried out on the ultraviolet

absorption spectra of many disubstituted benzenes in the solid state by Swaray

(1952,1953). In the case of o-, p-xylene at — 180®C he observed some new bands

which were not observed in the case of the liquid. These bands could be assigned

to vibration frequencies of the molecule. In the case of ortho dichlorobenzene

the excited state electronic energy level was found to split up into three compo*

nents with solidification and lowering of temperature to — 180®C but the para

compound did not show this effect. Such splitting was observed also in the case

of chloro and bromotoleune except the para compounds.

* CommuDicated by Prof. S. C. Sirkar.
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Aromatic nitriles contain Ch^N group and it is not known whether the inter-

molecular field in the solid state has large influence on the ultraviolet absorption

spectra of these compounds. Further it would be interesting to compare such

influence with that observed in the case of other substituted toluenes and to find

out whether the changes in the absorption spectra with solidification of the liquids

depend on the relative positions of the substituents as in the case of halogen substi-

tuted toluenes. The present investigation was, therefore, undertaken to study

the ultraviolet absorption spectra of ortho and para tolunitrile (GNCgH4CH3 )

in the solid state at — 18()^C to compare the results with those observed for the

liquid and vapour states of the substances. The absorj)tion spectra of these

substances in the vapour state have also been reinvestigated in order to compare

the results with those for the liquid state as the bands reported by Acly (11)28)

were not properly classified by him. The bands observed in the case of vapours

have been reclassified in the present investigation

X P E K 1 M E N T A J.

The liquids ortho and para tolunitrile supplied by Fisher Scientific

Co. (U.S.A.), were distilled four times uiider reduced pressure before being in-

troduced in the cell. The films pf ortho and j)ara tolunilrile that j)roduccd

absorption bands had a thickness of only a few microns. The absor])tion

spectra of ortho and para tolunitrile in the vapour state were photographed using

an absorption tub(‘ of length 50 cm and 14 mm diameter, quartz windows being

cemented to the tube with Araldite. For studying the a})sorption at low

temperatures, the brass frame containing the cell with the liquid was suspended

in a' Dewar vessel of fused silica containing some licpiid oxygen. The lower por-

tion of the brass frame was kept immersed in the liquid oxygen to solidify the subs-

tance, Liquid oxygon was replenished from time to time to keep it at a propm’

level in the vessel. The uj)W'ard drift of cold air prevented tlu^ condensation

of water vapour on the surfaces of quartz plates. The beam of light coming from

the hydrogen discharge tube was made parallel with a quartz lens and the cell

was placed in the path of the parallel beam. The transmitted light was focussed

on the slit by a second (|uartz lens. An exposure of about an hour w as necessary

to record the absorption spectrum of the solid.

A hydrogen discharge tube running at 3 K.V. served as the source of conti-

nuous spectrum. Spectrograms w^ere taken on Ilford TIP 3 films with a Hilgor

E 1 quartz spectrograph having a dispersion of 3 A.U. per mm. in the region

2000A®, An exposure of 15 minutes was required to record the spectra of liquids

and in the case of vapour the exposure was one and half hour. Iron arc was photo-

graphed on each spectrogram as comparison. Microphotometric records were

obtained with a self recording microphotometer supplied by Kipp and Zonen.

The frequencies of the bands were measured from these microphotometric records

in which the record of two known iron lines were taken as reference lines.
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RESULTS
The spectrograms of the vapour state arc reproduced in Plate XI,
The nii(*roph()tometrie records of the spectrograms due to the solid and liquid

states are given in figure\s 1 and 2. The frequencies of the hands arc given in

Fig,
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Tables I, II, III, IV with approximate relative intensities given as strong,

medium, etc. indicated by s, m, etc.

TABLE I

Absorption bands of ortho tolunitrile (CH3CflH4CN) in the vapour state

(prominent bands)

Wave no. Difference Assignment Wave no. Difference Assignment
in cm-i from 0,0 in cm-^ from 0,0

band band

35193 (w) --587 0-587 37232(ms) 1452 0+1452
0+ 493+ 967

35245(w) -535 0-535
37397(m8) 1617 0+414+1204

36319(w) -461 0-461
37632(mB) 1852 0+493^ 678x2

35394(w) -386 0-386

36780(b) 0 0,0 37024(m8) 2144 0H-678H 1452
0+ 493-1 678 f 907

36194(8) 414 04-414
38182(mft) 2402 0 + 1204 x2

36273(8) 493 04-493
38346(w) 2566 0 1 414+493+ 678

36458(8) 678 0+678
1
967

36747(8) 967 0+967 38619(w) 2839 0-1 678+ 967+1204

36984(8) 1204 0+ 1204 38914(w) 3134 0+493H 1204-1 1452

37090(m8) 1310 0+414x2+493 39107(w) 3327 0+414+ 967x3

37125(m8) 1345 0+2x678 3951 3(w) 3733 0+414x2+967x3

37191 (ms) 1411 0+414+493x2 39702(w) 3922 0+ 678x4+1204

TABLE II

Absorption bands of ortho tolunitrile in the liquid and solid states.

Liquid at 32°C Solid at— 180°C

Wave No,
cm’ A

Difference

from 0,0
band

Assignment Wave No.
cm-i

Difference
from 0,0

band
Assignment

35055(8)

(broe^)

0 0,0 34841(8) 0 0,0

35693(018)

(broad)

36100(8)
(broad)

638 0+638 36400(W) 559 0+ 559

1045 0+1045
35983(8)

36552(w)
(broad)

1142
1711

0+1142
0+559+1142

36726(mB)
(broad)

1671 0+638+1045 37114(w)
(broad)

2273 0+1142x2

37136(8)
(brc^) •

2081 0+1045x2 -
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0+678x4 + 1204

— 0 + 414X2+967X3
-» H) 2536?

— 0+ 414 +967x3

~ 0 + 493+1204
+ 1452

— 0+ 678 +967+1204

P+"''‘"V6?8+967

0+1204X2

1

- 0+ 493+678X2

0+414+1204

fO+493+9^7
10 + 1452

,0 + 4!4 + 493)<2

r^+ex678
I=r 0+414X2+493
I- 0+1204

0+967

0+678

I- 0+493
0+414

0,0

I

— 0-386

zUIJ
1—0-587

0 + 525X4+621X2

H»2S36S
|- 0+371X3+525+763X2

0+525X2 + 768X8

0 +371 +621 +2X 763

0 + 371+525 + 2 X763

0 + 525x3+763

0 + 371 + 525 x 2+ 521

0 + 621+525 +763

0 +371X3 + 681

0 + 371+621X2

0+ 2X763
0+J7I +525X2

0+371X2 +621

• 0+525+763

0+763

0+621

0+525

0+371

0,0

0-157

0-419
0-438

0-700
0-814

L'ltravii.lil ahviipii'in spedi.i

la) OilhD-tnlimilrilr Va|K)m al tO 1

(b) Para-lolimilrilc A'apmii al +0'(;
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TABLE III

Absorption bands of para tolunitrile (CH3CgH4(lN) in the vapour state

(prominent bands)

Difference Difference

Wave no. from 0,0 Assignment Wave no. from 0,0 Assignment
in cm 1 band in cm band

35394(w) -814 10 37814(m8) 1606 04 371 + 621x2

35508(w) -700 0-700 37917(108) 1709 0 + 371 x3 ( 621

35770(w) -438 0-438 38133(m«) 1025 0 1 621 -! 526 1 763

35789(w) -419 0-419
, 38247(m8) 2039 04 371) 525x24-

36051(w) -157 0-157 621

36208(8) 0 0,0 38531 (ms) 2323 0
1
525/3 1 763

36579(8) 371 0 ] 371 3861.3(m8) 2405 0 1
371 1

525
|

I
2 > 763

36733(8) 525 0 1 525
38732(m8) 2524 0

1
371 t

621

.36829(8) 621 0-1 621 1
2 763

36971(8) 763 0 f 763 387»0(w) 2582 0
1
525 / 2 |

763 X 2

37492(m8) 1284 0+ 525 1 763
39373(w) 3165 0 i 371 X3 1 525

37558(m8) 1350 0 -^ 371 y2 1 621 f7«3 > 2

37628(m8) 1420 n U71( 525/2
.39535(w) 3327 04 525x4 1 621 x2

37738(018) 1530 0 f 763x2

TABLE TV

Absorption bands of para tolunitrile (CH3CBH4CN) in tlie liquid and solid

states

Liquid at 32®r Solid at — IHO'^C’

Wave No.

cm-‘

Difference

from 0,0

band
AHsignmeni Wave No.

cm ’

Difforence

from 0.0 AsHignmeiit

band

36771(8) 0 0,0 35752(H) 0 0,0

(broad)
36I23(w) 371 0)371

36513(8)

(broad)

742 Of 742
36492(B) 740 0 * 740

36953(8) 1182 0^1182 36948(m8) 1106 0 11106

(broad) 37232(m8) 1480 0-1-740x2

37245(8)

(broad)

1674 0+2x742
37612(m8) I860 0+371 + 740x2

37684(w) 1913 0+742+1182 37696(ni8) 1944 04 740+1196

38133(w) 2362 0+1182x2 37962(w) 2210 04 740x3

38446(w) 2674 0+2x742+ 1182 38339(w) 2587 04 371-1-740x3
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DISCUSSION

O’^Tohmitrik—
Ultraviolet absorption bands of o-tolunitrile in the vapour state were reported

by Acly (1928) and assignments of the bands made by him according to the fol-

lowing two series

Scries I — 35769+(p'— 970—50po+(9'—?o)300
Series II — 36645 -{-(p'—po) 970—5Op0-|-(g'— grjj)300+(r'— rg) 716

In the present investigation, the intense band at 35780 cm~^ is taken as the

0,0 band. On the longer wave length side of this band there are some feeble bands

which can be assigned as 0—386, 0—461, 0—535, 0—587, the corresponding fre-

quencies of the Raman spectra of the liquid (Magat, 1936) being 385 cm“^, 457

cm^^, 541 cm~^, 591 cm“^ There are however strong companions on the red

side and in the immediate neighbourhood of some of the main band heads.

These are probably due to transitions. Progressions of excited state

frequencies 414, 493, 678, 967 and 1204 cm"^ have been observed. An

alternative assignment of some of the bands has also been made showing 1452

cm~^ as an excited state vibration frequency. This frequency has been observed

in the case of p-dichlorobenzene by Anno and Matubara (1955),

In the liquid state five bands have been found, the 0, 0 band being at 35055

cm“^. The rest of the bands represent progressions of excited state frequencies

638 cm“^ 1045 cm”^ and their combination and harmonics. It is found that

0, 0 band shifts towards longer wavelength side by 725 cm^^ with the licpiefac-

tion of vapour. Such a shift may be explained on the supposition that strong

intermolecular field acting on the molecules in the liquid lowers the excited elec-

tronic energy state. The broadness of the bands in the liquid state may be due

to fluctuation of the intermolecular field caused by thermal motion of molecules.

Three bands in solution have been reported by Purvis (1915) at 35078 cm~^, 35960

cm”^ and 37026 cm~^. The first band seems to have shifted very slightly towards

the shorter wavelength side from the position of theO, 0 band in the liquid state.

This shows that intermolecular field in the solvent has the same influence on the

energy state as that in the case of pure liquid. Frequency differences 882 cm“^,

1948 cm~^ observed in the case of the solution are not observed in the case of the

vapour or the pure liquid. The excited state vibration frequencies 638 cm“i

and 1045 cm"^ observed in the case of pure liquid do not agree with those observed

in the case of the vapour. When the liquid is solidified and cooled to — 180°0

the 0, 0 band shifts to 34841 cm”^ and progressions of excited state vibration

frequencies 569 cm“^ and 1142cm-^ are observed. These frequencies again are

different from those observed in the case of either the vapour or the liquid.

These changes in the excited state vibration frequencies with change of state

clearly indicate the influence of intermolecular field on the excited state

vibrational energy levels. The changes observed in these frequencies with
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solidification further show that when the molecules are oriented regularly in

the crystal, the intermolecular field is quite different from that experienced

by the molecule in the liquid state.

When these results are compared to those due to chlorotoluenes (Swamy,

1952) it is found that the splitting up of the energy levels with solidification ob-

served in the ease of chlorotoluenes does not take place in the case of tolunitriles.

Also the shift of the 0, 0 band with solidification is tow’ards the longer wavelength

side in the present case but in the case of chlorotoluenes or bromotoluenes the

shift is towards the shorter wavelength side. Thus the group C-- N as a substi-

tuent has an influence on the energy levels in the excited state which is different

from that observed in the case of a halc^en atom used as the substituent. These

latter atoms seem to bring a drastic change in the energy level in the solid state

at low temperatures.

P‘T(dunitrile—
The ultraviolet absorption bands of p-tolunitrile in the vapour state were

reported by Acly (1928) and the bands assigned according to the following two

series:

Scries r - 26755

Series 11 — 27l02+(p' i^)765 ^Hp^
j
(r/ -

Hence in Series J he took 36755 cm-^ as the frequency of the 0,0 band. It

is observed in the present investigation, however,that there is a band at 36208

cm"^ which is not much weaker than the band at .36733 (?ni ' and the frequency/

differeniH* is 525 cin-i. if the latter band were taken as tht‘ 0,0 band the former

would have to be assigned as 0-525 but the population of molecules in excited

vibrational state of this frecjiiency cannot be so high. So the band at 36208 cm ^

has been taken as the 0,0 band. Some feeble bands observed on the longer wave-

length side of the 0,0 band can be assigned as 0-157, 0-438, 0-419, 0 -700,

0— 814. These correspond to the frequency shifts of HH, 437, 410, 7t)5, 819 ein ^

found in the Raman spectra of p-toluiiitrile (Magat , 1936).

In the liquiO state seven broad bands, witli the 0,0 liand at 35771 (mr’, are

given by the substance. The 0,0 hand is found to have shifted towards longer

wavelength side by 437 crn'i on the liquefaction of vapour. The n^st of the bands

can be assigned to transitions with progressions of vibration frequencies of 742

cni'^ and 1182 rm-h The shift in the 0,0 band and change in the excited state

vibrational frequencies taking place with liquefaction may be due to association

of molecules through virtual bands in the liquid. Purvis (1915) studied the ab-

sorption spectrum of solution of the substance and reported three hands at 3..831

em-^ 36619 cm”* and 36889 cm-* respectively which can be assigned to frequencies

788 c!m-* and 1058 cm-*. The 0,0 band in solution appears to have shifted slightly

towards shorter wavelength side from the position of the 0,0 band due to the pure

liquid. The excited state vibration frequencies are thus entirely dependent
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oil the intermolecular field. In the solid state at — 180°C the substance yields

nine sharp bands with the 0,0 band at 35752 cm~^. This band shifts slightly to-

towards longer side with solidification. The other bands can be assigned to transi-

tions involving excited state vibration frequencies 371 cni~’, 740 cm“^,1196 cm“

and their combination and harmonics. It is interesting to note that the frequency

of 37 1 cni”^ found in the vapour state which persists even in the case of the solid,

is absent in the spectrum due to the liquid phase but it appears in the case of the

solid.

It is evident from a comparison of the absorption spectra of ortho and para

tolunitrile in different states that in both the cases the major change in the 0,0

band takes place with the liquefaction of vapours and the band shifts to longer

wavelength side. When the liquids are frozen, the band shifts further towards

longer wavelengths in the case of the ortho compound but practically no such

change takes place in the case of the para compound. The larger diple moment of

the former molecules is responsible for the shift with solidification.
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ABSTRACT. Tho variation in clearing time for different concentrat ions of hyjio lias

bwn st udied for emulsion plates of thickness, 50, 100, 200 and 400 microns at two difforent

temperatures. A tentative explanation has boon sought hy considering the various effects

on the diffusion velocity of hypo. The results indicate that :i!i% is the ojitimum value of

Hypo concentration as tho clearing time for the.se jilatos.

The U.SC of nuclear emulsions as a tool for the detection of nuclear particles

hits acquiretl increasing importance in recent years. The proee.s.sing of tliick

emulsion jilatcs is an important factor in the u.se of this technique. Sheppard,

Elliot and Sweet (1923) and others have shown that aii a given temperature tlie

clearing times depend on the concentration of sodium thiosulphate, (hyiio)

in a tjqiical manner. There is a .sharp decrease in the clearing time for lower

concentration and a rapid inorca.se at higher concentrations. This effect i.s

more pronounced at low temperatures. Their work, however, was confined

to only thin emulsions. In view of the fact that no similar study in the case

of thick emulsions seems to have been reported, and that various workers have

u.sed difl'erent hyjm concentrations viz., 30% by Wilson and Vaneslow (I94S),

40% byDainton, Gattikar and Lock (195J), Stiller et al (]0.'>4), 28-30% by Dixit

(19r)2 and 1954), it was conisdered worthwhile to make a systematic analysis of

the effect of hypo concentration on the clearing times for thick emulsion plates.

Plates of 50, 100, 200 & 400 micron thicknesses have been tried. Extra

pure quality of sodium thio sulphate was used and the temperatures were con-

trolled in a thermostatically controlled cooling cabinet. Equal sizes of emulsion

plates were placed directly without any prior development in equal amounts

of hypo solutions. No agitation was given to the solutions in the fixing process

except that caused by convection currents produced by the slow variation of

the temperatures. The two temperatures employed in this study were (9±1)®C

and (15±1)“C.

The cruves of figure 1 show the dependence of clearing time on hypo con-

centrations for various thicknesses. The clearing time means the time at which

the last grain of silver halide gets dissolved, i.e., point at which fixing rate is
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negligible as seen wi+h the eyes. Curves A are for temperature (9±1)®C and

B for (15±1)°C.

Fig. 1. Th{» variation of oloaring time (in minute's) with the )iypo concentration (gms
per 100 c.o. of water) for different tliicknesses of emulsions—50 100, 200 and 400
microns. Curves A and B show the variations for each thickness at temperatures
(9jjl)®C and (15J;1)°C respectively.

The curves for various thicknesses of emulsions have more or less similar

shapes, which resemble tho.se git^en for thin emulsions by Sheppard et cU. At
lower concentrations the clearing times show a steep fall and again a steep rise

at higher concentrations. In between these concentrations the clearing tima

is practically constant. Both curves A and B show a similar t}^ of behaviour,

but the rise in curves B is not so steep as in curves A. Moreover, at a given
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concentration the clearing time decreases with incrt'ase in temperature. This
is in accordance with what has been given for thin emidsions.

Although the reasons for this type of variation in clearing time have not
been established with certainty, Sheppard and Mees (Mees, 1923) investigated
the rate of dissolutic n of AgBr in a solution of sodium thiosuljihate (hjTio).
They have shown that the rate is controlled by diifusion process. This rate
of diffusion can be shown by oidinary diffusion formula, viz.,

=- S.D.
dt dS

diffusion of hypo, 8 is surfa(*i» area, i), the diffusion co-

efficient and shows the concentration ^^radient.

According to Noyes and Whitney (1897), when any crystal gets dissolved

in a solvent, the interface' between the solution and the crystal is satui’ated at

any given time and the only factor determining the rat(^ of dissolution of crystal

is the velocity with whi(;h the saturated solution is able to diffuse from the inter-

face into the interior of the solution. Similiarly, if the rate of formation of silver

thiosulphate complex ion is large in comparison to tlu* rale of diffusion the

thiosulphate is used up practically as soon as it r(‘aches th(‘ surface of silver

halide grain and the concentration at the interbw^e is pra(‘ti(‘al]y zero. There-

fore, when the concentration of hy|)o in bulk solution and at the interface between

emulsion and solution is (*onstant the concentration gradient will also be cons-

tant, being proportionate to the inviTse of the distance* (d) below the surface

of the emulsion. Thus the rate of fixation will be ecjiial t.o t he rate* of diffusion

and^can be given as :

—

dx _ lc(a--x) D 8

dt d~

where 8 is the surface area, D is diffusion coefficient, K is a constant of propor-

tionality, d is the diffusion path, a is initial hypo concentration, and x rei>resent8

the solid (silver halide) dissolved in time /. When a becomes too large as com-

pared to X, equation (1) reduces to :

dx Jc ct D 8 io\

dt d~
*•*

= constant

j

As a increases^ will increase and tend to become constant. This increase

in salt concentration will depress the swelling and thereby decrease the diffusion
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velocity. The balance in two opposing factors brings about the constant region.

At still higher concentrations of hypo the reduction in diffusion velocity due to

depression in swelling, is predominant over mass action and the clear in time

increases.

As seen from the curves, the constant region tends to become smaller for

thicker emulsions. It is interesting to note that a similar decrease of the const^ant

region occurs as the temperature falls. The lowering of the temperature affects

the hardening of the emulsion in the same manner as the increase in salt, and

consequently the depression in diffusion velocity is increased, which disturbs

the balance in two opposing factors. This causes the steep rise to begin at lower

concentrations than would be the case at higher temperature. A similar tenta-

tive explanation can be sought for thick emulsions. The thicker emulsions

have more gelatin which will affect the balance due to greater depression in

swelling in a way similar to that of temperature. It is possible that greater

viscous forces may also be playing some part in this decrease of diffusion velocity

RT 1
(as the diffusion coefficient D =- where R is gas constant, T ie

temperature, N is Avogadro’s number, r is the radius of silver halide grain, and

Tj is viscosity). Due to the decrease in diffusion velocity the beginning of (constant

region will occur at higher concentration as the thickness of the ennildon is

increased. Other factors, such as agitation, presence of other salts, nature of

emulsion etc,, have their usual effects on the clearing time of thick emulsion

plates.

These results indicate that 35% is the optimum value of hypo concentration

which should be used for the clearing of emulsion plates of above mentioned

thicknesses.
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ABS'J'HACT. A siring of cat -gut is excited by a plane rubber wheel—a wheel having

no teeth along the cireumferenee—and the vibrations of the string are recorded by using a vi-

brosf!ope. Ft is observed that th(‘ vibrations of any point of the sti’ing consist of a two-step

zig-zag curve and that tli(\y are identical witli those of the bow.

INTRODUCTION
It w as shown loiijf ago by Helmholtz that in a stretched string, set into vibra-

tions by bowing in a suitable manner not far from one end, the vibrations of any

p'oint eonsisl of a two-step zig-zag curve. He further observed that the times oeem-

pied in the up and dowji movements repre.sen1ed by the zig-zag curve are I o one

another in the ratio of tlie two .sections of the string lying on either side of the

observed point. In the present investigations a string is excited by using a plane

rubber wheel. The wheel is set into uniform rotation and the vibrations of a point

of the sti'ing are recorded by using a vibroscope. The apparatus used for these

investigations is the one .specially designed and prepared to investigate the

motion of a string excited by a toothed rubber wheel (Mane and Biswas, 11)43).

It is observed that these vibrations consist of a twostep zig-zag curve and are

identical with those of the bow.

EXPEKIMENTAL

Details of the apparatus used are given in the paper published by Mane ami

Biswas (11)4.3).

Pf,rt I :_-A thin string of cat gut is held tight in the two jaws fixed to the verti-

cal stands. A plane rubber wheel is mounted on the axle and is set into rotation

by using a low horse power motor. The speed of rotation is adjusted by the

rheo.stat till the vibrations of the string are well maintained. The pressure ol the

wheel on the siring is adjusted by the tilting screw of the platform carrying the

wheel and the axle. A loaded photographic plate is allowed to slide in the

vibroscope and the vibrations of the string are recorded in the usual manner.

The shutters of the vibroscope are arranged to form a fine slit just behind the

point of the string w hose motion is to be recorded. The slit is strongly illumi-

nated by an arc lamp and a condensing lens. In this way the vibrations of
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different points of the string are recorded. These vibrations consist of a two-

step zig-zag curve.

Part II The stand carrying the wheel and the axle is removed and the

string is excited by a bow in the usual manner. The motion of different points

of the string is recorded as usual by using the same vibroscope.

The records of the motion of the different points of the string obtained in both

the cases are examined under a travelling microscope and the ratio of the times

occupied in the upward and downward movements represented by the zig-zag

curves is calculated in each case. These ratios are given against the photo-

graphs in the accompanying plates.

CONCLUSION

The photographs obtained in the two parts of the experiment show that :

—

1 . The action of the bow and the action of the plane wheel are the same.

A plane wheel can be considered as an infinite bow. In the case of a bow the

point of the string under the bow is carried forward with the bow till the restoring

force exceeds the frictional force when it slips and begins to move in the down-

warrl direction. It is again caught by the bow and the process is repeated. The

same action takes place in the case of a plane wheel. The point of the string

und(>r the wheel is (iarried forward with the wheel till the restoring force exceeds

the frictional force between the wheel and the string when it slips and begins to

move in the downward direction. It is again caught by the wheel and the motion

is repeated.

2. The motion of any point of the string consists of a two -step zig-zag

curve and that the times occupied in the up and down movements represented by

the zig-zag curve are to one another in the ratio of the two sections of the string

lying on opposite sides of the observed point, that is, it obeys the Helmholtzian

law.
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ULTRASONIC VELOCITY IN ZINC AND MAGNESIUM
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TRATIONS AND TEMPERATURES
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^

September 27, 1955)

ABSTRACT. UHru«onic velocity in zinc «nd magnetiium sulplmle Holiitioiis luive Ikicii

measured over a concentration range 0.0.5 to O.S molar (m) and over a terapermire rnrige 2.“> (’

to 4.5“C. The value.s of adiabatic compressibi^tios have been compulod.

1 N 'J’ U t) D UC T 1 O N

Data on ultrasonic velocities and coniprossibilities of clec.trolytcs arc being

widely reviewed by several authors. The^ are few recent attempts at tlieir ex-

perimental determination. The turbulent state of affairs, as regards a consistent,

theory for electrolytes, has been stressed in a survey of electrolytical applications

of ultrasonic weaves ((’) velocity measurements by Ernest Yeager and Fiank

KLovorka in 1953. So the authors plan to determine the iillrasonie velocities

in abnormal electrolytes at different temperatures and euncentrati(tns. Since

the acoustics of bivalent sulphates have recently gained physieo-ehetnieal intei’(*st,

the sulphates of zinc and magnesium have been studied first.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The velocities were determined by the usual method of photographing the

Debye-Searer’s diffraction spectra. The working c(piation for velocity is

V — nfXjd, where n is the ultrasonic frequency, /, the distance; of telescope lens

from photographic plate; d, the distance of first order spectra from the central

line and \ is the wavelength (5H93 A.U.) of light nmd.

An one inch square X-cut quartz crystal of fundamental frequency ot about

one mega cycle was excited to give its 13th. and 1.5th. harmonics by a high lie-

quency oscillator operated by a stabilised power supply. The frc(|uencies were

measured by a recalibrated Wen-type frequencymeter.

Light? rom a .sodium are rendered parallel by a collimating lens was allowed

to pass at right angles to the ultrasonic beam . To improve acturaey t he telescope

was fitted with an achromatic lens of about 100 cm focal length. The exact

distance / was determined by using a coarse grating of known number of lines

per centimetre, and photographmg the normal diffraction spectra. The number

of lines in the coarse grating was so chosen that the separation of optical

diffraction spectra was of the same order as the ultrasonic pattern. This elimi-

nates the approximation nind^O. The value of / thus determined was

100.66 cm.
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The cell containing the solution was surrounded by a large water bath which

could be heated by immersion heater and cooled by ice while continuous stirring

was maintained prior to exposure. The time of exposure was always less than

45 seconds during which the temperature of the solution was constant to within

:t().()5 C . The accuracy of this experiment was confirmed by comparing our

values with the best known values of ultrasonic velocities for water from 25°

to 45°C and they agree to ±1 m/s.

Both the sulphate solutions were prepared at the room temperature; MgS04
was G. R., E. Merck sample and ZnS04 ,

Annalar, B. D. H. As to the overall

accuracy of measurement for solutions our values for magnesium sulphate at

30°C agree with Weissler and Del Grasso’s (1961) extrapolated values (determined

by interferometric method) to within ±1 metre/sec.

TABLE I

Velocity in and adiabatic compressibility of zinc sulpliatc.

Temp, in °C

concentra-

tion

Velocity

metres/sec.

Density
gm./c.r. P X 101**!

25 0.0 1497.0 0.99707 44.75
0.1 1501.3 1.00,52 44.14
0.2 1606.8 1.0135 43.46
0.4 1516.6 1.0297 42.22
0.6 1625.5 1.0451 41.12
0.8 1531.4 1.0615 40. 17

1.0 1540.5 1.0772 39,12

30 0.0 1509.0 0.99,567 4.11

0.1 1513.7 1.0035 43.49
0.2 1518.3 1.0119 42.86
0.4 1528.0 1,0281 41.60
0.6 1533.6 1.0442 40.72
0.8 1541.0 1 .0600 .39.73

1.0 1.551.5 1.0755 38.63

35 0.0 1521.0 0.99406 43.48
0.1 1527.7 1.0020 42.76
0.2 1530.9 1.0015 42. 22

0.4 1536.7 1.0264 4j!26
0.6 1.543.1 1.0423 40.29
0.8 15.50.6 1.0,582 39.30
1.0 1558.5 1.0737 38.,34

40 0.0 1,531.0 0.99224 4,3.00

0.1 1.536.0 1.0005 42..36

0.2 1.539.5 1.0085 41.84
0.4 1545,0 1.0245 40.89
0.6 1.533.8 1.040.5 ,39.80

0.8 15,58.0 1.0561 39.01

1.0 1564.4 1.0716 38.1,3

45 0.0 1538.0 0.99024 42.69
0.1 1,541.5 0.9983 42.15
0.2 1548.0 1.0062 41.47
0.4 1.5,52.0 1.0225 40.60
0.6 1652.3 1.0382 39.46
0.8 1564.6 1.0.538 38.70
1.0 1569.4 1.0695 37.96
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TABLE n
Velocity in and compressibility of magnesium sulphate solution.

Temp, in "*0

Conoentra-

1-ion (2m)

\''elocity

m/s
Density
p;m./c.c. i8xl0«i!

25 0.10 J 504.0 1.0030 44.04

0.25 1514.3 1.0120 43.09

0.50 1.531.0 1.0200 41.50

0.75 1.547.5 1.0412 40.11

1 .00 1502.0 1 . 05.55 38.83

30 0.10 1516.0 1.0015 43.33

0.25 isiis.o i.oior> 42.38

0.50 1542.0 1.02.')2 41.02

0.75 1.558.0 1.0307 39.02

1 . 00 1572.5 1 . 0538 38.38

35 O.JO J 528.0 1.0000 42.83

0.25 1530.8 1.0090 41.90

0.50 15.50.4 1.0235 40.0.5

0.75 1507.5 1.0380 39.21

l.OO 1581.0 1.0520 38.03

40 O.JO 1.537.4 0.0983 42.38

0.25 1545.5 1.0072 41.57

0.50 16.58.0 1.0217 40.32

0.75 1570.0 1.0302 38.85

1.00 1.588.5 1.0502 37.73

45 O.JO 1543.5 0.3903 42.13

0.25 1.553.5 1.0052 41.22

0.50 1505.3 1.0197 40.02

0.75 1581.5 1.0342 38.00

1.00 1595.0 1.0484 37.49

RESUL'i'H AND DISCUSSIONS

The results obtained are contained in the preceding Tables. The values of

of the densities at different temperatures and concentrations were computed

from the data given in the International Critical tables, Vol. III. The adiabatic

3
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compressibility (//) was calculated from the equation = Ijv^p, where /5 is the

density. Plotting a graph it was found that both velocity and adiabatic compres-

sibility vary linearly with concentration at all temperatures for both solutions.
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ABSTRACT. The absorption of 3.18 cm microwaves in o-bromophcnol, 2.4,0-! riclilo-

rophonol, o«methoxy phenol, p-oresol and diphenyl other have Ix^^n stiuliod for diff(M*on! t(*m-

peratures of tho liquids in continuation of previous invostipations. Maximiun absorption of

3.18 cm microwaves has been exhibited by o-inethoxy phenol at lOO^C and p-cresol at 9(rC and

tho values of tho radii of the rotors calculated from Debye's theory indicate tliat t li(W' absorp-

tion maxima are due to rotation of tho substituent OH grouf) about th(‘ C-O bond. o-Broino-

phenol, 2,4,6.trichlorophenoI and dijihenyl other did not, show any absorption in tbc 3. IK cm

microwave region when tho tomporaturo of the liquids wore chang(‘d from tb(i frev^zing points to

the boiling points. It is pointed out that those three molecules do not show absorpi ion in t bis

region owing to restriction of the rotational freedom of tlu^ Oil t^roup in tho fi?*st two cases

and absence of such small group as a substituent in tlu^ case of diphenyl ('it her.

INTRODUCTION

From a study of the values of dielectric loss observed in the solution of some

substituted benzenes in the metre wave length region Fischer (1949) inferred

that orientation of some substituent groups having rotational freedom (!oniributos

to dielectric loss in this region. Recently, it was actually observed (Ghosh, 1954«,

19646, 1955a) that some substituted benzenes such as benzyl chloride, benzyl

amine, benzyl alcohol, phenol, cresols etc., show absorption maxima in the micro-

wave region corresponding to rotation of the substituent grouj) about the diamotor

of the benzene ring passing through the point of sub8titiitif)n. It has also be(in

shown that such molecules exhibit three different discrete values of time of relaxa-

tion corresponding to orientation of the single molecule, dimer and the substituent

group, and the occurrence of ‘effective time of relaxation’ postulated by previous

workers has been corroborated by these results. Some of the molecules contain-

ing OH group as a substituent exhibit absorption peaks in the 3.18 cm microwave

.Conununicated by Prof. S. C. Sirkar
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region at suital)le temperatures, showing the freedom of rotation of the OH group

about the C-0 bond.

It was observed recently (Ghosh, 19556) however, that in the case of ortho

chlorophenol there is no absorption of 3.J8 cm waves throughout the tempera-

ture range from the freezing point upto the boiling point of the liquid. There are

many molecules in which there may be such restriction of rotation of the OH
group. The absorption of 3.18 cm microwaves in a few such liquids the mole-

cules of which have other substituents besides the OH group has been investi-

gated at different temperatures to find out whether the rotation of the OH group

is restricted in these cases. Again, according to Debye’s theory (Debye, 1929)

the radius of the rotor depends on r, the time of relaxation and 7/, the viscosity

of the liquid, and if the same substituent group having a freedom of rotation be

present in different molecules, the ratio rT/r; should be constant, T being the

absolute temperature of the liquid. It would also be interesting to find out

whether the above relation is satisfied in the case of molecules having OH as a

substituent. It was thought worthwhile, therefore, to study the absorption of

3.18 cm microwaves in some substituted jdienols in order to find out whether

the results indicate any hydrogen bonding postulated by Pauling (1939) in some

of these molecules.

EXPERIMENTAL
In the present investigation the absorption of 3.18 cm microwaves in o-bromo-

phenol, o-methoxy j)ehiiol, 2, 4, 6-trichlorophcJiol, ^>-creso] and dijdienyl ether

have been studied at different temperatures. o-Bromophenol and o-methoxy

phenol were supplied by E, Merck, 2,4,fi-trichlorophenol supplied by Scherring

-Kahlbaum, and |)-cresol aiid diphenyl ether were supplied by B.D.H. The

liquids studied were all of chemically pure quality. They were all distilled in

vacuum after proper d(^hydration. 3''he experimental arrangement in the present

investigation was the same as that reported previously (Ghosh, 1953, J954a).

R E S U L T S

The absorption curves for o-methoxy phenol and ^-cresol are given in figures

1 and 2. Ortho bromophenol, 2,4,6-triehlorophenol and diphenyl ether showed

no absorption at all in the 3.18 cm microwave region when the temperature of the

liquids was changed from the boiling point upto the freezing point. The frequen-

cies of absorption peaks observed for the first two liquids, the corresponding

temperatures, the values of a and t calculated from Debye’s theory and the

different constants involved in the calculation are shown in Table I. The value

of a, the radius of the rotor in the case of o-methoxy pehnol could not be obtained

correctly as the value of ej could not be measured at different temperatures owing

to slight conductivity of the liquid. For approximate calculation the value of
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has b(ien taken as 8. Tlie values of the constants as well as of a for j)-chloro-

phenol are included in Table I for comparison.

TABLE I

= 9415 Mc/scc.

Liquid T for

max. ab-
sorption

TXlOU T? X 100 aX I0»cm

jj-CJhlopof)hoTiol 358 2.43 7.9 1.361 1.4 1.55

^-Crosol 363 2.37 6 1.469 1.6 1.53

o-M(^thoxy phono] 373 2.37 8

(rough osti -

mation)

1.358
(approx.)

.95 1.7

(approx.)

The value of
>/
for p-chlorophenol at 85°C was obtained after Frenkel (1046)

from tbe values of viscosity at two different temperatures given in the Interna-

tional Critical Tables. The value of rj for o-inethoxy phenol was taken from the

data reported by Friend and Hargreaves (1946). The values of have been ob-

tained from the table of dieleetric constants of pure liquids published by the

Nat ional Bureau of Standards, United States, Department of Commerce and also

from t he Internat ional Critical Tables. The values of have been assumed to

be equal to n being the refractive index at 2()°C for sodiinn D-line. The

value of n for o-methoxy phenol was not available and it was therefore measured

with an Abbe refrac^tometer.

T) 1 8 C U 8 8 T O N S

In the case of o-bromophenol no absorption was observed in the 3.18 cm

microwave n^gion in the whole temperature range from the melting point to the

boiling point. The infrared absorption curves for o-bromopheriol is similar to

those for o-(‘hlorophenol *as reported by Pauling (1939). The absence of absorp-

tion of 3.18 (mi microwaves in o-bromophenol shows that in this molecule also the

hydrogen atom of OH group is attached to the bromine atom as in the case of

o-chlorophenol (Ghosh, I9«55fe). The total absence of absorption further shows

that all the molecules in the liquid are of the cis configuration. This further

shows that phenol was not present as impurity in the liquid although Rossmy

et al (1953) suggested that all samples of o-bromophenol contains phenol as im-

purity.

In the case of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol no absorption in the 3.18 cm microwave

region has been observed. The two configurations of the 2,4,6-trichlorophenol

molecule are equivalent as shown in figure 3. In this case also the OH group
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has no freedom of rotation about the C-0 bond due to cent percent chelation in

both the configurations. The abseri(*e of absorption in the microwave n^gion thus

I

Cl Cl
Fig. 3 2,4,C-thrichlt>rophL‘nol.

confirms tiio conliguration of the molecule given in figure *1. Or tho rn(*ihoxy

phenoijshowed absorption in whole temperature range* from 50” with maximum
at 100®C (figure 2). It can bo seen from Table 1 flial (he approximate* value of

the radius of the rotor in the case of o-methoxy ])lieiK)l comes out as 1.7 A.U.

which is much less than the value for the single moleeuh*. Evidently, th(‘- substi-

tuent OH is the rotor in this ease. In the case of y>-cresol ahsorj)tion was

indicated in the 3.18cm microwave region in the whole t-(*mp(‘raturo ranges from

60®C to 120”C with a maximum at 90”0, but the intensity of absorption is very

low compared to that in the case of ortho-and meta cresol studied ])reviously

(Ghosh, 19546) The value of the radius of the rotor in this {*ase is 1.53 A.U.

and evidently, the OH group is responsible for thcMibsorption in this case also.

The absence of absorption of 3.18 cm mi(;rowaves in some; of the molecules

mentioned above confirms fhe conclusion drawn earlier that all such molecules

in which the OH group has freedom of rotation show abHor])ti(m in this region

at suitable temperatures and when the freedom of rotation is restricted the mole-

cules cease to exhibit absorption in this region.
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ABSTRACT. 'Pho Chapman -Knskog kuictic theory of non-unirorni gasow, iippliod

to the phenomenon of thermal eonduet ivity. has hoen ntilis(>d to evalimte tin* intennolecular
force comstants, by aRsiiming tlu' Lenmird-Jones 12 : 0 interaction potential for inert gas

molecules. The temperature variation of tlieriual conductivity gixcs the force c.onstani

t ot the Lennard-Jones tunction, while r^^ lA found hy actual suhstitulion. To test the

adequacy of tlie model the tiansport coiJlicient lia\ lieiui calculaU'd hy utilising thi'sc' pot«m-
tial ]iarametors, and compared with the observed \alut\s o\er an extensive rmige of l(»mpera-

tuii‘s. It is found that the agreement Ix’ilwi'en Uu'ory and I'xperinamt is quite satisfactory

showing thereby the adequacy of the 12 : (> niodiJ atnl <‘orre(*t invss of the values assigned to

the force constants. The important quantity X/vc^- has beim (‘akailated 'thoorct ically for vari-

ous teiupiu'at uros and pressure.s and is found to vary only slight ly w it h tianpi'rat uri' but considia’-

ably with pressure. Tiie Knskog theory ol dense gases ha.s been applied to the* particular case

of argon and the results comjiarod wjlli the ohMa visi values,

1. INTRODIM^TION

Tlic Cliapmaii-EiiBkog kinclk' theory ol' ganes expresses the transport (wffi-

eienls iiitenns of a set of eollisiou integrals wliieli havt* been evaluated for various

eiiipirieally chosen potential fields. Amongst thestq the Lenimrd-Jones ]2;t)

model and the modified Buekinghain (Ex])-»Six) model are the most realist ie, though

the relative appropriateness of the latter still awaits eontirmaiion. The jiropeiiy

most sensitive and hence suitable for the determination of potential ])aramel(*rs

is the eoeffieient of therniai diffusion, but its usefulness is limit(*(l owing to the

difficulty of oldainirig accurate exjierimeiital data. The three clemeiitary trans-

port eoeffieiciits are almost ecjually sensitive for th(‘ determination of iutermole-

cular field, though viscosity is usually ])refernsl for this purpose in vie\N of the

greater accuracy attainable in its experimental det(*rmination. neeently, Kan-

iiuluik and Carman (lOM) have inafle an accurate determination of the (‘oeffieient

of thermal conductivity of inert gases over an extensive range of temj)eraturcs

which are particularly useful in ease of Krypton and Xenon u here viscosity data

are not sufficiently extensive. Tlie aim of the present paper is to utilise the tem-

perature dependence of thermal conductivity to evaluate (he for(*e constants,

and to test the appropriateness of the Leiuiard-Jones 12 ; 6 model to represent

the molecular interactions of rare gases.
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2. FORMULAE AND METHOD OF CALCULATION

According to the Lennard-Jones 12 : 6 model, the potential energy of mole-

cular interaction is given by

E(r) = H(rolrr^ ~ (WO*] (1)

where is the separation for which the energy of interaction is zero and b is the

value of the maximum negative energy. From Chapman and Enskog theory

the third approximation to the coefficient of thermal conductivity [AJg of a single

gas, as shown by Hirschefelder, Bird and Spotz (1948), can be written in the form

Here M is the molecular weight of the gas, T the absolute temperature, (7^ the

specific heat at constant volume and the quantities and functions

of kTji and have been tabulated by Hirschefelder, Bird and Spotz (1948). It is

convenient to put

kTlB==T* ... (3)

where T* is called the reduced temperature. Making use of the observed depen-

dence of thermal conductivity on temperature, we have developed here the fol-

lowing two simple graphical methods to evaluate the potential parameters.

First Method

A graph of T^jk was plotted against T (Fig. 1 )
to smoothen the data and

to test their self -consistency which further gave us a number of additional points

for calculation. Now from

Fig.l. Plots of Ti/X T.
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equation (2) it follows that

[I’VA]*/[J’l/A]i = (4)

The suffixes 1 , 2 outside the square brackets refer to temperatures and Tj.

Hirschfelder’s tables were then utilised to give a plot of f2**>*’*//' against T*
and the values of were calculated from this plot for

various initial values of - [T*\ for [T*y[T*]^ ratios equal to 1.6 and 2.0.

These are plotted in fig. 2 against the corresponding initial values of

TO
Fig. 2. Plots of [li(2,2)*//j' l2/[sj(2.2)*///)[ I,

Vs. L7’* li

From the observed thermal conductivity data plotted in figure 1 ,
the ratio of the

left hand side of equation 4 was found for different initial temperature 1\ for the

same T or T'* (since they are proportional when e is constant) ratios of 1.5 and

2.0, and the point representing the same value ofthe ordinate in fig. 2, on the appro-

priate ratio graph was noted and the corresponding

abscissa read giving the value of {T*]i corresponding to T^. Knowing

and Ti, e was calculated by simple substitution, was then calculated by substi-

tuting this value of e in equation 2 for some intermediate temperature.

In the above method a large temperature range has to be taken for high ac-

curacy and therefore the values obtained for force parameters are average values

over that interval. In view of the remarks ofKeyes (1951), Whalley and Schneider

(1952) and Srivastava and Madan (1953) regarding the temperature variation of

e and r^,, it was considered worthwhile to try a second method in which it is pos-

sible to obtain the force parameters at a single temperature, without averaging

it over a large interval.
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Second Method :

Taking logarithms of equations (2) and (3), we obtain

Jog [T'^jX X lO^J = log LO<**2>*//a]+2 log ro+log [G-CTSSiflCJ ... (6)

and log T = log r*+log e/fc ... (6)

From equations (.5) and (6) it is seen that a plot of the experimental quantity

log[7’!/A xJO'^jvH. log T should be superposabh' on the theoretical curve of log

I
j; 2

( 2 ,
2)*yj

8
]vy, log r* only by the parallel translation of the axes. Further

can be directly deterniiiied by the amount of translation parallel to sxis,

and ejh by the amount of translation parallel to the T axis. Such curves are

shown in fig. 3 for the case of Neon. The details of superposing the two curves

are given by Srivastava and Srivastava (195b) and the author is thankful to them

for allt)\Ning him to see their n\anus(;rij)t in advance of publication.

The second method gives the average value of 6 over a much shorter interval

than the first method and may therefore be theoretically prtjferable to the latter

but praelieally the graphical computation becomes less accurate and the values

therefore become less reliable than those given by the first method.

010r

Fig. 3. Curve I for neon ropresenls the plot of log fT'a 'X X lO^^] log T.

while curve II is the theoretioal plot of log fi>(2,2)*/yj“ |
p,-?. T*

3. EVALUATION FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The thermal conductivity of inert gases at 0°C has been reported by a number

of workers, viz. Eucken (1911), Weber (1917, 1927), Dickens (1934), and Kannuluik
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and Martin (1934). Ubhink and Haas (1943), Jt)hiw1on and (irilly {l!»49), Keyes
(1951, 1954) have nieasnred the thermal eonduelivity of sonic* of the inert j^asc's

at various temperatures. The rtMMMit measurements of Kannuluik and (^iiMuan

(1952) on the five rare ^^ases over an extensive temperature rautrc' are llu‘ most

useful for our present jiurpose. The tliermal eoiidu(‘tivit \ data of these workers

have been utilised in evaluatinjji: tin* forc-e eonstants and are jilottcwl in tiju:. 1.

Adopting the first method explained above w(* havt* eompiited the values of

the potential parameters for various tcmijierature intervals lioth in the low and

high temperature ranges for inert gases. Tliese results art‘ reeordi'd in Table 1.

TABLE T

Helium

Tonip.
Kange Ejk in "‘K I't, in A^'

Temp.
Rang<5

' K
f//k- in "K in A”

100—200 0.0 2,728 250—375 7.8 2.070

140—210 0.1 2.727 :» “0—500 S.3 2.657

160—225 6.4 2.715 275—550 0.1 2.043

200—300 7.0 2.004

Mean 0 .

5

2.710 Monn 8.4 2.057

Neon

Temp.
Kange
°K

e/4' in "K in A'

T<»iup.

Kange
K

tjk m K in A ‘

100—200 35 .

7

2.815 250-375 47.1 2.738

140—210 40.0 2 . 776 250 - 500 47.2 t,TM

140—280 41.2 2.773 300 450 48.0 2 . 735

ir>0—22() 41.3 2.774 350 - 525 .'»0.0 2 . 725

IfiO—300 42.0 2.700

200—300 43.0 2.700

Mean 40.

S

2.770 Moan 48. 1 2.734
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TABLE I (contd,)

Argon

Twrif).

Range ejk in "K n in A°
Temp.
Range Bik in °K Tq in A’’

100- 200 109.9 3.497 250—375 130.0 3.389

140- 2 JO 116.6 3.452 250—500 128.9 3,386

140—280 120.7 3.425 300—450 132.8 3.373

150—225 117.2 3.442 360—626 133.1 3.370

150—300 121.9 3.419

200—300 122.3 3.421

Moan 118.1 3.443 Mean 131.2 3.379

Krypton Xenon

Temp.
Range
"K

e/A in °K n in A®
Temp.
Range
°K

Bjk in °K ro iin A°

200- -400 156.6 3.7,32 200—400 217.0 4.014

250—375 161,3 3.710 250—376 217.4 4,014

250—500 166.7 3.698 250—600 211,9 4.032

350—525 179.0 3.6,50 350—626 218.8 4.017

Mean 165.9 3.698 Moan 216.3 4.019

Next the second method as explained above was utilised to determine ejk

and Tq, and the values so obtained are given in Table II,

TABLE II

Gan Temp.'K tjk in °K ro in A°

Helium 290 7.5 2.688

Neon 225 44.7 2,748

Argon 200 118.9 3.436

Krypton 365 163.3 3.699

Xenon 375 216.3 4.021

The values of the force constants computed here from thermal conductivity

are compared in Table III with the values obtained by the other workers from

viscosity and self-diffusion. The two sets of values obtained from thermal con-

ductivity are consistent among themselves, and agree also with the values cal-

culated from other transport properties if we take into account the temperatures

to which they refer and the relative experimental errors involved in the determi-

nation of transport coefficients,
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TABLE IV

V'isioyity ol gases (j/xKt’ in gni.cii)"^ sec"^)

wiip. K -

iiuliuni Noon Ai'gon

i?ob.s.(^0 rycalc. vyobs.(o) >?(*alu. i?ob8.(«) Vcalc.

80 821 815 1 198 1173 088 657

too 947 935 1435 H12 839 824

120 1008 1055 1040 1031 993 992

140 1 (82 J 170 1841 1832 1140 1154

100 1 290 1281 2020 202

1

1298 1312

180 139;“) 1379 2204 2199 1447 1404

200 1490 l-ls^ 2370 2:{(is 1 594 1012

220 laOr) 1597 2544 2529 1739 1754

240 1092 1003 2708 2083 1878 1832

200 1789 1751 2807 2835 2014 2022

280 1888 1849 3021 2979 2145 2150

300 1987 1935 3173 3128 2270 2283

800 3840(6) 3039 ,5918(6) 5911 402 l(f;) 4706

1000 44.75(6) 4214 0800(6) 087 S 5302(r) 5472

1200 5947((*) 0172

ir>oo 0778(c) 7088

{a) .lolniMtoii, Jl, }j. and (jnlly, 1C. H., 11)4:!, ^/ournal uj Ph.}j.sivjil Chv'm.istrti, 46, 948.

(6) 'rnuil/, M. a.T)(.l /ink, H., 11)30, Anmilcn dt'r Plnjsik, 7, 427.

(c) Vasilnsvi), V., 194.”). Annalvs dv Pfu/ffik (Paris), ,sunns 11,20, 292.

I\ryj)tnii(</) Xuriuri(r)

'runij). K
i/obs. >a*aU*.

273.2 2334 2334

283.8 2405 2418

289.5 2459 2400

373.2 3003 3059

Turnp. K
Voba, »;ealc.

289.7 2235 2336

293 2200 2301

400 3009 3136

4.50 3351 3408
500 3052 3789

550 3954 4094

(d) LiuidoU-Burnstoiii, PJiysikalicli- Clioniiseho tabollon.

(e) Trautz, M. and Hoborling, K., 1934, Fhysik\, (5), 20, 118.
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4. CALCULATION OF TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
A knowledge of the force constants immediately enables one to predict any

transport property. These calculated values can then te compared with the
observed values and this comparison enables us to decide about the suitability

of the molecular interaction law. With this idea we have given below such
comparison for viscosity and thermal diffusion. The former has been chosen
in view of the greater experimental accuracy involved in its determination and the
latter duo to its greater sensitiveness to molecular model. For viscosity from
table 4 we find that the agreement between theory and experiment is excellent

for Neon and Krypton, but for the remaining gases some discrepancies are apparent.
For Helium the disagreement between tteory and experiment is not much at

low temperatures and may presumably be due to quantum effects. At high tem-
peratures however, the differences are more and this is due to the fact that

helium molecules are ‘softer’ than indicated by the 12:6 potential and the inverse

twelfth power rei)ulsion is too steep for helium. Mason and Rice (1954a) has

found a comparatively better fit for exp-—six potential. The measured values

of Vasilesco (1945) at high temperatures for Argon are relatively lower than the

calculated values, this implies an extremely steep repulsion energy at close dis-

tances of approach of the two molecules. The experiments by Amdur and Mason
(1954) on the scattering of high velocity argon beams in argon gas give no indica-

tion of such a steep repulsion. It is therefore, likely that the experimental values

are lower and further experiments will be helpful in clarifying this point. The
calculated values of Xenon are always higher than the experimental ones, this

may be due to the errors in the determination of thermal conductivity or viscosity

and requires experimental confirmation. Since this gas is difficult to obtain pure,

it is possible that some light gas impurities were present. Similar discrepancies

for Argon and Xenon occur in the exp-six model (Mason & Rice, 1954b).

Experimental values of jBjt, the thermal separation ratio has been reported

by A. 0. Nier (1940), L. G. Stier (1942) and A. K. Mann (1948) for Argon and Neon
by measuring the thermal separation of isotopic mixtures between two tempera-

tures Ti and An experimental value is thus a mean over the entire tempera-

ture interval, but it has been shown by Brown (1940) that such a mean value is

equal to the actual value at an intermediate temperature given by

^ I
rp

jj! ... (7)

and for our present purpose we have used this expression.

In figure 4, we have plotted the observed and calculated values of using

Kihara’s (1949) expression as a function of Tf, The agreement for Argon is good

while for Neon it is bad. The continuous increase of for Neon at high tempera-

tures implies a very steep repulsion and is supported neither by the data on any

5
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other transport coefficient nor by results obtained from the scattering of bcfims

of high velocity Neon atoms by Neon gas (Amdur and Mason, 1966). Mason

and liice (1964b) have also found a similar disagreement for the exp-six model

and further measurement of Ry, for Neon at high temperatures would seem to

be clesirabk

Fig. 4. Values of R<r versus 2\

The thermal (‘onductivity values were also found to be reproduced within

d:l%J while the departure of the calculated values from the observed values for

self diffusion was more or less within the range of experimental errors except for

the case of Xenon where a single data of one worker is available and is believed

to be much in error (Mason and Rice 1954b).

5. TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF \lvCv

A very interesting relationship connecting the heat conductivity, viscosity

and specific heat at constant volume which follows from the kinetic theory of

gases is

A « Ff/C^ ... (8)
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where F depends upon the nature of interaction between the molecules . No
theoretically exact expression for F has been obtained in case of polyatomic gases

and usually an empirical suggestion of Eucken is utilised. We shall therefore

confine our discussion to monatomic gases only where rigorous expressions can be

obtained from theory.

Temperature dependence of F

Chapman and Cowling (1952) have shown that whatever be the nature of inter-/

action between the molecules, [F\, the fir$t approximation to F, is always equal

to 5/2 for all spherically symmetrical non-rotating molecules and the second

approximation [JPJg ^ 5/2. Numerical calculations for special molecular models

suggest that F increases as successive degrees of approximation are taken into

account and that the limiting value is only slightly greater than 5/2. Tt is further

shown that both for rigid sphere model as well as for inverse power model F is

independent of temperature. On the former model \F]^ is equal to 2.522, while

for the latter

[^’]2 1
r A.

4(y~l)(lly-13)
Ijf 30^-5)* I

j|L 2((>-1){1I0j;-113) J

where v is the force index

A slight variation of F with temperature is found if molecular attractions

are taken into account. The two useful models taking into account molecular

attractions are the Lennard-Jones 12 : 6 model and the modified Buckingham

Exp-Six model. In the latter the potential energy E{r) is

E(r) =
f

1—6/a La
• • • (10)

where r is the depth of potential energy minimum, is position of minimum

and a a parameter which is a measure of the steepness of repulsion energy. On

both these models [F]^ can be shown to be given by the expression—

[F], = 5/i/2/; ... (11)

/x and/5 are given by Mason (1954) for his Exp-Six model. Table 5 gives the

values of [FJg for both these models and shows that there is only a slight

dependence of F on temperature and is well within the limits of errors involved

in the determination of A and 7/. Kannuluik and Carman (1952) found no

systematic change in the value of F with temperature from their experimental

investigations of thermal conductivity of gases. On the other hand, Keyes (1954)

by suitably assessing all the data for A and 7/ available in the literature has

shown that there is a slight decrease in F with temperature. However, the

present errors involved in the measurement of A and the inconsistencies in the

reported values of the different experimenters, does not permit any definite

conclusion on the point.
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TABLE V

Values of [JJg as a function of T*

T*
Lennard-
Jones

12 : 6 model

Modified Buokinghaiu Exp-Six Model

a=12 0= 13 a=14 a=15

0.10 — 2.6025 2.5026 2.5027 2.6025

0.30 2.6020 2.6020 2.5023 2.5025 2.5025

0.50 2.5003 2.5003 2.6003 2.5003 2.5005

0.76 2.5000 2.5003 2.6000 2.5000 2.5000

1.00 2.5003 2.6003 2.6000 2.5000 2.5000

1.25 2.5003 2.5003 2..5000 2.5000 2.5003

1.50 2.5005 2.5003 2..5005 2.5008 2.5008

2.0 2,5017 2.6013 2.5013 2.6018 2.5018

2.6 2.5032 2.,5023 2.5028 2.5030 2.5033

3.0 2.5045 2.5033 2.5040 2.5043 2.5048

4.0 2.5067 2.5052 2..5058 2.5063 2.5067

5.0 2.5080 2.5063 2.5070 2.5075 2.5078

10 2.5102 2.5080 2.5088 2.5095 2.5099

60 2.6112 2.6083 2.5093 2.6097 2.5108

100 2.6112 2.6093 2.5105 2.5104 2.5112

200 2.5112 2.6104 2.5120 2.5114 2.5125

400 2.5112 — — —

Pressure dependence of F

To investigate the pressure dependence of F, one has naturally to go into the

dense gas theory, which unfortunately so far is quite undeveloped. The main

difficulty in the development of kinetic theory for condensed systems is that one

must understand certain aspects of three molecule and higher order collissions.

For rigid spherical molecules, however, it is theoretically impossible for three (jr

more molecules to collide at exactly the same moment. Hence for this particular

case, Enskog developed a complete theory by suitably modifying the dilute gas

theory and taking into account the collisional transfer of momentum and energy.

The formulae for A and
7f
of a. dense gas made of rigid spherical molecules are

VlV^ - 6o/F[l/i/+0.8+0.76l3/)
(
12

)

A/Ao = b,IV([lly+lM0.165y] (13)

Here A® and 17
® are the values of A and y respectively at normal densities, i.e.

zero pressure values and

y = PV/RT -^1 = 5p/F+0.6260(VF)2+0.2869(6o/F)H0.115(VF)H (14)
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where = 2/3 and er is the molecular diameter. In the region of low and
moderate densities y is given by the equation 4, while in the high density region
probably the best equation of state for rigid sphere is obtained from the radial

distribution function by Kirkwood, Maun and Alder (1950).

Hence for a dense gas made of rigid spherical molecules

[i/y+O.S+O.Vbly] ^ ^

and if be taken as 2.622, the value chliraeteristio of rigid spherical molecules,

then

F =r 2.522[l/i/+1.2+0.755yl/[l/y+0.8+0.761y] ... (16)

Columns 3 and 4 of table 6 give the valu^ of FJF^ and F respectively for corres-

ponding LqIv and y. For b^v upto 0.30 ^nation 14 has been utilised to calculate

y while for higher densities the table given by Hirschfeldejr, Curtiss and Brid

(1954) has been used. It is seen that F/F^ decreases both at low and high press-

ures, the maximum being attained round about y ^ 0.3535,

TABLE VI

Values of FfF^ as a function of hjv.

bofv y FIF° F1[^ \lvCr

0.01 O.OIOI 1.004 2.532

0.05 0.0516 1.020 2.572

0.10 0.1066 1.039 2.620

0.15 0.1651 1 .0.57 2.666

0.20 0.2275 1.074 2.709

0.25 0.2940 1 . 090 2.749

0.30 0.3649 1.104 2.785

0.3535 0.44 1.292 3.258

0.6250 0.91 1 . 1.52 2.906

0.8511 1,39 1.152 2 . 905

1.047 1.89 1.140 2.876

1.224 2.40 1.127 2.842

1.377 2.91 1.114 2.809

1.527 3.43 1.103 2.781

1.664 3.93 1.093 2.757

1.805 4.44 1.086 2.736

1.934 4.95 1.078 2.718

2.058 6.46 1.071 2.702

2.160 5.99 1.066 2.688

t Here also Cp stands for 3R/2JM.
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6. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MODERATELY DENSE
ARGON GAS

Recently Keyes (1964) has reported the thermal conductivity data for argon

at some moderate pressures. In order to be able to compare his experimental

values with those given by equation 13 it is necessary to specify Bq and F. By
correlating the experimental pressure with the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of

state,

PF2 = RT{l~CIVT^)(V+B^-bBJV)-A^{l-alV) ... (17)

the corresponding V can be easily determined. The values of the constants

Aq, Bq, a, b and C for argon are given by Beattie and Bridgeman (1928) and we

have utilised their values except for (7, the relation

C = 0.0236(^2/J?®Bg) ... (18)

was preferred following Hirschfelder and Roseveare (1939). Assuming the value

of <r for argon as 3.379A, b^ comes out to be 48.67 c.c./mole. This value is in good

agreement with the value 49.10 c.c./mole calculated from Beattie Bridgeman cos-

tants and can be taken as sufficiently accurate and reliable. Thus determining

6o and F, A/A® has been calculated and compared with the observed values in table

7. Tt will be seen that the absolute agreement between [A/A®] calc. and[A/A®]obs.

it not very good and that the latter is always higher than the former. This

discrepancy may be due (1) the non-realistic nature of the rigid sphere model and

(II) the experimental errors involved in the determination of A/A®.

TABLE VII

Thermal Conductivity of Argon at moderate pressures

Proflsuro

in atm.
Tomporaturo

ill °K
Volume
in Htros

6o/F
cftic. J2 : 6

rx/x”i
obfi.

[X/X”!
calo.

12.4 363.13 2.39825 0.020294 1.032 1.012

19.5 363.13 1.52350 0.031947 1.042 1.019

11,1 473.13 3.50346 0.013892 1.020 1.008

17.0 473.13 2.28964 0.021257 1.023 1.013

12.0 573.13 3.93093 0.012381 1.028 1.007

17.0 573.13 2.77826 0.017518 1.022 1.010

Further b^ can also be evaluated directly from the dense gas theory by adopt-

ing the following procedure. From equation 13 it follows that A/A® is only a func-

tion of 6o/F and hence we can find that b^jV and thereafter or (t which gives

the absolute agreement with the [A/A®]obs. value. In actual practice it was found

that different choices for pressure and temperature gave widely different values
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for ranging from = 87 to 60 = 179. This again leads to the same conclu-

sion that either the [A/A®]obs. values are wrong or this simple theoiy is

inadequate. Very accurate measurements are required to arrive at a definite

conclusion on the point.

From equation (15) we have

[rilri^] = F«/F[A/A«] (19)

Substituting the observed values for A/A® in equation 19, we have computed

the corresponding Yjjrj^ and these values are recorded in column 3 of Table VIII

Column 4 of table 8 gives the values of as calculated from equation 13.

TABLE VIII

Values of for Argon

Pressure
in atm.

Temperature
in

17 /
1/0 from

eqn. 19

17 /
1/0 from

oqn. 12

12.4 363.13 1.024 1.004

19.5 363.13 1.029 1.007

11.1 473.13 1.014 1 .003

17.0 473.13 1.014 1.004

12.0 573.13 1 .023 1.002

17.0 573.13 1 .015 1.003
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THE ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF
0 FLUORO CHLORO BENZENE

S. L. N. G. KRISHNAMACHART

Phy.ncn [)pp!trtmenti Anrfhra Walfnir

{Bpceivv^l for /mbtiration, (>c$pber 14, 11155)

The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of ortho-fluoro-(^hloro-benzene, in

hexane solution, was investigated by Conr^l -Billroth (193b)» The present

report deals with the work on the vapour absorjitiou spectrum. It is with a view

to study the infra-red, Raman and the ultraviolet absorption spectra of several

of the dihalogen derivatives of benzene, in paJrticular of ortho, meta and jiara-

fluoro-chloro, fluoro-bromo and fluoro-iodo-benzenes (pure samples of which

are sjiecially prepared by Dr. G. C. Finger of the Illinois State Geological Survey

and presented to the author), that the present work has been started. The

ultiaviolet spectrum was photograyihcd with path lengths of 25, 50 and 75 cm.,

at different temperatures ranging from - 15 to about 80^0 on the Hilger Quartz

medium and Littrow' instruments.
o

Tw'o regions of absorption w'ere observed, (i) A continuous one below 2150A

and (ii) a discrete one in the region 27(Ki-2400A. These tw'o regions merge together

at higher vapour pressures. The bands in the discrete region are rcfl flegraded

Figure 1

603.
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and about 12/) of them could be uieaHured. This system can be interpreted as

due to the allowed electronic transition In conformity with this, a strong

0-0 band and progressions and combinations of many totally symmetrical vibra-

tions were observed. The strong band at 37()H5 cm-^ was taken as the 0-0 band.

Most of the bands could be interpreted on the basis of eight ground state and eight

excited state frequencies. These, together with other data, are collected in

Table I which is self explanatory.

A characteristic feature of the spectrum is the appearance of fairly intense

bands towards the longwavelength side of almost all the strong bands, separated

by 35, (57 and 125 cm ^ the (57 cm~^ se])aration being the most pronounced one.

These could be interpreted as the v—v transitions of some of the low^ lying non-

totally symmetrical vibrations. A portion of the 8})ectrum is reproduced in

figure 1

.

A detailed discussion of the analysis will be published shortly, along with

that on the meta isomer which is in progress.

TABLE I

Ground and excited state fre(|uencicK of

K«,man (lata i:.v. abworption data i Prol)abI(‘ assignment

Ar Int P (1 round wtat o excited at ate 1

375 7 .41
'

370 270 (w) 1 (>n(‘ of th(‘ comporu'iils

1

of l)(aizen(‘

CfSO 11 .13 (583 (539 (st) ! F-(3 Htrelcliing

7r>r> I
— 751 (5.51 (in) C-K bending

82(5 9 . IS S29 7!».-. (s()

lu:iu 12 .US 1031 929 (sli 1
j

Totally syinnadrical carhon
n .sti'(‘!clnng vihrat ions

1(^70 4 .34 I07S 941 (at) 1
1

!

112(5 0 .49 II2S I07« (Mt)

i

1

i

1237 SI) .15 1243 1249 (ms)
,

C’- P st rcleliiiig

A (' K N () W L K I) (J M K X T
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